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Foreword

Human beings, sad to say, become fully aware ofthe true value offreedom
only when they are deprived of it. For someone who is gifted with a writer's
instinct, such anexperience often produces a passion to chronicle indetail the
intense mental agony that inevitably follows. In Lost Years the inspirational
passion isrestrained and controlled by its author inan unexpected and wholly
admirable way. The result isa very illuminating account ofthe suffering ofone
southern Vietnamese among perhaps hundreds ofthousands who were confined
to "reeducation" camps bythe country's communist authorities after the fall of
Saigon in 1975. This restraint and subtlety, combined with a uniquely Viet
namese quality that embraces both courage and gentleness, make the narrative
exceptionally moving. Astrident, shriller tone would not have been as effective.
So this is not a relentless recital of physical torture and horror or an
anticommunist diatribe, which one might have expected. It is above all else
honestand often understated. Thewritingindeedis invested withsuchhuman

ity that itis possible to feel as much sympathy attimes for the bodoi supervising
the camps as for their inmates. It throws equally fascinating light on the
relationships among the detainees themsleves. At times the very ordinariness of
the experience impresses itself deeply inthe mind ofthe reader. It was neither
the harshest nor the easiest of reeducation camp experiences. Some former

prisoners have described how they were beaten and tortured and shackled in
"tiger cages" ordark cement cells; other stories tell ofdeaths from substandard
diets, labor accidents in the jungle, lack of medical care, and executions for
escape attempts. While recording some such instances but without focusing on
extremes, thisaccount conveys theexperience of many unfortunate noncommunist Vietnamese who were ensnaredby the process because of "suspect" past

affiliations. Unlike other reporters about reeducation camps, Tran Tri Vu's skill
and sensitivity make him anextraordinary observer, enabling the reader tosense
each numbing day with tangible intensity.

My own connection with this book has two separate strands. The first isone
of chance. While working as a British correspondent in Peking during the late
1960s, I became an innocent "political" prisoner of theCultural Revolution. I
was held in solitary confinement ina house close to the walls ofthe Forbidden

City for two years and two months inretaliation for the imprisonment ofChinese
communist journalists who rioted inHong Kong. On emerging inlate 1969 after
IX
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the last Hong Kong detainee had been freed, Iwrote abook entitled Hostage in
Peking, so Iknow personally how important itcan be for aprisoner, on regaining
his freedom, to set down for publication the details ofwhat he feels was an unjust
persecution. For this reason alone, when the translator of Tran Tri Vu's

manuscript approached me with the first chapter ortwo, I immediately offered
encouragement and undertook toassist asmuch asI could infinding apublisher.
The second strandis relateddirectly to Vietnam. Thetranslator cameto me

in late 1984 chiefly because Ihad spent four years form 1978 to 1982 researching
and writing a novel entitled Saigon, which deals comprehensively with Viet
nam's often tragic history overa fifty-year period, from 1925 to 1975. In the

course ofworking on the book, Ideveloped alasting admiration for the courage,
resilience, and elusive charm of a remarkable people. In the novel I eschewed
black-and-white judgments, andin writing it, I became aware thatVietnamese

ofall persuasions had endured more than their fair share oftragedy and suffering
during the twentieth century. Unfortunately, I was never able to visit Vietnam
while writing the novel; no visa was ever granted to me, but I made fiiends

among the Vietnamese communities inParis and Washington, where I pursued
research during lengthy visits. ButinJanuary 19881 visited Vietnam forthefirst

time, and then by chance, on the eve ofTet, I found myself standing on the
platform ofSaigon's main railway station while a grimy train rumbled infrom
the North carrying a large number of prisoners who had been released after
thirteen years of "reeducation." Among them were former South Vietnamese

generals, a one-time minister ofdefense, and other high-ranking army officers
and government officials.

It was the largest-ever release of long-term detainees; over 3,000 were

granted amnesty for Tet, and the atmosphere at the station was extremely
emotional. Fretful, tearful crowdsof relativesand friends clamoredoutside the
closed gates leading to the platforms. Vietnamese television cameras were

present to record the event, and I waited among a small group of foreign

journalists who had been formally invited to witness the event from aprivileged
place on the platform. For those returning home, thirteen shadowy years were
ending in a blaze of publicity.

Inthe melee I was able to tape-record brief interviews inEnglish with two

former generals; like most of the released prisoners who crowded the open
windows of the train as it rolledin, they werelean-faced. But smileswreathed

their features as they swung threadbare bundles ofbelongings down from the
carriage. When I asked one general what he had missed most, he grinned and
said he had climbed out ofthe train atevery station on the long journey to try
different kinds of soups—noodles, vegetable, meat. Voices broke a littlewhen I

asked different individuals ifthey hoped to leave Vietnam and go abroad to join
their wives and families. Itwas too early to say, they murmured. Remembering
my own difficulties when I faced crowds of reporters at Heathrow airport in

Foreward
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London, I found it difficult to frame questions. But one wiry senior officer
admitted that "praying to ancestors" had helped him survive.
In Hanoi some days earlier I had been told in advance by government
officials about the impending release. About another 2,000 detainees remained
in the camps, they said, but it would not be long before these people too were

released. On the platform at Saigon it was impossible not to be moved by the
reunions. Many people wept. I spoke toaVietnamese who had originally fought
the French with theVietMinh, had goneNorthin 1954, andhadthentakenpart
in thefinal communist assault on Saigon in 1975. When I asked himhow hehad
reacted to the emotional scenes,he said simply that he agreed heartily with the

decision torelease the prisoners, and onseeing their tears flowing freely, hehad
felt like crying himself.
That remark reminded me afresh of the great complexities that have beset

Vietnam during this century. Spurred onbygrowing poverty and dislocation, the
government in Hanoi has been accelerating economic reforms since the end of
1986; foreign investment was being avidly sought, and the reeducation process,
which had been the subject of much intemational criticism, was seemingly
being wound upin a related series ofpolicy changes. Another page was being
turned in Vietnam's history. Since 1975 thecountry hadexisted politically in a
near-vacuum, but thirteen years later it was trying, Chinese-style, to "open to
the outside world" in order to boost its stagnant economy.

Although "reeducation" on a mass scale in Vietnam had almost run its
course by early 1988, this moving story of what it all meant to one individual
over four and a halfyears ought, inanideal world, toreduce the chances ofsuch
things ever happening again. Experience, unfortunately, in a world that is far
from ideal,tends toteachusotherwise. Butwemustatleasthope it willhave that
effect. In any event, Iran Tri Vu's book makes a valuable contribution to an
important comer of twentieth-century history. For that reason among many
others, it deserves to be widely read.
Anthony Grey
London, Spring 1988

Preface

I finished this memoir in London at the end of the winter of 1982. I then

showed it to friends, who suggested that I condense it if I hoped to have it
published. My reluctant abridgement was completed inJune of 1984.
Reading over this abridged version, I feel that unfortunately it lacks
cohesion insome places. My greatest regret, however, isthat I have been able to
write only briefly about somany ofthe people I have known. Their names, even
if I used their true names, would mean nothing to most readers, for they were

people who neither had the money tobribe their way out ofthe camps nor were
well-known figures ofthe former regime whose plight might draw the attention
of international organizations. I have mentioned only a few names here, among
the ones I liked and did not like. How can I forget ex-pilot Tuong, suffering

badly from asthma brought onby the damp jungle weather, who forever sang,
"What's New inParis, My Darling." How can I forget the Khmer who had such
muscular fingers that, before the disbelieving eyes ofcamp doctors and dentists,
hecould extract teeth using only his thumb and finger. How can I forget cruel,
conceited Dr. Cung, deputy group leader, assigning heavy work to members of
his group whose bodies were racked with hunger and their hearts torn by
desperation. How can Iforget the expression on ex-pilot Ut's face as he forced us
to work onand oncutting bamboo when we had not filled ournorm. How canI
describe it all, thehunger, thesickness, thedespair, thedesperation, when I am
not a trained writer. I wanted to set down an account that would cause readers to

feel sympathy for those inthe reeducation camps, but I was not really uptothe
task. I hope my former companions insuffering and misfortune will forgive my
shortcomings.

AsI was working inLondon onthelastpages oftheabridged version, some
people were staging a huge demonstration in the street outside my room. They
were protesting the installation in Britain ofAmerican rockets that were to be
aimed at theRussian missiles pointed at them, and at me too. While aware that
these demonstrators meant well, it broke my heart to think that probably they

were ignorant ofthe suffering inKampuchea, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan,
Laos, Vietnam, El Salvador, Nicaragua, andothercountries causedby weapons

supplied bybig countries. Oh God! Have mercy onus! We fear our own deaths
while cruel andunjust death comes to others likeanirresistible force. InEurope

milk is poured on the ground as a protest against agricultural policy while
Xlll
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thousands ofAfrican children starve for lack ofmilk. Can any philosophy or
ideology justify such death and hunger? Can people organize ademonstration to
safeguard their own peace and ignore the collapse inother parts of the world?
Against such a backdrop, can a modest book, written by an unknown person,
achieve anything?

Yet I want tosound a note ofoptimism and faith. Despite everything, there
remain inthis world havens ofhope, people moved by humanitarian feelings. To
them I want to express my gratitude in these opening lines.

I was able to survive it all, the sickness and the accidents, because ofmy
wife. She waited determinedly despite advice from others not to do so, despite
the fact that she had the papers to allow her and our daughter togo to France.
Instead, she came deep into the jungle to visit and comfort me.
I must mention the humanitarian intervention of Mr. P.T.L. who interceded

on my behalf with Hanoi's Ministry ofForeign Affairs and gained nq^ release; I
have yet to meet and thank him.

I wish also toexpress my gratitude tothe people and government ofFrance,
aswell asother peoples and governments, for the assistance they have given to
Vietnamese. I do not know what I can do to be worthy ofthis generosity and
kindness, except todevote the remainder ofmy life tothose acts that are inspired
by the spirit of international brotherhood, love of mankind, and a just peace.
Finally, I would beremiss if1did not express my profound gratitude to the
many people—Vietnamese, French, English, American—without whose help,
advice, and encouragement I would not have been able towrite and publish this

book. Especially, I wish to thank Ton That Uan, Nguyen Van Canh, Vu Quang,
Chu Ba Anh, Mrs. PhanThong Khanh Minh, Vu Van Thiet, R. Brother Tran

Van Nghiem, Paul Louis Tate, Robert Scalapino and Douglas Pike of the
Institute of East Asian Studies at the University of Califomia at Berkeley,
William Philips ofLittle, Brown & Co., Laura Fillmore, A1 Santoli, Anthony
Grey, and, particularly, myeditor, Myma Pike.

Translator's Note

This book is the result of more than a year of hard work. Done by a person

whose mother tongue is notEnglish, the translation mustsometimes seem "unEnglish to readers, for which the translator humbly offers his sincere apology.
However, the "un-Englishness" of the style is intentional on a number of
occasions—whenever some couleur locale is felt to be required, especially
when rendering the peculiar way the Vietnamese communists express them
selves. A number of footnotes havebeen added to help thereaders to understand
certain details, facts, and situations. If there is any error, the fault is mine and
mine only.
Nguyen Phuc

The names of the author and the translator are pseudonyms.
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Chapter 1

Camp One: Trang Lon

Into a rucksackI put those things neededfor a seven-day stay^ at the camp:
two pairs of trousers, shirts, a mosquito net, a blanket, a piece of canvas to be
usedfora sleeping mat, toothpaste, soap, medicines (forcolds ordysentery), and
money. The money I tucked away very carefully.
When taking leave of my wife and little daughter, I tried to put on a calm
appearance. But both my wife and I had the premonition that this departure
would be an ill-fated one. Seeing my child babbling away happily, my heart
ached at the thought of their uncertain future.
Earlier, before I was due to present myself to the authorities for "reeduca
tion," a bodoP- had come twice to my house and urged me in a soft voice to
report in good time.
Before I decided to take the risk, I made careful inquiries into this business

of "reporting for reeducation." The information I had gathered was full of
contradictions. Some said all servicemen attending previous seven-dayreeduca
tion sessions had returned safely home, but that smacked too much of commu

nist propaganda. Still, that waswhatI told mywifeto reassureher. One person
whose accounts I felt I could trust was Duong Cong Hien—a tricky chap

though—who hadconnections withcommunist officials in Hanoi. Afterthefall
of South Vietnam, he announced that his family had been awarded a first-class

medal posthumously for his father, who had fought and died in the war of
resistance againstthe French. Hien's uncleswereall high-ranking cadresin the
North. However, he was sincere enough to reveal that reeducation would take
quite a few years. "No less than that, I'm afraid." he said.
On the eveof the deadline to report, a communistcadre, followedby a bunch
of kids, came to stand in front of my house. With his loudspeakerpointed in our
direction, he read the official order. Then he and the kids shouted slogans

^The official communique stipulated that the periodof "reeducation"forjuniorofficers and civil
servants was seven days. For many of them, it was seven years.

^North Vietnamese appellation for soldiers. Throughout the book,
politicizedsoldier of Conununist Vietnam.

will be used for the
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praising the "clement" policy of the "Revolution" and condemning the stub
bornness of thosewhorefused to report for reeducation. Forpeople like me, it
was very clear that if we did not report, we would not be left alone.

I was to report to Nguyen Lam school near Cholon.^ When I arrived, I
stopped to read the notices that covered the gatepost, then someone shouted

shrilly in a voice that sounded like a child's: "Why don't you go in to report?
What are you waiting for?"

Thencamea more affable voice; "Come in! We are about to call it a day."
This was the voice of a cadre sitting at a table in the centerof the schoolyard.
Behindhim wasa groupof peoplesittingon theirheels. I approached the cadre.
"Name?"

"Tran Tri Vu."
"Rank?"

"Reserve lieutenant."

"'Lieutenant' is enough. Why complicate things with 'reserve'?"
Giggles camefromthe groupof squatting persons followed by a shoutfrom
the bodoi with a child's voice, "What are you fellows laughing at?"
The old cadre, more calmly: "Order, please!" Then, to me, "Branch?"
"Officer seconded to the Education Department."
"Another of those fellows! Don't you know which branch you belong to
whenyouhave notbeen taughtto pilota planeor drivea tank?You are infantry,
understand? You're like the others who declared they havebeen 'seconded' in an
attempt to conceal their actual branch. Isn't that so?"
"Oh no! I—"

"Enough! Go and sit there, behind the others."

I joinedthesquatting group of menwholooked at mewith mocking smiles.
Later on, this "seconded" business caused me to be reprimanded time and
again.

We remained squatting until our legs grewnumb and until the group grew
large enoughthat the bodoidecidedto moveus. The newplacewasa classroom.
"This is where you stay for the time being," the bodoi said. "If anybody
wants to go out, he has to ask the guard in the corridor;you cannotgo out unless
you've got his permission. Two persons at the most will be allowed to leave the
room at one time. Got it?" Somebody answered yes in a low voice,but the bodoi,
as if vexed, repeated angrily. "Have you understood?" Seeing that he meant
business, everybody replied yes in a loud voice. The bodoi then ordered the
group leader, who had been appointedbefore I arrived, to sit at the doorfacing
the group, as if to watch over us. The bodoi returned to the schoolyard.
The leader of our group was Pham Van Tuong, a dentist and medical corps

^Chdldn, meaning "big market," is the Chinese section of Saigon.
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lieutenant. We introduced ourselves all around. The man who arrived minutes

before me was Nguyen Van Long, a lieutenant in the Rangers. He introduced
himself by saying, "Fve a lot of 'blood debts' to pay, I'm afraid."
It was then 6 p.m., June 26,1975. The people in the room responded to the
situation as their ages and natures dictated. Middle-aged persons remained
silent, their hearts heavy with worry; the younger ones seemed not too worried
and tried to make fun of the discipline that had just been imposed on them. But
the jokes did not make many of us laugh. Long said, "Those child-soldiershave
been particularly harsh today."
"You're right," I concurred. "They are very short-tempered."
We were talking in low voices when a bodoi appeared and spoke through the
doorbefore proceedingto anotherroom to repeat his order: "Be readyfordinner.
Put your belongings in order. When going out, remain in line and obey the order
of the guard."
A van with the words Ai Hue Restaurant painted on its sides was parked in
the yard. Someone clapped his hands, and a shout came in reproof: "Don't you
fellows know how to keep discipline?"
Someone complained, "How can they joke under the circumstances?"

Long said"teasingly, "Oh, come on! Let them have a little fun!"
Later, I was told that the person who had complained wasMr. Cue, the oldest
member of our group. "We have to avoid being insulted," he explained; "that
would be a great humiliation for us."
"We have already suffered humiliation," Long countered. "Is there any
greater humiliation than losing the war?"
Everybody in the room intervened noisily. "Now, come off it." "Leave him
alone."

Long looked at me with a smile, but I shook my head, uneasy at what had
happened. As fate would haveit. Long, old Mr. Cue, Tuong, and I weredestined
to be together for a long time.
Dinner that evening was characteristic of the irony of our situation. The
restaurateur was one of the most famous in Cholon. Food was served on

expensivechina. The waitresses wore the usual shiny black trousers and white
Chinese coats embroidered with the name of the restaurant. But the rice was

brown rice, and the food consisted of fried pickled cabbage, fat meat cooked
with brine, and thin cabbage soup. The only things reminiscent of the restau
rant's normal cuisine were the tiny saucers of sOy sauce and pickled red pepper.
The waitresses told us that the bodoi had come to their restaurant and asked that

meals be prepared for people reporting for reeducation. The bodoi provided the
rice and some money, but the restaurateur still suffered a great loss. Said one of
the waitresses with a laugh, "Our boss had to comply for fear of the con
sequences. After all, we have to support the Revolution, don't we!"
We ate our meal standing around the school tables. As we picked out the
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husks left in the rice, some tried to joke about the restaurant buying brown rice
by mistake.
After the meal, we were brought back to the classroom, and two by two we
were allowed to go outside to relieve outselves. At 8 o'clock we were ordered to
keep silent and go to sleep, but we continued with our muffled conversation.
Those who had come the day before told me to lie down on the floor whereverI
liked. Most of us had brought along a large piece of cloth to serve as a blanket.
Half of it was now used as a mat, the other half as a blanket and a protection
against mosquitoes. A few had managed to hang their mosquito nets. By
midnight, the whole room was quiet except for some snoring. I could not sleep;
hundredsof questionskept turning around in myhead. I felt an unusual need to
urinate. I asked to go out and was led outside by a bodoi. The scene there was
extraordinary. The place was crawling with bodoi;everyfivemeters two of them
were standing guard. When I got back to the room, I still could not sleep. It
appeared that old Mr. Cue and I were the only persons still awake in the room.
Mr. Cue was counting beads on his rosary and silently saying his prayers.
Suddenly,hurried footsteps were heard in the corridor. I looked at my watch:
1 A.M. A bodoi came into each room in turn; his voice was not too loud, but it

was enough to cause everybody to awaken in alarm, "Everybody get up and
prepare for maneuvers."
Long, still not quite awake, shot back, "The war is over. What do we need
maneuvers for?"

Nobody paid any attention to him. All were busy putting things into their
bags. The corridor outside was full of bodoi. One of them, paper in hand,
entered the room, "Are you people team no. 6? Where's Pham Van Tuong? Get
your people out and have them stay in line in the yard. Stand at the position
assigned to your team. Hurry up with your preparations!"
In the yard we found some of the other teams already there waiting behind
numbered tables. Careful preparations seemed to have been made. Additional
electric bulbs illuminated the courtyard, and a cadre in a brand-new uniform
stood on a platform in front of the teams, which drew up in perfectly straight
lines.

"Listen to me! Keep silent and listen carefully," the bodoi said. "I don't
want to use a loudspeaker and disturb our fellow citizens' sleep. You will be
brought to a reeducation school. You will travel in trucks, and you'll be a little
crowded. Youwill observe strict discipline when on the road and obey the orders
of the guards. To avoidaccidents, you will part for the time being with breakable
or pointed objects; the guards will collect them and return themto youon arrival.
I repeat, all knives, razor blades, glass bottles, and breakable utensils should be
handed to the guards. Youwill be given back your belongings when we arrive at
the school. Now, let the guards execute the order."

Camp One: Trang Lon
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Everyone hurriedto comply; all breakables, knives,and scissors weretaken
out of individualbags and put into sacks bearingthe numberof each team. Glass
bottles outnumbered the other things. A bodoi growled, "Why the hell are you
bringing so many bottles?"
Most of us had brought along steamed salted fish or ground sesame mixed
with salt to last us for one week, the officially stated reeducation period, so
somebody answered, "It's our provision for the week." Many bodoi burst into
laughter.
We were then marched to the street, where an endless convoy of army trucks
waswaiting. Thesevehicles weresmallerthanthe U.S. IVi-ion GeneralMotors
trucks but bigger than the Dodge 4 x 4s. We piled in, thirty-four to each; our
teamnumberedforty, so six of us packedintoanothertruck. My namewasin the
middle of the list, so I was able to travel with most of my new friends. Although
our fkiendship was only two days old, we had the impression that we were
already very close to one another.
It wasverycrowdedin thetruck, whichwascoveredfromtopto bottomwith
a tarpaulin, yetone placehad to be reserved in a frontcomer and another in the
rear for the guards. People sat on each other's legs and on our canvas bags. The
sound of quarreling and swearing voices filled the air. The guard at the rear
shouted, "If anybody among you commits a breach of discipline, I shall deal
with him on the spot."

The term xu ly,"^ used angrily by the bodoi and heard by us Southemersfor
the first time in our lives, sounded threatening enough to reduce us to silence.

Shifting frequently in ourcrammed positions. LongandI sat against onesideof
the tmck and were able to look out through some small holes in the tarpaulin. We

caughtsightof peoplestandingat the doors of theirhomes looking out. Theydid
not switch on any lights.

Although outwardly calm, we werebesiegedwith worries. Longwhispered
in myear, "It is highly probablethat we shall be broughtto North Vietnam.The
field officers who reported two days ago weremmored to have been sent to the
North." The words "sent to the North," which I had come across many times

already, had been haunting all of us long before we presented ourselves for
reeducation.

Outside the bodoi shouted to one another; then we heard a long whistle and

the noise of motors starting up. The convoybegan to moveslowly. Deep inside
me, I felt that a momentous event was happening. As the wheels of the trucks
beganto tum, it wasclear to me thatI wasat that moment beingseparated from
something very intimate, very precious, and that the separation would be
etemal. I feltthehopelessness of a personfaced with a faitaccompli, regretting
terminvented in theNorthmeaning "to decide," "to judge," and, sometimes, "to dealwith." It
was misused by the illiterate bodoi and cadres as "to punish."
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that it ever happened, and remorseful for having let it happen. It was a painful
and bitter feeling.
I kept listening to noises and mentally taking note of everybend in the road
in order to guess which direction we were taking. At first, when it seemed that
we were driving along the road running parallel to the Phu Tho racetrack, I
thought to myself, "Perhaps we're going to take the Bien Hoa highway! If so,
will it be the Central Highlands?the North?" But the truckskept goingstraight
ahead, bumped slightly for a while, then turned left, decidedly not toward the
highway. I tried to look through the holes in the tarpaulin, but the vehicles
bumped so much that I could not catch sight of anything.
Now the trucks sloweddown, but there was more rolling; I guessed that we
had left the city. I was sure of it when echoes iBrom both sides of the street
suddenly changed in tempo and the convoy speeded up. For which camp were
we bound? For a long time, the convoy moved along the seemingly deserted
road. The two guards stuck their heads outside because of the stifling at
mosphere in the truck, but they took care to block our view.
Old Mr. Cue beside me was saying his prayersin a low voice,as he had been
doing since the convoy started to move. I could hear only the beginning of the
sentence, "Hail Mary . . ."; then the voice died down, then began again with
"Holy Mary." The voicekept rising and fallinglike a wave, muffledby the noise
of the motor. At times, the truck slowed down, then turned right or left. Despite
my attempts to estimate distances and directions, I couldn't keep track of the
route we were following, and I gaveup. The only thing I was sure of, based on the
creakingnoise of the vehicle, wasthat we werenot runningon the newhighway.
Everybody in the vehicle was asleep except Mr. Cue and me. Long must have
been the first to fall asleep; it had been some time since he first leaned his full
weight on my shoulder.
The truck wasrunning on a verystraight road whenit suddenlysloweddown
and stopped. The guard at the back directed his flashlight at us and said, "Keep
quiet, all of you! I'll fire if anybody moves."
Nobody answered, for most were not quite awake, but a moment later,

somebody said, "Let us down, please. We need to urinate very badly."
The guard shouted, "Quiet!"

The guard at the front raised the tarpaulin and spoke to somebody outside,
"Let them get down for a piss."
A voice answered, "Wait until we have deployed our guards."
Moments later a bodoi approached, saying, "The comrade guard at the rear
will comedownto standguard. Eachof youin turn will be permittedto get down
to relieve himself, then will return to the truck and another will take his place.
You in the truck, do you hear me clearly?"
Everybody joyfully answered in unison, "Loud and clear!"
So we took our turns. How cool and fresh the air outside was! The roadside
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was covered with grass. I tried to observe our surroundings, but they were
shrouded in complete darkness. In the flickering of the guard's flashlight, I
recognized a tree that grew at the side of the road; with its small trunk and big
leaves, it was indeed the dieu tree, characteristic of the southern Vietnam

landscape.
Back in the truck, there was much shifting about and sounds of dispute as
more comfortable positions were sought, and again, shouts from the guards;

then all was quiet. We sat this way for a long time waiting for the convoy to
restart. Outside, our driver was heard discussing food and drinks with someone
who suddenly called out, "One of you two comrades get down to have a snack;
then it will be the other's turn."

The guard at the rear told the one in front to go ahead with his meal. The
latter jumped down. "What is there to eat?" he asked.
"Rice gruel," the man said.
"Oh God! You travel by night in a crowded truck and all you haveto eat is

just gruelIYou'llprobablyend up witha hellof a needto piss!DidLogistics run
so low on rice that we have only gruel to eat?"
"I guessyoudon't like ricegruelmuch, but I suggestyousmellit before you
turn it down. It's chicken gruel, see! If this had been supplied to us in 32,^ a lot
of fellows' lives could have been saved."

"Oh! Is it true, comrade, that you have spent some time in B2?"
"You talk of B2, but do you haveany idea of what it was?I was there only a
few months, yet I nearly died of malaria and B-52 bombs."
"Just the thought of life in B2 is enough to give me the creeps! It's a great
merit for you to have been in B2."
"Eat your food now; there are others waiting. The gruel is still hot. Don't eat
it all, though. You'll be soundly beaten if you do!" Then there was laughter.
The two guards finished eating and returned to the truck, but there was no
sign of the convoy resuming its journey. It was a long hour before the vehicles
restarted their motors. I made a quick calculation. We started at 1a.m. ; when we
stopped to relieve ourselves, it was 4 a.m. The dieu tree we saw a moment ago
was proof that we were still in the Mekong Delta region. If the convoyhad gone
toward the north, there would have been no sign of such trees.

After an hour's travel, we saw a faint light in the sky behind us. Clearly, we
were going westward. I shook Long's arm; he stretched his shoulders and asked,
"Can't you sleep? For me, sleep comes very easily."
I bent down close to his ear. "It seems we are going in the Tay Ninh
direction," I said.

5B2was a North Vietnamesebase in the central highlands, near the junction of the frontier between
Vietnam, Kampuchea, and Laos where the Ho Chi Minh Trail emerges. This was an area of intensive
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"Really?" he answered. "As long as we do not have to go to the North, I am
content." Having said that he went back to sleep.
Dawn came. Old Mr. Cue, who had managed to get a little sleep, awoke.
Others were beginning to wake up, and the truck now buzzed with the sound of
murmured conversation. Suddenly Old Cue said close to my ear, "Somebody
remarked that we are going in the direction of Tay Ninh, not northward." I
lookedat Long; he wasasleep. Barely an hour and the newshad gonethe rounds
of the truck!

The day grew lighter and lighter. Suddenly,voices, the noise of motorbikes,
and the creaking of ox carts were all around us. Our vehicle sloweddown. Long
peered through the holes in the tarpaulin;then it was myturn. A great numberof
people on bicycles, most of them men, crowded the road.
Long said, "So it's true! Thosepeople are rubber plantationworkers. Weare
indeed nearTayNinh. I know this place like the back of myhand. I wasstationed
here for a long time and took part in lots of operations in this area."
Our convoy turned right and seemedto be caught in a bottleneck. The bodoi
called out shrilly to one another.
"Which 'D' is that?"^

"Is this Gia Long school?"
"Comrades, listen to me! This is the new instruction. You don't have to

observe the prearranged order. Wherever there is an open space, just drive in;
return to base after you have turned your people over to the camp management.
Remember to take down the name of the person responsible for their reception;
note how many you haveturned over. Now go! Youthere, drive on. Don't delay."
The guard at the back jumped down and walkedbehind the truck. The going
was very slow in the jam of vehicles. We stopped and were ordered to get down
and line up. We were in an open yardwith a jumble of barbed wire lying all over.
Long said with a smile, "This is the place I liked most. The club was over
there!"

We soon found out that this was the former artillery base of Trang Lon.
Except for the observation tower, still intact, the barracks were crumbling. Here
and there on the ground lay an assortment of wooden containers, shell cases, and
booster powder in the shape of sticks with five cylindrical perforations on the
inside. It was then 7 o'clock in the morning. After traveling all night, we
expected to arrive at a place far away from Saigon. We did not expect the convoy
to cover a bare hundred kilometers. Only much later did we learn that the North
Vietnamese military traveled very slowly, averaging around 40 km per hour.
bombings by B-52s and systematic defoliation. Also, this is where malaria took its heaviest toll of
bodoi.
^North Vietnamese code name for battalion.
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We had been told we would be brought to a school to be "reeducated," but
lookingaround, we saw only ruins and no placeto live. Now, it was line up, roll
call, head count, then waiting.Verylongwaiting.Thetrucksthat broughtus had
long been gone. Tired of waiting, we squatted on the ground; sonnie, too
exhausted, used their bags as cushions. Only one bodoi stood guard. At long
last, the guard himself was fed up; he called out, "What about this group? Why
hasn't anybody come out to take them in charge?"
Finally, a man who appeared to be an officer^ appeared and led us to a comer
of the yard near a little wooden shed about 4 meters by 5, which seemed to have
served as some sort of office. Another group was already there, busy cleaning up
the place. The officer instructed us to help out, adding, "Make preparations to
stay here. All of you will be grouped into a B.® Pham Van Tuong will be your
leader. Now, clean the place, then rest."
Having given his order, he left as if in a great hurry. A look at the shed
showedthat those who came before us had taken over the space under the portion
of the roof that was still intact, leaving us the comer with a cmmbling roof,
perhaps damaged by heavy artillery. A number of youngfellows. Long among
them, mshed in to protest. "The instmction was that this place is for all of us, so
you have no right to reserve the best space for yourselves and leave us without a
roof. We must divide equally between us. Without a roof over our heads, it will
be the end of us when it rains!" They took the bags that preempted the space
under the intact roof and stacked them in a comer; then they said to the rest of us,
"Come on, put your belongings in this comer for the time being. We'll wait for
the bodoi to settle our differences."

Some of their men were no less aggressive than ours; they mshed forward,
some grasping long pieces of wood, obviously intending to fight it out. The
middle-aged among us hurriedly intervened. "Stop it! How can you think of
fighting at this point? Where's Tuong? It's his duty to settle this. It's not proper to
call in the bodoi.''

At last, Tuong came in; he seemed embarrassed to have been called upon to
arbitrate. After much convincing, he agreed to settle the difference and
suggested that, since everybody wanted a good place but nobody was willing to
yield, we draw lots. Voices rose in angry protest. That solution pleased no one.
After some discussion, the two groups agreed to divide the room into two
sections, each with a good portion of roof overhead to cover people's belong
ings. In the end, however, everybodydecided to put their things where they were
going to sleep instead of leaving them in the roofed comer for fear of theft.
It was nearly noon when we were asked to go and fetch our ration of rice for
the midday meal. Again there was a dispute, this time over who would be given
''Until 1978, North Wtnamese officers seldom wore military badges, except on formal occasions.

^North Vietnamese code name for platoon.
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the task of cooking rice, finally, someof the youngerones volunteered.A roofed
but open-sided garage had been temporarilyconverted into a kitchen. The scene
there was simply chaotic! Rice was being cooked in coverless Chinese woks
placed on a few bricks arranged around the fire. A couple of the woks
overturned, but the "cooks" hurriedfy scooped up the rice, added some water,
adjusted the position of the bricks, and continued with the cooking. When the
water began to boil, the woks were covered with rice sacks, the steam seeping
through die jute like white smoke. A sample showed the rice was not done; there
was not enough steam. More wood was added to the fire. The result was three
layers of rice in the woks, the bottom one burned black and inedible, the middle
one well cooked but too dry, and the top layer undercooked. When the rice was
served out, each of us was given some of the burned rice, which had to be thrown
away, a little of the cooked rice, and a little of the uncooked. The distribution
couldn't have beenmoreimpartial.Whenthebodoicameto checkandsupervise
the rationing, we were given the first lesson in "revolutionary" ethics. "Uncle
Ho said,'Do not fear shortage; what should be feared is unequal distribution!'"
We commented on the teaching while eating our first meal at the "school."
Worriedabout possible ill effects on our health if the present wayof cooking
rice wenton, I called Long aside and explainedthe properwayof cookingrice in
Chinese woks. I had been a boy scout in myearly youthand had someexperience
cooking rice for many people when we went camping. The canvas should be
soaked in water before being placed on the wok; if possible, a board of suitable
size should be placed on top of the canvas to preventthe steam from escaping.
Long then called out, "Hey, Tuong! This Mr. Vu is an expert on cooking rice in
Chinese woks!"

Because of this lesson in the art of rice cooking, I was called upon to join the
kitchen team. The next day we requestedpermissionto go and pick up the scrap
wood that was lying around (most of it from artillery shell containers) to make
covers for woks. We made makeshift hammers and tools to extract nails. The

woks were round and more than a meter in diameter, but we could only make
square covers because we had no saw. (Some time later, I was promoted to leader
of the team of carpenters, as the kitchen team became overmanned and the work
almost routine. I joined the carpentry team by chance, almost against my will,
but from then on I was put down as chief carpenter in myrecords, whereverI was
transferred.)

The advantage of working in teams was that information could be gathered.
In the first few days, we were all anxious to get through with reeducation and
return home as soon as possible. But seven days dragged by and nothing
happened. Every day we were led away by the bodoi to work at such tasks as
clearing the camp, digging latrines, and carrying water for bathing and washing.
Sometimes we were ordered to help the bodoi by sweeping the yard, chopping
wood, and carrying rice and foodstuffs for Logistics. Back in our shed in the
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evening, werecounted all information gathered duringtheday. First, welearned
that this Trang Lon base was crowded with officers, from secondlieutenantsto
captains. Although the bodoirepeatedly and threateningly reminded us not to
taUc to men from other units—"not to communicate indiscriminately," as they
put it—nevertheless, whenever we came across each other, we spoke in low
voices, asking for information. The latrine area was jokingly named "radio
station." The latrines were dug side by side in a small space in an attempt to
confine the foul smell. When a person went there, he wouldcall out to the other
side of the wattle^ to see if anybody else was present. Long took everyoccasion
to go to the latrines to hunt for information, and he neverfailed to come back
with some news for us. This was how we knew, for instance, that the shed we saw

standing behind the earthen wall to our left was assigned to B7 (Battalion 7),
composedmostlyof civil servants. Le Quang Uyen, the formergovernor of the
National Bank, was among its inmates.
A word here about the terminology used by the bodoi regarding the organi

zationof the camp inmates into units. A small number wasgroupedinto an "A"
(a squad), three As constituted a "B" (a platoon), three Bs made up a "C" (a
company), and four Cs formeda "D" (a battalion). My first unit wasA1B3 C1
D4; in other words, I belonged to squad 1, platoon 3, company 1, battalion 4.
The concentration of so many people in one place, inmates and bodoiy gave
rise to many problems. The stock of woodused for cookingwassoon used up as
were the wooden shell containers. We resorted to the poles and beams of the
fortifications and later tore down derelict constructions, even small wooden

buildings. Whole blocks of pinewood, donated by the United States for
construction of buildings were used to cook our meals. The sheds we lived in
wereovercrowded.The rainy season hadjust begun. Manyof us becameill from
sleeping on the dirt floors. Seven days passed without any reeducation being
givento us or any date for our release mentioned. Moraleplummeted,resulting
in more sickness; some were not able to find any sleep at night. Secret thoughts
nowbegan to be expressed openly, in loudvoices. "We have beenduped! Thatis
quite clear since we havenot been released after sevendays!" Others could not
help giving physical vent to their anger and frustration. The situation became
unbearable.

The bodoi also showedsigns of a change in attitude. At first, when they led
us to work at clearing the camp, they conversed with us as if with ordinary
acquaintances. Now they dropped a few paces behind us, walking in stubborn
silence, no longer willing to talk. Later, when some bodoi came to our carpentry
shop to order furniture made for them, one young man revealed that they had
been ordered not to "communicate" with people who were to be reeducated.
In the firstfew days, the youngbodoiespeciallywere easilyaccessible. They
wattle is made of flexible wood strips woven through bamboo.
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told us about the situation in the North, and we told them about the South. At

times they agreed to take our little money and buy food for us at the local market;
in this way, we were able to improve our daily diet of rice and salt with some fish
sauce, sugar, or instant noodles. (The containers of food and medicine that we
brought with us and had to turn in at the start of our journey had disappeared
without trace. We asked for them many times but were told they had all been
broken during the move and had to be thrown away.) Now, with the order
forbidding communication between us and the bodoi, we were virtually cut off
from this source of supply.
The rice rationed out was nearly rotten. The rice sacks, bearing the words
People'sRepublic of China, were probably stockpiled in hideouts in damp forest
areas, and as a result the rice was mildewed. When washing it, we had to take
infinite precautions to keep it from breaking into minute pieces. After three
weeks of a diet of rotten rice and salt, almost all of us developed stomach
troubles, fi*om constipation to dysentery. We looked for any kind of edible, or
thought-to-be-edible, greens that grew on grassy patches or on fences; these we
used as vegetables or potions to help alleviate our pains.
Then one afternoon we were ordered to get ready to assemble in the yard,
giving rise to conjecture and speculation. Some said that a great number of
vehicles had arrived at noon; were they to take us back to Saigon? Others told us
a bodoi had revealed that we would be scattered to various places because there
were too many here at Trang Lon. A few worriedabout moneythat, in violation
of the rules, they had managed to give the bodoi for the purchase of food; if we
had to go now, the money wouldbe irretrievably lost. Wehad to waituntil late in
the eveningbefore the bodoi arrived and ordered us to assemblefor roll call. To
the naive question of whether we should bring our luggage with us, a childish-

looking b^oi shouted, "What for? Are you mad?"
After we assembled, we had to wait for the other units to arrive. This was the

first time the whole D4 was gathered together. At last a bodoi gave the order.
"Everybody prepare to greet the camp leader!"
Only then did we realize that the camp leader was the short fellowwho often
came to our shed to chat with us. He said his name was Ha. As he was the only fat
bodoi, we nicknamed him Fatty Ha. We sat down on the ground at his
instruction; after looking us over,he declared, "I havebeen too busy organizing
things concerning your life here and havenot had the opportunityto participate
in youractivities. Now, my superiorsjudge that it is time I told you a numberof
things you ought to know. Fu:st, I shall informyou of the regulations governing
reeducation; second, I'll be giving you explanations on some of the issues that
may be raised; finally, we shall all participate in a constructive working
session." He then called out to another bodoi to ask him to read the regulations;
theybegan "Democratic Republicof Vietnam—Independence, Freedom, Hap
piness ..."
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As the bodoiread on, the sound of whispered comments increased. Some
observed thattheappellation Provisional Government ofSouth \^etnamwas not
usedin the official document. Othersdrewattention to thepresenceof moreand

more bodoi around us. Suddenly, there was a shout. "Stop! No more reading,
please! There's too much disorder!"

Fatty Hastepped forward andsaid,"I want todraw your attention tothefact
that the regiment's commander will be coming to observe our meeting.
Therefore, youmustlistenattentively, in complete silence. This is very impor
tant. Now, comrade, go on with your reading!"
Hie more we heard, the more silent we became; everything we heard was

appalling. Following rules on "clean eating, neat living" came regulations
permitting ustowrite home once a month to "boostthemorale ofourfamilies,"
to watch movies (North Vietnamese propaganda films, of course) once every

quarter, to have visits by relatives. And if we showed good will and progress in
reeducation, we would be allowed to go home soon. We were transfixed with
fear. When the bodoihad finished reading, tumultuousprotestsand queriesrose
from our ranks.

"Why did you saythat reeducation would last only seven days?"
"You don't wait long to cheat us, do you?"
"Remember! Thecommunique [onreeducation] is stillthere! Theinkhasn't
dried yet!"
There were shouts from the bodoVs side, too. At the same time, they moved

to surround us, their rifles pointed in our direction. Two orders followed.
"Everybody stand up! Now, sit down, everybody!"
Having given us the orderto sit in lines, Fatty Ha again stepped forward to
say, "You should learn to keep order at every meeting. From now on, any
disorderly conduct shall be severely dealt with!" Then he spoke about the
clement policy of the "Revolution" and keptrepeating, "Your crimes deserve
the death penalty. But the Revolution, out of clemency, haspermitted you to be
reeducated; after completion of yourreeducation youwill be sent backto your
families."

Whatwe had feared had become reality. The communique had been worded

in ambiguous terms to lure as many of us as possible into reporting for
reeducation. The speech ended with explanatory replies to our queries, for
example, no onehadsaidthatourreeducation would take only seven days, the
communique hadurged ustobring a seven-day supply offood for thetravel, just
in case, and so on.

At this point. Fatty Ha burstinto laughter. Thebodoi standing behind him
guffawed. Within our ranks, somebody swore loudly, and a voice rose, "How
clever the Revolution is!"

A bodoi shouted, "You don't know how to keep quiet, do you?"
As an introduction to the meeting proper. Fatty Ha said, "As you are not yet
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familiar withthe 'revolutionary' way of life,someof you,even aftersometimein
this place, are still careless in your speech and actions, which denotes a real
resistance to progress. You are here to be reeducated in order to become
progressive socialists, andas suchyouwillbereturned to yourfamilies, wehope
soon."

With these words, which seemed to come rightoutof a manual, he began a
detailed enumeration of the offenses conmiitted by us since our arrival at the
camp. Each unit was mentioned in turn in the indictment. When our turn came,
we werequite amazedbecauseall the detailsweretrue. They includedwords we

hadusedto make funof theRevolution andsuchacts as asking thebodoi to buy
things in townforus and usingmore water thannecessary when cooking ricein
order to obtain a thin soup in addition to the cooked rice. Although no names
were mentioned, we all knew perfectly well which offense applied to which
person among us. In particular, the charge related to some words considered

"offensive" appliedto the very words I had said to Long only and no one else
"Althoughthe bodoiare 'revolutionaries,' moneyhas the sameeffecton themas
it has on us." I had told him this when he hesitated to ask the bodoi to make a

purchase forhim; I knew theyviedwitheach otherto obligeus in orderto make
some profits out of the dealings.

As he went on, Fatty Ha became more and more violent to the point of
uttering threats. "Remember this: The Revolution is clement, but it does not

mean the Revolution does not knowhow to punishas theydeserve thoseof you
who are obstinate enough to resort to psychological warfare here. Don't be
surprised if lateron severe and pitilessmeasures are takenagainsttheculprits."
Then, in more conciliatory tones, he promised to overlook past offenses if
the culprits showedsincererepentance. Concludingthis "constructive" session,
hetoldteamleaders to lookamong theirmembers formusical people whowould
be taught revolutionary songs, which they in turnwould teach theircompanions
to sing. "From now on," he said, "when beginning and ending a working
session, we shallsing those songsto create an enthusiastic atmosphere thatwill
no doubt bring good results."
The session ended late at night. Although the weather was fine, our hair and

shirts were wet from dew. On the wayback to our shed, nobody felt like talking;
we were all upset, frustrated, and worried to the point of fear. It was now quite
certain that our reeducation would take a long time, not seven days, not one
month ... We were all the more worried because we had proof that the "eyes
and ears" of the Revolution were among us. Most of us were exposed for
offenses we had committed. As for me, I was convinced that Long was the
"mole"; no doubt about it!

It had been our habit to gather every night for some talk, but that night,
without a word being exchanged, everybody spread his mat and got into his
mosquito net. The silence was heavy. I could not sleep. Hundreds of questions.
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hundreds of thoughts wentthroughmyhead. Aroundme,nobody seemed ableto
sleep. From time to time, someone turned over and sighed deeply. Someone
swore angrily;another moanedas if in highfever. I did notexpectsuchreactions
after the first session. As far as I was concerned, I had learned an important
lesson. From now on, I would constantly be on my guard vis-a-vis my

companions; I would not confide my thoughts or joke with anybody. I had not
expected Long to be so evil-minded. I thought he was a straightforward young
fellow, as youthmust be. Who would have suspected he was such a scoundrel!
He had introduced himself as someoneowing a debt of bloodto the Revolution.
He insulted the communists and was abusive about communism and very often
made fun of the bodoi. All this had been meant to trap us into revealing
ourselves.

The next day I got up early as usual, washed, then had a cigarette while
waiting for daylight. But many of my companions arose late. Tuong, our team
leader, had to urge themmanytimesto roll down theirmosquito nets, put things
in order, and clean the place. Somehad fever and couldnotget up. As usual, the
bodoicame to call the roll. Those who were in goodhealth had to stand in line in
the courtyard and waitfor the bodoito finish counting the sick whoremained in
the shed. It was a day unlike the other days. Everyone looked sullen and worn
out; everyone kept a stubborn silence and avoided talking to one another. The
atmosphere was heavy. When time came to cook our meal, the kitchen team
members called out to each other to go and fetch the daily ration of rice. My
companions on thecarpentry teamandI wentto the bodoVs shackto repairsome
tables and chairs. Coming across Long, I behaved as if I had not seen him.
Mealtime was at 10a.m. Bach of us was given his share, which we ate in silence,
each absorbed in his own thoughts. Only the young ones, who seemed not to
care much, were chatting awayin their comer.
Each day, food wassupposed to be distributed twice, at 10a.m. and 4 p.m. ,
but usually there wouldbe somedelay. The camp medicalorderlyused to make
his rounds of the sheds daily to take down the names of the sick and distribute
medicine. On this day, he found more peoplereporting sick than usual, and he
revealed that the number of sick people in the other units also had increased
considerably. As usual, he gave his patientstabletsbearingChinesecharacters.
A pharmacist among us tasted them and declared the drug was some sort of
quinine.

The day draggedon at a snail's pace. Food wasdistributed later than usual
because the work parties came back late. In the evening a bodoi came for roll
call, after which he declared, "You have to have faith in the Revolution. After a

period of reeducation you will be sent home. Reeducation cannot begin yet
because we still have no suitable place for it. We have to wait until a meeting
room is available."

After roll call, each went silently about preparing for bed. As I was not in the
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habit of going to bed early, I sat fanning myself with a piece of thick paper,
hoping for a fresh breeze. Long came to sit beside me. Neither of us spoke. At
long last, hesaid, "Why iseverybody sosilent tonight? You, who usually areso
calm, also seem worried."

"I amnotworried. Since coming to thisplace, wehave been taken good care
ofbythe Revolution. Sowhy should I have toworry? Bythe way, when making
your report to the Revolution to acquire merit, don't forget to report truthfully
what I am now telling you."

"God!So, you suspect meofhaving reported onyou, don'tyou? I swear—"
"Don't swear! I sincerely hope the Revolution willrelease you sooner than
the rest of us. But, please, do not be so wicked as to harm other people. The
words 'Therevolutionaries are as greedy as weare' were those I saidto you and
only to you. Yet youhad the heart to report fully my words."
"Good Lord! You suspect me to be the informer, andI suspect somebody
else. I usedthatphrase when talking to Chiem Van Trung, OngTran Thinh, and
Vo Tai. When Fatty Ha mentioned it, I knew I had beenreported on."
I looked at Long, trying to read his thoughts. I didn't expect him to be that
clever. Indeed, he wasquick to cometo his own defense.It seemedbest thatI not

make an enemy of him. I said, "Fine, if you didn'treport onme. Let'sdrop the
subject. However, from nowon, don't everdisclose anything to anyone because
the 'eyes and ears' of the bodoi are everywhere. The proof is they know
everything."

"Yes, I am really worried. Everybody in the kitchen team suspects every
body elseof being a mole. Therice soup affair was first suggested by others; I
had nothing to do with it."

Feeling thata long talkwithhimwouldn't domeanygood, I pretended tobe
sleepy andretreated to my bed. Beside me, oldMr. Cuewas saying hisprayers,
his voice lower than usual.

A few moredays hadpassedwhen onemorning a bodoi brought mea tableto
repair. While I was working on it, the bodoi asked about my native place and
family. Sensing kindness in him, I risked a question. "Howmuch longer doyou
think we have to be here before we can hope for release? I am asking in all
sincerity, otherwise I'll be worrying myself to death."

Thebodoishookhis head and lookedaround, thenrepliedin a lowvoice, "I

amtelling you because you appear to be a nice fellow. You must absolutely not
tell anybody. You should know thatat the moment my superiors are setting up
'connections' among the camp inmates in order to get daily reports on your
activities. If they know youare 'communicating' withme, bothyouandI willbe
punished.

"Allof you aresonaive! Now thatyou arehere, what good doyou think your
protests can do you?They will serveno purpose. In a few days, youwill have to
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write an account of your past history and you will be classified into categories.
Then you'll begin your political education and do lots of other things. Youwon't
be home soon. I don't know how long you'll haveto stay, but it will be some time
before the question of who's going to be released, who's going to stay on, can be
raised. In the North, there are still people who have been held in reeducation
camps since the signing of the Geneva Accord.
"How soon you are released depends on how serious our superiors assess
your offenses. As far as you are concerned, I would think that your offenses are
not too serious since all of you here are junior officers. You must keep up your
morale. Even we ourselves sometimes write home to complain about our
hardships and are subject to harsh criticism goingon for severalnights on end, so
much so that our heads ache. You get used to it.
"What you have to remember is this: Speak with restraint; avoid making
impulsive remarks. On your way to work, most of you fellows have been
speaking thoughtlessly; the comrade guards have reported on you lots of times.
That will be very harmful to you. Your offenses may be minor, but by being
reported on, you'll end up being classified as 'bad elements'!"
After this enlightening talk, I became much more cautious. The revelation
by the bodoi that some were still in camps from the time of the 1954 Accord
came as a shock. I could not imagine people undergoing reeducation for twenty
years. A terrifying prospect!
A month passed, and our tension began to wear off. Meanwhile, we
discovered there were at least two moles among us. Men on the lookout at the
latrines saw two inmates, one short, one tall, talking to the bodoi much longer
than it took to make a deal for purchases. We had quite a few tall ones, but only
two short ones: Thinh and Tai.

Since there might be even more than two moles, it would be dangerous to say
much about whom we suspected. No one said anything that smacked of politics
either. Even when making jokes, we had to think of some indirect way of
speaking, and we had to keep from laughing out loud.
Long kept engaging me in conversation, but I did not say anything special; I
just listened. One evening before bedtime, he said to me, "I wonder if you know
that we met many newly arrived bodoi this afternoon. Earlier, we heard the guys
from Logistics talk about going to buy things at the market for the new security
fellows. The new ones wore proper, clean clothes and had brand new bikes.
Some of them passed us as we were busy carrying rice and shouted, 'Don't you
know how to make way?' "
Long added that rumors held that this security team had come to begin
investigating us. This tallied with the carpentry team's orders to make repairs in
a number of rooms and make bunks to accommodate several persons. Some
thought was evident in the preparations, which denoted the importance of the
incoming team.
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The next day, many trucks arrived and parked alongsidethe warehouses. In
the afternoon, we were ordered to stop work and wait for instructions. Com

ments and speculation now were more subdued. The kitchen team was told to
begin cooking earlier than usual because we had to meet right after the meal.
When we had finished eating, we were told to assemble in the main courtyard.
Sincethis secondgatheringof the wholebattalion tookplaceduring daylight, we
had an opportunity to look for acquaintances, and there was some cheerfulness
in the air.

After roll call. Fatty Ha made a quick check, then made his introduction.
"Today we havea special guest from General Headquarterscoming here to meet
and work with you."
A man who appeared to be a high-ranking officersteppedforward; he said,
"In execution of my superiors' order, I came here today to work with you. I
would think that you have been quite anxious to begin your reeducation. Is that
right?"
From the crowd the answer came as an explosion, "Right! Correct!"
Using good mob psychology, he asked another question, extremely mis
chievous this time. "You're anxious to begin reeducation so you can return soon
to your wives and children, aren't you?"
"True! Very true! O Revolution, have pity!"
As usual, our assembly took every opportunity to havefun; the men laughed
and spoke loudly while answering the question. From the bodoi came a shout.
"Order! Don't you know how to observe discipline?"
The cadre from General Headquarters put on a severe air and said, "Right!
Everyonewants to go home. But do you deserve the favor? As you havenotbegun
your reeducation, you cannot yet realize the extent of your offenses. I firmly
believe—I am sure—that is so. When reeducation begins in earnest, you will
realize by yourselves that you cannot be sent home yet because you do not yet
deserve to be."

Listening to those words, we became silent, expecting more threats. The
cadre now came to the point: "Today,the team responsible for your reeducation
and I came here to give you the chance to go back soon to your families. That
means we shall give you the opportunity to prove your sincere repentance for
your guilt and your sincere belief in the tolerant and magnanimous policy of the
Revolution. Do you want to take that opportunity?"
There were some reluctant answers, but most of us were vaguely aware of a
trap being set and were quiet. The cadre reiterated his question in expectationof
a more unanimous response. "Do you want to take that opportunity we are
offering you?"
"Yes, we do!"

"Then I solemnly inform you that you will have that opportunity tomorrow.
Tomorrow you will begin writing an account of your past actions up until the day
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you were liberated by the Revolution. What you are going to declare, what you
are going to put down on paper, will be used to assess the degree of your
repentance, not as information nor as grounds for indictment. As you know,
whenyourGeneral Staff took to their heels, theyleft behindall the fileson all of
you. If we want to assess your crimes, all we haveto do is go through them. The
accountyou will write tomorrowwill provide you with the opportunityto prove
your faith in the Revolution, your sincerity in repenting your offenses, and to
decide for yourselveswhich social class you belongedto in the previousregime.
If you are 'progressive,' you will havethe chance to acquiremerit in the eyesof
the Revolution. So tomorrow you will work toward a basis for the Revolution to
show its leniency to you."
When he had finished. Fatty Ha stepped out to make another introduction.
"Now, the regiment conmiander is going to have a word with you."
A man in neater attire than the other bodoi stepped forward. "You are here to
be reeducated and acquire a new personality. Once you leavethe camp to return
home,youwill indeed havea newpersonality. If youdo notcooperatein this, you
will have to stay on and continue your reeducation until you have made real
progress; only then will you be sent home. In undertaking your reeducation, the
Revolution has unlimited patience. Whether you get sent home sooner or later
depends entirely upon you. The sooner the better for you and for us. Remember,
the Revolution always provides you with the conditions necessary for you to be
able to return home. The account you're going to write tomorrow will be
extremely important. It will offer you the chance for an early return to your
families if you are sincere in your declarations.
"You can hide anything you want. But we are going to review your
statementsand shall surely know what you havetried to hide. The means are not
lacking. We can cross-checkyour individual recordsin the formermilitaryfiles
with reports from local authorities of the hamlets, villages, or wardswhere you
lived or where you worked; we can compare your statements with those of your
parents, wives, children, brothers, and sisters. There's no way for you to hide
anything. The People know everything, the Revolution knows everything.
Therefore, I sincerely advise you to be honest and accurate and, in particular, to
be complete in your declarations. Another point I want to make concems your
diet. Although the Revolution is short of supplies, it always takes good care of
you. Lately, we have been too busy to organize Logistics adequately; therefore
we have not been able to purchase food for you. Now, we have instructions for
supplying food, so from tomorrow we shall distribute food together with your
daily ration of rice. This is proof of the Revolution's thoughtfulness, and you
have to prove yourselves worthy of the clemency and generosity of the
Revolution."

Afterthe speech, wewereorderedto breakranksandreturnto our barracks.
If it had not been for the business of writing accounts, the announcementof food
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distribution would have been good news because most of us had had only salt to
eat with rice all this month. But the urging, the threats related to making
accurate and complete declarations, had everybody so worried that no one had
the heart to think of food. From that day on, as a rule, whenever our diet
improved, we expected something unpleasant to happen.
The next morning we were ordered to assemble in front of our shed. The
place was crowded with bodoi. Each squad was assigned a bodoi wearing a
leather satchel on his hip. (Leather satchels or K54s [pistolsa bit smallerthan a
Colt 45] were signs that the persons wearing themwere officers. Weseldomsaw
bodoi wearing military badges, so it was difficult to distinguish ranks.)
The bodoi responsible for guiding us in writing our accounts told us to copy
down the form we were to follow, which he explained in minute detail. The more
we wrote, the more amazed we became. In addition to name, rank, service

number, unit, and army branch, we had to make declarations concerning wives
and children, parents, brothers and sisters, wife's parents and brothers and
sisters, and immediate superiors. After the preliminaries, we had to detail our
histories. What had been our occupations and addresses before 1945? after
1945? We had to answer hundreds of questions, all numbered. We were not
permitted to leave any unanswered. If we could not give an answer, we had to
explain why.
We had to specify our relatives' previous and present occupations and
addresses. If they were deceased, we had to state precisely the circumstances of
their deaths, whether illness or some other cause, and the place where they died.
Questions requiring detailed answers—which could be used as grounds for
indictment—were those concemed with promotions and/or awards of militaiy
decorations. We had to tell why we had been promoted, what feats of arms led to
a military decoration, and when and where. "Special declarations" included the
drawing of organization charts of units we had been assigned to, revealing
hiding places of documents, caches of arms and other military equipment, and
identifying agents planted by the Americans or the nguy.^^
Just reading the questionnaire made it hard for those who had performed
feats of valor or had held important posts to sleep or eat. But the physical act of
writing the account was even more frightening. Paper and pens were distributed;
each squad of twelvepersons wasplaced under the control of three or fourbodoi,
who kept going round and round, watching, reading the answers, and making
such comments as "That's not enough," "That's still too vague," or "That
shows your intention to hide some part of your past."
Long drew the most criticism from the bodoi. Just to answer the question
^oThe word used by the North Vietnamese when speaking of their Southern opponents. As an
adjective, nguymeans "false, deceptive."Nguyalso means"traitor" or "puppet," dependingon the
context.
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about his military career took him more than one day. He was told to give a
detailedaccount ofthe "search-and-destroy" operations hehadorderedwhenin
command of each of his various stations, of how many prisoners he had taken,

andwho hadbeenthehighest ranking officer among them. When Long saidhe
hadtaken noprisoners, thebodoi toldhimtoputdown thewords, "There was an

order to kill il prisoners ofwar, so none was kept." To this Long retorted there
had been no such order,but the bodoicountered, "Even now, you still persistin
defending your superiors!"

Finally, the bodoi told Long to take a break, think about the matter, weigh
seriously his answers, and either tellthe truth and return home early or hide it
andtaketheconsequences. Later, Long toldmethathehadto takehischance by
answering that he had indeed taken prisoners whom he had turned over to
command headquarters forinterrogation. Regarding military decorations. Long
declaredthat he had been awarded six crossesfor gallantry. Thebodoiinstructed

himto give details of thebattles in which hehadwon theawards, such as how
many bodoi hadhe killed and how many civilian houses hadhe burned.
The bodoi said that if our accounts did not list details of our offenses, they

would be considered proofofguilty reticence. Inmy case, when I answered thatI
had been seconded for service to the Ministry of Education right after my

graduation from Thu Due Military Academy, the bodoi responsible for my
supervision showed disbelief. Finally, I hadto say thatsecondment for teaching
had been a political assignment. Only thenwas the answer accepted.
A fellow frommysquadnamedNguyen Van Quehad beena paymaster; not
knowing how to aggravate his own offenses, he declared he had increased
bonuses as an incentive to his men to kill more conununist soldiers. Even

medical officers had to invent something to show their "sincerity." When the
bodoi read in their statements that they had given medical care to Viet Cong

prisoners, they took it as anattempt tominimize their offenses. Finally, for lack
of "crimes," they resorted to saying they hadspeeded therecovery of wounded
soldiers andquickly pushed them backto thebattlefront tokillcommunists. Dr.
Nguyen Khiem, unable tofind any serious offense hecould charge himselfwith,
was obliged to plead guilty to the "crime" of having successfully operated on
General Phu, then commanderof the SecondArmyCorps, foran eyeailment;he
wrote that he had missed the opportunity of making himself worthy of the

Revolution by speeding General Phu's blindness. He had cured him and
rendered himallthemorecapable ofleading hissoldiers tokillmoreViet Cong.
The account that was read aloud in public as an exemplary one was that

written by an artillery lieutenant, Phan The The, who noted that he had been
decorated at the Quang Tri battle when, in a period of three days, his battery
fired 44,000 rounds of 105mm artillery shells at Viet Cong units, killing and
wounding at least27,000VietCong soldiers. Thebodoi who readthestatement,
declared after the reading, "There, you see! When you sincerely confess to a
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crime, you give all the details. To plead guilty to the killing and wounding of
27,000 revolutionary fighters has been indeed a bold gesture; but the more
serious theoffense, themoresincere sucha confession proves tobe.I urgeyouto
follow The's example."
Weapplauded. The stood up, bowedas peopleused to do in a theater,his face

bearing a mocking smile. Later, Thetoldmethatan artillery expert, reading the
statement, would laugh himself to death. He said a battery was incapable of
firing 44,000 shells in threedays. Besides, a 105mm artillery shell was nota tiny
thing. It would have beenan achievement just to transport thatmanyshells to the
battlefront withinthreedays, let alone fire them. When asked by the bodoi how
he knew 27,000 enemysoldiers had been killed. The answeredthat he based his
estimates on the theoretical numberof casualties inflicted by one 105mm shell,
whichhe multiplied by 44,000, thenreducedthe totalby the ratioof missesand
duds; the resultwas 27,000 enemies put out of action. Theconcluded his story
with a peal of laughter, saying, "I am not sure whether there could havebeen as
many as 10,000VC taking part in thatentire action. And mysolebatterykilled
27,000 of them!"

The writing of accountswasexpectedto take sevendays. In fact, it tookten.
During those ten days, we went through the most tense hours of our lives. We
also came acrosssomeof the mostludicrous instances of blackcomedy that we
could ever have imagined. The longest account written, breaking all records,
wasthat of Lieutenant Nguyen Van Thuong, a recruiting officer at the LongAn
military subsector. Thereasonwasnotthat he hadcommitted so manycrimes; it
wasbecause he had two wives,both livingunderthe sameroof. Besides having
to account for many brothersand sisters, he had to give particulars concerning

histwowives' relatives whohappened to have grandparents—I forgot whether it
wason the paternalor maternalside—whohadconcubines. Eachnightafterwe
had gone to bed, Thuong would still be working away by the light of a candle
withspecial permission of the bodoi. Eachof us had to produce threecopies of
the account; Thuong's was as thick as a book. I could easily imagine the
enormous amount of time he spent producing the three copies.
During this period our diet improved markedly; besides the usual ration of
rice, we had soup made with water convolvulus and on every other day fish
cookedwith salt. But the anguish, mentalexertionand lackof sleepinvolved in
writing our accounts took its toll. By the time we had finished, we felt we had lost
weight.
Thosewho had distinguishedthemselves in the fightagainstthe communists
or had relatives of distinction began to worry after the "account" business was
completed. Clearly, this obligationto write accounts of past historywasthe first
actofmentalterrorism inflicted onus by theNorthern victors. When making our
declarations, we had to try to show sincerity and repentancefor our "offenses";
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Time passed slowly. Every day we worked at clearing thecamp. Trang Lon
had been a very big military base. Theteamresponsible forreceiving the daily
ration ofrice, counting thenumber ofsimilarteams from otherunits,arrived at a
frgure of more than 22,000 junior officers now living in this camp. We had
begun by clearing the space around our shed; aftera few weeks, the areato be
cleared widened to reachbeyond thebarbed-wire fence where a greatnumber of
artillery shells layaround. One morning while working in the carpentry shop, I
suddenly heard a loud explosion; halfanhour laterI saw someone being carried
into the infirmary. It was revealed that while working in the assigned area, he
accidentally touched anM-79 bullet; M-79 bullets rarely failed to explode after
being fired, but if that was the case, they would then explode at the slightest
touch. This explosion tore off the man's armand senta shell fragment intohis
forehead; he died instantly, our first casualty. This wasalso the firstopportunity
for me to see how the bodoi treated the dead. They waited for their officer to
come and examine the deceased. The officer instructed us to wrap the body in a

rubberized pieceofcanvas andburyit immediately. It was alloverbythemidday

meal, but we could not help t^ing for some time about that cold and
unceremonious way of burying the dead.
Thenextday, as I was againworking to repairsomefumiture salvaged from

somewhere by the bodoi, I heard voices calling out, then the noise of people
running. I rushed out to encounter a horrible scene. A corpse burned blackwas
lyingontheground. Smoke stillpoured from thebody, andtheairwas filled with
file fishy smell ofburned human fat. Ateammate ofthedeadmansaidhewas Bi,
the pharmacist. He had seemed somewhat crazed since he finished writing his
account, and that day, whilesweeping the area, he collected all the gunpowder
lyingaround and made it into a pile. Thenhe calledout to his companions who
were busy sweeping the ground, "Farewell, buddies! I am going now!"
Everybody thought he was joking. Nobody knew he had a lighted butt in his
hand until he set fireto the pile of powder he wassitting on. The powderwentup
instantly; the others rushed forward, but he was already a charred corpse when
they reached him. The scene was ghastly.
Thebodoiin chargeran forward, dispersedus, and sentus backto workwith
shouts. Then they fired three volleys into the air, and a moment later a squad
arrived at the scene. This time they themselves wrapped the body in a poncho
and carried it to the infirmary. Soon after, a number of my companions were
instructed to bury the dead man. At lunch, everyone was discussing the

pharmacist's death. Ourmorale, already lowafterwriting theaccounts, dropped
still more because of the two deaths. The young fellows who usually joked on
every occasion now became sullen and much less talkative.
One evening, as Long sat silently besideme, I said, "You seemthoughtful
tonight, like a philosopher."
"Thinking about all this makes me veryangry! I tell youif I had met with
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these bodoi before, they would nothave lived to see these days." Then, without
anyurging from me, hebegan torelate thebattles hehadfought inthehighlands
and in Kampuchea. He spoke passionatelyof the counterattacks that had routed

the bodoi. Finally, he saidin a complaining voice, "My stardestined meto be a
soldier. I have taken part in many battles; a lotof my companions-in-arms have
died or been wounded, but I went through the war without a scratch. In
particular, when a battle was about to start, I was so calm, so clear-headed. And
thedecisions I tookwerealways therightones. Anyway, hadI diedthen,I would

have been spared this misery. Frankly speaking, I have not so farfound myself
inferior to them on any account, and yet, here I am, at their beck and call. If I

could getholdofthose generals whofled likerabbits, I would surely tearthem to
pieces!"

Thinking that a long conversation would attract attention, I sighed and left
him to go to bed. In that crowded and derelict shed we slept so close to one
another that wecould easily hearthe murmurs of someone lyingon thefarside.

That night. Long was heard alternately sighing and cursing, ^om he cursed
was not clear.

There were few real combat officers among us. They included Long, The,
and Tien, a paratroop intelligence officer whose main job had beento request
B-52bombers when required (hisdeclaration describing thisjob infuriated the
bodoi). Therest of us wereeithermedicalor desk officers,or had been seconded,
like me, to other government departments.

Eachdayspentin the campled to a newdiscovery. Perhaps our situation had
sharpened oursenses. The sight ofa new arrival orthenoise ofa vehicle coming
to campwassufficient to giveriseto guesses aboutwhatwould happen next. For
some inexplicable reason, we had all begun to keep our belongings packed,
readyfor departure. Usually, we hung our quicklywashedclotheson thebarbedwire fence, but now, without anyone actually saying so, we were all afraid of
being transferred suddenly to another camp, so no one washed his clothes
anymore for fear of having to carry them wet in his bag.
One day aroundnoon we were orderedto return to our shed and prepareto
assemble. Everybody hurriedback to the shedto pack his belongings, the main
worry being how to hide money where it wouldn't be pinched by one's
companions. Some of the men had already been robbed. At around 3 p.m., the

order came to carry all our baggageoutside.It wasabsolutely forbidden to leave
anythingbehindin the shed. Therewasnolongeranydoubt; weweregoing to be
transferred. Where to?

Afterwe had formed into lines, the bodoiarrivedin force. They repeatedthe
instruction on bringing everything out of the shed; then they went in and
searchedit thoroughly. Finally, FattyHa told us the reasonforthe assembly. "We
have received instructions to give you permission to register all valuables you
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have brought with you inorder toprevent theft. This isproof that the Revolution
cares for your well-being. You will register rings, watches, money, and other
valuables in your possession. Receipts will be issued. There will be a special
team responsible for the receipt ofmonies. When you want some cash for your
expenses, ask the team for it. We shall keep your watches, rings, and other
jewelry for you; they will be returned toyou when you are allowed to go home."
A bodoi was detailed to show us how to register personal jewelry. Pieces

were tobewrapped inmoistiu"e-proofplastic together with apiece ofpaper with
each individual's name and unit written on it. We had to queue to register our

money inexchange for a receipt. The only valuables I had were my watch and
ring, which Iregistered; as for money, I told myself that ifIleft itin the custody
ofthe bodoi, I would not beable tospend itasI liked; therefore, Iregistered only
a token amount. I hid the rest and intended to throw it away if I could no longer

hide it. The registration ofjewelry and money lasted until dusk.
In spite ofall the hullabaloo, there was still no news ofa transfer. The next

day, when a bodoi came to my shop with a wooden case to be repaired, I asked
him why he would want to repair sucha heavy case.

"It's because it's heavy that I chose it. Cases have to be solid to avoid
breakages. If your case is light and thin, it will break into pieces when your
vehicle goes down a steep slope." I decided to try to stock some supplies for a
possible move.

Soon after our arrival at the camp, the area around the fence close to the

latrines had become a marketplace. Atfirst, money had to be advanced before

goods were received; later, the bodoi displayed all kinds ofmerchandise for sale,
and money was exchanged for goods on the spot. That evening I asked Chiem
Van Thong, the navy intelligence lieutenant, to get me ten packets ofinstant
noodles. Thong was a very resourceful chap and was particularly skillfhl in
making connections with the bodoi. Thong told me to follow him. At the
"market" I discovered that all of us had registered onlypartof our money and
kept the rest.

I carefully hid the packets ofinstant noodles in my mcksack; this was the
first time I had bought that much. I assumed that the camp management knew

only too well about these transactions, inprinciple forbidden; ifitreally wanted
to,itcould have stamped out this practice simply by paying asurprise visit tothe
"market." A lot of us would have been caught red-handed. Pfcople in the other

sectors were also engaged intrading with the bodoi, and some had even asked
them to transmit letters to relatives living inTay Ninh andhadreceived replies,

brought back by the bodoi. In reality, the majority ofthe bodoi had no hatred for
us; on the contrary, some even showed real compassion toward us. However, they
were very reserved; they, too, seemed not very happy with their situation.
From the very begining, we had had toleam how todeal not only with the
bodoi but also with our campmates. We were a heterogeneous group. In a
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situation like ours, where one was subject to confusion and hopelessness, a
morally unstable person couldeasily indulge inirrational orbadbehavior. Given
the opportunity, manywouldcheatin the distribution of food or stealfromthencompanions. Others would try to acquire merit vis-a-vis the bodoi—at the
expense of their campmates—in the hope of early release. We lived in a

situation, therefore, where we felt ourselves threatened from all sides, not

knowing when and from where the next blow would come and feeling helpless to
defend ourselves.

In the account form, one question on family background had to do with
relatives who had worked for the Revolution. We had to make a precise
statement, andquite a few of us hadanswered thequestion indetail; butwewere
very secretive about it with ourcompanions. Somehow, we knew thatVo Tai, a

navy lieutenant, had acertificate issued to him by adistrict commissar praising
himforhaving successfully negotiated thesurrender to theRevolution ofa South

Yretnamese paratroop squad. One ofour men happened to know the real story,
which wascompletely different fromthe version cited in the certificate. On the

day ofthe surrender, the incumbent South Yretnamese president, Duong Yan
Minh, ordered his troops to put down theirarms and wait for the arrival of the
North Yretnamese soldiers. The paratroop squad, stationed near theGiaDinh
Cancer Institute, threw down its arms at a spot close to Tai's brother-in-law's
house. Tai lostno timein reporting thatfactto thecommissar whohe knew had

lived in the neighborhood for a long time and worked clandestinely for the
Revolution. As a result, Tai was given that valuable certificate.

TWo other fellows were also in possession of certificates issued by the
Revolution. One was Nguyen Van Quang, known in civilian life as Tanker
Quang from the fact that hehad been the owner oftwo tanker trucks, which used
tocarry petrol for the Shell OilCompany. Inthe army, hehad been the officer in
charge of the Bien Hoa P.O.L. Depot." In his account, he declared he had

supplied petrol to the Revolution. But his main hope for an early release lay with
his father-in-law, who was said to have died in the North. Only after the
occupation of the South by the Northem army had his mother-in-law been

informed that her husband not only was alive but appeared to occupy an
important govenment post in Hanoi. After inquiry, itwas revealed that he was in
fact the vice minister for light industries. Tanker Quang reported for reeducation

on his father-in-law's pledge that he would be sent home in amatter ofdays. He
could not help being impatient waiting for his release, but after a month had

passed without any news from his father-in-law, he began to use abusive

language about him, such as, "You really cannot tmst the Viet Cong to keep
their word!" and "God help those who rely on them for help!" The other man
with connections was Hoang Xuan Hai, a lieutenant inthe artillery corps; his
"Petroleum, oil, and lubricants warehouse. South Vietnamese military adopted the U.S. Army
nomenclature for the sake ofconvenience and to avoid misunderstanding.
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uncle was a "propaganda and indoctrination" commissar of the Lao Dong
(Labor) Party (renamed Communist Party after 1976). We paid particular
attentionto these men because they could be used by the bodoi to spy on us.
We came into contact with the bodoi responsiblefor supervisingour team

only atthe evening roll call. It was then that offenses we had comnutted during
theday were recited tous.Clearly, theinformers had made very detailed reports.
All of this was very disheartening. To think that among compatriots in
misfortune there were still those who had the heart to harm others solely in the

hope of personal favor from the bodoi\

After only one month—more or less—at the camp, we discovered we had
changed a great deal. We were more reserved with each other, butat the same
time we tried to get information. The most valuable source was the bodoi
themselves, who were usually very secretive. We watched them closely, trying to
divine what was going to happen. These lastfew days, they were busy making
preparations asiffor animminent move. They asked the carpentry shop tomake
small wooden boxes for them; they washed, folded, and put away their new

clothes. They bustled about selling merchandise in the hope of more profit.
Coming across each other, they exchanged information and addresses. Prepara
tions were the most obvious in Logistics. Things such as jute sacks and the
aluminum basins for fish sauce and salt that were loaned to us when we came for
the rations were ordered returned.

One morning, the bodoi woke each other upwhile itwas still dark; soon their
areawasalivewithbustleand animation. Hearingthis, wegotup at once, folded

mats and mosquito nets, had a quick bite ofwhat was left that was still edible,
packed ourbelongings, and got ready fordeparture. When thetime came togoto
work and no bodoi came to fetch us, we were certain that something unusual was

going to happen. At 10 a.m., the bodoi swarmed into our place, ordering us to
go out and form into lines, taking all our baggage. The bodoi throroughly
searched the shed, then went through our baggage. Knives, scissors, glass
bottles,and all metalarticleswereconfiscated. They wereoverjoyed on coming
across some shiny nail clippers. These they inunediately pocketed; some even
showed them to comrades as if they were prizes they hadwon. Thesearch lasted
for two whole hours. Talking to each other while eating our noon meal, we
discovered that many of us had had razor blades, a lighter, nail clippers, or
money confiscated.

After we had eaten, we were instructed to cook the evening meal, distribute

it immediately, and prepare to move. Soon after food distribution, we were
brought to an open space where we fell in line andwaited for ourtransport. We
waited until late afternoon with no sign of any vehicles. Then at dusk, convoy

after convoy drove intothe camp. We hadthe impression that the whole camp
was to be on the move.

Long andI and some other healthy fellows were detailed to help Logistics
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move equipment and materials. They took down all the corrugated iron roofs,
barbed-wire fences, and telephone lines, stacking thecoils of barbed wire and
telephone wire in the trucks together with plywood in various stages of
construction and sacks of rice, salt, dried fish, and kitchen utensils. When we

finished, all that remained of the camp were the shed skeletons. The bodoi

dismantled everything that was usable. We told ourselves they might be planning
to retum to the North.

When itwas dark enough, we were ordered toeatthen go tothe latrine before

getting in the trucks. We went through the same misery as before—crowding
into acompletely covered vehicle and submerging ourselves in the stifling heat
and stale air inside. We were very anxious about our destination. Long said,
"This time, I am certainwe are going to the North."
Meanwhile I was thinking hard. Wehadpiledsackaftersackof fresh water
convolvulus, crates containing pots of hotpepper plants, and bushes of lemon
grassonto the trucksreservedforthe Logisticsteam. I surmisedthat wewerenot

being transferred to acamp inNorth Vietnam because those things would spoil
ordieonsuch ajoumey. Therefore, we were not going that far. After halfanhour,
the truck became unbearably hot, and the bodoi sitting atthe back agreed tolet
usroll upthe tarpaulin toletinsome fresh air. We were now able toget a look
around us.

The convoy was notrolling very fast, thetrucks keeping aninterval ofabout

five meters between them. Strikingly, every truck had only one headlight, the
right one. That was a characteristic of a North Viemamese army convoy.
Regardless ofwhether the vehicle was brand new ornot, the headlight on the left
side was always removed. Was ittoavoid detection by enemy planes? Or was it
to economize on batteries and bulbs? Whatever the reason, we always saw a
single line of lights whenever theconvoy negotiated a bend in the road.
Bodoi were stationed on both sides of the road we followed, which meant

that our joumey had been carefully plaimed. The darkness was slightly pierced
byflickers ofoil lamps lighting the few thatched huts along the road. The homes
ofthe poor peasants ofthe South are open tothe winds, as open and simple as the
hearts oftheir owners! We caught glimpses ofpeople silhouetted inside the huts
looking on as the convoy rumbled by.

After quite a long time we began to realize that we were heading in the
direction ofSaigon. The news was passed ontoeverybody inthe tmck. Then, we
sawin the distance flashes of blue mercury light. So it was tme! Before us was
thecityof Saigon. Suddenly, wewere trembling withexcitement; it was as if we

were going tojoin aperson whom we loved dearly. We had been deprived ofthe
sightof this light—atoken of civilization—for more thana month; now thatit
appeared suddenly before us, we could not help being moved almost to tears.

When we had reported for reeducation, we had thought we would be given
theopportunity toleam about the new regime and maybe tolive with it. Butnow
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we clearly realized that the men sitting inthis truck were all prisoners. We did
notknow our destination or how wewere going to be treatd by the bodoi from

now on. Our collective impression was that barsb treatment was tobeexpected.
After morethan a monthof a lifenot unlike thatof prisoners,subjectto constant

surveillance and privation, and, especially, forced towrite anaccount ofour past
lives designed to make us guilty of offenses we never bad any idea of, we
realized thatall theideasand beliefs thatbadconstituted themoral andspiritual
foundation of our livesbad beenthrownintoutterconfusion. Untilrecently, we

bad firmly believed in the usefulness and intrinsic value ofsuch occupations as
teachers, engineers, doctors, nurses—and ofsoldiers whose duty bad been to

protect the country, freedom, and democracy. But now we were tumed into
criminals about to pay for having engaged in those very occupations!
Itwas blatantly unjust and cruel! Our generation inthe South was suddenly

charged with wrongdoing because we had not lived in the North, had not been
used to the way ofreasoning ofthe Northern people, had not accepted their
ideology. Our skin was the same color, we spoke the same language, our ethnic
origin and geographic location were the same, and yet we were completely
different from them. When Northern soldiers poured into the South, they had

appeared to our eyes as country folks who had strayed into abig town. Despite
the fact that they had weapons and we had none, that they were the victors and we
the vanquished, our first impression was that they had many things incommon
with us. Therefore, some exchanges ofviews had been attempted inthe hope ofa
mutual understanding.

Ithad been useless. Living intheir company, observing their way oflife and
thinking, and especially experiencing our treatment in the camp, we had come to
realize thatbetween usandthem was a barrier thatcould never beovercome. The

position they had adopted for themselves and for us, which they forced us to
accept, was that they were the People and we were not, even inthis southern part
ofthe country, where they were the minority and we the majority.
Later, we discovered that those first impressions only touched the outward
appearance ofthings. Reality, deep down, was far different.

Chapter 2

Camp Two: Xuan Loc I

Aswe approached theoutskirts ofSaigon, theconvoy changed direction and

headed northeast, passing Thu Due and, finally, Bien Hoa. Reaching a straight
and deserted section of the road, the convoy slowed to a stop. The bodoi
deployed along the road, and we were permitted to get down one by one to
relieve ourselves. Back inour vehicles, we satwaiting for along time; itwas still
dark. Finally, the trucks restarted their engines and resumed the journey, the dull
and continuous rumbling of the motors lulling us to a fitful sleep.
With a start, I opened my eyes; itwas dawn inits rosy loveliness. Looking
behind us, we saw orchard after orchard of Javanese rambutans, a famous

product ofthis northeastern part ofthe Delta. The convoy was heading toward
Xuan Loc—the capital of Long Khanh Province—which lay on the road to
the North. Isthat where we were headed? Suddenly, the convoy turned left and
entered Long Khanh. Hie houses on both sides of the streets still had their doors

and windows closed for the night. One ofthe men said softly, "Ibis is the area
around the municipal stadium. We are now entering what used tobe the regional
military subsector headquarters and the Eighteenth Division headquarters."

TTie convoy drove along a road bordered by barbed-wire fences. Beyond
were afew scattered barracks, soweexpected tofind better accommodation than
atTrang Lon. It had rained here during thenight, and the tmck slid and lurched

on the muddy road. When we came to astop, avoice ordered "Everybody out!"
We climbed down and passed our bags fi'om hand to hand. Standing on the wet
grass, we looked around for thebuildings we hoped would be there, butall we
saw were desolate barracks with most of the corrugated iron roofs and walls
removed; only a few of them looked fit to be lived in.

It wasnowfulldaylight; peoplebeganto move aboutontheroadoutsidethe

camp, looking at us with curiosity. We still had our bags on our shoulders
because there was no dry spot around.

At last, agroup ofbodoi came to lead us to abuilding, which had probably
been used asa vehicle repair shop, judging by the patches ofoil on the cement
floor. It had a steel frame and only a few corrugated iron sheets left onitsroof.
Guided by our Trang Lon camp experience, we immediately went offinsearch
of building materials.

By the end of the day we hadpatched up our "house," which looked rather

strange with its roof and walls made ofassorted discarded materials—pieces of
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cardboard, jute sacks, rubber mudguards from M-113 personnel carriers, and
such. (The camp had previously housed an ARVN [Army of the Republic of
Vietnam] armored unit.) Each of us was allotteda 70-cm-widespaceto lie on,

our belongings placed at the head of the space. Only when night came did we
realize that, as a sleeping place, a cement floor is extremely coldanddamp. (At
Trang Lon, the floor ofourshed was rammed-down soil and I hardly felt cold.)
The next day, when detailed tocleartheplace oftrash, we tried tofind something
we could use to cover the floor. I had the good luck to come across two M-113

mudguards, which I used as a mattress. I was more fortunate than those of my
companions who had to sleep on a piece of cardboard or even a thin sheet of
plastic. The first week at Long Khanh camp was spent in making improvements
to our dwelling place; afterwards, we worked at clearing the area around the
bodoVs quarters. We still had to eat the moldy rice supplied by Chinese aid.
One day, when tidying a place littered with sheets from a copybook, I
managed toconceal the clean ones touse astoilet paper. That evening, after the
meal, I occupied myself by tearing up the paper and dividing it into small
bundles for later use. That was how I came acrossthe copies of lessons that had

served for political indoctrination ofthe bodoi. Onone page, scrawled ina poor
hand, were the words "the situation in Saigon." I read that the city had a

population of 3 million, including 400,000 workers, 300,000 prostitutes, and
100,000 hoodlums. These figures were underlined inred.Thelesson ended with
advice to "exercise the utmost vigilance because this is the den of the

reactionary military power and puppet government; we must avoid any contact
whatsoever with the local people."

Later on,I learned thatmany ofmy companions had also picked upsheets of
paper lying about that dealt with the same subject. This helped us understand
why it was more difficult to strike upa conversation with the bodoi atthis camp
than with those atTrang Lon. The camp was surrounded bya double fence, and
the bodoi always made their rounds or stood guard outside the outer fence, so
there was noway tomake contact with them, letalone ask them tobuy things for
us.Each day, a bodoi—one ofagroup of"study monitors," each responsible for
one company—came for the morning and evening roll calls. Aspecial amenity
was provided us: an infirmary for the sick.
Before we had left Trang Lon camp, many of the men had begun to get

scabies, perhaps due to thedirty well water. The soil around thewell was sandy,
and dirty water on the ground seeped into it. The small quantity of soap and
toothpaste we hadbrought with us hadbeen used up after the first few weeks,
and sanitary conditions became worse and worse. Scabies soon became an
insoluble problem. Because we were sleeping so close together, it gradually
spread from person to person. Each day, I watched anxiously as thedisease got
closer to where I slept.
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We asked thebodoi forhelp, butinstead ofgiving usmedicine, they advised
us to look forguava or cassia leaves to rubourselves with before bathing. Some
of the bodoi were kind enough to get the leavesfor us, but this treatment had no
effect. Our bodies had lost their resistance, and the number of sick increased
every day.

A fellow in my squad named Phuoc, a native of Hau Giang Province, had a
talent for catching live snakes with his bare hands and a strange way ofeating
them. Whenever he caught a snake, he instantly opened its belly with his
fingernails at the exact position of the gall bladder, which he took out and
swallowed uncooked. This habit of his earned him the nickname Phuoc Ran

(literally, Phuoc Snake). Heliked tochat with me, and one day hetold methat the
best preventive measure against scabies was to swallow a few raw snake gall
bladders each week. Since the Long Khanh area swarmed with snakes ofevery
kind and description, Phuoc managed tocatch one ortwo almost every day; after
swallowing the gall bladder, hewould choose the best portion of the reptile to
grill for his meal. This diet was perhaps the reason for his healthy complexion
and freedom from scabies. I was panicky enough to ask Phuoc to provide me
with some gall bladders. I felt some disgust at first, but I soon found out that

swallowing a raw snake gall bladder was not so terrible as I had thought. Just
plucked outof thebelly of thesnake it would still be warm, itsouter skinintact;
it was like swallowing raw chicken meat. There were no aftereffects.

Each day while we worked at clearing the camp, a few of us would be
detailed to look for metal sheets to be used inerecting a hall where reeducation
sessions would take place. Preparations for reeducation made everybody glad
because they renewed our hope of being allowed to return home at the
completion of the "course."

As we waited impatiently for reeducation to begin, life became harsher,
especially where ourdaily fare was concemed. We had only salttoeatwith rice;
fish was distributed onrare occasions and innegligible quantities. After a short
time at the Long Khanh camp, everybody had becomeall skin and bones. One

day I came across Chiem Van Tuong ashewas sawing the end offanampule of
"calcium corbiere" solution. Only after much urging onmy partdidhedisclose
thathehadasked themale nurse at theinfirmary to buytonic for him. The next
day, I got permission to go to the infirmary with Tuong; the result was very
satisfactory. I gave the nurse some money for which I could obtain any tonic I
wanted. Inaddition, I asked him tobuy some sugar for me, ifthat was possible. I
stressed that it did not matter if theprice was high, provided he could get the
sugar.

The following day, I putona loose shirttogototheinfirmary. The nurse said,
as hehanded mea small parcel, "I have used upthemoney you gave me. Take
care whentaking this back; we'll be in big troubleif youdon't!" I went backto

our shed, bending my body as if I was suffering from stomach pains and
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clutchingthe packagehidden inside my shirt. I thrust the parceldeep inside my
rucksack and only opened it when nobody was around. It contained a box of
calcium solution and twenty-seven tablets of brown sugar, weighing approx
imately one kilogram.
The sugar looked dirty but when I put it in my mouth, it tasted oh, so
delicious! I had never suspected that sugar could be so succulent, so refreshing!
From that day on, at each meal, I surreptiously took out a half-tablet of sugar,
which I ate with rice. My body became much stronger. From time to time, my
diet was enriched with a chunk of roasted snake. So, I had sugar and I had meat!
Consequently, I was able to keep my spirits up better than most of my
companions. In particular, I was one of only six detainees not infected with
scabies out of a total of sixty-two. In the whole camp, over 90 percent of the
inmates were estimated to be infected.
The scabies situation became worse and worse. There were moments when I

thought that some of my companions had contracted leprosy because they had
sores all over their bodies, oozing smelly pus that caused their clothes to stick to
their skin. Whenever they took their clothes off, blood and bits of skin came off
in various places, and it was very painful. Wehad to ask some men to take care of
the most serious cases and do such chores as draw water from the well and boil

salted water for them to wash their bodies. They could not do these things
themselves, for their hands were covered with suppurating sores. Besides, we
did not want them to use the well or wash themselves near it for fear of

contaminating the water, which, among other things, was used for cooking.
Things got even worse when the nurse's purchasing of medicine and other
goods in the local market was discovered. At first, the number of people
involved was small, and the transaction was limited to the purchase of medicine.
Perhaps the experience some of the bodoi had gained at Trang Lon caused
discipline at this camp to be much more stringent. Each time we tried to enter
into conversation with a bodoi, we got answers that smacked of propaganda, one
identical to another. The case of the nurse was an exception, and it constituted
our only way to communicate with the outside world. But gradually, both we and
the nurse became careless and the transactions too conspicuous. Finally, he was
transferred to another unit and was said to have been subjected to disciplinary
measures.

Actually, the action taken against the nurse originated from a rivalry between
factions of the bodoi themselves. Our battalion—coded D4—had three individ

uals addressed as commanders. At first, we were amazed at the command

structure of the bodoTs armed forces and were unable to understand why there
should be that many commanders in one unit. Later, it was explained that this
was due to the fixed division of duties among the three. The political com
mander, with the rank of commissar, represented the Party; the military and
administrative head was called the executive commander; and the supply and
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distribution of food and other necessities fell under the reponsibility of the
logistics commander. The military commander of D4 was a Southerner named
Hung; the political commissar, Sau, was also from the South; the logistics
commander, who was also in charge of our reeducation, was a Northerner.
While at work clearing the camp or doing various chores, we usually
witnessed instances of rivalry between the Northerners and Southerners. For
instance, the Northern commander would change orders that the other two had
given us. When Commander Sau instructed us to clear an area to widen a
pathway, the Northerner told us to hoe up the place to plant sweet potatoes
instead; sometimes, while we were working under Commander Rung's order,
we would suddenly be told by the Northern commanderto stop workand follow
him to do something else. If we ventured to remind him of Rung's order, the
reply would be, "Forget it! Just follow me!" Rung, on hearing our explanation
for not doing our assigned work, would shake his head but show no other
reaction.

One day, when the nurse—a Northerner—was in the midst of selling
medicines and other goods to us, one of the Southern commanders, as if just
passing by, entered the infirmary and caught him in the act. The next day, the
nurse did not show up and an instruction was issued for those of us who had
given moneyto him to inform the camp administrationand get a refund. Quite a
few men who had given money to the nurse, and evenletters for him to stamp and
post in town, became so fearful of being discovered that they lost sleep and
appetite.
From then on, we were deprived of almost everything. From time to time,
some vegetables or sea fish were distributed, but the distribution was irregular
and the quantities minimal. Besides, those with scabies wereafraidof eating sea
fish. As for me, I still had a few packets of instant noodles left; these I ground
into powder, using an empty bottle, and ate as a substitute for salted ground
sesame. My provision of sugar, though used sparingly, was finally exhausted,
and I chided myself for not having saved some in anticipation of sickness. Some
of the men craved sugar so much that they plucked the stems of dried maize and
chewed them because their sweet taste was vaguely similar to sugar cane.
Each day, I was detailed to search for usable metal sheets to cover the roof of
a big building, probably a former meeting hall. But metal sheets were hard to
find, and the work dragged on endlessly. The 1975rainy season had arrived, and
only a quarter of the roof was covered. The majority of the inmates worked at
hoeing a plot of land to plant peanuts, but their progress was slow. Most of them
had never used a hoe before, and with their bodies weakened by scabies and
malnutrition and their morale low, they very easily succumbed to fatigue. Some
developed fevers after only a few days of this work. I had played tennis in my
early youth and I seemed to have more bodily strength than most of my
companions. Besides, roofing the meeting hall required less physical effort than
hoeing the ground.
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A fellow in my team named Binh was a mechanical wizard; he first tried his
hand at turning metal sheets into waterpails. Later the bodoiasked him to make
suitcases for them. The suitcases he turned out were veiy solid and pretty, but
quite heavy; an empty one would weight as much as sevenor eight kilos. Binh
suggested using aluminum sheets instead, and, as a result, I was instructed by
the study monitors to search for aluminum sheets, which were even harder to
find than metal ones.

Despite the strict discipline at the camp, which forbade transactions between
the bodoi and the detainees, we suspected that some of the bodoi were not averse
to making some profitby buying things for us. A number of them also managed
to make extra money by other means. One day, I saw a bodoi steal into the area
where we lived, pull down some still usable metal sheets, carry them over to the
fence, and put them down on the ground. He then attachedto each sheet a long
cord and slid the end of the cord under the fence. I did not grasp the purpose of
this maneuver until the next day, when I got up on the roof of the building to do
my usual work and saw two bodoi drive a three-wheel Lambretta scooter up to
the fence. They simply tugged at the rope and the metal sheets slid slowly and
smoothly over the grass onto the road. In an instant the scooter, loaded with the
sheets, was gone. Only then did I understand why whole metal sheets were so
hard to find and why so many roofs and walls were devoid of them. Because
aluminum sheets were light, of a good size, easy to move, and, especially, could
be sold at a very high price, almost none could be found. Still, we had to hunt for
them now to make suitcases for the study monitors! From time to time, we came
across one; if it was part of the roof of a shed detainees lived in, we had to wait
until they were out at work to remove it and replace it with a much heavier
corrugated iron sheet, all under the supervision of a monitor.
At Trang Lon we thought we had reached the bottom of human misery, but
here we were under tighter control and more deprived; our life was more
miserable, and the diseases we suffered from were more serious. The bodoi had

only one kind of medicine against all forms of disease: antimalaria tablets
produced in China! Each time after examining a patient, the nurse would either
prescribe the use of leaves or herbs or would give him some pills; in the latter
case, whether the illness was headache, cold, flu, diarrhea, or something more
serious with suspicion of bacterial contamination, the treatment would invari
ably be antimalaria tablets. There were more than thirty medical doctors of
various ages in my unit. Whenever we were sick, we asked the doctors to
examine us and diagnose the illness; then we would go to the infirmary to request
sick leave.

One day a fellownamed Xuong, workingat clearing rubbish from a patch of
land, came across a detonator; he tried to take it apart, intending to use the case
to hold cigarettes, when it suddenly exploded in his hand and ripped open his
thumb and index finger. Taken to the infirmary, he was brought to the regiment's
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dispensary for emergency treatment. Before that, he was examined by our
doctors and his wound hurriedly dressed. The doctors thought the injury was not
too serious and predicted at most the probable amputation of the injured
fingertips. More than a month later, Xuong returned to the camp and showedus
his wound. To our shock—especially our doctors'—his entire right hand had
been amputated from the wrist! Xuong told us that the regimental surgeon had
opened the wound with a scalpel, but because of the lack of antibiotics,
gangrene developed. Finally, the surgeon decided to amputate. Xuong then was
given several injections and some antibiotic medication, and the wound healed
relativelyrapidly. He became fed up with life and attemptedto commit suicide,
but we managed to dissuade him. From time to time he sat in a comer, holding
his head and cryinghis heart out. His misfortunebacamea subjectof discussion
among the iiunates, and this was reported to the bodoi by the informers. A
number of surgeons among us were heavily reprimanded and threatened with
the entry of the "offense" into their personal records.
Hardship and privation naturally led to complaints, but the informers, in
order to acquire merit in the eyesof the bodoi, distorted reports and made false
accusationsconceming such complaints. Many an eveningat roll call, we were
obliged to remain in line for an entire hour to listen to the study monitor make
"constmctive comments" or, in plain Vietnamese, severely reprimand offend
ers. The bodoi particularly dislikedjokes. Theyseemed to sufferfrom inferiority
complexes and to laugh openly in front of them was an offense that was
sometimesseverely desdt with. Once a bodoi, leading us out to work at clearing
the camp, startled us by shouting, "Stop, all of you!" When everybody had
stopped, the bodoi, who was older than many of the others—the averageage was
twenty—began to rebuke us severely. "You want to make fun of the Revolution,
don't you? Do you know that your lives are in our hands? What are you laughing
at? You're in a very meny mood, I suppose!"
We learned that on the way to our work site some of our young fellows had
been playfully joking with each other, but the bodoi thought they had been
making fun of him. Despite the reprimands, threats of longer detention, and
reports of informers, our young men kept on telling jokes and stories, some
newly invented, just to make fun of the stupid bodoi.
It was evident that the jokers were reported on, but so were those who did not
say anything. It seemed the informershad to make one or two reports each day to
show their zeal, so they sometimes had to concoct something. One evening
when the study monitor came for roll call, he singled some of us out and
addressed us in these threatening words. "Some of you like Vu, Tuong, and Cue
have so far kept silent, but we know what's in your minds and what you're
attempting to do. You have yet to 'reeducate' yourselves. If you still oppose the
Revolution, the Revolution will go on keeping you in order to reeducate you.
And we will reeducate you until you are really improved. We'd rather keep you
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here until you're dead and buried than release you when you have not yet
completed your reeducation, lest you should engage in antirevolutionary ac
tivities."

Listening to his words, we stood transfixed with fear; we wondered what it
was that that the informers had told the bodoi that could lead to such an outburst.

Afterward, Long teasedoldMr. Cueagain. "Really, mydearMr. Cue, Godhas
abandoned you! The more you pray, the more 'tainted' your personal records
havebecome! When will you be able to return home?"
TTiat evening at roll call. Longbecame the targetforreprimand and threat.
We began to search for the informer to punish him as he deserved; to our

surprise, wefound thatthere were atleastthree orfour informers among thesixty
detainees in our platoon. Amongthe three or four suspects, a fellow namedVo
Tai seemed the most obvious. He was a native of Thua Thien Province and a

former navy lieutenant. His parents had died when he was still a child, so he
wentto live with his brother-in-law in the married military quarters behind the
Gia DinhCancerInstitute. His brother-in-law, a former intelligence officer, had
beenarrested shortly afterthe fallof Saigon, and his family hadhadnonews of

himsince; perhaps his "crime"hadbeen too serious for reeducation. In spite of
all that, VoTaiseemed to be seton acquiring meritin the eyes of the bodoiin the
hope of early release. Besides, he firmly believedin the valueof the certificate

thathadbeenissued to himbytheBinhlhanh district conunissar attesting tohis
good service to the Revolution.

The young fellows in myteam discussed the possibility of gettingrid of Vo
Tai, but the older members felt the momenthad not yetarrivedfor us to resort to

this drastic measure. In particular, our team leader, Phan Van Tuong, argued
against it; he begged and insisted and even spread the rumor that release was
imminent. "I've heard the study monitor saythat when wehave completed our
political education, mostofus willbe senthome withtheexception ofthose who
have comitted serious offenses; they will stay a little while longer." This
immediately placated many of us, and we swallowed our anger. At every
momentand in everycamp there wasa rumor goingabout that a great numberof
detainees were soon to be released. I believed the rumor to be spread by the
bodoi in an effort to prevent trouble that could arise from despair. But then
sometimes I thought that it was invented by the detainees in an attempt to
deceive those around them and even themselves. In that context, the so-called

information given by PhanVan Tuong wenttherounds ofthecampvery rapidly.
Shortly thereafter, on my way out to workat roofing a building reserved for the
bodoi, I met somemen from anotherplatoonwho stoppedme to ask whether it
was true that the study monitor had told us we would be released soon after
completing our political education.

It could be said that our life in the camp consisted solelyof trying to realize
three main objectives: first, to lookfor anything that wasedible; second, to hunt
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forinformation among members ofotherteams; and, third, to observe thebodoi,
how they lived, what they said and did.
We had only salt or dried fish to eat now and then with rice and hardly any
vegetables at all. Whenever we cameacrosswild greensthoughtto be edible,we
picked them to take back and cook in a tin can when evening came. Our usual
joke was, "Just take it! It's refreshing. If it does not help your height, it must
help your width" (i.e., it can't hurt). Snake catching had become common
practice, and now rats and lizards, even, were caught, grilled, and eaten. Within
a few months, nothing edible remained around the place where we lived.
Snakes, rats, lizards, wild cress, amaranth, purslane—all had disappeared.
As for bits of information or, rather, rumors, they had become wilder and
wilder. Once, someone spread the "news" that the Revolution was having talks
with the Americans regarding war reparations that the latter were supposed to
pay; if satisfaction was obtained, all nguy would be released!

Pursuingour third objective—to observethe bodoVs way of life—we began
to realizethat theyweretryingto imitateus moreeachday. Soonafterarrivingat
this camp I found a chair with broken legs, which, using improvised tools, I
naileddown at the footof a big tree. After eachdistributionof rice,I wentto sit in
thechairto eat mymealmorecomfortably. Mostmensatontheverandah outside
the shed or walked back and forth in the shade of a tree while eating. The bodoi

hadratheruncoutheating habits. Rice,vegetables, and driedfishwereportioned
out into aluminum washbasins; at mealtime they sat in groups of six around the
basins, each armed with an aluminum bowl and a pair of chopsticks. If the basin
contained soup, theyjust tilted it to pour the soup into their bowlsbut slopping
mostof it all overthe ground. Aftertheyhad finished eating, theydranktheirtea
from the same bowl. They washed their own bowls and chopsticks, so the
kitchen hands only had to wash the woks, pans, and basins.
After a few weeks at the camp, we had managed to turn discarded rifle racks
into "dining" tables, and each of us had his own chair. As a result, we were
reported by the informersto be still clinging to a life of comfort. Some wereeven
accusedof havingstolen rice sacks and stuffingthem with dried grass to use as
mattresses. The study monitor reprimanded us several times for having petty
bourgeoishabits and warned us that he would subject us to an indefinite period
of reeducation if we did not change our ways.

One day CommanderHung came to the buildingwhereI wasworking on the
roof and called up to me. "Do you know anything about carpentry?"
"Yes," I answered. "I have done some carpentry work." The next day I was

detailed to repair tables and chairs that had been salvaged by the bodoi. I
wondered where all the tables and chairs that had furnished the former base had

gone, compelling the bodoito collectpiecesfitonlyforthejunk yard. I gathered
a few volunteers to do the work. Nobody had any experience with joinery, and we
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worked by trial and error. Fortunately, the bodoi declared themselves satisfied

with the results, and we began repairing office furniture. Each of the camp
commanders was very happy to get his own desk and chair. After this we were

ordered to repair beds, using bed frames the bodoi had salvaged from some
where. Up to now they had been sleeping on planks placed on piles of bricks,
with two or three bricks to a pile. The result of our first week's work was that
everycommander had a room of his own, complete with desk, chair, and bed.
I was reluctant to go back to my exhausting work on the roofs, especially
becausethe weathernowwas so changeable, from intenseheat to rain to wind. I
therefore requested permission to make tables and chairs for the mess. I
suggested, "Seeing that youhave to squatuncomfortably on the ground to have
your meals, we propose to make some tables and benches for the mess so that
you will feel more at ease when eating."
The chief monitor, a Northerner named Hau, cut me short. "Don't talk

nonsense! There'snothinguncomfortable in the way the bodoiare having their
meals. Now that youare here to be reeducated, you still think of comfort! That's
a completely wrong way of thinking! You have to learn to endure hardship.
That'll be for your own good." Seeing that the matter had turned to my
disadvantage, I pretendedto be busy, noisily hammering in a nail.
There must have been a discussion of my suggestion because the next day,
whileI wasbusyrepairing a chair. Commander Saucameto speakto me."I have
been informed of the proposal you made yesterday about making tables and
benchesfor the mess. I agree with the suggestion. I give youthe permission to
select a fewmore men and commenceworkimmediately. You can dismantlethe
little wooden house at the other end of the yard and use the wood."
Thatevening, I askedamongmycompanions forvolunteers, saying,"We're
going to work under a roof, out of the sun and rain, and besides, the bodoi will let

us havesome tea and smoke a pipe or two." The men vied with one anotherto
volunteer, and I selected five healthy-looking ones for the work. The doctors and
teacherswho had notbeen selectedbecauseof their frailtyprotestedangrilywith

a hint of retaliation. "Danm! Do youwantto set up yourownfaction? All right,
go ahead—" I hastened to explain that dismantling the wooden house would be
very hard work, especially when we had to do much sawing.
A fewdayslater, we carried to the mess a numberof roughlymade tables and

benches; there was even a stand for the tea container. Hearing about this,
regimental headquarters sent in an officer to "observe and assess," and as a

result, all the otherbattalionswereinstructedto set up theirowncarpentryteams
to produce tables and chairs. From then on, the bodoi alwaysused the tables and
benches when having their meals; sometimes they held their indoctrinationand

singingsessions in the mess instead of on the grassy patch outside, where they
had previously met in the evenings. The bodoVs living quartershad electricity,
but ours did not.
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After the tables and benches for the mess were finished, we were instructed

to repair tables, chairs, beds, and even wardrobes for thelower ranking bodoi.
Wedid not know where they had comeacross those pieces of furniture, which
grew in number every day andwere in various stages of disrepair. Many of the
bodoi askedme in private to payspecial attention to theiritems andrepairthem
as soon as possible. I agreed, and we werepaidwitheithera few cigarettes or a
pinch oftobacco, thekindused for water pipes. We asked them tobuy goods for
us, butthey refused onthepretext thatthey hadbeenforbidden to dothisbytheir
superior officers. However, from timeto time, a bodoi would approach us, intent
on sellingthe cigarettes theyhad been issuedbut had not smoked. Thesewerea
brand called Chien Si Cong Hoa (Fighters of the Republic) produced for the
former Armyof theRepublic of \fietnam.Stillvisibleontheoutercoverwerethe
words "To eliminate Communism is to love one's Country."

In contrast to the less than perfect bodoi at Trang Lon who surreptitiously
sold us instant noodles at night, the ones at this camp appeared to have been
thoroughly indoctrinated. They put on airs, quite impressed with their own
importance. Each time theyopenedtheir mouths, it was to boastthat people in
the North were much better off than people in the South. When asked whatlife in
the North was like, they would answer, "Oh, we haveplenty of everything. For
example, if you want to eat chicken, it's always available." We pretended to
complain. "Life is very hard here in the South. If we wantchicken, we haveto
saveup for an entire month to buy one."
One bodoi, eighteen or nineteen years old, saw an opportunity to propagan
dize. "Truth to tell, the South is also wealthy; but you have been heavily
exploited by the Americans and nguy, and that's what has made your life so
difficult. From now on, the Revolution will devote itself to rebuilding the South.
You will see, the peoplewill soonbe able to enjoylife as muchas theyplease."
It was hard to keep from laughingout loud;I had heardthose words repeated
again and again. Probably the argument and assertion had been part of his
indoctrination. We felt much pity for him.
Conversation with the childlike bodoi never failed to provide us with a new
subjectfor discussion. Their proselytizingefforts failed to make convertsof us,
but they shed light on their way of thinking and their conception of the South,
whichwasveryremotefromreality. After onlya fewmonths' living in the South,
however, the bodoibegan to show signs of the influencethe Southem way of life
was havingon them. We began to see them wearingwristwatches, and a few of
them carried small radios, which they played at maximum volume. They also
began to smoke cigarettes. In our presence, they would ostentatiouslyproduce a
cigarette,light it, and take shortpuffs, then blowthe smokeout veryquickly, the
way new smokers do.
Among the study monitors was a simple and candid fellow named Dong, a
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native of Quang Binh Province. He often talked to us, assuring us that as our
"offenses" were not too serious, that we should be treated with leniency and not
harshly like other "culprits." Sometimes, seeing that we badly needed tobacco,
he bought some for us, taking no profit for himself.
After three months at the camp, everybody took to smoking water pipes
because the tobacco was easier to find. We competed with each other to see who
could make the most resonant sound. Little by little we became real addicts;
each evening we challenged each other to see who could draw on the pipe the
longest, leaving some giddy and faint. One of the beginners was Dr. Bui Tran
Anh, who went earnestly about his smoking and soon became one of the best
performers. When short of tobacco we would look for Monitor Dong and asked
him to buy some for us. Sometimes, in the midst of work, we would yawnloudly
and blame the shortage of tobacco for our lack of energy. Dong became quite
attached to us. One day we induced him to speak about the North by asking,
"We've heard that our fellow citizens in the North can now afford to mix less

sweet potato, manioc, or maize in their rice. Is that true?"
Dong replied candidly, "No, there's still not much improvement because we
have not yet produced enough rice to meet the needs of the population. Recently,
I've been home on leavein the province of Thanh Hoa, and people there still have
to mix about 40 percent potatoes or cassava roots in their rice. Anyway, that can
be considered an improvement; during the war, vegetables or grains other than
rice in the mixture were often more than 60 percent. Many families had rice only
once a day; at other meals they either had maize, sweet potato, or manioc.
Between harvests, all they had to eat for months was manioc or sweet potato."
Dong also said that the roads in the South were excellent, much better than in the
Norfli. Beyond Quang Tri Province, when vehicles going North entered Vinh
Linh district in the northern sector of the demilitarized zone, the road became

bumpy and very dusty. "We have to recognize that the South has a more modem
economic structure than the North," he concluded. He was the only bodoi I
came across during the whole reeducation period who frankly conceded that the
North suffered from shortage and underdevelopment.
Since our arrival at Long Khanh camp, we had been ordered to assemble
from time to time to listen to readings from newspapers. Only propaganda
articles claiming, for example, that "the whole nation is now enthusiastically
preparing itself to take the road toward socialism" were read. Except for this, we
were almost completely cut off from news of the outside world. After a reading,
the senior study monitor, Hau, would say somthing like, "Can you see that?
People outside have made tremendous progress; meanwhile, you have as yet to
be reeducated. In other words, you're still behind the times. You cannot be
released now because the People will not leave you alone."
Listening to him, one would think that there was much activity outside the
camp devoted to learning about the new regime and its ideology, that the whole
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population had nowbeenconverted to communism. However, wewere ableto
getsome information aboutthesituation outside because wehada few occasions
to go out to places where the local inhabitants were going about their daily
business.

When we first came to Long Khanh camp, we cooked our meals with
kindlingwoodsuppliedby contractors. Later on, it appeared that the priceshad
been raised, so the camp commanddecidedto havethe inmatesgo to the nearby
rubber plantation to cut wood for the kitchen. They said that "money could be
saved that way and used for additional food for the inmates." For us, cutting
wood on the plantation would be a welcome opportunity to see the outside
world.

The first day we were to go out, everybodyvolunteered. Even the weaklings
among us asked to go. There were then about 1,200 inmates, but only 100 at a
time were allowed to go out to cut wood. The business of selectingpeople gave
rise to discussion, even harsh exchanges. But after the first day of work, there
was no more dispute. The bodoi had set a definite route for us to follow,
bypassing the town; security was very strict. At the worksite, near Xuan Loc
village, menfromthelocalself-defense forces weredeployed all aroundthearea.
The wood we were to get was from the dead rubber trees. If a tree had already
fallen, our work wasfairly easy; otherwise, we had to fell the tree with chopping
knives, then saw the trunk into lengths that one man could carry on his
shoulders. The sawing proved difficult with our rudimentary saws, so we
eventually cut the trunks into lengthsfor two personsto carry. Our limbs shook
from the exertion required to fell the trees; carrying the logs all the wayback to
camp wasevenharder. Wepaused to rest several times, but still we werefagged
out at the end of the day's work.
Our strength had greatly diminished since we had reported for reeducation
some six months before. Even with our two meager meals a day—two bowls of
rice eaten with salt and cooked bindweed and, from time to time, a piece of dried
fish—we would not have felt particularly hungry if it had not been for this hard
labor. Still, the main cause of our weakness was our flagging morale. From the
moment we began to realize that we could not find out a date for our release,
everybody felt morallyspent. Sicknessincreased, as did arguments and fighting
among ourselves. We did not realize that we hadn't the strength for hard work
until we began woodcutting and log carrying. After we got back to camp on the
first day, several of the men fell sick and did not recover until two or three days
later. We also saw our hopes of going out and meeting people on the outside
dashed, because of both the close watch and our exhaustion. From then on,

nobody argued about his "right" to go out to work.
Those of us who were strong enough continued with the work and had some
luck; as I was in relatively better health than most of my companions, I was
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always in the work party. The surveillance of the first days became less strict as
time went on. At the beginning, controls were strict because the work was
considered experimental, and officers from regimental headquarters came to
observe how it was organized. When the work became routine, the bodoi
themselves decided that for a change we would go through the market area on
our way to and from the plantation. This decision was of great benefit to us.
At first, the local folks just stood watching us with pity in their eyes. Then
one day, an elderly woman ran toward us from the roadside, a bunch of bananas
in her hand. Giving each of us one banana, she said to the bodoi, "I guess the
good sirs won't have the heart to forbid me giving some bananas to these poor
fellows!"

The nearest bodoi, taken by surprise, did not know how to react other than to
rush forward and pull the old lady away, shouting, "All of you must give the
bananas back; you cannot accept the gift if you are not permitted to."
We put the bananas down on the side of the road for fear of being punished
later.

The old woman was furious. She said loudly, "What kind of bodoi are you,
who are so wicked? Did Uncle Ho teach you to behave that way? Youtreat your
countrymen worse than the colonialists did!"
The bodoi in charge forced the whole team to run out of the market area. On
our return from the worksite, although heavily burdened with logs, we had to
follow a longer route along the edge of town. Later, it seemedthat some sort of
report had been made,and the nexttime we wentoutfor wood the bodoVs sudden
change of attitude took us by surprise. When we were about 500 meters away
from camp, they told us to stop, and one of them asked, "Do any of you have
money?" Perplexed and worried, we thought we would be searched and our
money confiscated. But the bodoiadded, "I ask becauseI am goingto give you
permission to appoint a representativeto go to the market and buy some things
for you. If you behave yourselves, your representative will be allowed to go to
the market; if youdon't, not only will you not be allowedto buy things, youwill
not be permitted to go through the market area on the waybackto camp.Are you
willing to behave?"
We answered unanimously, "Yes, we are."
How could we notbe willing!Weimmediately began to discussthe choiceof
a representative and to collect money. We were not prepared for this favor, so
very few of us had brought along any money. I alwaystucked some away in my
clothes in the belief that there would somehow be an opportunity to spend it, and
for that reason, I was chosen to do the shopping.
The faded khaki battledress I wore was a clear indication of my status; added
to that was the AK-toting bodoi following on my heels. The effect was that
everybody in the marketplace smiled at me. A woman exclaimed, "My! My!
Are you shopping today?What a blessing!" I just smiled. I had given my word
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not to speak to or, in the bodofs parlance, "communicate" with my fellow
citizens. How long since I had last walked among so many people? I looked
around before making up my mind what to buy; I hesitated between meat and
sugar. I had in my pocket only 700 dang, 500 belonging to me and 200 to two
other fellows. I asked the bodoi who followed me, "Can you allow me to buy
some meat and some sugar?"
He said, "It's up to you to buy what you like, but don't buy anything bulky;
if someonefrom the regiment sees you, I myselfcannotescapebeing blamedfor
this."

I went to a shop and asked for some sugar. The womanowner did not answer
me when I inquired about the price; instead she asked, "Are you a reeducation
camp prisoner?"^
I nodded without replying. I produced 200 dang and said, "Please give me
200 dang worth of the cheapest sugar."
The woman gave me two parcels of sugar wrapped beforehand, saying,
"This is a real bargain, see. By the way, haven't you anythingto carry it with?"
Then she went into the back of the shop and returned with a used plastic bag. She
placedthe two parcels in the bag, then turned to speak to the bodoi. "Thank you
for allowing them to do some shopping. We are all Vietnamese, aren't we? Now
that peace has come, we should love one another like brothers and sisters.
There's no point in treating one another harshly!"
The embarrassed bodoi replied, "These fellows are undergoingreeducation;
theywill be sent homeafter theyhavecompletedit. Nobody has any intentionof
treating them harshly."

I tookthe bag and said, "Thank you verymuch, madam." I noddedmyhead
severaltimes to signal that I wouldhaveliked to saymore but couldn't under the
circumstances. Then I asked the bodoi to show me where meat was sold.

Before he could answer, a boy who had followed us since we had entered the

marketpointedthe way, saying, "Uncle,^follow this row; at the end, turn left;
that's where the meat stalls are." I smiled and thanked him. But the boy,who was
a little over ten, said, "Are you a reeducation prisoner? Do you happen to know

my father? His name is Tuan. He's also in a reeducation camp, but we don't
know where!"

I looked at him and shook my head. The bodoi shouted at the boy, "What are

youaskingfor?Get lost, brat!" Terrified, theboy ran away, thenstoppedto look
after us.

When I reached the spot, I saw only two meat counters. An old woman sat
^I^ople in South Vietnam soon had no illusions about "reeducation" and spoke of inmates as
"prisoners."

^The word for "you" in Vietnamese varies according to the speaker's relationship to the person
addressed. CM (lit. "uncle") is used to address an older male, about the same age as the speaker's
father or uncle.
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behind one and a plump younggirl with rosy cheeksbehind the other. Forgood
manners, I addressed the old lady first. "Please give me 500 dong worth of
meat, the kind with plenty of fat. Also, see to it that it's not the expensivekind."
The woman picked up her knife and chose a piece of meat apparentlytainted
because it had tumed slightly brownish. She put the meat on the scale, then cut
off a small slice, probably because the piece was overweight. At that moment,
the girl at the other counter remarked, "He's a reeducation camp prisoner,don't
you know? Treat him as you think right. Ma!"
The old lady raised her eyes to look at me, then burst out laughing. "Good
God! Blast my eyes! I thought you were somebody from the plantation.
Reeducation camp prisoner, are you? Then, Heaven forbid, there's no question
of buying or selling!" With that, she grasped a small jute bag, the kind used to
hold sand for construction, and put the piece of meat on the scale and all the meat
displayed on the counter into it. Her daughter helped tie the bag with a piece of
string. I looked at her and told myself how good-looking she was. She was
perhaps not very beautiful, but to my eyes she was so charming, so graceful!
Never before had I felt so much pleasure while out shopping!
Bag of meat on my shoulder and parcels of sugar in my hand, I returned to
the bus station where my companions were waiting. Everybody was surprised
when they saw the size of the bag on my shoulder. The leader of the bodoi was
also surprised. Reading his thoughts, I approached him to make my report. "I
beg to report that I have completed my purchase. The meat vendor has given me
plenty of meat." I then turned to the men. "The old lady had the kindness to give
us all the meat on her counter. I suggest that we distribute it equally among us;
everybody will have his share."
My companions answered noisily, "Agreed! This guy has proved to be a
good buyer indeed. Next time, you will go to the market again, understand?"
On arriving at the plantation, I asked for permission to distribute the meat.
As for the sugar, I gave the parcels to the two fellows who had contributed money
for the purchase; but infected by the general generous attitude, they volunteered
to distribute the sugar to everyone. Bach was given a half tablet of sugar which he
instantly put into his mouth. As the work party was divided into teams, each
responsible both for cutting and sawing trees and carrying the logs, I divided the
meat into as many portions as there were teams. Someone suggested that I
should be paid for my efforts, but I declined, saying this had been a piece of luck
for all of us.

That afternoon, before returning to camp, the bodoi advised us to be
particularly cautious: "Remember, keep silent! Don't tell other people about
this; otherwise, they will make noise about the whole thing and you'll get into
big trouble." On our way back, we felt much stronger than before; we were not
sure whether this was due to the half tablet of sugar we had eaten or to the share
of meat we carried with us.

From then on, each time we went out to cut wood, we were able to buy some
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goods. Moreover, when we reached the rubber plantation, the women selling
cakes or rice gruel would already be there waiting for us. Even the ice cream boy
came. Many of us had no money, so they offered their goodsfree of charge as a
sign of support. On these occasions, some men had managed to send word to
their families. And some wives came from Saigon and waited for a whole week
to meet their husbands.

This was how a fellow named Qui, formerly employed at the Finance and
Accounting Directorate, came face to face with his wife, who was dressed as a

vendorcarrying a basket of cooked bananas. At first, he did not recognize her.
Only when she called him softly by name did recognitiondawn. He could only
utter a few incoherent words before he suddenly fainted!
We surrounded him; the bodoi also ran forward. We said, "This fellow has
fainted because of the draft."

The bodoi asked, "Is there anybody here who knows about first aid?"

Beforeanybodycould answer, his wife said, "Let me 'scrape off the draft'
for him.31 have some medicated balm with me, as you can see."
The bodoi stood watching. They were amazed to see the womancry while
"scraping off the draft" from the reeducation prisoner. A moment later, Qui
regained consciousness, and, seeing his wife at his side, he broke into tears. His
companions tried to signal him. "Why are you crying? You are very lucky to
meet this lady who happens to have medicine with her and is kind enough to
'scrape off the draft' for you; otherwise, you'll haveno chanceto meet yourwife
and children again."
Only then did Qui realize the situation; yethe kept cryingand saying, "Oh
God! Oh God!"

His wife, seeing a bodoi approach, said hurriedly, "Do sit still! I have to
'pinch away the draft' from your temples to make you quite awake." While
pinchingat his temples, she said, "Please don't cry!Tryto keep yourselfin good
health so you can finishreeducation and return to us. Don't you loveyour wife
and children?"

She too was crying softly while saying this; the bodoi watching the scene
laughed, "How strange you are! What are you crying for? Don't you hear what
this young woman tells you to boost your spirits?"
Whereupon, Qui burst out crying louder than before and hiccoughinglike a
child. Fearing discovery, we surroundedhim, making believewe were laughing
at him and chiding him. "Stop it! What does all this crying mean?" His wife,
choked with emotion, wiped her husband's tears with her shirt sleeves. The
bodoi, still uncomprehending, laughed out loud. We pretended to follow suit,
but looking at one another, we found that everybody'seyeswere filled with tears.
^Literal translationfrom Vietnamese. This is a popularmethodof curing flu and cold or of treating
fainting spells (those believed to be caused by drafts), which consists of spreading medicated oil or
ointmenton the skinofthe patient(particularlyon theback)andrubbingvigorously witha dull metal
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Hnally, Qui's wife stood up, took some cakes from her basket, and handed
them to him. "Now, take these back to the camp, and eat themwhen youfeel like
it!" She seemed to have realized the danger of discovery by the bodoi, so she
added impatiently, "Try to keep yourself in good health and get good results in
reeducation so you can go home soon. I'm sure your wife and children love you
and are waiting for you."
Qui, still not completely in control, made signs with his hand to decline the
offer of the cakes. Our younger fellows pretended to jeer at him. "Come on! It's
a personal gift from the lady, you have to take it. She'll be insulted if you keep on
crying."
Fearing the situation was getting out of hand, I approached Qui and
whispered threateningly, "For God's sake, take it! We'll be in big trouble if they
know; besides, we won't be allowed to come here any more." I then turned to his
wife and said in a low voice, "Please go now. He's in good shape, I assure you. If
you stay too long you will betray yourselves, both you and your husband, and the
consequences will be very serious."
She stood up, put the cakes beside him, and walked away. Everybody
watched her go, particularly Qui, with the pain showing on his face. She stopped
some distance away and sat down at the foot of a tree, looking in our direction.
Qui sat with his head in his hands, from time to time raising his head to look at
her. She lingered for a long time before she finally walked away. When we were
allowed to pause for a drink of water, we approached the place where she had
been sitting and discovered that she had furtively placed by the tree a pile of
cooked bananas together with a packet of sesame mixed with salt and sugar—a
kind of food that frequently appeared on the tables of the poor. We crowded
around and began to eat. As for the bodoi, they stood at a distance watching us,
as they did every time we gathered together.
If the business of wood cutting remains vivid in my memory it's because of
the deep impressions made on me by the generosity of the meat vendor and Qui's
moving encounter with his wife. After this, bad luck befell me.
Usually, after the morning roll call we were detailed to attend to various
chores in the camp. Food was distributed at noon, and after an hour's rest we
resumed work until late afternoon. After the evening meal we spent some time
waiting for roll call, and this was when the study monitor made his comments
about the day's work: This team had done well, that team had not been active
enough, and so on, ending with a few remarks on a number of individuals. Most
of the time, when nothing had happened, he went through the routine mechan
ically; he spoke vaguely and stuck to generalities, sometimes with a hint of

object (e.g., a coin or a spoon). Medically speaking, the rubbing helps activate circulation, and the
medicated oil also helps.
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threat. But if there had been a fight among us or some report by informers, he
would spend a whole hour throwing insults and threats at us while we stood at
attention, tired, uncomfortable, and mosquito-bitten.
For my part, as I had been extremely cautious in my wordsand deeds, I felt I
had succeeded in not attracting the attention of informers because I had not been
alluded to in the monitor's remarks. Unfortunately, my sense of security was

false. One evening after roll call, I wassummoned to a barrackoccupied by the
bodoi. I was ordered to wait in a room whose only furniture was a table I had
helped repair and a chair. Soon a man I recognized as Commander Sau, the
political commissar from the South, entered the room. A small bulb suspended
from the ceiling shed a feeble light on the scene. Commander Sau sat down; he

looked veryimposing,sittingtherebehindthe table. He beganto speak. "Well,
Mr. Vu! Do youknow why I've asked you to come for a 'working session' with
me?"

I replied, "No, I really don't."

"According to reports from the comrades 'down there,' it seemsthat lately
you've been tryingto influence people to serveyourown aims. Do youplan to
recruitfollowers to organizeyourown faction? If so, whatfor? Is it to sabotage
the Revolution? How can a man in your position still think of scheming?"
I waiteduntilhe hadfinished speakingto venture a cautious request. "Could
the commander allow me to explain myself?"
"Why not? If you have anything to say, say it." The tone of his voice was not

particularly menacing, compared to the study monitors', especially Chief
Monitor Hau's.

I began, "Since I presented myself for reeducation, my companions have
oftenfalsely reportedon me,I don't knowwhy. I reportedforreeducation simply
to learn about the policy of the Revolution in order to abide by the law after
completion of myreeducation period.WhenI found outI hadbeenreportedon, I
became cautious and tried not to hurt anybody's feelings or do anything
wrong—"

"What about the report concerning your attempt to influence people and
organize your own clique to do your bidding?"
"Certainly not true!"
"Then why did you payfor the meat with yourown moneyand distributeit to
your companions without asking them to repay you?"
"May I give the commander a full account of the story?"
"Certainly. Didn't I tell you that I wanted to know all about it?"

Clearly, this political commissar intended to show his kindness by being
obliging. I proceeded to describe the meat purchase, the vendor's gift, and the
distribution. I stressed that it all came about thanks to the kindness of the

comrade bodoi and that he had permitted me to accept the gift of meat and
distribute it to my friends. "I have no intention to form a clique."
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"Then why did you draw water from the well for others to clean them
selves?"

Obviously, the informers had paid close attention to me! Again, I said

cautiously, "Could the commissar ilow me to explain this?"
"Certainly! Go ahead!"

"If I often draw water for some of the men, it is because they are infected
with scabies;their handshavefesteredto the pointthat it is hard forthemto draw
waterfrom the well. I am particularlyfearful that if theyhandlethe bucket, the
well water may become polluted because I think that scabies is extremely
contagious. I first suggested that we take turns drawing waterfor those infected
with scabies; however, my companions challenged me to set an example, so I
had to draw waterforTri, who wasthe most affectedone in our team. Sincethen,
whenever those with scabies want to have a bath or wash some clothes, they
approach me and ask me to go to the well and draw water for them. That is the
truth. I don't understand whypeoplecan be so bad as to reportfalsely onothers,
instead of helping them as they should—"
"You have no right to pass judgment on other people and say so-and-so is
bad. Everybody has the duty to report to the Revolution any suspicious act
committed by other persons. Do you understand?"
"Yes, I do."

"That's enough for the moment. I shall collate your statement with the
reports to get a better idea of the situation. But I warnyou: Whatever youwantto
do, you first have to ask for the permission of the study monitors. You must

absolutely not take the liberty of doing anything with regard to otherpersons.
Including giving them help. Is that clear?"
"Yes."

"Good! Youmay go now." As I was about to leavethe room, the commander

called out, "Just a minute! Wait here for somebody to take you back to your
place. Where is the comrade on duty? Take him back *down there.'"

On the way back I told myselfwhat a close shave this was. I wasglad that I
had had the wit to make the bodoi responsible for the free distribution of meat.
Only much later did I realize how importantand valuable a piece of meat was.
Nearlythree months hadelapsedsincewehadcometo Xuanhoc. Every day
one team would be detailed to work on the meeting hall, another would work at

various choresin thecamp, and a thirdwould hoetheground to plantvegetables
and sweetpotatoes. But what we were all waiting for, namely, reeducation, had
not as yet materialized, although it was mentioned often enough. The meeting
hall wasstill unfinishedbecause not enough metal sheetscould be foundto cover
its roof.

One day, while workingon the roof, using corrugatediron sheetstaken from
a dismantled watchtower, I suddenly heard snatches of singing and hand
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clapping.It wasthen9 a.m. I listenedattentively andhearda voice, amplified by
a loudspeaker and carried by the wind, speaking about reeducation and some
sort of policy. At aboutnoon, songs and clapping were heardagain. I guessed
they came from another camp or barrack close by. Probably, reeducation had
already begun in someof the otherunits.
The next day, ordered to go out and fetch more iron sheets for the meeting
hall, we were led along a narrow path towardthe back of the camp. It wasthen
that we discoveredthat not too far away were a number of othercamps, and at the
sightof us the inmates rushed forward waving. Thebodoi standing guard fired
warning shots in the air. But the men kept laughing and yelling.
Wecrossed a shallowspring, probably filled with wateronly recently from
the lookof the banks, and after an hour of walkingwe came to a hill on the top of
which stood rows of nearly completed houses, originally built to serve as
married quarters forthe ARVN. Eachhouse hadtworooms, separated from the
kitchen by a narrow openspace; behindthekitchen were thebathroom andwater
closet. The only things missing to make the houses livable were doors and
windows. The roofs were made of new, shiny corrugated iron sheets, and we
were ordered to dismantle them. We were very surprised because, to our eyes,

these houses had greatvalue. They werenew, and the bathrooms and lavatories
were fitted with new and relatively expensive porcelain equipment. But our

order was precise: "Dismantle the roofe to get the sheets!" One of the men
observed, "If one of these houses was allocatedto myfamily, we wouldconsider
ourselves verylucky. Besides, fromup herewehave a fine viewoverthe valley.
We could not ask for better than this."

Withintwo hours, with nearly 1,000inmatesworkingon the project, almost
all eighty houses had lost their roofs. While the dismantling was completed
quickly and without much difficulty, carrying the sheets back to camp was
exhausting work. The sheets were of a good size and quite heavy, and each
person was ableto carry two at the most. Some men could carry only one, and
even then they had to stop several times before reaching camp.
After the evening meal, instead of being allowed to rest, we had to return
twice to the worksite. Only those who were sick or plagued with scabies were
allowedto turn in. It waslate in the eveningwhenwe finished. The following day
extra men were detailed to roof the meeting hall, and two days later the work was
completed.
Our carpentry team then was ordered to make benches and construct a
platform. Wethoughtthe bencheswereforus to sit on duringthe lessons, so we
asked the monitor where to find enough wood to make that many.He pointed to a

pileof threeor four planks lying in thekitchen, andweunderstood thenthatthe
benches were only for the instructors responsible for our reeducation.
The pace of activity continued as the date for reeducation to begin drew
nearer. More bodoi arrived at the camp; they came on brand-new bicycles and
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were full of self-importance. One day, while I was busy arranging tables and
chairs on the platform, some bodoi came by to watch. The study monitorspoke
to them with deference and some solemnity. One of the newly arrived cadres
pointed at me and asked, "Who is this fellow?"

"I beg to report to the comrade that his name is Vu;he is a formersecondary
school teacher. He was drafted into the nguy army where he reached the rank of
first lieutenant."

Thecadre thenturnedto me. "So, youarea university graduate, areyou?As
a lieutenant, you were able to do only as you were bidden. Youroffenses cannot

be veryserious." Not knowingwhatto reply, I just answered with a "yes." The
cadre said, as if giving an order before walking away, "Good! Now, carry on
with yourwork. In a few days, you will begin yourreeducation. Only then will
you be able to assess the nature and extent of your offenses."
That night, his words haunted me so that I couldn't sleep. Reeducation
indeed! I had believed that reeducation would help us to learn about the new
regime; I had not expectedthat it could serveto indict us. This business seemed
to contain a good many traps; I'd better be on my guard.
As for my companions, the majority appeared visibly pleased that reeduca
tionwouldbegin soonbecausetheythoughttheywouldbe allowed to gohomeat
the end of it. Many times we had been chided by the monitors for being
unreasonablyimpatient, so now that we really were going to begin, it was only
logical that we would be sent home soon. Things could not go otherwise!
On the eve of the day the "course" was due to begin, the team leaders were
summoned to a meeting to discuss preparations. The communist cadres called

the businessof goingto the classroom to study "ten tep."^ Whenthe great day
arrived, we were told to put on clean clothes. In the lecture hall we had to stand
in perfectlystraight lines. Theplatformwasfull of bodoi, mostdressed aboutthe
same but a few of them wearing red military badges. We stood facing the stage,
waiting. When a man who appeared to be a high-rankingcadre entered the hall,
an order was shouted, "Everybody! Get ready to greet the conmiandant!"
We watched as he took his seat in the middle of the platform. He must have
conunanded a unit higher than a battalion as weknew by sight everycadre in the
battalion responsible for our camp. Nobody gave military salutes, which was
surprising among soldiers; they simply stood at attention. (Only much later did
we see them drill in marching and saluting.) A monitor shouted an order, "Let
the team leaders present their teams!"
One after the other, the team leaders stepped forward and reported the
number of persons in their teams, the number present, the number of absentees,
and the reason for the absences.

^Literally, "go up to the class." The Vietnamese languagedoesnot lack words to expressthe simple
fact of attending classes. But if the communists intentionally coined this new expression, it may
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Hiis first session already promised to be thorny The commandant, seeing
that more than one hundred were listed as absent angrily demanded, "Who gave
them permission to remain in their barracks? Reeducation, for them, is a matter
of life and death. How can they be absent from the class?" He turned to the
bodoi sitting beside him and ordered him to go to the barracks, check on those
who had reported sick, and see that all except those who were seriouslyill came
to the meeting hall. Half an hour later the presentation of teams resumed. The
number of absentees was now reduced to a little more than forty, the latecomers
being those seriously infected with scabies. They were unable to sit down, so
they had to stand at the far end of the hall when the teams were given permission
to sit.

The conmiandant waited until then to make his introductory speech. He
spoke through a loudspeaker that would have been much more effective in a
smaller room. He stressed that in reeducating us, the Revolution aimed at
equipping us with a stock of knowledgeand the proper logic to serve as a basis
for us to determine our position vis-a-vis the People. He concluded, "I would
like to emphasize advice that will be repeated over and over again, and that
advice is from now on, you will speak and act exactly the way the Revolution
teaches you to do. Youmust absolutely not think, speak, or act in any other way.
Decidedly,you haveto speak and act according to the teachings of the Revolution
only."
He then introduced the cadre who would give us the first lesson, saying,
"Let me introduce to you the comrade instructor who will give you the first
lesson: 'U.S. imperialism has ultimately and permanently failed in its war of
aggression against \fietnam.'"
The instructor was a young cadre who read the lesson from a small book,
pausing from time to time to amplify his text with examples. These often
contradicted what he had just read and were grossly exaggerated to the point of
being simply farcical. But as the study monitors were constantly circulating
among us, no one dared give ventto his feelings. The lessonmade little mention
of the efforts involved in the conduct of the war against the United States.
Instead, figures were used to demonstrate that the Americans had resorted to
every possible means to win but finally had to withdraw. Figures quoted
included assertions that more than 3 million GIs had been involved in the war,

that the American presence reached its peak when 600,000 troops, including
those of "satellite states," fought alongside 1 million nguy soldiers, that at
one time, 90 percent of the American war industry had been put at the service of
the war in Vietnam, and 80 percent of American scientists had been given the
task of devising plans and finding means to conquer \fietnam. In the end, the
lesson only succeeded in painting the absurd picture of the whole of the United
cany a connotation reflecting their belief that political studies or, more precisely, the study of
Marxism-Leninism, elevated their ideological standing.
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States devoting itselfentirely to thewarin Vietnam. Thislesson was expounded
in classforthreedays running,thesecond day beingreserved fordiscussion and
the third for the task of writing whatwascalled an "account of resultsobtained."
Duringthe lesson, wehadto squator sit onthe ground,andwehadto appear
to pay close attention to the instructor. The slightestinattention would inunediatelybe noticed by the monitors, one of whomwould approach the "culprit,"
saying, "Hey, you there! Whatare you doing? You don't wantto listen to the
lesson, do you?" He then wouldgo to the team leader and ask him to take down
the name of the man who hadjust been admonished. Everyone, therefore, had to
appear to be very attentive, all the time furiously taking notes. Paper and pens
were distributed. We were allowed a five-minute break after each hour of

"lecture," four hours in the morning and three in the afternoon. After the first
day, we ached all over as if we had been sick for a long time. We all agreedthat
we would rather work and sweat at labor than go through this kind of course. The
bodoi were similarly affected. On the first day many came to watch, but by the
second day, only the study monitorsand the instructorremainedin the hall. At
the end oiF the course, a lone monitor sat dozing in a comer, heedless of the
droning of the tired instructor. However, when somebody from regimental
headquarters was present, the bodoi appeared in force.
A discussion session followed the three-day lecture. Groups of fifteen sat in
circles on the ground; and to preventus from drifting into small talk, the bodoi
and study monitors sat down near us. But as there were many more of us than
them, they had to move from one group to another about every half hour.
Therefore, the "discussions" actually took place only when the bodoi were near,
and the informers, fortunately, did not report on this cheating. When we did
"discuss," we tooktums to speakin supportof the instmctor's assertionthat the
Americans had lost the war. But we had no conviction in what we said, and

several times we were forced by the monitors or instmctor to speak out with
more enthusiasm.

I soon realized that I had been singled out for special attention. The
instructor remained with our group for a long time, and when my tum came to
speak, I concurred in saying that the Americans had used all the meansat their
disposal but had not won the war. At this, the instmctor addressed me by name,
which showed that I had been reported on by the monitors. "Mr. Vu, come over
here! I want to have a word with you in private." Everybody looked at me; one
thing was clear, I was a marked man! "You are an academic, aren't you?"
"Yes. Like most of my companions here, I've been through higher educa
tion. The doctors have been the longest in higher education—"
"But they've all studied technical subjects; you're the only one who's read
bourgeois literature!"
"Well, I intended to seek admission to a polytechnic, but I was unsuccess
ful, so I had to go to a training college to become a teacher."
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"I've heard that because you're a man of intellect your companions have a
high regard for you. Is that true?"
"Oh, that's not true at all! On the contrary, I think that because of my poor
intellectualcapacity, I've been the scorn of the team. My companions think they
are better educated than I am—"

"There's nothing wrong with being an academic, so there's no point denying
it. I wanted to have a discussion with you just for the sake of discussion, that's
all; I haveno intentionto harm you. Remember, the more sincereyouproveto be,
the more appreciative the Revolution will be of your attitude. The Revolution
particularly appreciates complete sincerity.
"I am aware that you must have had some doubt or disagreement; but you,
like all your companions, prefer to remain silent and let it pass by. If that's the
way you study politics, then how can you hope to make progress? The study of
politics demands great efforts, much brain searching, and clashes of opinion. If
all you can think of is flattery, then you will havefailed completely. Therefore, I
want you to mention to me some point in the lesson you disagree with or think
questionable. I assure you that I'm not going to give you bad marks; on the
contrary, you will be highly rated. Now, bring up some point, any point."
I was petrified! Clearly a trap was being set for me, and I was in for big
trouble. I searched for a reply, but everything I could think of seemed equally
risky. At long last, I said lamely, "The lesson was so consistent and convincing
that I cannot think of anything to question. Give me some time to think about it; I
am sure I shall come up with something. Could I discuss the matter with my
companions, comrade cadre?"

"It's clear that you're not being entirely sincere.This is proofthat youdo not
yet know how to reeducate yourself. Anyway,that will do for the moment. Think
the matter over; you may as well discuss it with your coampanions. In any case,
you must come up with something you really think questionable or are in
disagreement with."
He stood up, shook his head, then left to join another group. I returned to my
own group and said, "Obviously, the gods and my ancestors haven't favored me
with their protection! The instructor ordered me to raise a point I find to be
controversial or disagree with. I tried to find one but couldn't come up with
anything. So he has agreed that I discuss the matter with all of you."
"Discuss indeed! Vu! Do you really mean to drag us into your misfortune?
You'll get us in trouble."
"No way, old man! I have no suggestions to make. Just listening to what you
said is enough to give me the creeps! I agree entirely with the instructor. So,
leave me alone and let me retum safely to my wife and kids. To ask me to raise a
question is to drive me into a comer!" Everyone snickered.
But old Mr. Cue said earnestly, "Stop joking, please! We're being drawn
into a dangerous situation, and this is no time for fiin. We have to find some mild
criticism to end the matter."
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A bodoi, hearing our raised voices, came near us. Wequieted down so he
wentto another group. Someone said, "SupposewesaythattheAmericans had
not done their utmost, otherwise Hanoi would not have been left unscathed as it
is now."

"That won't do. That means that we do not believe in what the Revolution has

been claiming. We'll be 'kaput' if we raise that point!"
"Or suppose we question that the Americans lost the war. We all knowthe
United States withdrew its troops a couple of years before the bodoi launched
their attack againstthe South. It shouldbe said that the Republic of Vietnam lost
the war instead of the United States."

"No, that's worse!They've said that it was the Americans who werebeaten;
we cannot contradict them. Besides, we are nguy, and there's no such thing as

the Republic of Vietnam; if we use that, we'll be done for!"
"Wait, I've thoughtof something.I suggestwe ask why, beingin possession
of atomic bombs, the Americans did not resort to that means in order to win the
war."

"Quite right! Hurrah for Mr. Cue! There's no political implication in the
question. Besides, we don't run the risk of contradictingthem."
The question was a trifle simplistic, but it was something we could safely
bring up; that was in itself a sort of reassurance. In the afternoon, about half an
hour after we had resumed our discussion, the instructor called me aside. As I

came up, he squatted on the ground and laughed conceitedly. "Well? Do you
have any question? Any disagreement? Speak up!"
"Requestingthe comradecadre'spermission, mycompanions andI have the
following question. We've been told that the Americans used every means
available but to no avail. Then why didn't theyresort to atomicbombs of which
they had plenty?"
"Is that the only question?"
"Yes, connade cadre. That's the only one."
The instructor looked long and severely at me, and my heart raced. Finally,
he said, "Obviously, you're not being sincere. You still try to hide many things
from me. Your companions questioned our statement that the Americans had
done their utmost and used all the means in their possession; your companions
also said that the Republic of Vietnam lost the war, not the United States. But
you mention only the question of atomic bombs. That's bad, very bad."
I was appalled. Clearly, the informers had done their work well! I tried to
argue. "The other points were not agreed upon by all of us. That's why I didn't
bring them up—"
"All right! I'll give you a last chance to prove your sincerity; just raise a
question, an instance of disagreementof yourown so that I can judge whetheror
not you have shown repentance. You're free to comply or not."
Havingsaid this, he stared at me with a frightfully menacing lookin his eyes.
I tried to concentrate, convinced that I had better raise a strong question if I
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wanted to get out of this fix. "Frankly, if the comrade cadre wants me to raise
queries about this lesson, I have none. The fact that the United States lost the war

wasdue to reasonsobvious to everybody. Nobody has any doubtaboutthat. If I
wonder about something it's my failure to understand how the Americans could
be so stupid!"
"It's the only point, is it?"

Aware of thedangerof raisinga singlequestion, I hurriedly continued. "No,
I haven't finished. I have manyquestions, but they have more depth; they are
related to ideas and politics. Forexample, I don't understand why, afterhaving
won back our independence, we have to embrace communism. I want to know
the policyof the Revolution forbringingprosperity to ourcountry. AndI wantto
know how people like us should live and behave in the new Vietnam. My
questions are many. I wantespecially to have a better understanding of MarxistLeninist ideology, of which I have only superficial knowledge. Right now, I
would like to know how I can purchase a volume of Lenin's selected works to
read while I am in this camp.
"As to whether the Americans lost or won the war, it's irrelevant to what is in
my mind, and I have no question on the lesson given by the comrade cadre. I
speak in all sincerity. I should think that if I am asked to have faith in the
Revolution, I should be given the opportunity to study the Revolution."

"I'd say that there's some sincerity in what you've said. However, your
questions demanda higher levelof study. As yetyou're not in a positionto enter
deeply into the subject. The 'road to socialism'—which youwronglycalled the
'road to communism,' since it takes a long, long time to build communism—is
a subject which only Party members, after many long years of study under the
guidance of the Party, can understand; and yet, nobody can claim to have a
thorough knowledge of the matter. Even people like myselfdon't know more
than what we havebeen taught by the Party. You haveto be very patient before
you reach the state where you can effectively tackle the subject. As for your
desire to purchase books about the Revolution, it's a laudable idea. I shall refer it

to higherauthorities forconsideration and approval. Now, goback to yourgroup
to continue the discussion."

He left without any further reprimands. I felt as if a heavy weight had been
liftedfrom my shoulders, but the respite wasonlytemporary because obviously
the camp command was keeping an eye on me.
After two days of discussion, we were ordered back to the lecture hall to be

given the answers to our questions, especially those of our group, which was
considered to have performed the best. The instructor praised the sincerity
shownby our group. Wehad raised questions, despite the risk of punishmentby
the Revolution, thus showing that we had faith in the Revolution.As we listened,
we were more and more surprised by the change in his attitude.
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Answering our queries, he said that under five successive presidents, the
United States had concentrated all its efforts toward winning the war, but to no

avail. Rnally, the Americans had had to resort to the last "devilish scheme,"
namely, the Vietnamization of the war; that, too, had failed. He added,
"Ambassador Bunker himself has said, 'The Vietnamization of the war only

changes the color of the skin of the dead,'" upon which he laughed in selfsatisfaction. I wasn't sure whether Ambassador Bunker had expressed such an

opinion, but this was the first time I had ever heard of it. The Americans were
known to be in the habit of making blunt statements, but I didn't think
Ambassador Bunker had been callous enough to ever use those words!
Theinstructor then repeated our question, "Why didn't the Americans use
their atomic bombs to raze Hanoi?" He laughedand said loudly, very satisfied
withhimself, "Why?Why couldn'tthey usetheiratomic bombs? Ha! Ha! Ha!
Because theParty hadmeans withwhich to lock theirarms as well asclose 'their

eyes and mouth' onmany occasions. The superior skill ofthe Party consists inits
knowledge of how to fight anddefeat a much stronger, richer enemy equipped
withmuchmoremodem weapons. ThePartyusedtheAmerican people to fight
the American government, the American press to indict theAmerican leaders,
andtheU.S. Congress to discourage theU.S. administration. TheWhite House
andthePentagon have been beaten onAmerican soil. We beattheAmericans in
America itself. Therefore, the Americans lost before they were able to make use
of all their strength. Ha! Ha!"

He spoke passionately and opinionatedly, then burst out laughing, just as
actors doon thestage. It was so funny thatwecould nothelp laughing outloud.
The instmctor, taking our response for acclaim, was so pleased that he didn't
hesitate topraise us. "You're quite right tolaugh and show your joythat way. It's
very true that ourParty is above par! There's nodoubt about the infallibility of
our Party! No wonder it triumphs over its enemies!"
His attitude was so ludicrous that we clapped our hands and laughed even

louder; and we applauded more when we saw the instructor himself clap his
hands. It was much later that we came to understand the custom among

communists to claptheir hands in response to applause from the audience. To
me, this was all painfully comical! We despised the conceited attitude of the
instructor, but wewereunableto do anythingbutclapourhands injest, whichhe
inferred as an expression of allegiance to the Party. However, it should be
conceded that at that moment manyof us naively believed that the communists
were actually as cleveras they claimedto be.
At long last, sensing the ridicule of our prolonged handclapping, the
instructor shouted into the loudspeaker, "That's enough! After all, when in
class, we must keep some measure of discipline."
The study monitors and bodoi, more aware of the true significance of our

response, followed suit with a vengeance. "Silence! And make sure to sit in
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straight lines! What are you laughing at? Are you shutting out the instructor's
argument?"

The atmosphere in the room became as heavy as before, although amused
smiles still lingered on the lips of many of us. The instructor, his good humor
apparently unabated, resumed his explanations. "As to saying that the Ameri
cans have not been beaten, that we have won and you have lost, this is truly a
gross error. Tomakethis clear, I'm tellingyou that in this war, therewere only
twosides: TheAmericans are thelosing sideandtheVietnamese people arethe
winning side. You haven't lost because you too are part of the Vietnamese
people. Butbecause youhave notcompleted your reeducation, you cannot yetbe
regarded as belonging to the People. Don't you agree?"
Again, the audience clappednoisily, and voices wereheardrisingabove the
generaldin. "We have not lost, but it's a shame to have us sittingdown here!"
"Wehave notlost, wehave simply beendefeated!" "We'reallofthePeople, but
we of the People are detained by you of the People! How strange!"
The instructor signaled for everybodyto be silent. The monitors shouted for
order. It took several minutes for the tumult to die down. The instructor went on.

"There are many points you cannot understand for the moment, but later when

you have been reeducated by the Party and the government to become really
advanced politically, youwillagreeentirelywithourPartyandgovernment. You
willthentakeyourplaces among thePeople. Butnotyet.Some of youeven want
to study Marxist-Leninist philosophy or socialist ideology, but it's too early. It
will be a long timebeforethis can be done. If youwantto studyhere, I'm afraid
youwillhave to stayfora few moredecades. Andit's notsureyouwould thenbe
able to exhaust the subject."

Everyone burst out laughing. Somebody was heard to say, "Let's put it off
until later then! Forthe moment, a brief study will do." The confusion was such
that the monitors had to shout in anger to restore order.

Finally, the instructor gave us a subject forthe "resultsobtained" paperwe
were required to write. The subject was on why we can say that the Americans
have failedin Vietnam for good. He reminded us that we should makegood use
of the data given in class. The writing of the paper took the whole of that
Saturday and for someof the men, evenpart of Sunday. Some, wanting to show
their application and enthusiasm, went so far as to give, besides the facts and
figures supplied in class, their own ideas to support the instructor's assertions.
As for me, conscious of the fact that I had been under close surveillance, I limited

myselfto writinga shortpaper reflecting entirely whathadbeenexplained to us
in class.

On Monday we were allowed to have a break and time to take a bath and

wash our clothes. During the whole study period, ourdietwas improved by the
addition of green vegetables, either Dalat cabbage or chowchow. It had been a
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long time since welasthadeaten vegetables, which made the ones weatenow so
extraordinarily delicious. What was lacking inquantity was more than made up
by what we, long deprived, considered quality. We soon found that whenever
something was tobe gained bypropaganda, there would besome improvement
in ourdiet. Eating anddrinking would always play animportant role when they
couldbe used to promote the aims of the Revolution.

On Tuesday we were summoned to the lecture hall to attend a critique
session on ourpapers. The instructor started by severely chiding us for sloppy
writing: "It's not clear whether, byscribbling onyour papers, you intended to
test ourliteracy or just do away with a bothersome task. In any case, I would
venture a general remark. The habit ofscrawling instead ofwriting properly isa
bourgeois characteristic and a bad one at that! The bourgeoisie don'tpay any
attention to the true significance of writing. Scriptwas invented for people to
communicate with one another, not to complicate things. Many of you have
contracted thebourgeois badhabit ofwriting sloppily, without proper respect for
the reader. You must get rid of that habit; otherwise, we will have to take
appropriate measures against it."
Forus who sat on the fioorlistening, those words gaveus a sickeningfeeling
as we realized that anything whatsoever could be used as grounds for indict
ment. Scribbling was a crime of the bourgeoisie?
Commenting onthecontent ofthepapers, theinstructor was severely critical
of those who wrote lengthy accounts. "Why did youput down more thanwhat
hadbeen explained to you? Was it because you thought thatwe oftheRevolution
were not articulate enough andyou hadto make additions to be more clearand
complete? Or was it because you thought yourselves to be more clever thanthe
Revolution, thatyou have a betterunderstanding of things thanwehave? That'sa
bad habitwhich mustbe gotrid of. TheRevolution wants you to thinkandspeak
exactly as you aretold. What is asked of you is very easybut, at thesame time,
very difficult to do. What you hear, you mustrepeat exactly, no more, no less.
That's the first step in learning to speak and act according to the way of the
Revolution."

The young fellows among us were glad that those whohad written lengthy
papers in thehope ofbeing highly ratedwere reprimanded. They whispered, "It
serves you right! You wanted to write a long paperandnow you are accused of
contempt of the Revolution! So much for you!"
But the instructor did not mention any names, speaking only in general
terms. I knew I was out of danger, that nothing in my paper had attracted

attention. Replying to a question as to why the lesson had not made much
mention of the heroic achievements of the People in the fight against the
Americans, he said, "The whole People knew about that because it was
mentioneddaily by the media. If youhavenotheard of that, it was becauseyour

eyes were covered and your ears plugged by the nguy and the Americans."
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To illustrate, he cited many "instances" of heroic deeds performed by the
People, mostof whichweretooabsurdto be credible. Forexample, he toldabout
a guerrilla fighter whosingle-handedly hadrouteda whole U.S. company; about
a young woman who lured the pilot of a combat aircraft—"the one with

flappable wings, you know"—to "fly low in order to have a good look at her
nudity" as shewas bathing in theriver, and when he was within range, grasped
her rifle and shot him in the head. He told us many more stories, each more
incredible than the last.

Theonlythinghe saidthat madesome senseconcerned the weapons usedin
the warby the two sides. "Our weapons were far superior to the enemy's. Our
fighters, when shown the M-1 rifles or Sten submachine gun, were certainthat
victory wouldbe ours becausetheywerearmedwith AK-47s. By the timetheir
troops were equipped with M-16 rifles, ours had already had AK-50s long
before. Our T-54 tanks were unbeatable. When these were replaced by more
modem and powerful ones, they had just begun to bring M-48 tanks into the
battle. When their B-52 bombers invaded Hanoi air space, we had already
completed the installation of high-altitude SAMs [surface-to-air-missiles].

When their B-52s were shot down, the Americans were completely taken by
surprise. Their intelligence service had no idea of the supply of high-altitude
missiles to ourarmy by theUSSR.They didnotexpectthatwealready possessed
SAMs. As far as weaponry wasconcemed, wealways were a stepahead of the
Americans."

During the lecture, the discussion period, the writing of the "results
obtained" paper, and the critique session when the instructor made conunents,
answeredour queries, and dealt with "pending matters" (i.e., bad habits we had
not yet got rid of), we were forced to listen to innumerable boastful, conceited,

and incredible statements. None among us cared to bring up those wild
allegations for discussion; we just shook our heads and smiled.
The day we were allowed to rest, take a bath and wash our clothes, and
prepare for the second lesson, an unexpected event occurred. A little after noon,

two bodoiand a monitorcame to the shacknextdoorand tolda man to packand
follow them to battalion headquarters. Within minutes, the news was hawked
around the camp. The man was later identified as Thong, the pharmacist, who
was known to have relatives in the Politburo; they probably speeded up his

release. Tuong himself had confided to his friends that he was going to be
releasedsoon. At theevening rollcall, the monitor imparted thenews sldllfully.
"Don't be surprised when you see that some people are released while othersare
not. Of course, you all will be released, sooner or later. However, those who

deserve it are entitled to an early release, compared to otherpeople."
By the following day, those words had gone the rounds of the camp. To all
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appearances, no one talked to anyoneelse aboutthis or anythingof the sort, but
whatevernews or story came up wouldspread at the speed of sound. Sometimes,
the same piece of news was whisperedto me by two or three differentpeople;
often it was merely the product of imagination.
From the moment it was known that one of us had been released, a number of

men in my squad became restless: Tanker Quang, whose father-in-law was
ministerfor light industries in Hanoi; nextcameHoangXuanHai, whohad an
uncle who was a "propaganda and indoctrination" commissar in the Lao Dong
Party;thentherewasVoTai, whohad a certificate acknowledging his service to
the Revolution. If we had to look for informers, we could in all probability find
themamongthese three and perhapsseveral others. It wasfeared that the more
impatient theywere, themoreeagertheywould be to reporton us. Asfortherest
of us, it was very difficult to tell who was a mole. We were all in the same
humiliating situation, we sharedthe same suffering; it would be a sin to claim
that a certain one among us was an informer. What if we were wrong! Whenwe
talked to each other, we found we all had the same thoughts, that we all felt the
same sadness and shame.

That eveningLong came to tell me that out of a total of 1,200 inmates, three
had been released. Thisquicklybecametheonlytopicof discussionin the whole
camp.

A criticism, evidently aimed at the bodoi, pointed out the inconsistency
between the assertion that reeducation was a matter of life and death and the fact

of the early release of a number of people who had not yet completed their
reeducation. Some of the men raised their voices as if to challenge the informers.

"Nothing everis a matter of life and death. What's always true is that whenyou
have relatives in high places, you have more chances than people who don't.
That's a definite advantage some have over the rest of us!"
Criticism of the early releases wasdismissed as groundless when the second
lessonbegan. Afterthe class had been presentedto him and he hadrequestedall
the sick to report for the lecture, the instructor—a new arrival—immediately
warned of unpleasant consequences for those "who wanted to sow confusion
and distractpeoplefrom the rightfulduty of reeducation." He asked, "Who told
you that the persons who left had been released? I tell you now that nobody can
be released without having completed reeducation. Those people have simply
been transferred to another camp for special reasons."
The instructor stammered when he spoke and appeared to be shorttempered; when he was angry, his stammering became more pronounced. The
topic of the second lesson was that all nguy—both servicemen and civil
servants—areequally guilty of offenses against the People and the fatherland.
Just listening to the title of the lesson was enough for us to realizethat we had
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come to a thomy period in our reeducation. Similarly, the selection of this

particular instructor was clearly intentional. The man spoke with the Quang
Namaccent; he was thin andhadthesickly palecomplexion of chronic malaria
sufferers.

Right from the beginning, he denounced us. "Until this very minute, you
still stubbornly think that you are not guilty of anything or, at the most, only
minor offenses. To say orthink soisa proofofextreme obstinancy onyour part.
You yourselves have been themainstay of theAmericans andthenguy; wifliout
you, the Americans and their valets would have been incapable of doing
anything. If the war lasted long, it was because of your opposition to the
Revolution and the People. The strength of a nation comes from its working
people; in the same way, the antirevolutionaiy war draws its vitality from the
likes of you. If you hadnot sided with theenemy, ourcountry would have been
reunified long ago. The Americans andnguy were ableto cause havoc only with
your support. Now you claim to be innocent. Can anybody accept that?"
His diatribe, amplified by the loudspeaker, sent cold shivers down our
spines. The whole room was silent as if everyone was holding his breath. We
took down notes automatically onthelesson sopassively anddejectedly that the
bodoi themselves commented that we had lost heart because the condemnation

was so severe. Fromtime to time,the instructorinterruptedhis lectureto ask, in
a tone he wanted to sound fiiendly, "Don't you agree?" But the class did not
respond. In unspoken agreement, we all kept silent. At last, the instructor

pointed totheperson sitting nearest tohim and asked him tostand upand "give
his personal opinion" of the lesson.

The man stood up and said, "Thanks to the Revolution's guidance, I now
clearly realize that all of us deserve death because of our opposition to the
Revolution. We accept the verdict."

TTie instructor insisted, "If you know that you deserve death, what do you
planto do?What is your wish? What doyou want to sayto theRevolution?" He
obviously was urging the manto appeal to the Revolution for clemency, which
was what the majority of the class also expected to hear.

Themanjust stood there, facing the instructor, andreplied calmly, "I want
exactly what the Revolution wants. That is, whatever intention the Revolution

has concerning us, we are perfectly willing to abide by it. This is because we
have been told to think, speak, and act according to the teaching of the
Revolution. Asfaras I amconcerned, I expect theRevolution totreat meexactly
as it intends to. And I shall entirely agree."
The instructor, angered by the man's firm reply, said, "Your attitude is as
negative as it is stubborn! You will see later where that attitude leads you to."
During the whole second lecture, the atmosphere was so heavy as to be
almost unbearable. Intuitively, I feltthepresence of a current of opposition or, at
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least, noncooperation between the instructor-cadreand the inmates sitting on the
floor. The lesson emphasized three points: (1)The former administration was the
political tool of American imperialism; (2) the nguy army was the war machine
of American imperialism; and (3) the political parties and those who chose to
live under and work for the former regime were reactionaries and, in an indirect
way, the servants of American imperialism. This continued to be the argument
used to indict any personaccusedof antirevolutionary activities. Somebodoiput
it in a nutshell: Any antirevolutionaryactivity is, without the shadowof a doubt,
planned or instigated by the Americans.
The discussion session was desperately dull. Nobody volunteered any
remarks of his own. Each time we were ordered to speak, it was only to "plead
guilty as accused." Except for that, we venturedno idea, no question, no hostile
remark. The monitors and bodoi tried to make us bring up ideas to make the
session more lively, but we kept on acknowledging our crimes and refused to say
more. The instructor was very annoyed. He threatened to prolong the discussion
until "the required objective is achieved."
The next day, he came to watch our group discuss the lesson, we who had
been praised for our "sincere and progressive attitude." I tried to stay in the
background, but the instructor looked directly at me with a wicked smile on his
face. With his pale complexion and skinny appearance, he might have given a
vague impression of kindness had he not smiled. At that moment, his sarcastic
smirk upset everyone of us. He looked at Long and asked, "Suppose youtell me
what you think of your offenses."
Long turned pale; he stammered, "Er! Er! I owe the Revolution a debt of
blood; my crime, er—deserves death."
"Is that all? All of you really are extremely obstinate elements! If you cannot
give the reason for your crimes, your acknowledgment of the crimes is not
sincere at all! And you, Mr. Vu, you too will no doubt merely acknowledge
having committed crimes punishable by death, will you not?"
I realized I had to give a specific answer, so I ventured a few cautious words.
"If the comrade cadre allows me to speak and promises not to take offense, I
shall give my opinion."
"It has not been my intention to forbid you to say what's on your mind.
Instead, I want you to speak up and say everything you have doubts about."
I plunged ahead. "I've noticed that from the very beginning you have been
particularly short-tempered, and we havetaken great care not to add more fuel to
your anger. Some of us have even remarked that you seem to be filled with hate
for us. I myself, after listening to your lecture, believe that you really hate us.
You are the first person who we feel has a strong hatred for us. So we have no
choice but to acknowledge every crime we are accused of."
"Nonsense! That's complete nonsense! I have been given the task of making
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you realize yourguilt, but at this moment I have no hatewhatsoever foryou. If
we had met during the war, I would undoubtedly have looked upon you as
enemies. But now, it's different—"

His stammering gotworse andworse as he spoke, andheseemed to getmore
agitated. Finally, he stood up andsaid, "If that's the way you think I am, I give
you permission to write down your questions, collect them, and show them to me

forreply. Thatway, you don't have to fear my shorttemper. Continue with your
discussion, open your minds to one another; completely! Write your questions
on paper;no need to mentionwhohas made whichquery. Thatway, there willbe
no need to worry."

Heleftto goto theotherdiscussion groups where herepeated theinstmction
he had given us. In my group we began to "open our minds" with such
innocuous queries as "Manycadres have admitted that, asjuniorofficers orcivil
servants all we did was to obey orders, so why are we now accused of having

committed crimes punishable by death?" or "\^at would be the punishment for
a serious crime?"

Finally, a man raised the question, "Regarding our crime of having com
mittedhostileacts againstthe North Vietnamese Revolution, mightn't it be said
that the responsibility for it vis-a-vis history should also be shared by the
Revolution? This is becausethe Revolution itself signed the 1954 GenevaAccord
agreeing to the partitionof Vietnam, even if the partition was temporary. This
was the origin of our being drawninto the ranks of opponentsof the Revolution.
If, after the battle of Dien Bien Phu, the Revolution had decided to make the

most of the situation and push forward to final victory, we ourselves would now

have become authentic bodoi and not criminals as we are looked upon at
present."
Long, the ranger lieutenant, expressed the opinion that "our offenses must

have been minor ones becausewe took it upon ourselves to lay downour arms
and let the bodoiadvance without difficulty into SouthVietnam, thus avoiding
destruction and lossesto our country. If we had decidedto fight to the last man,
things would probably have been much different from what they are now."
Seeing that the comments were becoming bolder and bolder, some of us
wavered, but the majority decided to go on. We thought the informers would
make a report on our discussion in any case, and besides, all of us had shown
more fimmess and courage and none of the fear we had displayed in the first
lesson.

Wewere surprisedwhenwe wentback to the lecture hallto be givenanswers
to our questions to find that the instructor showed more gentleness toward us

and, especially, did not make any mention of the questions raisedby our group.
The subject for our "results obtained" paper required each of us to go into
his personal history: "Depending on the socialcategory youbelong to, statethe
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reason why that category [nguy army or civil service] was guilty of offenses
against the Revolution and the People. Give an account of your own offenses.
Highlight the most prominent." This time, we wrote short, concise papers. I
mentioned as an offense of mine having been a teacher whose task was "to
inculcate in young people the concept of freedom and democracy to serve as an
instrument to fight against the Revolution." I also wrote that I judged myself as
not having done anything particularly remarkable in the past.
At the following session, the instructor answered our questions and com
mented on our papers in a tone that, albeit critical, was much less severe than it
had been when he first spoke to us. Still, the atmosphere was heavy and
uncomfortable. As someone said afterwards: "Ifthey force us to plead guilty to a
maximum of crimes, it is probably to justify putting all of us in prisons like this
one."

Long became utterly discouraged, desperate even. He told me he had in his
possession some poison with which to put an end to his life wheneverhe felt "too
humiliated." I did not know whether he was sincere or not, so I said, "You'll be

wasting your life if you die now. There are many things we don't know yet or
haven't experienced. It would be a pity if we died now!"
Long said, "I am filled with frustration and anger. To think that these bodoi,
so weak, so stupid, have beaten us is more than I can bear—"
Angry tears choked his words. I was deeply moved, and to try to boost his
morale, I told him that I had noticed that many people had managed to keep up
unyielding spirits, as if they had never known defeat despite their confinement in
the camps. I told him what for me was the most memorable story of the day when
the bodoi swarmed into Saigon.
"I can never forget that Southern army soldier I came across in the afternoon
of that fateful day, April 29,1975. The picture is still vivid in my mind, like the
symbol of a tragedy, a betrayal, and a painful and sorrowful loss. After Duong
Van Minh gave the order to the last remaining units—who were then quite
prepared to defend Saigon to the last—to lay down their arms, the bodoi
immediately swarmed into the city like a river overflowing its banks. ARVN
units of paratroopers, marines, and rangers, their discipline and fighting spirit
still intact in the face of the most desperate situation when the generals and
colonels had run away like rabbits, found encouragement and solace in their
pride and determination to fight to the last man and then die an honorable death.
They had lived as fighters, and they wanted to die as fighters. But they had been
ordered to lay down their arms; more, they had been abandoned by thensuperiors, who had not told them what to do in the face of events to come. So,
when the bodoi flooded Saigon, they wandered aimlessly through the city.
"At nightfall, there were still men stripped to the waist, walking briskly
toward the suburbs, some of them wearing only their underwear. They moved
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silently, their musculartorsosin sharpcontrastto the thin bodiesof the childlike
bodoi, so strange-lookingin their too ample uniforms.I did notknowwherethey
were going, so I asked one of them, a man whoseskin the sun and lack of sleep
had grayed and darkened, 'Where are you going? Don't you feel cold without
your shirt?'
"The man stoppedand lookedat me for quite some time; then, apparently
satisfied he could trust me, he finally asked, 'Do you have an extra pair of
trousers you think you could give me?'
" 'Just a minute.'" I ran into the house and brought out a shirt and a pair of
trousers and handed them to him. He hurriedly put them on. Tasked, " 'Are you
an ARVN soldier? What's your rank and where do you plan to go?'
" 'I am a paratroop sergeant;myunit has beendisbanded as ordered; eachof
us is freeto go and lookforhis relatives. I have no relatives in this area, soI will
go to Phu Lam and find a place to spend the night. Tomorrow, I shall see—'
" 'Where is your commanding officer?'
" 'The lieutenant commanding my unit cried when we separated. He told us
to take off our uniforms to avoid being humiliated. I don't know where he has
gone. His native place is far north, in the highlands. Are you also army?'
"I was embarrassed, but I hurriedly denied it, for fear he should ask to be
accommodatedfor the night. 'Er, no. But all my fnends have been drafted into
the army.'
" "ITiat was lucky for you! If you were anny like us you would be unable to
controlyour fuiy! I guess I cannotclose my eyes if I die now.^ Good-bye. And
thank you very much.' He walked away, his open palm making a downward
movement as if to say 'Let's forget all about it.'
"I looked after the man who recently had been a fighter as he walked into the
dusk, and my heart was heavy with sorrow and pity. Tears of shame streamed
down my cheeks. Like a supernatural being, he had illuminated my own
conscience. I saw myselfas a vile cowardbecauseI had failedhim. The warwas
lost becauseof people like me, but he wouldnot be defeated, not nowor ever! In
my eyes, he was a fighter who could never be vanquished, even though he had
known failure. If the war was lost, it was not because of his doing or of people
like him; his humiliation was due to other people's mistakes. He was like you.
Long. I sincerely believe you have not lost the war because you had no part in
bringing about this shameful debacle."
As he listened. Long wiped away his tears with his arm, like a child. He said
in a voice choking with emotion, "I too can never forget the moment of
separationbetween me and my men. When I told them to find ways to return to
their families, they cried and said to me, 'What's the use? The bastards have
5Vietnamese expression,based on the popularbelief that if a person'scherishedwish, strongdesire
for vengeance, etc., is not yet fulfilled at the moment of his death, his eyes will not close.
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occupied the whole of Central"Vietnam; there's no place for us to go back to.'
"You know, they had followed me to many a battleffont. We had been
through thick and thin together, sometimes coming within a hair's breadth of
death. Yetthen, I had to leave them to their fates because I myself did not know

where to go! In the end, fourof them who camefrom the sameplace got into
a 'Conex' [a metal container used to pack weaponsor other military equipment
for transport] and blew themselves to bits with a grenade. From then on, I
have constantly been plagued with guilt. You are the first person I've told the
story to."

Long's story left me all the sadder. I regretted suspecting him of being an
informer.

"How can people think that we have been fighting for the Americans?"

Long asked. ">^at kind ofmoney can buy hundreds ofthousands ofmen and
womenwho gavetheir lives as a sacrificeforthis country?Don't theysee that we
have accepted sacrifices and hardships only to protect this free land of ours?"
"Yes," I said, "we have been hurt in the propaganda battle. Our sacrifices
can only be appreciated by us alone. The enemy's propaganda activities abroad
were much more efficient than ours. They used every means to convince people
that we were nothing but mercenaries in the pay of the Americans."
"Rubbish! No mercenaries would fight in conditions where hardship and
death were the only outcome. On the other hand, I don't think the Americans had
the intention to exploit our country, did they?"
"Well, things were very complex and very ugly; they were not as simple as
you might think. While we were enduring the hardships of war and accepting
sacrifices to preserve this piece of land, countless organizations abroad con
demned the Americans for their involvement in the Vietnam War and claimed

that we were mere creatures of the Americans! If we must go to the root of the
problem, it is our leaders who are to blame for having brought this on the whole
nation. They all were people who lacked the necessary knowledge, experience,
and authority to uphold our sovereignty and national prestige, and the result was
this national humiliation. At the Geneva Conference, our delegation was forced
to sit behind the French, and we did not protest! In Paris, our delegation put their
signature to an agreement that had been negotiated behind our back by
Washington and Hanoi! Our leaders were imbeciles and our allies tricky
bastards; because of that, we are now subjected to this shameful treatment."
"Only now am I aware of the problem as you have explained it. During the
war, I was too busy fighting the enemy in my own area of responsibility to pay
much attention to the whole picture. It is really unfair! The world should have
understood that we only wanted to live in freedom. If they thought it was so
much better for us to submit to the communists, why didn't they themselves
adopt communism in the first place?"
"I think we have said enough! The more we talk about it, the more angry we
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get. Ihe sad reality is, at the presentmomentall of us in the Southare guiltyof
'opposition to the Revolution and the People'!"
I stood up to end the conversation; Long remained seated, his sad look
reflecting utter despair.
The lesson involving self-assessment of guilt and self-indictment brought
aboutmuchbitterreflection. Theatmosphere in thecampwas heavy andfraught
with menace. In forcing us to acknowledgeour many offenses, was it not their
intention to cast us into a future they had already decidedon?No one among us
felt there was any prospectof comfortand securityin the days to come.
Usually at the start of a study session, the monitors wouldask us to sing in
unison, while clapping to a beat, such revolutionary songs as "Solidarity" or
"As if Uncle Ho Was Present in the Great Victory Celebration." But now, we
clapped and hummed throughthe songs as a matterof form, and threatsby the
bodoi did not produce more enthusiasm. The cadres seemed to realize what was
behind our reluctance, which was probably why the third lesson took place in a
much more relaxed atmosphere. This time the instructor, youngerthan the other
two, fromtime to timeenlivenedhis lecture with a joke. ITie lessonbegan with a
statement that became unbearably tedious as it was repeated over and over:
"Vietnam is a countryendowedwith a fertile land and 'forests of gold and seas
of silver.'" The lesson listed Vietnam's potential in terms of land, sea, and,
especially, mineral resources. The instructor gavea few examples that made us
clap our hands and laugh out loud because theywere so idiotic and ludicrous. For
instance, he said, "Residue fromHongaycoal, whichwe spreadoverthe surface
of roads, is in great demand by the Japanese, who plan to convert this material
into as many as 117 articles of merchandise! You see, only one item that we
discard as waste material is sufficient to arouse the lust of the Japanese
imperialists. But in order to safeguard our sovereignty, instead of selling it, we
prefer to wait until we have the capability of manufacturing the goods our
selves!" Speaking about the Vietnamese language, he told a story of a Cuban
specialist, a member of a construction support team, who was filled with
admiration when he went through the Quang Tri area and heard a woman scold

her child with "Younaughty boy,you're suchavandal!" becausehe thoughtthat
even when showering abuse, the Vietnamese language still sounded like music.
Hearing this, we all clapped our hands in derision. Somebody swore in
exasperation, wondering why he did not choose a quotation from our treasure of
famous poems if he wished to discuss the language.
The more we listened to the various instructors who came to give lectures,
the more doubtful we became of the intellectual level of people from the North;
someone remarked with irony that perhaps we were so ignorant that such
instructors had to be sent to see to our education! Bay,a former physics teacher
and native of the South, complained, "In the past, the expression 'talk like a
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Vem'^ was often used to praise a person for eloquence. Now that we've heard
authentic Vems talk, it stinks!"

During the entire discussion period that followed, we picked out the most
ludicrous, the most stupid examples given by the instructor to discuss. Some of
the men feared reports by the informers, but we kept on because we felt the
informers would be reluctant to report what we said about the idiocy of the
cadres.

The subjectof the nextlesson was "The \^etnamese LaborParty is the Party
that has led the Vietnamese people from one victory to another and to final
victory." Roughlyspeaking, it recalled that in the course of our historythere had
been a great number of struggles aimed at either winning back or defending
national independence, including resistance movements against the French; but
these were all short-lived. The Vietnamesepeoplehad to waituntil the formation
of the Party in 1930to be able to secure continuous and permanent victory. In
discussingthis propaganda, all wehad to do waspraise theParty, and everything
went smoothly for us.
The final lesson dealt with the topic "To love one's country is to love
socialism." It served to coerce people into admitting that socialism—and only
socialism—could truly protect the fatherland. When discussing the lesson,
many of us raised the question of why many nonsocialist countries were
independent and their nationals living in comfort and happiness. This was
rejected at once by the instructor, who said there was no country that was truly
independent and no people living in happiness unless socialism had been
adopted. He notedthat in nonsocialistcountriesthere werestill strikes and fights
for payraises, whichprovedthattheir nationalswerenotyetliving in happiness.
Only in socialist countries were there no strikes. He pointed to the USSR as an
example of a socialist country where people lived in complete happiness and
said that as a consequence, it had been noted that the USSR had achieved the
most success of any country in the world. The discussion ended with everybody
expressing the hope that Vietnam could catch up fairly quickly with the Soviet
Union. Having enumerated outstanding Soviet achievementsand affirming that
the Soviet Union was first in everything, the instructor said, "I've noticed that
many of you, though outwardly accepting what I've told you, inwardly still have
doubts. It's because you are so fearful of the Americans and admire them so
much that you can't see anybody more capable than the Americans."
We applauded. The instructor, thinking we were showing appreciation for
his remark, also clapped his hands and said, "That's true! When you admire the
<^Popular and derogatory pronunciation of V.M. (Vei + Em = Yem),the abbreviation for VietMinh,
itself a short form of Viet Nam Doc Lap D6ng Minh Hoi (League for the Independence of Vietnam).
The Viet Minh was dominated by the communists, so by the 1950s for the man in the street, "\^et
Minh" most of the time was equivalent to "communist."
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Americans so much that you worship them, you tend to be blinded by your
feelings—"
A ripple of applause and laughter went through the audience. The irony was
that from the very beginning of the reeducation period, the bodoi had spoken
with awe about the Soviet Union out of all proportion to reason so that listeners
were either amazed or irritated. Some bodoi even stated that "when the

Americans brought their B-52s into the war, they had no inkling that the Soviet
Union had already deployed sophisticated weapons in the clouds,' and when the
bombers arrived, they were immediately shot down."
The Soviet Union was set up as a perfect model of socialist achievement.
Still, the instructor did not bring much enthusiasm into his argument in support
of the idea that "to love one's country is to love socialism," nor did he seem to
mind much our lukewarm attitude during the discussion.
After more than a month of this kind of political education, we felt
completely drained. Sitting all day in the lecture hall or stayingaround our shed
to participate in the discussions or write the "results obtained" papers, we had
little time for physical exercise. Although our diet had been improved by a
relativelyregular supply of food, everyone of us had becomeobviouslythinner.
Then we were informed that we would have to rewrite our personal histories,
taking into account recent developments and the fact that we have been
"equipped with new concepts and logic."
We all felt we were in for an unpleasant surprise and we were right. The
instructor explained that this time, besides the necessary account of past history,
we also had to assess, politically, each member of our families as well as the
things we had done in the past. Finally, the account was to be brought beforethe
group for "constructive criticism," which meant that members of the group
would "help" by making accusations so that "each could see more clearly his
own offenses."

In making declarations about relatives, we had to mentiontheir guilt as well.
For example, when I stated that mygrandfather had been a district civil servant, I
had to add that he belonged to the feudalistic social category; myfather, who had
been a teacher in the days of French colonization, had to be considered a member
of the intelligentsia, therefore, a lackey of the French imperialists. If a man's
father had been a farmer, he had to specify whether he belonged to the
"landlord" category (if he owned his own ricefields)or was a "poor farmhand"
(if he worked the land for the owner). Similar social categories were applied to
all occupations. The cadres who supervised the writing kept impressing us with
the implications of each of us having to make three copies of the account, one to
be sent to our place of birth, one to our present address or former employer, and
the last copy to the central government. The officials at these places would
evaluate the account for accuracy and note untrue or incomplete statements. This
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caused many of us to write and rewrite, over and over,for fear of being accused
of insincerity. The whole business was a headache, and then came the readingof
the account before one's group, followed by a critique and assessment of the
writer's sincerity and willingness to acknowledge his guilt. Whole mornings
had to be devoted to reading and criticizing the accounts; at the most, three
papers could be got through at each session. At the end of the session, every
remark about or criticism of an account had to be written down on a piece of
paper and attached to it.

In the hope of acquiring merit in the eyes of the Revolution, some people
became very cooperative. They went so far as to accuse others in their group of
downgrading their previous ranks to minimize their guilt. One could neverhave
imagined that reeducation could lead to such degradation!
On the evening of the day that we finished criticizing the accounts. Long sat
down to talk with me. He confided his fear that when his account was sent to his

native place, it would be discovered that his father was not a poor farmhand, as
he had declared, but was in fact a landlord. I relievedhis worries somewhat by
expressing my doubts about the feasibility of sending such an enormous number
of documents to various destinations for checking.
"According to my estimates," I told him, "the number of civil servants on
reeducation amounts to tens of thousands; the number of officers must be in

excess of 100,000; 'capitalists,' members of political parties, and religious
groups also would total more than 100,000. The sum total of all the accounts
wouldamountto more than a million. Theywouldn't haveenoughpersonneland
cadres to deal with this business of checking up on each and everyone of us."
Long told me later that many men believed the Revolution eventually would
do the checks because they would not have to tackle the whole task at once but
could take their time about it; they also might examine only the accounts of
people they were ordered to pay special attention to.
During private talks with one another, we discovered that the majority of
inmates, in their desire to be left alone for the time being, had accused
themselves of the most serious offenses they could think of. A number of men
who had not occupied any important position or who came from poor families
and, consequently, had no grounds for self-indictment had, as a last resort,
invented such offenses as "opposition to communism" or "hatred of commu
nism" as a result of watching pictures of the great massacre of the civilian
population by the communists during the Tet Mau Than (1968) offensive in the
ancient capital of Hue. Much against our will, we accused ourselves in very
strong terms to avoid having such harmful remarks as "attempt to hide past
offenses" or "unwillingness to show repentance" entered into our records.
Like all things, the study period too came at last to an end. To me, it had been
like a nightmare, assessing my own parents and grandparents, representing
them as members of certain social categories, and accusing myself of offenses I
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had had no idea of. And yet, after doing this, we were still not free of anxiety or
the fear of being accused of something. I wanted to forget about the whole affair,
if only to give relief to my mind, but many were so obsessed by this business of
writing their past histories and judging their offenses that they behaved like
dotards. Some would complain to anyone willing to listen: "My guilt was such
that it will be difficult for me to be pardoned by the Revolution!" Depending on
his nature, each person had a different attitude in the face of a given situation.
There were those who seemed not to care what happened; at night, they wouldlie
down and sleep soundly as usual. Others, when faced with a problem, would
worry incessantly, their faces haggard from sleeplessness and despair.
A week after we had completed our political studies, we were ordered to
assemble in the yard. A bodoi called out the name of TankerQuang, told him to
return to his shed, pack, and get readyfor "transfer to anothercamp." Therest of
us were told to stay where we were, lined up in the sun, thus preventingus from
getting news to our families through him. Nobodywasfooledby this "transfer"
business; everybodyknew that Quang was being released because of his fatherin-law's intervention.

The fact that only one person was released at the end of the political studies
worried all of us. Up to now, if few had been allowed to return home, it was
because we had not yet been reeducated; things should be differentnow that we
had been through political indoctrination, yet nothing had changed. Some of the
men tried to elicit a clue from the monitors but only got noncommittal answers to
questions. "Don't worry!" they told us. "Rest assured; you'll be released in due
course. Surely, some will be released earlier, some later than the others. You
cannot go home all at the same time because the offenses committed by one
person are different from those of another." Worries grew as the days passed
without further releases; many risked putting direct questions to high-ranking
cadres they chanced to meet. Meanwhile, it was rumored that a great number of
inmates at other camps had been released, but I believed the rumor had been
spread by the cadres themselves to try to alleviate our worries and impatience,
maybe to prevent a possible mutiny.
One day the bodoi summoned us to the meeting hall where a cadre from
regimental headquarters attempted to explain that our reeducation was not yet
completed; we had just finished the first stage; his superiors were making
preparations for the second stage. When we raised questions, we got only vague
answers. We made it clear that we were not satisfied. Finally the cadre said, "I
have been instructed by my superiors to come here to give you the necessary
explanations. I have told you everything my superiors wanted me to convey to
you, but you are not satisfied. Well, I'll personally tell you this, as a friend. You
cannot return home at this moment. Outside, a campaign for the building of our
new society is being launched; the People will not leave you alone if you return
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among them now! It's better to bide your time. Stay here, continue with your
reeducation, wait until you get good results, and return home at the opportune
moment. You wantme to specify how longit will take. I don't reallyknow, so I
cannottell you. However, I can tell youthis much, on myhonoras a communist:
althoughyour reeducationcannotbe completedin a shorttime, it will nottake a
very long time either. So, be patient and apply yourselves to your studies."
Hearing these tortuous tautological explanations,mostof us realizedthat we
had no hope of being released after reeducation. Our confinement no doubtwas
indefinite! Our spirits had never been lower than at this moment.
Thepolitical study period had ended. Thecamp had been cleared of rubbish.
Every cultivatable piece of land had been hoed up to grow greens and sweet
potatoes, and we had not much left to do. Each day small groups were detailed to
do some weeding at various spots. The end of the year was drawing near.
The scabies plague was reaching tragic proportions. In my platoon of sixty
men, only six, including myself, were still unaffected by the disease. The bodoi
finally realized the seriousness of the situation. One day the chief monitor,
making his inspection rounds, saw people lying on the floor inside their
mosquito nets. Returning to his office, he assembled his teams of monitors to
reprimand them. Their voices were easily overheard where I was weeding
outside the office.

"Why did you let them sleep until this hour without telling them to take
down their mosquito nets?"
A monitor answered back, "Go and see for yourself! They have scabies.
Withpus and bloodoozing all overtheir bodies, theycannotput on theirclothes.

Andthisattracts flies. If wedonotallow them totakecover insidetheirmosquito
nets, the flies will spread scabies everywhere. You have to make a report to
higher authorities and request medicine to be supplied to us. Otherwise, we
ourselves will be infected!"

Commander Sau intervened. "The fact is we have made several reports on
the situation, but there has been no response as yet!"
A few days later a bodoi came to our barrack and gave us a big bunch of
leaves—guava, cassia, origanum—with the recommendation that we boil the
leaves and have those infected with scabies bathe with the water. Some fellows

after such bathing feltitchy all over;their moaningwasfrightful to listento. The
doctorsamong us said that a few injections of an antibiotic wouldbe all that was
necessary to cure the condition. The monitors took note of this information and

decidedto send a messengerto regimentalheadquarters. But whenhe returned,
he said only that the "regimentis running out of medicines and is waiting for
supplies from higher echelon. Only emergency cases are allowed to be trans
ferred to the regimental infirmary." Threepeople were suggested as fitting this
description, but the chief monitor did not agree, claiming that three were too
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many. Finallyhe gave permission for Tri, a man in myplatoon, to go. Forsome
reasonhe wasstill waiting several dayslater forthe orderto depart, although he
was packed and ready to leave at a moment's notice.
Christmas was approaching, and from a Catholic church nearby, the music
of Christmas carols was beginning to reach us through a loudspeakerpointed in
our direction. On the afternoon of Christmas Eve, we sat listening to the music
from the church, our hearts filled with sadness. Nobody said anything to
anybody; only an occasional groan and moan were heard. We were overcome
with homesickness and grief. Suddenly, a bodoi appeared and told us to get
ready to bring Tri to the regimental infirmary and appoint somebody to
accompany him. I hastened to volunteer. It was then five o'clock; a moment
later, the bodoi returned and gave the order to depart. Tri found it impossible to
put his clothes back on; his body was covered with pus and his feet with sores.
Unable to put his sandals on, he borrowed a pair of makeshiftsabots made from
a piece of wood with narrow strips of rubber for straps. He could only walkwith
short steps, the straps of the sabots rubbing againsthis insteps, whichsoonwere
running with blood. I walkedbeside him with his bag of clothesin myhand. The
bodoi, his AK slung on his shoulder, followed a few paces behind. We took a
long time to get out of the camp, and some distance farfiieron the bodoicame up
to me and said, "We have to walk faster; otherwise, it will be dark before we
arrive."

Tri moaned, "I can't; my blood spurts out at each step and it's very painful. I
would like very much to walk faster, but I can't."
The bodoi said encouragingly, "Try harder, will you! Once there, you will
have medicine and be cured. I think you're lucky to be allowed to go to the
infirmary. If you stayed back at the camp, you would never be cured of this
disease."

He seemed to be a kind sort of fellow, so I started up a conversation with
him. "Do you know that in Saigon people are now celebrating Christmas? This
Xuan Loc district itself has a big Catholic population. There must be much
merrymaking in the streets."
The bodoi drew near and spoke in a low voice. "I've noticed that people in
this town are having a big Christmas celebration. There's a Catholic fellow in
our battalion, you know."
"Have you visited Saigon yet?"
"Not yet. I havea relative living in Saigon, but I haven't been bold enough to
look for him. I wouldn't dare disclose that I have a relative who worked for the

nguy government. My cousin migrated to the South in 1954; he has sent me a
number of postcards from his new place. I still keep his address, but I haven't
had a chance to write to him; I'm afraid of discovery if his letters are sent to the
camp."
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"Why don't you ask somebody in town—anybody for that matter—to let
you use his address? The people in this town are kindhearted and willing to help.
If you ask them, they won't hesitate to oblige you."
"Yes, that's a good idea. But don't tell anybody. If my superiors knew that I
was in contact witihi you, I'd be disciplined."
"Don't worry! I don't talk much. By the way, I'd like to ask you something.
Why do you think we have not been released since we completed reeducation?"
"How naive of you! Reeducation is not the main purpose! The intention is
to keep you in custody while they carry out their plan to abolish the old regime.
Besides, it will take time to build the new society; it seems that the People are
already beginning to show their opposition to the reform. In the North, after the
return of the Party to Hanoi in 1954, a great number of people were arrested and
put in prison for a long time. There are people who, evennow, are being kept in
detention! I believe you will have to wait for quite a long time yet. In the
meantime, I would advise you to be very cautious when speaking to people;
don't say anything rash; otherwise you'll be reported on and that's very
dangerous. Living under the newregime demandsthat youknow how to behave.
Even I cannot disclose my relationship with people in the South. If that is
known, I will have to forego my hope of being admitted to a communist youth
organization and to the Party; and if you are not a member of a Party
organization, you cannot be nominated to attend proficiency courses, which
lead to promotion to higher ranks. Ah! We are approaching regimental head
quarters now. Please walk in front of me."
The bodoi stopped and waited until Tri and I got about two meters ahead of
him; then he followed with his rifle pointed at our backs.
No one was on duty when we arrived at the infirmary The place was full of
camp internees lying around, most of them wrappedup in blankets and moaning
audibly. Obviously, these were serious malaria cases. The bodoi went to lookfor
the duty officer. Finally, someone who looked more presentable than the other
bodoiappeared. He took Tri's name,entered it into a register,then asked, "Why
did you come so late? It's nearly seveno'clock. I am not authorized to admit him
to the infirmary until the doctor has examined him and made his decision."
We waited a long time before the doctor arrived. He was definitely an
important person, and he asked coldly, "What's your illness? I see that you can
walk; then it's not serious."

The bodoi who came with us answered, "Begging the comrade's permis

sion, I'd like to report that this man is seriously infected with scabies. He has
lost a lot of blood, so we have asked Regiment's permission to bring him here for
treatment."

"What does Regiment know about it? The decision is mine alone after proper
examination of the patient. You there, come here!" Tri dragged himself forward
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towardthe light of the lamp. The doctorlookedat him and shookhis head. "This
is not scabies! This is V.D. I We do not accept such cases here. Probably this is a
consequence of youroverindulgence in sexualpleasuresin the past, is it not?"
The bodoi looked at me with apprehension; if we had to bring Tri back to
camp, we wouldhavea very hard time, indeed. He hastenedto reply, "Begging
leaveto reportto theconu:ade, thereare at least100mensuffering fromthesame
disease at our camp. This one is the most serious. Theyhave amongthemmany
doctors, and they also diagnosed the illness as scabies, not V.D."
"Pooh! What do they know about making diagnoses?"
In desperation, Tri took the risk of insistingon the real natureof his illness.
"I request to be givena carefulexamination. I warrant youthatI amnotaffected
by V.D. If it's V.D., feel free to have me shot on the spot."
The doctor hesitated, not knowing what to do. Finally he reached for the
register, jotted downa few words, then said, "Well, I'll admithim for the time
being, for observation. If necessary, I'll contact the battalion and tell them to
take him back."

"Thank you, comrade," the bodoi answered promptly.
The doctordid not reply. I put the bag of clothes at Tri's side and bade him
good luck. I gotoutoftheroom, thebodoi hard onmy heels with hisrifle leveled.

Only after we were outside theheadquarters areadid he move forward to walk
beside me, his rifle now slung on his shoulder. "It's our bad luck to havemet this
doctor," he said. "He's the most difficultone there. If he's on duty when any of

usreport sick,wejustleave. If hedidexamine us, wewould bedismissed with a
few quinine tabletsand no sick leave."
Wewerewalking on a publicroadnowdeclared outof bounds because it was
situatedwithin the military zone. About 300 metersaway wasone of the streets
of the town with a few meagerlylighted shopson each side of the street. As we

approached, I saw among the vendors a couple of girls selling sweets and
cigarettes. I asked, "Could you allow me to stop and buy some cigarettes?"
"Yes, you can do some buying but don't be too long. If someone from the
camp saw us, we'd be in for big trouble!"
"Don't worry! It won't take me more than a few minutes."
I quickly tookoneof the500-dong notes hidden carefully in thelapel of my
jacket and went toward the half-lit area with the bodoi at my heels. Sweets,
bananas, and cigarettes were displayed on the counter. I first asked for some
cigarettes. After paying forthem, I toldthevendor I wanted to buysweets. She
looked at me and said, "For a bodoi, you're strangely dressed."

Before I could reply, the bodoi answered quickly, "He's a fellow on
reeducation. My superiors decided to sendhimouttobuycigarettes andsweets.
Do you or do you not wantto sell?"
Theyoung vendor saidteasingly in her Southern accent, "Ah! How unkind
this young bodoi is! Can't I ask when I see something strange?" She took the
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change from the cigarette sale and.turned to me. "These are sweets made in the
West; they cost as much as 500 dong. But this is a bargain sale, in support of the
ones who are in there." She handed me the pack of sweets, then added another
one. I nodded n^ thanks.
"Let's go back now," the hodoi urged me on.
I had not expected such luck when I volunteered to accompany Tri to the
infirmary. On the wayback to the camp, the hodoimoved a fewpaces behind me
for fear of meeting his comrades from the battalion; many people were now seen

walking towardthe center of the town. I held mytwo packsof sweets undermy
armpits to look as if I carried nothing on me. Anyway, the street lamps were too
dim for anybody to noticeme. Reaching the camp, I said to the hodoi^ "Thank
you. You havebeen most kind to us. We shall always be grateful."
He answered, "There's nothing to thank me for. I haveno enmity for you. Be
patientandtryto endureyourhardship." Withthat,hedragged the "concertina"
of barbed wire across the entrance to our area.

We celebratedChristmasnight by eating sweetsand listening to the music
coming fromthe church. Wesavored each pieceof sweetmeat, for it had been a
long time since we last had the chance to go out and buy or taste anything that
was sugary. One man, unwrapping a pieceof candy, said, "This timelast year,
while we were celebratingChristmas, did anyone havethe slightestthoughtthat
we wouldbe confined in this place as we are today?" His eyes brimmed with
tears.

The next morning, to our surprise,the hodoidid not come to call the roll and
assignwork. Aftera longwait, theordercameforeveryone to have the dayoff,to
be spent in the camp. As I had somejob everyday, I had not had occasionuntil
now to see the pitiable sight of mycompanions who were infected with scabies
draggingthemselves out onto the cementcourt to lie in the sun, hopingit would
kill the acari and dry their skin. Each had in his hand a small branch with dried
leavesclinging to it which he used to chase away flies. Old Mr. Cue pointed to a
youngish man, half-naked like the others, and said, "That fellow over there is
NguyenNgoc Nhut, son of former VicePresidentNguyenNgoc Tho; he's now
contaminated by scabies like anybody else!"
Althoughwe were in the sameplatoon, I had not paid much attentionto him
until now. I knew him, however, from my school days. Vice President Tho
himself had helped my family obtain permission to bury my mother in the
capital's cemetery. If we had not been able to bury my mother there, we would
havebeen at a lossto finda place.Wehadn't the meansto bringher remainsback
to our native place and we had not joined any of the societies that would have
taken care of the burial. Now, I decided to repay somehow my debt of gratitude,
and I approachedNhut to ask abouthis needs. He told me he belongedto a squad
living in the shed near mine. I gave him a few tablets of antibiotic from my
provision of medicines and told him to use them as a trial cure against the
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scabies. The drug alleviatedhis condition some, buf an adequate dose to clear it
up would have required a few dozen tablets. After a temporary defeat, the
scabies resumed its virulent attack on the poor fellow.
The "epidemic" was such that nobody was fit to go to work. The study
monitors told us that measures to be applied to the whole camp were being
considered. Perhaps we would be permitted to pool money and appoint
somebody to go into town to buy medicine. But the doctors among us said that
Xuan Loc would not have enough of a supply to treat every patient in camp. It
would be best if we could write home and ask our relatives to buy medicine at a
much lower price, considering its availability in Saigon. The monitors thought
this was a good idea. To us, it was perfect. This wouldgiveus an opportunityto
communicate with our families. Since June, when we first reported for reeduca
tion more than six months before—supposedly for only sevendays—we had had
no chance to write to our families or even let them know that we were still alive.
And of course our relatives had no idea of our whereabouts.

Finally,permission was given to us to write home. We were instructed not to
write anything that could give a hint as to the locationof the camp. "Any letter
that appears to havegiven an indication of where you're now living will not be
transmitted," the order said. Anyway, what mattered most to us was the chance

to inform our families that we were alive. I believed I could manage to let my
wife know of my whereabouts since I had once brought her to Xuan Loc on a
visit to a fiiend of mine, namedHop,and his family. So in myletterI wrote, "Tell
Hop and his wife not to worryaboutthe moneyI owethem;I shallpaythemback
later." I hoped my wife would guess what I meant to say because I owed no
money to Hop. Later, I found that it happened as I had planned, that my wife was
able to guess where I was being held. In my letter I said I was not infected with
scabies but she might as well send me some antibiotics, just in case.
A week later I was informed that gifts had arrived for me at battalion
headquarters. Tet, the Vietnamese New Year, was barely two weeks away, so I
wasveryhappythat somethinghad arrivedforme, but I wasdisappointedwhenI
opened the package. Although I had written that I was not affected by scabies,
mywife believedI actually wasbut had been instructed to write the contrary. The
package had been limited to three kilos, and more than half was medicine: a
potassium permanganate solution, absorbent cotton, a dozen tubes of cream,
and about 100 antibiotic tablets. What remained consisted of small quantities of
shredded meat, sweets, toothpaste, and sugar. In other words, the edibles were
not as plentiful as I had expected.
One of the men. Bay, received, among other things, a green mangowrapped
in a small plastic bag. His letter had a postscript saying, "I think you will be
allowedto eat this mango while it's still green because I hope the Revolution will
not forbid you to eat a mango grown in our garden." The monitor responsible for
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the censorship of the letters and the checking of the gifts said Bay's wife was
nuts, and Bay conceded, "I must confess that she is a little crazy." We all
laughed. But afterward Bay confided to me that his wife was very clever, and
what she wrote in the postscript was meant to inform him that she knew he was
beingheld in a placenottoo far away, so that he wouldreceive the mangowhileit
wasstill green. This wasan exampleamongcountlessothersof how we and our
families found ways to communicate with one another.
But our ruses werenot always possible. Theverynexttimewe wereallowed
to write home, we were instructed to follow a definite formula. It was forbidden
to add anything that was not part of the authorized pattern, which was two

paragraphs. Thefirst included suchsentences as "I amin good health" or "I am
sick, I need medicines such as..."; the second was meant to "summon up our

families' enthusiasm" with the phrase "every member of the family should
contributeto the task of buildingthe new societyin orderto soon securewelfare
and happiness."

Owing to the medicines sent by their relatives, the men afflicted with
scabies, which had spread like a forest fireandcaused suchhavoc among them,
were quickly cured. Within a week, thesores dried upandcrusted over; themen
were able to put on their clothes and walk normally without pain.
The whole camp was instructed to make preparations for Tet. Battalion
headquarters was to supply a cowforthe occasion, andwewere toldto planan
entertainment program. Allthisboosted ourspirits; howdifferent compared to a
few days before when wehadto lie in bed andlisten to thepitiful moaning and
crying of our companions plaguedby scabies!
Those among us whohada giftforperformance responded enthusiastically;
theirrehearsals attracted a greatnumberof onlookers, among themmanybodoi.
Many in the camp were well versedin music;one in particular. Ha VanNgan,
specialized in composing scores for church music, and he, along with some
others, took care of group singing. Dr. Thuy, whorecited poems so beautifully,
was responsible for a poetry and dramatic performance. All the creative work
had to be submitted to battalion headquarters for censorship, and no impromptu

or on-the-spot improvisations were allowed. The Tet preparations alleviated
somewhat the sadness of the youngermen but did not much change the taciturn
and melancholy attitude of the older ones.
On New Year's Day the cow was butchered. An aged lieutenant named

Cuong, a native of Nha Trang City, volunteered to do the cutting up. The best
cuts, of course, went to the camp command. A piece of meat as large as two
finger joints wasdistributed to each of us. Thedaybefore weeachweregiven a
few sweets and a share of tobacco as big as a betel nut, and we still had some of
the food received from our families that we had saved for the occasion. So
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everybody was cooking for the great feast. The bodoi watched in amazement.
One of them pointed to a lap xuong (Chinese sausage) and asked, "What kind of
dried animal is that?"

Cooking at this camp was not easy. We could not borrow cooking utensils
from the kitchen as we were forbidden to go there because we might ask for a
drinkof the nuoc comP But wewerewellstocked withcans. Before, onlya few
of us carriedaluminum cans, whichhadoncecontainedpowdered milk, and we
had used them to cook small quantities of greens that we found. Now most of us
had written home to ask for foods to be sent in aluminum cans, and there were

plentyof "pots" to cookin. Those whose families lived in the distanthighlands
or hadbeenlostduring the wardid nothave aluminum cans. They hadto usetin
cans thrown away by the bodoi. Although rusted, these were still usable. My
companions jokedabout wealthy people who could afford to have as many as
two aluminum cans or "gos" (short for Guigoz, a popular French brand of
powdered milk); as I had two of them, I was mocked and called a "millionaire."

Mockery notwithstanding, my two "gos" served mewell during my five years of
detention in various reeducation camps, whether to fry food, simmer soup, or
cook rice gruel.

As we were not allowed to use the camp kitchen, we usually did our
cooking—furtively, most of the time—at the foot of various trees. We had to
collect everydry leaf, twig, and small branch we could find to use as fuel, and

each of us had a bundle of these hidden somewhere nearhis sleeping place in
case we has a chance to light it and cook whatever was edible: a portion of
cassava root, a few shoots of amaranth or purslane, or the like. Now, supplied
withfood from our families, we busied ourselves cooking different dishes; the
grassy patchbeside our shedwas covered withthe smoke risingfrom ourfires.
The bodoi, who usually objected to our cooking, now turned a blind eye, and
those on the lookout in the watchtowers sometimes shouted down, "What are
you cooking? It smells so good!"

On New Year's Eve, our ad hocdramaand music groups performed first for
the bodoi-, we were to watch the second show, which took place at night. A
particular feature of the day was a volleyball match. We had been instructed to
mark out part of the yard to serve as a court, and the net and ball were lent to us

by the bodoi. Old Mr. Cue, a former sports coach at the Nha Trang Naval
Academy, was in his element. Judging by the way he org^ized the game and
umpired the match, everybody agreed he was a real professional. In practice
games onprevious days, themenwhohadbeenselected to playin thematch got
tired after playing only a short time, blaming a lack of food. The monitors
''Literally, "rice water," a viscous liquid produced after rice has simmeredin water.The nUdccdm'is

believed to behighly nutritious andhasbeenusedbyVietnamese, especially thepoor, tofeed infants
and the sick.
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reported this to battalion headquarters, and it was decided that members of the

volleyball teams would be treated to a "special diet" for two days prior to the
match, which meant that they were allowed to eat their fill and drink tea
sweetened with sugar.

The entertainment onNew Year's Eve was appreciated noisily by thebodoi,
whose loud clapping reached as far as our quarters. When it was our turn to
watch, we all acknowledged thatour artists had practiced seriously and made
carefulpreparationsfor the event.Two songsforthechorus,entitled "River Lo"
and "No Enemy Can Get in Our Way," were so well scored that the bodoi
themselves kept commenting, "The nguy fellows really know music!" Dr.
Thuy's poetry recitation moved usalltotears, andeveryone enjoyed thepopular
"Vong Co" (literally, "Nostalgiaof Times Past") sung by a former actorof a
"renovated theater" group. But the most entertaining performance came
unexpectedly from a scene depicting Tao Quan being received in audience by
the Celestial Emperor. ^Naturally, in this sceneTao Quanreported theoffenses
committed by the Americans and the nguy, and Nam Tao recorded the
indictment. Then Tao Quan begged the Celestial Emperor to sympathize with
the men undergoingreeducation whosedearest wish was to be allowedto return

soon to their families. Upon which, the actor playing the Celestial Emperor
delivered an impromptu speech that made the audience both cry and laugh.
Responding to TaoQuan's appeal, he said in a voice choking with emotion, "I
mustconfess thatI alsowishforthe same thing! I alsohope to be allowed to go
back to my wife and children soon!"
The audience clapped and laughed. Many of us burst into tears because of
the sorrowful implication of the joke. Even the battalion staff, the monitors, and

the bodoi sitting in thefront rowclapped in appreciation, despite the breach of
discipline of the improvisation. Another feature of the occasion was "Uncle

Ton's^ Address to the Nation," in which he expressed his best wishes for the
New Year. After hearing the speech read by a bodoi, we told one anotherthat its
words were identical to a lecture wehadbeengiven onlya few days before. This
reminded us of the admonition, "Speak andactaccording to theteaching of the
Revolution." We had often noticed the way the bodoi expressed themselves in
exactly the same way and had often wondered why. Now we understood: they
had been taught that much; therefore they hadonlythat much to say! They all
came from the same mold, behaved accordingto the same model.
®The Celestial Emperor(alsocalledJadeEmperor) is thesupreme rulerof theuniverse. T^oQu^ is
a household deity. Eachyear, on the twenty-Aird dayof thetwelfth lunarmonth, hehasto fly up to
the celestial courtto reporton good or baddeeds of the members of thehousehold during theyear.
Nam Tab is the deity who is a kind of registrar at the celestial court.

^6n Dvtc Thing was the figurehead president of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the
collective leadership that emerged on the death of Ho Chi Minh in 1979.
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The next day, after the forced merriment of the Tet celebration, everyone
became hisoldsullen selfagain. Ourself-pity was even worse, since thiswas the
first Tet spent inareeducation camp. Now, we waited and worried about ourfate.
What would happen tousinthe days tocome? All ourjailers had told uswas that
we couldnot be released yet. Would they keep us here indefinitely?
Meanwhile, we had practically nothing to do except sweep and clean the
camp and chop wood for Logistics. The monitors themselves were at a loss to
find work for us to do. They invented smalltasks to keepus busy. Finally, they
told us to pryloose theslabs ofstone in thearea before the meeting hall anduse
them topave theroad leading into thecamp. This areahadprobably been used to
park armored carsin thepast.Thestones were pried loose oneby one, put into
canvas bags,andcarried totheroad outside. We were told todothework without
any regard to construction techniques, simply laying down the slabs in a layer
covering the road surface. Maybe the bodoi thus hoped to avoid having their
vehicles sink in the mud when the rainy seasoncame, but a civil engineer among
us observed that the stones themselves would sink when it rained, and the road
would become a mass of stones and mud. The bodoi shouted their vexation.

"Get on withyour work! Don't try to get outof carrying stones fortheroad. If
youdon't work at this, you'll have otherthings to do anyway."
It was back-breaking work, carrying the heavy bags of stones under the
blazing sun. In our undernourished state, we were soon exhausted; the former
doctors, in particular, became faint and pale after only a few loads. A bodoi
asked Dr. Nguyen Khiem, the eye specialist, "Have you ever carried stones
before?"

Khiem replied, "No, not until now."
"Then have a go at it, just to taste this kind of work."
The"paving" lastedlessthana month because therewere nomore stones to
work with. After a week of waitingfor another assignment, we were organized

into production teams and instructed to hoe the ground outside the camp for
planting maize and sweet potatoes. This promised to be a fairly large-scale

undertaking. Beyond the camp perimeter we saw local people also busy hoeing
land in preparation for future crops.

Arriving at ournew worksite thefirst day, webegan topartition offlandinto
plots thatwould then beallocated tothevarious teams. There was plenty ofland
in that area, and we had the impression that we wouldbe staying a long time,

farming it. The team leaders were told tolook for inmates who hadsome farming
experience and instruct them to show the rest of us what to do.
On the third day, however, events took an unexpected turn. Local people,
mostly women, were gathered at theworksite when wearrived. They demanded
to know whytheirland wasbeing occupied. One of the bodoi asked, "Which
land is yours?"
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A woman standing in the front of the group replied in a loud voice, "This
land here! Many generationsof local folks have workedhard to make this land
productive; we now entirely depend on it for our livelihood."

The bodoi retorted, "Thisis wasteland, andwe have been ordered to bring
these fellows who are on reeducation to work the land."

The women shouted back, "What order? Who signed it?This land belongs
to us. We haven'tworked it because it's nottimeyet.Nowthatyouhave hoedthe
ground, all the fertile soil will be washed away when it rains. We have to wait
until there's enough rain to begin any work on this land."
The monitor then intervened, asking, "You say thislandbelongs to you. Do
you have papers or documents? Show them to me!"

A middle-aged woman replied, "Asmany as you want. You have norightto
take possession of our property."

Monitor Hong insisted, ">^ere are your papers? Show them to me!"
"We don't have them with us! Do farmers in the North carry theirpapers
around with them when they work in the fields?"
At this, everyone laughed.

Themonitor, angiynow, resorted to threats. "What'syour name? I'm going
to go to the province commissarto find out whether youreally own this land."
"Whatgives you therightto askformy name? Gobackto theNorth, maybe
there you have the right to ask anybody for his papers. But here in the South,
only responsible people are entitled to ask for papers. You said you had your
orders; tiien who signed the paper? What's the date? Have the people been
notified of the order through the radio and the newspaper?"
Hongwasfurious, but he wastoobaffled toknowwhatto say; all hecoulddo
was utter a vague threat. "Very well! If you want to know, you'll know soon
enough!"
The women vied with each other to comment, "Pooh! Do bodoi now have all

the rightin the world to takepossession of people's land?Don't people have the
right to say anything about it?"
Monitor Hong orderedus to assemble to return to camp. On the way back,
wetalkedandlaughed aboutourpeasantwomen. Theangrybodoishouted forus
to "shut up."

At evening roll call. Monitor Hong himselftook the trouble to explain the
morning's event. "Don't worry about what happened this morning! Our
superiors will take appropriate measures against those stubborn peasants. A
preliminary investigation shows thatthey arelandowners who have exploited the
poor peoplefor quite a long time. Besides, the localpeopleare veryregressive
Catholics. They will certainly be punished."
As a result of whathad happened, weresumedour waitfornewassignments.
The bodoi, relieved of guarding us at worksites, stayed in the camp, lounged
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around, and amused themselves. As we had no work, we started making

miscellaneous implements and personal articles. Ourfootwear, which we had
worn since reporting for reeducation, had tobe repaired orreplaced. We made
saws out of the metal bands that had secured containers of military equipment,
needles from bits of barbed wire, and files from pieces of steel taken from the
frames of the "Made in the U.S.A." haversacks most of us had brought along.

Ourliving quarters soon became a busy workshop. Some men sewed pieces of
canvas removed from the mudguards of M-113 personnel carriers into bags of
various sizes.Others madeguitars outof salvaged plywood withsteelstrands of

telephone wire for strings; for low-pitch strings, very thin copper wire taken
fromthe meters of an electric motorwas tightly woundaroundthe steel strands.

Athird group made chisels outofthesteelbolts thathadsecured thelinks oftank
caterpillars, and with these, they chiseled out ornamental articles such as
crucifixes or rings from stainless steelmess kits. Theyoung bodoi, attracted by
the quality of our products, offered to barter their cigarettes or tobacco for
aluminum combs or knives.

Themaking of ornaments appealed to all of us because everyone wanted to
have something tobringbackas a souvenir tohiswife andchildren. Later, it was
the bodoithemselves who broughtmaterialsforus to workon. Weaskedthemto
look for discarded car batteries, the cases of which were sawedinto small pieces,

thenpolished by grinding and made into dominoes. They also found pieces of
aluminum for combs. At first the monitors wanted to forbid this work, but after

seeing theinteresting articles wemade forthebodoi, they tooordered allsorts of
things, from aluminum suitcases and trunks to knives, combs, and brooches.
Because of our transactions, I was able to learn from the bodoi that the camp

administration was in theprocess of "categorizing"us, basedonouraccounts of
past history. I kept the information to myself. One evening afterroll call, the
monitorasked us to declare again our military serial numbers. A numberof us
were questioned again andagain, especially those known tobeformer officers of
combat, military intelligence, or military police units. Thenews on thecategor
ization, which had leaked out, and the business of the serial numbers brought
back all our old worries. For a week none of us had enough peace of mind to
work at our crafts, but when we didn't hear anything new, we went back to

making articles for dailyuse. Outside the camp, preparations were being made
for national assembly elections; every evening loudspeaker vans criss-crossed
the town to urge voters to tum out in large numbers.
Thebodoi spenttheirleisure inventing new games, oneof which consisted
of removing thephosphorus component of an artillery shell andthrowing it into
the air like a piece of fireworks. In fact, they began thisgame when weshowed
them how to disassemble the shells so we could get the cases, which we made
into women's bracelets. Later, seeing how many shells had been disassembled
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by the bodoi, the monitors forbade us to use any more shell cases. But the order
came too late. The stage was set for trouble.
As there was no work to be done, we were ordered to move from the brick

houses we had been living in to a crumbling shack. We hurriedly repaired it. A
row of brick houses just in front of the shack apparently had served as married
quarters, each house built to accommodate one small family. My carpentry team
was instructed to make doors and windows for the houses and furnish them with

tables, chairs, and beds. Each house then was allocated to two monitors. The

first house in the row,havingmore windowsthan the others, wasreservedfor the
politicalcommander;the one next doorwent to the logisticscommanderand the
third one to the military commander. Our transfer to new living quarters
probably saved most of us from violent death.

During my whole period of reeducation, many events occurred that I can
never forget; they are intensely alive in my memory; they still haunt me and
maybe will forever. One of theseevents happened on the eve of election day, the
first election of its kind to be held nationwide since the Northern armies

swarmed into the South. It was April 24,1976. That day, loudspeakers installed
on cars and vans were constantly urging the citizens of Xuan Loc to go to vote
the next day "for the building of a new Vietnam." The time was aroundnoon;
afterthe midday mealsomeof us weretakingnaps in the shade and others like
me just resting and daydreaming. I was sitting near the fence, facing the area
where the bodoi were quartered, and I watched them idly as they joyfully
distributed some sugar among themselves. Perhaps the inuninent election had
called for a celebration. A bodoi called out, "Please, comrades in the cell,

assemble for the distribution of sugar! And, mind you, this is Cuban sugar!"
Hearingthis, oldMr.Cue, Long, andI, whowererestingat thefootofa tree,
watchedthe scene with curiosity. Severalyoungbodoisat in a circle with a basin
of tea placed in the center; each had in his hand an enamel bowl, which he
usually used for rice. After tea was poured into the bowls, someone spread a
sheet of paper on the cement floor and poured out the contentsof a small sugar
bag. Wecould not see how much sugartherewas, but obviously it wasn't much.
The one who pouredthe sugar out—apparently the squadleader—then invited
the others to have some. "Now, comrades, let's have some tea with sugar!"
Each bodoi in turn bent forward, took a pinch of sugar with his fingertips,
raised his faceupward, opened his mouth wide, and let the sugarfall into it; after
that, he drank some tea. It was the way people take medicine. Some of them
spilled sugar all over their collars. While these bodoi were enjoying the sugar,
others, standing guard across the alley over what seemed to be a quartermaster
store, played at throwing lumps of phosphorus into the air, producing small
explosions and bright sparks. One of the bodoiin the tea-drinking group swore.
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"Damn! That stupid game of theirs is likely to set fire to the sheds. Just waitand
see."

One of themcupped his handsto form a sort of loudspeaker and shouted, "If
you don't stop your silly game, we'll have to report you. You're still breaking
shells to pieces, and its against orders."
The other side shouted back, "Shut up! If you want to report, I'll give you
grounds for that. Now, watch!"
A pack of phosphorus was thrown over; it quickly caught fire and zigzagged
in the air; white smoke rose from it, and it came forward as if jet-propelled. But
the tea-drinking bodoi only laughed and talked; they were having too much fun
to be bothered. Suddenly, there was a shout from across the alley. "My God! It
just shot into the store!"
Seconds later, frightened shouts broke out. "Fire! Fire! Sound the alarm!
Sound the fire alarm!"

A minute later, there was a terrifyingexplosion. A pall of black smoke rose
into the air. The bodoi cried out to each other, "They've set fire to the
ammunition dump! The ammunition dump is on fire!"
When we heard the first shout, we thought only that some shed was on fire
and that there was no immediate danger to us, but then the ammunition began
exploding, and we called out wildly to each other, "Look out! The ammunition
dump has been blown up! The ammunition dump—"
Our cries were drowned out by deafening explosions, and suddenly there
was chaos all around. Those who had been taking a midday nap roused from
sleep and dashed back and forth in search of shelter. I ran from the fire and took
refuge behind the raised concretefloorof a buildingthat we hadjust repaired. It
was covered with corrugated iron sheets, and with its steel frame I thought it
wouldbe strong enough to protect us against shellbursts. But there wasnothing
over my head to protect me from a direct hit. At that instant, I sawThuong, the
one whose personal history account defied any known record for length, run in
panic to a clump of banana trees and crouch behind them. I called out to him,
"Thuong, come here quick! Can't you see that place is worthless as shelter?"
Thuong bent his back and ran toward me, while around us shells exploded
continuously and more and more violently. Then, a shattering explosion, and I
was momentarily deafened. The clump of banana trees had disappeared. A shell
had landed on the spot and destroyed everything. Thuong was so terrified that he
threw himself on the ground, praying aloud to Buddha: ''Na mo A Di Da
Phat, . ." (Hail to Amitabha. . .).

As my ears cleared, I heard the frightening shriek of rockets added to the
boomof artillery shells, then the deep, hollow sound of explosions coming from
afar. Clearly, the fire had reached the rocket dump. The shrieking noise filled our
hearts with terror; I had seen demonstrations of firepowerbefore, but this was far
more frightening. After the ammunition dump behind us blew up, there seemed
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to be explosions all around us. Thousands of rounds of ammunition of all kinds
and pieces of miltary equipment of every description whizzed above my head.
Rockets still in their packing, AK rifles, and other armaments were zigzagging
through the air, and from time to time, mortar shells looking like big pestles
landed near us. All the bodoi had disappeared, except for Monitor Dong, who
seemed not to be afraid of anything in the world. He made a show of being
battle-hardened by walking around upright, at the same time shouting to us not
to run about but lie motionless on the ground. From our prone position, we saw
three mortar shells pop up from behind a shed, then land close to where Dong
was standing. A loud explosion and he was nowhere to be seen; maybe he had
been blown to smithereens by the blast. Suddenly somebody said, "Monitor
Dong has been hit. He's tossing about in that patch of elephant grass over there!"
At the moment nobody thought of going to his rescue, but suddenly one man,
heedless of danger, dashed out from our side, grabbed Dong under his arms, and
dragged him toward the earthwork where the watchtower stood. Sheltering
behind it, he called for help. "Help! Bodoi wounded! Bodoi wounded!"
He called again and again, in the midst of the deafening, shattering
explosions without any bodoi appearing. When the explosions abated some
what, a bodoi came from behind the other side of the earthwork, and the two of
them carried Dong to a concrete bunker. It was then that I realized that the place
was crowded with bodoi.

The explosions had begun about 2 p.m. and had only slightly abated by 5. It
was not until dusk that we were ordered to assemble for roll call for a casualty

count. As we gathered, we found that we had to go to the rescue of men whohad
jumped into the wells. Fourwells had recentlybeen dug, and all four werefull of
people; fortunately, it was the dry season, and each well contained barely a meter
of water, so no one was drowned. A number of us were detailed to make a

thorough search of the sheds for missing inmates; we found one body crushed
under a pierced steel plate; these plates were the kind used to paverunways, very
heavy and pierced with holes to let water through. When we lifted the plate, we
saw a man lying underneath with his head crushed so that his eyeballsprotruded.
It was a ghastly spectacle. It took us a moment to understand what had
happened. The plate had been placed on two supports and used as a table. The
man had taken shelter under it hoping for the protection of the metal top, not
expecting the cement brick supports to collapse from the strength of the blast.
Later identified as Tran Dang Duong, a medical officer from Thua Thien
Province, he was the only one killed from my sector of the camp.
After roll call, we found the casualties in our part of the camp to be light: one
dead and seventeen slightly wounded. Luckiest of all were the fellows in the
squad that had Just been "evicted" from the brick houses and moved to a shed
farther away. The row of brick houses, separated from the ammunition dump by
only a narrow metal pathway, was completely destroyed. At the time of the
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explosion, the battalion staff and most of the study monitorswere elsewhere, so
theysuffered no casualty except for Monitor Dong. He was seriouslyinjured and
was taken to the regimental infirmary, where he died. Those who had been
wounded and taken to regimental headquarters for emergency treatment told us
on their return that Dong had been hit in the thigh by a fragmentof mortar shell,
had lost a lot of blood, and, as there had been no blood to give him, had passed
away during the night. They also told us that there were a great number of
wounded among the inmates living in other parts of the camp.
Back in our shed, we discovered that a shell had landed on a spot about two
meters from my sleepingplace. Clothes, medicines, and foodwere scattered all
over the place, and it took us until late at night to clear up the mess. My reserve
of food was gone; fortunately, my clothes and money, carefully tucked away in
my bag, were intact.
The next day we were allowed to prepare our mate Duong for a proper burial.
In contrast to previousoccasionsat TrangLon camp, whenour dead companions
had been wrapped carelessly in ponchos, Duong was placed in a real coffin
purchased from the undertaker in town. This was the first and only time I ever
witnessed a reeducation camp inmate being buried in a coffin as if he were an
ordinarycitizen. On occasionsthat followed, corpses were wrapped in sleeping
mats or placed in rough coffins we made ourselves.
Although it was obvious that the disastrous explosionshad occurred because
the young bodoi had been playing their silly game, loudspeaker vans went
around the town that night announcing that the culprits had been caught! The
official communique read, "Hear this! Hear this! The recent explosion was a
sabotage act committed by counterrevolutionary elements. The culprits have
been caught by the People'ssecurity forces. We ask our fellow citizens to keep
calm, go about your business as usual, and prepare to tum out in great numbers
to vote at tomorrow's election. The culprits will be severely punished."
The following day, we had to start repairs. The metal walls and roofs of
buildings had been pierced by shell fragments so that theylookedlike beehives.
From the roofs of buildings, we saw that the district town of Xuan Loc appeared
to have suffered severe damage. Beyond a perimeter about 300 meters from us,
most of the houses had had their roofs blown off. Near our camp, a riceprocessing factory was completely destroyed. Inside the camp, there was
relatively little damage, but farther away, where most of the artillery and mortar
shells and the 122mm rockets had landed, a great number of houses had been
demolished. There must havebeen many casualties among the local people and
much damage to their property.
Long and I were detailed to clear the house occupied by the battalion staff.
Wewere instructed to put all the furnishings to one side and gather all the broken

bricks into a comer. While clearing the kitchen, I chanced upon a bottle of
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cooking oilanda bottle ofricewine made from blackglutinous rice. I was about
to put them withthefurnishings when Longtookthebottle ofwine, uncorked it,
and drank severalmouthfuls. Fearingdiscovery, I tried to stophim. "If youwant
to drinkwine, poursome into a plastic bag anddrinkit when wearebackin our
place. If you drinkit here, you'll smell of alcohol andwon'tbe ableto hideit."
Long agreed; he found one plastic bag for the wine and another for the
cooking oil. That night, pretending we were going out for some fresh air, we
chose a deserted spotand, between thetwoof us, drank thewhole bagful ofrice
wine. I slept soundly thatnight, until it was clear daylight. AsI woke up, I felt
very nimble in both body andsoul. Long toowas more cheerful than usual; he
nodded his contentment and saidphilosopically, "The ancients were rightwhen
they said, Tn misfortune, there is luck.'"
About a week after the explosions, we were ordered to assemble in the

meeting hall. Political Commander Sau opened the meeting byspeaking of the
election results, which"had scoreda political gain." He concluded withpraise
for the man who hadrescuedMonitor Dong. Despiteeffortsto create a cheerful

atmosphere bystaging volleyball and soccer games, there were few participants.
The majority ofuswere hungry allthe time and had noenergy for games. Once
again, time dragged. Our crafts work was onthe wane for lack ofmaterials and
because of lowspirits. Some of us started to grow tomatoes andsweet potatoes
on the strip of land running alongside the fence; others followed suit, and so
there was a general hunt for land on which to grow vegetables and which one
couldlookon as hisown.Withintendays,therewerenomoreavailable pieces of

cultivatable land. We spared noefforts tolook for small plants togrow and water
every day, and soon we were able toimprove our diet with sweet potato leaves or
green tomatoes. But then ourproducts began to be pilfered. We organized a
watch andcaught a fellow red-handed; he was Son, theformer military police
chiefofVung Tau. This was notthefirst timehehadbeencaught stealing, sowe
held a meeting and demanded that he do some self-criticism. But afterward,
everybody had toconcede that the man was akleptomaniac, therefore incurable.

Spring drew to aclose, and theclouds that formed daily promised heavy was
prone tominor sicknesses. We tried not tonap atmidday toavoid waking up with
headaches. Every day at noon, a few of my friends andI would meet to talk; in
particular, we liked to indulge in palm reading or horoscope casting. The best
palmist among uswas Pimply Hieu, anartillery officer whose face was covered
with pimples, giving rise tohisnickname. His interpretations and forecasts were
very exact, most ofthe time, and heinitiated me inthe artofpalm reading. As for
horoscopes, wehadto take offourhats to Hao, a former intelligence officer. He
was very quick atcasting horoscopes andalways guessed right. Ifgiven the exact
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hour and date of birth of a person, he would be able to describe the physical
appearance and recount eventsof the person*s past; everybody admired him and
regarded him as an authority in the art.
Hao had paid particular attention to the horoscopeof Dr. Lac, who had just
set up a private clinic in Truong Minh Giang Street when the Northern army
invaded the South. Hao predicted that Lac would be released within the month,
mentioning influence of this and that star to support his forecast. One noon, a
few days before the end of the third lunar month, we met as usual for a chat. Hao
washeld up to mockeiybecausethe end of the monthwasdrawingnear without
any sign of Lac's release, whichshowed that it washigh timefor him to "pack
up." I asked Dr. Lac, "You know, we havehad our horoscopes cast just for fun.
Why do you believe so much in them?"
Lac confided that he did not much believe in horoscopes but thought he
mightbe releasedbecauseDr. DuongQuynhHoa^^ wasworking to get him sent
back to his clinic to resume practice. Lac had graduated from a public health
course organized by the United Nations World Health Organization, and Dr.
Hoa had assured him she would intercede to get his release so he could work for
the Revolution. Now, when Hao said he would be released soon. Lac had no
doubts about it. And Hao himself said that "ifLac is not released this month and

if I do not leave this camp next month, I will give up casting horoscopes for
good."
I was amused and, like everybody else, doubtful of his words. There were a

great number of people detained at this camp, and the chances for an early
release were deemed rather slim. So far, those who had been released were all

related to high Hanoi officials. As for the rest of us, if there was no one in our
families—even going back for three generations—who had worked for the
Revolution, how could we expectto be released at all? Hao, the "astrologer,"

hadbeenin intelligence and was subject to repeated questioning andinvestiga
tion; he certainlyhad not the slightestchanceof being allowed to returnhome!
When I askedhimaboutthis, hesaid, "My horoscope indicates veryclearly that
there will be a 'change' but no 'opening' yet in my condition. That means that I
cannotremain in peace here but will be transferred to another place!"
In the midstofourdiscussion, thegongsuddenly sounded, summoning usto
a meeting. We assembled, and a bodoi called the names of Dr. Lac and Vo Tai,

both jfrom my squad. As with those whohad left before, they wereinstructed to
go back to their sleeping places and bring out all their belongings; they "must
not leave behind anything, be it a bit of fliread or a needle." Thus Dr. Lac was
released as forecast by Hao.
Therelease of Lac and Taiwasthe subjectof discussionfor severaldaysafter
lODr. Difdng Quynh Hoa was ministerof health in the Provisional Revolutionary Government of
South \^etnam (PRO).
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the event. Someone calculated, tongue-in-cheek, that "if every three or four
months, one or two men are sent home and there are about 1,200 of us in this

camp, an average of eightpersons will be released eachyear. Thenthe lastman
will leave in about 100 years." That evening, the joke was brought up by an
angry monitor. We had to stand for an hour, cruelly bitten by mosquitoes,
listening to his invectives and threats. He concluded, "The Revolution never
tires of educating obstinate elements, evenif it takes 100years or more."
Thenextmorning, the kitchen team, retuming from the day'srice distribu
tion, informed us that an inmate had escaped from the camp during the night.

And the following day the monitor cameto our shed withthe same news, but
added that the escape had failed.

This was thefirst escape attempt. When we reported for reeducation, most of
us hadhoped thatit would be fora shortperiod. It even could be saidthatwhen
thebodoi first came to occupy theSouth, everybody believed wewould beleftin
peace; nobody thought of opposing thenew government, including people who
had experienced communism in theNorth and had come to theSouth in 1954.
People thought now thatthecommunists hadconquered thewhole country, they
would adopt a less hostile attitude than before—when they still had had to fight
against us—ifthey wanted to extend their influence and consolidate their hold
over thecountry. TTiose ofuswho hadreported forreeducation hadnotexpected
kindtreatment, but wehadhoped thatat leastwewould be allowed in theendto
earn our livelihood and feedour families. Thathopehaddwindled littleby little.
The more we listened to the explanations and speeches of high-ranking cadres,
the more we felt that we were elements to be kept under strict surveillance and
that there was no place open to us in the new society.
The news that one of us had tried to escape but had failed made us more

aware of the grim realities of our situation. The feeling thatwe were de facto
prisoners became more acute. The bodoi guarding us often reprimanded us for
thatandforbade us to regardourselves as prisoners. They said, "Youarepeople
on reeducation; after you have completed your reeducation, you will be sent
home. You arenotprisoners. You arenotprisoners because you have reported for
reeducation of your own free will. You have not been arrested and detained
here."Those words hadgiven us some hope, butoneday when wewere weeding
the area aroundbattalionheadquarters, someone lookedinto the meeting room
and saw a slogan written clearly on the blackboard: "Vigilance! And more
vigilance! We must absolutely not let any more prisoners escape from the
camp!"Thatslogan, which revealed thetruenature of ourcondition, was made
known throughout the whole camp within a day. We no longer considered the
monitors and bodoi as people responsible forourreeducation. They were prison
wardens and we were prison inmates; that much was quite clear!
Thepersonwhowascaughttryingto escapewasa young lieutenant. He was
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locked up in a metal Conex weapons container. When the sun blazed down on
the box, the man inside groaned and cried, "Oh! It's very hot in here! Hot like
hell! Oh! It's stifling! I can't breathe."
My heart ached when I heard his agonizing cries, almost as if we were being
subjected to the same torture. I looked and looked at the box that now served as a
prison cell and completely forgotthat I was supposed to be weeding. The bodoi
standing guard came up to me without my noticing it and asked in a low voice,
"What are you looking at?"
In my confusion, I could not think what to answer; then I recognized the
bodoi to be the one who, together with me, had brought Tri to the regimental
infirmary for scabies treatment. I saw no better waythan to tell the truth. "I must

confess thatI cannotbear hearing his cries. Grantedthatattempting to escapeis
a serious offense; still I'd rather that he was shot than locked in a container under

the blazing sun. He will surely die by inches, sooner or later."

The bodoi lowered his voice to warn me. "You're lucky it's me you're
speaking to. Another person wouldtake disciplinary measures against you. If
the fellow in there is suffering, that's just too bad for him. But that doesn't
concern you a bit. Now, go back to your weeding." I turned back to pulling
weeds from between the rows of sweetpotatoes. A moment after, looking back
at the scene, I sawthe bodoipickup an armfulof driedbananaleaves andspread
them on the top of the box to reduce the heatinside. A day or twolater, passing
by the box, I noticed that the bananaleaves were gone. I listened carefully but
there was no longer any moaning. I never learned whathappened to the man
inside.

The rainy season began with a few scattered showers. One day after the
midday meal, the bodoi suddenly swarmed into our area, and guards were
deployed all around. Themonitors ordered us to goin tum intotheshedto bring
out our belongings,then assemblein the main yardbeforethe meetinghall. The
whole move took us by surprise, but it took only a little more than half an hour for
all 1,000 or more men to assemble in the yard with our luggage, most of which
wasbulkier than whenwe came becauseof the articles of daily use wehad made.
A monitor stepped forth to announce that orders had been received to make a
thorough search of our belongings. The bodoi then came forward and told us to
empty our sacks and bags onto blankets or mats spread on the ground. The
search was very thorough. Almost everybody had some personal items confis
cated; bowls recently shaped from aluminum plates, new combs intended as

giftsto wivesand daughters, waterpipes, and so forth. Onlycanvas bags were
not confiscated. As in the previous searches, I suffered no loss because I was

always on myguard against such eventualities. My moneywas wellhidden, and
I hadthe habitof hidingmynewly madeitemsaway frommy sleeping place. The
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bodoi whosearched mybelongings asked, "Haven'tyou madesome articles for
yourself in aluminum or steel?"

"Well,I amnotvery clever withmyhands. I have onlybeenableto sew this
canvas bag to put a few things in."
As the bodoi left to search the next man, I put mybelongings back into my

sack andbags. Questions flashed through nty mind. I remembered having seena
fairly large number of vehicles stationed beyond the gate in the morning, so I
thought thatafter the search we would be moved to another place. I saw Long
putting things back into his knapsack, and knowing that he had been short of
money for some time, I surreptitiously handed himsome paper money issued by
thenew regime, saying, "Wemay bemoved todifferent camps andmay notsee
each other again. So take this, just in case."

Long hurriedly took the money, butreplied, "You must bejoking! This is
just a routine search. I don't think there will be a move after this."
I shook nty head to signal thata bodoi was approaching.
Afterthe search, we wereorderedto standin perfectly straightlines, and a

cadre unknown toUS began to read outnames from a list. Those called were all
doctors orpharmacists. They stood inlines ina separate comer. Then the cadre
called out a larger group, men who had been officers of combat imits, such as
Long (Rangers), Tien (Paratroopers), Hao (Intelligence), Tri (Intelligence), and
Son (Military Police), whom I knew by name andwith whom I had been living
since our Trang Lon days.

Long turned pale when his name was called, probably from shock rather
than fear. Helooked atmewitha wry smile; hiseyes wrewet with tears ashesaid
good-bye. "Vu, my dear fnend! It's certain that I can nolonger live near you.
Thank you for everything. I shall never forget you." Wiping his tears. Long
shouldered his knapsack and joined the group. I stood among those who would

stay behind or would be parts of other special groups, my heart filled with
sadness. Normally, Long was nomore an intimate ofmine than were others, but
now with hisdeparmre, I realized I had justlost areal friend. I suddenly recalled
how heusedto discuss hisplans andintentions with me, tmsting me. I felt bitter
remorse because it was too late now even if I had been able to do anything to
assist him.

When the cadre finished callingthe names on his lists, the bodoiorderedus
to retum to our shedwith our luggage. It wasobviousthat onlytwo groupswere
to betransferred; a smallonecomposed of doctors andpharmacists anda bigger

one made upof those who, in the communist jargon, "owed a debt of blood."
Backin ourshed, wehurriedly putourbelongings away in theirusualplaces,
thenstood watching our companions in the courtyard making preparations for
thetransfer. They remained there until nightfall; even after thefood distribution,
there was still no sign of movement.
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After dark, bodoi and monitors came to our shed, ordered us to go to our
sleeping places and absolutely forbade anyone to go out into the court. Lying
inside our mosquito nets, none of us could sleep. Our ears were alert to the
noises outside. It was late when at last we heard the sound of trucks rumbling
into the court, then voices callingfrom one vehicle to another, then quiet and a
single voice reading some instructions or giving orders. Finally, there was the
sound of engines starting and the trucks began to move out. Above the din of the
engines, we heard our companions' voices calling to us.
"Stay here for now, buddies! And good luck to you all!"
"See you in Saigon!"
"Have a good sleep, fellows!"
Suddenly, a voice was heard, very distinctly, "Hey, Vu! Vu! Hey!"

I froze, knowing thatLong's truckhadjustpassed by. OldMr. Cue,thinking
I was asleep, said softly, "Vu! Long was calling you. Did you hear?"
I replied in a low voice, "Yes, I heard."

"I would never have suspected that that young fellow, so tough, couldbe so
sentimental!"

"I can't believe he's so attached to me. To think that there were moments

when I suspectedhim of being an informer, of doing harm to me—"
Mr. Cue sighed. "In fact, peoplelike him are veryhonestand sincere. What
a pity! I wonder where they are taking them. Probably, to have them pay their
'blood debts'!"

"We'dbettergetsome sleep. Themore wespeak about this,themore painful
it is to us."

We became silent, but it stillwas difficult to sleep. I was lostin thought; our
fate might notbe anybrighter than theirs! Therumbling oftheconvoy seemed to
linger in my ears.I prayed toGodthatLong could fall asleep asquicldy ashehad
done during our transfer from Trang Lon to Long Khanh.

The next moming The and I talked for a time, mostly about Long. The
mentioned Long's bad habits, and we laughed over them; indeed, he had
behaved like a veryintelligentbut verymischievous child. The said, "Youknow.
Longis veryfondofyou. He wanted to imitateyourquietmanners, butcouldn't.

Once, when you suspected himofbeing an informer, hewas very upset andvery
unhappy about it."
I quickly changed the subject. "Oh, that childish fellow was such a babbler!

We'dbetterfind outwhatwillhappen to us now. Let's goseeif thericegruel has
been distributed, and then whether or not there is some work to do."

Old Mr. Cue used to say that since the Revolution had won, "they must be
different now from what they were when they were stillliving inthejungle."But
now, hecould nothelp asking what was thepurpose ofthisclassification ofcamp
inmates. No onewanted to suggest an answer. Sincepermission was first given
for us to write home to ask for medicines and food shortlybefore Tet, we had
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been allowedto send one letter everymonth. Wecould notwrite anythingexcept
about our health, however, and even that had to be done according to a precise
formula to facilitate censorship. The letters we received from home also were
more or less similar, each letter urging us to make every effort to get good results
in reeducation so that we would be allowed to return soon to our families.

Since the attempted escape, we were no longer allowed to go out to cut wood
for the kitchen. Contractors now supplied the wood, which their trucks unloaded
before the gate, and all we had to do was go to the entrance and carry it into the
camp. We thus lost the opportunity to have any contact with the local population.
The rainy season was now in full force with daily downpours. The road we
had paved had indeed become a mixture of mud and stones, as predicted. From
time to time, we had to help push the bodoVs vehicleswhentheyboggeddown in
the mire.

We went back to such daily chores as weeding or clearing and cleaning the
camp. When it was time to harvest peanuts, all we had to do was pull up the
plants, leave them to dry in the sun for a few days, then pick out the nuts. Wehad
a chance to eat some of the nuts surreptitiously, and the bodoi also ate a lot of
them. Some ate too many of the raw peanuts and got diarrhea.
When the maize crop was harvested, the bodoi gave us a number of used
cartridge containers in which to cook the ears. Aftertheywerecooked, the bodoi
kept half for themselves and gave us the rest. As there were only three or four
bodoi to one team of harvesters, they had more to eat; we inmates had only one or
two ears, but that was better than nothing. Even those who were sick did not
want to deprive themselves of the nourishing cereal, and they tried to join the
work parties whenever they could. The maize crop was so abundant that
Logistics did not know how to use it all up. Finally, it was decided to distribute
the maize to us and deduct the ration from our share of other food. Consequently,
we ate maize for breakfast and lunch, but because of our large numbers, we
could only eat our fill for a few days. After that, we went back to one bowl of thin
gruel in the morning, one bowl of rice at noon, and another one in the evening.
Fortunately, we had the sweet potatoes we had planted and were thus able to use
the leaves to improve our diet.
Twoweeks after the peanut and maize harvests, we were ordered to prepare
the ground and plant another crop of each, but on a larger scale this time. We
expected good crops at the end of the rainy season, but whether they were or not
we never knew because we were not there to harvest what we planted.
One morning we were ordered to assemble with our belongings. Everybody
expected another search that would give the bodoi the opportunity to appropriate
some more of our money. But the search was perfunctory, and after it a bodoi
said, "We have received the order to make preparations for your transfer to
another camp."
We could not believe our ears! There had been no sign of an imminent move.
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There had been no telltale agitation at Logistics. The young bodoi had made no
moves to get ready for transfer as they had done before. Now suddenly,this order
to move us!

We were divided into small groups, each escorted by two bodoi, who led us
towardthe back of the camp where an opening had been cleared, apparentlyas a
shortcut. After a twenty-minute walk with our packs on our shoulders, we
arrived at our destination. Only then did we realize that our new camp layjust at
the other side of Long Khanh stadium where our old camp had been.
During the walk, we had been discouraged, fearing we would haveto cover a
long distance with our heavy loads. And we spoke of what a waste it was to have
planted so much maize and peanuts and not be able to enjoy the crops.
The sight of the new camp with houses complete with doors and windows
brought some comfort to us. We told ourselves that a change of camps might
bring us luck after all!

Chapter 3

Camp Three: Xuan Loc II

Knapsackon myshoulderandbag in myhand, I walkedthroughtheentrance
into the newcamp. It wascrowdedwith inmateswho stoodwatchingus, looking
for familiar faces. I kept my head down, raising my eyes quickly from time to
time. I did not want to be recognized and have my name called out, as was
happening with others. At the last camp, I had got into trouble many times for
talking with this or that person, and now I wantedto go through without anyone
recognizing me.

But suddenly someonespoke in a loud voice. "There's someone who looks
like old man Tran Tri Vu! But this one seems to be thinner and much older. See,

the fellow with the gray knapsack on his shoulder, over there!"
I knew I was about to encounter a friend; we had had the habit, among close
friends, of addressing one another as "old man." I quickened my pace, but
looking up suddenly, I caughtsightof a white-haired man witha sickly, haggard
face and yellowed skin. We looked at each other. The man shook his head and
curledhis lips and1walkedon. I had notexpected to meetsuchacquaintances in
a placelike this. Theeyes that hadjust searched myface, whose faded lookhad
made me so uneasy, belongedto Ta Ky. Not longago, in the generalturmoiland
confusion of the days preceding the fall of Saigon, Ha ThuongNhan^ and I, not
knowing what to do to allay our anxieties, went together to the Dui market to
find some solace in a bottle of beer. Old man TaKy was there, sitting at his usual
place as was his habit each evening. His facewith its squarechin radiatedpower
and energy, whichtrue scholarsare knownto possess. But all that wasgonenow;
he looked as dejected and forlorn as a tiger confined to a cage. Speech was not
needed between us; a shake of the head did just as well. His simple gesture
described in an instant his sorrowful state of mind.

I wasassigned a place in a shedfurnishedwith plank beds. Half the building
was already occupied, the arrangement being that each group would be
composed of half old inmates and half new arrivals. The formertold us that they
had food ready for us. I asked, "Then, you knew in advance that we were
coming?"
One of them replied, "Yes, we did. The bodoi here are decent fellows.
They're not too bad."
moth Ta Ky and Nhan were well-known South Vietnamese poets and writers.
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After putting our belongings at the head of our beds, we went out to havethe
midday meal. I sat down at the foot of a tree and began eating. The old inmates
had already had their meal and were taking a rest. Suddenly, I felt a light tap on
my shoulder and heard my name.
"Ah! 'Old man' Vu! How come you are still here? I would have thought a
resourceful man like yourself would have been in Guam by now!"
I lookedup and recognizeda friend, but annoyed by whathe said, I replied
withouthumor, "Good heavens! Thang!You talk too much. I'll be in big trouble
if yourwordsreachthe wrongears. I've gonethroughhell at the othercamp,just
because of informers. Now—"

Before I couldfinish the sentence, threeor fourfellows appeared. Recogniz
ing them as old friends in the arts, I could not help but be worried.
"Great heavens! How in hell could all of you manageto get in this place?I
prayyou, friends! Leaveme alone.At myold camp,I sufferedenoughbecauseof
reports by friends. Now, spare me, will you?"
"Danm! Just our luck to have met this old man! What are you so afi*aid of
anyway?"

Confronted with their cheerfulness and surpriseat seeingmyfear, I relaxed
somewhat.

"How many of our gang are here? At the other camp, we were divided into
categories, a little less than half the inmates were moved somewhere else and the
rest of us brought here. Those who left first were said to 'owe blood debts,' so we

believe weare considered to have committed minoroffenses. Whatcategory are
you fellows? If you belong to the 'serious offenders' category, we're all
finished!"

"Don't worry, old man! Weare not considered 'bad guys.' Thepsychologi
cal-warfare and combat fellows have already been screened and moved out."
"Do you know Mai Chung, by the way?" someone asked.
I looked at the man, recognizing Trinh Cung of the Association of Young
Painters. I replied, "Mai Chung? The winner of the prize for sculpture?"
"Yes, that's the one. It seems he has been sent to the North."

"How d'you know? He's too young and all he has done is paint and make
statues, not a damn thing to deserve exile to the North! You have to be someone
important, don't you? Sending people like you and me to the North would be a
waste of petrol."
"Well, that's what a bodoi told me and I am taking his words at face value.
The day we were categorized, a fellowfrom battalion headquarterstold me that
one group would be sent to the North. It's possible that he just wantedto scare
the hell out of me."

As we talked, I became more and more convincedthat the atmosphereat this
camp was much more relaxed than the other. I asked, "Tell me, are you so
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fearless that you can behave as if you have no regard at all for the 'Sons of the
Revolution'? Aren't there informers here?"

"They don't need informers here."
"They use bugs then?"
"Here, the group leaders have to make full reports on all our activities."

"Danm! That m^eslife all the more difficult! At the other camp, they didn't
trust group leaders; they only trusted their own informers."
"Here, we only have to be on our guard against 'self-administration' cadres.
Do you know what they are?"
"No."

"They are fellows like you and me, with the difference that they are
appointed by the bodoi as group leaders or deputy group leaders. They have
authority and direct control over us. You cannot question what they say. If you
want to beat them up, do it at night, with a blanket pulled over their heads.
During the day, you must keep your distance from them."
Our conversation continued in the same vein for some time; then one of

them, looking at my can of rice, asked, "What the hell are you eating with your
rice?"

Despite the teasing tone of the voice, I replied cheerfully, "Being on
reeducation, our usual diet is rice eaten with that most precious substance called
salt. What else do you want to eat with your rice?"
"Hold on a minute! I'll be back with some food, just to entertain a bosom
fnend."

"How about sweet potato leaves fried with garlic?"
I could not help expressing surprise. "Are you fellows undergoing reeduca
tion or are you on holiday here? Doesn't anyone here eat rice with salt? Or are
you bastards making fun of a new arrival?"
"Good heavens! You must have been treated badly; you've gotten stupid!
Just look around you; there's plenty of sweet potatoes. You're welcome to them
any time you want green leaves. But don't eat too much; youcould havea bout of
arthritic backache."

Trinh Cung said, "This evening, if you still haven't anything to eat with rice,
go to the area in the back—way back there—and have your meal with us. We
have fish cooked with brine and Chinese sausages; as for vegetables, there are
more than enough. By the way, old man, have you managed to hide any money
on your person?"
I scratched my head, looking around; I saw only the familiar faces of my
friends, so I said, "To tell the truth, I always have some money on me in case I
can use it to protect myself."
"Ah! That will do. You have the right to Join our club,"
The more relaxed atmosphere was obvious here, but "once bitten, twice
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shy." I still had the feeling of being under surveillance although the people
around me now were Mends of long standing. The feeling became more distinct
as the day wore on, and that evening we were told to prepare a resume for the
camp administrators so they could prepare a list of the new arrivals. A rather
short, foxy-looking fellow approached me with a smiling face.
"So, old man Vu seems to have met up with old Mends again, doesn't he?
Fellowshere are very pleasant. Relaxed atmosphere, plenty of entertainments!
Was it the same at your old camp?"
I was inunediately on guard. Here was a complete stranger calling me by
name and noticing many details about me, especially my Mends' habit of calling
me old man Vu. I replied solenmly, "We also had an easy atmosphere, 'elder
brother.' The men had much affection for one another and the cadres were

understanding people."
The stranger laughed and said, "Don't be too deferential, I beg of you. I am
young enough to be your younger brother, so why call me 'elder brother'?"
My new team leader, Khuong, hastened to introduce us.
"This is Bui Quoc Khanh, our deputy group leader for Logistics."
I greeted him and said, "I am Vu, but I guess you already know my name."
Khanh asked, "What were you before?"
"I was a teacher at Chu Van An [a secondary school]."

"I was a teachertoo. There'sanotherteacherhere, Chinh, who also taught at
Chu Van An, but later he worked for Hoang Due Nha at the Ministry of
Information and 'Open Arms.'2 You know Chinh, don't you? He was one of
Nha's clique."
The way Khanh addressed me as if he were my youngerbrother and spoke
about other people—with such indiscretion—made me evenmore cautious. He
said he had been a lieutenant and a teacher at the Army Language School under
the former regime. I Med to move the conversation away from the past, and I
asked: "What about bathing and washing of clothes here?"
Khanh hastened to reply before my team leader did. "After work you can
bathe in the stream. In the camp, you can take a bath at the well over there, but
normally there's not much water in it. Usually, after bathing in the stream, the
men will carry awaysome water for later use." Afterwards, I was shown around
the camp. I noticed that the latrine area was extremely filthy.
The camp was believed to be the former hospital of Division 18(of the South
Vietnamese Army); some said it had been the hospital of the Long Khanh

military sector. The architecture was relatively modem, but now that the place
was used as a prison, it was crowded. The operating theater, the laboratory, the
2The "Open Arms" (Chieu h6i) policy advocated by the governmentof South \^etnam aimed at
winning over the Viet Cong to the nationalist side. One of President Thieu's cousins, Homing Difc
Nha, was at one time the minister in charge of the program.
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offices—all had been converted into sleeping rooms. We lay close to one
another on rows of plank beds with a passagewayabout 60 cm wide between the
two rows. The various buildings were connected by covered verandahs. All
cultivatable areas had been planted with sweet potatoes, so there was no open
space left to walk on. A trellis was attached to the front of each building,
supporting bitter gourd or cucurbit plants, with the result that the rooms were
poorly lighted and airless, quite a contrast with the roomyspacious camp we had
just left. On this very first day, I already felt ill at ease because of the crowded
living conditions. There was no place to sit down to eat, outside the rain poured
down and all I could do was go back to my sleeping place, which was damp and
smelled of fish. With the overcast sky and the crowded prisoners eating their
meal in the dark and smelly room, my spirits sagged. Indeed, everyonehere was
sad and pessimistic. The room, five meters wide and seven meters long, held
nearly fifty of us who were now sitting on the plank beds with our arms around
our knees and looking toward the door,which was the only opening letting in any
light. No one uttered a word, and everyone wore the same sullen look.
Unable to stand it any longer, I left the room to look for Thang, probably my
dearest friend compared to others in this camp, who was said to live in the same
area as mine but at the back comer of the camp enclosure. After asking a number
of people, I found him sitting on his plank bed, his arms around his knees. He
did not recognize me until I came near him, although I thought he had seen me as
soon as I came through the door because, like everyoneelse, his face was tumed
toward the entrance.

I asked, "Could it be that you saw me come in but did not recognize me?
Have I changed that much?"
Thang replied, "Forgive me! It's not that I didn't recognize you but, in fact, I
was not looking at anything in particular. Even when you came up to me, I was
not conscious of your presence. But enough of this. Come sit beside me. Don't
trespass on the space next to mine. My 'home' is only 60 cm wide."
I hastened to say, "Nevertheless, it's bigger than mine, whichis barely50 cm
wide. Fifty people in that small room!"
His neighbor said affably, "Oh, make yourself comfortable; use my space.
We're all friends, you know. By the way, don't you recognize me, Vu?"
I looked at him. The face was quite familiar, but I couldn't recall his name. I
held out my hand to him and said, "Good Lord! I took you for somebodyelse.
Well? How are you?"
"I can say I'm fine but not very strong."^
In the meantime, I searched my memory. Suddenly, his name came back to
me. He was Hieu, a pharmacist, the son of Dr. Nguyen Dinh Luyen. His two
elder brothers. Lieu and Nang, were close friends of mine and I knew the family
Hn Vietnamese, a play on words.
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well. I asked him, "Now, Hieu! What became of your mother, Hien, and Lieu
and Nang?"
"Since the event [the fall of the South], I haven't had much news from home.

My mother seems to be fine; my sister Hien couldn't leave the country, and I've
heard that only my brother Dai has managed to escape."
Seeing that Thang was waiting, I asked his pardon, but he said, "There's no
need! The fate and circumstance of every one of us is the same; it is a waste of
time to inquire after any particular individual, including me."
Hieu chipped in, "This Mr. Thang has had the luck to meet with his wife, so
he's 'better off than both of us. The thing is, since he met with her, his hair has
turned as gray as clouds."
I hastened to ask how he had been able to meet his wife. He replied in his
usual measured and quiet manner, and as I listened, I really looked at him for the
first time and realized how old he seemedand that he indeedhad the grayhair of
a sixty-year-old man. A distinguished economist, Thang always had held some
economics post through all the many cabinet changes in the government of
South Vietnam, specializing in national development planning. Slowlyhe told
his story.
"Remember the explosion of the ammunition dump? We counted ten dead
and nearly 100wounded among us. Usually,the path that runs close to the latrine
area of this camp is used by the local people to go to the fieldson the other side of
the stream. But one day after the explosion,it wascrowdedwith peoplecoming
from Saigon to ask for news about their relatives. It was the bodoi themselves
who told us, 'Yourwivesand childrenswarmaroundthis placeto ask after you.
Theenemy has spreadthe rumorthat many inmatesdied in theexplosion at Long
Khanh. So, at the moment, the order is that this area is off limits to the Saigon
inhabitants.'

"During the next days, I was so anxious that I pretended to haveto go often
to the latrines so that I could have a look at the path; also, it wasa way to pass the
time. Suddenly one day, I caught sight of a womancarrying a basket containing
several stalks of sugar cane and a few bananas. At first, I didn't pay much
attention to her, but as she approached the fence, I noticed she had the light
complexionof a city dweller.From the latrine, I stretched up to lookoverthe top
of the metal sheet used to hide from view the person squattinginside. I lookedat
the woman as she looked at me. I nearly burst into tears; it was indeed mywife! I
was so happy! I called her name and asked her about our chidren. My wife was
so glad that she completely forgot she had disguised herself as a local farmer and
came close to the fence. At that moment, the bodoi in the watchtower began to
shout, and he fired a volley from his machine pistol. The bullets whizzed in our
direction. I said hurriedly, 'Go back home! Leave this place! I'm fine.' The bodoi
fired a few more volleys, probably in the air. I drew back and stayed motionless.
Looking out through a crack, I saw my wife run away, her sugar canes and
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bananas thrown from the basket onto the ground. I quickly slipped out of the
latrines and went back to my place. A short moment afterward, a bodoi came to
our shed to ask, 'Who has gone to the latrines just now?' Nobody admitted to it,
so the matter ended there."

Hieu, who sat next to me, continued the account. "Since that night he hasn't
been able to get much sleep and, in particular, his hair has become grayerand
grayer."

Thangsaid, "When I met mywifeso unexpectedly, I did not feelit as deeply
as in moments like this when I think back about it. Within my heart, I feel so

muchpity for her. Her healthis not verygood. It wasa daringthingforher to go
to look for me as she did, and an exhausting business for her considering her
health. And then to be scared away by the gunfire without a chance to tell me

anything! The worry abouther and the memory of that scene kept me sleepless
for a whole week." Thang finished his story with a sigh and a wry smile.
Conscious of the sad atmosphere, I tried to switch the conversation to
another topic. "At the camp where I was, the discipline was so strict that we
dared not do anything. It's more easygoing here, isn't it?"
Thang repliedin a lowvoice, "Well—! Whether it's moreeasygoing or not,

it depends on the individual and the circumstances. You've been given a hard
time overthere, but has there been any suicidebecauseof it? Here,therealready
has been a suicide case."

I felt uneasy, andsaid, "Overthere, weweren'tdesperate enough tothinkof
committing suicide. Butwhowas it whodidit anyway? It seemed to me, when I
came here that there was so muchJokingand laughing. All those young artists
don't appear to be very downhearted, do they?"
"Well,merrymaking is always possible here; butin theend, thiskindoffun
proves to be unhealthy, bothphysically and mentally. Do you know Gia?Once,
as I mentioned your brother's home nearthehighway, Giasaidheknew both of
you, you and your brother."

Hieu reminded me, "Don't you remember Gia, Dr. Thu's son-in-law? His
wife's also a pharmacist, like him. I remember we both were at his wedding
party. We were dead drunk that day!"
"Of course," I said, "I knew him well. Where is Gia now? He's here too,
isn't he?"

Hieulooked atThang, whoreplied, "Yes,he alsolivedat thiscamp... but
he's gone now!"
"He killed himself," Hieu said. "He was buried on the bank of the stream,

over there. Anyway, there was no hope for him to be released."
Theanswerwascompletely unexpected, andit sent shivers downmyspine. I
remembered Gia's wit and his sometimes shocking language. The image of a

rather skinny and very cheerful young mancame to mind. I could notimagine
that such a man coulddeliberatelyput an end to his life!I said, "There musthave
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been something specific; this life is not bad enough for people to commit
suicide."

Hieugotdownfromthe bed, saying, "I leave youtwoto yourconversation. I
have to find a partner for chess."
A man sitting in a comer of the room called out to him, "Wait for me, Hieu!
A true gentleman like yours truly will find his mind muddled up if he can't
indulge in his daily game of chess!"
Seeing that everybody was about to leave the room, Thang hastened to say,
"If youall intend to leaveus here,I'm afraid we'll haveto go too. I dare not stay
alone in the room."

I tried to dissuade him, "Let them go! It will be easier for us to talk in
private. I wantto ask you a lot of questions, but it is difficultwith so manypeople
around. What I fear most is an informer. So why leave here for another spot?"
Thang laughed softlybut heartily; he still had that particular laugh of his that
was so familiar. He said, "The room is said to be haunted. I never have had the

courage to stay here alone. Are you afraid of ghosts?"
I could not help laughing, "What do people in our situationhaveto fearfrom
ghosts or spirits?"
Thang, his smile still lingering, replied, "Take it from me, old man! It's true
that the room is haunted. But if you're not afraid and want to stay here, I'll stay
too. I am not very fearful but I've seen so many strange things happen that, in the
end, I have to believe that ghosts may indeed exist."
"What do they look like?"
"This room wasthe operating room of the former militaryhospital. You may
have noticed its particular layout. See the enameled tiles on the floor and walls?
We didn't pay much attention at first, but it happened that some men who were
having siesta in this room were harassed by ghosts, so much so that they cried
out. This happened to several men, each time the same. Everyone who took a
siesta alone in this room would see himself in his dream pushed, pulled, and
beaten up by former patients in this hospital. Each cried out so loudly that his
companions came running and woke him up. When questioned, each one said he
saw a number of patients dressed in hospital shirts come near him to drive him
awayfrom the room. Some daredevil types volunteered to stay and sleep alone in
this room, but they were subjected to the same treatment. From then on, no one
will take a nap alone in this place. It took several of us to be able to have siesta
here without being harassed.
"Have you noticed the ammonia smell around this shed? At night we
sometimes are reluctant to walk far away, so we urinate close to the door. Youwill
no doubt notice the smell. If you walk a certain distance from the shed late at

night, you will certainly hear sounds of moaning and crying coming from the
sweet potato patch or the fence. This place is haunted, no doubt about it! Some of
the older men haveasked the bodoi to buy flowersand bananas to make offerings
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to the ghosts, and this has had some effect in that the harassment has let up
somewhat. But we are still afraid when night comes. Those who are chickenhearted haveto wakeup the fellowslying near them so theycan go out togetherto
relievethemselves. One night, I suddenly woke up needing to urinate, so I slid
quietly from my bed and went out, my head still filled with ghost stories Fd
heard during the day. I went toward a drain some steps away, and suddenly I
heard an indistinct, strained voicethat made myhair stand on end. It wasa funny

feeling because I have neverseen a ghost, nor have I believed in ghostsbefore.
Listeningmore closely, I decidedit wasthe chokingvoiceof a man moaningand
speaking in his sleep, not a ghost at all. Nevertheless, the creepy feeling
persisted.I intendedto tell the storyto the menin the moming.I would tell them
that there was no ghost and that when many people sleptin the sameroom, it's
not unusual to hear someone speak and cry in his sleep. When I retumed to my
place,the man who slept beside me said in a low voice, 'Why didn't youcall me
when you went out?'

"I said, 'If youwantto make water, just go. There'snothing to be afraidof.'
"He got down from the bed and left the room. A few minutes later, he
clumped back in and said in a low voice, which in the stillness of the night,
soundedloud enoughto be heard throughoutthe room, 'Ghosts! Therereallyare
ghosts, fellows!'
"There was the sound of soft laughter. Some men, suddenlyawakenedfrom

sleep, growled. I askedin a softvoice, 'Did youalsohear somebody speakin his
sleep?'

"'Right! I stood listening for a moment and realized that the moaning
sounded regular and persistent, as if produced by a machine. That's not the way
people moan in their sleep. You heard that too, didn't you?'
" 'Yes. The sound came from the building covered with metal sheets, just in
front of me. It was probably someone with a weak heart.'
"'But nobody sleeps there! That's the meeting hall, don't you remember?'
"The next moming, the story that the place was haunted was the subject of
discussion for newcomers like myself. Oldtimers added a fewdetails to make the
story more frightening. They said the meeting hall was the place where the
corpses of the ten inmates killed during the recent explosionat the ammunition
dump had lain while waiting for burial. From then on, I neverdared go too far at
night to have a piss; I just relieved myself at the foot of the trellis supporting the
bitter-gourd plants near our building."
I finally felt free from the constant surveillance I had been subjected to at the
old camp, and my life became more bearable. I had identified several character
istics of this camp that may have accounted for what seemed to be a more
confident, therefore easygoing, administration. First was its position adjoining
regimental headquarters, which meant we lived near the quarters of our
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battalion commanders' immediate superiors. The battalion command building
faced the entrance just inside our camp, and at its back the ground sloped down
to a stream that sometimes reached a width of five or six meters after heavy
rains. The bodoi quarters were behind the commandbuilding. The latrines were
at one side of the enclosure next to the barbed wire; beyondit was the metaled'^
path acrosswhich stoodthe mess and the stadiumused as the ammunitiondump,
the scene of the recent explosion. On the other side, anothermetal path bordered
the camp, and across it was the regimental headquarters.
Anotherthing wasthat the inmates here werenot treated as roughly as at the
other camp. There was no morning roll call, but immediately after reveille
everyone had to go out to the yard for a three-minute physical exercise session.
In fact, this was a form of roll call. After the exercise,team leaders had to go to
the gate to report to the bodoi on duty whether or not their teams were at fiill
strength. Two inmates—men who had been combat officers—were said to have
escaped from the camp after Tet, but the bodoi saw it as an ordinary event and
did notblowit out of proportionas their counterpartsat the othercamp had done.
They said the escapees would be caught sooner or later.
After we had settled down to our new life, I suggested that if we needed food
and medicines, we might ask the bodoi to help. But the oldtimers said there was
no need; the bodoi often asked inmates to make a few things for them and in
exchange they made purchases and brought them right to our barracks. Of
course, a little discretion was needed, but everyoneunderstood that and most of
the men took part in these transactions.
One peculiarity of this camp was that most of the inmates had been members
of the liberal professions and after enlistment in the army had been allowedto
serve according to their specialties: teachers had been seconded to educational
institutions, doctorsand pharmaciststo the ArmyMedicalCorps, musiciansand
painters to the PsychologicalWarfareDepartment, etc. As a consequence, there
was a decidedly "bohemian" character to their general behavior.
I still remember the Ho Chi Minh birthday anniversary when the battalion
decided to hold a big celebration and give us the responsibility of constructing
the shrine. In charge of the construction team was an architect named Yen,
whom Bui Quoc Khanh had introduced as the "general manager of President
Thieu's properties." He made a big beautiful lantern shaped like a lotus flower,
and the artists among us decorated the shrine with drawings of their own
creation. But after the ceremony, during a reviewof contributions by the various
teams, the shrine construction team came under heavy criticism. They were
accused of mischievous intention to distort, for example, "The lotus flower
looked like a rocket," or "The slogans were written in letters supposed to look
like bamboo, but in reality they looked like pieces of dried bone." The team
Asia, asphalt roads are usually called "metaled.'
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members were looked upon as "roguish," "critical of the Revolution," and
"imagining themselves to be beyond detection by the Revolution." The men
who had contributed so much effort to the construction of the shrine felt

themselves personally threatened because these criticisms could be entered into
their individual records.

Thecamp's management wasalso quite different here. Foodwasdistributed
to us in a haphazard way, and wewerenotclearabouthowmuchwewereentitled
to. We had to be content with the quantity we were given, and we were quite
ignorant of the principle that governed the distribution. We took delivery of
provisions directly from contractors, and our supplyof rice wasdistributed by
the bodoiweekly, kept in a storeroom,and managedby thedeputygroupleader,
in other words, by us camp inmates.

When our team was on duty, I was often detailed, together with others, to

pick up fish from a contractor. Usually in the detail was DamQuang Khanh, a
young former paratroop lieutenant, whodressed in a way intended to setoffhis
musculature and who was well known for his funny and daring words. He

always volunteered to receive thegoods, a taskmanyof usfelt noenthusiasm for
because it involved carrying heavy loads. We went to the entrance of the
regimental headquarters, and there the contractor weighed the goods, and we
carried them back to the battalion. There, we were stopped by the bodoi, who
selected the fattest fish for their tables; then we brought the rest to the common

kitchen for cooking and distribution to the inmates.
The contractor employed three teenage girls, which was the reason for the

presence of a great number of bodoi and of Dam Quang Khanh whenever
deliveries weremade. Usually, weweretoldto standasideandwereforbidden to
talk withpeople from outside the camp, but "Para" Khanh somehow managed
to befriend one of the girls. When I first noticed their game, I decided that the
two were already much in love with eachother. Khanh's dutywas to handjute
sacks over to the contractor for him and the girls to fill with fish. Two of us
carried each half-filled sack, but on the wayback to the camp, Khanh managedto
find a letter hidden somewherein a sack. Everyonepraised him for his talent as a
wooer because, although he and the girl couldnot talk to each otherand had to
lookat each otherfroma distance, theystill had managedto establisha romantic

rapport. In fact, thegirl, whose name was Kim, often helped Khanh by secretly
passing him money and gifts.

Each time wetookdelivery of food, representatives of regimental headquar
ters were present; thus everything was done in the open, unlike in the other
camp. However, afterthe delivery, the bodoi from the battalion never failed to
seizepartoftheprovisions fortheirownuse. Inspiteofthis,wethought wewere
better off than before; besides, food delivery was more regular—once every ten

days. Most of the time it consisted of fish; sometimes it was fish sauce. For
vegetables, we grew Chinese cabbage and bindweed, which we picked once
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every few days; and we found we could ask the bodoito buy a few thingsfor us
such as sugar, candy, cigarettes, tobacco, etc.
When the weather was fine, we playedvolleyball. Some playedchess. A few
of us were able to make a set of malijong pieces complete with a board, and we
playedmahjong often under the shade of a big tree. The bodoi, attractedby the
novelty of the game, were given the perfunctoryexplanation that it was moreor
less similar to to torn, a kind of card game quite popular in the North. Little did
they know that, considering the circumstances, pretty high stakes were being
risked: peanuts or, if the "gamblers" were well provided, sweets.
The most popular pastime was cooking. Hsh was usually cooked first in
brine, then each man, according to his abilities and means, prepared it the way
he liked. "Wealthy" ones fried the fish until it was quite dry and ate it up within
a few days; "poorer" inmates recooked the fish until all the water had
evaporated, then shredded and ground it. This would keep and be gradually
consumed while waiting for the next distribution. We also made soup, using
sweet potato leaves, amaranth, or other wild edible vegetables. After the
evening meal, some men still busied themselves cooking rice gruel; certain
fellows were always occupied with the preparation of food of one kind or
another.

Workat this camp was also different. At our old camp when we went out to
work, some bodoi stood guard while others supervised and gave orders to rest or
stop workfor the day. Here, all workwasdoneon a "piece" basis, and whenajob
was finished early, we were allowed to go to the stream to bathe and wash our
clothes. The bodoi themselves wanted to bring us back to camp as soon as
possible so they could spend more time downtown. Every time a detail went out
to work in the field at the other side of the stream, the bodoi in charge reported
the total number of men in it to the guard at the gate. When the detail returned,
the bodoi on duty at the entrance had to count the men, then sign a paper, which
he handed to the bodoi in charge of the work detachment. Because of tiiis "piece
work" arrangement, we usually rushed through a job in a perfunctory manner,
sometimes finishing in a little more than an hour. On the banks of the stream
many varieties of wild edible vegetables—especially ngo plants—could be
found. After bathing and washingclothes, we neverfailed to pick some of these
plants to take back to camp to cook.
After work and washing up at the stream, we were permitted to rest at the
camp, so we had plenty of leisure. Many spent it by making the combs, knives,
and other articles for daily use or to be kept as souvenirs. Wemade items of steel
or aluminum under the guidance of inmates who were painters and sculptors.
Their work achieved a highly artistic quality, and the metal products especially
had surprisingly beautiful engraving.
The camp was supplied with electricity, so various evening classes were
organized. The incentive to organize and teach these ad hoc courses lay in the
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payment-in-kind from the "students"—sugar, cigarettes, candy, etc. Portrait
drawing was popular—many in this class learned to draw very good likenesses
of people—but the best attended class wasacupuncture. It wastaught by a man I
will call The, who had just been initiated into some of the techniques of
acupunctureby the son-in-lawof Dr. Hoang Mong Luong, considereda master
of the art in the South. The inmate sleeping arrangements had placed Tuc next to
the son-in-law. Dr. Nhiep, and he had pestered the doctorto teach him, which
Nhiep did. When Nhiep was transferred out of the camp, Tuc himself began
teaching,considering that his "training" hadenabledhim to masterthe basics.

One group made smoking pipes, hammering pieces taken from discarded
car battery cases into shape and polishing them. The end-product often had a
"made in Western countries" look. The best worker in the group was Thach,
whomwe called ThachKien Cang.^A big man, Thachhad wona competitionas
a top bodybuilder, and despite the present circumstances, his body kept its
muscular appearance. Now, whenever he was free, he was seen rubbing and
polishing pipes.
In addition to artists and literati, this camp had many well-known doctors
among its inmates. Dr. Binh, the onlyhematologist in SouthVietnam, hadjust

completed installing a hematology laboratory at Cho Ray Hospital when he
was summoned to report for reeducation, and Dr. Nguyen Xuan Ninh was a
young surgeon, whowas alsoknown as a person whohadsucceeded in learning
to read and write Chinese in record time. On many occasions I witnessed our
doctors performing minor surgery on imnates; the patient was put inside a
mosquito net and the surgeonoperated with a razor blade.
In short, everyone wasbusywithsomeworkor hobbyto passthetime. What
thenhadhappened to driveGiato suicide? I keptmulling overthequestion until
a man named Hung, who had been Gia's "sleeping neighbor" from the
begirming, finally told me the story.
"When we first came here, Gia appeared to be a jolly fellow, believinglike
the rest of us that reeducation would take only a short time. He behaved

normally, although he wassometimes short-tempered. When werealized wehad
been duped (the instruction to bring a seven-day provision of food and money
wasthe greathoax), Gia'sbehavior changedentirely. He became sullen; at night
he tossedand sighedin his sleep. Once he confided to me thathe and his family
had had a chance to leave the country before the bodoi swarmed into Saigon. He

spoke vaguely aboutit beingall his fault thathis family was keptback. Another
time, he mentioned that his lack of determination had made them miss the

opportunity to go abroad. Tt wasall becauseof me,' he said. Whenever hehad a
minute to himself, he sat thinking, his face showingsadness, despair even. We
were afraid he would be driven to conunit some desperate act, so we watched
^Literally, Kiin cdngmeans "king ant," characterized by giantmandibles on a thinbody.
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him veryclosely. Let me showyouthe placewherehe tookhisownlife;youwill
see how stubborn he was!"

Hungbroughtme to the frontof the campand pointed to a low, square shed
thatmighthave beenused as a guardhouse or storeroom or morgue. It was about
three meters on each side with a flat roof of metal sheets and supported by
columns madeof artillery shellcaseswelded together. I hadto bendmyheadto
enter. There were traces of wood fires on the floor, but from when I could not tell.

Theshedhadnotbeenusedforanypurpose recently because it stood hidden in a
comer of the camp that looked down on the bodoi quarters. Hung continued.
"Can youimagine? Despitethelowroof,Gia hangedhimselfhere. He came
at dawn. Nobody paidanyattention to him. Hours later, a chap who chanced to
passby discovered the body. Gia hadlet his body fall in an oblique position so

that the noose would tighten and strangle him. That meant that when hebegan to
choke, Gia only had to stand up to escape death. He must have been very
determined to have chosento die in this terrible way."
Theknowledge thathehaddiedinsuchcircumstances didnotgive memuch
insight into the reasons forhis desperate act, andonly months laterwhen I too
experienced confusion and despair did I arrive at a full understanding of the
"question."

Onthesurface, thecamp had a light-hearted atmosphere, with men playing
chess or volleyball in their spare time, or making things to keep as souvenirs.
The men living in the area close to the gate even played poker, for which they
madecardsand a boxfrom which to draw them (they were afraid the handmade
cards would bear telltale signs). The leader of this group of "gamblers" was
Quan, a former quartermaster officer. If onelooked closer though, another side
of lifeat camp was clear: the silentgroup, the largenumber of inmates whosat
with their arms around theirknees, listening and meditating.
Asforthe bodoi, theirlifewas characterized forus by two distinct features.
They openly tried every means to obtain money for the purchase of things they
hadbeen dreaming about: wristwatches, fountain pens, sunglasses, radio sets,
cassette recorders, andmotorbikes. Second, they caredvery littleabout politics
and did not hide the fact that their side was plagued by internal conflict. The
battalion commander. Hung, from theSouth, andthepolitical commander, Tri,
a Northerner, opposed each other openly.

Commander Hung likedto visitourareato chatwith us. Hisopinion of his
comrades "from the North" was that they were not civilized or educated

enough. He relished anecdotes intended to ridicule those "junglycomrades."
The bodoi from the North got wind ofthis, and every time "Comrade" Hung left

our place, "Comrade" Tri would appear to ask, "W^at did the bastard tell you?"

We took caretodisperse quickly when Hung left,andTri would bevery angry to
see no one around.
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"I know the bastard was here and talked rubbish to you; but where's
everybody now?"
We usually answered, "We saw Commander Hung come here, walk around
the building, then leave."
We took advantage of the conflict between them to draw interesting
information from the more communicative Hung. Expounding the policy of the
Revolution,he advanced the argument that we would haveto stay on at the camp

for a longer period than we might have thought. "After all, you constituted the
hard core of the Southern forces. In order to build the new regime in the South

without having to face major opposition, we have to detain you here for some
time."

When asked how much longer. Hung replied, "Accordingto high-ranking
comrades who have attended seminars on reeducation policy, it must last from
three to five years."

When we mentioned a newspaper article dealing with reeducation policy
that we had heard of but had not read. Hung said, "It's no use trying to find out.
Nobody can knowin advance whatthe Revolution intends to do. Evenif youhave
come across some document or paper, that won't get you anywhere. The
Revolution is not so stupid as to writedownin blackand whitewhatit is likelyto
do. I myselfhave read a lot of papers, but I can say that there's not any single
point I have fully understood. The Revolution often uses the sentence 'Hur
ricanes and storms are less terrible than Vietnamese syntax.'^ Have you heard
that?"

Some of the men argued that doctors and engineers were people much
needed for the reconstruction of the nation, so why detain them here? If
released, they wouldbe of much more service to the People. CommanderHung
answered, "Doctors? I don't think they are as effective as our rural medical
cadres. What doctorsusually do is examinethe patients, writeout prescriptions,
and advise hospitalization for serious cases. Our country is poor; we lack

medicines; our hospitals have only limited facilities. Without medicines and
facilities, doctors can do nothing, and they may create more complications. In
contrast, our medical cadres can advise country folks on how to treat their
illnesses with medicinal herbs. On balance, who's more useful? Who's needed
more?"

Some of us were so irritated by the answer that we could not help voicing
doubt as to the possibility of curing serious illness with a few handfuls of
medicinal herbs. Hung replied, "You fellows don't have the same outlook on
^Rendering of the meaning, but not the form, of the Vietnamese sentence"Phong ba bao tap khong
bSngngviphdp VietNam," in which "tdp" rhymeswith "phap." TheVietnamese communists have
adopted thepopularway ofexpressing ideas,beliefs,etc., bymeansofphrasesandsentences having
words rhyming with each other so that they can be easily memorized.
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things astheRevolution. TheRevolution is more practical thanyou are. Apatient
whodies forlackof medicine willcausemoreunrestamong peoplearound him
than a very sick person who dies while he is under the care of the medicalcadre;
that man's death has no political repercussions whatsoever."
Wedejectedly shookour heads at thiskindof argument. Perhaps a distrustof
this "revolutionary outlook" was what caused a number of bodoi, whose fam
iliesin theNorthhadcometo visitthemat thecamp,to askourdoctors foradvice
and drug prescriptions whenever one of their family members was taken ill.

It became clearthatthemen who hadbeen in thiscamp since thebeginning
had had more opportunity than some of us to realize the hopelessness of our
situation. Although life here was more bearable than at the last camp, our
despondency and despair were greater. Hieeasier it was for ustogetthe help or
connivance of the bodoi, the darker we felt the future of the whole South would

be. One of the men said, "Here, we use money inexchange for complaisance.
But back home, where can our families find the money to get the same
treatment?"

Living as prisoners without any hope of release, a number of inmates

developed mental stress to the point that their general behavior changed
completely andtheir bodies became frail. Sopitiful! Eveiy oneof us must have
kept hidden in his mind many questions for which there were no answers:

"Should I try to escape from the camp or should I wait? What if I do escape?
Would my family getin trouble? Would ourneighbors leave us in peace? How
long would I have tobein hiding? If I choose towait, then for how long? Would
what I wait for happen? Would something else befall mefirst?" Nobody was still
naiveenough to think that after completing reeducation, wewouldbe allowedto
retum to a normal existence. The more we "studied," the more convinced we

became that we now constituted a special category of people, discriminated
against by the new regime and discarded by the new society. And in any case,
could we manage to survive until we were released? We were convinced that

only a handful ofhigh-caliber technicians such asdoctors, engineers, and a few
others could hold a slim hope for release. The majority had no way out.
Absolutely none.

One memorable characteristic ofthis camp was the competition forced upon
thevarious teams responsible for growing vegetables. Each team was assigned a
plot of land to work, and each was toeatwhat it produced. In the competition,
the quantity of vegetables produced by each team would be weighed and the
value estimated. The cash equivalent would then be deducted from the amount

reserved for thepurchase of food and necessities, which we were entitled to by
special favor of the Revolution. This was "revolutionary" logic: the more
vegetables we grew, the less money we were given to buy what we needed.
Naturally, nobody wanted toputmuch effort into cultivating and watering plants
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just to have our food expenses deductedin theend. But the cadrespressured our
team leaders to increase productivity, using such promises as an incentive:

"Teamsor individuals who distinguish themselves by high productivity will be
rewardedwith entries of outstanding performancein their personal records. This
will be taken into consideration when proposals for release are examined."
A number of middle-aged former farmers in my team decided to participate
in earnest in the competition. Using half-treated, diluted human body wastes as
fertilizer, they watered the plants daily, fillingour nearby living quarters with the
stench, especially when the sun blazed and the wind blew into our room. As
usual, whenever there were body wastes, an army of flies and bluebottles
swarmed around in terrifying numbers. We worried about a possible epidemic
because a few dysentery cases had already developed. But the cadres said
menacingly that those who opposed the use of human manure as fertilizer were
considered saboteurs and bourgeois elements accustomed to a life of comfort
under the old regime. Due to the fertilizers and adequate watering, the plants ran
riot; we had so many of them to eat that we got sick of them, especially of
amaranth. Finally, when food was distributed, we left our share of vegetable
soup untouched; meanwhile, we looked for wild vegetables to eat instead.
But there was a funny side to the competition business. My team worked
most actively at manuring the land; our plants grew luxuriantly, and we thought
we would win first place. To our surprise, Quan's team always took the lead.
Much later, when we became friends, he revealed his secret. "The members of

my team were all gamblers; so in this business, we gambled on winning the
competition and knocking your old farmers out. You used human manure to
wateryourvegetables;we made believewe had our own methods.Wedid a lot of
shouting while we worked to give the impression we were competing in earnest.
When we gathered our vegetables, we fluffed out the leaves to make the crop
look bigger than it was. But our real trick was putting five or six big bolts, each
weighing around three kilos—the kind used in heavy construction—into the
baskets. The bodoi never inspected the baskets, but weighed them. Ours always
outweighed yours by at least ten kilos. We all had a good laugh thinking about
your team leader and old Mr. Cuong trying to figure this out."
When living in a situation from which there is no escape, it is best to work
without letting your mind wander.I believedthat the more tired the body, the less
heavy the heart will be. From my own experience and the many conversations I
had with fellow inmates, I was able to frame a guiding principle to govern life in
reeducation camps. I devised for myself a wayof thinking that would not accept
defeat. I thought that if worse came to worse, I would still be in control of my
own destiny. If I ever felt that I could not stand it any longer, I would weigh every
possibility to barter my life away advantageously. But as long as I was able to
endure this life, I was determined to keep up my spirits until the last possible
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minute. Thus, during theday I joined the young men andkept busy doing odd
jobs; in theevening, I talked orexchanged confidences with some fellows who
hadearned respect as "thinkers";they were keenobservers, andtheirjudgments
wererecognized as being very realistic.

Myownpasthad beena succession ofstudy periods and examinations, andI
hadhada good many unexpected pieces of luck. I became conscious ofthefact
thatI hadneverhadto analyze realproblems orthinkoutpossible solutions. The
"thinkers," aftermuchpondering and arguing, settledon twooptions thatwere
opento us, basedontheiranalysis ofoursituation. According to theirestimates,
the totalnumberof peopledetainedfor reeducation amounted to one millionor
close to it. If each inmate's personal record had to be reviewed to assess the
gravity of his offenses, any government would needyears to complete thetask,
muchlongerif manyhadto bebrought to trial.Then,whatshould wedoin order
to get out of the camp?
Only two solutions fit the reality of the situation. Other alternatives were
unacceptable eitherbecausetheirexecution didnotdependon us, or they did not
coincide with what we had learned and were still learning about the newregime.
The solutions we thought most likely to bring freedom to each individualwere
either finding outside intercession or escaping. The latter involved seeking
safetynotonlyforthe individual but also forhis family, and wewerefullyaware
that this would entail many difficulties and complications, though not insur
mountable ones.

Eachnight, wegatheredin somecomerto exchange views, andbeforegoing
to bed we would try to arrive at some conclusion. Sometimes, we had
differences and the discussion became fairly heated; this was, in a way, a
pastime. Many of the men were inflexible—decisive in their thinking and
definite in their rejection of other people's views. But we were in complete
agreement in not encouraging the hope that one day all of us would be released
by the Revolution like cadetsgraduating froma military college. Onemansaid,
"It is clear that they have decided to eliminate us from the new society. They
don't really want to reeducate us and allow us to participate in the building of the
society they have conceived." Another said he had a letter from his family,

saying "Everybody back home knows the govemment plans to resettle the
families of reeducation camp inmates in new areas; afterward inmates will be
permittedto join their relativesthere." Wethoughtthat the plannedmeasurewas
likely. If so, not only we inmates but our families as well would be confined
according to some new method—we would be thrown out of the new society.
Only much later did we hear about the "New EconomicZones."
After a year of reeducation our mood, which had fluctuated according to
each new development in our situation, was now the opposite of the expectant
state we had been in when we left home to report to the communist authorities.
The new regime had promised to provide us with a new and logical line of
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reasoning and to train us to live according to the norm set up by true
revolutionaries, that is, people with high ideals and armed with revolutionaiy
virtues. Our expectations and hopesof the firstdaysnowhadbeenreplaced by a
self-defenseattitude aimed at liberating ourselves from our situation. Even the
team afad group leaders, themselves inmates who had been given firm promises
of early release and good jobs, showed signs of despair.
Our problem then was no longerwhat to do, but how to do it—how to pull
strings to get us out of the camp or how to escape in safety. Theexperienceof the
past few releases showed that the surest way out was to have relatives in high
positions in the Revolution's hierarchy who would arrange releases. As one man
said, "There are now hundreds of thousands of files piled up in the military
administration offices, 'public security' headquarters, and at the Ministry of the
Interior. The question for each of us is to have somebody ferret out his record
from those mountains of files, write on it 'to be released,' and affix his signature
to it."

As far as I was concerned, the reeducation camp at the former Long Khanh
military hospital was where I began to see the truth as it was and also where I
began "to see some light at the end of the tunnel."
Time dragged on. We reaped one more harvest of maize and one of peanuts.
One day. Commander Hung stopped to chat with us, and he asked me about the
other camp. I told him that what we enjoyed most there was going out to cut
wood. "By cutting our own wood for the kitchen," I said, "we helped save
money allocated to buy kindling. The contractor charged a high price for
kindling but delivered mostly rotten wood." Commander Hung promised to
discuss the idea with Logistics, and very soon we were again ordered to go out
wood cutting. One of the men made a kind of cart with metal cable reels for
wheels, and this enabled us to move a large load of logs with only one man
pushing and another pulling the cart. The next day, a bodoi from Logistics came
to our place. "I've seen many reels like these over there, at the other side of the
camp," he said. "As you know how to use them to make carts, I'll get
permission for you to take them."
We enthusiastically supported this idea, and the following day the bodoi
brought us to the warehouse area to gather materials for construction of the
carts. This area was the very scene of the explosion a few months before. Only
now did we realize the amount of arms and ammunitions stored here. The bodoi

showed us to the various places where wheels and reels could be found. Big guns
were kept here, and one of the men, wanting to show off, said that these were all
37mm antiaircraft guns. The more we discussed it, the more convinced we were
that this area must be one of the main ordnance depots—if not the ordnance
depot—of the Northern army. After the fall of Saigon, there had been orders to
collect all ordnance in the area. Here we saw burned artillery pieces that looked
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ludicrous with their bent tubes; all around lay cases of half-burned AKs.
Feigningstupidity, I asked the bodoi, "I supposethere are enoughweaponshere
to equip severalbattalions. Right, comrade cadre?"
The bodoi looked at me and said with an air of importance, "What did you
say? Several battalions? You're a noncombatant, I guess. This much ordnance
can equip severaldivisions, not battalions!" He then pointed to the spot where
ammunition and rockets had been stored.

"See that stretch of ground burned black with the immense hole in the
middle? Tons and tons of ammunition and rockets had been unloaded there.

That's why it took so long for the ammunitiondump to bum out. The men who
were on guard duty have been severely punished. Their silly play caused so
much damage and many casualties! Luckily, the antiaircraft missiles had been
moved to Thu Due before the explosion. Had they still been here, the number of
dead would have been much greater."
I said, "What terrified me most that day was the roar of the rockets!"
The bodoi smiled and said with pride, "That's why they are called 'Stalin's
organs.'"
We removed a number of wheels with good bearings from the gun carriages
and built a number of carts. They were strange-looking things, and when we
walked through residential areas, people tumed out in large numbers to watch.
In our tattered khaki garments, pulling our carts with the metal wheels making a
great racket in the streets, we must have been quite a spectacle! As before, each
trip gave us the opportunity to make some purchases and post letters. All we had
to do was add our home address to a letter and throw it down when the bodoi

were momentarily out of sight. The townsfolk would pick it up, provide an
envelope, write the address, stamp the letter, and post it.
Once I sent a long letter homein whichI pressed mywifeto "look fordoctors
and medicines to treat my illness which could not be cured by simply waiting."
Much later, she told me that whoeverhelped to send it had added a postscript that
read, "At present, 'they' are greedy for money; so try your best to have strings
pulled on your husband's behalf. Many families have succeeded in having their
relatives released because they knew how to go about it."
Political studies at this camp usually took place after the evening meal, so
fortunately the time allocated for the sessions was limited, and we did not have to
stay too long to listen to what we no longer believed in. Besides, the cadres
themselves made light of the studies. They only organized political speeches for
national observances, and we often found only one cadre, whose name was Tri,
and one bodoi in charge at the lecture hall. Most of the bodoi preferred to walk
into town in the evening. For us, this was a more bearable program than the
solenm study sessions at our old camp.
Time went by heavily and tediously until the end of the rainy season when,
once again, some signs of change appeared. There was in the camp, besides a
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smithy and a woodworking shop, a metal sheet workshopwhere the main task
was to make the suitcases so favored by the bodoi. The workers there said they
had been told recentlyto make more suitcasesnot only for the bodoiat our camp
but for their comrades at regimentalheadquarters, and to finish them as soon as
possible.

The smithy, on the otherhand, had orders to produce morehoes and large
knives supposedly forusein clearing landforcultivation. Workers at thesmithy
hadsuch privileges as arrangements foroutside purchases anda greater share of
food, to say nothing of their workplace near the stream, which meant regular
bathing andclothes washing andno set working hours. To work at the smithy,
onehad to grease thepalms of one's team leader and theworkshop chief. This
section included people like the former governor of the National Bank, Le
Quang Uyen, andthe former manager of oneof its branches, Tran Ngoc Diep.
The carpentry shop crew, which I managed tojoin(after considerable effort)
mainly produced furniture for regimental headquarters and was located at its
adjoining compound. We toowere entitled tocertain privileges andadvantages;
each morning that we were assigned to work there, we were given breakfast,
instant noodles cooked in water and rice. The rice was white rice, not the rotten

stuff supplied by the PRC and hidden for long periods in the forests.
Working at Regiment, I sometimes had the opportunity to talk with
apparently high-ranking officers. When not busy, they would come out and
watch us as we sawed, planed, chiseled, and hanmiered. One day an older
officer approached me and asked without any preliminaries, "What would be
your wish at present?"
I answered without hesitation, "Each and every one of us would like to

return home to live with his family and work at the job that will have been
arranged for him by the Revolution."
The officer smiled and shook his head. "All of you, when asked, have only
one wish: to return home! That's simply not possible because you have not yet

completed your reeducation. You have gone through only a period of political
studies. There's another important part of the program that you have yet to
study."

Remaining impassive, I asked, "Oh, really! What important part? The
communique saidthatwehadto report only for reeducation. In the beginning,
all of us believed we only had to go for seven days."
The officer laughed out loud. "Again, the story of the seven-day reeduca
tion! Tell me! Who on earth would ever believe that within seven days you can

bringabout a complete change in your thinking habits and way of life? You are
wrong if you think you can! You still have to undergo reeducation through
physical labor. Besides, you cannot return home now. Outside, transformations
andnew developments are takingplace at thisvery moment. ThePeople willnot
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leave you in peace if you go back among them because the People have made
much more rapid progress than you. In addition, there are circumstances that
could put your own life at risk."
I decided to argue a bit. "Speaking of reeducation through labor, we have
been doing just that these last few months."
Again, the officer laughed. "Really! All you've done is plant a small
quantity of vegetables for your own use. That is not reeducation through labor.
You must work enough land for real production. Here, your work amounts to
very little indeed."
"Good God! Then, when do we begin 'reeducation through labor'?"
"When you ask for it, it will be allowed."
"How, whom, and where to ask? Please tell me, comrade cadre!"

"You no doubt will be given a lecture on how to ask. I'm pretty sure that will
take place soon."
After that conversation,we waiteddaily for somedevelopment. One day, our
team was told to pick some men to go with Logistics people to bring back a
supply of rice. Anticipating a fairly long trip and the chance to eat some Chinese
soup,I asked to go. This wasmyfirstride in a Molotova truck—it wasfairlynew
and painted navy blue—and we drove off in the direction of Saigon. At a spot
wherethe road forked, we took the branch leading to TucTrungand finallydrove
into a former rubber plantation administrative compound with a number of
beautiful French bungalows. Werealized we had been here before to collect rice.
The driver suddenly pulled up, got down, and said, "Get down if you want to
piss."
As we were about to climb back on the truck, the driver signaled us to follow
him, saying, "Wait! Come here, I have something to tell you."
We followedhim to a spot about five meters away fi:om the truck, where he
stopped and gave instructions. "When you're loading rice on the truck, make
sure to add two extra sacks, and be sure they are whole and full of rice. Put them
on top of the others, toward the rear of the truck. Do I make myself clear?
Remember to take good sacks of rice. In a little while, when we get to the
marketplace, I'll invite you to have some noodle soup."
We all smiled and replied cheerfully, "Of course, we'll remember,comrade
cadre."

We climbed back on the truck and drove into the warehouse, surprisingly
big, like a hangar. One of the fellows said this wasthe placewheretheplantation
rubber was stored. When we had come here earlier in the year to pick up rice, the
warehouse had been full, with sacks of rice piled nearly to the roof. Now, it was
empty except for one comer; most sacks were broken, and the spilt rice covered
with mouse droppingslookedlike small sandymounds with black beans spread
in a regular pattem. One of the men said to the bodoi, "Only a few months and
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the warehouse is almostempty! Lasttimewecamehere,wehadto climbhighup
to get our rice."
The bodoi replied, "The rice is used up by you, not anybody else. And this is
the last of several warehouses that have supplied rice for your meals. When you
have eaten this rice up, there will be none left. We don't know yet where we're
going to get more rice to feed you. Last month, rice was brought here by myunit
for the last time."

I asked where they brought it from.
"Where on earth could we get it if not from the deep forests. Why?"
"Because the rice we've been getting is quite rotten."
"Well, it's been stored in caches deep in toe forests. There, even people are
likely to rot, let alone rice!"
We had orders to load the number of sacks agreed upon by toe storekeeper
and toe driver. The two bodoi instructed our team leader to keep count and then
left us to ourselves. We worked until we were covered with sweat. Rnally, our

team leader said, "Let stop work! I don't care whether or not it's toe right
amount."

Surprised at his words, I asked, "Isn't there enough there?"
"There's enough for the camp, but we forgot to look for the two extra sacks
the bodoi told us to get for him."
We then decided to tell the driver his share was included since no one was

eager to climb back on the mound to search for unbroken sacks. Wewentout to
wait in the fresh air. Much later toe driver returned and we started back toward

the truck, but he told us to wait outside while he drove out of toe warehouse. Just

as our truck was coming out the door, another suddenlyappearedfrom nowhere
and headed into the warehouse. The two vehicles grazed each other, but the
damage was not serious, just some dents on toe front ends of each truck. Both
driversjumped down and rushed toward each other, intent on a fight. Theother
driver shouted, "Are you blind?"
Our driver answered with a stream of abuse,"You s.o.b.! I'm not blind! You

drove in without blowing your horn, so I rammed you just like that!"
"Danm you! Don't you dare insult me!"
The two bodoi were about to hurl blows when suddenly there was a shout.
"What are you two comrades doing?"
Both turned toward the newcomer, who ran forward; they tried to justify
themselves. "This one drove carelessly and then insulted me!"
"A socialist combatant never uses such language!"
"And a socialist combatant never drives like you!"
The middle-aged stranger said, "Do the comrades intend to fight it out right
here? Do you want to be detained and wait for your unit to come looking for
you?"
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We watched and could not help laughing. The two bodoi continued to argue
and the stranger to arbitrate for a long while. Hnally, they came to some
arrangement, and our driver climbed back on the truck, started the engine, and
drove out for us to board.

Reaching Gia Kiem marketplace, the driver pulled up. Without waiting for
orders, we climbed down and followed the bodoi to a soup seller. Everyone
looked at us with surprise, but then they all smiled. One man in my team said to
the bodoiin a lowvoice, 'T havea fewdong;couldI havepermissionto buy some
beer?"

"Permission granted."
The bodoi then approached the counter where noodles were served and said
softly, "Please bring those fellows one bowl of soup each; I'll pay for these. If
they want more, they'll have to pay for it out of their own pockets."
The bodoi, who seemed to know his way around, went in the back of the

shop. A moment later, he cameout accompanied by a young man. Looking out,
we saw him climb up on the back of the truck, choose a sack of rice, and heaveit
onto the young man's shoulders. The latter took it away, and a momentlater he
came back for another sack. A woman broughtbowls of soup to the four of us
sitting together, and I asked her, "The rice is rotten. Why do you buy it?"
"We have to make do with it. Nowadays rice is a government monopoly, so
it's very difficult to find it on the market."
We ordered two bottles of beer. When the shopkeeperopened them and we
poured the beer into glasses, it gaveforth just a fewtiny bubbles. I asked, "Has
the beer been kept too long?"
"It wouldstillbe goodif that wasthe case," the shopkeeper said, "but this is
new beer; it has lost both quality and flavor."
We sampled the beer. It was neither sour nor sweet; it had the disagreeable
taste of a soft drink gone bad.
"This beer has gone flat!" one man exclaimed. "There's no fizz and the taste
is nasty."
"No, it's not gone flat. That's how the new beer tastes. You're used to the old
kind of beer, but now there's only this for sale. It seems they are using maize
instead of barley to make it."
The soup, on the other hand, waseaten with great relishand veryquickly. We
asked for more as all of us had some money in our pockets, and in the end we
each had as many as three bowls of the delicious soup.I could not stand the beer,
but my companions, reluctant to spend moneyfor nothing, finishedboth bottles.
As we handed money to the seller, she said, "No, I'm not going to take your
money. You're camp inmates, you don't haveto pay. I'll ask the bodoi to pay for
one bowl of soup for each of you."
We thanked her and said jokingly, "Why don't you take our money? Is it
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because you pity reeducation camp prisoners? You know, today is the first
chance we've had to tastepho [noodle soup] in nearly two years."
The woman asked, "Do you know when you'regoing to be released?"

"Nobody knows! It looks as if we're going todie ina reeducation camp!"
"Why dothey have tohold somany people for solong? Around here, there
are nearly 100 families who have had no news from husbands and sons. I tell you
this in strict confidence; they have a greatdislike for the Catholic immigrants
resettled in this area. The bodoi have their quarters all around here; every five

houses, there is a separate group. They don't live in barracks and prefer to
mingle with the villagers."

A moment later, the bodoi reappeared. He spoke in a low voice with the
woman, who handed money tohim—probably payment for the rice. We asked to
makft some purchases and were permitted to go across the street to buy

cigarettes, sugar, and sweets. On the way back, we stretched out on the sacks of
rice, feeling sleepy. Someone said, "The soup was passable, but the beer did not
taste like beer any more."

Another added slowly, "The bottle looked like before, but what was inside
was not the same. So are we all. Completely changed!"
A third fellow said with vexation in his voice, "But what a change it has

been! Apack ofnoodles, for instance, previously wrapped in cellophane with
chicken, crab, or prawn flavor, has become in just a few months something

wrapped indirty paper with no flavor whatsoever, only the taste ofcoconut oil
andsalt. We can't help feeling sad anddejected."

When we got back to camp, dusk had already set in and food had been
distributed. Luckily for us, another team was ordered tocarry the sacks ofrice to
the warehouse. We hurried to the well to wash. Hie other inmates we came

across all had the same question: What's new in the outside world? We had to
answer it hundreds of times.

That night, we gathered together to discuss what we had seen and heard
during the trip. Details such as empty storehouses, bodoi stationed among the
local people, many families still without news from husbands and sons—
together with the discovery that beer was no longer what ithad been before
gave us plenty of food for thought and worry.

As the bodoi kept pressing us tospeed up production ofthe articles they had
requested, we became more and more anxious about possible changes tocome.
Everyone believed that eventually we would have to leave this place. To keep us
here seemed costly and useless. We ourselves saw no reeducation value tothis
kind ofdetention, and thecommunist authorities must have been aware ofittoo.
Infact, for the last year and ahalf we had done nothing but serve those bodoi who
hungeredfor all sorts of things.

From the economic point ofview, neither we nor the bodoi had done anything
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that could serve the nation's interest. They engaged only in extravagant
destruction. Mth n^ ownhands, I hadhelped todestroy a whole block ofnewly
built houses justtogetthemetal sheets needed for theroof ofthe meeting hall. I
had seen with my own eyes thebodoi take apart electrical transformers, togetthe
many-colored wires, which they used to weave into shopping bags. We had
helped teardown many houses made ofpinewood togetkindling for the kitchen
or togetpljrwood boards for thebodoi to sleep on. Vehicles, slightly damaged,
hadbeen tomaparttoprovide steel for thesmithy, rubber for sandals, aluminum
to make various articles for daily use. Expensive equipment intended for
collectiveuse had been made into cheap small items for individuals. The men

from the North had shown nosign ofconstructive spirit; they had nonotion ofthe
value ofmachines and equipment, ofmaterials and labor. If they were intent on
anything, it was to collect items of small value, which they hid away in their
newly acquired suitcases or bags.

The rain began to let up. The camp was making preparations for planting
maize—the last of the season—and we were turning furrows to plant sweet
potatoes when orders came to organize study sessions, with a political cadre
from Central Government as lecturer. We busied ourselves preparing for an
expected big change. Notebooks lent to friends had to be recovered, and those

borrowed, returned. We washed ourclothes and exchanged home addresses with
the promise that whoever was released first would bring news to the homes of
those who had to remain.

When the course began and the subject stated by thecadre, we knew that
what wehadbeenwaiting forhadfinally happened. Thenew lesson was entitled
"Policy regarding thesetting upof New Economic Zones" (NEZ). It hadthree

parts, the first aimed at showing that the NEZ policy was the right response to
the needs ofthe country. The cadre elaborated onthe perspicacity ofthe Party in
its assessment of the nation's potential in terms of cultivatable land and

manpower. The second partdealt with past experience, with a view tolearning
the right way toprepare for the establishment ofNEZs and toorganize the labor
force. Thethird part spokeof the duty of each individual in relation to the NEZ
policy.

The lecture on, and subsequent discussion and writing of the "results
obtained" paper, lasted onewhole week. The lastpartofthelesson was themost

important. The cadre posed the question, "How should reeducation camp
inmates respond tothe question ofsetting up New Economic Zones?" We spent
manydaysdiscussing thetopic,but it washardto concentrate. Soon,it would be
Christmas—another Christmas ina reeducation camp! From somewhere church
music wafted in, reminding usthattheendof theyearwas near. Memories of the
past filled our minds, followed by feelingsof sorrow and bittemess.

The cadre kept beating about the bush for a long time; then one day he
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orderedus "to make a decision and respondpositively to the policyadopted by
the Party and the government." Before the entire body of camp inmates—
including the sick, whatever the illness—the cadre asked a mansitting in the
front row, "You, for example! How would you respond positively?"
The man hesitated, then replied, "Well, I would agree to go wherever the
Revolution wants me to go in orderto builda New Economic Zone."
The cadre shouted in the loudspeaker, "Not much determination in your

answer! Tell me, areyou or areyou notdedicated torespond totheappeal ofthe
Party and the People?"

Only theman who stood facing thecadre answered. "Yes, I am."
The cadre again shouted, "I expected you allto answer thequestion! Now,
have all of you decided to respond?"

Only then were there answers from theaudience, a resounding "Yes! We are
decided!"

The cadre shook his head and spoke into the loudspeaker. "What a weak
response! Too weak!"
Commander Tri walked to the far end of the hall; his voice washarshas he

said, "Are you still asleep at this hour? Don't you want to pay attention,
participate actively? You want to stay here forever, right?"
The cadre, sitting at the front said, "Very well! I'll give you time tothink it
over. From today until the end of the week. On Monday, you will discuss the
matter in your own groups; after that, those who respond positively may ask to
participate inthe building ofNew Economic Zones. Those who don't want togo
are freenotto do so. Remember, you're acting in yourowninterest! If you want
togo,the Revolution will consider your request. ButI must tell you inadvance,
notallrequests will be accepted by theRevolution. Only those who aresincere
and considered worthy will be accepted. You're well aware that you will be
released only after you have completed your reeducation through productive
labor. So, it's up to you to makethechoice." Having finished, thecadregave us
permission to leave.

The audience stood up in noisy confusion. Suddenly a voice rose above the
commotion and Comander Tri was seen walking toward the loudspeaker. He
shouted, "Wait! Everybody sit down!"

We knew that our political commissar undoubtedly was going to be
criticized for our lack of enthusiasm in class. He said, "I strongly criticize your

attitude during today's lesson. To bring group discussions under control, all
group leaders are to stay to receive instructions on how to organize the
discussion. The rest of you may go."
Later I was informedthat Tri had repeatedlyinstructedthe group leaders to

submit papers from eachoftheirmembers. Nobody was tobeexempt. Writing a
paper tovolunteer for work ina New Economic Zone was anobligation we could
not shirk.
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The problem now was to find out where we would be sent. One of the
oldtimersat the camp wastold by a bodoithaton previousoccasions inmateshad
been sent to Ka Thm on the Cambodian border. Most of us wished to go
someplace not too far away so that we could contact our families without too
much difficulty.
When the deadline arrived for submission of "decision papers," a Mend

saidto me, "Someof thefellows know beforehand thatthey willnothave to go
with us.Myteam leader seems toknow something andappears not tobemaking
anypreparations. BuiQuoc Khanh, on theother hand, hasbeen seen tiying to
barter some of his possessions for a pair of goodcanvas shoes and somewarm
clothes. He seems to be worried and tense. And Commander Tri sununoned

Nhon, thepainter, to battalion headquarters to paint hisportrait. Nhon saidthat
Tri put on his new uniform and lieutenant's badges for the occasion, but when

the portrait was finished, Tri was not satisfied with it. Hesaid the background
was too light; he wanted it darker to make it look like a photograph! Nhon said
that ever since hehad regretted hisefforts toproduce anartistic portrait, which,
because of thewill of a bodoi, was now 'as dark as a dog's muzzle!'"
The days passed as we waited for the order to move out. Then suddenly the
carpentry team was given an urgent order to build a shed to receive inmates'

relatives who would visit them soon. Although we inthecarpentry team were the
only ones told, within anhour ortwo the news was known throughout the camp.
After nearly two years ofreeducation, this was the first time that we could hope
to see ourwives and children. Not only didthecarpentry team getbusy, butthe
whole camp population was occupied doing one thing oranother inanticipation
ofthe event. Some men hastened to make a few objects asgifts for their wives;
others appealed to the artists to paint their portraits to be given to their
families—"in case I die incamp, my wife and children will have something of
me to set out on my shrine." The older men, who until then had been critical of

the younger ones' hobby of making things, now also searched for pieces of
aluminum and asked the others to make combs or bracelets for them.

Christmas camejust as the shed wascompleted. Therewasstill no wordof

thearrival of ourfamilies, butwe consoled ourselves with thenew hope oftheir
visit before Tet. Two days after Christmas, we were instructed to write to our

homes telling of thedecision of theRevolution "allowing families to visit their
relatives in camps." We were permitted to give the exact address of the camp,
and a list of relatives who wouldreceivepermissionto visit was attachedto the

letter. Our relationship with each person had to be specified to prevent persons
notrelated toinmates from coming tothecamp. From themoment writing paper
was disMbuted, the whole camp bustled with activity, asif in preparation for a
festival. Although the date ofthe visit was still unknown, some men already had
their hair cut and beards shaved. Everybody complained about his emaciated
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appearance that would no doubt sadden his parents, wife, and children when
they saw him; each one of us, therefore, tried to bring some improvement to his
appearance.

The night the paper wasdistributed,we sat up late to writeour lettersas we
had to givethemto our team leadersthe following moming.Wewereallowed to
write only on one page the size of a school copybook; the second page was
reserved for the list of relatives. The bodoi advised us to ask our families for

some warm clothes and a large piece of plastic material to use as a raincoat or
cover if we had to take our meals in the rain. Our joy was now tinged with worry:

If a visit was permitted, was it to give us the opportunity to ask for food and
clothing in preparation for our transfer to a far-off place where "warm clothes
wouldbe needed"? This particulardetail haunted us dayand night!Did it mean
that weweregoing to be sent to the North?Ourletters had to be written in tiny
handwriting to convey within that one pagebothour love and longing for our
wives and children and our need for medicines, clothing, shoes, plastic
material, and food that wouldkeep for a long time. Since the camp administra

tion had forbidden us to keep money, the businessof letting our families know
that we really needed money without actually saying so, took care and
inspiration. Most ofus hadto write andrewrite before arriving at something that
fully expressed what wewanted to say. Everybody satuplatethatnight. We kept
the finished letters by our beds, ready to submit in the moming.
Shortly afterdawn, I was awakened from a deepsleep byconfused noise and
activity. A voice said, "The bodoi have comein greatnumbers to theroom next
to ours. I wonder what they're up to!"

Reveille had not sounded yet. A man sleeping near the window looked out
and said in a low voice, "Both conunanders and the medic are coming."

Curious, we got up though still sleepy, folded our blankets and mosquito
nets, and put them in order. Suddenly a voice sounded in theotherroom, "Go
and fetch a doctor!"

A bodoiappeared at thedoor, saying, "Nobody is allowed to leave theroom.
The doctors among you are requested to report to the commanders."
Thefirst doctor to reportwasBuiTranAnh,thejollysurgeon. We couldhear
himspeaking loudly andclearly from theadjoining room. "He hasjustdied; the

body is still soft to the touch. I^tme try artificial respiration to see ifhe can be
revived."

The man near the windowagain announced, "Many more of our doctorsare
coming. It seems that one of us had just died."
The doctors were heard discussing the case. "Does anybody have medicine
to give him a shot in the heart? That might save him."
"No way to find the medicine here! Let's ask the bodoi if they have it."
"No use asking them!"
Dr. Bui Tran Anh's voice again, "Can you please try to see if there's any
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hopeof reviving him?I've triedartificial respiration for quite a while without
result. The body's still soft."

"Just keeptrying! At thesame time, let's give his arms andlegs a vigorous
massage."

A moment later, somebody said, "Nothing doing! The arms and legs have
already become rigid."
Dr. BuiTranAnhsaid, "Anexamination ofhisbodyshows thatthemandied

an hour or two ago. There are no bruises, no tell-tale signs onhis body."
The groupleader and the twochaps sleeping on eitherside of the deadman

were instructed to write reports that would be used to investigate thecircum
stances of hisdeath. The man's name was Nguyen Van Dan. His "neighbors"
said that he had been speaking and crying fearfully inhis sleep during the night.
TTiey woke him up, and later he went back to sleep. At dawn one of the men
sleeping next tohim woke upand tried towake Dan togethim tomove over, but
there was noanswer. HesaidDanappeared tohave gone intoa coma, butin fact

he had alrady passed away. His roommates hastened toreport tothe group leader
and the bodoi. The dead man still had his letter tohis wife and children placed at
thehead of hisbed. Dan was known to have a large family. We were allowed to
make a coffin and bury him that day.

The house for the reception of visitors had been completed. We also maHc a
number of tables and benches and built a kitchen and a latrine area. The

preparations had been carefully planned and carried out. A group responsible
for making tea and cleaning up the area was organized. At thelastminute, as
luck would have it, a plank fell onmy foot. The injury was not serious, butI was
badlybruised and had to limp about.

Tet was drawing near. The bodoi began talking about sending New Year's
letters early totheir families inthe North toavoid backed-up mail. We were then
given a complete rest. A few young fellows amused themselves by catching
swallows, using thin copper wires with great success. They competed with one
anotherin trapping the birds. Some of us gathered from time to time to chat or

listen topoetry readings. We liked best the poems composed by Ta Ky. He read
to us, among others, a poem entitled "I am sitting here" that he had written in

the period when his own group was engaged in polemics against Republic of
Vietnam President Thieu. Then followed another poem, more recent, which was
like acontinuation ofthe former and was titled "I am still sitting here." It was a
long poem fraught with agonizing feelings, yet its tone still bespoke the
unyielding spirit of the author.

Onmany occasions, I had listened tothepoems ofTa Ky whose lines, filled
with sorrow, had moved ustotears. I particularly liked one titled "The string of
blowflies," which he had justcomposed as the year ended. He was suffering
from anattack ofhepatitis and serious constipation. The inspiration came tohim
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as he squatted on the filthy latrine, all the while thinking of his wife and looking
at the blowflies, some zigzagging in the air and others settling on the barbedwire strands of the fence in front of him. The poem, as I recall it, is as follows:
Swarms of blowflies perch on the barbed wire;
Clouds of blowflies ascend from the latrines,

flapping their wings, looking like ripples.
My love for thee is like the tide
which ebbs and rises.

They're the color of sea water.
Their brown eyes are reminiscent
of Westem lassies' hair

Or of thy eyes of sleepless nights.
Black is the string of blowflies;
As black as the necklace of jet grains
I bought for thee.
Their buzz sounds like thy voice
murmuring my name;
Thy voice which said, "The two of us!"

The flies perch on top of each other
Like musical notes in a love song.
But the barbed wire draws an irregular staff
So how can thou sing the song?
The swallows are coming back in flocks,
but not as harbingers of spring
because spring's already dead.
They're hunting for flies on barbed wires;
The necklace of jet grains is blown to pieces!
I call thy name again and again.

Ta Ky acknowledged that he also liked this strange poem. He did not expect
to find inspiration in that filthy place and at his most desperate moment. He
described our situation as that of men bereft of spring. Reality now is only the
reality brought by the return of the swallows, not to announce the coming of
spring, but simply to hunt for flies. Each of us is now full of regret and longing
for his broken necklace of jet grains!
When visitor's day finally came, the sun seemed to rise later than usual; we
seemed to wait a long time for dawn to appear. The gong summoning us to
morning gynmastics had not sounded yet, but mosquito nets and blankets were
already folded up and put neatly away. Everywhere, the inmates were seen
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checking the gifts they would present to their wives and children. Even the sick
were making a great effort to get up, rinse their mouths, and fold blankets and
mosquito nets. When the group leaders asked whether anyone was reporting
sick, nobody ventured to do so for fear of being deprived of his family's visit.
Thang and I were among those who often wentto the latrine area now becauseit
was the only place in the whole camp where we could have a good view of the
road leading to the visitors' house. By dawn, before the bodoi had cleared away
the barbed wire "concertina" that blocked the road, many families with small
children and babies in their mothers' arms already stood waiting there.
A bodoi came and announced that it was not permitted to appear before
relatives with torn clothes or uncut hair and beard. Consequently, we appealed to
skillful friends to oblige us with a haircut, then waited in turn to use the clippers
and razor. The clippers lent by the bodoi were blunt, and haircuts were very
painful. Fortunately Binh, who worked at the smithy, had succeeded in
producing a pair of fairly sharp scissors. As for the razor, its blade had been
sharpened so often that it no longer fit its original metal guards and a makeshift
metal clip had to be made for it. Despite the difficulties and delays, everybody
was at last ready for the visit.
The number of visitors kept growing everyminute. Those who lived far away
in the countryside were the first to arrive. A few families had spent the night in
the houses of local good Samaritans, until now strangers to them. At last the
bodoibegan to call inmates' nameson their loudspeakers, tellingthemto present
themselves at the gate. There, they were searched thoroughly, but were allowed
to keep the gifts intended for wives and children. Only a fewof the men, whom
the bodoi disliked, were told to change their clothes or leavetheir gifts behind.
The inmates took turns at sitting at a table wheretheir relativeswerepermittedto
join them. The camp commanders, reeducation monitors, and a number of
bodoi walked around, listening to the conversations.
At first, the allotted time for each visit was half an hour, but as the number of

visitors became too large the time was reduced to twenty then fifteen minutes. At
the end of each visit, the families with gifts for inmates were requested to bring
them to a table where a commander or monitor checked them before the inmate
was allowed to have them. Control at Commander Tri's table was the most

severe. Inmates were not allowed to receive green beans, peanuts, or rice! At
other tables inmates were told that such items were forbidden but, as this was the

first time, the error was overlooked and they were permitted to take them.
I waited the entire first day without anybody coming to visit me. On the
morning of the second day, I impatiently ran back and forth to the latrine area to
watch the road. Then, I saw that my family had arrived. From afar, I saw myelder
brother and nephews, each carrying a bag in his hand; then mywife with my little
daughter in her arms was walking toward the gate. I trembled with excitement.
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This was strange. I was about to meet my wife and child, and yet I was afraid that
something might happen! I returned to my room to prepare myself for their visit.
To maintain my composure, I made my way slowly to the gate, leaning on my
friend The's shoulder; then I rested for a moment, waiting for my name to be
called.

When my turn came, I tried to walk in a natural manner but had to limp a
little because of my recent injury. My wife, watching me walk toward her,
appeared to be deeply moved. She and our child, togetherwith mybrotherand
nephews, were permitted to enter the area only after I had taken my seat at the
table. My wifetried not to cry, but tears kept streamingdownhercheeks;shewas
unable to utter a word. My brotherasked aboutmyhealth, all the time telling me
in a low voice that strings were being pulled on my behalf. The difficulty was
how to know the right strings to pull. Recently, he said, many people were

coming from the North and approaching the families of camp inmates with
claimsthat theycouldpull stringsto obtainreleases. Holdingmydaughterin my
arms, I was still uncomfortable. My child sat on my lap but looked ill at ease, as
if embarrassed. When I had left her to report for reeducation, she was barely
two; now, older and clearly much taller, she answered my few questions
indistinctly or witha "yes" or "no." Hnally, seeingthatthetimewasnearlyup,I
gotdownto businessand said hurriedly, "There are so manyinmatesthatit will
be very long before anybody's case is considered. Therefore we have to pull
strings; but wemustnotpayin advance." I addedthatfromnowon, anytime they
wanted to give me news about the "string-pulling" business, they must write,
"Uncle has/has not recovered/is going to recover his strength." My wife had
regained hercalm;in a lowvoice shespoketo mein French to prevent thebodoi
from understanding. She said she had placedgreat hope in a personwho could
exert influence for my release, someone who had prestige and was entirely
trustworthy. She also revealed that she was at the moment working for an
organization of a diplomatic character, and she wasveryhopefulthat somehelp
would come from that side. Nevertheless, she was still trying to secure the aid of
other influential people. She begged me to look after myselfand not to give up
hope. Althoughher words were not exactly meantto reassure me, whatshesaid
sounded fairly credible.

Whilewe werestill discussingthis questionof mylife anddeath, the voiceof
Conmiander Tri was suddenly heard. "It's time for the families to bring their
gifts to the table over there for inspection. As for you inmates, say good-bye to
your relatives and wait for the delivery of gifts."
I hastened to kiss my daughter on the head, and I gave her to my wife. I
lookedat them, unable to keep back my tears. Theyall tried to put on cheerful
faces, but there were tears in everyone's eyes. My wife, brother, and nephews all
became more emotional as they prepared to bid farewell to me, and I said
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hurriedly, "After this visit, it's certain that Fil have to go to another place,
probably far away. If we are allowed to write home, I'll try to give you an
indication where I am. You'll have to read between the lines."

My wife and brother nodded. My brother said, "Remember the first letter
you wrote? We knew at once that you were in the Long Khanh area."
As she left me, my wife said, "Keep yourself in good health. Remember!
Your health is the most important. Don't worry about us."
Everyone had parted from his family now except the relativesof a man who
worked at the smithy. They were allowed to stay for another fifteen minutes. I
could not help feeling frustrated and somewhat envious of him.
I queuedup at a table away fromCommanderTri. But as everyone wastrying
to avoid him, Tri diverted the end of a line waitingbeforea table controlledby a
bodoi to his own. I was among those moved to Commander Tri's table—sheer
bad luck! When our turn came, mywife and brotherpoured the contentsof their
bags out upon the table. There were sweets, sugar, condensed milk, dried

bananas,shredded meat, saltedbiscuits,and otherediblesthatcouldbe keptfor
a long period. Tri selected among them such articles as salted ground sesame
and sugarand put themin the bag I washoldingin myhand. Whenhe pickedup
the two parcels of shredded meat, he hesitated, then said to my wife, "Bring
these back home and keep themfor yourdaughter. There's no shortageof meat
here."

I was painfully disappointed at this loss. Those parcels of dried meat could
have lasted me quite a while. Next, Tri rejecteda pack of peanuts, and then he
returned a box of cooked white rice. "Do you think that your husband doesn't
have rice to eat here?"

Unable to keep quiet, my wife replied, "I brought along this handful of rice
to serve us as a meal, but now I want to share it with my husband. I am sure that
what I am doing is not against the rules. I ask you to allow my husband to
have it."

My wife's voice was so pitiful that he could not do otherwise than hand the
rice to me, as he said, "Time's up. You can take this and leave now."

I began to put the parcelsI wasallowedto take into mybag. My wifepacked
up the ones that had been rejected, making a showof arrangingthe parcels while
deftly pushing one pack of shredded meat toward my side. The bodoi began to
urge our group of inmates back inside the camp. I turned and wavedto my child
and wife, and they watched me move away, their eyes filled with tears. Raising
the bag of supplies onto my shoulder,I tried to put on a cheerful appearance, but
my heart was seized by complete despair. I did not know whether I would havea
chance to see my family ever again.
I felt utterly miserable after I got back inside the camp. No one had suspected
that peace could be like this. Nobody ever imagined that the new regime could
detain so many people. I had reported for reeducation—though warned by
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friends and acquaintances—like the naive, stupid fellow that I was. I believed it
was unthinkable that hundreds of thousands of people could be detained at one
time, that there wouldn't be enough prisons to keep them in or enough rice and
food to feed so many.
Before the visit, each of us had been filled with impatience and expectation.
Afterward, we fell into despair and perplexity. We had longed for some white
rice and a piece of meat prepared by our wives, but now that we had them in our
hands, we found that we had no appetite. Those delicacies now had the taste of a
last meal for a condenmed man because we all understood that now we were due

to depart for another camp.
Acting from experience, I proceeded at once to open myparcels and sort out
the foods I had to consume immediately and those I could preserve. But the main
purpose for my haste was to look for money and a letter. I found those treasures
hidden in a most unexpectedplace. I put the letter in a safe spot, intendingto find

a quiet comer and read it when night came. As for the money, I had founda way
to hide it that would permit me to get at it when needed and, at the same time,
protect it from detection and theft. I shared the perishablefood with myfriends,
especially thosewhoshared theirfood withme, andthenwiththose whohadlost
contact with their families and had no hope of receiving any visits or any food
parcels.

My wife's letter informedme that she had doneeverything possible,based on
the advice of our neighbors, to secure my release. These friends had also held a
meetingto draft a requestfor myrelease because"I had livedan honestlife and
always assisted my neighbors." The person who advised mywife on what to do
wasa neighbor whomI had helpedwith the formalities requiredforadmissionof
his children to a public school. Besides, the local administrative council had
issued to my family a certificate attesting that I had been a teacher under the
former regime and a good citizen. My wife had also asked an acquaintance of
ours to introduce her to a high-ranking cadre who recently had come from the
North, and she asked that person to use his influence to obtain my release. He
had promised to intercede and assured my wife of positive results. My family
had great confidence in that individual because he had declared he would accept
payment only after my release. Moreover, my wife had asked the organization
she was working for to make a request on my behalf to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the new regime. She added that one of her present duties was to act as
interpreter during the daily contacts between her employer and high-ranking
cadres of the new government. After I had finishedreading, I felt that my morale
had been given a real boost. My wife could not have done better!
As for my friends at the camp, they became more dejected, more pessimistic
after the visit than they had been before. The only ones to show some optimism
were those who had been assured by their relatives that they had pulled the right
strings to obtain their releases. Some men were informed by parents that their
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wives and children had tried to flee the country and had been reported missing.

Others learned that parents, brothers, and sisters had attempted to escape but
had been caught. A numberof inmates learned that relatives had been evicted
fromtheir homesby localauthorities and toldto moveto NewEconomic Zones
"if they wanted their families to be reunited soon." Other men's wives had
agreedto resettle in NewEconomic Zones uponthe promise by authorities that
their husbands would be released in the near future to join them at the new
places.
The visitors also told about the many difficulties created by the new regime.
In any contact with authorities, the ordinary citizen was nowrequired to produce
his resume. To apply for the sale of a car or house or for a travelpermit, a resume
had to be attached to the application. If the social category of the family was
listed as "member of the nguy army" or "member of the nguy administration,"
refusal was certain. Students had to declare the "social category" to whichtheir
families belonged, and if a family was nguy, the children wouldhaveno hope of

passing their examinations or being admitted to an institution of higher
education, however intelligent, gifted, or hard-working they might be. Thus,
everything requiredthat palms be greased. Anything, however difficultit proved
to be, was alwaysfeasible if moneycould be had. One person was said to have
offered a cadre a simple radio set; in exchange, he was issued an officialpaper
certifying that he had served the Revolution well. Thanks to that certificate, his
son, a detainee at a reeducation camp, was released less than six months
afterward.

Without contact with the outside world, we had believed that people
everywhere, especially in the countryside, were active supporters of the new
regime, but now we knew that most people evaded the laws and regulations
imposed by the new administration. Trading no longer took place in shops, but
furtively in the streets or alleywaysto avoid control by the authorities. Life was
chaotic under the regulations enforced by the new civil servants. People
connected to the former regime were selling their possessions to get enough
money to flee the country or bribe someone to get husbands or sons released.
Meanwhile, the officersof the new regime were looking for all sorts of things to
buy because they had nothing and craved everything.
Every day, each family had to appoint one member to attend a study session
at the block or subdistrict office. People who attended study sessions at their
workplaceduring the day were nevertheless required to go to eveningsessions in
their neighborhoods as well. "People's" organizations mushroomed. Women,
children, youth, elderly people, everyone was dragged into some organization.
The more measures of control devised by the administration, the more oppor
tunities for bribery were presented to the cadres. No one could foresee where the
present chaos would end, and no one wanted to think about the future in the long
term.
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We pieced together all these bits of information given by our relatives and
theybrewed like a storm in our consciousness. We were worried and bewildered.
If life outside the camp was that chaotic, when could we expect it to stabilize?
On the other hand, thanks to the supplies in our gift parcels, the sick had their
medicines, the weak had more to eat, and everyone was feeling much better.

Tet was drawing near, and Logistics gave instructions for us to prepare to
make bank chung^ for the holiday. The cadre promised to distribute enough
glutinous rice to provide one bank chung for every two inmates. The few pigs
raised by the camp administration would be killed to provide the meat. In the
midst of this preparation for Tet, orders came for us to hand over all papers,
magazines, and books in our possession. Many of us had been given books and
magazines in our gift parcels, and the orders stressed that it was absolutely
forbiddento keep books written in a foreign language. I had a Bible, which I had
brought along when I first left home and which I kept hidden in a safe place,but
now I had to hand it over because many people had seen me reading it. The
doctors among us had received a number of medical books from their relatives;
they now saw these confiscated without having had a chance to read them. But
something unexpected happened to me. I was summoned to the camp admin
istration office one day, and told, "At the other camp, you asked to purchase
Lenin's selected works. The books have arrived. Youcan havethem. The price is
1.70dong. Can youpay for it now, or do you wantus to debit the amountyouleft
in our custody?"
I felt uneasy as I did not know whether they were trying to find out if I had
money hidden about me. I replied, "I don't have any money, but I can ask my
fnends to lend me some. Let me go back and borrow the money."
But the cadre allowed me to leave with the books—five paperback volumes.
I had to conceal themfrom myfriends;if theyknewI had boughtMarxistbooks,
they would suspect me of being an informer. Those five books, published in the
USSR, cost less than two packs of instant noodles, a bargain indeed! Later on,
something very special happened to me because of those books.
New Year's Eve arrived. We were allowed to gather in the meeting hall to
watch television. From what we saw,people outside seemed to be celebrating Tet
with much zest and activity. At our meal that evening, we had a treat of pork
cooked with brine. Before going to bed, we gathered in small groups in our
favorite spots to enjoy sweets, cakes, and the other delicacies given by our
families and also to speak about the past. Our group listened to poetry readings,
and, as usual, we most appreciated Ta Ky's poems. When the gong sounded, we
''Traditional Vietnamese New Year's cake made of glutinous rice with a filling of green beans and
meat with some fat and wrapped in banana leaves. The hank chiing is cylindrical in shape; in the
original Southern style, it is called bank tet.
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dispersed andwent to ourbeds, butwecould not sleep. Most ofuskept chatting
wito those lying alongside. Outside, the bodoi were heard celebrating. In
drunken voices, they expressed their merriment by singing or shouting, and at
midnight they welcomed the New Year by firing guns in theair. We also heard
the cracking noise of firecrackers from the town. Earlier in the evening a
communique had been read on television forbidding the aimless shooting of
guns,butnow riflefire was heard all around, mingled from timeto timewiththe
boom of bigger guns. Throughthe window, I saw flares lightingthe sky.
On New Year's day, the inmatesplayed a volleyball match, and at noonthe
bank chungwasdistributed. In the afternoon, therewasmusical entertainment.
But all of this was more form than substance compared with the Tet observance
at the othercamp last year. The menhere liked to sit around chatting insteadof
attending events aimed at collectiveentertainment. The bodoi had to urge us to
join the spectators at the volleyball game and to attend the musical show. We
weregivena completerest fromworkduring the three daysof the traditionalTet
celebration.

On the fourth day, there was renewed activity in the air; Logistics told us to
turn in the aluminum basins they had lent, the camp commander asked me to pay
for the books, and the inmates, acting on information gathered from somewhere,

began to pack their belongings.Thefifthdaypassed;at noonon the sixthdaywe
were summoned to the meeting hall.
A cadre from Regiment spoke. "My superiors haveexamined your requests

and selected a number of you consideredto be worthyof performingproductive
labor duty. You are aware that labor is glory and productive labor is the main
stage of yourreeducation. I am going to read the names of those who havebeen
selected; the name of each person will be followed by his serial number. If I
make a mistake, the person concernedshouldstand up and request correctionat
once."

The assembly in the meeting hall—over a thousand men—listened in
silence. The cadre read from a list for more than an hour before my name was

called. Just listening to the reading of names, we were able to get an idea of how
the selection had been made. We had been categorized and classified long
enoughnow to be in a positionto make suchjudgments. Morethan sixtydoctors
were in the camp, but less than ten of them were "selected." The majority of
those who were making suitcases for the bodoi, as well as the engineers who
repaired radios for them, were not on the list; neither were those who had
frequently bribed the bodoi. The doctors whose names werecalled—BuiTran
Anh, Nguyen Khac Cung, Tran Ngoc Khue, and others—were known to be
disliked by the bodoi. Generally speaking, the inmates who were "selected"
were those who had committed more "serious offenses" than those who were
not named.

Finally, the list was completed, and another cadre from Regiment was
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introduced; he was to takecharge of us, andsaid: "Greetings andbestwishes to
those ofyou who have justbeen designated tofollow metoa new camp. I have a
few words ofadvice foryou which areasfollows. The place you're going toishot
in thedaytime andcoldat night;I tellyouthisso youmaybarterforwarm clothes
with your friends who are staying behind. Medicines should be brought along,
just in case. In particular, we advise you to settle all pending matters before
leavingthis camp. Whenyouarriveat the newcamp, we will considerno matter
relating to your old camp. Therefore, I have to emphasize the need for you to
settle your affairs—all of them withoutexception—with this camp."
Only then did Commander Tri appear, and he said, "Before telling you to
disperse, I wantto saygood-bye to thoseof youwhohave beenselected to go to
the new camp. I wish you much progress in your reeducation so that you can
retum to your families soon."

Wereturned to our roomsto prepare for departure.In fact, we wereall ready
to go; what was left was to say good-bye to friends who stayed. They came to
shake hands with us. I then learned that, once again, a number of us had been
reported on, and this had proved harmful to us. For example. Dr. Tran Ngoc
Khue, a candidyoung man, hadbeen "selected" becausesomeone hadreported
that he belonged to a family "suspicious to the Revolution." As for Dr. Anh, he
had been the medical officer of a marine battalion.

Among those who stayed behind was the former governor of the National
Bank, Le Quang Uyen. Also, one physician had been released; it was said that
his father, who lived in France, had interceded directly with Hanoi on his behalf.
A number of detainees had witnessed his family's car arriving at the camp to
pick him up. This reinforced my belief that without outside intervention
detainees like me had not the slightest chance of getting released!
The meal that day was prepared earlier than usual to be distributed to those
who were going to leavethe camp. The cadre who had cometo take chargeof us
appeared to really care for our interests; he chatted in a fiiendly manner, and,
among other things, he induced us to "ask Logistics to pay back the money they
would have spent for your food and at the same time, settle all their debts with
you." He also said to "try to collect as many planks, nails, as much electric wire
as youcan, and everythingthat can be used to constructdwellingsbecauseas yet
there's nothing where you're going." One fellow said that sometime agowe had
pooled money to purchase a TV set that had been installed in the meeting hall.
Now we did not know what to do about it.

The cadre said, "You have to demand that they settle the matter; it's in your
interest. If they don't, insist on bringing the set with you. I shall support your
claim."

On the recommendation of the camp commander, Bui Quoc Khanh was
promoted to be the leader of the departing group. He busied himself organizing
a work party to dismantle the kitchen, as we were entitled to part of its
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equipment, which included woks, aluminum basins, and jute sacks in good
condition. When the cadre spoke to Khanh about claiming the money we had
contributed for the TV, Khanh revealed that our shareof rice had not been used

up because the camp command had ordered part of it hidden near the kitchen
area. He also disclosed that the moneyfor purchasing foodeach month had not

all been spent, that each month there was some money left. The cadre wrote
down every item that thecamp command was holding thatrightfully should have
been turned over to us.

He said, "Khanh! Follow me to Logistics to claim these items. We won't
stop until we obtain satisfaction."
Khanh shrank back. "I beg you," he said, "not to tell them that I gave you
theinformation. They willentersomething very harmful in mypersonal record.
Please say that this is what the majority of the men have told you."
The cadre said, "Don't be afraid! I'll protect you. Be forthright in making
the claim. Nothing will happen to you."
We had not realized until then that Bui Quoc Khanh had been appointed

deputy group leader forLogistics because hehadbeenconniving with thecamp
command to cheat us out of our share of rice and food money to profit the
command. Now that he had to go, he disclosed the dealings out of spite.
At around five in the afternoon, we were ordered to bring our belongings and

gatherin the meeting hall for the last time before making our way to thetrucks.
Picking up ourbagsandtheadditional articles wehadmadeforourselves in this
camp, we walked to the hall. Afterroll call, the cadrein charge of the departing
inmates said, "I repeatin yourpresence andtheconunander's thatif anyoneof
you has any query, he should state it now. If not, we shall proceedto the trucks.
After this, no question or complaint will be considered."
The men became noisy, but no one dared stand up and speak for fear of
reprisals. The cadre again urged us to speak out.
"A moment ago, you had so many questions. Why don't you raise them
now? Come on! Speak out!"
Quan, a fellow known for his hot temper and outspoken manner, stood up.
"We who are leavingthe camp are the majoritycomparedwith our companions

whostay. Wehave pooledmoney forthe purchaseof theTV set, so nowweaskto
bringit alongwithus. Wealso ask to be givenbackthe riceand money whichare
ours by rights."

The whole group followed his lead. "That's right! Quite right!"
Everyone applauded. Commander Tri turned pale with anger. He stood,
embarrassed,for a long momentbeforeus. Finally, he orderedus to be silentand
said, "The TV set is not entirely your own property because there's also the
money contributedby those who left in the previous transfer. You're goingto a
placewithoutelectricity, so there'sno pointin bringing the set withyou. Let me
ask Logistics to settle the account so that there can be no loss for you. Where's
Khanh? Come with me to Logistics to work that out right away!"
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The cadre said, "The commander has guaranteed that you will be given a fair
deal. Let's have a round of applause for him! After that, let's begin to board the
trucks."

At first, we were allowed to pass through an opening we made in the fence
near our barracks to provide a shortcut to the trucks parked near regimental
headquarters. I was among the lucky ones who got through before some bodoi
came and blocked the opening. The rest of the men had to go through the gate at
battalion command, then through the regiment conmiand area to reach the
parkinglot. The walkwastiringforthem, loadeddownwithbags and cases, and
we had no idea why the sudden change in route. Another moment and more
bodoicame; theyshoutedat us to giveback all the boardsand sheetsof mbber we
had been using to sleep on, which we were now bringing with us. We had to
unload from the truck aJlour cases and other belongings to get at the boards and
rubber, which had been placed underneath. This tiresome work occupied us
until dark.

Only later did we understand the reason for all the fuss. Becauseof Bui Quoc
Khanh's disclosure of cheating on our share of rice and money, the equivalent of
which had to be refunded, battalion conmianders were very angry. They turned
against us and forced the long walk to the parking lot and the return of the boards
and sheets of rubber. But we did get twenty sacks of rice as our compensation.
We did not appreciate the full value of the rice then, feeling only resentment at
the trouble brought down on us by our claim.
Everyone was finally on board the trucks waiting for departure. Wecould not
help feeling sad when we looked back at our old camp. A number of those who
stayedbehind stood near the fence, looking in our direction. Each time we were
categorized and transferred, the same moving scene took place.

The question that kept popping up in our minds was, "\^ere to now?" Iwas
sitting beside The and old Mr. Cue. Looking around, I saw only the familiar
faces of those who had been my companions in various camps since the day we
first reported for reeducation.
The said, "It seems that we who are leaving are considered to have
committed more serious offenses than those who are staying!"
I searched around, then pointed at Hoang Xuan Hai. "Serious my foot! You
can see here a genuine son of the Revolution among us!"
Hai laughed. "Don't say that, for pity's sake! My bastard of an uncle
promised to vouch for me to get me out. But he's an authentic communist and
therefore cannot be relied upon. Besides, there are a lot of fellows here who have
very high caliber guarantors, and yet they haveto go. Fellows like Dr. Cung and
Dr. Thieu, for instance, have high-ranking influential people to vouch for them,
as you all know."
I made a quick mental check of my fiiends "of the arts" whom I had met at

this "military hospital" camp and found that all of them were staying, among
them Ta Ky, Trinh Cung, Do Thanh Nhon, to mention only a few. The general
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feeling was that those who remained were luckier than those who left. We
discussed where we were likely to go, examining such details as those told us by
the cadre, as "It's hot in the daytime but cold at night." The fact that we had to
bring along woks and rice could only mean that we would not be going too far
because there was no reason why those items were not available in the North.
One knowledgeablefellow advanceda well-founded argument. "We are under
the administration of the 7th Regiment of the 5th Division. This regiment
specializes in logistics, and its area of responsibility is in the South. Cadres and
soldiers from the regiment are now travelling with us; this means that we'll be
living in the vicinity of the 5th Division."
I saw no point in prolonging the discussion, so I said, "Let's wait until we
reach National Route No. 1. If the convoy turns left, there's a good chance we'll
go to the Midlands or the North; if it turns right, that'll mean we're to remain in
the South."

A jeep from regiment command appeared, both headlights on, and all the
trucks, Molotovas, and Red Flags started their engines. We settled ourselves
firmly on our seats and tried to position our legs and feet so they would not get
numb.

The trucks began to move; old Mr. Cue raised his hand and crossed himself. I
thought, "It helps to have faith. To be protected by God is better than to be
protected by top brass under this regime or that regime." For some reason, I
laughed quietly to myself. Suddenly, the vehicle veered to the right. We looked
at one anotherand nodded; we weregoing southward.Everybody washappyand
cheerful. Good-bye Long Khanh! Good-bye Xuan Loc! We would have no
further occasion to return to this place.
I had first reported for reeducation toward the end of June 1975; it was now
February 1977. What had I learned about the new regime? What had I learned
about the communists? I could think of nothing. In fact, I had not learned
anything of value during all this time. And above all, my hopes of the first days
had now completely vanished!

Ch^ter 4
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The convoy rumbled through the town of Xuan Loo. Although the streets
werelighted by electricity, oil lamps were used in most of the houses. In many of
them, pots of chrysanthemums and branches of yellow wild cherry, which
traditionally decorate Vietnamesehomes at Tet, were still on display. Soon, the
convoy left the lights behind and plunged into the dark mantle of night. We
seemed to be heading for some destination in the South, but it was still possible
that the convoy would take Highway20 going to the Central Highlands. This was
a good tarred road, so the vehicles sped along smoothly. Everybody felt sleepy;
the day had been very tiring and filled with tension. After about an hour, the
trucks slowed, we heard voices and laughter, and the lights along the road
indicated that we were in Trang Bom, an area inhabited by Catholic villagers
originally from the North. The convoy was now moving toward Bien Hoa.
Arriving at the junction, bright in the blue light of mercury lamps, the convoy
turned off for the motorway. Everyone became wide awake, whispering, "It's
very likely that we are going to pay a visit to Saigon!"
We repeated softly to one another the names of familiar places along the
highway. But the convoy left the Bien Hoa area, turning onto Highway30, and
moments later we realized we were driving along Highway13leading to Ben Cat
and Lai Khe. It was well into the night. Hie air was dry, and the bodoi sitting at
the rear of the truck opened the tarpaulin fully. The light of the truck behind us
was bright enough for us to see places we passed—crossroads, bridges, and,
from time to time, a vestige of war, such as a small post, almost completely
destroyed, the onlyremnant of a low crumblingwallthat in the shadows vaguely
resembled a headless man on his knees.

The truck moved along the bumpy road. We tried to recognize a few
landmarks and guess where we were headed. At a crossroad, which most of us
thought was Chon Thanh, the convoy turned toward Dong Xoai, driving on
Highway 14. There was no sign of habitation on either side of the road, which
became bumpier and bumpier as we drove. We racked our brains to try to
remember if there was in the area a military base big enough to accommodate a
thousand inmates. We estimated there might be that many of us because another
convoywas waiting when we got to the Chon Thanh crossroads. When we passed
them, a bodoi was heard calling out, "You comrades go ahead; we'll follow
you."
139
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One of the men said that big bases in this area had been abandoned longago.
Later, when the war became more violent, B-52s often bombed this junglecovered area known to be a key point at which many communication lines

converged andledeventually to theHoChiMinhTrail. We concluded thatthere
were no big installations left here; indeed, those we saw had been reduced to
ruins. From time to time we came across a guard post at the side of the road.

Suddenly the convoy turnedintoa roadthathadbeen metaled longago, then
abandoned; now what remained were a few piles of road metals in between the

potholes andclumps of grass.Behind us, theskybeganto lighten. Onbothsides
of the road, only reeds were to be seen and, in the distance, jungle and more
jungle.Suddenly, a horn soundedsomewhere aheadof us, andthe convoy pulled
to a stop. The bodoiat the rear jumped down, saying, "Stay whereyouare and
wait for orders!"

We noisily asked to get down to urinate, and finally a bodoi called out,
"Please, comrades, get down to stand guard and let themrelievethemselves."
After climbing down, we found we were standing on a road alongside the
slopeof a hill with no vegetation or buildingon either side. I stretched myarms
andlegsto ease mymusclesandfoundthattheair wascoldbutrefreshing. There
was no sign of a human being, nothing to show that people had been living in
this place before.
In about twentyminutes, the bodoiorderedus back on the trucks. Wewaited
a longtime whilethey had theirmorning meal. Aftermucheffort, we managed
to get at someedibles such as piecesof dried bread or noodles inside our bags,
whichwere fairly crushedfrombeing sat upon. Wehad a quick bite and took a
swig at our hipflasks.
The day had grown much lighter when the trucks restarted their engines.
After about an hour's driving, the convoy began to climb a steep slope; the
landscape aroundus had all the characteristics of a mountainous region. Some
said this road led toward Phuoc Binh. The sun, rising above the horizon, shone
through clouds of dust stirred up by the wheels of our trucks. Although the
convoy moved slowly, the dust was heavy and dark from the laterite soil of the
area. Everyone's face was covered with the red dust.
The road became more and more winding as we climbed. The convoy slowed
further, the engines roaring as the trucks attackeda steep grade.Thedescentwas
nerve-wracking; the drivers blewtheir horns constantlyto warnone anotherand
try to keep a safe distance between vehicles. The surface of the laterite road,
traveled by so many vehicles, became a thick layer of dust, and at times the
trucks were clearly slipping. Suddenly we pulled up, and we heard our driver
ask, "What's the matter?"
A voice answered, "A driver ahead of us slammed on his brakes, the truck
behind hit him, and both went into the hillside."

We resumed our descent, passing the scene of the accident. A group of
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detainees stoodonthe sideof theroadwithtwoinjuredmenlyingontheground.
The bodoi sitting at the rear asked, "What're you waiting for?"
"The trucks at the tail end of the convoy. Theystill haveenough room for us.
We have two casualties here with serious chest wounds."

Soon we reached a level section of road skirting a big hill. To one side, the
ground sloped down toward a wide stream, then up a hill. Suddenly, there were
voices and hand clapping. "Hey buddies! Manyofus! Many,many more of us!"
We were passing an area with newly built thatched houses, completely
surrounded by a bamboo fence. It was no doubt a reeducation camp. No one was
on the outside, but behind the fence a great many people were waving at us.
The convoy skirted many dark hills, and we counted some twenty such
camps scattered along a stretch of about a dozen kilometers.
The convoy moved up a gentle slope toward a dark forest on a road that
seemed newly built. Tree branches swept against the tops of the trucks. Looking
out, we saw nothing except intertwining lianas and foliage so dense that it shut
out the sun. We were moving very slowly on the bumpy road, and after about
half an hour we emerged from the forest into an open, sunlit space. Some bodoi
ran out to meet us as the convoy stopped, asking our driver, "Why are you so
late?"

"We started early last night," he answered. "The going was hard over the
mountain roads, and there was an accident on the descent."

The bodoi lowered the tail gate to let us out. They were sloppily dressed and
all were pale looking. Wejumped down and lookedaround in a daze. There was
no sign of habitation. We stood in an open plot of land that appeared to havebeen
cleared very recently, surrounded by a dense, dark forest. We took down our
luggage, then lined up ready for inspection. The convoy turned around slowly
and left us in the clearing, which was about 200 meters wide and 500 meters
deep. We stood in straight lines, looking extremely dirty with our faces and
clothes covered with the red dust. Looking around, we saw bodoi cooking with
various sorts of utensils placed on a few stones. In a comer, some hammocks
were slung between wooden poles. Each bodoi wore a scarf around his neck.
The cadre who had come to fetch us at Xuan Loc, whom we now knew as

Commander Tuyet, made his appearance. Having driven in a car with glass
windows, he was not covered with dust. He did not look like a soldier. He went

up to a man who looked paler than the others and said, "Begging to report to the
commander that I have brought the inmates to perform productive labor. The
total was 1,112 when we started and composed of inmates from the two camps at
Xuan Loc. On the wayhere, one vehicle met with an accident; two wounded men
had to be brought to Phuoc Binh hospital. So there are now 1,110 inmates
present."
The cadre addressed as commander cleared his throat several times before

speaking.
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"On behalf of the People and your families, I now convey to you their
warmest greetings. I very much hope that you will eagerly perform your
'productive labor' duty at this camp and will soon be granted back yourcitizens'
rights and allowed to return to your families. You,as well as I and my men, shall
have to build everything from scratch to turn this place into an area that will
contribute to the wealth and prosperity of our fatherland. Now,there are various
urgent tasks to be done before it gets dark. I'd like to remind you that you must
absolutely comply with the rules here. As you can see, we are surrounded by
jungle; you cannot survive if you leave this place. So I ask you to make every
effort to overcomethe difficulties that may arise in the initial period. You will
become accustomed to them afterward. Now, you may take a rest; wash
yourselves and relax."
Later, we were informed that the man was a regimental political cadre. We
weretaken downa steep path to a small stream at the footof the hill. Looking at
the terrain around us, we discovered we were standing at the bottom of a hill that
was relatively lower than the surrounding ones; the stream closely followed its
contour. We waded into clear water that soon turned a reddish color as we

washed ourselves. Dust and dirt had settled in a thick layer on our skin and
clothes, and it was hard to wash off. Soon, the shrill "woman's" voice of Bui

Quoc Khanh was heard callling us to assemble. We expected to be taken to a
camp somewhere in the forest. Khanh accompanied Monitor Chuong for a
review of our ranks to select a number of able-bodied men. He hesitated in front

of me for a moment before asking, "Can you cut trees, Vu?"
"Of course I can."

Morethan a hudnredof us werepickedto follow a bodoialonga pathinto the
forest. This was my first such experience. On this sunny midday, the tiny trail
looked like a snake winding its way into the shadows. After a long while, we
arrivedat a thatchedhut walledwith bamboo. The bodoisaid, "Go in there,pick
out a machete each, and come back here; we're going to organize into work
parties and get to work right away."
The hut smelled of mold. It was used as a storeroomwith a pile of machetes
and coils of copper wire on the earthen floor; they probably had been there for a
long time. I began choosing a knife, but they were all blunt. They had been
roughly forged and had handles made of iron. The cutting edges had neverbeen
sharpened and were not fit for cutting or chopping wood. Finally, I chose one
with a relatively polished handle, hoping I would not hurt my hand much.
Everybody complained that the knives were too blunt, and the bodoi said,

"There's nothing here that is ready for use. When you want to use something,
you have to produce it with your own hands. We lack everything here. You
should learn how to overcome difficulties to obtain the things you need. If your
knife is blunt, you must try to turn it into a sharp one. Do you know how? Go to
the stream, find an appropriate stone, and sharpen your knife. Don't work too
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hard! If you work on your knife every day, there will be a time when it becomes
really sharp."
Listening to him, we were worried but, at the same time, felt like laughing.
The bodoi continued. "Now, divide yourselves up into groups of five each.
You're to cut trees to build a shed for rice storage. This is an urgent task because
if you leave the rice sacks on the ground, the termites will eat the rice by tonight.
The first day I was here, I forgot and put my bag of clothes on the ground before
going to sleep; the next morning, I couldn't find it anywhere. A comrade bodoi
who had been living here for a long time showedme a termitarium, its earth still
fresh. Digging into it, I found myclothesfull of holes and lookinglike beehives.
Now, get to work. Choose small trees, no bigger than your wrists. Don't try to
cut big ones; you won't be able to get them down. And rememberto cut trees on
this side of the stream only. It's absolutelyforbiddento go to the other side. Do I
make myself clear?"
"Yes," we all said in unison.

"Each of you has to bring me one tree trunk. The sooner you finish your
work, the earlier you'll be allowed to rest."
We moved forward into the forest. My group of five included The, who
seemedto havesomeexperiencein this kind of work. He said, "We haveto keep
togetherand help one anothercut trees. It will be veryhard if we workalone."
Another member of the group was Le Duong, a formercivil servant. He was
the most solidly built fellow among us. Duong said, "It's up to each of us to
chooseeither to team up with othersor workalone. As for myself, I'll go alone. I
have to try to bring back a tree soon, then go find something to eat."
He set to work alone;the remainingfour of us wenttogether. The waselected
"team leader." As this was timber forest, there were plenty of big trees, but
smaller ones were hard to find. We finallyfound a spot with a few scattered small
trees, and we started work. It took us a long time with our blunt machetes, and in
less than half an hour our hands were covered with blisters. After we had cut

through the trunk, we felt exhilarated, as if we had just paid up a debt. But our
joy wasshort-livedforthe trunk stoodits ground. It movedbut did notfalldown.
Looking closely, we saw that lianas had wound around the foliage at the tree
tops, bindingthemtogether. Thefourof us triedto pull downthetree, but it hung
therelike a pendulum. Wefinally gaveup on thatone and tackled another, but in
the end we did not succeed in pulling down one single tree. Two hours had
elapsed since we began work. We looked at one another in complete amaze
ment, to say nothing of being tired, disappointed, and very hungry. We had
thought it would take just minutes to fell a small tree!
Rnally, I volunteeredto climb one of the smaller trees alreadycut so I could
chop through the foliage and free the trunk. My companions thought this was
risking a fall, but there was no other way. So I climbed the tree while my
companions held the trunk. The foliage was not too thick; only a few small
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branches had lianas curled around them, and I quickly cut them away. As the tree
began to slip downward, I threw my machete and jumped safely. My compan
ions pulled the tree down; one credit to our account! Trieu Minh Chau, a former
navy man, followed suit. He climbed another tree, chopped off the top, and
nearly fell, but we all managed to steady the tree. Suddenly, a loud voice called
us to assemble for the midday meal. Coming back to the open space, we saw that
about forty trees had been cut by the other groups.
Welined up for the distributionof food. Eachman's sharewassimilarto that
at the Xuan Loc camp, which meant two half-bowls of rice and a pinch of salt.
But now there was a difference; after we had eaten, we felt that our stomachs

were as empty as before. That was what manual labor meant! Our bodies
required more food. I had to take out some pieces of dried bread from my bag
and drink half a can of water before I felt I had somewhat satisfied my hunger.

We compared notes on the easiest way to cut trees—how to find the right
ones and the difficulties in pulling them back through the dense trees, fallen
branches, creepers, bushes, and undergrowth. An hour after the meal, we
resumed work. We still owed two trees. As for Le Duong, perhaps owing to his
considerable strength, he had single-handedly cut his tree soon after starting
work. To avoid cheating, each man who brought back a tree had his name
entered on a piece of paper by Bui Quoc Khanh.
We walked along the bank of the stream looking for suitable trees. When we
saw a clump of thinly scattered trees on the other side of the stream. The said,
"What the hell! Let's go cut those trees on the other side, bring them back and
take a rest. Otherwise, no telling how long we'll have to search."
We all agreed. The work was done in no time. We carried the tree trunks
across the stream, put them down on the ground, and jumped into the water. A
great number of fish, the size of a little finger, came to nibble around us. We
thrust out our hands to catch them, but they flitted away with unexpected
swiftness. After bathing, we carried the trees back to camp and hoped for a rest.
But when we delivered them, Khanh said, "Go give the men a hand with the
shed; it'll be dark soon"

We did not say anything, but walked to where a number of inmates were
building a shed to store rice. In fact, the "shed" was just a small hut built over a
floor of freshly cut tree trunks, closely spaced; its roof was made of a few torn
pieces of canvas. Le Duong was working, his face and body covered with sweat.
Chau said to me in a low voice, "I thought if we came back early we would be
able to rest for a while. Look at Le Duong; he came back before the midday
meal, and he's still sweating like a bull."
The said, "The lesson from this is, when you have piece work to do, only
finish at the last minute."

The hut finished, we carried in the sacks of rice that had been unloaded from
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the trucks and stacked them on the floor, hoping to thwart the white ants.
Afterward, we were allowed to bathe in the stream. It was then four or five in the

afternoon. Thebodoiguardingus, armedwithrifles,woresandalsandstockings
into which they tucked their trousers. A scarf was wound around their necks,
perhaps to protect against mosquito bites.
The team responsible for cooking summoned us to the evening meal. A
bodoi supervised the distribution. Each person, in addition to his share of food,
was given a tablet that he was told to take after the meal. It was quinine, very
bitter to the taste. After the meal, we were ordered to assemblefor a meeting to
listen to a cadre's comment on the day's work.
He began by saying that a meeting was to be held each afternoon to review
the day's work and the spirit shown and to commend those who had done
especially well. "Although tired after a long trip, most of you haveearnestly and
actively tried to compete against time and haveachievedvery good results. Some
of you have shown a high spirit for the work. That's the positive aspect. There's
also a negative aspect. Some teams disobeyed instructions. For example, the
team composed of Vu, The, Chau, and Thinh went to the other side of the stream
to cut the trees. Afterward, instead of carrying the trunks right back to camp,
they bathed in the stream. To bathe during working hours is to evade work,
which shows lack of discipline."
Standing in the ranks, we were completely taken aback by the unexpected
criticism. ITie forest was deserted, no bodoi accompanied us; even if there had
been one, he could not have known our names so soon. Again there must have
been some informer among us.
Concluding the review,a number of men were voted "outstanding workers."
Naturally, Le Duong was among those commended. He was cited by the cadre in
these terms, "Duong was the first to cut his tree and carry it back. Moreover, to
'save' our rice, he sacrificed his rest to help build the storeroom. Let's cheer him
with a round of applause."
We applauded perfunctorily because we were tired from standing and
listening to the cadre. Now he said, "Since we have not yet had time to build
houses, you have to make the best of it and sleep in the open. Tomorrow, we shall
complete, with all possible speed, a number of shanties for you to sleep in until
houses can be built. For now, content yourselves with sleeping here, and not too
near the trees to avoid termites and snakes. You will dig temporary latrines in
each area allotted to you; we'll build regular latrines later. I also remind you that
there are plenty of mosquitoes here, so every day you will be given an
antimalaria tablet; you must take it every day for seven days. However, it is best
if you don't get bitten. You must boil your drinking water. Tomorrow we'll get
the distribution of drinking water organized. Now, follow your team leaders to
the lots assigned to you for sleeping tonight. After that, the team leaders will
meet with the cadres to organize tomorrow's work and work parties."
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My groupwasassignedan areaof theopenspace. Several ofus weredetailed
to dig latrines. We sat beside our bags of clothes, looking at our new campsite:
an expanseof red earth surrounded by forests. Above, theevening sky stillhada
bluish color, but all around us it was dark, gloomy, and mysterious. Here sat a
group of men, haggard, exhausted, and confused. Where were these forests?
What on earth could we raise here?

We made our sleeping arrangements. Spreading our pieces of plastic on the
ground, we decided to use half of each piece to sleep on and pull the other half
over us as a blanket and also as protection against rain and mosquitoes.
Everyone was tired. We kept looking up at the sky and avoidedturning our eyes
toward the dark forest around us. People in other places, looking at that same
sky, those masses of clouds, could never know that here, in this godforsaken
place, there existed wretched creatures lying on the ground and looking
skyward, not knowing what was in store for them!Wouldwe be able to survive?
We would no doubt suffer from malaria like those bodoi\ our skin would become

livid and yellowish like theirs. The image in my mind's eye brought up
forebodings for the future, and so as not to let my thoughts wander, I began to
watch my companions to see what they were doing. Old Mr. Cue was quietly
saying his beads. Only a few men were talking with each other; one was singing
to himself, "O, native land of mine! Where the afternoon sun shines so

serenely." Suddenly, I caught sight of The, just as he was looking at me. As if
caught red-handed committing some forbidden act, I smiled wiyly. The also
smiled as he whispered, "Very soon we'll have to clear trees to have land for
cultivation. It will be very hard work. This region must be very unhealthful;no
one has tried to make a living here. Perhaps . . ."
I cut him short. "Not a word more, please! Youhad better rest. If the bodoi
can live in this place, so can we."
The sky was darker now, and all around it grew quiet. Last night, I had not
had a wink of sleep in the crammed lorry. And although I had not done so much
worktoday, I was aching all over. I feltpain everywhere in mybody. I hopedto be
able to get a good sleep to recover my strength. The buzz of mosquitoes sounded
louder and louder, and to protect my face I covered it with the plastic material,
which made me feel very hot. Then my breathing condensed on the plastic and I
had to shake it from time to time to fan myself dry and to chase away the
mosquitoes that buzzed around my ears. I don't know how long this went on
before I finally fell asleep.
I woke up with a feeling of cold in my feet. Using one foot to scratch the
other, I found out that one of them was all wet. I soon discovered that the water

was, in fact, the night dew that had condensed on the plastic and run down to my
feet. I wanted to get up as there was noise around me, but I couldn't raise myself.
My whole body felt stiff as if paralyzed. Not until I had moved all my limbs and
back could I finally manage to sit up. The damp from the ground rose up around
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our sleeping area. A number of people wKo had got up before me were sitting
with their arms around their knees waitingfor daybreak. Old Mr. Cue seemedto
be sayinghis morningprayers. I asked in a lowvoice, "Uncle, did yousleeplast
night?"
"I've had some sleep. But my spine got so cold that I had to sit up to be more
comfortable. You and The seemed to sleep so soundly!"
A voice said crossly, "If you don't want to sleep, please keep quiet and let
other people sleep."

From time to time, a fresh wind blew through the trees with a rustling sound.
I too sat with my arms around my knees to wait for daylight. Only when a
number of fellows began to walk awayto relieve themselvesdid I dare to pick up
my can of water and walk slowly toward the edge of the forest to rinse my moudi
and wash my face. Group leader Khanh was heard calling out to the kitchen team
to begin cooking the morning gruel. Everybody was now awake. The whole
camp was suddenly noisy. By dawn, everybody was sitting at his appointed
place, ready for another day. Mats and plastic sheets were already rolled up and
put away. I took out of my bag a few slices of dried bread. Chewing it, I thought
to myself, "There's no point saving this for the future. I have to eat now to give
me enough strength to do manual work. If I save this until I become too weak, it
will only be harmful to my health. Still, if I eat this up, there will be nothing left
to fortify myself against sickness." I had thought the parcels of food received
from my family would last me a few months at least, on condition that they be
consumed only in case of sickness or during rest periods. If I make a habit of
eating them regularly, how long would they last?
Group leader Khanh was busy looking for people and assigning work. Four
men, amid smoke from the damp wood, were trying to keep the fire burning to
cook the gruel. We soon learned we had to fan the fire continuously to keep it
going. Finally, the gruel was ready, and each of us, armed with a can, queued up
for the distribution. It was a thin mixture; I blew on it to cool it, then drank it
down.

As we assembled for work orders, we found that a number of men still lay on
the ground and were feverish. A cadre asked, "Who gave them permission to
stay down? Tell them to get up for the roll call. They cannot rest until the nurse
examines them and gives them permission to rest. But they must absolutely not
lie down. They must sit—not lie down—in the shade."
Group leader Khanh called to the sick to get up and join us. About ten of
them stayedwhere they were. Khanh made his report. "Beg leaveto report to the
cadre: there are a few of them who have high fever and cannot get up."
The cadre did not react in any way to this but went on. "Now, get on with the
distribution of work. I have to remind you that everything you do must be done
seriously. Youmust absolutely not go beyond the area assigned to you. The bodoi
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whowillleadyouto theplaceofworkwillshow youwhere to cutelephant grass,
bamboo, or trees. I also wantto remindyouthat aroundthis placethere are other
camps. If you trespass upon their areas, you will be detained until someone
comes foryou." Khanh beganto readoutthenames ineachteam.Oneteamwas
detailed to cutelephant grass,another bamboo, anda thirdtrees.I was assigned
to the bamboo team. Before we set out, I suggested that we go to the stream to

sharpen our knives, which was approved.
The water was as cold as ice. The sharpened machetes looked better than

when wefirstgotthem. A bodoi cameandledus to a bamboo thicket nottoofar
away. Theteam that was to cut elephant grass had to climb to the top of a high
hill. After we arrived at the site, the bodoi asked, "Have you cut bamboo
before?"

"No, never," we all said at once.

"I'll demonstrate. Pay close attention to the way I chop. Be very, very
careful! Don't let the bamboo bounce back. It could disembowl you." He

grasped a machete and chosea bamboo that looked as if it couldbe cut fairly
easily. He struck at a spot below a curve in the trunk; the bamboo doubledover
but was not yet severed. The bodoi then said, "This is the mortally dangerous
moment! Youhaveto stand to one side and leaveenough room for the bamboo to

spring back. If you stand too close, you can be killed!"
The tree, which was cut close to its foot, was stretched dangerously taut by
the sheer weight of its ten-meter length, so taut that the section of the trunk
whereit bent had split open. Before strikingthe final blow, the bodoishouted,
"Look!" The machete came down; there was a sharp crack and the lower part of
the bamboo, freed from its foot, sprang as high as our heads. At the cut, it was

pointed and frightfully sharp. Thiswasa special kind of bamboo, similarto the
nua species, with a hollowtrunk and longjoints, called loo.hv this regionof the
South, the lo o thickets are scattered throughout the forests. Where other trees
are growing, there are absolutely no lo o, and in lo o areas of the forestno other
tree is found. Nature has clearly defined the area where each species is to grow!
The top of the lo o had many branches and a profusionof long leaves. When
cut, it fell obliquely, its foliage still tangled with that of the surroundingtrees.
Again, we had to pool our strength to pull it free, and again this required hard,
sometimes futile efforts. Our quota was six 4-meter sections of lo o each. The
felling, pulling down, and cuttingof the bamboowasexhausting in itself,but the
main obstacle was hunger. We panted after every exertion, our arms and legs
seemedto haveno strength, the canful of thin gruel we hadthis morninghad long
since disappearedfrom our stomachs. Two bamboowerethe most we could cut
before we had to sit down and gasp for breath. After a while, even a simple
movement like standing up required great effort. On that morning, we cut only
two bamboo. At first I thought I could easily carry back four lo o sections, but
now, carryingonly two, I foundI had to stop to rest several times. My shoulders
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felt hot under their weight and soon became painful from the up and down
movement of the poles. When one shoulder became too painful, I shifted the
bamboo to the other. Back at camp, pale from hunger and exhaustion, I tookoff
myshirt and sawthat both my shoulderswere alreadybruised. This showedhow
city people performed, working for their living in the jungle.
In the afternoon, made wiser by experience, I brought along a few slices of
dried bread and a can of water. The bodoi no longer accompanied us. Since this
was the first time most of us had had to live so primitively, the cadres probably
decided no one would dare to go too far awayfrom the area. We cut two more
bamboo; it was easier to carry them back than in the morning.
After the evening meal, we gathered for our meeting, which began with a
song, "Solidarity," accompanied by the clapping of hands. Monitor Chuong,
who spoke with a drawl, opened the session.
"Reviewing today's work, I would first like to commend some of you who
have done their work in a positive manner. But there are among you a great
number of persons who have not tried their best to fulfill the norms. You were
instructed to cut six trees, but some only cut four or five. If the norm for bamboo
cutting is six per head and you cut only four, this shows lack of self-discipline.
Why is it that while the share of rice is the same for each of you, some of you
carried back four trees and others only two? We have orders to pay close
attention to your work, and it may be that we shall haveto change the wayrice
and food are distributed. Those who work hard should be entitled to a bigger
share than those who are lazy." Rnally came the recommendations for citing
those who had done outstanding work. Le Duong was among these outstanding
individuals since he had surpassed the norms. How we hatedhim! He wasstrong
and could do the work, so why couldn't he be satisfied with that? Why try to
surpass the norms and bring criticism on the rest of us? We felt both tired and
angry. Monitor Chuong was a long-winded, boring speaker, and at last I no
longer paid any attention to what he said. Only when my companions started
clapping in accompaniment to the song, did I know that the meeting was over.
I wentback to the place whereI had put mysack of clothesand sat down;my
"home" now was where my belongings were! This sack of clothes was my
property; sitting beside it gave me a feeling of intimacy. Based on last night's
experience, I spread my plastic sheet on the ground, then took out all my clothes
and laid them on top. This padding would keep my back from getting too cold.
Looking around, I saw that Cue, The, and the others were "making their beds"
in like fashion. The was the one among us to be pitied the most; his family lived
far up in Central Vietnam, so no one had come to see him, nor had he received
any parcels. How could a youngman like him sustainhimselfwith a diet likethe
one we had at the moment? I often invited him to help himself to some of my
provisions of dried bread, but he always refused. Today when I offered him
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something, he said, "You go ahead, I am not hungry. To tell the truth, I came
from a region where people are accustomed to shortages. You keep what you
havefor later use. We need proper nourishment here. With this kind of work, if
you're undernourished and you get a bout of malaria, youcan neverrecover your
strength. YouTl be like an invalid. It's no joking matter, I tell you!"
"Well, I simply asked you to share something with me, just for fun. These
few slices of bread can't be so nutritious, can they?"
"You haven't known shortages, so you cannot imagine what they really are.
At a certain moment, a slice of bread like this one can savea life. If youhavehigh
feverand, at the same time, are hungry and weak, drugs you might take will only
rack your body. Instead of being cured, you're likely to join your ancestors for
good. I'm telling the truth. Save the bread in case of an emergency, especially
when you feel that your strength is giving out. Under the circumstances, I see
there is serious danger that this is going to happen here."
"I agree with you on that point. But how long can these few slices of bread
last?Right now,I'm so famished I could eat a horse, so howcan I hold on to food
for the foture? By the way, I've noticed that the bodoi, while guarding us, are
also picking greens or digging up plants. It seems that they too are looking for
something to eat. Do you have any experience in finding edible plants?"
"Well, I've been watching the bodoi, too, as well as looking at the plants and
grass that grow here. There are many edibles of fairly high nutritive value.
Believe me, there's not as much scarcity here as you think."
Old Cue was praying as usual, but his ears were sharp enough to overhear
our conversation. Nodding his approval, he quickly made the sign of the cross as
if to ask God's permission to interrupt his prayer, then said, "I've seen near the
la o thicket many bushes whose leaves resemble the lot leavespeople usually use
to wrap slices of beef before grilling. Cooked, those leaves could be very
nourishing and refreshing, if indeed they are lot leaves."
The teased him about interrupting his prayers, but Cue only smiled. He went
on, "This is what I'd like to suggest. Tomorrow, whenever we find something
that is edible, we'll try to gather as much as possible so we can share it among
ourselves. This way, everyone will be able to add to his diet. There is real danger
if we continue as we are now. Our urine has begun to turn yellow, with a reddish
tint; that means our bodies have started their debilitating processes."
Behind The, a voice said, "Right!" It was Dr. Anh, a former medical officer
in a marine battalion. "A normal body that is overworked will discharge urine of
a reddish-yellow color," he said. "This is because the body is then feeding on
itself. In medical circles, we call this phenomenon autoconsumption. You're
right to be worried. But edible things are not lacking here, and we're worried
because we don't know what or where they are. There must be some mountain
people's hamlet around here. They usually get more food from nature than from
cultivation. The question for us now is to learn what we can pick, dig up, or
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catch. I know forsurethatthereareplentyof ratshere. Jungle ratsarevery good
to eat; they are not at all filthy like gutter rats. Foxes are not scarce either. And
tubers—there are plenty of yams; if we have time to dig for them, we'll have
enough to eat. Forest yams sometimes weigh three or four kilos."
As Dr. Anh spoke, almost everyone around listened with the attention one
wouldpay to an importantlecture. Anh was a very short man, and despite our
circumstances, he hadkept a ratherplumpappearance. At theXuan Loc camp,
whereI had often seen him playing mahjong with others, I had thoughthe was
merely a city playboy, not a survival expert. He probably had been thoroughly
trainedin the marinecorps, whichhad been oneof the finestfighting unitsunder
the former regime.
The discussion on what kinds of food to look for continued until a bodoi

raised his voice in warning, "Go to sleepif youwantto recover enoughstrength
for tomorrow's work!"

Thanks to the layerof clothing under me, I felt warm and comfortable. I also
fixeda crude roof overmyhead with the plastic and drovesticksof woodinto the
ground so that my head just fit between them. The plastic cover was thus kept
away frommyface. Sleepcame quicklyand soonwasso deepthatI neitherheard
anybody shouting in his sleep, nortalking, nor anyothernoise as I hadthenight
before. When I woke at daybreak, the morning fog was so thick that I could not
see beyondthree or four meters. Above my head was an opalescent thickness;
beyond the edge of the clearingwas complete darkness. Evenwithfull daylight
the fog had not lifted. I picked up my can of water, walked out to have a wash,
and moments later a voice summoned the team leaders to doleout the morning
gruel. Today, each team received two full basins, and the gruel was then ladled
out to individuals, a much quicker process than with yesterday's long queue.

Coming back from a quick wash. The whispered in my ear, "Someone has
got away!" Hearing this, I was immediately alert. I answered in a low voice, "I
wouldn't discuss that here."

I pressed The's hand and shook my head. He understood and returned to his
sleeping place to put his things in order. Shortly after, we got our work orders.
Today I was assigned to the grass-cutting team. The quota was one ganh} per
person in the morning and one in the afternoon. Each ganh must consist of two
armfulsof grass, the circumference equaling that of both armsjoined together
with fingertips touching. We were told, "If you miss yourquota, you'll have to
go back to cut more until the quota is filled."
NowI wason the team that hadto walka longwayand climba high bare hill.
Simply to carry the bamboo pole and the coil of ties (which were, in fact, lianas)
load consisting of two full baskets, or equivalent, of some product that can be attached to or
suspended from both ends of a pole and carried over the shoulder.
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was almost all I could do. We cut the grass with blunt sickles. I intended to cheat

by tying a very loose sheaf to make it look bigger, but of course whenI stood it
upright, all the grass slid off onto the ground. I had to cut more and tie up the
bundle again. When I had the two sheaves ready—fairly presentable although
not exactly up to the standard set by the cadre—I thrust the pointed ends of the
pole into them and shouldered the load. The ganh of fresh grass was heavy and
the descent down the hill difficult. At first the sheaves were about half a meter

above the ground; after a bit, they slid down until they dragged along the path. I
had to stop to tie them up again. Guong, a man nearing retirement age and
known to have much experience in this kind of work, showed me how to tie the
sheaves the right way and suggested that I carry the load with the pole placed at
the back of my neck and over both shoulders to distribute the weight.
At the foot of the hill, we stopped to rest, and conversation turned
immediately to last night's escape. The escapee was a man of Indian and
Vietnamese origin. He was bom in Vietnam of a Vietnamese mother. For the
sake of adventure, he said, he had volunteered for an officer training course.
When the South fell, he reported for reeducation out of fear and the belief he
would be released when his family obtained recognition as Indian citizens. His
X^etnamesename was Son, but his companions called him Ali, his Indian name.
He had been greatly disturbed since the day his family visited him at the Xuan
Loc camp. His parents and wife had told him that the Indian Red Cross had
interceded on their behalf and the whole family was due to retum to India soon.
"Now, Ali is perhaps trying to find his own way back to India," someone said
with a laugh.
The fact was that finding one's way out of this jungle to the national highway
would have been quite an achievement in itself. Someone said, "But why go to
the national highway; this region is near the border.^ You know . . ."
At this point, many voices rose to wam, "No more of that commentary
please!" "You're talking nonsense again!"
Most of us, fearful of consequences, hurriedly shouldered our loads and
plodded along back to camp. One idea kept recurring in my mind: "This is a
border region!" I believed many of my companions were also tortured by that
idea.

While still at the Xuan Loc camp, we had heard of the about-face of the
Cambodians who had begun to attack the Hanoi forces along the border between
Cambodia and Vietnam. Before that, at the Trang Lon camp, there had been
many nights when heavy gunfire was heard in the distance, but at that time we
did not know who was fighting. There were only the sounds made by Soviet AK
rifles, the bursts harsher and sharper than the deep staccato of our M-16s, so we

^Between Vietnam and Cambodia.
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kiiew itwas afight between communists. Now that we knew, our worry was what
kindof treatment we would get if we did escape across the border.

The blue sky was without a single cloud, and the sun blazed down on us. I
was sweating profusely as I carried the load ofgrass down the bare hillside. I
stopped several times to rest in the shade ofthe sheaves and to munch afew slices
of dried bread. When we arrived back at camp, it was past the time of food
distribution, and the bodoi shouted at the stragglers.
AsI rested after the meal, I suddenly felt anitchonmy neck. I picked offan

insect that The identified asa grass bug, similar toatick, with a flat round body

and six legs like those ofa crab. Since I snatched it off without thinking, its
mandibles remained in thebiteandthenextday I hada slight fever. Even a few

years later, that bug bite still looked reddish and itched.
Inthe afternoon, leaders were appointed for all the work parties to see toit

that every worker returned to camp atthe same time. Clearly, this was intended
to keep us under surveillance; All's escape had made the bodoi more cautious.
The afternoon crop was smaller than the morning's as we were urged to get back
to camp on time, and also because ofour hunger and exhaustion. The group
leader was not satisfied with our performance. At the evening meeting, we

expected to be blamed, but fortunately, the new monitor, Quang, seemed to be
an easy-going fellow. He only said briefly that many of us had not worked well.
"Ifyou maintain that attitude, our future will be badly affected."
At the end of the session, the cadre asked, "Have you anything to say or
ask?"

Many inmates raised their hands. One of them was allowed to express his
view." "We have to workhard, but wedo nothave enough to eat. Werequest to
be allowed to have more food."

The cadre replied, "My superiors are well aware ofthe problem, and they
are trying to buy more foodstuffs for you. But itis not easy to find something to
buy in this area. They are now busy considering which solution to adopt."
After the evening distribution ofrice, we did not eat itright away. Everybody
tried to cook something extra. The Guigoz can with a handle added made ofa

piece of steel wire, which we brought along during the day to serve as adrinking
cup, now became acooking utensil. We fetched stones from the stream to make a
kind of standto holdthe cansovera fire. Others hungtheircans above the fire
between twovertical sticks cutfrom treebranches. With allof us blowing hard

on the many fires ofdamp wood, the place was soon shrouded in smoke and
everyone's eyes were red.

By the third day at the camp, we all knew how to improve our daily diet with
wild vegetables. We gathered the greens pointed out to us by some ofthe men,
although we did not know what they were. They tasted a trifle bitter, but were
definitely edible. Most ofrtty companions cooked their vegetables with alittle
salt and apinch ofmonosodium glutamate. My soup was of abetter quality due
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totheaddition ofsome shredded meat from my pack. With two half-bowls ofrice

and acanful ofvegetable soup innqr stomach, Ifelt fuller than usual. And Islept
more soundly.

After three nights of sleeping on the ground, the group responsible for
building the long (shanties) had completed their task. Each Img had a low
thatched roof, which opened at either end. It was divided by a narrow
passageway with sleeping platforms on both sides; each platform was framed
with tree trunks upon which lengths of loo, opened up and spread flat, were
placed and tied down. Although the platforms had rough surfaces, thq^ were
raised about half a meter above the ground, and this would protect us from the

cold. With aroof above us, we were able to hang our mosquito nets. The simple
construction of thelangand thespeed with which they were built meant that it
took only three days for the construction group to provide accommodations for

more than a thousand people. Each ofus was allotted a space measuring about
sixty centimeters.

With the lang completed, the inmates were divided into two groups, one
assigned to clear the jungle and prepare the land for cultivation, the other to

build houses and barracks inthe camp. As amember ofthe carpentry team, I was
permitted to "stay home" to work on frames for the houses. Some team

members went out to cut trees, which had to be ofthe right size and very straight.
Others were detailed tocut rattan stems to be used as lashings. This was the first
time we had to build thatched wooden houses without using a single nail!
The bodoi showed us how to make tenons and mortises to join the beams and
rafters ofthe frameworks. Carpentry tools were lent by regiment command. The
battalion commander himself, the very cadre who had brought us here from
Xuan Loc, directed the construction ofthe first house in the camp. He had much
experience and claimed to have built many three-unit buildings using rare
timber. We were shown how to select the right kind of wood, how tosaw and

chisel it and fit tenons and mortises. We had to work very carefully and were
spared the task of going out to cut trees. After the lang construction I was
exhausted, and this work gave me a temporary relief. Meanwhile, those who
were clearing the land returned from work so tiredthat some of them could not

help crying. When they saw me and my teammates doing carpentry work but not
having to fell trees, clear jungle, orcut elephant grass, many ofthem could not
hide their envy. The result was that after two days, group leader Khanh tried to
equalize the laborsomewhat by rotating members of the different work teams.

Fortunately for me, the commander did not agree with Khanh's order; he insisted

that the carpentry team should remain unchanged because we already had been
shown howto dothe work. From then on, Khanh made nosecret of hisdislike

for the carpentry team, but from time totime, we also had tocut trees, and this

was as hard as any other work. Ittook as many as four persons to cut and bring
back a perfectly straight tree ofgood-quality wood. I sometimes volunteered for
thejob so I coulddig up some yams.
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There were nomore yams inthecamp neighborhood because they had been
dug upbythe bodoi. We had togo deeper into the forest tofind them; sometimes
a half-day passed before we came across any plants. Yams are a climbing plant
with long roots. With makeshift spades made from a section ofla o, we would
dig until the hole was about one meter deep before we even saw the tip ofayam.
Then, so as notto break the tuber, we would dig around the yam foronemore
meter; when it began to loosen, we had to pull it up gently and slowly or we

would end up with half a yam at the most. In fact, that was what usually
happened tomost ofus. To besure ofgetting the whole yam, we had todig down
morethantwometers, but as we wentdeeperintothe red soil, it became softer
and easierto dig. Themain thing was to be patient.

Usually we brought back atleast one yam, which we shared. Asmall-sized
one could fill upfour Guigoz cans and provide extra food for two days. Yams are
morefiiable when cooked, they cookeasierandtastebetterthansweet potatoes,

and they are easily digested. Atfirst, only a few of us looked for them; soon
everyone did it.Atnoon, we asked togo towork earlier than usual tohave time to
dig for yams, and before long deep holes were seen along both sides ofevery
path and trail crisscrossing the jungle. We were not the only ones digging; the
bodoi vied with one another in the hunt for this tuber. Sometimes we left a yam

half dug, intending toget itnext day, but when we returned, someone had dug it
out before us.

We hoped we would gradually accustom ourselves to the hard life of the
forest, but more and more people fell sick every day. Some came down with
malaria The food and medicine given by ourfamilies were used up within a
week. Here, wehadnocontact whatsoever with inhabited areas thatmight exist
in the vicinity of our camp. About four kilometers from the camp was a small
hamlet ofmountain people. We had seen some ofthem from a distance but had
nothada chance toapproach them. Oneday, ononeofourforays tocuttrees, we
chanced tomeetanoldMontagnard. I greeted him. "Where areyou going, sir?"
Hedidnot reply, butmade agesture with his pipe inthe direction ofaspot far
in front of him. A moment later, he asked me in heavily accented Viemamese,
"You are reeducation detainees, aren't you?"

I nodded, then asked, "Have you any food you could sell us?"

"I have nothing tosell. I had some hens, butthey were sold tothe bodoi. The
ones that are left are still too small."

"Well, buysome rice to selltous. If you pay onedong for therice, we'll pay
you two dong; if you pay two, we'll offer you three. Is it agreed?"
The old man shook his head and said, "No, I'm not selling for money, but
I'm willing to exchange it for a shirt."

I was so pleased that I said immediately, "It's a deal. Here's your shirt."
I took offmy shirt asI spoke. The Montagnard shook his head with a smile.
"No, that shirt won't do; it's all tattered."
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"Comebackhere thisaftemoon; I'll bring you a new shirt.Doyou agree?"
"At the moment, I have no more rice. Butsoon I'll have enough to trade."
Despite themissed opportunity, I stillbelieved thatsome purchase woidd be
possible if we could getnearthis tribal hamlet. One day, I volimteered togoand
look for perfectly straight trees to be used as front columns. I walked quickly
upstream, on my way to the Montagnards' hamlet. When I came near, I heard

children calling tooneanother. Ayoung man ranout; helooked atmeinsurprise
andaskedin a voice thatdidnotsound much different from thatofa \^etnamese,
"Whereare you going? Whatleads youto this place?"
I replied, "Is it forbidden to come here?"

"No. But reeducation prisoners rarely come here. Since prisoners were
brought here to clear the jungle, you're the first one I've ever met. You're an
officer of the ARVN, aren't you?"
Afraid thatifI toldthetruth andhereported onthismeeting, someone would

tell thebodoi, I said, "Private. Bythe way, how do you happen to speak such
good Vietnamese?"

"I was also asoldier inthe ARVN. The bodoi sent me toareeducation camp;
I came back from there only recently. Anyway, being a private, why were you
sent to a camp?"

"Because thqr disliked me. Butyou, why were you sent? To my knowledge,
only officers have to go to reeducation camps."
"I wasforcedto go by the localcadre. He arrestedme,thentookmeto Phuoc

Binh where I was detained by thebodoi for more than one year. I've just been
releasedbecauseI haveto take n^^ wholetribe to anotherarea. But I don't intend
to go there; I shall take my family to Blao instead."

Iasked in surprise, ")^ere? Would Blao be the same as Bao Loc? Anyway,
why go so far? Besides, it would be very bad for you if you didn't obey thenorders!"

"Yes,BaoLoc. It willtakeus a few weeks to get there. If weleave before the
bodoi arrive, they won't know where we're going."
"How will you go that it will take as long as a few weeks to get there?"
"Well, we'llfollow theforest trails. We're used totraveling that way. Itwon't
be too far. Have you anything to cure stomach ache? It's for my child; he has
stomach ache, butwe have nomedicine. Before, when the camp holding majors
was still here, it was easy to ask them for medicine. But they've been taken
somewhere else."

"Oh, really! Is there another camp around here?"

"There's another camp uphill from where theregiment's barracks arebeing
built. There were also many doctors detained there. The camp where the amty
majors were held is near here. It'sempty now, except for the grave ofMajor Tran
Manh Dan."

"How can you know this?"
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"He was buried by his fellow prisoners; over his grave they hung a metal
plate with 'Major Tran Manh Dan'punched outwith a nail. Hewas buried atthe
foot of the hill; I pass the spoteach time I goto work at theclearing."

"Are there b^oi in your village?"
"No, butevery few days, two bodoi come here to take down the names of
those present and teach children tosing revolutionary songs. Male teenagers and
adults have to have their names entered on a list. Sometimes, we are told to put

out flags or hang banners."

"Is thereany food in your village you could sell us?We have some money,

butnobody is selling anything around here. Atour old camp we lived near the
local folks, and it was easier to buy things."

"Did they really allow you to buy things outside the camp? Here it's
forbidden. The officers who were here tried to buy chickens. They werecaught
and bound hand and foot."

Aswetalked, many children andsome oldpeople came andstood around
us. Realizing that it was risky to stay too long, I was about to leave when I
noticed that two old women had festering hands; on closer look, I saw that all
their fingers were missing.

The young man saw my look and said, "The old women had their fingers
eaten by leprosy. Before, when medicine was still given to them, the skin
remained dry. Butnow, asthe Revolution has no medicine, their whole hands are
being eaten away. We asked the doctors among the detainees for medicine, but no
one had this kind to give them."

About to beat a hasty retreat, I said, "I'm afraid I have to go and look for
trees tocut. Ifyou want medicine against stomach ache, gowhere we're working
atclearing theforest. There aremany doctors among us; they have medicine, but
I don'tknow if they arewilling togive it away. Anyway, I'm sure that ifyou bring
some riceorchickens, they willagree to barter. It's because allofus arehungry;
we have little to eat, and we have to work very hard."

"I think I can bring some rice and I hopeto get some medicine."
At the mention of rice, I was tempted to buy some but shrank from the idea
because of the presence of lepers in the hamlet. Back in camp, I suddenly
realized that the hamlet was situated upstream from us. The waterfrom their
washing flowed down to where webathed and washed ourrice andvegetables. I
intended to tell my companions, but in doing so, I would reveal my visit to the
tribal hamlet, so I kept the information to myself.

About thirty detainees worked at constructing houses for battalion com
mand, and more than one hundred were building barracksfor inmates. Therest

worked at clearing the jungle, particularly around the space marked off for
construction of thecamp. In thisdryseason, thefelled treesandbrushdriedvery
quickly. Within a few days, the place became a mountain of dried leaves, and
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battalion command decided to bum the whole lot. Many partsof the surround
ingareahadbeendevastated byforest fires apparently started by sparks coming
from otherjunglecamps. Onenightwewere awakened byexplosions as if there
were fighting in thedistance; it was theloa forest section going up in flames. On
some nights, the sky was brilliantly lit up by distant fires.
As the wind began to blow in our direction, battalion command decided to
bum the leaves and partly dried trees earlier than planned. If fires from other

areas spreadto thisplace, everything, including thelang where weslept,would
go up in a flash.

Preparation for the buming was a big job as we had to clear an encircling
belt. The day of the buming we were deployed in the forest surrounding the
clearing to stampoutfalling sparks orpieces ofbumingbrush. Oncethefire was
under way, we witnessed for the first time in our lives the spectacle of a fire
spouting smoke and flames with stormlike force; the wind fanned the flames,
which burst forth with a roar. Even at a distance we felt the incredible heat. But

the stronger the fire, the quicker it died out. After about two hours, an area of
some dozen acres had been leveled; each end was visible from the other as now

nothing blocked the view. Only the blackened remnants of a few big trees lay
scattered on the ground, which was covered withdarkgray ashes. Now wehad
to look forandstamp outsmoldering fires. Atdusk,westopped fora wash anda
bite toeat.Suddenly, thewind rose again and flames empted inseveral spots but
were quickly putout. That night, thewhole camp was organized into groups to
keep watch for new fires.
The battalion command's house was finished. The rafters, made of tree
tmnks with the bark stripped off, looked very beautiful when mounted on the

framework, butwhen covered with thatch, thehouse became ugly because it was
so dark. It hadwalls of wattle andwas partitioned intothree separate rooms; the
floor was made ofbamboo. Fumished with tables, chairs, and beds, everything
inthe house was well arranged tothe satisfaction ofCommander Tuyet. Hegave
each memberof the carpentryteam a VamCo cigaretteas a reward. Mostof us
smoked shredded tobacco; therefore, a cigarette was a valuable gift. ButtheVam

Co cigarettes had an acrid taste; perhaps the tobacco had not been properly
cured. Having completed the battalion command's building, we started on the
house for the monitors. Nobody bothered to supervise our work now. Com
mander Tuyet asked the monitors to do so themselves, but they all said, "They
can do as they please, provided that the house is fit to live in. We're not as
particular as the comrade commander."
One day Commander Tuyet came to our worksite to chat with us and also to

saygood-bye. "I wish you good results inproductive labor. I've beenassigned to
the administrative committee of a district in Ho ChiMinh City. I'll be leaving
the camp tomorrow."
Monitor Quang, a jovial and easy-going fellow, said, "The commander is
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surely very clever. He brought us here to the middle of the jungle, and now he
manages to be appointed to a post in the city!"
Commander Tuyettried to explain himself, "How wrong you are, comrade!
This is an order from our superiors; we cannot ask for transfers, youknow that."
Monitor Quang said, "It's no use pretending! If you didn't maneuver, how
could our superiors know of your presence here to transferyou to a newjob?"
The conunander tried to change the subject. "Well, I think you will have
every amenity here in the future. Soon this place will be provided with
electricity, like in the cities'."
Quang argued, "If we are going to have all the amenities of modem life in
this place, why did you decide to go? Wecan waittill kingdomcome, and we still
won't get any electricity here. I myself am going to find waysto be transferred. I
won't be sitting and waiting for the coming of electricity!"
The man who replaced Tuyet was Commissar Thinh. This bodoi seemed
more fond of showing off his authority than his predecessor. The day he arrived,
he came to watch as we worked on the house for the monitors. He criticized our

work, saying it lacked "quality." He added that inmates at othercamps had built
better houses and had higher technical skills. As he spoke, he took out a filter
tipped cigarette and began to smoke in a manner that was intended to show he
was "classy." CommissarThinh also liked to convenehis monitorsfrequently to
give them instmctions; therefore, even the bodoi did not like him. One of them
told me that he was not the real battalion commander. The person havinghigher
responsibility and greater power should be the political commissar, whereas
Thinh was only the military commander.
As soon as we had completed the monitors' house, we were called upon to
construct a disciplinary cell as regiment had just informed the camp command
that Ali had been apprehended by the territorials (regional militia) and was
going to be turned in to battalion. Hie disciplinary cell was to be a small hut with
strong bamboo walls. A bodoi took great pains to show us how to build it; his
know-how showed that he had had much experience in constructing prison huts.
The walls were made of thick bamboo lengths, each about three meters long,
buried one meter deep into the ground. There was one opening about seventy
centimeters wide. The roof was also made of bamboo trunks, and all were

secured with the rattan lashings. The cell measured about two meters by four and
could shut in a maximum of six persons. At the end of the bamboo flooropposite
the door was a long, solid piece of wood with holes in it, used to lock in the
prisoners' feet. This device had a long wooden bar going through to the outside.
To shacklea prisoner, the bar wassimply raised to let the poorfellowput his foot
through a hole, then lowered and the protrudingends of the two pieces of wood
fastened with a peg. There were only three holes on each side of the narrow
passageway that ran through the middle of the floor, which meant that each of the
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six prisoners would have only one foot locked. We were surprised at this device,
which seemed so antiquated, but later on, at every place we were taken to, we
saw prisoners punished by having one of their feet shackled in the same way.
Son, alias Ali, was brought back one night. No one saw him arrive. Each
day, a member of his team had to bring foodto him; he wasonlyentitled to a halfration. For his bodily functions he had to use a can placed beside him on the
floor. The man who brought his meal had to empty the can and clean it. After Ali
had been confined for one week, we were told one afternoon to assemble to hear

about the decision on the disciplinary measure taken against him. Commander
Thinh spoke at length to let us know that under the revolutionary regime it was
no use trying to escape "even if we went as far as the sky." Then Thinh read the
order returning Ali to his team and group for "control and educationpurposes."
In particular, tiie group and team leaders and the two inmates lying next to him
in the lang were to be entirely responsible for him. The order was signed by
Thinh himself.

From then on, Ali had to work at clearing the forest like everyone else. My
friend The approached him to try to find out how he had been caught. At first,
Ali only smiled without answering, but whenpressed, he agreed to tell his story.
He said that when he reached a populated area, he asked the wayto Saigonand
thus disclosed himself as an escapee. He said that if he had walked in the
direction of the Delta, nobody would havepaid any attention to him as there were
alwayscrowds of people cutting trees at the edge of the forests. The relayedthis
to me and, in a moment when nobody was around, said, "Based on his account,
an escape toward the plain is possible, provided we have enough strength and
food."

I answered, "In myopinion, what's difficultis nothow to escape,but how to
live uimoticed afterward. We cannot remain in hiding forever. Besides, when the

camp conunand reports our escape, will our families be left alone? Won't they
be kept under surveillance?"
The also told me that Ali said the folks outside knew he was an escapee; they
were kind to him and fed him. Only because he had the bad luck to ask his way
from a territorial was he immediately chased and caught.

The carpentry team had to work at jungle clearing after we had finished the
conunand's houses. The quota was 100 square meters per inmate every day.
Trees bigger than those that an arm could encircle wefe to be cut later. The
difficult part again was the lianas entwining all the small trees. Hunger and
exhaustion kept us from filling our norm, and to speed up, we resigned ourselves
to cutting trees no bigger around than a wrist. Even then, we were completely
exhausted and still under quota, except when, by sheer luck, we were assigned to
work on a plot without too many trees and thus no need to cut lianas.
One day we reached an expanse of heathland with thinly scattered trees, and
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thought we could easily meet the norm, but then the bodoi increased it to 250
square meters for the day. In the end, we were exhausted all the time, yet we
could never fulfill the norms.

After a month of this life in the forest, every one of us had becomeskin and
bone. Even the bodoi took pity on us and allowed us to have more rest than
permitted. Usually, we were given a five-minute rest after one hour of work. We
would have a drink of water, and those who had shredded tobacco would roll

themselves a cigarette; others who had waterpipe tobacco drew on their pipes
before drinking water. But the majority tried to eat some wild vegetables to
appease their hunger.
Each morning at dawn, after hurriedly swallowing a few mouthfuls of thin

gruel, we gathered in a group and set out for the clearing site, which was never
anywhere near the camp. The cadre responsible for selection of land for
cultivation usually orderedus to clear areas thathe hoped, afterburning the cut
trees, would have plenty of ashes to fertilize the new fields. Sometimes, it took
us over an hour to reach our place of work. The walk alonewas tiringenough;
when weset to work, wehadnostrength, butwetriedto look as though wewere
working in order not to be reprimanded.
On the way to work, we were as vigilant as wild animals on the prowl; we

lostnoopportunity to snatch thefirst shoot ofedible wildgreens or thebudding
"tweezer" leaves^ we came across. Sometimes, the struggle to get the greens
led to harsh exchanges that could turn into fights if others did not intervene.
"Tweezers" were relatively easyto find. Themountain people hadtaught us the
use of these leaves that couldbe eaten rawor cooked; cooked, they had a taste
reminiscent of the rau ngot found in Saigon vegetable markets. Each pair of
leaves grew on bothsidesof the stalkand were, therefore, easily recognizable.
Sometimes, wedugwildtubers andate them, although nobody knew what they
were. Out of hunger and attracted by their firagrant and refreshing smell, some
men took the risk of cooking and eating them; when no harm came to them,

everybody followed suit. Like yams, they also came from a climbing plant
growing on spongy soil, but these came out easily. By pulling slightly on the
stem, we sometimes came across a tuber the size of a wrist and about 20

centimeters long. We named it "vine bulb." When everybody took toeating vine
bulbs, the bodoi also hunted and ate them.

Bodoi behavior toward us changed with each individual. In general, the
youngbodoiwatchedus onlyto preventescapebut made noremarkonour work;
the guards who were overtwenty-five years old were very domineering. On the
way to work, they forced us to walk fast and forbade us to stop to pick wild
greens or dig tubers. We had to work the appointed hours and could rest only
when it was time. On those days, we were more exhausted and hungry than
^Edible leaves growing in pairs, each looking like a pairof tweezers.
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usual, and the work, in spite of the rigor, did not improve a bit. Actually, the
bodoi guarding us were as tired as we were. During breaks, when we cooked
wild greens, they watched us from a distance with hungry looks.
The bodoi's quarters were disposed so as to surround the camp. By this time,
the inmates' barracks also had been completed, and we had moved into them. At
night, the bodoi stood guard, two at each post, and they were not allowedto sit
down. At mealtime, each squad sent two or three bodoi to the camp command
kitchen to cany back a basin of rice, another of either nuoc mam (fish sauce)or
dried fish, and a third of soup when it was available. Back in their quarters, they
would add some wild vegetables or a roasted bird or fox if they had shot or
trapped one. Theycalled such additions cai thien^. Those who were resourceful
and experiencedate better than others who had to be contentwith a daily fare of
rice and dried fish or fish sauce. Because of their hard life, we saw no chance of
any kind of help from them. The young bodoi, who were kind to us, were
teenagers from Ae North who recently had been drafted; the others, who had
long been in the army, not only bullied us but were tricky and fiill of complexes.
They got angry when we laughed, thinking we were making fiin of them.
Sometimes we came across a few bodoi from the South, who were less severe

than their Northern counterparts and quite frank when answeringour questions.
It was they who showedus how to take preventivemeasures against malaria and
told us it was dangerous to bathe too long in the stream whencoming back from
work. Theycalled the bodoifrom the North maythang do,^ Sometimeswhenwe
wereresting a bit longerthan usual, a Southernbodoisuddenlyappearedto warn
us, "Stand up quickly! May thang do are coming."
Because he knew there was sympathy between bodoi from the South and the
detainees. Commander Thinh often came to the clearing site when Southern
guards were on duty. Arriving unexpectedly, he would ask, "Where's the
comrade in charge?"
When the bodoi ran forward, he ordered in a way that forestalled argument,
"Tell everyone to resume work, will you? They have rested long enough."
Sometimes, the Southerner would retort, "I have no watch and have just
given them leaveto rest. Believeme, they havetaken no more rest than allowed."
Having said that, he continued to let us sit and rest. Commander Thinh
grumbledbut left. One dayI askeda Southernbodoiwhetherthis wayof farming
was any good. One of our team members was an agriculturalengineer, and he
had told us that farming by clearing forests and burning trees was a poor
"^Sino-Vietnamese word meaning "to improve" or "improvement." The use of Sino-Vietnamese

words (usuallyto expressabstractor complexideas, situations, events) in sucha mundane situation
sounds pedantic to the Southern ear.
^Termof contempt replacing them, they, or those guys.
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practice. Further, because the clearings were so far apart, we would not be able
to use machineryto the best advantageif welater acquiredit. Anotherdifficulty

would be transporting crops to granaries, with no roads over the hilly terrain.
The bodoi said, ''May thang do don't know a damn thing. They are accustomed
to living in the poorest regions, and their farming method is very backward.
They believe thatif the trees they cut and bum leave plentyof ashes,they can be
sureof goodresults firom the soil. But this is effective foronlya few crops; then
they have to move on to new fields."
I asked why theychose an area so remotefromcommunication routes; they
would have to build a road with many bridges to reach the existinghighways
before crops could be brought in. TTie bodoi explained that they wanted to

develop an areathathad beena guerrilla baseduring the war. In fact, theregion
we were now clearing was part of the Dac O secret war zone. We were shown
craters made by B-52 bombs scattered all along the banks of the stream.
Duringthe warthe Northem commanders stationedtheirtroopsnearnatural

watering places. In the dry seasontheycouldeasilyget waterby digging a well.
That was why there were a number of cmmbling huts along the banks of our
stream, which had served to store a variety of hoes, knives, steel wires, and
otherimplements. The area aroundthese tiny warehouses wasdottedwith bomb
craters, nowhiddenby vegetation. Thiscompelled us to move cautiously, but at
the bottom of the craters we often found another source of food—big frogs. A
godsend as far as we were concemed.

As we went deeper and deeper into the jungle, the workgot harder and the
route to the worksite more difficult. At the point when we were the most tired
andlowin spirits, an unexpected event tookplace. Wewere busycutting treesin

thedeepforest onedaywhen a bodoi appeared andordered us to return to camp
fora meeting. Wehastened backat a briskpace, hopingthismeantsomeone was
going to be released. We really did not expect it for ourselves, but the scene of
any inmates beingreleased was always a happy event. We arrived at the camp
command in an hour, the roll was called, and we waited. There were more roll
calls while the monitors searched our barracks. At last we understood that

someone had escaped. Wewereorderedto returnto our barracks to bringout all
our belongings and wait for another roll call. We were told specifically not to
bring out belongings of the men sleeping alongside us. When we had done as
ordered and were lined up, each withinhis own squad and platoon, Bui Quoc
Khanh asked, "Whereare thetwopersons whousually sleep beside Le Duong?
Has any of you seen him anywhere?"
Only then did we notice that Le Duong, who had left for work with another
team, was not among us. The two inmates who slept beside him were led to the

battalion office for a "working session." They returned at dusk. The only
conversation that night wasaboutLe Duong's achievement. He had always been
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an outstanding woricer. We wrongly believed that he had been wholeheartedly
wonoverto the new regime; wedisliked him because he always exceeded the
norms and made our lives more difficult. Whether it was cutting bamboo,

clearing land,or laying thefoundation fora house, Duong always triedtoplease
thebodoi by his work. Butnow hehad vanished into thinair. Hehad lefta few
clothes behindbutnothing ofworth; asforhismedicines andother"valuables,"
heapparently had hidden them earlier in the forest. This morning hehad taken
onlya machete anda canof water withhimwhen heleftforwork. Everyone now
praised Duong for his secretiveness. Not only had he hidden any sign of
opposition whatsoever against the new regime; he had also behaved in such a

way that the camp commander and, especiallythe ^oup leader Khanh, had fully
trusted him. Astime passed, webecame more and more certain that, unlike Ali,
Duong hadsucceeded inhisescape, and thisrekindled ourdesire tocarry outthe
plan everyone had been brooding over but had not daredto carry out.
Just when I was sweating blood clearing jungle and preparing land for
cultivation, I was transferred to the carpentry team working at the area's

regimental corrunand. Regiment was building a number ofbarracks intended for
one of its component services, which was to be transferred firom Xuan Loc.
Other barracks were being builtona hilloverlooking a dirtroad leading toother
camps in the area. I was appointed leader of a team responsible for the joining
and mounting ofrafters and beams made byinmates oftheformer camp for army
majors. The task was difficult because we didnot understand what those earlier
workers had in mind and we had no drawings of structures they intended to

build. We had to modify the beams and rafters a great deal before we could
mortise and mount them in our accustomed way.

But working atregimental command had itsbright side: breakfasts ofsweet
potatoes and drinks ofaninfusion offorest leaves. The bodoi who had lived here
a long rimp. were fond of a beverage made ofaninfusion ofthe root ofa small
shrub they called sam (ginseng). It had a fragrant and refreshing taste similar to
thatoftheNhiHong ginseng sold atChinese pharmacies. From time totime they
gave usaninfusion ofngu giabi(aralia) bark orhathu o leaves® todrink, which
also was refreshing andhad a tonic effect. However, I believe that what really
gave us strength was the few boiled potatoes we had for breakfast. We found a
certain solace in the fact that our work was not too hard and our daily fare was

supplemented bysweet potatoes. Our bodies then were very quick torespond: a
roasted rat or a boiled sweet potato was all that was required to makeus feel

stronger, breathe deeper, sleep more soundly, and have sharper ears. It was then
^Plant growing in the forests ofNorthern and Central Vietnam; itstubers contain analkaloid that
possesses the property ofregularizing blood circulation and reviving tired tissues. Because ofthis, it
was believed to be the "plant of youth."
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that we were able to fully understand the realistic expression used by our
forefathers, met tho hoi tai (lit., exhausted to the point ofexhaling air through
the ears). When we did not eatenough and still had to work toexhaustion, our

hearing became dull, and we were not even capable ofdrawing air deep into our
lungs. Inthose dark hours we all believed that our bodies would rot away in the
forest; we had no hope ofsurviving until some distant day ofrelease. Because of
that, we were constantly haunted by the thought ofescape.
One day, the regiment's political conunissar asked us toerect aportico—he
wanted it to be very beautifhl—in front of themeeting hall. Ihe hall had been

built with great care by imnates ofanother camp. Its red colunms were perfectly
straight; its high ceiling was made ofthin bamboo wattle, which gave the hall a
modem look. There was seating room for a thousand persons. We were

instracted toerect the portico atthe foot ofthe hill and cut steps leading up tothe
hall insuch a way that the whole construction should beabeautiful sight tolook
at. Each ofus went off ina different direction tosearch for rare and perfectly
straight trees. I went tothe west, and asI was climbing ahill onthe top ofwhich
I saw afew solitary trees, perfectly straight with small round leaves, I suddenly
caught sight ofa red brick guard post b^fond the hill. Ared flag was flying on

top of the post and, half hidden in its foli was not the yellow star of Vietnam's

conununist regime, but the picture ofthree towers, side by side! I irrunediately
realized that over there was Cambodia, a country that now opposed the Hanoi
government. In a flitting moment, the image of myself escaping was in rry
mind's eye. Feelings ofanxiety and elation seemed todrive me crazy. I trembled
and felt chilled tothe bone. I did not know why the idea ofescape brought such
strange reactions. As the crow flies, the guard post was no more than two

kilometers from where I stood, but atcloser look, I saw layer upon layerofforest
between us, and atthe foot ofthe hill stood abodoi's guard post flying ared flag
adorned with a yellow star. I hurriedly ran back down the Ml, fearful ofbeing
accused of attempting to cross the border in case someone had seen me at that

spot. I waded across the stream and returned to the dirt road and did not stop
until I met up with my teammates; only then was I able to recover n^ calm. I
helped nty companions bring back the trees they had cut, my heart fllled with joy
as if I had recently discovereda hidden treasure.

After a month, our work at regimental command was completed, but they
stillwanted us to come backdailyto do chores in thebarracks. We were toldto

cut bamboo, chop wood, make chicken coops, and do other small jobs. One day,
while cutting bamboo, aman had his arm horribly ripped open by the knifft edge
ofthe tree he had just cut. He was probably caught by the bamboo springing up,
and the flesh ofhis arm was tom from the elbow tothe shoulder. Blood spouted
from thewound. The regimental nurse bandaged thecut, butblood still oozed
out. He was allowed to stay at headquarters to await transfer to the regiment's
infirmary. Months later, he returned tothe camp, all skin and bone; his yellow
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complexion giving the impression that he had no more blood inhis veins. He had
become an invalid, incapable of any morephysical work.
Becauseof the accident or for some other reason, we were no longer ordered

towork atregimental headquarters. My team went back toclearing land, which
became much harder asthedry season progressed and we had towalk very farto
theworksite. From theday that I knew theborder was only about tenkilometers

away from camp, I constantly nursed the idea ofescape. Many others also knew
that the border was nearby. One day, about toleave for work, we were ordered to

stay inthe camp instead. Abitlater aconvoy ofmilitary vehicles crowded with
bodoiwas seen on the dirt road skirting a high hill we could see from our camp.
An inmatp detailed to do chores at the camp command, informed us that the

district assault force was operating inthe area. Atruck drove into ourcamp, and
about twenty fierce-looking bodoi got out. Seeing us looking at them, they
swore, "Sonsof bitches! Are we so strange that you keep staring at us?"
"Who else among you also wants toescape? You'll see, this time I'm going
to send you all to hell!"

Amonitor ledtheassault teamaround thecamptoward theforest attheback.

They returned late in the afternoon. One bodoi carried a small deer on his
shoulders. They cooked, ate, then climbed on their truck and left. Later we
learned that the assault force was in our area because as many as fourteen

inmates had escaped from a nearby camp. Despite the scale ofthe operation, no
one was caught.

Now, a number ofmeasures toprevent escape were enacted inourcamp. We
wereorderedto cut lo o and fence in the entirearea, except forone gate leading

tobattalion headquarters and one opening into the latrine area. At night we had
to organize guard duty. Each house was provided with an oil lamp; the man on
guard duty sat inthe middle ofthe passageway and whoever wanted to go out to
urinate had to report to him, going and retuming. A nameplate was posted at
each sleeping place, and it was absolutely forbidden to sleep anywhere but at
one's designated place. Each inmate had to stand watch for two hours; his
replacement would be the man sleeping to his right. Guard duty lasted fi'om the
moment the gong signaled bedtime tothe moment when itsounded reveille and
the call to morning gymnastics. It was then that the group leaders took the roll
and reported to the camp command.

At day's end, after getting our ration for the evening meal, we busied
ourselves cooking vegetables to add to the rice and we did not eat until six or
seven o'clock. If we ate earlier, we were unable to sleep because of hunger.
Whenwefinished our meal, wehad to cooka can of vegetables or wildtubersto

eatwhen we woke up inthe morning, along with the meager breakfast provided
for us.

Most ofourfree time was spent trying togetmore food. Not unlike animals.
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weonly thought of eating . . . eating. There were days when we could notfind

anything edible tocook at night. Going tobed with analmost empty stomach,
which kept rumbling over and over, we could not sleep. Many anight, trying to
answer the demands ofmy stomach, I kept afew grains ofsalt initty mouth until

they melted, drank some water, and managed to fall asleep. But then I woke up
very early inthe morning, hungry and chilled tothe bone. My body, which had
been tossing onthe bamboo bed, ached allover and kept shaking like aleaf. The
only way to relieve thecold and pain was togetup, goouttourinate, then come

back and sit with my arms around my knees and a blanket wrapped around my
shoulders until daylight. Most of us got little sleep because of hunger. The
quicker we fell asleep atnight, the earlier we woke up in the morning.
The worst times were when we were sick. A mere cold could confine a

person tobed for several days, not tospeak ofacase ofmalaria. Some people did
not recover even after a full month. Quinine tablets caused all sorts of

frightening sensations on half-empty stomachs, and most of us didnotdare eat
the wild greens and tubers when we were sick.

Not asingle night passed when I was not awakened by the moaning ofasick
man or anirunate crying in hissleep. The weaker ones among us became more

pessimistic than ever, the sound of laughter had become a thing of the past.
Those who used to make jokes no longer had the heart for it.I made eveiy effort
not tosink into despair. I thought that at the worst, I would try toescape across
the border; there might be achance ofgetting assistance there. Compared to my
companions, I was not much stronger, but I felt that I had been a bit luckier on

more than one occasion. Even my body tended tofunction ina healthy manner
on its own. There were nights when I was very hungry, but inmy sleep I often
saw myself living my former normal life. Once I was taking my wife and child to
an ice cream shop; I still recall vividly that itwas ashop my family frequented in
Cholon. When I woke up, Ifelt both joyful and frustrated; the sweet and fragrant
taste ofthe ice cream seemed tolinger inmy mouth. I did not know why I often
dreamed ofhappy events and delicious food; perhaps it was because I was not so

low in spirits as some ofmy companions. But sometimes I was oppressed by a
feeling ofshame and humiliation that I could not share with anyone. Seeing my
companions steal from oneanother, doharm to oneanother in a vile manner, or

fight with one another over trifles sodisgusted me that I no longer knew whom to
trust or confide in.

One day asI satabsorbed inmy thoughts, I caught sight ofYen, anarchitect I

had known since the days ofthe Xuan Loc camp, also sitting deep in thought. At
that moment, I was trying todevise ways tocross the border insuch a way asto
be able to convince those on the other side that I was not abodoi. Suddenly, Yen
looked at me and smiled in a most unexpected and strange manner. I was
worried. Was it possible that he was reading my mind?
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Then one night justaswe had laid down but were not yet asleep, we heard the
sound of a large number of bodoi approaching. Soon after, we heard many
shouts and then the voice of group leader Bui Quoc Khanh respectfully
addressing a bodoi.
"Comrade cadre." A moment later, we were being told to roll up our

mosquito nets and sit with our legs drawn up, each athis own sleeping place;
nobody was allowed to put his feet on the floor. Amonitor, escorted by a bodoi
and group leader Khanh, went from place to place tocheck each man's presence
andaskwhere his belongings were. While thiswas going on, there were many

footsteps passing by outside, then bodoi's voices sounding like they had arrested
someone asthey moved from the latrine area atthe back ofthe camp toward the
camp command's office. We heard sounds of a beating and a man's voice
imploring, "I beseech you, comrade cadre," accompanied by thumping, which
could beheard very clearly through the wattle. Then there was silence. We hung
up our mosquito nets again and ItQ' down. I wondered what had happened, who
had been caught and beaten. And why the beating?
Sofar, we had done nothing that might beconstrued asanactofopposition to
the bodoi, nothing that could because for a beating. We did not have enough to
eat, we worked until we were exhausted, our bodies had become terribly thin,
we were intatters, and many ofushad nofootwear left. We had towalk barefoot
in the jungle on stony ground and through thorny bushes. In other words, we
werein the most wretched and humiliating condition, not one likely to lead to

beatings, given our passive attitude. It was not until the next afternoon that we
were given some idea ofwhat had happened. Four inmates living inthe barracks
next toours, assoon asitgot dark, hadattempted toescape asagroup. They were

caughtimmediately; infact the bodoi were waiting for them. Iknew two ofthem.
Yen and Dr. Thieu, fairly well. What we did not quite understand was how Yen,
who was over forty and seemed tohave mature judgment, could besocareless as
to let himself be caught in this way. Everyone knew that it was best to try to
escape in broad daylight while we were at work, especially when we went to a
work site alone and unsupervised. The escape would not be discovered for
several hours.

We expected the captured men to bebrought toregimental headquarters, so
we were very surprised tosee Dr. Thieu detained inthe camp disciplinary cell.
He was confined for three days; after that, the camp command assembled the
group he belonged toand read adecision retuming him toits supervision—"as
hehad shown repentance for his offense." Thieu said that Yen had induced him
to escape. Much later when I was sent to work at regimental headquarters, I
found that Yen was there; he had been spared confinement and was kept at

regiment to work. He told me he had been betrayed by Dr. Thieu, who had
informed the bodoi of theescape plan. When thefour of them crept outof the
bamboo fence through a narrow opening they had made in advance, the bodoi
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who had been lying in ambushright outsidecaught themone by one. Becauseof
that, Thieu had not been punished. Yendid not entirely despair of his situation.
He said that his familyhad pulled some strings, and he still hoped that he would
be released earlier than the other inmates.

Eventually, the whole camp knew of Thieu's sordid betrayal of his compan
ions. This caused all of us to be on our guard; no one dared trust anybody.
Thieu's was not the only attempt to acquire merit in the eyesof the Revolution by
such means. A monitor had disclosed that the camp command had received
orders to examine and assess personal records and make recommendations to
Division for the release of a number of detainees on the occasion of big national
celebrations—Ho Chi Minh's birthday. Independence Day, the Party's anniver
sary, the People's Army anniversary, etc. This news had induced many detainees
to report on their companions in the hope of proving themselvesto the bodoi. A
number of so-called educated people had been vile enough to tiy to harm others
in the hope of an early release. As for me, I guessed that because our spirits were
so low, the camp command spread the rumor about an assessment of personal
records to encourage us to work harder for fear of being poorly rated.
After two months of clearing work, the number of sick had increased
considerably. Every morning at roll call, each barracks was full of men
remaining in bed. The nurse who came to examine them acknowledged that they
were indeed sick. None of us wanted to stay at "home," because this would
mean a missed opportunity to find wild vegetables and roots to add to that day's
ration.

After the patches of jungle we had cleared of trees and bamboo had dried to a
whitishcolor in the sun, the camp commandgavethe order to bum them. Only
then did we fully realize the consequencesof our sloppywork. When we set fire
to those plots, only the dead leaves and branches on top bumed; the bushes that
had been left and were pressed down beneath merely withered. We had to wade
throughthose partially bumed masses to completelyclear out the undergrowth,
which we made into piles and set afire. We had to chop close to the ground in
order to sever a bush; the sun beat down, and the ashes flew about like a

duststorm each time the wind came up. In that cloud of ash, to breathe or not to
breathe brought equal misery. With our bodies bathed in sweat, we tumed into
thin, tattered scarecrows, darkened by the dust. No work was harder than this
clearing and buming of the forests. Hunger and exhaustion, combined with the

dirt and itching, nearly drove us crazy. I tried to keep calm, but many of my
teammates kept swearing while they worked, which aggravated their nervous
tension.

One day, a man piled up the branches he had cut at a little distance from the
stump of a big tree. The heap of branches and twigs, all quite dry, looked like a
giant bird's nest. His teammates were surprised at what he did; our instmctions
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were to pile everything right around the stumps so they would bum along with
the branches. Otherwise shootswouldspring up from the stumps whenit rained.
Normally,an order was needed to set fire to the piles; this usually came only five
minutes before work breaks because when every pile was on fire, the heat was so
intense, it was impossible to stay within the area. Using a lighted tinder, we'd
kindle the bottom of the piles, then mn to windward. That day, we did as usual.
After the break, we retumed to check the results, and a horrible scene lay before
our eyes. In a pile of smolderingasheslaya half-bumed,twistedbody;there was
the same fishy stench of bumed human flesh that I had smelled once before. It
was nauseating. The body lay in the center of the heap of ash. Apparently,, the
man had built a pyre for himself, lighted it, then climbed onto the stump nearby
and jumped into the fire. We hurried to inform the bodoi, but they said little
exceptto advise us to be cautiousand notlet such an "accidentat work" happen
again. The camp command sent a bodoi to make a rapid examination, then
ordered the body wrapped in a piece of plastic and buried at an unfrequented
spot on the side of a hill. This luckless man—I do not recall his name—was our
first casualty since we began to build our camp in the jungle.
There were other waysin which life here wastaking its toll. Many no longer
tried to conceal their anger; when exhaustedby work, they gavevent to obscene
oaths. One day our guard—a fierce-looking bodoi—leveled his rifle at a
middle-aged detainee and threatened to shoot him. The man said imploringly,
"May I requestthe comradecadre to shootme in the head. I'd ratherdie thanlive
this life. I will stand at the roadside. Here. This way, you can say that you had to
shootme because I wastrying to escape. I only ask you to aim at myhead so I can
die quickly."
The bodoi was veryangry but did not know what to do. He turned his AK the
other way round and threatened to beat the man. But he left, saying, "Get on
with your work! You talk like a crazy man."
Thebodoialways stoodguardat somedistance fromus; theworksite wasfull
of dust and small insects, and we were not much different from animals, with the

number of tiny fleas and ticks setting up house in our clothes. The itching,
especially whenlying downto sleep, wasunbearable, and sometimes wewould
haveto get up, take off our clothes, and try to shake out the tiny parasites. Most
irritatingof them all were the gnats that kept buzzing about, getting in our eyes.
Weall firmly believed that, having preparedthe land, wewould have no strength
left to cultivateit. Manyof the mentold the monitorsstraightout that becausewe
did noteat enough, we werecompletelyexhausted and incapableof work. Still,
the norms kept being raised. The camp commandthought only in terms of the
maximum area of cultivation "in order to reap the best possible first crop." But

our capacityfor workflagged more and more with each passing day.
One day, somemen detailedto do choresat battalionheadquarters retumed
with the good news that our daily ration would be increased to permit greater
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effort in the production of the first crop. They said Commander Thinh had had a
meeting with his study monitors and arrived at the recommendation that cassava
(manioc) should be bought and distributed as additional fare and that some rice
should be borrowed for us, which would be deducted from our ration after the

harvest. According to their calculations we would produce enough cassava in
about eight months to meet our needs; our ration of rice could then be reduced
because the only work left to do would be to weed the crop and wait for the
harvest.

The next day, the camp conunand ordered us to assemble for a "working
session." Commander Thinh began with a speech intended to boost our spirits.
"The Revolution always cares for your health; it's because it considers
human beings as precious assets. Next week, my superiorswill send out people
to buy cassava to add to your daily fare. They are also contemplating the
possibility of increasing your rice ration. There is one point I'd like to make
clear to you: It is not true that the Revolution doesn't know of your problems; it
does. Now, do you agree to the purchase of cassava and the increase of your rice
ration?"

We replied with shouts, "Agreed! Agreed! Hurrah!"
Suddenly, someone cried out, "Allow us to write home! Please, allow us to
write home!"

"We request permission for our families to visit us. We're so hungry! We're
sick and running out of medicines!"
Commander Thinh raised his arm for silence, then said with a smile, "If you
want to write home, you can do so next week. As for visits from families, we
shall try to build a visitors' shed in record time, but only after the land has been
cultivated. We have to make very careful preparations before inviting your
wives, children, and parents to come here to see the results of your work. It's not
proper to have them here while we're still unprepared, is it?"
The prospect of receiving cassava and some more rice, of being allowed to
write home, and of being visited by our families in the near future was a great
boost to our spirits. Clearly, the bodoi were trying to relieve our pessimism and
despair.
A few days later, a number of men were ordered to make preparations to pick
cassava roots, departing in the morning and returning in the aftemoon. I
volunteered to go, hoping I might be able to make some purchases in an
inhabited area. Our party of more than twenty people left the camp beforedawn.
I thought we would be driven to our destination because from time to time a
truck from regiment would come to battalion headquarters and drive the bodoi to
market. But we walked, first passing regimental headquarters, then, half an

hour later, passing anotherreeducationcamp. The inmatesevidentlyhad not yet
left for worksites as we saw a great number of them walking about the enclosure.
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I judgedthe distance between ourtwocamps at a littleoverfive kilometers. As
far as weknew, there wereonly threecamps in the area. WewalkeduntU the sun
was fairly high above the horizon and then beganto see hill afterhill planted
with cassava; in the distance, we caught sight of a few local people. The bodoi

told us to st(^, and one said, "In a moment, you're going to enterthe village;
bear in mind that it's absolutely forbidden to 'communicate' with the villagers
without permission. You mustwalk in a straight line; you must notbreak rank
and walk ahead of the line or trail behind. Now,listen carefully. The inhabitants

ofthisplace are 'progressive' people; they have nogreatlove foryou. DoI make
myself clear?"
"Yes!"

We were led down a dirt path to a flat expanse of ground below. An old

wooden portico displayed a slogan that read "Nothing is more precious than
Independence and freedom," from which the paint had begun to peel off.
Behind thegatewas acourtyard with a flagpole inthemiddle. This was probably
thevillage center, a few dilapidated thatched houses denoting utterpoverty. We
stopped and were instructed to wait; the monitor and bodoi walked off. We had
waited about half an hour when we saw a group of villagers, including old

people, women, and children, coming outofthe village toward us;they uttered a
few discordant shouts, "Down with the nguy army! Down with the nguy
administration!"

To each shout, the children responded, "Down with them!" three times.

Some of my companions burst outlaughing attheso-called demonstration, but
we hastened to silence them.

"This is a demonstration against us. It's dangerous to laugh at them!"
The group consisted of about thirty people, more thanhalfof them children
who sat astride their older siblings' shoulders. Standing at a distance from us,

th^fcontinued to shout theslogans a few more times, then stood silent. A brat
picked upa lump ofearth and threw it inourdirection; it broke to pieces in the
middle oftheopen space between usand thegroup ofvillagers. Amoment after,
they decided to disperse, one following the other. Only a few children, some
carrying younger ones in their arms, stayed behind. Soon, one of them walked
slowly toward us,the others following cautiously. One ofmy companions asked,
"Aren't you here underorders to demonstrate against us?"
The child tightened hislipsasiftokeep from laughing and nodded. Anolder
boy, about fifteen, approached and shouted in an accent that was unmistakably
Central, "You think you know something, don'tyou? Goback! Offwith you!"
With these words, he drove the other children away. Th6, using the same
accent, hastened to ask him, "You come from the Center, don't you?"

Surprised, theboy looked atThe for a moment before answering, "We came
from QuangBinhProvince. Are you also from there?"
Th6 nodded, then asked, "How long have you been here?"
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"Long enough. Those children you saw were all bom here."
"Here come the bodoi,'' someone wamed.

The boy left, and the monitor and the two bodoi returned with a guide. They
said cheerfully, "As you can see, all progressivepeople hate you. You must be
very careful; otherwise they will put on another demonstration against you.
Now, follow me! We'll go and pick cassava roots."

We were led out ofdie sm^l hamlet to the fields, all planted with cassava,
which surrounded the huts. Each plant was almost three meters high, which
meant that the cassava must be more than one year old. A bodoi asked the guide,
"Comrade, why haven't you pulled them up at the right time? Why let them
grow so old?"
The man shook his head and answered, "What's the good of it? We cannot
store them too long. There's no one to sell them to. We planned to carry the roots
to the city but have no means of transport."
The monitor asked, "Why not barter? If goodscan be transported here, they
can be exchanged for your cassava, which will be carried back to the city by the
same vehicles."

Again, the man shook his head, "It's not as simple as that. If they bring
expensive goods, we cannot pay for them with cassava, and we have no money.
On the other hand, we cannot claim payment for the petrol used to transport our
cassava. From time to time, some vehicles come here for rare wood, but there is

nothing else to barter away. It's very hard to get anywhere from this place. The
district authorities have provided us with one bus that runs between here and the
district town, but it's so unreliable; one day it mns, another day it doesn't. Today,
it just sits there."
We were ordered to root up the cassava; we gathered the roots and also the
stems that would be used to grow new plants. The horn(cuttings) must be taken
from relatively young plants, and we were brought to a patch of cassava that
were about the right size. The soil was spongy, but this being the dry season, the
surface was hard. After we had worked for an hour, the sun was at its zenith and

very hot.
An old woman from the village appeared carrying two big pots suspended
from a bamboo yoke across her shoulder; she was followed by a young girl
carrying two tin containers of water in the same manner. The woman said to the
monitor, "Could you let these men boil water for tea and cook some cassava
roots to eat? You and the comrade bodoi are invited to eat with us in the village."
The monitor hastened to reply, "No thank you. Mother.It's just as well we
share the meal with the party."
The old woman did not say anything; she prepared to return to the village
''BMgi and cadres usually addressed womenas chi (sister)and mdor me(mother),using thefamiliar
form to endear themselves to the common people.
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followed by the silent girl. The two bodoi, mimicking the Central accent, teased
the girl, who looked away shyly. The old woman laughed and said, "She's a
grown girl, but she's very bashful with boys."
The monitor as well as the bodoi burst into laughter.
Westopped working. Some of us dug a pit to cookcassavaroots, otherswent
to look for kindling wood, the rest peeled the tubers. We did our cooking in the
middle of the cassava field to prevent sparks from our fire from being blown too
far afield. When the water was boiled and the cassava roots cooked, we offered

some to the bodoi. Theyate gleefully. For us, this was a chance to eat our fill. The
bodoi had nothing in which to drink water, so they borrowed our cans. Taking
advantage of the relaxed atmosphere, I suggested, "After we have finished
eating, could the comrade cadre allow us to go into the village to buy some
waterpipe and shredded tobacco?"
The bodoi and the monitor discussed the matter; finally, the monitor came
over and asked, "Who has some money on him?"
We all raised our hands. The monitor laughed. "How daring of you! Who
gave you permission to keep money on you? Well, I'll overlook it for the time
being. Now, take some rest and afterward divide yourselves into two teams. One
team will gather the horninto bunches that one man can carry; the other will pick
up the roots and pile them at the roadside. You will then delegate one of you to
follow me into the village to see if there is something to buy. But we won't start
before we've had a short rest."

The monitor and the two bodoi left to go into the village, and we sat downto
relax. One man began to snore within minutes. After a while, we set to work—
just a few men to tie the horn into bunches, the rest carrying the cassavaroots to
the road. We intended to bring back as many as possible to feed the many
inmates in the camp.
When the monitor and the two bodoi came back, they rebuked us for having
taken too many tubers, for the main purpose of the trip was to bring back
cuttings for new plants. The men had to go back to the field to gather more, but I
had been appointed to go into the village to buy whateverI could find. Everyone
wanted to give me money.
"There's no use bringing too much money," the monitor said. "You can't
expect to find goods to buy here. Ten dong will be more than enough."
But everyone wanted to hand me either a 5-dong or a 10-dongnote of the new
currency. I had to take 50 dong from the five fellows nearest me; finally I said,
"Let me take only this much. When I return, we'll share everything equally
among us, be it a needle or a piece of thread."
My friends laughed. "Agreed!" "Unanimous!"^
^Insteadof sayingdong y (agreed), the North Vietnamesepreferred the wordsnhdttn (lit., all of one
mind). The camp inmates, in this case, used the jargon in jest.
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Easy-going Monitor Quang said, "Ah! You want to make fun of the
Revolution, don't you?"

As he and I wereabout to leave, the men said, "Buy anything! Don't bring
back the money! You'll fail us if you do. And if there'srice wine, buy it, by all
means."

The monitor led me to the front of a house and told me to wait outside. A

moment later he returned with a middle-aged man and said to him, "Comrade,

see if you have anything to sell these fellows. Since theycame here, theyhave
been deprived of almosteverything. At their old camp, they were able to buy
some goods from time to time. Now, they have absolutely nothing left."
The man said, "I'll bring you to the village shop. You can buy what they
have, but I don't think there's much."

Wewentto a thatched housewithbamboowalls,theupperpart of openwork
and the lower part completely closed. At the entrance was a wooden board with
the words Cua Hang Mau Dich (lit., TradingShop) written in beautifulletters.
The villager walked in and inquired, "Where's everybody?"
A woman came from the back of the shop, her hands covered with soil. She
asked, "What is it, comrades?"

"I bring you these customers. The comrade bodoi from the reeducation

camp came to buy our cassava. He wouldlike to see if there'ssomething to buy
in your shop."
"We're not open today. In any case, there's nothingworthbuying. There are
only some discarded things nobody wants."
The monitor asked pleasantly, "Don't you have any edibles? Cakes or
sweets, or perhaps some sugar? Or cigarettes or waterpipe tobacco?"
"I'm afraid there are no sweets or food, but we do have some waterpipe
tobaccoleft. And there are some sweets no one cares to buy. Please wait until I
have washed my hands; then you can come in and have a look."
Our guide said, "Well then, comrade! Please come in and look around. I've
got to go to the field now."

Themonitorled me intothe shop. It wasdividedintotwocompartments; one
side servedas an office, the other had bamboo shelves placedagainstthe walls.
On the top of a high shelf, there were several parcels wrapped in paper. In one
comer stooda few pilesof roughly madestonebowls. Largebaskets,oneon top
of another, were stacked on the ground. The womancame back, and the monitor
said, "I've brought this camp inmate here to see if there's something to buy.
They have some money, but they haven't met anyone who could sell them
anything. They are short of everything, from tobacco to sweets."
The woman answered, speaking in the Northern accent, "Most of the folks
here provide their own food, so we seldom sell edibles. From time to time, when
the districtstore sells us someinexpensive goods that we can resell at very low
prices, we distribute them to the families in the village. Whenthe goods arrive.
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we notify the people, and the goods will be gone in a jiffy After that, there's
nothing left to show on the shelves. As of now, there are only a few unsold
tobacco cakes we don't know what to do with. Could the comrade ask whether

they want to buy them? Ah! There are also a few parcels of sweets left."
I was disappointedby the poverty of the shop, but when I heard that there
were some sweets, I hastened to say, "We could do with the tobacco and sweets.
It would even be better if you had some salt or fish sauce."
The monitor added, "I've seen quite a few hens and chickens in the yards. Is
it possible to buy some chickens or eggs?"
As he spoke, he looked at me; I eagerly noddedmy agreement. The woman
showedher understandingof the situation by replying cheerfully, "That kind of
merchandise is reserved for sale to the district store. Private sales are not allowed

here. Anyway, you have to ask the owners; they may want to sell."
Themonitorpickedup a cake of tobaccoand sniffedit. "Ugh! Whata bitter
smell! Indeed, theydon't know how to cure tobaccodownhere! Up North, just
the smell of our tobacco is enough to intoxicate us, let alone smoke it. By the
way, have you been here long? Is your family here with you?"
"I have lived here since 1968," the woman said. "I was then serving at the
battlefront, bringing supplies to the fighting units. We came as far as this area
but could not return to the North because B-52s were heavily bombing the
supply route. The Party decided that we should stay and organize a 'fighting
village' in this place. I marriedhere.I am theonlyone fromthe North, therest of
the peoplecame fromQuang Binh Province. I always hopeto be able to returnto
mynativevillage,but I havenothad the means. Recently, I received a letterfrom
my parents in the North, which made me miss them even more."
The monitor said, "You have your own family here now, so what's the point
of going back North? Besides, it's easier to earn your living here."
The woman shook her head. "Everybody says so, but I think that life here is
as difficult as in the North; things are not much different. Anyway, my parents
believe the rumor that everybody in the South is living in prosperity, so they
asked me to send them such luxuries as an electric fan and a bicycle!"
The monitor hastened to interrupt. "I grant you that we're not prosperous
now, but in the future, when this area has become an agroindustrial complex,
you'll have everything you want."

The womanreplied with a wry face, "Please, comrade,enoughof that! What
yousaywon't happen soon. Theother day, a comradefromDistrict camehere on
a visit, and I asked him for a coach ticket to go home and visit my parents, but he
said that if I went now, it would be a very long trip. He told me to wait until the
road along the Vietnamese highlandsrange wasbuilt, then the distanceto travel
will be much shorter. But from what I've seen, things would not be that easy.

Whenwe took suppliesto the troopsdown here,I thoughtI woulddie on that one
trip alongthe trail [Ho Chi MinhTrail]. If I waitto go Northuntil a properroad is
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built, I'm sure I will wait for a very long time. My husband says that the work
force has been expanded bya great number ofreeducation detainees, but what
does that mean? Ifwe build aroad without road metals topave it, no vehicle will
be able to drive on it afteronly a few rainy seasons."
The monitor said as if he waswellinformed, "I've heardcomradesfromthe

transport unit say that hundreds ofkilometers ofroad have already been tarred.
And onboth sides ofthat road, people from other places are being moved inand
resettled, gradually as planned. The construction work will undoubtedly be
completed soon."

The woman shook herhead and didnot disguise her contempt. "Comrade.
Have you ever been onthat road? Ifand when they finish it, I'm afraid I'll betoo
old to go. My parents will be dead and I'll have no more relatives to visit."
Afraidan argumentwouldstart, I took a chanceand asked, "How muchare
these tobacco cakes, madam?"

She did not answer; instead she went toa shelf and picked uptwo parcels—
supposedly containing sweets—carefully wrapped in cellophane. When she
opened them, we foundthat only one was intact and the otherhad abouthalf its
contents left. She asked, "Do you want to buy these sweets?"
I replied quickly, "Thank you, madam. I'll buyanything you have because
my companions have given me as much as sixty dong."
Thewoman laughed, "What'sallthatmuch money for? Thetobacco is seven
dong a cake. I'll ask seven and a halfdong for theparcels of sweets."
As I picked up the tobacco cakes, I felt a little worried. Wrapped in dried
banana leaves, eachmusthave weighed more than one kilogram. Tftree cakes

might be too much. But I told myself that there would be more than enough
people toshare them. I paid for the items and said, "Myfriends told me totry to
buy some edibles, but I can see that they are not available here."
The woman took the money, and as she looked for change, she said, "The
folks here are also in poor circumstances. Sometimes District asks whetherwe
want tobuyhigh-quality goods, butnoonecanfind enough money forthat. If we
manage to raise a litter of piglets or a few chickens, we haveto sell them to the

district store at theofficial price, which means that we won't get much."
Themonitor interrupted. "Thencomrade, tell thepeople to sell them under
the counter to these men. It's possible to sell at a littie higher price."
Hiewoman smiled; she spoke inalow voice asifafraid that somebody might
overhear what she said. "Well, I was going to tell the comrade to bring this
fellow tosee the village folks. Hecan askthem tosell him some things without
anyone being the wiser!"

The monitor laughed. "Well, has everything here been paid up? I'm going
with him to see if he can buy a few chickens."

Clutching thetobacco cakes and parcels ofsweets under rity arm, I followed
themonitor, tr^ heart filled with hope. If, ontop of what I already had, I could
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buy some chickens, that would be something beyond all our expectations. It
suddenly occurred to me that bringing them back to the camp might berisky.
What if the camp conunand would not allow ustoeatthem. Anidea popped into
my mind; I asked Quang, "Comrade cadre, could we bereprimanded for buying
chickens?"

"What would be the reason for that? But why not kill them here and wrap

them up; nobody will pay any attention."

I didnot expect the monitor tocome upwith such anidea. I had intended to
suggest that we say we bought the chickens tokeep tolay eggs and topermit us
to raise a brood of chicks. This wouldbe a form of "increasing production" and

would probably sound more constructive.
When we gotto the row of huts, I stopped to let the monitor precede me;
among the people here could besome ofthose who had "demonstrated" against
us. The monitor asked, "What are you stopping for?"
"I am afraid of being hooted at."

"Nonsense! You've nothing to fear when you're with me. Let's go in to
bargain with them!"
He came near a house and asked in a loudvoice, "Anybody home?Whereis
everybody?"
An old woman came out from a house, surprise showing on her face. She
asked in a Central Vietnam accent, "What's that?"

The monitor said, "I've inquired at the village shop. They told me to come

here to buya few chickens toprepare some chicken porridge totreatguests from
District."

The old womanshookher head and made a gesture of denial. "It's forbidden

to sell this way! If Districtknew, we would be severely reprimanded!"
The monitor laughed; he came near the woman and spoke close to her ear,
but I was able to hear what he said. "The truth is, I brought these camp inmates

to thevillage to pickcassava. They would liketo buysome chickens 'underthe
counter.' Sell themsome. The people at the village shoptold me to comehere;
there's nothing to fear."

The old womanstill hesitated; she said, "My familyhas no chickens to sell.
Others mayhave some. I have none left."
Themonitorsaidas if he reallybelievedher, "All right, I'll haveto gothere,"
pointing to the next house.

As we movedaway, the old woman said, "I think I'd better tell the folks to
bring thechickens to you. Where areyou picking cassava? Justgobackthere; in
a while, people will come withchickens. It's hard to chase afterthe chickens
now; it's too noisy. By the way, how many do you want to buy?"
The monitor turned to me for the answer. I asked, "How much is a chicken,
madam?"

"Probably over ten dong each. It depends on the size."
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"Very well! Please tell them we would like to buy about five chickens."
I followed the monitorback to the fieldand found that mycompanions had
already finished their work. Neat bunches of horn stoodby the side of the road.
My fiiends were sitting on the ground eating manioc. Seeing me, they noisily
demanded to know the result of my "mission." I handed the tobacco cakes and
parcels of sweets to one of them and said, "Divide this up among you. The
whole lot cost ISVi dong. I suggestwe dividethis into threeparts now, and we
can divide it individually whenwe get back to camp. Now, if anyone wants to
buy chickens, have the money ready; they'll bring the chickens out here very
shortly."

Themenwere overjoyed when they heardthis. "We'llhave chicken porridge
tonight," several exclaimed at once.

Themonitor was smiling and talking in a low voice to the two bodoi; they
were looking in our direction, and seemed to be discussing this business of
buying chickens.

As I was eating my share of manioc, two women appeared, carrying two
small bags—the kind which, filled with sand, were used to construct fortifica

tions. They approached the monitor who pointed in our direction. They came
toward us and asked, "Who wants to buy chickens?"

A numberof menstepped forward and took holdof thebagsas if to prevent
others from gettingthem. Fromwhere I sat, I hurried to intervene. "Don't fight
over the chickens! We have agreed to an equal distribution, remember!"
They restrained themselves, andI proposed thatonlyoneperson takecareof
the purchase. Both parties haggledearnestlyoverthe price. One of the women
said, "The price is fifteen dong each. You're free to take it or leave it."
The monitor picked up a chicken and balanced it in his hand. "This chicken

is rathersmall," he said, "it's notbig enough forthe priceyou'veasked. These
fellows want to buy quite a few chickens, so it's in yourinterest to ask a more
reasonable price."

Thetoneof the woman's voice changed. "For you,comrade, I amwilling to
cut the price down to ten dong a chicken."

Themencheerfully produced twoten-dong notes. Thewomen pocketed the
money, joy showing on their faces. The monitor waited until they were out of
earshot, thenhe shook his headandsaid, "Whywere you in sucha hurry? Why
didn't youtry to paythem seven dong a chicken? They would have agreed to that
price. This villagehas reached the statusof a socialist community, it's true, but
thosewomen are stilltrailingbehind; if there'sa chance, they never failto ask an
exorbitant price for what they sell."

As we examined the chickens by parting their feathers to expose the skin,
several morepeoplecame with theirfowls. They did not carrythemin bags but
heldthem upside down by the legs, which were secured with a piece of string.
This time there were a lot of chickens; we did not know exactly how many.
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Before leaving us to make the purchase, the monitor again advised us "to
bargain for cheaper prices." We gathered around the villagers and began
bargaining. This chicken was too skinny, that one too tough, etc. Rnally, we
agreed to pay fifty dong for seven chickens, and we pushed omadvantage by
asking them to tie the chickens for easy transport. The women talked to us as
they worked. I said, "How mischievous you were a while ago! We have been so
miserable; we were brought here todoforced labor, andyou hadtheheart tohoot
at us! What was all that for?"

One ofthewomen replied, "Wehave been ordered todo that bytheParty. As
forus, wecannot make head ortailof it. Here, wehave to dowhatever theParty
tellsus to do. We know thatyou inmates have a very hard life. Andwehave no
hatred whatsoever for you."

A man asked, "Is there a marketin this village or around here?"
"This is a 'fighting village'; therefore, there's no market here. There's no
other village in thearea except ours. And there's nothing tobuy and sell either.
As we already have a 'trading shop,' we arenot allowed tohold market here."

Isaid, "\^y don't you come to our camp to sell your goods to us? When we

were stillinthecamp nearthetown ofXuan Loc, it was very easy for thepeople
there to trade with us. At night, there was much activity around the camp."
The woman shook her head. "We cannot do such things here; it would be

against regulations. Only the trading shop workers have the right to trade with
the village people, and the villagers' only jobistoproduce goods. Distribution is
the duty of the trading service. If webuygoods from the govermnent without
selling our products to them, we'llget severe criticism."
One of the men insisted, "Then why did you sell chickens to us?"
The women laughed and replied, "It was to help you."
Another fellow saidteasingly, "Nowlook! You booed usbutyou alsosoldus
chickens as a signof support. In thefuture, howcanweknow when you want to
hoot at us and whenyou're giving us support?"
The women giggled. Seeing this, the monitor came over andasked, "Have
you finished? If you have, there's nothing more to discuss. If somebody saw you
'communicate' with one another like this, it wouldn't be any good for either
party."

Thewomen stood up andreturned to thevillage. Wediscussed how to carry
thechickens discreetly back tocamp. Finally, themonitor ordered usto strangle
thewhole lotand putthem in a sack. I regretted thewaste because some ofthe
fowls seemed ready to lay eggs, which would have been very nourishing to eat.
At four in the afternoon a truck came fromregiment. Weloadedthe cassava

roots on first, then piled the bunches of cuttings on topand tied up thewhole
load. The monitor sat in the cab with the driver, and he allowed one of us to ride

back tocamp with the sack ofchickens. The restofuswalked, accompanied by
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the two bodoi. We had barely got started when we heard someone running after
us. It was the fifteen-year-old boy who had been among this morning's group of
hecklers. He came running up with a chicken in a bag and offered it for sale. No
one had any money left except me. I asked the bodoi's permission, and they
agreed, so I said to the boy, "I have no money left except this five-dong note."
The boy followed us for a while, then said, "I also ask only seven dong for n^^
chicken, like the other people."
Thming to those wdking beside me, I asked, "Does anybody have two onedong notes?" But these had been used in our purchases; everyonetried to hide
higher denomination money. I shook my head and told the boy, "I'm afraid
you'll have to bring it back. Nobody has the change to pay you seven dong. That
will be for next time then."

The boy handed me the bag, saying, "Well, you can haveit for fivedong." I
gave him die money; the boy took the note and ran quickly away. The chicken
stayed motionless in the bag.

We reached regimental headquarters at dusk, and it was completely dark
when we got back to camp. The men noisily distributed the tobacco and sweets,
and within minutes a group was preparing the chickens for cooking. I unob
trusivelyhung the bag containingthe live chicken close to the thatch roof of our
barracks. My friends at camp had taken delivery of the midday and evening
rations for me. The came to say, "The men who are cooking are calling for those
who want to contribute their share of rice for chicken porridge. If you want to
join, go in the back."
I brought my share of rice; that night. The and I and many others had a meal
of delicious chicken porridge. This was the first time we had had such a good
meal since we had reported for reeducation! Although I was not a waterpipe
smoker, I still claimed my share and exchanged it for shredded tobacco. I
finishedmymeal with a cigarette and foundthat life still had someflavor to it. In
other circumstances, people would take for granted such things as chicken gruel
and shredded tobacco cigarettes, but here at this moment to be able to afford
such "delicacies" was like a miracle. I felt much stronger suddenly, and in
higher spirits. Even the cigarette had a special flavor, different from the taste it
had after a meal of rice gruel mixed with wild greens. Indeed, happiness was
only a relative feeling!
The next day it was the tum of other detainees to go to pick cassava.
Although the work was tiring, to go was now a privilege. In the evening, the men
came back with tobacco cakes, sweets, sugar, and live chickens. The camp
commanders chose to close their eyes to our purchase of chickens. The live ones
were shut up in small pens around our quarters. When I went out to work, I tied
the legs of my chicken and entrusted it to the care of the kitchen team. When I
returned, I brought it back to the barracks and fed it with a handful of insects of
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all kinds. Later, I built a hen house for it, small but very strong, to guard against
foxes. I had developed a sort of affectionfor the chicken. Daily, I took care of it
as if it were my own child.
Since we had been allowed to add manioc to our daily fare and especially to
buy fooditems at the village, lifehad becomemore bearable. Surveillance by the
bodoi seemed to slack off a bit. When we worked on the land, they went off
searching for yams. But this relaxation was short-lived; it ended a little more
than a week after it had begun.
Returning from work one evening, we found that another inmate was

missing. The groupleader maintainedthat everybody waspresent whenroll was
called at the worksite just before the walk back to camp, but at the food
distribution there was one ration too many. Later, I leamed that Dr. Anh had
disappeared. The result of this was that surveillance and roll call became as strict
as before, and we were no longer allowed to pick cassava. There may have been
other reasons for that. It seems that our purchases had caused a great disruption

in the lives of the local people. The bodoi told us that we had "bought up the
village goods, so the purchasing section has no more chickens to buy for the
trading shop."
By now, we had cleared a fairly wide area. The neighboring hills and flat
expanses in the valleys were ready for cultivation. The cassava cuttings were
piled on the bank of the stream. We began to plant. Walking abreast of each
other,we dug holes about forty centimeters apart with our hoes. A secondgroup
following us planted the cuttings, pushed the soil around them, and stamped it
down with their feet. The cuttings had been chopped down to the proper length
of three joints each. In this dry season, the men working with the hoes had the
hardest job because the surface of the ground was hard. In fact, we expectedall
the cassavacuttings to die. But a few days later when we passed the fields, red
sprouts were visible above the surface of the earth. The planting proved to be
almost as hard work as the clearing of the forests. In these open spaces, the sun
blazed down on us, and when we were allowedto rest, we could not find a single
tree to shade us. Our daily fare also had suffered a change for the worse;we were
no longer allowedto eat fresh cassava,and since no more cuttings wererequired,
we had no opportunity to go to the village to buy edibles.
After a week of hoeing and planting, the number of sick increased, and
almost everyone was obsessed with the idea of escaping across the border.
Besides, the informers among us had perhaps dressed up their reports with the
result that roll calls became more frequent and surveillance more strict. At
night, when someone went out to relieve himself and did not immediately
return, the bodoi on guard near the fence would yell out to drive him back into
the barracks. The fear of detainees escaping became an obsession with the
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bodoi. From time to time they spread the rumor that "a great number of inmates
would be released shortly" and said "it would be stupid to escape from camp
now because that would be a complete waste of so many months of reeduca
tion." Those "disclosures" no longer attracted our attention, and my compan
ions cursed when they had to listen to them.
Cloudsbegan to appear each day now,announcing the approachof the rainy
season. The camp command's plan was to plant rice on dry fields after the
cassava planting was completed. One day I was summoned to repair the
battalion's barracks; the roof had been covered with freshly cut thatch that had
shrunk during the dry season, and there were now many small holes and slits,
especially around the lashings. From inside, those holes looked like so many
stars studded on the dark background of the roof. As I sat on the roof tying
bunchesof thatch to fillup the slits, I wasableto overheara discussionaboutrice
planting.
Commander Thinh was a scheming fellow, always optimistic. He told the
group of study monitors assembledfor the session, "If we plan our work well,
we'll surely carry off the flag^ this time!"
The study monitors all protested. "Really! If we can do our workso as not to
be criticized, that will be the best we can hope for. It's not that easy to carry off
the flag! The men are so hungry and weather conditions so severe that even
fulfilling the norms will be hard."
Thinh burst into laughter; but he replied firmly, "Don't you worry, com
rades. We have the experience. If we want to carry off the flag, we'll be able to do
it. Wait and see!"

"By dressing up your report again, no doubt!"
Thinh shouted back, "Who do you say has presented false reports, comrade?
When was it? Youngcomrade, don't be insolent!"
The voice of Political Commander Tu was heard above the confusion, "You

don't know Comrade Thinh yet! He has more than one trick up his sleeve; if he
wants something, he'll get it. Comrade Thinh, tell the comrades how you plan to
carry off the flag. Let's see if they think it's feasible. As for me, I think it's going
to be quite difficult."
Thinh answered, "I plan to see to it that we attain a production of two and a
half tons of paddy per hectare and that we carry off the flag. Last year, in
Kontum, they took the regional prize with only two tons per hectare."
"Good God!" This was Monitor Quang's voice. "I didn't expect to hear such
wishful thinking! Is this land fertile for rice? We have no fertilizers and no
insecticide and the work force is too weak to work properly. To speak of two and
a half tons per hectare in such conditions would be . . ."
^Carry off the prize (in the form of a flag).
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Thinh laughed still louder. "Ha! Ha! The comrade doesn't believe me? Let
him wait and see! I have made my plan. I say that we'll carry off the flag. You
want to bet?"

"I havenothingto risk in a bet against you, but if youcan manage to produce
two and a half tons per hectare,I'll volunteerto clean yourbehind each time you
go to the latrine."

Everybody roared with laughter. Sitting in the shadow near the wall tying
bunches of thatch, I could not restrain myself so I ran off silently to a stand of
elephant grass a little distance away to laugh out loud. Monitor Quang was
known to be a joker; it was like him to react in such a manner. A moment later, I
retumed to my place near the wall. The discussion was still going on, and
CommanderTu wastalking. "Like I said. ComradeThinh is a schemingfellow.
I am sure he has a plan that will work."
"Those guys are too hungry and too weak. Wecannot forcethem to work any
harder."

Thinh said, "Just maintain the present level. That'll be sufficient."

MonitorQuang replied, "I cannot believeyou. I am a peasant. I am sure that
rice planted on cleared land with such labor cannot reach such productivity."
Thinh said, "I can't make you believe me. There's no need for further
discussion for the time being, but you'll see. To be quite fi*ank, I think you're
still too green. Ha! Ha!"
That evening, I told The about the camp conunand's discussion. He was

flabbergasted. "What! Productionof two and a half tons with this land! Theycan
waittill kingdom come! My family used to plant rice on cleared land. Even if the
soil and the seeds are right and the weather favorable, the maximum productivity
was 1.7 or 1.8 tons per hectare. Maybe their estimates were wrong."
"They will probably force us to sweat blood!"
"That won't do any good! Hard labor doesn't necessarily mean an increase
in productivity. It also depends on the quality of the seeds, on fertilizers, and the
soil. The seeds I've seen in the stores at logistics section are the ordinary kind."
I only discussed the matter with The, but a few days later one of my friends
said complainingly, "I've heard that 'they' havea plan to outdothe other units in
productivity in order to carry off the flag. We'll surely be dead before the harvest
season arrives."

I chuckled to myself. The was a very discreet fellow, and I was sure that if he
had discussed my story with someone, it had been only with a reliable friend. In
any case, it took just three days for the story to go the rounds of the camp!

Perhaps to realize the plan for planting cassava, group leader Bui Quoc
Khanh was instructed to raise the work norms set for each stage of the process,
aggravating our hardships. Without the cassava roots to eat, we were hungry
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again; having plantedthe plotsnearthe camp, wenowhadto start outveryearly
each morning for the other fields, which were about three kilometers away. The
weather was stifling despite an overcast sky, the usual climate just before the
rains started. To make matters worse, there was now this business of raising the
norms!

We got up early while the sky was still dark and cooked a can of greens or
tubers, which was not easy. The woodwas green, the cookingplace wet; we put
our heads close to the ground and blew on the fire to stoke it up, just enough to
cook what we had. The smoke was dense, and by the time we finished cooking,
our eyes were red and our bodies covered with sweat. The younger men
constantlyuttered profane oaths while they cooked and blewon the fire. Later,
we washed, then went to take delivery of our midday ration, a half-bowl of rice
and a handful of dried manioc slices. These slices had not been properly dried,
and theyhad turnedbrownand hada soursmell;cookedwitha pinchof salt, they
seemed to stick in our throats the moment we swallowed. After we had eaten, we

could not stop belching from the acid gas in our stomachs. The men who
suffered firom stomach trouble were afraid to eat this stuff and gave it away.
As we became weaker, the bodoi and even the group and team leaders

appeared to become more severe. They wereobsessed by the fear of a drop in
productivity. As far as we were concerned, eating wasthe only importantthing
on earth. We had arrived at a point where no one was able to find enough wild
greensor rootsto eathis fill, andbecauseof thatnobody daredto eat up hisentire
ration and what edibles he could find during the day's work. In the morning we
ate just enough to havestrengthto go to the field. Upon arrival, we had another
bite and continued to have a bite after each hour of work. At noon, we ate up
what was left of what we had brought with us, then hastened to go in search of
tubers or wild greens.

Knowing that this was the only way for us to fill our stomachs, the bodoi
closed their eyes to our hunt for extra food. Our subsistencefor the eveningand
the next day depended on the results of our picking and digging during the
midday rest. The team of bodoi standing guard in the morning was replaced at
noonby anotherteam. The afternoon team wasmost anxious to get back on time
because they were looking forward to their meal and rest. So when the day's
work was finished, we were urged to leave at once, shouted at, and forbidden to
linger to look for greens and roots. Even when we came to the stream to wash,
we were rushed. We had two alternatives: either have a quick wash in order to

have enoughtimeto washourclothes, or batheand cleanourselves carefully and
then put on the same clothes we had worn during the day. Mostof us preferredto
bathe long in the streambecausethis time spent in the clear waterat the end of
the day was for us the most invigorating, pleasant, and relaxingin the wholeday.
Our bodies were clean, and we were free of the itching from the tiny insects that
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got into our clothes and fed on us. If the young ones saw someone wash his
clothes withoutbathingin the stream, they would tease, "Relax, buddy! Enjoy
the hour while you still have time!"
But when the whistle summoned us to assemble for the walk to camp,
followed by the shoutsof those standingguardwherewebathed, wehadto huny
and put on our smelly clothes again. The discomfort and irritation returned. We
felt like animals with the ever-present ticks swarming over our bodies.
While dragging out this wretched existence, it was no wonder that the
propaganda speeches of the political cadres aimed at boosting our morale
became an ironic and impudent comedy. The bodoi themselves were aware of
this, and they did not prolong any more than necessary the political study
sessions, as they had done at the Xuan Loc camp. Whenever there was a topic
that regiment wanted us to study, the session was completed within one
afternoon, that is, we worked in the morning, had a wash at noon, rested until 3
P.M., then went to the courtyard in front of battalionheadquarterswherewe sat
in the shadeof the trees to listen to the lesson. Thepoliticalcadre fromregiment,
in fact, only read from his documents, then asked, "Do youhavesomething to
add?"

We replied unanimously, "No!"
After that, we had a fifteen-minute break, then a discussionperiod. Groups
of fifteensat in a circle to talk, and at aroundhalf past fourthe group leadersmet

with the political cadre to report on the results obtained at the "workshops."
Generally speaking, everybody reported that "the men agreed 100percent with
the comrade speaker." Then the political cadre made a remark on our attitude
vis-a-vis political studies, and naturally "there were still some elements who did
not show enough eagerness; their comrades should urge them to make more
effortsso that everybody could progress at the same pace. . . . Otherwise, those
very persons who would surely be released later than the others would harbor
resentment against the regime."
At this moment, when the study session wasabout to end, the politicalcadre
usually would begin his disinformation task by imparting some news that later
on would become a serious topic of discussion among the inmates. On one
occasion, he disclosed that "all reeducation camps at Ka 1\im had been
disbanded because the inmates there had successfully completedtheir reeduca
tion and had been allowed to return to their families"; at another time, he said

that "more than one hundred inmates of the camp uphill from this one had been
released because they had worked well, despite the fact that we were in the midst
of the cultivation season."

In such moments, when "secrets" were imparted, some of the fellows
trapped the cadre with seemingly stupid or unexpected questions. One day, a
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man began a lengthy exchange. "At the very beginning of our reeducation,
many high-ranking cadres toldus that our offenses were relatively less serious
thanthose committed byfield-grade officers andcivilservants above therankof
director. Is that right?"

Thecadrereplied without hesitation, "That's right! No doubt about it! You
can see for yourselves that you have not been beaten or ill-treated at all."
"Thenwhywere wecompelled topleadguilty tocrimes punishable bydeath
when we were asked to write an account of our past history?With such serious
crimes, how long do we have to stay in reeducation camps?"
Obviously embarrassed, the cadre replied with a forced smile, "Well, we
mustcall a spadea spade! There'snootherway to describea crimepunishable by
death. Anyway, compared with people of higher rank, your crimes are less
serious; consequently, you will be released earlier."
"How soon is 'earlier'? How many years of detention? To which article of
the Penal Code can we refer to know the number of years we are supposed to be
detained?"

Carriedalongby his ownmomentum, thecadrereplied, "How can weknow
how long you're supposed to be detained? You'll only know when you're
released."

"Then why did the regiment commander say one day that if we were not
released yet, it was because the present situation did not permit it?"
"That is also right. The situation at the border is at the moment very tense.
Can't you see that?"

"TTien which principle or policy is in force to deal with our offenses?
According to the law or the situation outside the camp?"
"According to both the law and the situation at the moment."
"If that is so, how can you know in advance that many detainees will be
released?"

A young inmate interrupted, saying bluntly, "Then, what you've said was
only guesswork, comrade cadre! We've heard plenty of that stuff before."
Vexed, the cadre replied, "I didn't guess. It was regiment command that
instructed me to disclose the news to you. We only want you to keep up your

spirits so you can complete your reeducation; if you give up hope now,
everything will go wrong."
A fellow retorted, "At the Xuan Loc camp where we were, a regiment
commander invoked his honor as a Communist Party member to assert that we
would not be detained too long. It has been two years since, and still we cannot
know the day when we will be released. So who can we trust now?"
The cadre hesitated, then gathered his papers and prepared to leave. Then he
said, "A period of two years cannot be considered a very long time."
At this, the men protested loudly, "Then what is considered as Tong'? How
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many years?" and "Good God! Already two years of detention and yet it's not
enough! Then what is enough?" and "Oh, what difference does it make. Youcan
detain us here until we die, for all I care!"

Thecadre shookhis head, made a vaguegesture with his hand, then left to go
to battalion headquarters. We were ordered to disperse and return to our
barracks.

From that afternoon on, we talked about that study session. Everyone
acknowledged that it was quite clear now that we were to be detained indefi

nitely, according to an undefined policy without any legal grounds. Our fate
dependedon a few decisionsmadeby the authorities. "Ifyouobtaingoodresults
in reeducation, youwill be releasedsoon!" But whatcouldbe considered"good
results"? We were living under vague, inconsistent regulations and the maxim,
"hurricanes and storms are not as dangerous as \^etnamese syntax," came to
mind. In truth, the \^etnamese language doesnot lack words to expressdefinite
and concise ideas, but the men and women of the new regime had created a new
and tricky way to speak it, as in, "Bring a provision of money or foodstuff
required for sevendaysof reeducation!" or "Ifyouobtain goodresults, you'll be
released soon!"

We continued the daily task of planting cassava. The carpentry team to
which I belonged, having built the required number of buildings for the whole
camp, was now instructed to saw tree trunks to make tables and chairs for the
camp command. Also, each study monitor was entitled to a wardrobe trunk in
which to put his clothes and other personal belongings, and each bodoi was
allocateda real bed instead of boardsplacedon a trestle as before. Weweregiven
more to eat than our companions who worked in the fields; in addition to our
daily ration, the ten of us were given two basins of rice and two basins of noodle
soup—instant noodles cooked in water—each morning. The bodoi did not have
to eat rice mixed with maize or manioc; it seemedthat theyhad more white rice
than they could consume. There was always uneaten rice thrown in the pigsty.
After finishing the beds, we were ordered to work at sawing high-quality
wood that was thought to exist in large amounts in this part of the jungle.
Commander Thinh or some of the study monitors would lead us to a spot where
the trees were believed to be of the right kind. A temporary shed covered with
wattle was built for us in the carpentry team to work in. We felled the trees, then

cut the wood into boards about ten centimetersthick. Sawingthe newlycut trees
was very hard work, but we were always aware that we were having an easier
time than the men planting cassavaon the hills under the blazing sun, trying to
fulfill impossible norms. After sawing, the boards were stood upright and
covered with branches to prevent them from cracking if exposed to direct
sunlight. Each time a truck from regiment came with suppliesfor the camp, we
had to carry the boards to the dirt road for the truck to pick them up and take them
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away. Moving theheavy boards through thedense growth of theforest was a job
in itself. Every timea loadwasdispatched, wewereeachgiven a few days latera
packet of Vam Cocigarettes, thenewbrandthat, though bitter, "wasbetterthan
nothing."

One day, coming back to camp from such a trip, we found animated
discussions going on about the escape some days ago of Dr. Bui Tran Anh,
taking withhim only his knapsack andleaving all hisclothes behind. Dr. Anh
was nicknamed Bi Tran Ai^^ because he was a joker, did not pay much attention

to hygiene and rarely washed himself or his clothes, and always smelled of
waterpipe tobacco. Most ofthemen thought himsomewhat crazy: How was such
a fellow able to escape from the camp? But I believed he was a thoughtful
person. He pretended to be a jokeranda bit "nuts," but hiswords revealed that
he hada deepunderstanding of oursituation andhadthought seriously about it.
Theday afterhis escape, when everybody was out working withonlya few
inmates remaining in camp. Dr. Anh was suddenly seen returning with his
knapsack on his shoulders. The bodoi surrounded himandpushed himtoward
the battalion office. Those who witnessed the scene said Dr. Anh claimed he

intended to escapebut wasseized by remorse anddecided to comeback.Asthe
camp commander was absent, thebodoi kepthiminthedisciplinary cell,which
meant that one of his legs was fettered. The knapsack he carried over his
shoulderswas full of rice. The following day, CommanderThinh orderedhim to
reconstruct his escape. He related everydetail, and it turned out to be a very
simple story. At dawn he left his barracks, pretending to go to the latrines, his
knapsack clutched underhis armpit. He followed the pathleading to battalion
headquarters, openly, without trying to conceal himself. Arriving at the rice
storehouse,he wentround to the back, got in by climbing overthe wall, filledhis
sack with rice, threw it outside, climbed back out, and followed the path toward
the dirt road. But seeing this route guarded by bodoi, he returned to the
storehouse and hid himself in it with the intention of finding his way out that
night. It was then almost daylight. He spent the whole day sleeping. That
midnight, he gotout and wentacross the adjacent cassava field toward theroad.
But after a day withoutfoodor water, he realizedhe couldnot go veryfar, so he
hid himself in a bush on the deserted hill facing the camp and waited to make his
way backto campuntiltherewasno one around. He alsosaidthatwhenhehid in
the warehouse, he clearly heard the bodoi discussing their search for him.
Perhaps because he seemed somewhat irrational. Dr. Anh was kept in the
disciplinary cell only one week; after that he was retumed to his group for
play on words. "BCii" became "Bi" (usedmainly as a component of several compound words
that convey ideas of sadness, sorrow, pessimism, compassion, pity, etc.). "Tran Anh" became
"Trin Ai" (hardship). However, the pun was meant as a joke, as can be seen in the context.
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"education" and surveillance. To his teammates' laughing questions, Anh
replied jestingly, "I intended toescape, butI forgot tobring along my packet of
waterpipe tobacco and I just couldn't do without it, so I returned to camp."
Many believed hisanswer to beperfectly sincere—although most ofusknew it
was ajoke—because Dr. Anhwas known tobea pipe addict; hewas also known

for being able todraw on his pipe longer than anyone inthe whole camp.
All the events at the camp outside the daily routine came with unexpected
suddenness. One night not long after Dr. Anh's comical escape attempt, another
strange event took place. As wewere ready to goto sleep, we suddenly saw the

beam of a flashlight flickering asthe man holding it made his way toward our

barracks. Behind him loomed the silhouettes of a number of bc^oi. As they

came closer, we saw that it was Commander Thinh followed by several study
monitors. Suddenly a voice said, "Where's Khanh? Ask the men to assemble
quickly."
We were told to assemble into groups and to stand in front of one of the

barracks, which were situated fairly far apart from one another. Monitor Quang
asked, "Do you know why you havebeen summonedhere?"
A voice answered, "For roll call."

Monitor Quang went oncheerfully, "You guess wrong! Hiere's noroll call.
Now, when somebody's nameis called,heis to present himself before me; after
that he is to stand to my left. Is that clear?"
"Yes."

The first man whose name was called approached Quang and bythelight of
the flashlight sawin his handa packof letters. Hecried out, "Letters! Lettersfor
us!"

The men standing inthelines were sohappy that they suddenly became noisy
and disorderly. Within me—and probably within the hearts of the other men—
was joy mixed with anxiety; these must be letters from home. We had not
receivedany for a long time. Was there one for me?
After a number of names had been read, I heard myown called out. The

night was dark,andthough I moved cautiously onthewooden clogs I hadmade
for myself, I kept stumbling again and again. The monitor handed me a letter,
then said, "Wait, here's another one!" I joinedthe group of inmates whohad
received letters andwaited. Like a blindman I felt my two letters with n^r hands,
my heartfilled withgreatjoy as if I were actually holding mywife andchildin
my arms. A multitude of thoughts churned in my mind. I no longer paid any
attention to what was happening around me. I didnotknow which of my friends
hadgotletters andwhich ones hadnot. I remained detached from my surround
ings until a shout from the monitor reminded me where I was. One man was

complaining that he hadbeen given onlyan empty envelope, which meant that
his letter had fallen out somewhere or was in someone else's envelope. The
monitor said, "Allof youwhohave received letters,pleasecheckto see whether
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youhave been givenotherpeople's by mistake."Thereasonfortheconfusion, of
course, was that our letters had been opened and perhaps censored.

When we were told to disperse, we lighted a number of thoroughly dried
pieces of wood—the kind we only used as tinder to start a fire—and in small
groups we sat around the flickering light of the fires to read our letters from
home. Both of mine began in the same way, 'T and our daughterare bothin good
health," and added in parentheses, "Actually in good health; I mean it." The
reason for the additional assurance was that now everyone had to write letters

according to compulsory standards aimed at "mutually boosting each party's
morale" or else, it was warned, the letters wouldn't arrive at their destination. If

that happened, the fault wouldbe entirely the writer's who did not complywith
the directive that letters be written with "eagerness and enthusiasm" in the
heart and mind. But reading a letter full of "enthusiasm and eagerness," we
often could not bring ourselves to believe what it said. The vernacular of the
moment differed so much from what we had been accustomed to! What I was

looking for was found at the end of my letters. Added as a postscript to the first
one was the sentence, "Uncle will surely get well because he has come across a
very good doctor, a graduate from a medical school in the Soviet Union. He
firmly believesthat Uncle's illness can be cured." In the second letter, my wife
also added a postscript that read, "Uncle has great hopesof recovering from his
illness very shortly because his doctor is entirely devotedto him. At present, we
havemade arrangementsfor the doctor to live near us and are meeting him every
day." So I knew myfamily had been workingon mybehalf and believedtheyhad
gone to the right place. TTie detail about the arrangementmade for the doctorto
live near by worried me a bit. There were plenty of stories going around
concerning Northern cadres who, because of their craving for wealth and
comfort, did not hesitate to promise us the moon! While we read, the inmate
whose letter was lost went from one group to another, his empty envelope in his
hand, begging us to check to see whether his letter had got mixed with ours.
Having read my letters again and again, I still failed to understand the
hidden meaning of some of the sentences. Forexample,whenmywifewrotethat
"our daughter has grown up now and no longerinsists on havingher milk," did
she want to express motherly pride in our daughter's rapid growth, or did she
mean to complain about the shortage of milk? And did "Every day, I work
actively" mean that she still had a job or that she was working very hard? She
wrote that "The lady next door has asked me to give you her regards. At present,
she's full of 'enthusiasm' because all her sons have passed the tu tai [baccalaureat] exam." In fact, all her sons were well over thirty, forty even. Surely, my

A rendering of the short catchy phrase,Phdn Khdi Ho Ho'i, the wordKhdirhymingwiththeword
Ho'i, one among many phrases that the Vietnamese communists are particularly fond of.
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wife wanted to say they had been tdi tu^'^ (sent back to prison); if so, the word
"enthusiasm" must be understood to mean the opposite.
My wife also sent me her New Year's wishes for "good labor, good studies,
and good health." Looking at the dates, I found that the letters had been written
more than seven months ago, and the address on the envelopes was that of the
Xuan Loc camp. The two had been written about two months apart; there must
havebeen many changes since. If she had not written to me since, it was because
she had had no replies from me. These letters must have been kept at battalion
headquarters for a long time. But why wait until now to distribute them? As I was
reading and rereading those sentences full of riddles, there was a shout from the
bodoi, "Put out all the fires!Everybodymust goto sleep now!The gongsounded
long ago for you to turn in. Haven't you heard?"
Two bodoi, their AKs slung on their shoulders, yelled as they passed. We
stood up and put out the fires with our feet. I returned to my sleeping place, but
my eyes stayed wide open as my mind struggled with unanswered questions. A
moment later. The slid into his place beside me.
I asked in a low voice, "Have you got a letter?"
"I've had no news from home since I reported for reeducation. No visit, no
letter. Maybe my father has died."
"Nonsense! Don't be sad and don't lose faith! You'll get your letters some
day!"
"I am not sad! Better this than be like Sinh, the one who got an envelope
without a letter. It's pitiful to see him sit there, holding his head in his hands."
"Go to sleep now! We have to be able to work tomorrow."
The next day,the letters were the only thing the men would talk about. In the
afternoon, we were told to stop work early and go back to camp to washup and
havea rest. Welookedat one anotheras if to sayweexpectedsomethingnewand
unusual to happen. That evening, we were ordered to assemble in the open space
where the meeting hall was to be built. The study monitors seemed to be
cheerful, which surprised us. It was doubtful that anything pleasant was
coming. Conmiander Thinh arrived, and a monitor shouted, "Attention," then
presented himself before the commander.
"Request permission to report, commander. Assembly of inmates com
pleted."
Commander Thinh was all smiles. As usual, he relished this kind of

formality. He began to play the role of a man who took great care of people
committed to his charge. "Most of you have received letters from home, right?
And most of you are no doubt pleased with the news your families gaveyou. As
for the rest, although you have not for the moment received any letters, you will
hear from your families soon. I shall make the recommendation that from now on
^2A play on words in which the order is inverted.
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you will be allowed to write home regularly, and, naturally, you will receive
letters from home regularly, at least once a month. Do you agree to that?" There
was no answer from the assembled detainees. Thinh forced a smile, then

continued, "Lately, I have been very busy and havehad no time to talk with you.
I had to carry out the plan for cultivationof the area reserved for cassava. Now, as
the work has made good progress, I have gathered you here to speak about two
subjects. The first is related to preparations to be made in anticipation of your
relatives' visit, and the second to the proposed change regarding your daily
fare."

He explained that we would have to build a house in which to receive our
families. Construction would begin the following week. He did not move
directly into the second subject, but began with a lengthy introduction, "What
with the many difficultiesour fatherlandis now facing—the destructioncaused
by the Chinese "expansionists" on both our southwesternand northem borders,
the ravagesof recent typhoons, and the loss of crops to insectpests in many parts
of the country—yourexistencemust be directlyaffectedby thosefactors." After
further enumeration of the hardships that led to the famine that people outside
were enduring at present, Thinh announced, "Beginning tomorrow, there will
be a change in your rice ration. To facilitate the work of the kitchen team, you
will have rice twice a week, the same quantity each time. For the rest of the
week, we shall eat sweet potatoes and manioc. You will have to exercise
determination to win against all difficulties and join the People in the conmion
effort to produce more rice for the nation. When we have rice in sufficient
quantity, naturally we'll change the ration again, for the better."
Hearing that we were to get less rice, we could not help complaining and
cursing under our breath. The silent group of bodoi standing around did not
shoutus downas theyusuallydid. In an attemptto changeourmood, Thinhsaid,
"By the way, I forgot to inform youof some goodnews. Tomorrow nightand the
following night, the film projection crew of the People's Army will be here to
entertain you. Now, before you go, let's sing a song!"
A voice called out, "Where's Khuyen? Come up here and set the tone for the
song. Ah! Khuyen's sick? Then, any of you who's willing, set the tone, will you?
Remember, we will have a rest after this."

One of the inmates was urged to stand up. He asked, "What song shall we
sing?"
Someone answered in a low voice, "What else? As if Uncle Ho was

present.'"
Reluctantly, we sang to our irregular hand clapping. Then, for no reason, a
laugh was suddenly heard, and the men began to sing louder; the hand clapping
became more regular. Thinh also sang and clapped his hands in time, visibly
pleased. When we had finished the song, he clapped his hands as a sign for us to
sing again. And we did, at the top of our voices.
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As if UncleHo waspresentat theGreat\^ctoiy Celebration! Hiswordhascome
true and we have achieved glorious victory! After thirty years of struggle for
national independence, thirtyyears undertheDemocratic Republic, ourfight has
ended in Victory! Vietnam Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam Ho Chi Minh!

The song finished, we clappedour hands and roared with laughter.

Chapto- 5

Camp Four: Bu Gia Map (cent.)

The next day, we werepermittedto stop workearly and go back to camp to
have our meal, then prepare to go and watch the movie. At dusk, we were
orderedto fall into lines and makeour way to regimental headquarters. A fairly
largenumberof inmates, uponlearning thatwehadto goto regiment, askedto
remain "home" on the pretextthattheywerenot able to see clearlyat night. As
forme, I saidI wanted to gojust to seewhatthefilmwaslike,butmyrealaimwas
to take the opportunityof possiblymeeting friends or acquaintances fromother
camps. But when we arrived at the headquarters, night had fallen; there was a
new moon and not enough light to allow us to recognize anyone. We knew that
inmates fromas manyas threecampsweregathered to watch thefilm. Thespace
allotted to each camp had been carefully planned with some distance between
them,and wewerewatched closelyby the bodoi.Before thefilmbegan,wewere
reminded of the rulesto be observed: Wewerenotallowed to standup or to walk
to and fro; if we wantedto go to the latrine, we had to informour groupleaders,
then go to the place as directed.
A cadre of the film projection crew welcomed us, speaking through his
loudspeaker in theseterms: "The People's film projection crewoftheprovince of
Song Be has the pleasureof conveying to the comrades and camp inmateshere
present the greetings of our superior officers. We have been instructed to come
hereto entertainthecomradesandcampinmatesfortwonights.Tonight, weare
going to show the film entitled Remember Your Own Name! produced in the
Democratic Republic of Germany."
The film related the story of a young boy separated from his parents, who
were detained by the Nazis in a concentration camp. There were scenes of
despotic German soldiers, of cold and hunger,rare visits by relatives, and strict
inspectionof parcels of gifts. In other words, what was being shownbeforeour
eyesto expose the criminal doingsof the Germanfascists werethe verythingsto
which we had been subjected. The film had no subtitles; instead, there was
dubbing in Vietnamese added to (but not replacing) the words the actors were
speaking. For example, when a German SS soldieryelledat a prisonerwho was
too tired to walk fast, the Vietnamese speaker also shouted, "Can't you walk
faster?"

From the audience, somebody clapped his hands and said loudly, "Perfectly
identical!"
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When the prison warden compelled an old lady to open her parcel of gifts,
the speaker yelledin Vietnamese, "Open all your parcels, big and small!"
Again, we clapped our hands and voiced loud agreement, "How very
similar! Rice, green beans, and peanuts should be 'taken back'!"
The irony of the evening was that the film affected us in a way entirely
different from that expected of it. On the wayback to camp, some of the men
disclosed that while going to and from the latrine, they had been able to make
contact with detainees from the other two camps. Apparently, the number of
inmates who had escaped from those camps was much greater than from our
own. According to the inmates from those camps, it was quite easy to escape
across the border. Theysaid that when making the escape, one simply needed to
"hide away in the forest and wait a few days until the border guards' vigilance
slacked off, then slide across."

The following day, we went to regimental headquarters again to see another
film. TheBoyfrom Hanoi. Most of us had seen it both at Trang Lon and Xuan
Loc. We tried again to talk to people from the other camps when we went to
relieve ourselves. They said that detainees of a camp in our vicinity had been
transferred to an unknown destination because a great number among them had
made their escape. They also informed us that a cadre had told them the
reeducation camps in this area would sooner or later be moved farther inland
because of the tense situation along the border.
Our daily work routine now went on as usual but the atmosphere worsened.
The food provided to us consisted mainly of dried sliced manioccooked with a
little salt, which very few of us cared to eat because it was covered with mold;
only those who were not able to find any wild greens or tubers were forcedto eat
it. Twice a week, on Thursday and Sunday, we were given rice; each of us was
entitled to a half-bowl, obviously less than the portion we had received before.
Many of the inmates paired off to draw lots with winners havingthe right to eat
both rations. The majority of us moved towardself-sufficiency with wild greens
and roots. As the number of detainees reporting sick grew,requests for rice gruel
increased. But the rice was limited, and the gruel got thinner all the time. Hiose
who were seriously sick and unable to consume anything other than porridge lost
patience and began to curse others, less sick, who claimed a share. But they all
knew the gruel was too thin to do them much good.
In this change of fare, there was an unexpected victim. Thanh, the inmate
who led us in singing the night the commander told us of the cut in rations, was
thrown in the disciplinary cell immediately afterward. It appeared that he was
accused of intentionally ridiculing the Revolution by inciting the detainees to
sing "As if Uncle Ho was present at the Great Victory Celebration," just when
the ration cut was announced. A monitor claimed he saw Thanh wink to signal
the men to sing as loud as they could. It was an entire month before the poor
fellow was finally set free!
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The carpentry team was greatly reinforced to buildthe meeting hall and a
visitors' house. The cassava planting was done, andthere remained only thelaiid
reserved forrice. I wasnowassigned to a teamconstructing a power lineleading
from regimental headquarters to the camp. Our every movement was strictly
controlled; the bodoi kept constant watch over each work party. We were no
longer allowed to gobyourselves to search fortrees to fell. Thelineconnecting
the camp to regiment ran for aboutthree kilometers through hills and valleys.
The wire used, the bodoi said, was made in the Soviet Union and had been

brought to this area duringthe warto be usedto installa telephone network. It
appearedto be a specialcategory of wire—bare,witha thincoppersheathonthe
outside and a steel core. The bodoi said the line wouldbring electricity from
regiment, which was going to be equipped with an electric generator, to the
camp to operate a television set here. But it turned out to be only a telephone
line.Whenit wasoperative, thebodoicomplained thatsincetelephone commun
ication had been established, there were nightly alarms, sometimes intendedas
a drill, sometimes to alert the bodoi to go out and search for escapees.
We now continued with construction of the meeting hall. We were given
complete liberty to do the planning. Based on our past experience, we first
erected a perfectly straight high frame, then built secondary rafters and beams
for the two ends of the framework. The finalresultwasa structure entirely built
of bamboo, roofedover with lo o because the dry season had witheredall kinds
of grass, including the elephant grass usually used for roofs.
Soon after the hall was built, the first heavyrain of the season poured down
furiously. All the buildings in the camp except battalion headquarters leaked,
and we had to stop all other work to repair the roofs. The barracks housing
battalion no longer needed thatch for its roof because a number of metal sheets
had been found for it. The day we were sent to fetch the sheets was another
opportunity for us to learn about the life of people outside the camp.
We were driven in a truck, which had brought a load of dried manioc to
camp, toward the road that had once been tarred but was now all high grass and
potholes. After bumping along for a while, the truck turned onto a red dirt road
that seemednewlyconstructed. Wedrove slowlyalong, fairlyfar into the forest,

until we came across a number of scattered derelict houses. The place was
completely deserted and appeared to be an abandoned hamlet. One house,
which seemed to have been the administrative office of the hamlet, had metal

sheets still in goodcondition on its roof. We were ordered to get on the roof and
dismantle it. The work was easy because the wooden rafters to which the metal
sheets had been nailed had already rotted. We used a bamboo pole to push the
sheets off and the work was soon done. The bodoi, the monitor, and the driver

had ail gone to inspect the houses, so we went in search of somethingwe could
eat. Behind each house was a plot of land planted with lemon grass and hot
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peppers as well as patches of verdant cassava. As we busily dug up cassavaroots,
picked hot peppers and Indian spinach, we suddenly heard voices. A group of
old women clothed in tattered uniforms of the former Southern army and
carrying empty baskets on their shoulders appeared. They asked in surprise,
"What are you doing, my dear sirs? Why do you destroy our houses?"
Also completely surprised, we answered, "We were ordered by the bodoito
come here to remove the metal sheets from the roof of this house."

At this point, the bodoi and monitor came back, one of them carrying a metal
chairdn his arms. Seeing this, the women walked toward him and, angry now,
asked loudly, "Why do you take away the belongings of the People?"
A long discussionfollowed, withthe resultthat the bodoihad to leaveemptyhanded. We stacked the metal sheets on the truck, then asked to be allowed to

pick some more cassavaroots. The monitor said, "No, if youpick their cassava,
they will come out and quarrel with you. Those women are very bad. Theymust
be townsfolk driven out because of their reactionary attitude."
A detainee,regretting the lost opportunity, insisted, "Well, just nowI asked
them, and they said we could take as much as we wanted."
The monitor replied, "I've said no and that's final! Why are you so
obstinate?"

We climbed on the truck in silence. Each of us had in his pockets only a few
hot peppers. The bunches of vegetablesand cassavaroots we had picked had to
be left behind. The truck took more than an hour to drive back to camp.
ConunanderThinh invited the driverto stayand havea mealof chickenporridge
with him, and the monitor reappeared to give us a basinful of uncooked cassava
roots.

The house we had built for battalion had been handsome when it was just
completed. Now, after only a half-year, it leaned to the side. Wehad to dismantle
the thatched roof, reset the columns, and add extra braces to the frame. Then we

covered it with the corrugated metal sheets. Doing the repair work, we
discovered what had caused the building to slant—all its columns were being
eaten away at the bottom by termites. In the forests, termites and ants—
thousands of millions of them—were everywhere.
With the start of the rain, we had to postpone all other work to concentrate
our efforts on preparing the land for rice planting. The former lo o forests that
had been cleared and burned had left a thick layer of ash on the ground, and

under it were the live shrubs and plants that we had to hoe up or pull up just as in
the cassava fields. The planting area still appeared insufficient, and we were
pressed with the utmost urgency to clear more land. Our food became worse and
worse every day, but in the midst of this general misery, I found a new source of
supply. I could steal rice meant for the pigs.
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One day, when I was calleduponto repairthe roofof the pigsty, I realized
that the bodoi took better careof their pigs than anything else. The pigsty was
built near the battalion kitchen, and a member of the kitchen team was detailed

to feed andwash thepigsandcleanthesty. Thistaskwas assigned to a bodoi, but
he usually called on a detainee to dothework under hisdirection. Every chore,
from cutting vegetables, cooking them, andmixing them with bran, to washing
thepigsandcleaning thepigsty, was done bythedetainee. Thetwo pigsinthesty
hadonly to eat, emptytheir bowels, sleep,andgrow fat! WhileI wasat workon
the roof, I chancedto see the bodoipour into a basin a heapof the whitestwhite
rice and put it downfor the pigsITheydrew near,sniffedat the rice, thenknocked
over the basin, spilling rice all over the ground. While we inmates suffered from

hunger, while a mouthful of rice was more precious to us than gold, this was
beyond endurance.

I climbed down and said, "Good heavens! Howcanthey turnup theirnoses
at such rice?"

The bodoihastened to explain, "These last days, sinceit has been raining,
the pigshave gotstomachache dueto chill, so I do notdaregivethemvegetables
to eat. They have not recovered yet, that's why they refuse the rice."
Having said this, the bodoileft. I wentto where the ricehad beenspilledon
the ground near the wall, picked up a handful, and sniffedat it. Therice smelled
goodjust as freshly cooked rice should. I hurriedly picked up my watercan and
dipped it into the heapof rice, fillingthe can to the top. I put on the lid and hid the
can in the stack of thatch. WhenI had finished repairingthe roof, I approached
the bodoi,

"The roof has been repaired, comrade cadre."
The bodoi looked about fifteenor sixteen years old. When I addressed him as
"comrade cadre," he seemed very pleased. In fact, only the commanderand the
study monitors, that is, members of the battalion staff, were entitled to be called
cadre. But we all addressed young bodoi who liked to give themselves airs as
"cadre," just for fiin. This one too was filled with his own importance.
"Can you guarantee the quality of your work?" he asked.
I replied, "Just get on the roof and see for yourself. I wasvery careful. From

here you can see that no light is getting through. I did my work very
conscientiously!"

The young bodoi gave me further instructions, "All right! But it's still early
for you to leave. Stay here for the rest of the day to do some work in the kitchen.
Now, have a bite of this, then chop me some wood."
He handed me an aluminum basin containing about one bowlful of white
rice and a dried fish still hot from the grill! I thanked him and enjoyedmy meal
right on the spot. When I had eaten, he gave me a can of warm tea made from
wild tea leaves. Late in the afternoon, the bodoi told me to stop working and
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prepare to gobackto my barracks. Before leaving, I carried thechopped wood
into the kitchen and arranged it neatly in a comer. I said good-bye to him and
asked permission totakethedecayed cabbage leaves I saw inthekitchen thathad
been discarded.

I said, "Today, the pigs are not well, so this much cabbage is going to be
thrownaway. Could the cadre allow me to have it?"
The bodoi hesitated. "These leaves are already rotten; they're not good to
eat. But take them if you want. Go and get a rest. What's yourname?If I need
more help in the kitchen, I'll ask for you."
I gavemyname, thankedhim, said, "Good-bye, comrade cadre," andleft. I
wentto the stream to washup. I tookoff my shirt, wrappedthe cabbageleavesin
it, then took it into the stream to wash away the rotten part without losing the
small pieces, still hard and unaffectedby the decay. Thatevening, I managedto
cook three cans of porridge with the rice I had taken from the pigs and mixed it
with the cabbage I had saved. The porridge had a particularly delicious flavor;
rarely had I ever had the occasion to taste white rice porridge flavored with the
famous Dalat cabbage! I shared this meal with The and told him of the
possibility of finding something to eat at the pigsty.
He said, "I am now workingat the constructionof a charcoalkiln to produce
charcoal for the smithy. It's near the pigsty, so it would be easy for me to get
there." Fromthatdayon. TheandI oftenstoleand ate ricereserved forthepigs.

To get more land for cultivation, we now had to clear areas wherebig trees
grew. The work was extremely hard, our bodies did not have the strength and
resistanceof our firstdaysat the camp, and wewerenot able to fulfillthe norms.
Everyone was discouraged, including our guards. Many of the bodoi were
exhausted; the young ones who had recently comefrom the North also suffered
from malaria. After a few bouts of the fever, they were as pale as a budding leaf.
From time to time, out of pity, the young guards allowedus to rest longer than
wasusuallypermitted, and sometimes theyapproached middle-aged inmatesto
comfort them and assure them that they found no pleasure in seeing them forced
into reeducation camps. There was no lack of pessimism among the bodoi
themselves, who werefed up with the present situationand who disagreedwith
the policy of the present regime.
The prospectof rice planting brought its share of gloom. The bodoiseemed
very worried. Theymade us stop work on the visitors' house and concentrateon
clearingland. Morerain fell, and the numberof sick inmatesincreased.Morale
got so low that no one cared to make jokes any more. One evening at rice
distribution, there wasagain an unclaimedration, again an emergencyassembly
and roll call. To our great surprise. Dr. Bui Tran Anh was found once more to
have gone! Somebody said that he wouldsurelyreappearthe following morning
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on somepretextthat there had been too muchrain or too manymosquitoes. But
he didnotcomebackthis time, andaftera while, noonespoke of himanymore.
We had not yet stopped talking about Dr. Anh's escape when two more
inmates living in the far end of the barracks opposite ours were found missing
one morning. The camp command apparently concluded that the atmosphere
was promoting escapes, for it suddenly changed the work program. The
carpentry teamwasorderedto completethevisitors'housewithoutdefay, andall
of us were allowedto write home to informour relativesof permissionto come
and visit us.

For the first time, we learned the precise location of our camp—northwest
SongBe Province—sowe could tell our families. Letterswereposted, and our
morale improved. Everyone hoped that his family would bring medicine and
especially food. While waiting for our families, we worked at a snail's pace in
the fields, but this dilatoriness earned no reprimand from the guards.
Whenall the land had been cleared and wasalmostreadyfor sowing, Khanh
chose some of his most trusted hands to go out to measure the area. Later on it
was reported to us that the plots totaled over seventyhectares; someone also said
that the measuring team had left some small pieces of cleared land unrecorded.
It rained more frequently, and we got orders to sow the rice. We were divided
into teams of six each, three using pointed sticks to make holes in the soil and
three following behind putting five to ten seeds into each hole, then covering
themwithearth. Themethod wasprimitive and slow. Fromtimeto time, a guard
woulddig up a hole to check if the number of seeds was as specifiedsince most
of us wereunfamiliar withthis kind of work. It soonbecame obvious thatvery
few of us had fulfilled the norms set by the campauthority. We pointed out that
digging holes with a pointed stick was slow and that the holes got too small,
whichmade it hardto sow the correctnumberof seeds. We suggested thathoes
would get better results. Conunander Thinh and most study monitorsretorted
that we were not in any position to give opinions on farming matters, and
MonitorThang, who was known as an experiencedpeasant, added: "What the
hell do you know about farming to dare suggest a new method?"
We had to remain silent then, but the next day some of us set out for work
bringing hoes along. The handles had pointed ends that could be used like the
sticks when the guardswerewatchingand turned aroundto be used as hoes when
they were out of sight. With the hoes, the workwas indeedquicker and easier,
and the sowing more accurate. These hoes hadbeenmade by us in thecamp's
only workshop; themetal blades were onlyas wide as thepalmof my hand, just
rightforourpitiful strength. Mywork teamwas abletofulfill itsnorm every day,
withallof us usinghoes. Mostothersfollowed suit. Finally, thenewsreached the
earsof thestudy monitors, andthey andCommander Thinh promptly tumed up
at the field. Monitor Thang took charge.
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"You are such a headstrong, disobedient lot! I challenge your method. I
myself will use a pointed stick to make holesin the soil for one of my mento
plant, and two of you will use your so-called new method. Let's see which is
quicker!"
He was so cocksure. Some of us began to lose confidence.One man stepped
forward and said, "I volunteer to show our method. Please let me choose my
partner."

This was greeted with applause and relaxed laughter as we sensed some
excitement. Thang picked a confident-looking bodoi. We chose one of our best
men to join the brave fellow who had volunteered. They hoed and planted,
expertlyand accurately. Meanwhile, the bodoihadto stoopovereverytimeto get
the seeds inside the deep and very small holes made by that pointed stick.
At first, both sides moved at the same pace, but gradually the inmates gained
ground. Some bodoi even checked their results, as if trying to find some fault.
The two bodoi were left farther and farther behind. There were triumphant
laughterand applausein the inmates' ranks and silenceon theother side. Finally,
somebodyshouted, "That's enough. Youcan have your own wayfrom now on,
but make sure you do it correctly." We thought we had won a victory, but it
turned out to our disadvantage; our quota was stepped up, and we ended up doing
more work!

The rainy season brought a new hazard. A downpour often came suddenly
whenwe were toiling in the open fields;the cold rainwatersoakedour perspiring
bodies, and we caught colds easily. Those who had had malaria went first. The
labor force dropped markedly, and finally we were allowed to take shelter
wheneverthe rain started. We were ordered to stay indoors wheneverit rained in
the early morning, evenif it meant no work at all wasbeing donethat day. It was
noted that this unusual practice made escape more difficult. Severalescapes had
taken place during rains when everyone was scattering, seeking shelter over a
wide area. It took the guards a while to regroup us, and by that time the escapees
had covered quite a distance.
Cassavaplants were growing in response to the abundant rainfall; some were
over a meter high, and the camp was surrounded by the fresh color of the cassava
leaves.

Thecarpentryteam partitioned separateliving quartersin the visitors' house
and also built latrines, bathhouses, and a large common room for the expected
visitors. We were also instructed to build a big wooden porch, which we were

just finishing whenthe first visitors arrived. But the excitement turned to shock
and worry when we learned what had happened to them.
I was putting the finishing touches on a wooden plaque when I saw a
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dilapidated coach approaching; it pulled up at the porch to let out a couple of
older people and a boy of about fifteen. Theylookedfrightenedand wereemptyhanded. The old man asked, "Is this Camp 3721 of Song Be Province?"
The guard, who had been supervising us at a distance, rushed up shouting,
"You're not allowed to talk to each other without permission! \risitors, get to
your quarters! Yes, this is Camp 3721."
As I was standing behind the guard, I signaled the boy asking him why they
were not bringing anything. He understood and replied in a low voice but loud
enough for everyone to hear, "We were robbed on the way."
We were amazed. Even the guard was taken aback. "Why? When? Where
were you robbed?" he asked.
The boy answered, "We were robbed this morning on Highway 14. We were
stopped and searched by local militiamen, who stole all our cash. They also took
all our parcels of gifts that we brought for my father."
The old man hurriedly corrected the boy for fear of offending the servants of
the Revolution. "They said they were local militiamen who had orders to search
for smuggled goods such as rice, tins of condensed milk, etc., but I think they
were actually robbers. The parcels actually did contain such smuggled goods.
After this we thought of returning, but our fellowpassengers advised us to go on
since we were near our destination. We got to the town of Phuoc Binh and
changed to another coach."
"That's enough," the guard stopped him short. "Now get to the visitors'
quarters. Someone else will meet with you in a minute."
News of visitors being robbed spread like wildfire through the camp that
evening, and it remained the main topic of conversation for several days. The
had somehow pieced together the information that travelers everywhere were
rumored to be subject to searches and indiscriminate confiscation of goods. The
bus had been stopped and the passengers robbed in the early hours of the
morning on a deserted stretch of Highway 14.
The air was heavy with worry. More visitors turned up the next day, but they
had had an uneventful journey on a different route direct from Saigon. However,
they had passed a coach that had started much earlier and had been robbed. We
all feared that our own families might meet the same fate on their journey.
The study monitor who came to our quarters in the evening to call the roll let
us know that the camp command had informed "higher command" about these
incidents and asked them to put the situation right. The number of visitors
increased as the days passed. Some inmates began to cook the food brought in by
their families, the whole camp bustled with activity, and our mood brightened.
Every day saw about twenty families arriving. We told them about the
amount of visiting time allocated to each inmate. This business of time
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allocationcaused a lotof anger amongus; somewereallowedto see their visitors
for a few hours. Some for only a half-hour, while others were allowed to stay
overnight with their families in the visitors' quarters.
Wecomplained to the camp commandaboutthis discrepancy in treatment.
It was noted that those we suspected of being informers were the most favored
and those who were given only half-hour visits were those wellknownfor their
negative comments on the Revolution. When the truth finally dawned on us,
those like me, who had been closelymonitoredand frequentlyreported on, grew
very anxious.
One day an inmate who had been too ill to do outdoorworkset about, out of
boredom, stealing some newspapers and books fl-om group leader Khanh, who
had been able to borrow the reading material from the bodoi. This fellow came
across a small notebook hidden in Khanh's rucksack; it contained details of

inmates' activities, together with such comments as "belonging to pro-Ameri
can family," "has a tendency to vilify the Revolution," "lazy, avoiding labor,"
etc. Thediscoveryof Khanhas a callousinformerspreadamongus like a plague,
all the more so because his status ensured his effectiveness in reporting on us.
Our reaction was mixed; some worried because they had quarreled with Khanh,
someweredisgusted, and otherstried to gain meritwith him by givinghim gifts
or food. Hao, well known for his fiery temper, was furious with Khanh because
he suspectedhe may havehad somethingto do with his visiting time being cut
short. Hao confironted the group leader, sworeat him, and called him all sorts of
abusive names, which Khanh tolerated since he feared what Hao might do in
retaliation if he dared challenge him.
Visitors kept coming. One family was so disturbed at the conditionof their
son that theycontinuedto visit him everytwo weeksto bringhim medicine and
supplies. To obtain an official travel permit each time, they had to find a
plausible motive for the visit.

One day I returnedfromthe fields to hear that mywife, daughter, and sisterin-law were there. How good it would be to see my loved ones again! I waited
and waitedfor somebody fi:om the camp commandto call me; night wasfalling,

but my name wasnot called and some othershad evenbeen allowed out twice!
The said to me, "It's obvious that you have somehow been blacklisted!"
He then went off to see Duoc, the fellow who had come across Khanh's evil

notebook, and was informed that my name was indeed in that notebook although
Duoc could not recall what had been written about me. Hearing this, I was

outraged. My family, who had endured many hardships to get here only to be
told that I was not available, could only witness the happiness of others' reunion.
I could not even manage to steal a look at them as the visitors' quarters was near

the campcommandand therefore closelyguarded. I hopedagainsthopethatmy
turn would come the next day.
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But in the morning to n^ intense disappointment I was given a work
assignmentas usual. Anger gaveme courage, and I went straightto see Khanh.
"I beg the groupleaderto tellConunanderThinhthatI wouldn'tmindbeing
punished for whatevercrime I have conunitted, but my wife and daughter are
innocent. They shouldn't have to wait forever to see me, witnessing other
people'sreunions, and not knowing whether they will see me at all."
My voicequavered with barelycontrolled emotion, and seeingthat I meant

business, Khai^ quickly gave in. "Iwas not aware that your wife and daughter
are here! I'll see the commander right away IPlease do not believewhat has been
said about me. It's only because some foul-mouthed people want to destroy me

because I happen to be appointed camp leader!" He then went off in the
direction of the command center and came back after a while to tell me to put on

mybestclothes and go to see myvisitors. My angerevaporated as fastas it had
come over me.

I reported to theconunand centerandwas metby Monitor Chuong, whowas
famous for his lack of generosity. He said, "You are granted half-an-hour's
visiting time. You've gotto reportforwork afterthat. You willbe allowed to see
themagainin the evening." AgainI was overcome withangerand indignation;
most people had been spared a whole day's work in order to be with their
visitors. I couldonlysayyes, as at thismoment therewasnothing elseI coulddo.
A fine screen of mist had descended over the visitors' quarters. My legs
could barely carry me fast enough. At last I found them—my wife, my little
daughter, and my sister-in-law and two of her children. My daughter was still
asleep, lying on the dirty floor. She looked so innocent! My wifehad changed;
shewasthinandpale.I feltheartbroken! My wifecouldnotcontrol hertearsand
couldhardly speakat the sightof me. My sister-in-law andher children moved
out to leaveus someprivacy. All mywifecouldsaywas, "How are you?" I only
nodded. I rushed to my daughter and picked her up, huggingher. She wokeup,
gazed at me, and then her face broke into a smile. I asked mywife, "How have
youmanaged to feedyourselves? Have youbeenillrecently; youdon't lookwell!
I haveonly half-an-hour's visitingtime now, and thenI'll have to go out to work.
I havesomehowbeen cursed! If youhaveanythingimportantto say, sayit now."
"We have been trying to get you out," said my wife. "It's hopeful because
our patron holds an important government post. He haspromised to arrange for
yourrelease. Wehave also appliedto an intemational organization to lobbyfor
your release, among our other efforts. A high official has promised that the
matter would be dealt with in due course. Therefore, you've got to keep up your

spirits! Don't evertry to escape! We all believe that you will be released soon;
there's no need to do anything extreme!"
My sister-in-law and her children came back. I asked her, "How have you
managed with so many mouths to feed?"
"Well, we have to eat sweet potatoes and maize to supplement the rice;
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there's not much we can do. Everyoneis in the same boat, hungry and miserable.
There's no way to find a job; they've all been reserved for the Revolution's
followers. Even our technical specialists are unemployed. Those who havebeen
to the New Economic Zones havehad to retum to the city, mostly due to all sorts
of illnesses. The people were forced to move to these zones; they are remote and
inaccessible areas, and there is no sanitation whatsoever. By now, everyone is
afraid of going there. Wehaveasked for permissionto stayin Saigonbecausewe
have young children who would not be able to endure life in a New Economic
Zone. Had it not been for our large number of children, we would have been
kicked out of our own home! All these Northerners wantis to get rid of us so that
their families up there can move in and stay here forever!"^
When I asked about their education, my nephew and niece told me that the
time for academic subjects had been reduced to make room for compulsory
labor, learning revolutionary songs, and political education. Labor consisted of
planting cassava plants in the schoolyard, sweeping public roads, building a
porch onto the school building, and so on. Political education consisted of
lectures about socialism and imperialism and in taking part in governmentsponsored demonstrations, painting slogans, and similar activities.
Seeingthat visitingtime wasnearlyup, I turnedto myfive-year-old daughter
and asked, "What do you do at home?"
"I go to schooleveryday, and I havelots of friends there!" She was, by far,
the most cheerful of us all.

FinallyI stood up, preparing to leave. "I haveto go to worknow. I'll see you
in the evening. Prepare your meal now."
My wife hastily went through a bag and brought out a bank tet. Now, I noted
that she had brought me two bags full of food. I presented myself at the
command center as required, then went to see The to ask him to smuggle in the
food. The was working at the forge, which happened to be near the visitors'
quarters; he had smuggled in supplies from visitors before by hiding them in
bags of charcoal.
My head was filled with thoughts of my loved ones; I went about my work
like a robot. My stomach was full thanks to that nourishing piece of bank tet.
That afternoon, again donning my best clothes, I waited to be called. Time
dragged by and nothing happened. At last, deciding I had had enough, I went to
the command center and was met by Monitor Thang.
"I was promised by a study monitor that I would be allowed to see my
visitors again this evening," I said.
'After the fall of South Vietnam, many North Vietnamese saw the South as a rich country with
unlimited opportunities. It was actually a government policy to move North Vietnamese cadres
south to fill the newly created governmentposts. With this came the practice of taking over living
quarters formerly belonging to Southern owners.
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"Which study monitor?"
"Study Monitor Chuong, cadre!"
Thang looked convinced, but he leafed through a small notebook until he
came across something, at which he paused, then read slowly and carefully.
Eventually he said, "You are granted an hour's visit; after that, bring whatever
gift you have from your visitors here to be examined. I repeat, one hour's visit. I
am counting the time now; off you go!"
I thought of protesting, but decided it would be a waste of time. Whatever
was in that notebook of his must be very important! I thanked him and hurried
off. Thang called after me, "Don't forget to tell your visitors to leave tomorrow
to make room for others!"

I told my wife that we would have only one hour together since I had
somehow been danmed. "Why is it that one man spent last night with his family
here and now he is here again, while you have only been granted two hours so
far!"

I shrugged. "That's the way it is here! The whole business is entirely
dependent on the study monitors' whims. I am still more fortunate than those
who are allowed only a half-hour's visiting time!"
We sat down to supper. It had been nearly three years since I had last had a
hot meal like this. How delicious a proper meal tasted! My wife and my sisterin-law ate very little, leaving most of the food for me and the children. My wife
had somehow regained her composure. She told me that she still kept in touch
with her relatives in France; they sent her some supplies and medicine once in a
while, and the latter she had put aside for me and and actually brought with her. I
felt somewhat consoled to know that my family was still better off than most
others I had heard about. We talked on, the main topic being ways to get my
release as early as possible.
"How stupid we were," said my sister-in-law. "If only we had bought some
sort of paper certifying that we had positively contributed to the Revolution; it
could be used as a means to win your release. It's the only thing that works
nowadays!"
"I am not so sure about that," I said, "but it's become clear that such things
as a sudden amnesty or the intervention of some high officialis just rubbish. The
only thing we can do is wait and see until we're overcome from illness and
exhaustion. Then someone may be released for medical treatment. Otherwise,
we will have to be here forever, which we are all convinced is the case."

My sister-in-law comforted me. "Don't let your thoughts destroy your
hopes! You've got to believe in something. Theyjust can't keep so many people
like this forever!"

"That's exactly what we thought when we first registered for reeducation.
We deceived ourselves by reasoning that it would be impossible to detain
millions of people because there wouldn't be enough space to hold them! Now
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look what you see here. There is plenty of space to hold millions of people in
these vast jungles. It has even been rumored that we might have to build a panVietnamese route, not just clear a few jungle plots like this!"
"No! Youwill be released soon! The person we are cultivating is a very, very
important governmentofficial. In addition, the international organizationI've
told youabout has also promisedus! Other peoplemayhave to stayhere,but you
will be out! Don't be so dejected!"
"Don't worry! I'm not dejected! You can go on with your 'lobbying,' but be

cautious! I am not losing hope because I didn't have hope in the first place!
What'simportantis to take care of yourselves. Formypart, I will standup to the
hardships and will be out of here sooner or later! It's obvious that we are meant to
be here for a long, long time. Who will clear thejungles! Who will tend the land
if all of us are released tomorrow!"

"Somehow myinstinct keeps telling me that youwill be out soon," mywife
said. "I sometimes talkto high-ranking officials whileworking as an interpreter
for foreigndelegations; they all confirmthat youjunior officers will be released
soon."

"I only hope that your instinct and your information are right! Our will
power tells us that we can endure all sorts of hardships, but we can't control our
bodies indefinitely. Some who have been seriously ill are waiting to die; a few
can't even move about at all! Some doctor-inmates say this is due to a lack of
vitamin B. But even one of these chaps manages to tell jokes or sing now and
then. If one is destined to die young, one has to acceptit! Someof those who are
seriously ill have gone through periods of raving fever, alternating with lucid
periods of relative health; they've been like this for months. Whenever we come
across them, insteiad of asking how they are, we ask if they are ready for their
release! We mean being released once and for all!"
My sister-in-law forced a smileat myattempt to brightenup the atmosphere.
"How can you joke in this condition?" she said. "If you two have something
importantto say, say it now beforethe time is up; also tiy to eat some more!"
"I really want to have some more, but I just can't! We've all got used to
eating less."
"You have really been 'reeducated' in some sense. My children always
complain of being hungry although they eat quite a lot!"
"That's because they are still growing, lliey need extra nourishment, not
just rice and sweet potatoes. Here we are kept in a state of perpetual hunger,
sometimes so hungry that we do not have the strength to lift a hoe. Therefore, we
haveto find some wayto keep our stomachsfull in order to havethe strength to
work at all."

"Maybe I'll have to apply your method to my children!"
"No way! They're not inmates like us. Now, let's be serious. I think the time
is up."
I embraced my little daughter, asking her teasingly, "Did you enjoy being
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here?" She shook herhead. I caught my wife signaling hernot to do that; the
little girl turned tohermother inpuzzlement, and tomy amazement, she said, "I
don't want to be here! I am afraid of dying!"
"It's because thejourney was so rough," wife explained. "At onetime
the coach wasjust tumbling downhill as if out of control because the road was

slippery with mud; we were all terrified. We spent that night in Phuoc Binh,
sleeping on the stalls in the market as there was no iim. We had to take turns

watching ourluggage—there were beggars hanging around. Itpoured rain, and
the thunder was soloud that the poor child hid herself inmy lapand kept crying,
'I am so afraid.' That's how the idea of death came to her, I think."

I handed my daughter back to hermother andkissed n^ nephew andniece.
My wife whispered in my ear, "Don't ever try to escape, willyou?"
"Don't be silly! Have I ever talked about escaping? Why do you keep
worrying about that?"

"You know why! Some of ourneighbors who were being 'reeducated' have
managed to escape, andtheir families back home have been questioned by the
police, followed by them day and night, forced to report periodically at police
stations. Their homes were even searched by the police in the middle of the
night. One night when the police swooped down on the home of one escapee,
hoping to catch him by surprise, they found only an empty house. Everything
was intact, butnoone was in sight! Noone knows where thewhole family has
gone!"

My sister-in-law added, "Although life here is surely difficult, you have
more or less settled down. At home, some people who held only minor
government postsare nowtheworstoff. They have beensubjected to all sortsof

harassment. They have to (to compulsory labor starting at 4 a.m. They ate
shunned at public meetings like lepers; thqr are constantly reminded that they
should show theirgratitude totheRevolution for sparing them from reeducation;
they have to show upwhen called to doany kind of work, day ornight! There's
nothing they can do. Some who dared to protest were whisked away for some
periods of 'local reeducation' where they had to pay all expenses themselves!
They also received 'special treatment' at these 'local reeducation centers.'"
Hiis was the first time that I heard of "local reeducation centers." I tried to

calm them down. "Don'tworry! I won't try to to any silly thing. As for you,
don't hesitate when an opportunity comes along. Think of yourself and our
daughter first; try to forget me as if I didn't exist at all! 1 really mean it! I
wouldn't mind suffering solong asIknew both ofyou were safe and happy. No, I
won't be contentto be kept here forever. Once youhave settleddown, I will be
free to do whatever I've planned ..."

"No! You don't have to plan anything," interrupted ny wife, shaking her
head. "1 don't want to do anything for ny own benefit. I can see that you've
already made up your mind, haven't you?"
Seeing that I would not budge an inch, she turned to ny sister-in-law, who
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advised me not to"tiyanything silly. We will try our best toget you out. There's
still hope; our contacts are reliable. Don't letyour impatience interfere with our
efforts!"

Suddenly, we heard the hateful voice ofgroup leader Khanh. "Time is up.
All inmates return for work immediately."

Gently pushing our little girl toward me, n^ wife told her togive me a big
kiss. "Daddy's going to leave for work now."

Giving me a long kiss and hug, she mumbled, "Daddy, go with me, don't
stay here."

My heart ached. I trembled, feeling a lump inmy throat. Trying tohold
tears, I tightly embraced my wife and tity littie daughter. At last I forced asmile,
"I'll be with you again soon."

I ran all the way back. Group leader Khanh was already there, giving out
assignments. Hestopped meand ordered, "Vu, you take the carpentry team to
thecommand centerto dosome repairs. Arrange among yourselves howto carry

that heap of bamboo I have selected. Once you get there, somebody will
supervise you."

I went about grouping the carpentry team without saying a word. Seeing my
gloom, one fellow asked, "Chief, why are you so glum? How isyour family?"
"Now, leave him alone," intervened another. "You know nobody ischeerful
rightafterparting from his family."
I turned to the task. "Let's see how we're going to carry these damn
bamboo."

There were fifteen of us and forty-five bamboo trunks, each about seven

meters long. This kind ofbamboo was almost solid and thus quite heavy; one
would be a real load fora normal person; here it was intended for eachof us to

carry three at once! On the way to the worksite, we had to pass the visitors'
quarters. I suddenly realized that every member whom Khanh had assigned to
the team happened to have his wife, his children, orhis parents staying inthe
visitors' quarters at that moment! We hoisted the loads on our shoulders and

maHp ourWay toward battalion command. As we passed the visitors' house, we
saw them allthere looking at usfrom a mere five meters away. I saw thepain on

nty wife's face. My sister-in-law, my nephew, and niece also caught aglimpse of
me, and they stood motionless and silent. I forced a smile, one hand balancing
thebamboo, the other waving at them. My body involuntarily bent under the

heavy load. Iquickened my pace. Out ofthe sight ofmy loved ones, Iletmy tears
fall. Obviously, the whole scene had somehow been arranged! Idid not mind the
humiliation and suffering onmy own, butitwas different tohave my loved ones
share it.

As experience had taught us, the first thing I did later that evening after
repairing the coimnand center roof was to organize my new supplies. Perishable
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food items were handed out to closest friends; this was more calculation than

altruism, for I could rest in the sure knowledge that the food would be
"returned" to mewhen a fiiendreceived his "gifts" from hisvisitors. However,
altruism did extend to those who had lost contact with their families and were

thus deprived of any of these luxuries.
Like me, others who had received visitors that day were disturbed at what

they had learned about life outside. Our morale had not been raised after seeing
our families. Why was it thatthings were worse off now thatthelong war had
ended and the countryhad finally been united?At least life shouldhaveretumed
to normal, promises should have materialized. And what would become of us?

We had leamed nothing concrete from ourvisitors regarding thenew govern
ment's policy towardreeducation camp inmates.

The guards' routine had been interrupted, especially by thepresence of the
female visitors. Most of the bodoi were mere teenagers. Thq' tended to drift
toward thevisitors' quarters just tolook at thewomen. Some visitors andguards
evenmanagedto talk a bit. One day, escortingthe carpentryteam to its worksite,
a young bodoi ventured, "I saw your wife andchildren theotherday; they were

so lively and friendly; but I noted that you weren't that cheerful, ^y is that?
You arequite fortunate tohave a family like that! You've noneed tobesoglum;
you will be able to rejoin them once your reeducation has been completed."
"I've got only a little daughter. The other children aren^ niece and nephew.
Did you actually talk to them?"
"Yes, I did. I wasattractedto that livelybunchof kids. Your wife told me
some very interesting things about Saigon. You are more fortunate than me

because you at least have visitors. I haven't seen nty family for four years, since
being moved south. I have been trying to getleave, butit's not yet my tum! It's
nearly impossible togetany gift parcels from the North. You can geteverything
here easily because it'sa richcountry. Over there it'sareal problem toearn one's
own bread, let alone send gifts to relatives. Visits are impossible."
"It's true that nty ownfamily is not beinghard-pressed at the moment, but
they will be in the long run if I have to stay here."
"Why? Can't your wife work? If your brother canmanage with thatnumber
of kids, why can't your wife with only one child?"

"Shesays that those who have had something todowith the previous regime
find it impossible to get a job. We have to draw on our savings or sell our
belongings, but they won't last forever."

"Don't worry! The Party andtheRevolution will take care of everything!"
Seeing that the talk was about totuminto a propaganda session, I changed
thesubject. "I've justreceived some good coffee from my wife. Would you like
to shareit with us? Pleasecometo see us in the evening. Sometimes I'd like to
chat withthe bodoi, but there seemto be orders for you notto."
"There's no such order! Of course we'll come over if we are free."
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He hurried oflf, and someone said, "It wouldbe a wasteof coffee."
"Never mind. Just dilute it. Let's have some fun with them. Just imagine,

they might never have had coffee before! They are not much better offthan us.
All they have dayafterdayare driedfish andrice."
"Bullshit! You have feelings for those damned communists? Even those
dried fish and rice are beyond our reach! I knew you must have been up to

something when you invited him; I can'timagine you're feeling sorry for them!"
''Well, you seem to know everything."
That evening Iconfided toIhe andChieu. "I've invited some young soldiers
for coffee. Let's make some now, diluted of coin^e. We'll meet at that spot near

the chickencoop where we can talk safely."
The shookhis head knowingly. "You must havebeen talkedinto this by that
dinningHung. Ishetheonewho hasa coarse voice andused tohang around the
workshop?"
"No, that's notthe one!Thisone seemsto be iimocent enough,judgingfrom
his look. I know full well who Hung is."

The ground coffee was wrapped with a piece of cloth and then boiled to
produce a brownish liquid. Tasting it. Thecomplained thatit was rather thin; he
added some salt after putting sugar into it.
"What the hell are you doing," exclaimed ChiSu, "putting salt into good
coffee?"

"Dilutedcoffee willpassonlyif saltis added aftersugar,"I explained. "We
will serve proper coffee when we have our owncaf6!"
Atthespot where we were tomeet, there were some low bamboo stools. The

place had been carefully chosen sothat meetings could beheld outofhearing of
suspected moles; clothes hadalso been deliberately hung uphere to dry. Aswe
talked, two bodoi were seen discreetly approaching us from behind the hut.

Seeing thatthey were rather hesitant, I spoke first. "Please come here. We've
been waiting for you."

"Where have you been? It took us quite a while to find you! I've asked
comrade Lam to come along as well."

I gotup to show them they should sit a little distance from us; thiswas the
result of an incident at our previous camp in which a bodoi had been repri
manded for having shaken hands with an inmate—"a person who has been
stripped of his citizenship," in the words of the bodoi's superiors.
In thefirelight we could seethat Lam was baring hisforearm, showing offa
watch, although this was mosquito feeding time when it was essential for
everyone to cover hisbody from head to toe. Healso sported a bigradio set, an
item the bodoi associated with wealth.

"May I introduce nyself,"I said. "Myname isVu. This isChiSu, and this is
Th6."

"My name is Ty. I have just been assigned here. I used to have some talks
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withinmates at a campformajors of theformer regime. They have beenmoved
elsewhere; nowthisis theonlycampin this region.Tobe honest,wesometimes
wantto have a chat with you, just to exchange viewpoints or to kill time."
"So dowe! Andweallwantto complete ourreeducation asearlyas possible
so that we can rejoin our families."
"Everytime I seeyou fellows, I always hearthesame thing! Have you made
enough progress to deserve that?"

"Oh yes, wehave. Weall nowknowhowto growriceandvegetables, to find
edible roots andleaves in thejungle, andso on. We have really made progress!
All we wantnow is to be givena pieceof this jungle land, clear it, and make a
living out of it with our families. Without our loved ones, life is quite boring
here. I must sj^r that you're quiteamazing, being able to livein the midst of a
jungle for ages, with little hope of visitingyourfamilies."
"We dofeelhomesick sometimes, but we'vegotto carryoutourdutiesto the
State and the Party."

"If I were you, 1would have to 'disappear' once ina while, justtogoback to
some town where there is civilization. Weare ruiming the riskof being turned
into apes, staying in thiscomerof thejungleas we are now. Why haven't you
triedto go to town sometimes? Are you content to stay in camp day after day,
even on holidays?Don't you everhaveleave?WhenI was with the formerarmed

forces, I usedtogototown whenever I was onleave; otherwise I would gonuts!"
"Who doesn't wantto go to town?" sighed ly. "But it depends on one's
means. Although we say that we'd rather sacrifice our leaves to cany out our
duties, it's really because we don't have the means to do anything else. I don't
have enough to go to a town, norany relatives in the South.Conurade Lamhere
has been on leave twice this year because he has relatives in Saigon. The first
time he came back he had a watch, the second time a radio set!"

"I've gota richuncle in Saigon," Lamexplained witha smile. "He alwj^s
seems to have some relatives visiting from the North."
ChiSu, who had been silent, now interrupted. "Can your set tune in to a
Saigon station?"
As if annoyed. Lam replied, "My set can tune in to Hanoi, VOA—letalone
a Saigon station!"

"Weusedto borrow a radio setfirom a cadre when we were at thefirst camp
in Xuan Loc," said Chilu. "We have been out of touch with the outside world

since we came here. Even the commander's set doesn't help; it's too weak.
Could you now tune in to some music, just to see what it's like?"
Consulting hiswatch in thefirelight. Lamsaid, "It's nearly timefortheBBC
world news."

Hearing that, Chi6ujumped up, moving closer to the bodoi. "Please let us
listento the BBCfora while!Canyoureallytunein? Isn't it hardto tune in to the
BBC?"
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Lam twisted a dial, then that familiar opening theme was heard, clearly.
"That's indeed the BBC," I said. "It's clear. I think it has been relayed by
satellite."

The tune came to an end, followed by a few seconds of silence. Then we

heard a woman's voice speaking in English over the crackling of atmospheric
interference: "This is the Asian service of the BBC ..." We jumped up,

"... broadcasting from London." Our heartsbeat harder as the words rangin
ourears. Suddenly Lamswitched the set off. Chieu groaned. "Oh, God! Please
let us listen to it for a few minutes. Why do you ..."
"No, no, I can't," interrupted Lam, pointing behind him.

"The special guards are near here," explained Ty "They are deployed to
ambush anyone trying to escape. The sound of the radio can be heard quite a
distance on a still nightlike thisone,and youknow whatwould happen to us if
we are caught red-handed."

Knowing thathewasright. Thejoked, "Well, what'sthepointof listening to
the BBC; the Hanoi station is much more reliable. Let's have some coffee."

Chieu just satthere without saying a word, hiseyes fixed ontheset, while we
poured out the coffee. Tytold us abouthis onetrip to the town of Phuoc Binh.
OneSunday, unable to resistthetemptation of going to town,he setoutearlyin
the morning on foot, as therewas no available transport. It tookhim the whole
moming to getthere. He spenthissavings offifteen dong ona sandwich, a bowl
of soup, anda glassof sugarcane juice, andhespenthistimehanging around the
town's main marketplace, which was under preparation for the New Year
holiday. He then walked all the way back, reaching camp at midnight. He
reckonedhe had coveredaltogethermore than sixty kilometers, includinga trek
through a forest. Hewas exhausted, andit took hima few days torecover. Tysaid
he would neverrepeatthe trip; he wasnot the onlyone to go to PhuocBinh, he
added, but others had hitchhiked to the town and then returned on foot.

Eventually, we got to the main point: finding out whether the bodoi would
buy scarce items for us. To our relief, they quickly consented. As they were
about to leave, Chieu ventured a proposal: "When we were at Xuan Loc camp a

bodoitookpity onus andlent us hisradioset. Wepaidforthebatteriessincethey
were expensive. We werevery grateful to him. Now, is it possible foryouto lend
us yoursetforoneday?Wepromise that we'lltakegoodcareof it, andofcourse
we'll pay for the batteries."
Ty looked at Lam, asking, "What do you think?"
"What would happen to me if our superiors learned of this?" said Lam,

hesitating. "I don't seewhat good it candoyou. Besides, you would certainly be
punished if youwere caught listening to foreign broadcasts. Thank you forthe
coffee!"

"It's nothing. We really enjoyed the talk. Please feel free to come again
whenever you like."
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Ty told us to extinguish the fire as it was near bedtime, and they left. We
stayed on a bit after the bodoi were out of sight.
"Well, we have exchanged the coffee for a useful piece of information," I
remarked. "Now that we know special guards are deployedbeyond that fence,
we will be more cautious with our private conversation."
Still fuming over his missed chance to listen to the BBC, Chieu said, "I
nearly went mad when that guy switched off the set, the bastard! Believe me, I
will somehow manage to lay my hands on it one day. I used to be able to listen to
the BBC and VGAat Xuan Loc in return for repairs and maintenanceworkfor a
friend of mine. It's a shame that these bodoi here are so poor!"
The main topic of conversation in camp still centered around what we had
learned from our visitors about life outside. One inmate disclosed to me that his

sponsor—in fact his only hope—had been placed under house arrest. This man
was none other than the lawyer Trinh Dinh Thao, a leader of the People's
Movement for Peace, which was one of the constituents of the National

LiberationFront, the South Vietnamese communistorganizational apparatus. It
was clear that the conflict between North and South Vietnamese communists

had now come out in the open. Ironically, this was also a cause for despairfor
some inmates who had high hopes pinned on relatives who were South
Vietnamese communists.

Our physical well-being was improved day by day thanks to the extra food
brought by our visitors. The results were most conspicuous among those who
had been immobilizedfor weeksby seriousillness. It took the worstcases about
two weeks to fully recover after receiving proper medicines.
The rice fields had been sowed, leaving the cassava fields to be weeded. The
abominable weeds had been growing at an alarming rate after the rainfall. We
had to worm our waythrough tracts of cassavato pull the weeds;the workwasas
back-breaking as hoeing. Early morning rainy spells were greeted with joy as
we were then ordered to stay indoors. Bad days were when the rains caught us at
work in the fields in the jungle. Hunger was then added to our misery because it
was nearly impossible to keep a fire going in the wet to cook anything. We
protected ourselves from the rain to a certain extent with raincoats or sheets of
plastic, except when the wind came with the rain and tore at our bodies. It was
cold and damp everywhere, even inside.
Reading material was in great demand on these rainy days. As time went by,

books became, after food, the most sought-afteritem. We also had been trying
our best to hold on to our last pieces of paper. Almost any type of paper had
become scarce as there was no place to get any, isolated as we were. Finding
toilet paper was especially difficult. Eventually we had none at all. Some
followed the bodoi* s example by using leaves, but the most common practice
was to carry a bottle of water with which to clean ourselves.
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I was lucky to havebought the Selected Works of Lenin. Every sheet of the
thick volumes was made of high-quality paper manufactured in the Soviet

Union. I had boughtthemout of a desire to learn something aboutthe theory of
communism, with no idea of their actual value. The last volume was sacrificed
first, then the next to the last, and so on. I did not recall how many of the books

had been used in this waynor whattheywereaboutas I did not havetimeto read
them. All I knewwasthat the paper wasquite tough, and I wouldcrumplea piece
of it over and over again until it becameas soft as a pieceof cloth. It wasquite
consoling to know that I still had some luxury, unlike most others.
One rainy day as we sat on the floor with our arms around our knees,
brooding, I felt an urge to read. I wentthroughmybag. As soonas I produced a
book, eager eyes were directed at me; it was the first volume of the Selected
Works of Lenin. The more I read, the more I wondered why I had not read it
before; everything in the bookfittedin perfectly with whathad happened so far.
Forexample, the Great Leader preachedthat in the firstphaseof a newlyformed
State of the Proletariat, it would be possible for its cadres to possess only basic
skills, such as reading, writing, and fundamental arithmetic, to run the
govemment. No wonder, I thought, that they detained scientific and technical
specialists, medical doctors, engineers, and even schoolteachers.
It gradually became our habit to discuss the pros and cons of MarxismLeninism on rainy days as we could not ventureoutdoors. Spare time on better
days was devoted to gathering leaves and roots, setting traps for mice or
squirrels, or mending clothes.Nevertheless, having read theSelectedWorks, we
became more and more thoughtful. Weopenly discussed politics, somethingwe
had not attempted before for fear of being reported on by informers. At first,
under our new govemment, most of us felt obligedto conformin order to adapt
to a new way of life, having accepted that it was impossible to "tum back the
tide." We had naively believed that life would 1^ easier for us once we
conformed. That illusion had long since been shattered by reality.
It had become clear to us that not only we but also our families were being
subjected to systematic discrimination, having been labeled as nguy elements.
Theywere forcedto move to the isolated, desolateNew Economic Zones where
it was nearly impossible to eke out a living. And all these acts had been carried
out according to the "sound, scientific" teachings of Lenin. The more we dug
into Leninism, the more apparent it became to us that such terms as "class
stmggle," "revolutionary adertness," "maintenance of the dictatorship of the
proletariat," and so on were not merely academic ideas but were being
translated into actions and controls by the new rulers, at least as far as we were
concemed. It was terrifyingto think that millionsof people, from children to the
aged, were being systematically subjected to discrimination, harassment, and

deprivation of citizens' rights—apart fromthose already indetention—because
of a dogma called Marxism-Leninism.
It was even more frustrating to realize that there was nothing we could do to
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change the fact that we had become "pariahs" in our own country, at least as long
as we were stuck here. It occurred to me that we were arguing among ourselves
about the validity of a theory brought out at the turn of the century by some
fanatics as if we were actually able to shape our circumstances by changing that
theory, thereby bringing forth changes in the new government'spolicies. Some
of us being more pragmatic, gaveup arguing for argument's sake and turned to
humor as a means of maintaining our spirits.
Sometimes we preferred laboring in the fields to staying indoors. Idleness
encouraged depressing thoughts as well as reminding us of our imprisonment,
humiliation, and hopelessness. Besides, going to the fields gave us an opportu
nity to pursue our main preoccupation: securingthe next meal. Going aboutour
work, our eyeswerealert for signsof anythingedible—leaves, a stump or a vine
that might indicate the presence of a root, footprints of rodents, and holes that
might indicate the lairs of snakes or mice.
Hearing the call "break time," groups of obviously weary inmates would
suddenly turn active. Some headed for spots that had been spotted; holes were
then dug until rootswerefound. Sometried to smokeout a snake or rodentfrom
a hole, while others built a fire. Still others would head for traps they had laid
earlier. Our trappingwasa simplebusiness—a lengthof wiremade intoa noose
at one end with the other connected to the top of a small tree; the tree would then
be bent and held down by impaling the noose on the ground, so that once the
whole contraption was disturbed, the tree would snap back, with the noose

trapping the animal. Some men even attached an empty tin with a few small
stones to act as a sort of bell, which announced that something had been caught.

Thegreatestjoy to hungryinmateswasthesightof a bigprey;it would notbe
long before the animal's body was chopped up into pieces and roasting over a
fire. The aroma was mouth-watering, and when finished, this freshly cooked
meat needed only some salt for taste. We felt the strength-giving properties of
such fresh meat for several days.

One day I was invited to have some roasted "wood pigeons" with friends.
The taste was like that of roasted birds, and the bones were tiny, birdlike.
Enhancedby spices, the meat wasdelicious, and I praised theircookery, asking,
"How did you catch wood pigeons?"
"Oh, easy! These are wingless wood pigeons." He then pointed at a spot
where, to my horror, I saw a heap of fresh rat skins, heads, and tails.
But wild rats were gradually accepted as the best dish available, as long as
one did not have to prepare them.
A break officiallywasto last fiveminutes, but invariably it wouldbe at least
a quarter of an hour. The guards simply turned a blind eyeas theyknew full well
that we could not work without more time to rest. The one-hour lunch break

oftenlasted up to two hours, and our successor failure in stavingoff hunger that
day would be determined by our efforts during this time.
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Family visits suddenly became commonplace. Some relatives were allowed
to visitevery month. Somewives evenmanaged to turnup every fortnight, with
or without permission, since their husbands needed medication. We had in fact,

arrived at the point of making arrangements among ourselves for staggering
visitsor bringing in supplies. Thenweshared thefood. Chieu'swife was among
the jfrequent visitors, and our daily diet improved. Even books and textbooks
were smuggled in. It became the fashion for some of us to study a foreign
language, and someinmatesreceived gifts as payment forEnglish tutoring and
handcopying textbooks.

One day Trong was caught by Monitor 1\ing in the process of producing

English-language textbooks. Trong explained that the books had no^g to do
withpolitics. Western decadence, oranything reactionary; thatthey were merely
about the daily lives of a family; and that they were currently in use on the
outside. In the end, l\ing asked Trongto teachhim English! He attendedclasses
regularly every Sunday at lunch time.
On mylucky dayswhenmy wifevisited me and broughtfood, I did nothave

to goforaging forit, andI ate it duringlunchbreaks. Ononesuchdaysome of us
hung hanunocks in the shade and relaxed. It suddenly appeared to me that the
surrounding scenery was quite beautiful. The land stretched to the horizon in

undulating tree-clad hills. Magnificently tall pines rose on the hilltops, and a
clear stream wound its way around the bottom of the hillside where we were.

Here and there, colorful tropical birds perched on branches preening their
feathers.

"What a viewI" said someone. "How goodthe land is! I would be content to
settle down here once I have been released."

"All this vast region lies on a well-known belt of basaltic soil," said

someone else. "Thiskindofsoilwas loved bytheFrench colonists whosetupso
many plantations in this region. It's an irony that our countrymen are povertystricken on these rich lands through no fault of their own. First the war for

independence, then the long struggle for unification of the country, and now
there are rumors that we will have to carry out 'international duties' among
others." Thus, we were broughtback to sad thoughts and reality.
With the frequent coming and going of visitors, some new situations and
problems arose. One inmate had been allowed to stay overnight with his wife
several times due to her resourcefulness in courting the camp commander's
sympathy; it wasnot long beforeit wasknownthat she waspregnant. But what
attracted most attention was Bui Quoc Khanh's wife, who, on her first visit,

brought along a pretty girl, whom she introduced as her cousin. The camp
commanderand studymonitorswere seen frequenting the visitors' quartersday
and nightwhilethe "cousin" wasthere. Theguards wereordered to stayout and
keep a watchfuleye on the inmates, all of whom understood exactly what was
going on. The young guards even told us that a study monitor had boasted to
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them that he received "physiological support" from the "cousin." Later we
noted that every time she visited, which she did quite regularly, Khanh's wife
brought along a pretty "relative." Discipline among the guards became so
atypically relaxed that young female visitors were being approached and even
molested by them. The wives reacted by staying together in a room when their
husbands were not with them—always more than two in each room. This
situation was so well known that wives were forwamed when they bought tickets
at the bus station.

Quite a fewunpermitted visits took place, and the reason for this came out by
accident later. Relations between inmates and guards improved considerably
due to the presence of the families and the gifts they brought for the guards.
Visitors were even permitted to carry inmates' mail to and from relatives at
home, and some kind-hearted people even brought our letters personally to our
families. My wife had asked Chieu's wife to bring foodforme on her visits, and I
now also received letters from her almost every week. She kept comforting me
that I would "probably be released soon."
With all of this, our morale was up, and we revived musical activities. Our
"theater" often remained open late with the tacit approval of the guards; they
sometimes even asked us to sing them "golden songs" (their own words), which
were actually melodies that used to be popular under the former government of
South Vietnam. One young fellow had previously been employed by the
DaNang Broadcasting Authority as a professional singer, and his performance
was highly appreciated by the young guards, who asked him to write down his
songs for them. Singers' fees were paid with sweets, biscuits, or other snacks.
One evening while we were enjoying ourselves in the "theater," bodoi Lam
approached me, took me to a comer, and said, "I shall be stationed near where
you live tomorrow night. I may be able to lend you my radio set."
"Thank you very much," I said joyfully. "Please bring it along. We promise
to take good care of it."
"Don't forget to pay for the batteries."
"Of course! That goes without saying."
Lam hurried off, and, looking around, I saw only familiar faces. I gambled
that even if there was a mole among us, he would be too eager to listen to foreign
programs to report on us. So I said in a low voice, "I have the pleasure to inform
you that that bodoi has just offered to lend his radio set to us. In retum for some
fees, of course."

We agreed that the battery cost should be high enough to encourage Lam to
lend the radio again—five dong each time, a large sum for the bodoi since their
net monthly salary was about seven dong.
That eveningwe waited for Lam at the same spot near the chicken coopuntil
we saw him silently emerging from the dark behind us, having obviously
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climbedthe bamboofence. He acceptedthe moneyfromChieuand wasaboutto
leavewhenhe said, "Keep the volume low. Remember to switchit off andreturn
it to me at once when you hear my signal, when I hit the fence with a bamboo
stick."

Six eagerprisoners surrounded the set. "Let me keep the set," saidChieu;
"the restmust be onthealert. If you seeanystranger sing loudly while I tryto
hide it, okay?"
He then tuned into the BBC; we heard interference noises, then that familiar
opening theme. "That's it!" exclaimed Chieu.

We sat there motionless, hearing clearly the sounds of our own breathing.
Tlie tune came to an end, followedby a few secondsof silence and then a voice

speaking in English. "This is theAsian service of the BBCbroadcasting from
London."

Our ears were glued to the set, our hearts beating. It was as if we were
hearing from a long-lost friend. Chieu increased thevolume. Anangry shout was
heard from beyond the fence—"Not that loud!"
As we listened, there were simultaneous exclamations as ifon cue: "What?"

"Bloody hell!" "How strange!"
The newscaster aimounced the visit to Israel by Egyptian President Sadat;
this came as a total surprise as we had known the two countrieswere enemies.

But what attracted most of our attention was the news about "boat people"
escaping from Vietnam. We hadheard of this, butdid notexpect thenumber to
be so great that it attractedinternationalattention. Besides, we believed that the
rest of the world had forgotten Vietnam after the communist takeover in 1975.
No sooner had the program come to an end than we tried to tune in VGA. But
Lam reappeared.
"That's enough! Give it back to me," he said in a worriedvoice. "You'll have
it again tomorrow but not now; I know a patrol will be aroundhere soon."

"Wehave listened foronlyhalfanhour; that'snotenough," complained one
of the men. "Now we only want to tune in to some music, not foreign
broadcasts."

"Don't worry," saidLam knowingly. "Half-an-hour's listening every day is
quite adequate. You won'thave topay for it tomorrow because you've paid more
than enough today. I amnotagainst your listening toanything, butit'svery likely
thatyou willbecaught if you continue to listen now. Notonly you butI toowill
be punished then, and my set would certainly be confiscated. I'll see you
tomorrow."

Lam lent us the set the next evening as promised, and he continued to do so

for months until we ran low on funds. By then, the set was "rented" only on
Saturdays. We finally put an end to it all out of fearon our part thatthe whole
affair would become known to the authorities, as the number of listeners had
increased.
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Hie more information gathered from visitors concerning reeducation, the
more confused and worried we became. It was now understood that our release

would not take place in the foreseeable future, "as the situation did not permit
it," in the words of the government. From visitors we learned that a purge was
going on in the ranks of the communists, but most disturbing were reports that
all aspects of the former ways of life were being aggressively eradicated by the
new rulers. Among those hardest hit were the financially powerful Chinese
merchants, who up until now still had some control of the econon^.
August was drawing to a close, and all sorts of vegetation seemed to have
been given a new lease on life after months of rainfall. Green leaves were
everywhere. We began gathering a kind of gourd that we called highlanders'
gourds on the assumption that they had been cultivated by the highland people,
which explained their widespread abundance. We also secretly gathered young
manioc roots, as the bodoi did openly, although it was not yet harvest time. We
became experts at judging the age of a cassava plant by looking at it. This was
the first time our stomachs were kept filled regularly.The most common dish was
a soup made from cassava roots and their leaves; the young leaves had to be
boiled over and over and the boiled water discarded each time to remove their

poisonous resin. This soup would then be enhanced, according to one's
"wealth," with dried shrimps, sodium glutamate, or just plain salt.
Important holidays were drawing near, the most awaited occasions because
releases were anticipated. The anniversaries of the August Revolution and
Independence Day (September 2) were about to be celebrated by communists all
over \fietnam. Hiese days in camp would be celebrated at meetings where

inmates were supposed to study their si^ificance.
Work was suspended one afternoon, and we were called to the camp
command to attend "classes." A big grin was on Commander Thinh's face. He
started by saying, "Let's sing a song," and we began that familiar song, "As if
Uncle Ho was present," the same song that had once caused an inmate to be
shackled. The inmates sang unusually loud and earnestly.
"They seem to be so happy! Maybe they are well fed," remarked someone.
A man sitting next to me whispered, "Do you know why they sing that loud?
It's because they have somehow been tipped off that about twenty inmates will
be released this time!"

I turned to him at once. He looked sober and sincere. A beam of hope flashed
through my mind. "Maybe my luck would finally change," I thought. My wife
had been repeating in her letters that "the doctor who studied in the Soviet
Union is quite competent; he's promised to cure my uncle's ailment" (meaning
me, of course). "Maybe the uncle is going to be discharged soon," I mused.
Hearing the noisy applause at the end of the song, Thinh looked on with an
approving smile. "Are you happy?" he asked.
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Back came a chorus of seemingly jubilant voices, "Very, very happy! We
nearly die of joy!"

Tlie study monitors surrounding Thinh shouted them down. "Be quiet!
Don't you know how to keep discipline?"
CommanderThinh then put on a serious air. "You must learn how to enjoy
yourselves in a disciplined manner! To commemorate these two important
holidays of our people, we are going to read to you a newspaper article
commenting on the significanceof these two occasions. Now, let's be quiet!"
An inmate was appointedto read the article. He cleared his throat and began
to read aloud. Murmured conversationstarted up among the inmates, stopping
when a bodoi approached. At the end, to our disappointment, there came the
usual order, "Let's sing another song to close the meeting." We sang "Let's
unite!" and then were dismissed. There was no release announcement. So they
knew what we expected of them and they were playing on our suffering!
Especially that acting performance by Thinh!
A friend teased me, "You're still naive for your age."
"I am not the only one, you know! I wonder who that bastard is, the one who
spread the rumor about twenty inmates getting released soon!"
Next day there was work as usual, as if there were no holiday. Comingback
from the field, I saw The running toward me. "We are going to have some
celebration after all," he said with a smile.

"What celebration? The holiday is over, isn't it?"

"No! A bodoi I know told me tihat it was because special provisionsfor the
occasion had arrived late. But that's nothing compared to this! He confirmedthat
there was indeed a list of about twenty inmates who were to be let out. He said he
had personally taken the message over the phone and that it came from higher
command. Now, let's keep it to ourselves; otherwise some mole will leam of it,
and that bodoi won't dare tell me anything in the future. He gave me the
impression that he was serious."
I just lookedat The and forceda smile. As if he could read mymind, he said,
"I know you don't believe me! But I am sure it's true!"
"No way! Well, maybe your name is on the list."
"No, I think your name is! Oh, maybe mine too! I've got a relative who is

very, very high in the government.I call him uncle and so do you. Uncle Ho! Ha,
ha, ha!"

Back in the hut, I heard that "the celebrationprovisions" had been spotted:
beer, cooking oil, sacks of wheat flour, and two small pigs. But there was no
announcementconcerning a celebration that evening, and the next morning we
assembled in the yard to receive assignments as usual. Study monitors and
guards were nowhere in sight. Then came Bui Quoc Khanh, hurrying toward us
from the command center. He said in an excited voice, "There's no work today.
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Get back to yourbarracks to put awaythe tools and be back as soon as youcan for
a meeting."
Excited voices were heard in the scramble, "Move on!" "Hurry up!"
"Somebody's going to be released this time!" "No, they'll be let out tem
porarily!"
The event of inmates being let out, even temporarily on "leave," caused
much excitement. We were told to form into lines in die meeting hall. The
minutes ticked awayas we waited. Although outwardly indifferent, inside I was
excited and hopeful.
Thinh and his bodoi came in. One study monitor barked, "Stand up! Form
into lines. Now, sit down!"

With that permanent grin locked onto his face and behaving as if he were
about to open a ceremony, Thinh walked slowly to a spot in front of us, leather

briefcase under one arm. Slowly, deliberately, he unwrapped a packet of
cigarettes, picked one out, and put it in a comer of his mouth. He then produced
a brand-new gas lighter and slowly and deliberately lit his cigarette while his
bodoi watched in admiration.

The whole act, especially showing off his lighter, was greeted with sarcastic
smiles and even open laughter by the inmates. Seeing this, Thinh said defen
sively, "I've got to smoke to remain calm so I can announce good news."
To our applause, Thinh's mouth opened into a big grin and the bodoi burst
into laughter. They knew full well what we were waiting for, how anxious we
were.

Finally, Thinh produced some leaflets from his briefcase. He spoke slowly
before a silent, pitiful audience.
"The first good news is that we are going to celebrate the two important
holidays at the same time today. Now, at the end of this meeting all of you will be
given wheat flour, Cuban sugar, cigarettes, and also some cooking oil. The
distribution will be made by the camp leader, his deputies, group leaders, and
their assistants under the supervision of the study monitors. ITiisis the first time
we have received wheat flour; therefore, methods of preparing it should be
discussed among yourselves. Don't worry! We will overcome any difficulty that
may arise in preparing this wheat flour."
Holding the leaflets high so that they could be seen by everyone,Thinh said
with a smile, "But the main news, which I believe has been eagerly awaited, is
contained in these sheets of paper. Before reading them, I must emphasize to you
several points."
He raised his arm and went on. "Although confronted with all sorts of
difficulties, the Party and the State still take the trouble to look after you. The
proof is that you are receiving special supplies for celebration, even though these
items are in short supply at the moment. Among the itemsbrought here are those
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that havebeen given to us as gifts from friendly nations. Theywere not intended
for you, but the Party and the State are so generous that they took the trouble to
bring them here for you. Imagine the difficulties in transporting these supplies
all the way here! Do you think you deserve this favor?"
That buzzing noise of voicesamong the audiencegrew louder,then an angry
curse was heard clearly over the noise, "F . . . it!"
We shrugged and shook our heads in resignation on hearing this.
As if he had not heard, Thinh went on. "Most of you don't! Others, however,
have shown genuine repentance, have made obvious progress, and have indi
cated their desire to adopt revolutionary ways of life. To them, the Party has
responded favorably Although the situation does not permit their release at the
present time, to reward their own progressiveness as well as to help their
families, the Party and State have made the following decisions."
He slowlyand deliberately unfoldeda sheetof paper and gaveit a longlook.
From below, necks were straining to look, and voices were heard, "Bloody hell!
What decisions if we are not to be released?"

"What are they up to? Transfer to a better camp?"
"Maybe *the following' will be promoted to be servants of the camp
command's personnel!"
The reaction was so noisy that a study monitor had to shoutat us. "Be quiet!
You there, what have you just said?"
Thinh began to read: "The Socialist Republic of Vietnam—Independence,
Freedom, Happiness. It has been decided that the following are granted short
leavesof up to ten days, including traveltime. The authorityof Camp 3721must
ensure that this duration is adhered to. Signed, Commander Thinh."
This document clearly had been prepared by Thinh himself, obviously to
show his authority. He then went on to read out the names of the lucky ones.
Among them was Bui Minh Duong, formerly an air force lieutenant who had
specialized in radar systems, stationed at Pleiku. He once boasted that he had
repaired the radar systems formerly under his charge and trained bodoi to use
them. He thought because of this he would not have to undergo reeducation,
although he was later advised that a "short reeducation period" would be in his
best interest. His familyhad also managedto findsomesponsorfor him. Also on
the list were Ha The Ruyet, formerly a university lecturer whose brother was a
high-ranking Party official, and Nguyen Khac Cung who had an important
sponsor. Finally there was Hoang Xuan Hai, formerly an artillery lieutenant
whose uncle was a propaganda commissar. There were eighteen of them
altogether. We were ordered to sing the song "Let's Unite" at the end, and Thinh
and some of his bodoi left. A study monitor took over. He told those who had just
been named to go to the command center to get travel permits, associated
documents, and money. The rest of us, he said, should get back to our living
quarters to prepare for the food distribution.
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"Each of you should havesomethingto hold the sugar and wheatflourand a
tin for the cooking oil, I repeat, a tinful of cooking oil. Everything will be
handed over to yourgroupleaders, deputies, and team leaders first. They will
redistribute the foodto you later on, exceptfor the oil, whichwill be distributed
to individuals at the command center. Now, hurry up!"
So the presentpolicywasthat inmateswould be let out temporarily on short
leaves instead of being released once and for all, important though thensponsors might be!

Some of the young inmates who had been helping unload supplies told us
that there was verylittle cookingoil, not enoughfor the bodoi's use, let alonefor
us whonumberedovera thousand. But it hadbeen said at the meeting thateach
wouldreceive a tinful of oil. The sugar and wheat flour were allocatedright at
our barracks. Each man was to get a tinful of pure, granulated sugar and two
tinfuls of wheat flour. It was the first time that we had received that much. The

distribution was carried out expertly and without fuss. Sugar and wheat flour
were ladled out in standard-size tins, and no tamping down of flour into the tin
was allowed; each tin was leveled off by a stick. Allotments for platoon-sized
groups were made in this manner, and representatives of platoons then drew lots
for their batch. In this wayno one could complainof unfairtreatment.The food
would later be redistributed to individuals in the same way. The method was
subsequently to be adopted by the whole camp since it worked so well.
The promise that we would each receive a tinful of cooking oil was met by
pouringthe oil into a barrel full of water, stirringthe mixture, and givinga tinful
of this oily concoctionto each inmate.The bodoisupervisingthis affairsaid that
the "oil" would enhance our soups.
At first, I joined the queue,but whenmyturn came I sawthatthere wasonly a
trace of oil in the water, so I declined and left. Once in the tin, traces of the oil
would be impossible to remove without soap, a rarity among us. I had once

received a tiny morsel of fatty beef and the smell of it did not leave my tin for
months as I had no soap. A tin was the only cooking utensil we were allowed to
keep; it served as kettle, pot, and rice bowl. My declining that "oil" turned out
to be a grave blunder. I was later accused of "showing contempt toward the
Revolution" for refusing to acceptthis gift. I learned of the accusationthrougha
friendly study monitor.
The wheat flour was prepared in many ways. Some simply made porridge
out of it; some tumed it into noodles; some wentfurther by wrapping the dough
around a ball of dried shrimps, boiling them, and serving them in soup. Even
bread was made by a resourceful fellow, who used bicarbonate of soda in lieu of
yeast; the bread was pronounced identical to ordinary bread.
This "celebration mood" lasted until the young bodoi who had been
socializing with us were reprimanded by their superiors for having lost "the
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awareness of their class." As revolutionaries, they must not associate with
inmates, the counterrevolutionaryelements!
One day Study Monitor Tung informed me that he was being transferred. I
asked him if this was because he had been socializing with us. "We've heard
that quite a few of you have been reprimanded for that."
"No, that's not the reason! Some young bodoi and I are being transferred to
the battlefront because there have been skirmishes along the western border.
This has nothing to do with you. However, most young bodoi see their combat
assignmentsas punishment. Be patient. It won't be longbeforeyouare released.
I wish you all my best."
"We also wish you and your young comrades all our best. When you have
finishedyour assignment and come back here, you will probablyfind that we are
still here."

"Don't be depressed. Try to keep up your spirit and be brave. I will always
rememberyou despite what you are. Wemay be able to meet again in the future,
when you have finished your term here."
"I hope that day will come."
1\ing then left, a look of genuine sadness on his face.
A truck arrived on the same daybringing in a new group of bodoi and taking
the others away. Most of the newcomers were in their late twenties, one was
middle-aged. They gave us sullen and even hostile looks. We later learned that
they had been wounded in battle with the armed forces of the previousregime but
remained in service because their wounds were not serious. We tried to do our

best whenever they stood guard over us; nevertheless, they always managed to
find some fault and thus had a chance to let loose a barrage of abuse.

The work was less arduous now as it consisted mainly of second-time
weeding of young, weak weeds. But new work was inunediately given out as

soon as the weeding appeared to be done. We were ordered to prepare land for
forty hectares of sweet potatoes and to gather bamboo shoots "for export." A
new hazard also came up after the abundant rains: jungle leeches. Theyhad laid
dormant everywhere there was vegetation during the dry season, and now they
became active.

One would suddenly feel a tickling sensation on the neck or legs and,
searching for it, find something wet and very tender, almost watery. Jungle
leeches would find their wayto some soft spot on the victim's skin and then suck
his warm blood, refusing to let go until they were full. Only then would their
presence be felt. Theybecame so numerous that we had to search ourselves every
now and then, and we found some every time we did. There was no way to
protect ourselves against them. They always managed to reach our skin,
crawling through all sorts of thick clothing and socks. Theyevendropped on our
heads from tree branches!
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Not a day passed that we were not molestedby jungle leeches. The clothesof
those hardest hit became blood-stained. The jungle was totally infested,
especially where bamboo shoots grew, and shoot-gathering trips came to be
known as "blood donating trips." At first one group of inmates was to gather
bamboo shoots while others were assigned elsewhere; however, the same people
could not continue the work because they lost too much blood to the leeches. It
was decided that each of us would have to undergo the experience; therefore,
everyone had to gather bamboo shoots twice every month. Initially, the quota
was twenty kilograms of young shoots apiece; this was later increased to diirty
kilograms due to the eagerness of those who wanted to show their "progressiveness" to the camp authority.The harvest of shoots was so widespread that we had
to venture farther and farther into the jungle.
Besides leeches, there were mosquitoes in unimaginable numbers. A cloud
of mosquitoes would descend on any warm-blooded animal that happened to be
around. Worst of all, they would hurl themselves at our eyes, noses, and mouths
and not hesitate to rush deep inside if those mouths were open. Their number
literally stifled us. We had asked our relatives for mosquito repellant, but it did
not help much. Finally, we fashioned masks of mosquito net fabric and wore
thick clothes and socks. These helped against mosquitoes but were useless
against the leeches. Each trip was a nightmare, and some even caught fever.
Our plight was not helped by the attitude of those inmates who checked the
shoots, which were thoroughly weighed and inspected. Shoots judged too old
would be discarded, and the unlucky picker would have to try again to fill his
quota. The inspection team was hand-picked by the camp authority and
consisted mostly of those who had important sponsors. Cung, formerly a
medical doctor, proved to be a monster to his fellow inmates.
The bamboo shoots were cut into slices and dried for storage. After just over
a month, the amount of processed shoots was recorded as over two tons. On one
shoot-gathering trip, while on my own, I tried to find a way to the border with
Cambodia in preparation for a possible future escape. To my despair, the jungle
proved impenetrable with the dense vegetation that multiplied after the rainy
season. I found that the cultivated areas where one could cross easily at night
were studded with sentry posts. Obviously, the bodoi were on alert along the
border.

After severalsuch trips, I was laid up for more than a weekwith a high fever.
At first everyone, including me, thought I had malaria, and they made me take
quinine tablets, to no avail. I tried another antimalaria treatment, Fancida,which
had been brought by my wife. I only ended up passing a reddish-colored urine.
The bodoi medic insisted that I keep on taking quinine. I finally consulted an
inmate doctor, Tran Ngoc Khue, who told me that I had contracted "a version of
typhoid." Unlike malaria, my fever did not alternate with chills. Following his
advice, I took Tifomicine, which my best friend. The, helped me exchange for
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certain medicines that I had. It worked!My head gradually became clearer, and I
could feel the weariness in my bones and the flow of blood through my veins. I
felt as if my bones stuck through the thin skin and glued themselves to the hard
bamboo bed. I supplemented the daily diet of thin rice porridge with what

remained ofthe fo^ my wife had brought on her last visit. To my frustration, I
was so weak that I needed help when I went to the latrine. My recoverywasfairly
quick, compared with others who had been laid up for months.
By the time I was strong enough to work, it was time to harvest the rice.
Those inmates who had been on "leave" now came back; most had exceeded the

specifiedtime, but no one was reprimanded. One man was missing. We learned
later that he was Hoang Quoc Viet, who took advantage of the opportunity to
escape from the country (I came across him on the streets of London early in
1984). To our eager enquiries aboutlife outside,the collectiveresponse wasless
than illuminating: People were "optimistically and enthusiastically building a
new society." They gave the impression that they had been briefed on how to
answer our questions. Most of these inmates betrayedan air of depression that
we took to be a feeling of homesickness at having seen their homes and families
and then been forced to leave them again.
One day, in response to my persistent though friendly questioning about life
outside, Hoang Xuan Hai confided that "everything looked strange to me
becausemany changeshavetakenplace. Althoughthe samepeopleand the same
streets were there, they appeared different to me! Even my own family has
changed! Eating and food have become the common topic of conversation; the
main concernnowadays is how to obtain rice and other items. Almostall the big
shops have been closed, but vendors abound on the streets selling everything.
Maybe people have to sell things from their houses to make ends meet."
Tomyinquiryabouthis sponsor, he grimaced. "I can't placemuchhopeon
him anymore! My own uncle has been keepinghis distance from us in spite of
the fact that my family has pampered him with everything he's asked for."
I pressed on. "I'm sure you'll be released soon. Your uncle did intervene on

yourbehalf for yourrecent 'leave.' Once youget home,afterbeing released, will
they give you some help? How will you make a living?"
"Help?" retorted Hai, as if I was an idiot. "All these Northerners think that

we have enjoyed all the luxuries in the world, so now it's their turn! Don't you
know how poor they are? They want everything! It's a fact of life that their main
concem is how to get hold of accommodations here so that their families can

move South! That's why so many people here havebeen forcedto give up their
homesto moveto NewEconomicZones. Mostsquatterswhohavebeen livingin
makeshift huts along sewer canals are allowed to stay on, although they have a
farming background; on the other hand, city dwellers who have never touched a
hoe before are being urged to move away to the zones. Those Northerners are
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being shunned by the people here. I've never seensuchintensity of hatred! As
for government cadres, there are grumblings of discontent among many
communist Southerners, although outwardly they appear united. In fact, this
New Economic Zonespolicyhas beenopposed by many of them. Mostof those

who have beentothese places andwhose houses have been'requisitioned bythe
State' are nowreturningto the city and beingput up by theirrelatives. Someare
even sleeping right in front of their former homes! Now, I've gonea bit too far.
You must not tell this to anyone else if you are my friend."
"Of course I won't. You know me, don'tyou? I mustthank you fortelling me
all this. Don't worry. You're not the only oneto do this, I suppose."
"Alltheothers arejustlikeme. They have beenbriefed bythecamp authority
onhow to answer questions 'in sucha way astoboost your morale' andnotto say
anything that may affect the credibility of the Revolution. We all promised to
cooperate. AndnowI've gonetoofar. My chance of beingreleasedearlymaybe
affected if they find out about this."
"If yourchance is affected, whatwill ourchances be?Will wehave to stay
here forever?"

Not knowing whatto say, Hai consoled me. "Youwillcertainly be released
in the end, but it may take some time. Sorry, I must leave now."
He hurried off, leaving mefeeling hopeless and pessimistic. How couldmy
wife hope to buy back my freedomwhen even influenceand connectionsfailed,
as with Hai?

Thanksto weeksof sunshine, the rice crop ripened and wasnearlyready for
harvest. Exuberant shrubs of rice plants shot up everywhere, especially on low
ground where water had accumulated. Some plants reached as high as our
shoulders, their stems bent under the weight of the swollenrice ears. BecauseI
was still weak, I was assigned the task of guarding the fields, watching out for
birds and wild animals that would be attracted to a ready food supply.
Watchtowers, some three meters high, had been erected along the edge of the
jungle next to the cultivated land. We were to stand guard in these towers and
beat metal gongs to scare off marauders.
One morning I set out for my post accompanied by a group of bodoi, who
wouldbe deployed in the area to ambush anyoneattempting to escape. We left
before dawn. I was takento a watchtower at a deserted spot, far from the camp
and next to the jungle, and told to remain there until sundownwhen they would
fetchme on theirway home. I climbedinto thetower, put asidemypackedlunch
of a bunch of manioc roots and a tin of water, and settled down. The wind carried

an early morningchill that seeped through mybony body I wrappedmyselfwith
a pieceof tarpaulin to wardoff the cold. Timewentby; therewasnothing to do.
What a waste of time, I thought. Wild animals come out only at night to search
forfood. I wasaboutto hit the gong, mostlyto please somebodoiwhomightbe
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around, when I heard a noise that sounded like rustling tree branches, but there
was no wind. I looked to see where the noise was coming from and a small wild

pig moved out of the bushes into view, its hind legs kicking as it moved in a
threatening way as if it was aboutto rush at a target. The thin, dark animalwas
about the size of an averagedog. It looked around cautiouslybefore headingfor
the ricefield. Thentwomorepigs emergedfromthe bushes,following the first. I
reached for the iron bar and was about to strike the gong when all of a sudden

wild pigs of all sizes pouredout from the bushes. They kept running out of the
jungle as if in a stampede. Theyran towardme or,to be moreprecise, toward the
rice field. I sat there frozen, fearing that the sound of the gong might panic them
and bring them stampeding into the poles supporting my watchtower.
The whole herd dived into the rice plants, using their snouts to bring down
theplants andthendevouring theearsofrice. They seemed todothisexpertly, as
if they were familiar with the process. Some stopped now and then, tensely
looking around for any sign of danger. The whole herdwould follow suitevery
time this happened. Suddenly, the iron bar fell from my hand, and the herd
turned around and headed swiftly toward the jungle. Instinctively, I shouted at
the top of my voice, sounding ridiculously weak in the noise and commotion.
Whenthey wereout of sight, I wentdownto fetch the ironbarandhit hardat the
gong to draw someone's attention. After a while some inmates approached on
theirway to the field, andI asked them to report thepresence of a large herd of
wild pigs to the bodoi.

To mysurprisetwo guardstumed up a few minuteslater. They wereamong
the ones who had recentlybeen brought in and were hostile to us. One came up
to me and asked curtly, "You there! Did you ring the gong?Did you say there
was a herd of wild pigs? Where are they now?"

I pointed at thespotwhere most of them hadcome outof thejungleandthen
pointed to the ravaged shrubs of rice plants. "On hearing my gong, they went
back where they came from," I said. "I think they are deep in the jungle by
now."

One bodoi looked down at the footprints, then asked, "How many of them do
you think there were?"
"About thirty, maybe more."
The bodoi followedthe footprints and called back to me, "You there! We are

going to huntthem. When you heargunshots, hitthegong hard andtryto make
as much noise as you can. You will have your share when we get back, okay?
Now, wait until you hear my shots."
I waited and waited. It seemed an infinity. I thought the bodoi had given up.

Suddenly there were shots in the distance. I hit the gong until my hands were
numb. The shooting went on for a while, then stopped. Maybe the herd had
gotten too far away to be caught.Thenmoreshots werefired, one by one at first
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and then a barrage from an automatic rifle. I went on hitting the gong as
instructed until I was worn out.

Thetwo bodoi emerged from thejungleat noon, each carrying a young pig
weighing about four kilograms. Onesaidto me with a smile, "You were right!
Thereweretoo manyof them.I usedup thewholemagazine. Thesetwowerethe
lightest. You canhave a legif you've gota knife onyou. If you want more, goin
there and help yourself. TTiere must be some dead ones here and there, deep
inside. Don't be put off by the distance."
They seemed good-natured enough soI proposed, "Whydon't you bring the
lot back to sell to the inmates? They are ravenous for meat."
His face brightened. "Really?Haveanybodoisoldanything to youbefore?"
"Good God!" I said. "The meatof wildpig is the best! They will payany
price for it. A study monitor once sold us a big deer for nearly one hundred
dong."

Thetwolooked at each other, grinning. They talkedfora while. Finally, one
said to me, "You keep an eyeon these two. We'll go backand try to find some
more. If only I had known I could sell them to you." They walked off.
I pickedup thesmallerpig, tryingto guessits weight. It was ratherheavy for
its size. The meat seemed quite lean. Suddenly I saw a group of bodoi and a
study monitor coming toward me.

"Who fired the guns, Vu?" asked one of them. "Oh, I see! They've been
hunting for wild pigs. I thought there was fighting."
I related the entire incidentwith the result that this whole group decided to
go to lookforthe pigs. One said, "Don't go that way! We'llgo this way, skirting
the rice field and crossing a stream to a spot wherethere are many bushes. The
wounded pigs might have hidden themselves there. I know this place like the
palm of my hand."

While I was eating lunch, the two bodoi came back, carrying a big boar. I
told them about the other group. One swore angrily, "F . . . them! We must
dispose of these three pigs right away; otherwise, they will demand a share of
these too."

"If you want to sell them to us," I said, "please take them to our barracks
and leavethem there until the rest of us come back in the evening. You will then
get your money. We used to deal with other bodoi this way."
The two talked it over. At last they left, without telling me what they had
decided, carrying the three pigs with them in the direction of the camp. A few
minuteslater the other group came back with its bag: a big boar and a smaller
pig. Study MonitorChuong asked me if I would like to buy some meat.
I replied without hesitating, "I am afraid I don't have the money."
"Don't have the money? I can't believe it!"

Surmising thatI had beenundersome sort of surveillance, I added quickly.
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"I really meanit! I spentall mysavings on medicine when I hadfever. Frankly
I'd like to have some meat as I am still convalescing."

"In that case you can pay me later."
"Thanks a lot, but I'm afraid it will be some time before my wife visits me
again."
Chuong raised his voice. "How can you hide the truth from us? Your wife
drove here in her own car to visit you, and now you're sayingyou can't afford a
morsel of meat?"

Sensing his mood,I darednotanswer back. I just smiledstupidly. Obviously
I had been under surveillance. The car had been chartered by others as well as
my wife, but now they think it is our own.

The light guard work lasted several days until I was assigned to join those
weaving large bambootraysto be usedto holdricegrainsbeingdriedin thesun.
Thework appeared easyat first,butit was alsoeasyto makea mess of it. AfterI
had worked for a while, I had to tear the jumble apart and start all over again.
Meanwhile, the job wasbeing handledefficiently and in a relaxed way by those
whohadbeen peasants. After a dayof frustration, myback wasnearlybreaking
because of the sittingpositionrequiredfor this work. I askedto be transferred to
some outdoorjob, despite the state of my health.
The rice was now ready for harvest, and the weatherbecameveryhot. Field
after field of golden brown rice plants were spread all over the place like giant
carpets. The harvesting and subsequent care of the fresh grain were being
carried out by predeterminedteams under the watchful eyesof our supervisors.
On the starting day, as if we were in his native communist North, Com
mander Thinh ordered the inmates to shout slogans such as, "We are determined
to completethe harvestas early as possible," "a grain of rice is as valuable as a
grain of gold," "quick cutting, quick storing," and so on. Our daily diet of
manioc roots was supplementedby boiled wheat flour.
Sheaves of rice were threshed on the spot after cutting. The grain was then
carried in baskets to a common yard for drying. It would be dried on the large
trays during the day and stored away in the eveningto keep off the dew. The next
day it wouldbe dried again, and the process continueduntil the grain wasready
for storage in the granary that had been built by the carpentry team.
I was assigned to one of the teams whose task was to transport—in baskets
carried on our backs—the newly threshed grain to the common yard in the camp.
Each basketful of grain weighed about twenty kilograms. At first, I was given a
full basket to carry over a distance of about 200 meters. I was to pass the basket
to the personwaitingthere,who wouldrelayit to anotheroverthe samedistance.
After covering a mere thirty meters, I had to stop to regain my strength. I dared
not sit down as I could never have hoisted the basket up again. I noticed that most
of the others did not fare any better. Even the guards' angry shouts did not help.
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Eventually the load was reduced and the relay distance shortened to about fifty
meters. Still, we were all exhausted.

The first evening, checking the results, Thinh was angry; he warned that
"your chance of release is based on your performance in this rice harvest." This
was greeted with indifference as we no longer believed in such promises.
Besides, we were too weary to try any harder.
As the harvest proceeded on fields farther and farther away from the camp
and up and down hills, the job of transporting the grain to the drying yard
became much harder, to the point that the camp authority was forced to reduce
the load again and lower the relay distance to thirty meters.
Every evening after work, the study monitors checked our numbers and
exhorted us to keep up our efforts. One day near the end of the harvest. Study
Monitor Chuong disclosed that we had achieved a result never seen before in this
province. According to him, the yield per hectare was nearly three tons. He also
promised that we would have a "resting period" after the harvest, although we
would haveto do some light work such as repairing buildings and weeding fields
until the New Year holidays. Then it would be time to prepare the land for the
next rice crop.
He added,"From now on we should try to build up musical and sporting
activities."

The response was bursts of sarcastic laughter from the assembled inmates.
"What the hell are you laughing about?" demanded Chuong. "You there!
Tell me why you are laughing."
"Oh . . . it's just that we are too sick, too tired, too hungry to have any
interest in sports or musical activities."
"Why are you alwayscomplaining of hard work and hunger?" said Chuong.
"You must leam to overcome them! During the war, although we were
sometimes too hungry to stand on our feet, we would try to enjoy ourselves as
though everything were normal."
Again, raucous laughter was heard at the words, "enjoy ourselves." Chuong
looked annoyed but only said, "That's enough! Now you are dismissed."
That extraordinary rice crop yield was talked about over and over again.
"How could a hectare of dry rice field produce nearly three tons of grain?"
"Three tons per hectare is a top yield for a paddy field."
"Maybe they've said this to make us feel that we have achieved something
despite our weakr.ess."
The, who slept near me, added, "Perhaps 'revolutionary rice' is heavier than
ordinary rice, which is why the yield is so high. In my opinion this kind of rice
could only yield 1.7 to 1.8 tons at the most."
"But Commander Thinh had said categorically that the yield would be over
two tons per hectare," I said. "He must have had some reason to be so
cocksure."
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"Ifit's true that thesedry fieldscould yield three tons of rice per hectare,then
we havebroken all international records," said The. "I'm going to try to havea
look at how they go about weighing the grain. We 'blacksmiths' haven't been
able to layour handson a balance. I've heard that Bui Quoc Khanhwasin charge
of the weighing. That tricky bloke might have had a foot on the scale."
The next day we returned early, having reaped the last patches of rice. We
were immediately assigned to a group whose task was sifting and grading the
grain. Seeing the scale for the first time, I eagerly asked the young bodoi who
wassupervisingus to let me use it for a momentto weighmyself. "I've neverhad
a chance to do that since I first came for reeducation."

"How can you do that with this kind of hanging balance?" retorted the
bodoi.

I showed him how to do it by hanging the balance on a sturdy tree branch by
the pivot end point. I then clung to the hook with my legs up while a friend
moved the small weight until the beam was balanced. He said, "You weigh
nearly 47 kilograms, which is still less than that pig we had for the celebration
the other day."
My friend then asked me to read his weight; it was just 45^2 kilograms.
Recognizing an opportunity, others rushed over to demand a turn. Most of them
weighed under 46 Irilograms.One fellow, Toan, who was at least 1.8 meters tall,
weighedonly 47 kilograms. We joked that we had become "lengths of wire."
Finally, there were so many inmates clamoringto be weighedthat the bodoi
shouted, "That's enough! Wait until the break. We'll be reprimanded if the
commander sees this."

When I first registered for reeducation, I weighedjust over 60 kilograms,
which I then thought was under my normal weight; now here I was at only 47
kilograms! No wonderI had had to use a string as a makeshiftbelt to hold up my
pants.

I wasnext assignedto the team whosejob wasrecordingthe amountof grain
as it was brought into camp. We were to build a 50-kilogramwoodencontainer
for volume measure, and I did this by putting the correct amount of grain into an

existing box, measuring its exact dimensions up to the level of the grain, and
using these measurements to build a wooden container of the exact size. After
drying, the grain would be sifted, graded, and taken to the granary where the
amount would be checked again.
The harvest came to an end. Preparations for storage took another two
weeks. Thinh's trick to achieve that extraordinary yield was becoming clear: The
total amount of rice harvested was 137 tons on a total area of 40 hectares, giving

a yield of 3.4 tons per hectare. This was clearly impossible and resulted in a row
between Commander Thinh and the study monitors. Most of them argued there
must have been measuring errors or downright cheating to inflate the figures.

Thinh wasreported to havesaid, "I havepersonallycheckedthe measuring. No
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error could have occurred as far as I am concerned. Why can't you believe in this
yield when all the grain is right there in the bam?"
I was called to the command center to explain the weighing and volumemeasuring methods. I stated that when we measured volume, we actually
pressed the grains down into the container; therefore, the real amount must be
higher than 137 tons.
"There you see, comrades," said Thinh triumphantly! "Do you agree that
no measuring error could have occurred?"
"This whole business has been masterminded by comrade Thinh alone.
Therefore, I have no comment," said political cadre 1\i. "I will report to the
regiment's command and wait to see what they will do about this."
A few days later, I was called up to meet a cadre sent in by the regimental
command. I repeated the explanation about the weighing and volume-measur
ing methods, stressing that there could not have been any error.
The cadre said, "I have been sent here not to penalize the measuring team
but to investigate probable sources of error. It's unscientific and certainly
impossible for a hectare of dry field to yield over three tons of grain. I've been
monitoring the rice crop all over this region, and I havenoted that the crop in this
particular area has not been that good. Therefore, in my opinion this excep
tionally high yield is impossible."
The investigation went on for three days. All we knew about it was that the
bodoi kept coming to our quarters to "borrow" our chickens "to entertain the
comrade from Regiment." Rnally, word leaked out that the cadre had reduced
the yield to IVi tons per hectare, which amazed us as we were sure that that was
still impossible.
A few days later, having finished work at the forge near the command center.
The came home to give me the news that "the 'bug' associated with that
extraordinary yield has been identified."
I jumped as though I myself were implicated. "Is the total amount not 137
tons?"

The said with a smile, "We have all been fooled by Thinh! That cadre from
regiment is quite clever. He grilled Khanh about the measurement of the land,
and then he personally went out to do some measuring of the fields himself.
Finally,Thinh had to admit that he had cheated, and he tried to appease the cadre
by entertaining him with special meals among other things."
I did not follow this. I said, "It's still not clear to me how he managed to
cheat. And how did you learn all this?"
"The whole story was related to me by that cunning Hung, who has been
supervising us at the forge," said The. "He said that the measuring team led by
Khanh had left some cleared land unrecorded on orders from Thinh; this means

that the total cultivated area was recorded as 40 hectares instead of about seventy,
which is the real figure. Seed for the extra area was obtained by claiming
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replacement seedswereneededto makeup forlosesdueto rotting. Because both
Thinh and Khanh were too ignorant of farming matters to adjust the yield to a

reasonable figure, that agricultural expert wassentin to investigate the claim. If
only theyhad adjustedthe area to, say, 60 hectares, theymighthavegottenaway
with it."

"Good Lord," I said, "that's why! No wonder they made nearly a thousand
of us work like hell to achieve their ends. No wonder '40 hectares of land' looks
so vast."

"Hung also told me that the cadre really scaredthe shit out of Thinh," The
said with relish. "But luckily for him, the cadre happened to be a friend of T\i,
the political cadre, and therefore agreed to report a reasonable figure to his
superiors. Hungalsosaidthatas soonas thecadrewasoutofsight,Tulet loosea
barrage on Thinh, who just said he was sorry and smiled stupidly."
Wewere grantedtwo daysof rest to celebratea goodharvest. StudyMonitor
Chuong washanging around the inmates' quarters, andI feigned a worried look
and told him I was concerned about being involved in errors during the weighing
process.

"Never mind about that," interrupted Chuong. "It's all over now, and it's

not yourfault. Don't worry! Forget it! It's all because of some 'cleverthinking'
by Thinh. Everything has settled down now. We'll still receive some prizefor
that achievement, and there may even be some celebration."

Taking advantage of the spare time, some of the young inmates played
volleyball, somesangand played on homemade musical instruments, whilethe
majority, being more practical, quietly set about mending their clothes and
repairing tools.It was thefirsttimethatI hadhada chance to wash my mosquito
net; it was disgusting.
Orders came to assemble in the meeting hall, which produced the usual

hopes and expectations of release or leave. Thinh stood in front of the
assemblage and said with a smile, "Let's sing a song before we discuss
business!"

The song, "Let's Celebrate the Rice Crop," was sung dispiritedly as it had
hardly been rehearsed. Ignoring the ridiculous performance, Thinh went on.
"The camp authority highly appreciates your hard work, which has resulted in
exceeding our quota. This exceptional feat has been reported to higher com
mand, and we havebeen promised that your hard work will be rewarded. At the
moment, we are waitingfor othercamps to completetheir harvestsbeforeall the
results are tallied. However, it's clear that our camp is the winner of the whole

region! Whilewaiting forthe official confirmation andfordelivery of the prize, I
suggestthat we applaudour achievment!"
The ensuing applause was unusually loud, as the inmates knew how that
"exceptional achievement" had beenbrought about. There were even bursts of
laughter from the audience.
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Thinh intoned, "The main purpose of this meeting is to relay to you an
important message." The whole place went quiet. He went on.
"The dry season is about to begin and our superiorshaveasked us to start the
sweet potato crop as soon as possible. The young plants will not survive the hot,
dry weather if they are planted late. Therefore, we will start planting the vines
tomorrow. The quicker thejob is completed, the sooneryouwill be able to rest!"
The norms were set very high at first. With considerable effort, they could be
met where the soil was soft and where there was plenty of decaying vegetation to
be used as fertilizer. In other places, we wouldhaveto workextrahours. The spot
for each potato bed first had to be workedby hoeing. A layerof dead vegetation
was then shoveled on top, then more soil heaped up until the whole thing was
turned into a sort of platform with about a three-foot base. The follow-up team
then planted potato vines in the pile, positioningthe lengths of vine as required.
We went about the work like robots, trying to fulfill the norms, often cheating
alongthe way. Fewpeople managed to meet their quota. It wasgetting hotter and
sunnier, but productivity increased as people got used to their jobs. I fell sick
again after a fortnight of work; apparently, I had not fully recovered from my
recent illness.

One morning whenwe wereaboutto set out for work, orders cameforus to
go back to our barracks "to prepare for an imminent examination of your
personal belongings." We were forbidden tokeep sharp metallic objects as well
as items made of glass. Thinh went to every barracks shouting, "Those who
disobey the orders willbe punished andtheirbelongings except clothing willbe
confiscated!"

We displayed our wares on mats and sheets of plastic in a common yard—
clothes, tins, pots, and baskets of all sizes to hold miscellaneous items. Such
searches provided the bodoi with opportunitiesto pocket their favorites: copies
of melodies,nail clippers, steel combs, and carvedmetal souvenirs. Weseemed
to wait an eternity, but no bodoi was in sight. Suddenly, we heard the noise of
trucks in the distance. A convoy was approaching in a cloud of dust. The truth
finally dawned: We were about to be moved again!
The whole place buzzed with conversation. By then, we noticed that the
bodoi themselves were also making preparations for departure. At long last.
Study Monitors Chuong and Thang came to announce, "We haveorders to move

camp. Some will be travelingon trucks whilethe rest will have to make it on foot
as the number of vehicles is limited. Only those with the least amount of luggage
will be allowed into the trucks, that is, one bag apiece, which may contain
anything they like."
Most of us had rather a lot of miscellaneous articles that were really

indispensable to us. One man asked, "How long will the trip take?"
TTiang replied with a smile. "It will take a fewhours by truck. If I walkwith
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a bagful of belongings, it will probably take me more than twenty-fourhours to
get there without stopping on the way."
We all knew how fit Thang was, and I began to think of what I would haveto
discard so I would be allowed into a vehicle. It seemed to me that I could not shed

anything; nearly everythingI owned had been obtained through sweat and tears!
Especially my hen, who had laid many eggs that had literally saved my life after
bouts of illness. I finally decided to leave everything behind except my clothing
and the hen. I noted that most people were having a hard time making these
painful decisions.
Suddenly Chuong turned to me and said, "Oh, I nearly forgot, Vu. Get the
carpentry team together and take them to the command center; bring all your
luggage with you as well."
It took me some time to assemble the whole team, as most of them were

scattered and busy making preparations for departure. I went on ahead to
battalion, and by the time I got there, Thinh and his colleagueswere packingup.
Theyhad dismantled their bedding and made it into bundles, and their rucksacks
were bulging. There were also wooden cases, baskets, and plastic bags that had
not been brought with them to this camp; in fact, most of their woodenitems had
been produced by the carpentry team.
I said, "We in the carpentry team havebeen summonedhere. Could you tell
me what we are to do and how many people will be needed?"
Thinh turned to us, "There you are, Vu! Get me half a dozen men to load all
these cases onto a truck, and then remove the corrugated sheets on the roofs and
load them onto another one. Leave your luggage here; you will travel with us in
those vehicles."

My worries vanished. I would not have to travel on foot! I rushed back to the
inmates' quarters and chose five healthy-lookingmen. "The camp commander
has summoned you to the command center to receive some assignment. Bring
your luggage with you."
Some looked reluctant until they saw my wink. I met The on the way back
and said to him, "Come with me if you want to travel by truck."
The replied in his funny heavily accented dialect, "There's no need for that.
I've got my own transport. We blacksmiths have our own Molotovato transport
all that bulky stuff. If you have anything heavy, just give it to me."
Back at the command center we loaded all the boxes and cases and covered

them up carefully; our luggage was jammed in at the back. A thought suddenly
occurred to me. I took my hen and went to find The. "Please look after this hen
for me," I said "as I don't think it will be safe in that jumble of heavy pieces in
the truck. Please take care of it; it has saved my life many times."
As if it understood what was being said, the bird cackled, "Cooc . . . cooc
. . . cooc . . ." from within the bag.
Reaching out for it. The said, "Of course I will. But what if we are moved to
different camps?"
"Well, in that case I still have to part with it."
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The whispered to me, "Don't worry! That talkative Hung has told me that
unlike before, all of us will be moved to the same location. I hope he was right."
I rushed back to the command center and joined the others to load Thinh's
bed onto a truck; it was unusually heavy. On inspection, we found a large storage
compartment cleverly concealed under it; when moved about, it sounded like it
was full of stones.

The furniture and miscellaneous pieces were loaded, and we climbed to the
roofs to remove the corrugated sheets. From the roofs we could see the yard
where inmates were assembled to board the vehicles. Voices were shouting
orders; the new bodoi did not hesitate to let loose abuse on the inmates. "This

f . . . ing one! Leaveall those bundles behind! Do you want to travelon foot?"
"All these chickens! Throw them out! They would certainly be crushed to death
in this truck." "And all these. . . . Throw them away! I said throw them away,
you f . . . bastards!"
All this loading and reloading lasted until midday. Those who had been
reluctant to shed their cherished belongings were forced to get off the trucks,
worry showing on their faces. The engines started, and the convoy began to
move. Thoseluckyenoughto be on board werelaughingandjoking. Theywaved
at those left behind. "Takecare!" "Good-bye!" they yelled. "Try to make it on
foot!"

At the command center, two truckloads of bodoi and goods arrived. The

vehiclespulled up and let out a group of tough-looking bodoiarmedto the teeth
with automatic rifles, heavy machine guns, and B-40 rocket launchers. Their
tatteredclothesindicated that theyhadjust seen battle activity. A lieutenantwith
sunburned face came forward to meet Thinh, saying, "I have orders to take over
this site. Comrade. Take your time to clear up your things as we are in no hurry.
We will live in that bank of houses. By the way, bring all your corrugated sheets
with you as we have our own."
I looked down from my vantage point and saw that the twelve or so bodoi
were unloadingtheir belongingsand equipment, including a stack of corrugated
sheets. So the roofs had to be removed by us to be replaced by the newcomers!
This illogical practice was characteristic of the bodoi.
Finally, everything was neatly stacked to await the trucks, which were to
return for us. We were given a nice lunch for all our efforts—rice, roastedfish,
and tea.

The newcomers were having their siesta in a house, their cases and weapons
next to them.

We also rested in the shade. The and the other blacksmiths waited with us.

We lay on the ground looking up at the cloudless blue sky.
"I rather regret leaving this place. It was easy to gather extra food and catch
wild animals in the jungle," said The.
We talked of the good times.
"I will really miss that stream," I said. "It's clear and teeming with fish."
"I wonder what the new place will be like."
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"Never mind about that," said The. "It's all the same everywhere—^jungle,
hard labor, hunger, illness. There's no point in worrying anymore; we know our
fates are sealed."

I added, "I think we have got used to these sudden moves and are not so
afraidof facingunfamiliarcircumstncesanymore. We'll certainlymeetthe same
things everywhere. However, this move is quite unexpected."
We were interrupted by the sounds of the returning convoy. Other inmates
still in camp were obviously relieved to see the empty vehicles.
The bodoVs luggage was loadedunder Thinh's watchful eye. Heavy pieces
had to be cushionedwith strawpads. Nextcameour own things, kitchenutensils
for the bodoi, and finally two trussed-uppigs. There was still enoughroom left
for everyone to sit and to move his legs about. We used the straw as mattresses; it
was newly cut and gave off a soothing smell.
Farther off, at the inmates' quarters, the men boarded the trucks. Those items
previously left behind were now retrievedas there was still enough room.
The vehicleconvoy movedout, camp commanders in the lead, followed by
inmates andgoods, andbroughtup in therearby a truckful ofarmedguards. The
vehicles lurchedalongthe potholed road, slowly negotiated a ramp,thenmoved
onto the "highway." We lookedback at the vast camp left behind. There stood
the command center, the living quarters of the commander and his study
monitors, their canteen, kitchen, and stores. And beyond, on the other side of
thestream, were theinmatequarters; theU-shape offive longhouses enclosing a
central meeting hall. All this had been built with our own sweat out of bamboo,
wood, and rattan lashings. Not a single metal nail had been used.
The road snaked through the bare rice fields, hill after hill patterned with
potato, and cassava crops. These too were the result of our sweat, blood, tears,
andhumiliation. Nowthey wereslowly beinglostto sightastheconvoy rumbled
away.

Chapter 6

Camp Five: Bu Loi

The convoy moved slowly on a road which the rains had reduced to a rutted

track. Lurching likea boaton rough seas, ourtrucknegotiated thepotholes and
drove past fieldafterfieldof cassava, interspersed nowandthenby stubbled rice
fields. We saw signs of abandoned reeducation camps suggesting mass transpor
tation ofthewhole region's inmates to new sites. We hadwound ourway through
the fieldsand hills forabout fiftykilometers whenwe heardthe din of homs from

the front of the convoy, thenthe sound of people talking andlaughing. We were
passing a group of inmates lining the sides of the road; they wore hats and had
tiedtowels overtheirfaces to ward offthecloudofreddustraisedbythetrucks.I
realized that thesewere menfrom our campwhohad gone on the earlyconvoy
that morning. Apparently they were made to get off so that the trucks could
returnto pick up the camp officials, the equipment, and the remaining inmates.
Onepassengershoutedto his waving palsbytheroad, "Yourbelongings that
you left behind were loaded on this truck; you don't have to worry anymore!"
Somebody shouted backat him, "What aboutmine?Didyouonlyhelpyour
friends?"

Wedroveon and finally turned onto a gravel road. I suddenly noticed signs
of habitation: trussed-up bundles of firewood wereneatly placedhere and there
along the road as if they were to be transported. Then we saw axe-carrying
Montagnards^ standingalongthe roadlooking on at the moving convoy. Wetold
each other we were soon going to reach an inhabited area.
After about half an hour, the convoy turned onto a wide dirt track that was

still in good condition, as though it had just been built. Huge timber logs were
lying on both sides of the track, indicating logging on a large scale. The farther
we moved off the main roads, the more people we saw. The area was quite
differentfrom that around Bu Gia Map. One man who knewthis region said we
were in an inhabited area of Phuoc Binh Province. Had we stayed on the gravel
road, we would now havebeen on Route 14. As the only outgoingroad led to the
town of Phuoc Binh, it was beyond doubt that we were being moved to another
jungle area, possibly a logging site. Our main concern, however, was whetherwe
were nearer or farther away from Saigon.
^The aboriginal people of the highlands of Central Vietnam. They belong to dozens of ethnic and
linguistic groups separate from the majority Vietnamese.
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The knowledgeable fellow pointed out that "nearer" or "farther away"
depended on what you mean by it. "Ifour new camp lies near amain road with
plenty of traffic, then Saigon would be easily accessible even if it's a long
distance firom here. On the otherhand, if the newcampis nearSaigon but in an
uninhabited andisolated area, it would be considered 'far away' from thecity."

There was a sigh, "What's the point oftalking? Doyou really think they are
moving us to a place near a main road? We are destined to be buried insome
jungle." The atmosphere turned suddenly heavy.
Now wewereona stretch ofroadfullof potholes. There was empty space all
around us as though this part of the jungle had previously been cleared for
cultivation. Soon, what looked like a Montagnard hamletcame into view. The
convoy wound its way past clusters of stilted huts and came to a stop some
minutes later. There were cheerful murmurs among the passengers: "If this is
the new camp, we will be near some villages!"

The childish-looking bodoi, who had been drowsing ina comer, careless of
hissubmachine gun, started asthetruck pulled up; helooked around, realized
the joumey was over, and moved toclimb down. We were ordered toget offand
line up. It was already dark. A group of study monitors arrived to check the
numberof inmates, and afterward we wereorderedto assemble our luggage for

the trip to ournew home. Following a group of armed guards, we walked ona
narrow trail, too narrow to accommodate any vehicle. Thevegetation around us
was young and sparse.
We arrived at a cluster of derelict thatched huts in a clearing and were

ordered to putdown ourbelongings andwait. Being thefirst to arrive, wewere
spared thetask ofunloading the battalion's equipment and fumiture. The teams
arriving after ushad toleave their personal possessions piled near the tmcks and
carry thebeds, chairs, pots and pans, and sacks ofrice belonging tobattalion toa
spot near the cluster ofhouses. 1asked permission torelieve myself and went to
theedge of theopen space to look around. 1saw noother sign of habitation. 1
went back and ate a few slices of dried bread. An hour later, we were told to

assemble to receive orders. Areas of rest were allocated and the men, being tired

andsleepy, eagerly cleaned up their assigned places, secured theirbelongings,
and prepared for thenight. Tbe and 1also prepared places for ourfriends who

were still on their way; they arrived earlier than expected as they had been picked
up by the trucks that were notfully loaded.
No sooner had we settled down to sleep than orders came for us to report to

the "command post" at the other end of theclearing. Commander Thinh was
already there. He smiled and greeted us with a question, "Did you notice
anything unusual on theway here?" Everyone looked at one another, puzzled,
but there was no answer.

Thinh smiled on, "Of course you must have! But youdare not tell me! The

unusual thing about thiscamp isthatit isnearthePeople. Doyou know why you
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are brought here to be near the People? You should have asked yourselves the
question and found out by now. However, I mustemphasize onething: You are
prohibited from socializing withthem. You mustprove thatour superiors' trust
in you is well founded, especially after that exceptional harvest! You will find
thatthiswillbe a shortstay, but thatstillis something youshould be gladabout.
It would therefore be regrettable for any one of you to commit a breach of
disciplinewhilein thiscamp. Weshallstart buildingmorehutstomorrow evenif
you will not be here long. Now, you can go."
"The old fox obviously tried to boostour morale," I thought.But it consoled
me somewhatto know that we were not the only inhabitants of this comer of the
world. Once more, we had to sleep on the ground on a piece of plastic, but this
time we were not as miserable or pitiful a lot as on the first night in the dark
jungle of Bu Gia Map.
Sleep took overquickly, but I wasawakened by the soundof a baby cryingin
the distance. Someone else heard it too and remarked on it. I said, "It has been a

longtimesinceI lasthearda baby'sciy. Howcomforted it makesmefeelhearing
that sound." I could tell that it was a young baby; it went on for a while, then
gradually quieted down, probably soothedby its mother. Toa prisoner deprived
of the happiness of family life, the long-forgotten sound of a baby's crying
seemed to be the sweetest melody in the world.

The whole place bustled with activity before dawn; some were tidying up
their "beds," others were washingthemselves. Wequickly organized into teams
to boil water and cook manioc roots. Breakfast was finished almost as soon as it

had started. We waited for a long time before being assembled for the day's
assignments, but finally a few of us were told to choose sites for the new huts,
while others were to look for straw to thatch the roofs. Later, we ventured into the

jungle to find small trees to cut for building frames. We had reached an
agreement with the camp authorities that we would build longhouses on stilts,
the floors about one meter above the ground to keep us away from the damp and
cold. The suitable trees near the campsite had already been cut, so we had to go
deeper and deeper into the jungle.
As we wandered around, we came across a group of young men who were
obviously looking for something. Our first thought was that they were hodoi, but
their tattered, dirty clothes suggested otherwise. We wavedat them in a friendly
way, but they just stared back at us, some even with hostility. Then they hurried
off without saying a word.
Each of us had been given the quota of six small trees a day to carry back to
the campsite. We decided at the start that it would be easiest to cut all the trees at
one time, stack them up by the trail, and then all together carry them back to the
camp in the afternoon when the quotas were filled. We finished cutting by noon
and carried the logs to the trailside. The freshlycut logs wereheavywith sap, and
we were exhausted. After the lunch break we returned to the spot where we had
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leftthelogs only to find nothing there. Assuming thatwehadlostourway, we
fanned out to search for our day's quota, but it was no use. At last we gaveup,

gloomily going back to start cutting allover again. When we finally got back to
camp, there was a commotion; others were angrily reporting to the study
monitors that their harvest had been stolen!

"Bloody hell!" exploded a study monitor. "Thismust be the work of those
Volunteer Youths from Thai Binh! Who else could have done it?"

So that group of young men who shunned us this morning are volunteers
from that famous poverty-stricken province in the North, I thought. They had
been sent here, I later learned, to pavethe way for bringing in immigrants from
theirprovince. We were advised to have several inmates stand guard over the
newly cut logs from then on to discourage the thieves.
It tookus threedaysto erecttheframeworks forour houses. Wethenwentto
the nearby Montagnard villages to ask for straw to thatch the roofs. The new
camp tookshape within four days afterwehadfirst moved in. Thenew shelters,
two parallel rows of longhouses, had thick, wind-blocking walls made of
bamboo wattle. Since it was not possible to build a high fence around the camp

perimeter, thebodoi hadtobestationed allaround theareaevery night. We noted
thatthey tookcareto change theirpositions eachnight, butthey always betrayed
their presenceby talking and laughing, especially the younger ones.
It was barely a week before we were ordered to start clearing forests for
future rice and sweet potato crops. By now I was consistently regarded as a

carpenter and was immediately assigned the less arduous task of building
houses for the bodoi. Their present accommodation could barely stand the
weather, and they were insisting on spacious, sturdy buildings on raised
foundations of beaten earth. Theframeworks had to be of goodquality woodand
the roofs covered with corrugated iron.

Venturing farther and farther away from the camp while working in the
forest, we encountered one day a bunch of kids, some as young as six or seven

years,offering theirwaresforsale:bananas,jackfruits,glutinous ricecakes, and
even the favorite bank cuon.^ Each carried on his or her head a basket containing

a meageramount,just enoughto sell to a few customers. Weasked wherethey
came from. One replied, "I come from the village of Minh Hung about two
hours' walk from here. My mothermade these cakes for me to sell to inmates of
nearby camps."
"Are you not afraid of being arrested by the bodoiT' I asked.
"We are! If we are caught trading with ordinary people, we will be harshly
punished."
2Akind of steamed or boiled dumpling made of rice flourand stuffed with pork, mushroom, onion,
and spices and eaten hot with diluted fish sauce {nU^ c mam).
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But the young girl said calmly, "Don't worry! I know the authorities of other
camps around here have let their inmates buy things from the peasants. They
haveto let them so they can stay healthy to work for them. As for us, we know
how to make friends with the most difficult bodoi''

Seeing that she was not particularly sympathetic to the newregime, I teased,
"Don't you dare talk like this! What class are you in? Have you been accepted
into the Red Scarves Youth League?"
"Why should I be afraid of them?" she laughingly replied with a mis
chievous twinkle in her eyes. "I used to go to school, but we can't afford it
anymore. I have to help my mother feed our family by selling a few things.
Besides, there's no point in going to school now. Most of the time it's devotedto
political education instead of real studies."
"Even children as young as you have to take political education?"
"Of course, everybody has to! We used to start with a political lesson every
morning on the duties of children, how to build a socialist society, how to
denounce the reactionaries, and on our duty to inform the authorities about
agents left behind by the Americans. I learned a lot, but I also forgot a lot! I
stopped going to school more than a year ago. My father used to be a lieutenant
in tht former army, and he's also being reeducated somewhere. So I also belong
to the nguy elements. I didn't like what I learned at school, so I told my mother
and she said it was a waste of time. Besides, she can teach me at home, so I stayed
home."

Asking the price of the rice cakes, I found it was cutthroat. Each small cake
costing one dong could be devoured in two bites!
This trading flourished over the next weeks to the point where even the main
staple—rice—was on sale. Our diet improved for a while until our savings ran
out. It was my impression and from what I gathered from friends that the bodoi
here were rather easygoing. This considerably boosted morale and gave us hope
for release before too long.
One day at work, I was called to the command center. To my great relief I
found out that I would be included in a team about to take over a nearby granary.
My task would be to measure the rice stored there as I had done with our famous
crop in the last camp. We were led by Tu, the political cadre. And to my
disappointment, we set out on foot escorted by two submachine-gun-toting
guards. After some ten kilometers we met a group of children who looked like
the young vendors we had previously done business with, and I thought we
might be heading for the village of Minh Hung. We went on for a time and then
turned onto a newly built trail. The path had been brutally cut into the red soil;
bulldozed trees lay in heaps all over, their broken branches and roots pointing in
all directions.

We soon walked into a camp full of uniformed young men in their late teens,
who we later learned were conscripts. We were ordered not to communicate
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with them. However, once we got into the hastily built granary, we were
surrounded by these young men eager to talk. They said that most of them were
from Saigon. I asked why the granary had to be handed over to the camp
management.

"We are goingto be sent to the battlefrontto fightPolPot," one replied, "so
we have to leave this rice which we grew ourselves with our sweat. We don't
know why we have not been allowed to eat it. God knows how much effort has
been spent to produce all this rice!"
I asked another one if they'd had the proper training to go to the battlefront.
They all tried to talk at once, apparently needing to vent their feelings.
"What training are you talking about? All we have learned so far has been
basic drills. We havenot even been allowed to practice shooting; maybe we shall
have our first shooting lesson at the battlefront!"
A cadre appeared from nowhere, shouting, "Get back to your class!" They

left and went into some derelict thatched houses on the hillside. The hilltop had
been leveled into a miniature soccer field with two pairs of poles at the ends of
the fieldfor goalposts. The whole place looked like a dirt-poor village rather than
a military training camp.
A ridiculous incident occurred when we got into the granary itself. Its
keepers insisted that we measure out the grain, bushel by bushel, onto large
pieces of wattle spread on the ground in the yard. The trouble with this, of
course, was that it would take us days to finish the job. Wesuggested instead that
we could level off the surface of the stored grain, measure its dimensions, and
get the volume. Then a container of known capacity could be filled up and
weighed, giving us the density from which the total weight of the stored grain
could be calculated very quickly. But this all fell on deaf ears. Commissar Tu
smiled and said, "Both sides must somehow reach an agreement on how to
measure the weight of the grain in storage."
"It will take ages to measure it bushel by bushel since we will have to take it
out and then bring it back into the storeroom," I said. "The rice is in cylindrical
bins made of wattle casing, and we can calculate its volume accurately enough
and then arrive at the total weight."

My argument sounded convincing, so Tu finally told the granary keepers,
"Conu'ades, we are wasting time! Let them have a go with their method; then we
can compare their results with your own figures; if the discrepancy is too great,
we will then do it your way."

Theydebated the pros and cons for a while and finallyconcluded it wasup to
them to decide. "You will have to measure out bushel by bushel as we have done
in the past."
But we were already measuring the dimensions of the grain bins as if
unaware of their decision. It took us about half an hour to arrive at the total

amount, which was just over thirty-nine tons.
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One inmate whispered, "We will have to settle forjust over forty tons as I'm
sure they have inflated their crop yield. I only hope they did not inflate it too
much this time!"

The two results were compared, and the bodoi just looked blankly at each
other. Finally one said, "You've nearly matched our result! Well, in this case
you've achieved your goal. What do you think, conu*ade Tu?"
Tu hesitated, asking us, "Can you guarantee that your result is correct? Tell
me how you arrived at it."
Weshowedhim a piece of paper with all the figureson it and tried to explain
the problem. He listened with a bewildered look on his face and at long last
uttered, "Very well, that will do. But you will haveto take the blame if later on
somebody finds out there is an error."
He was answered by a unanimous chorus, "Of course we guarantee that our
result is quite correct," as we were anxious to finish with this business.
One inmate whispered "Blame or not, we've got nothing to lose."
We were then given manioc roots for lunch. Tu naturally was invited to have
lunch with those in charge of the camp. Later, when he returned, smiling—
obviouslyhaving had a nice meal—we took advantageof his moodto ask, "We
have heard that there's a market near here; may we please go there to do some
shopping? It's been a long time since we last went to a shop."
Thetwo youngguardsput in a word, "We wantto go theretoo! Just to see the
market! Please let us escort them."

His eyes twinkled mischievously, "No, comrades. You can't. As we have
just taken over the granary,it's your duty to stay here to guard it. I'll escort these
guys back to the camp."
"There's no need to guard it," protested the two youngsters. "Comrade
Commander, why not enjoy yourself here? Leavethe escorting to us young men.
Besides, it's too hot now for the long walk home."
"All right! Off you go! Be careful not to run into the regiment's cadres."
We cheerfully set out with a guide provided by the training camp. We took a
shortcut through garden plots, crossing some footbridges and skirting a hillside,
arriving at a cluster of thatched huts with orchards at the back. We crossed an
orchard and took a path leading to the main road that ran through the open
market. An old bus stood there, its top being loaded with huge jackfruits. Its
presence indicated that the place was not as isolated as we had first thought.
The first thing we had to do was to invite the two young guards to havesome
nice treat. Only drinks seemed to be available, and I ordered a glass of chilled
lemon juice while others settled for coffee, which they found to have little taste.
The only chewable stuff was a kind of biscuit meant for young children. I asked
permission to go to the market to buy some sugar for tonight.
"Of course you can," the older of the two said amicably. "Don't forget to
come back here!"

From where we stood, we commanded a view of the whole market. About
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thirty meters away was a tiny shop, at the front of which hung several rolls of
bread wrapped in plastic. I went to it, and my odd clothing immediately caught
the attention of the shop's elderly owner.
"Where do you come from with those funny-looking clothes?" she asked.
"I am from a nearby reeducation camp."
"Oh! So you are an inmate! Are you in Bu Loi? I've heard from young
vendors who havebeen there that an enormous number of inmates are building a
new camp. How are you getting on? I know you men have a hell of a time out
there!"

"Yes, we do. But there's nothing we can do to change that. Do you sell any
sugar?"
I bought half a kilogram of brown sugar for sevendong. When I was about to

leave, she asked, "Do you want to send some letters home? My grandchildren
can handle it. We havehelped inmates post letters in the past. Replies can also be
brought to you in the camp by the children."
Taken by surprise and instantly suspicious, I said, "How could this be
possible? Isn't there an informer here?"
"All of us have been forced to come here from Saigon," said the old lady;
"therefore, we are sympathetic to you. There's no such thing as an informer in
this village."
Although glad to learn of this, I decided it paid to stayon guard. "Thank you
very much for your offer,but I can't use your servicejust now. I havealready sent
my letters." I bid her good-bye and left.
Seeing that sugar was available, others asked the guards for permission to
buy it and a fewother items. Just as we were about to leave, the two bodoibought
somesugarcanes and gaveeach of us a length. One said, "This will quenchyour
thirst on the way back. Now, off you go!"
It took us about half an hour to get back to the training camp. One of our
guards stayedon at the granary, and the rest followed Tu back to our own camp.
That night all we talked about was the morning trip, the surrounding area,
and the nearby reeducation camps. As I was dropping off to sleep, The said,
"Do you remember that baby crying that night in the Montagnard hamlet? A
group of bodoi went to see that family this morning to 'ask' them to move. The
head of the family was very reluctant as his rice crop was notyet harvested, so we
were called on to help speed up the eviction. I asked the man why he had not
harvested the crop because it was ready; why leave it for the birds? He said that
was better than spending back-breaking hours harvesting it only to havethe rice
requisitioned by the Montagnard bodoi. He used to go out to gather Just enough
for his family's daily needs."
I was deeply involved in building houses for the bodoi. The majority of
inmates toiled in the bamboo forests preparing land for the rice crop. To get a
high yield. Commander Thinh insisted on the "slash-and-bum" technique, in
which whole bamboo forests were burned to leave a thick layer of ash as
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fertilizer. The main problemwasthat these forests werequite a distancefromthe
camp. I also was forced to venture deeper and deeper into the jungle to find
suitable timber for construction. In this way I discovered the existence of two
otherreeducation camps, one aboutfive and the otherten kilometers away from
our camp—in additionto the nearby camp occupied by the Thai Binh "volun
teer youths."

One day, searching for large trees to use as posts, we cameto a thickforest
quitefar from the camp, and therewe ran into an odd trio: a young woman and
two boys, each aboutten years old. They wore dirty, tattered clothes, and their
hands were covered with scabies sores. They tried to run away from us, but they

could not move very fast through the dense forest. As we approached, they
lookedon, frightened; hunger and exhaustion showed on their faces.
I asked, "What are you doing here in this forest?"
They just staredat us; thenthetwoboysran off. I calledafterthem, "We are
reeducation inmates. There's no need to run away!"

The young woman burst into tears and said, "We come from Phu Van
collective farm. Weare tryingto findour way back to Saigon; we can no longer
stand the life in that place! First we're trying to get to some hamlet to ask for
money for the bus fares. I knowthat somehave made it before."
Seeing that we did not mean any harm, the boys stopped and looked back
from where they stood. The woman waved at them. "Come back! Don't be
afraid; these men are inmates."

She then told us that Phu Van collective farm was actually a rehabilitation

center for delinquent youths—shiftless beggars and vagrants, pickpockets,
thieves, men who used to roam the streets of Saigon, as well as for prostitutes
and other petty offenders. At first, the center was officially named "dignity
restoring center" but now was known as Phu Van collective farm.
Her eyesfixed on our bags. She finally asked if we had anythingto eat. We
gave herslices of boiled manioc roots, ourdaily rations. Sheput all of them into
a plastic bag that shereplaced in her pack and silently slung the packover her
shoulder. She said, "Thank youverymuch. I have to savefoodforthelongtrip to
Saigon; these boysaretooyoung to thinkabout going hungry in thedays ahead.
I've heard that there are two other rehabilitation centers in this province for

'social outcasts'fromSaigon-Cholon. Theone near XuanLocis supposed to be
much better as it is a model center visited by foreigners. Nobody knows about
Phu Van. Maybeit is deliberately isolatedto suit the harshconditions. Thereare

about seventy youngsters there and just over two hundred women. Even the
children have to do compulsory labor."

One of the boys interruptedher, "The bodoiforced us to hoe the earth like
adults. Some cried and refused to go on, but they were threatened that they
would lose their rations. We all had to do it."

The woman said the boys used to live with their families in Khanh Hoi.
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"They happened to be sleeping outside when the police came around scooping
up young delinquents. They insisted that they had families, but nobody believed
them since that's what all the real delinquents also said. These two were caught
trying to escape, and to punish them, the commune authority put them in a dry
well for nearly a week where they got the scabies." She pointed to the sores on
their hands and feet.

We grew more and more shocked at this treatment of children. "How did
such a practice get started?"

"The dry well was invented by the authoritiesto punish the older boys who
werereally stubborn. It's true there were somereckless delinquentswhorefused
to do any hard work. They laughed at the bodoVs threat of letting them go
hungry. Theyevenshouted abuse at the bodoi, who then tied them up. The farm
authorities finally came up with the idea of putting them in a three-meter-deep
dry wellcoveredby thick planks and weightedwith heavylogs;eventhe loudest
cries were muffled. From then on, the dry well was used often. The stench of
excrementand urine down there is unbearable, although it has been cleaned up
every now and then."
Going on with her story, the woman described the collective farm as
organized along the lines of other reeducation camps in one respect: A camp
leader was elected who received orders from the farm authority and then would
give out assignments to groups of irunates.
"Our first camp leader was Bich, a very pretty woman. She used to be called
up to the commandcenter to 'receive orders' everyevening. Sometimes she had
to staythere until midnight. One night, whenshe wasaboutto go to bed after a
long 'briefing meeting,' she was summoned by a group of bodoi and was not

allowed back until the next morning. This went on for a while until early one
morningher body wasdiscoveredhanging from a rope in the latrines. I thirikshe
decidedshe had had enough. Therewasno officialinquiryinto herdeath, but the
bodoi's attitude toward the young women at the farm changed somewhat from
that day."
Moved by her account, we tried our best to show her the wayto the Minh
Hung village and to make some suggestions.
"If you come across a group of young vendors, try to mix in with them to
become less noticeable," one of us said.

Another added, "Once you get to Saigon, find some other clothes, as these
show who you are."
We were depressed by this chance meeting and all the more worried for our

ownfate, as it indicatedhow the "building a newsociety" wasbeingcarriedout
by the new rulers.
Eventually, as the buildings were completed and we we well settled, there

camethe businessof compiling"self-histories." By nowwewerewellprepared
for this step as we had found out that this tricky self-criticism business
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would be required every time we changed camp, no matter how long it was
delayed. One day we were ordered to stay home instead of going out to work.
Our first thoughts were about leaves for the "progressives" or transfers to
harshercamps for the "unrepentant," but the truA finally dawned whenstacks
of blank paper and bundles of pens were distributed.
By now, we had memorizeddetails to be declared to ensure that each new
versionof self-history wasconsistentwith previous ones. Wehad also learnedto
keep the details as concise as possible, for by now we no longer believed that
lengthy, self-criticizing self-histories would speed up our release. Therefore,
sentences such as "lackeys of the feudal colonialistFrench" previously applied
to our civil servant fathers or "agents of the imperialist Americans" to describe
our relatives were now absent from our accounts. What once were twenty-to-

thirty-page-long histories were now a quarter that length.
We were each given a sheet of blank paper to be attached to our selfhistories, the only entry on it apart from our name and personalparticulars was
the title, "Assessment by Camp Authority." Thinh and his study monitors flatly
declared that from now on our fates would be decided by the nature of these
assessments.

It was around this time that we learned from a bodoi that our presence here
was part of a govemmentpolicy of replacing Montagnardtribal villages that lay
along the Vietnamese-Cambodian border with reeducation camps and espe
cially with "pioneer villages" for immigrants from the North, "for only these
true socialists have the necessary determination to defend our sacred border."
The fields left by the relocated Montagnards had been carelessly exploited
and lacked the minerals needed to support vigorous plant life. Since they were
now useless, we were forced to reclaim virgin bamboo forests farther awayfrom
the camp, using the same slash-and-bum technique that had caused the ruination
of the old fields. Every morning we set out at sevencarrying our daily rations of
manioc roots. We followed winding footpaths through the dense, leech-infested
jungle to reach the great stands of bamboo. Our first job when we reached our
destination was to undress and check for leeches; few were spared. By this time,
the burning sun would be high in the sky, and we had to stop to replenish our
energy with slices of manioc before starting work. The bamboo to be cut had
short joints and was full of a sharp, metallic residue that caused severe itching
once it got on the skin. The more we scratched the more it itched, to the point of
driving us mad. All we could do to protect ourselves was to wear layers of thick
clothes from head to foot that could be washed at the end of the day. But we got
unbearably hot and sweaty in those layers of clothes, so were miserable either
way.

Under these conditions we were exhausted as usual, and now illness became

more and more a problem, worse that it had been at Bu Gia Map. In addition to
the omnipresent malaria, there were diarrhea brought on by the polluted water
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supply and a kind of fever characterized by dizziness, aching, and high
temperatures. The first person to fall seriously ill was the former musician,
Khuyen, who had been chief carpenter at a camp near Xuan Loc. Fromthe day
he was moved to this camp, Khuyen had suffered jfrom some kind of intestinal
disease in addition to indigestion. He became weaker and weakeruntil it seemed
he was only awaitingdeath. Another patient was Ha Phuoc Sanh, who had been
as big and healthy as an ox, an oddity among the camp inmates. An "early
bird," he always exercised every morning before anyone else was up. All of a
sudden, he fell ill and was completely laid up, obviouslywith some livertrouble
as his face wasjaundiced. Fortunately, his brother was also in the camp, and he
tried his best to look after him. However, we all knewthat it wasonly a matter of
time beforeboth of these men woulddie, for no drugs wereavailable apart from
some malaria tablets. At this time, we were kept out of touch with our relatives
who might havebeen able to bring in medicine. A depressingatmospherehung
over the camp as more and more inmates were laid up with all kinds of ailments.
One evening, whileI waslisteningto a friendplayinghis guitar.Thecame in
with a big smile on his face. "I've just seen bodoi Hung. He told me there was a
long list of people on leave. He claimed he had seen this list himself!"
I could not hold back a laugh. "This must be Thinh's latest trick to bolster
our morale. Otherwise we'd never fill his quotas."
"Do you think I am an idiot? I promise you it's true this time. Youknow that
cunning Hung comes from my village, don't you? He always tells me the truth.
He also said that Thinh had to delay the announcement because he feared that if
this many people werelet out too soon, there wouldnot be enoughof us left to do
the work."

Unable to stand any more of this, I retorted, "You sound as if you were
among those going on leave! Maybe you are. But my turn will never come. Don't
be so naive. You need more 'reeducation' to see the truth."

"It's a waste of time talking to you!" The looked annoyed. "I have never
believed the commies, but I do believe Hung because I know him well. He's not
much different from us; he doesn't really believe in communism. He was
conscripted; he didn't voluntarily join their army. When he first saw me, he
recognized me immediatly. His family lives only a few kilometers from mine.
From the first, he has been quite sympathetic to me. He also told me that Thinh

was asking his superiors to keep us here for a few more months until the land is
ready since logistics still has plenty of provisions for us."
"Impossible! How come theyhave a surplus of food? Wewould be lucky not
to have a shortage, let alone any surplus."
"Remember that time at Xuan Loc? Bui Quoc Khanh once disclosed that the

camp authority had managed to 'save' some rice by reducing our rations. A
precaution against late delivery! Probably they're doing the same thing here. Do
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you still rememberthat truckful of supplies whenwe firstcame here? You'renot
familiar with their practices! They always try to falsify records to skim off
somethingfor themselves. Just wait and see; we will be released as soon as we
finish this surplus rice, believeme. We'll soon be out! We'll be free!"
I could not share The's optimism. That night, lying near him, I sensed he
could not sleep for excitement. He wokeme up once, whispering, "It won't be
long. It won't be long now."
A fewdayslater, havingreceived our dailyrations, wewaitedfor the guards
to take us to the fields as usual. No one was seen. Anticipation grew. Then
Commander Thinhappearedwithhis studymonitors andtheguards. Welooked
at one another, hoping against hope that they brought good news with them.
The younger inmates could not contain their excitement. "It's true! We're
going to be out! The list is there!"
And it was! Thinh held up a list and read out the names of those lucky
inmates—none other than the same ones who went on leave last time! They were
ledoffto a separate comerandtherestofus were escorted away bytheguards as
usual to the bamboo forests.

Loudswearing washeard. "Bloody hell! I wonder whothat bastard is who
spread the mmor that a lot of people would be released this time!"
Back from work that evening, we mshed to see the sick ones who were
spared labor and allowed to stay indoors. We asked them if those selected for
leave had gone. One said, "After coming back to collect their luggage, they
made off for the commandcenter wheretheywaitedfor transport until noon. I've
heard from the cooks that each of them also carried a hoe!"

A man swore, "F . . . them! Why are they carrying a hoe home? I don't
understand!"

Another put in, "These guys must have influential sponsors, or they must
have bribed someone millions of dong or kilograms of gold!"
Sitting aroundthat evening. The suddenly said, "Believeme!Thatlonglist
of people on leave does exist, despite what's happened so far."
"I wishyouwereright!Stopthinkingaboutthis. Tryto catchsomesleepfor
tomorrow's work."

The same routine—work, eat, sleep—repeated itself over and over. How

ever, the depressing monotony was relieved by some exciting and worrisome
news we heard one day from the inmate cooks. "Those assessmentforms are
now being filled in by the study monitors."
One day I wasrelieved fromtree cuttingto do repair work at the regiment's
command center. Severalof us wentearly to our camp's commandcenter to wait
for transport, and there in front of our eyes were the study monitors, each at a
desk behind piles of paper—our "self-histories"—laboriously filling in the
damned assessment forms. "Go to the main gate to wait for your transport, not
here," a guard shouted.
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So it was true! We were being assessed. This was the first time we had ever

known for sure that our files were being examined, although we had handled
wrapped-up bundles of files every time we changed camp. We spent the next
daystalkingof nothing else but the assessments; the air wastense with anxiety,
anticipation. Time dragged by, but nothing happened.
Tracts of bamboo forest had now been cleared, ready for burning. The dry
vegetationcaught fireas easily as tinder, and vastareas wereengulfedin flames.
As soon as the ash had sufficienty cooled down, we moved in to clear the

underbrush. Again the dry, warm ash, stirred by the slightest breeze, clung to
our sweat-soaked bodies and found its way into our lungs every time we
breathed. At the time we were convinced no work could be worse than this. Still,
no one attempted to escape because we now all believed in an early release.
Rumor hadit thatallinmates would bereleased as soonas agroup ofimmigrants
from the North arrived to take overthe land. It sounded temptingly logical as
part of the current governmentpolicy to consolidatethe defensesof the southern
border; besides, wehad nowbeen "reeducated" formorethanthree years—the
official maximum period for minor offenders according to a government
newspaper article weread at Xuan Loc. The moretheserumors wererepeated,
the more genuine they sounded, and they were useful in helping to defuse

frustration and anger. We were all on alert, observing the bodoi for any
indication that the camp was about to be dismantled.

Allof a sudden I wascalledto thecommand center, together withothers who

had been involved inlaying a telephone cable connecting the BuGiaMap camp
to its regimental headquarters. Toldto help the bodoi collectcable, we assumed
a new link was to be laid somewhere. At regimental headquarters weboarded a
truckandproceeded backin thedirection of ouroldcamp. Reaching ajunction,
wesaw a deeptrench running across a roadthatledto theborder, andhugepiles
of earth were seen everywhere.
"Why all this?" I asked a bodoi. "As if we were preparing for war?"
He answered importantly, "This area is now considered Tront line'; all these
are precautions against invasion by the enemy."
Not a soul wasin sight. Wesped past our formercamp,headingtoward what

previously had been regimental headquarters. In sharp contrast to the busy
barracks it once was, we saw ony a few sloppily dressed bodoi moving about
staring at us. We were told to remove the lengths of cable that we ourselves had
laid.Those poststhatwehadsoproudly erected were noweasily toppled, thanks
to the termites eating away at them. We made our way over the land we had
cultivated on the hillsides; the sweet potato fields we had plantedjust before
leaving werebursting withexuberant plants. Wedived at them, hastily digging
up huge roots. To our bitter disappointment, this God-given extra food supply
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turned out to be rubbish. It had all been ravagedfrom within by insects, and we
understoodwhy the potatoes had not been harvested by the local bodoi.
Removing the cable led us back to our old campsite, now deserted and
depressingly run down. Wildplantsgrewinsidethe huts, and the bamboofloors
had buckled, eventhough the earthen foundations had beencarefullybeaten. In
the granary, the bins were half-filled with rice, and rat droppings were every
where on the floor mixed with grain. Spilled grain was ankle deep near the
doorway. We helped ourselves to the rice, carefullyconcealing it in our lunch
bags. Who could have thought that the result of our sweat and blood was now
being so wantonly wasted here? Or had it been abandoned as a result of some
fighting nearby Behindthe hutswereouroutdoor kitchens andplotsofgarden.
After these months of inattention our vegetables had become bushes, some
reaching shoulderhigh. There was enough here for all the inmates in our camp.
We rushed in to pick vegetables and red peppers.
Breathlessfromcarrying our harvestand the heavyreels of cable to the main
road, we rested, having sent one of our younger companions back to the old
headquarters to fetch the truck. From our vantage point on a hill, we com
manded a panoramic view of the surrounding fields of cassava, some plants as
high as three meters. We were tempted by the thought of the big roots
underneath, but one man told us that two-year-old roots like these would be as
big as logsand unsuitable forconsumption unlesstheywereprocessed toremove
harmful elements in them.

"If youare right," I said in amazement, "then all thesevasttractsof manioc
crop are wasted. Was all that work we did in vain?"
"That's right! What else can theydo with these roots?Didn't youmeet those
farmers from Dac O near Bu Gia Map? They wanted to sell their crop, but they
could find no buyer nearby because manioc is now grown everywhere. They
couldn't afford to go to the cities, and there was no means of shipment."
"Those farmers might be right," I said, "but it wouldbe illogical for these
Northern communists to waste so much valuable food. We all know they used to

suffer privation; therefore, they should know better than to waste resources."
My friend laughed. "That's not the wayit goes at all! You'reright to say that
theyused to live in destitutionbut completelywrongif youthink theyknowhow
to conserve resources. Can you give me any example of it. In my opinion, they
are irresponsibly squandering our country's resources! They obviously are not
concerned about all this scandalous waste as no one bothers to do anything to
stop it."

"But they seem to be living the ascetic lives of monks. How can theywaste

^We were aware of border skirmishes with the Khmer Rouge.
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when there's nothing there to waste? All they haveare two meals of rice and dried
fish a day."
"Pooh! How can you be so blind! I agree that theydon't haveenough to eat or
to wear, but they are squandering billions, not just millions of dong! Take the
specialists—technicians, doctors—who are in reeducation camps. Imagine
how much investment our people had put into them! What a waste, not using
them! It took at least seven years to train a doctor, four or five for an engineer, a
university lecturer and other specialists ... not to say of the money it cost."
"Well, yes, but it's part of the government policy not to use employeesof the
former regime; in other words, these people are not needed."
"Are you sure they are not needed? Do you think they have enough
specialists to meet the needs of our country? Our people? Haven't you heard of
the many cases where seriously ill patients are treated only with herbs? Don't
you know that the bodoi themselves have to ask us for medicines? Do you
remember at Xuan Loc camp we saw the bodoi dismantling electric generators
to get the copper wires to weavebaskets for their wives back home? Expensive
imported generators? What about cutting up brand new tires to make sandals?
And right here we had to bum down vast tropical forests to make way for
temporary crops. As soon as the soil was exhausted, we moved on to destroy
more forests. Do you know that it used to be our soldiers' duty to discourage the
Montagnards from using this primitive slash-and-bum technique? And now
we're doing it ourselves; it's systematic and large-scale destmction! All these
fields will become wasteland, especially the cassava fields because the soil is
very quickly exhausted. Think of that granary we havejust been to! All that rice
we grew, harvested, processed. What will become of it now? It's left there for
wild animals while we don't haveenough to eat! If you everbothered to sit down
and think, you would see that they are very poor and very wasteful at the same
time. The trouble is, the people who suffer as a result of all this are the ordinary
citizens."

The tmck came back, and we managed, with enormous difficulty, to load all
the heavy cable in a hurry and then get the vegetables we had picked on top.
Looking back at the deserted camp receding in the distance and the abandoned
fields all around us, I felt a terrible sadness as my friend's words began to take
hold of my belief.

The installation of a telephone link between our camp and the new
regimental headquarters occupied us for the next severaldays. Then came orders
to build more houses at the headquarters, and once again we ventured deep into
the jungle to find the good timber required. Instead of a mixture of clay and ash,
the new foundations were to be built of beaten earth, covered by cement mixed
with earth. The cement bags still bore the words "Gift to the Peopleof Vietnam"
and came from various countries. The results of this new technique looked quite
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nice at first, but it turned out to be a flopbecausethe cementmixturedid not hold
up well.

All kinds of work progressed at a snail's paceas the weather preceding the
rainy season gothotter andhotter, andmore andmore inmates were laidup with
illnesses.

Anyway, the clearingof theforests wasnearcompletion. Wesuspected now
thatourfood supply would soon run out because the bodoi were bustling about
discussing ways to bring in supplies. The shortage of food seemed to match
earlier rumors about inmates soon to be discharged, but common sense
prevailedas no "immigrants" were in sight to take over when the time seemed
right. To make matters worse, those "progressive elements" like Bui Quoc
Khanh, an inmatedoctornamedCung, and a former pilotnamedBay, whowere
our foremen, did not hesitate pushing other inmates to the limits of their
endurance to get quicker results or higher work quotas. They even openly
reported us to the camp authorities. However, we kept the anger and frustration
to ourselves to avoid reprisals. Some, who could not contain their feelings,
mocked them. "Look!It's abouttimeforus to kill ourformer fnendsto helpour
own cause!" Nothing happened to these men although the bodoi learned of their
talk. The atmosphere of shifting hopes and anxieties was maintained as it fit in
with the command's aim of preventingescapes.
The much-awaited news finally came. One morning as we were about to set
out for work, orders came for us to stay put and have our luggage ready until
furthernotice. My heart beat fasterwithexpectation. Wejumpedat the slightest
approachingfootsteps. Those who had been informedin advancenow excitedly
went about giving away items they no longer needed.
Tran Minh Chau came to say good-bye to me and to give me a jar of
preserved ginger, a valuable delicacy as it could be kept for quite some time in
addition to its medicinal effect on coughs and stomachache. This act of
friendship got me worried, though, as it could be confirmation of my fear that I
would not be among the lucky ones.
"Can it be that all my wife's efforts and money went down the drain," I
thought. Looking around, I seemed to read similar thoughts on many other
faces. Chau, a former lieutenant, stood the best chance of being released this
time as he had a relative who was a high-ranking official in the communist
government.

Therewasmuch talk. The wascalmlymovingaboutaskingthe hopefulones
for this and that, as if content with his fate. We were made to wait on in this

agonized state until noon when we were orderedto assemble in the main yard.
Our belongings were to be left where they were.
As it was nearlyimpossibleto hold a workingmeetingin the bare yardunder
the relentless sun, we wereescorted back to our quarters and then to a fieldwith
many tall trees and plenty of shade. Everyone was there except for those who
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were seriously ill. We began the "class" with a song, dispiritedly rendered in
spite ofthemany "encouragements" from theguards. Thiidi didnoteven bother
to ordera repeat. Withhis permanent grin andhis slow, deliberate movements,
hefished apiece ofpaper outofa leather briefcase, cleared histhroat, andwaited
for the noise to die down. His fake seriousness clearly amused the study

monitors and the guards. They chuckled at first and thenburstinto laughter as
theinmates waited expectantly, staring at Thinh. There was loud swearing from
the audience.

Fmally, Thinh spoke. "I've received orders from my superiors to hold this
class to study the Revolution's lenient policy."
There were immediate protests, "We'vealready hadenough propaganda!"
"Bloody hell! Themore they see us suffer the more they enjoy it!"
"For God's sake! We've heard that before! We have had enough of this!"
The guards and study monitors shoutedback, "Be quiet!"
"Shut up! Youinsolent lot!"
"You there! What have you just said? Say it again!"
Thinh just smiled on. "Our superiors have always stressed a fundamental
principle that every problem must be approached in a well-planned, well-

organized manner. Therefore, according to ourlenient policy your release will
take place in a well-planned, orderly manner.
"As everyone knows,the government cannotlet yougoall at once, so groups
of you will be gradually released over a fixed period. If you think that the
number released this time is large, you'll have every reason to believe that
subsequent numbers will be even larger. Therefore, don't panic when you see
your friends go first. As far as I am concerned, you have all made progress, so
there's no reason why you should not be able eventually to reunite with your
families. However, it's impossible to let all of yougoat thesametimeas thiswill
adversely affect the economy in many ways. So the Party and the State have
decided that..."

Weknewthat this lengthypreface wasonlymeantto calmdpwnthe inmates
in preparation for disclosure of the names on the list of released prisoners.
Thinh's voicewasheard clearly in the uneasy silence. "The list of thoseto be
released should havebeen announced this morning, but was delayed due to last-

minute changes. Even now we are still waiting for additional names to be
dispatched from higher command. In the meantime, you are dismissed to
continue with your normal work. Come back here tomorrow. Keep up your
spirits! Don't forget, this is only the first batch, there will be more to come!
Remember what I first said when we moved here, that your stay would not be
long. Now, let's sing a song before you go."

Thatnightthere were celebrations bythose whoknew they were onthelucky
list, but overall the air was heavy with depression, frustration, and anger. Some
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of the cool-headed ones went briskly about the business of asking those who
were leaving to relay their whereabouts to their families.
Early the next morning we assembled in the main yard in front of the
command center; we were told to bring all our luggage, "Not leaving behind
even a needle or a length of thread," in the guards' words. The cooks got so
excited that they made a mess of the manioc roots for breakfast.

Unlike on previous occasions, the guards now formed a line dividing the
yard into two areas. We stood in one. Thinh read out the names of those who

wouldsoon be free. There was absolute silence as everyone strained to catch the
names.Thosewhowerecalledmovedto theotherarea. Having readaboutthirty
names, Thinh stopped for a moment, then said, "Reading all this has made me
short of breath. However, there's plenty more to come."
As he read on, applause began in the inmate ranks; we had not witnessed so
many releases before. When he had read over fifty names, Thinh paused to
acknowledge the applause. Then he read on to the end, a total of eighty-seven
names.

Thinhstoppedsmilingandlooked downatus fromtheporchwhere hestood;
the applause suddenly came to an end. Sober now, the inmates realized that

although the number released was unprecedented this time, it was woefully
smallfor a camp of overa thousand men. Thinh just stoodthereawkwardly and
finally said, "I hope that the next group will be much larger than this. The
remainder of you follow the study monitors back to your quarters now to
rearrange the accommodations. Dismissed."

Wemade our way back in gloom whilethe fortunate oneswaved cheerfully
from theircomer. There was angry swearing in our ranksall the way back. The
study monitors ordered us to evacuate the hutsnearest thejungleandoccupy the
spaces left vacant by thedeparting men. We were theninstmcted to keepwatch
on ourselves. Two inmates were to stand guard at each end of the rows of

buildings, to be relieved every two hours. As we rearranged our quarters, we
heard the excited voices of the newly freed men saying their good-byes to
friends. "Good luck!" "Take care of yourselves!" their voices grewfainter as
the procession moved away in the direction of the regiment's headquarters.
As the initial disappointment died away, I was able to adjust myselfto the
reality. Others clearly did not fare so well; the pain still showed on their faces,
and theysullenlythrew downtheircases, heading fortheirbedswithoutsaying a
word. The's new place was still next to mine. We tried to make a list of those
released; some of them were those who had registered for reeducation on the
same day with me so long ago, and there were others who were close to us:

former army dentist Pham Van Tuong, former lecturer Ha The Ruyet, former
naval officer Trieu Minh Chau. To our great joy and relief, those callous
tumcoatslike Bui QuocKhanh,former doctorCung, former pilotBay, anda few
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others who had tormented us and reported on us in their earnest search for a
quick release werenow goneforever. The strain of being constantlyon our guard
wasnowgreatlyreduced. However, it hurt to think that our formercomrades-inarms had so eagerly stabbed us in the back in order to gain early release for
themselves.

From that day on security was tightened, aimed at thwarting escapes. As
soonas dusk fell, the study monitorscame to our quarters to overseethe security
arrangements afterthe compulsory roll call. Detailsas trivialas howto goabout
relieving oneself at night were carefully explained. No sooner had the gongs
been heard signaling bedtime than the guards rushed to their positions around
the compound; hordes of them deliberately made their way past our huts
showing off their guns, and theyshoutedat us to extinguish fires and go to bed.
The pair of inmateson watchat the ends of each row of huts had to keep a fire
goingthat lit the smallspacebetweentherows. An inmatewishing to have a pee
wouldhaveto ask the guardsforpermissionto goout and reportto themagainon
the way back inside.
Thenumberof guards escortingus to workeachdayalsoincreasedfromtwo
to four for each group. Opportunities to gather food on our way to and from
work-sites now came to an end as the guards insisted on "disciplined journeys to
work." The atmosphere became unbearably tense as we were constantly
reminded of our imprisonment in addition to the daily hardships. The initial
euphoria causedby Ae releaseof eighty-seven inmatesandnurturedby Thinh's
promisethat "your stay here will be short" had now faded. Once again we felt
we had been cheated. How easily manipulatedwe were as our spirits rose or fell
on the strength of a promise, some small act, or even rumor.

Our mainjob nowconsistedof reclaimingthe neglectedfields left behindby
theMontagnards. Theexhausted soilcouldhardly supportthewildplants,andit
wasbakedhardby the burningsun. A hardstrikewitha hoewould goonlya few
centimeters deep, but hoeing wasthe only way to remove the dried clumpsand
roots of rice plants, maize, or just weeds. The number falling ill increased
steadily. I went aboutmyworklike a zombie;somehowI knewit wouldbe years
before I was released.

One night, a fewweeksafter the big release,a freak squallstruck at night. It
blew the roofs off some huts that had been poorly secured in anticipation of our

"early release." It was all cloudy and windythe next day, heralding the start of
the rainy season, and I was included in the groupcharged with rethatching the
roofs of the command center. The rains actually arrived a week later, accom

paniedby howling windsthatbatteredour bamboo shelters and helped drive the
pouring rain through the leakyhuts. Weprotected ourselves and our belongings
with sheets of tarpaulin, sharing them with friends who had no means of
protection. Everyonecowered beneath the rainproof sheets.
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All field workwas suspended now so we could gathertimberto build new,
more sturdy buildings. We now had an incentive to work fast, for the sooner new

huts were completed, the less risk we ranof sickness through exposure to the
rain and cold. The whole camp became a busy construction site. Tree trunks
wereturnedinto beamsand rafters,bamboowassplitandwoven into wattles for
walls and roofs.

A newsite was chosen forthe campon topof a hill thatwas separated from
the dense jungle by a stream winding around its foot. We had a hell of a time
carrying the heavy logsto the hilltop, but therest of the work was routine as by
nowwehadbecome quiteexperienced. It tookus nearly a month to complete the
new buildings.

When we were aboutto move to the new site, we were awakened earlyone
morning by a bodoi whoordered us to declare all the money in our possession
becausethe government had decreed a currencyexchange and wouldissue all
new banknotes. All signs of sleep vanished as soon as money was mentioned
sinceit was a matterof life and death to us, especiallywhenwe were sickand in
need of scarce drugs. Excited discussion erupted as the bodoi went about
making their announcement.

Worrisome thoughts churnedin myhead. Wehad beenrepeatedly reminded
thatall cash should be entrusted to thecampauthority forsafekeeping, although
they knew fiill well that almost all of us kept some money hidden somewhere.
That this always had been tolerated could have been due to the bodoVs relaxed

attitude or to some more specific reason. Now by declaring my own funds, I
would indirectly admit the violation of one of the rules. Besides, who could

guarantee that I would be able to recover all my money once it was changed? I
had about 700 dong, a relatively large sum as far as the bodoi were concerned. I
hadcarefullysaved it foruse in caseI neededmedicines or hadthechanceto buy
food but also because I would certainly need it if I made a successful escape.
Tidying up my bed, I went about uncovering my money "caches" that had so far
survivedmany searches. An idea flashed in myhead as I was washing myface.
I went to see The and handed him 300 dong. "Please do me a favor," I
pleaded. "Can youtake this moneyand change it for me as if it were yours?I'm
afraid I may run into trouble if I declare too large a sum."
"Ofcourse," The smiledknowingly. "There's noproblem. Withthis moneychanging order, we can find out who of us in this camp are 'millionaires' and
who are not. Imagine all those complaintsaboutlack of money!" He wasreally
enjoyingthis. "However, we are outwittedthis time by Uncle^ and the PartyIHa
ha!"

Our group leader came to make a list of those wishingto declare. Whenmy
turn came, I entered my particulars and got a good long look at the list. Almost
"^Uncle is Uncle Ho Chi Minh.
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every inmate had money todeclare, although the average sum was several dozen
dong; only a handful possessed more than 200 dong each. I registered 270 dong
although I had nearly 400 on me. The declared exactly 300 dong. When I
finished, I hurried outto seea friend to askhimto dispose ofmy remaining 100
plus dong.

We idled about until pastnine o'clock when a bodoi came to tellus that we
were being granted a restfor the whole day asallthe guards were mobilized to
process the cash declarations. We were than required to hand in our money in
person, forming two long queues in front of two desks. Shouts of abuse were
heard now and then.

"Bloody hell! What a fortune youhave been hoarding!"
"Look at this! And you claiming you have made progress!"
"Ah . . . That's why you haven't been allowed to go home!"
We could only smile back stupidly.
All inmates except the "blacksmiths" hadthe day off. We attended to our

long-neglected clothes and talked over the morning's events. I learned that the
richest of all the inmates was assistant cook Tran Ngoc Diep, who had nearly

2,000 dong even though hehad asked others tohelp him dispose ofsome ofit.
This came as no surprise to us as we knew he had previously been a bank
manager.

Another story from the day, which the inmates found very interesting,
concerned thebodoi's quartermaster. It was told tomebyThe, who, intum,had
learned it from Hung, his bodoi friend. The quartermaster was on a shopping
trip toSaigon at the time ofthecurrency roundup, and hiscomrades had forced
open histrunk to getat hismoney andexchange itforhim. To theiramazement,
his "savings" turned out to be no less than 3,000dong plus a gold watch, a
coveted item among the cash-strapped bodoi who received a mere six dong a
month as wages.

The collected currency was carried away, leaving us restless and anxious.
Butafter days of worry andallourpessimistic predictions, we were called tothe
command center one evening and given back all our money. The bodoi
quartermaster was not sofortunate; his 3,000 dong were confiscated, and hewas
reprimanded and transferred. According to other bodoi, this was because he
could notprove any legitimate means by which hehadobtained thisgargantuan
sum.

Later on, Thinh smugly boasted, "Do you know that our orders were to

change nomore than fifty dong for each inmate, that anything above this had to
bejustified. Some of you brought outseveral hundred dong! Sowe divided the
total amount by the total number of inhabitants of this camp, including the
bodoi, to arrive at an average of less than fifty dong for eachof us. Therefore,
thanks to our resourcefulness, we were able to change all your money without
any trouble!"
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Wehad to admit that whenit came to outsmartinggovernment cadres, Thinh
was quite competent.
From that day on, the bodoi invariably greeted us with the same remark,
"Whatkindofinmates areyouwhoalways have plentyof money tospend?"But
they took full advantage of their knowledge by offering to buy things for us
whenever they had a chance to go to the village of Ming Hung or, better still,
Saigon. For this service, they charged considerable fees.
More and more young vendors were seen hanging around our camp,
although they were officially prohibited. They came in small groups, mostly
teenage girls. They bribed the guards with fruits, rice cakes, sweets, or

cigarettes, and then they would openly sell their wares to us—mostly sugar,
meat, even the rice that was becoming more and more scarce even for them.

It came as a surpriseto us at firstthateventhe aloofstudymonitors joinedin
this racket. Officially, each of us was allotted severaldong a month by the State
to buy food to supplement our rice. But this money was arbitrarily used by the
cooks to buy vegetables grown by the study monitors. What was left wastaken
away from us under a formula that determined a certain amount of vegetables
grown by the inmates to be equal to the "state benefit." This was deducted on
the grounds that "the inmates don't need it as they can grow the food
themselves," and it was then set aside "for a government fund." As a result,
most of our vegetables now came from the jungle again.
The bountiful tropical jungle provided another source of income for the
bodoi, one that also was quite popular with the inmates: deer for venison. The
bodoi ventured deep into the jungle to hunt the well-fed deer and then sold the
delicious venison at cutthroat prices. Only the richest of us could afforda piece
of it as most of us held on to our previous savings for emergencies. We
supplemented our meager diet with the more plentiful wild pigs and foxes, and
the bodoi hunted smaller game for themselves. We all craved meat.
Everyday a team of inmates was selected and charged with running errands
for the bodoi. If wakened in the early hours of the morning by distant gunfire,
they would know that they had better be ready for a long trip to some spot in the
jungle to retrieve the game, usually a big deer. The bodoi themselvesavoidedthe
arduous job of carrying the heavy carcasses over difficult terrain for long
distances. The best part of the trek, of course, was the end of it when the game
was cut up and distributed; the inmates always got some pieces of meat and a few
bones.

As the rain started in earnest, we began the sowing of rice seeds. The
familiar sight again: Teams of three moving in straight lines, two men digging
holes with hoes while the third deposited seeds into them and then covered them
up using his feet to push and tamp the soil. The weather changed abruptly and we
became more subject to colds. At times, I had above normal temperatures for a
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wholeweek, but I choseto go out to workas it would have been impossible for

metogetuponce I lay down—the fever tended toturn nasty ifa person was laid
up. Besides, outdoor work trips gave usthe chance tobuy food. I worked while
my body was damp with sweat from fever one minute and shivering with cold the
next.

At this time the food supply also dropped. It became harder and harder to

buy rice and other staples from outside as there was scarcity everywhere. As a
supplementary source of energy we resorted to a kind of sweet made from
manioc roots, sugar, andwater. Ourrations were reduced to thepoint where we
didnothave thestrength to doa reasonable amount of work. A bodoi doctor was
sent in to ensurethatonlythosewhoreallywere ill werespared labor; even so,
their number was staggering. Successful escapes also were staged. The es
capees often vanished during breaks or when work parties made their way
through thejungle. It was almost impossible to find anytrace of them once they
hadcovered anydistance. Despite heightened security, nota single week passed
without somebody missing. Like mostof us, I was often tempted to make my
move asconditions gotworse. ButI knew I would nothave thestamina tomake it
hundreds of kilometers through jungle to a population center.

Suddenly, orders came for carpenters and others who had some building
experience to quickly putupadditional accommodations forinmates. This came
as a complete surprise because wefeltourpresent quarters were notsocramped
as to require this urgent erection of morebuildings. What's more, the new site
was a clearing right in the middle of a stand of bamboo about two hundred
meters from ourpresent quarters. There seemed to be nologic tothischoice as it
would require extrabodoi to guard the compound. We concluded thatthe new
buildings would be used to detain those suspected of planning to escape. The
spot was surrounded by an impenetrable wall of bamboo thickets. Some of us
had once attempted crossing one of these thickets to gather young bamboo
shoots but were defeated by the thick, thorny, intertwining branches. Our only
way ofmaking anopening was tobuma section ofthebamboo, andwehada hell
of a time containing the fire.

While we were putting up the building frames, I was struck by a bad
accident. Each frame consisted of four heavy posts about four meters high and

equally heavy rafters, each more than five meters long. We raised the posts
gradually, using wedges, until they stood upright, a technique we had success
fully employed before. ThistimeI wason theteamat thelifting end. Aswetried
to lift the post highenough to insertthe nextwedge, our pitiful strength failed,
andtheheavy tmnkcamecrashing down. I caught theblow, felt a searing painin
my back as if the spine had snapped, then blacked out.
When I came round, I was on a bed in the clinic with a searing pain in my

back;every timeI moved, it stabbedlike a thousand knives. Inmatedoctor Tran
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Ngoc Khue was in charge, and he told me thatsome of my vertebrae hadbeen
compressed. His onlyavailable remedy was application of heated grains of salt
to the affected part and the advice to lie as still as I could so the damaged
vertebrae could heal by themselves.

It was torment to have to liestilldayandnightwiththissearing pain.I hadto
relieve myself lying on my back, andbowel movements were notonly painful
but terribly awkward. I was sure I would be crippled for life. Darkthoughts
chumed in myheadas forfive days I layflatonmyback,weak, despondent, and
nearly sleepless. I was turned overforthesalttreatments, alsoa painful process.
I had to content myself with this crude remedy as the only acupuncture
practitioner—who was reputed to have performed miracles—had escaped from
the camp.

Afteraboutten days the painabated, andI was no longer in despair. I could
move mylimbs aboutwithoutmuch pain, although I tookcare not to strainmy
back.

Thewhole campwas nearly paralyzed withsickness, although onlyabouta
dozen of themostseriously ill were in the "clinic." Among them were thedying
musician Khuyen and the formerly robustSanh. Although we lay nextto each
other, there was little conversation.

One dayTuong, a formerpilot who wasallowedto workas a cook becauseof

his asthma, cameto the clinicto tell us thatnew buildings were being putup to
house visitors. We were overjoyed, forthismeant medicine might be brought to
us. Formypart, I wasnowableto roll myself aboutwithout pain. Shortly after
this, we began to get permission to write to our families to inform them of our

whereabouts, and not long after that, the first visitors turned up. But they
brought verybad news. Some visitors to othercamps hadbeenrobbed andeven
killed on the way. People now had to protect themselves by traveling in large
groups.

Among the first visitors werethe wivesof Khuyen andSanh. Khuyen's wife
brought in the right drugs for her husband as she had been well informed, but
Sanh's wife had not and she had to return to Saigon inmiediately after
discovering her husband's condition. A few days laterit was myturnto writeto
my wife, but I declined, fearing for her safety if she madethe trip at this time.
Instead, I managed to sendhera letter, viaa visitor, stating clearly my condition

andadvising heragainst coming to seeme. Aweek lateranoldlady turned upto
seehersonwhowas seriously ill;latershecame to seemeandhanded mea bag
full of tonic medicines and money. I asked herhow shehadmet my wife.
"It's nowquiteeasyfora person to askvisitors to carrya message, tosendin
a letter, or to bring some gifts to relatives in the camps," replied the woman.
"People are quite willingto helpeachotheras theyare nowall in the sameboat!
Allyour wife had todowas gotoa busstation, askthedrivers which busgoes to
which camp and then approach the passengers. That's how we met."
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Having got the proper drugs, Khuyen made a miraculous recovery. But by
the timeSanh's wifecameback withhis medicine, he had alreadybegunpassing

blood, andhedied that night with hiswife beside him. The widow moaned and
cried in misery, "I've tried my best to raise money to buy medicines for you.
Now you've passed away before you even have achance totake them. Why didit
happen to you? Why, my God?"

Herheartbreaking cries gave megoosebumps. What a sorrowful sight! This
went on for a while until a bodoi arrived. "Mrs. Sanh," he said, "we are really

sorry thatyour husband died in spite of all ourefforts to save him."
"What kinH of efforts are you talking about?" retorted Mrs. Sanh angrily.
"My husband has been illfor months without proper medication, and now you
talk about your 'efforts to save him'! Why didn't you let him tell meearlier? I
could have brought himmedicine! What kindof 'lenientpolicy' isthis? Why are
you all so wicked?"

Not knowing how to answer, theembarrassed bodoi hurried off. Mrs. Sanh
went on crying, calling herdead husband's name andcursing thebodoi. It was
not long before we saw Study Monitor Chuong and a couple of bodoi hurrying
toward the woman. She was sitting flat on the ground next to the body of her

husband, which lay ona bamboo wattle. In thefluttering light of anoillamp, the
group of living people looked as pale as thecorpse on thefloor.

(^uong said in irritation, "Mrs. Sanh, we regret that your husband died
while undergoing reeducation! We really understand your grief. However, you
should be careful withyour remarks about thegovernment; remember thatthisis
a reeducation camp. Don't forget thatMr. Sanh's brother is stillhere with us."
By now, we noticed that Sanh's elder brother. Ha Phuoc Loc, was already
there, obviously sununoned by Chuong. He stepped forward and said to his
sister-in-law in that down-to-earth wayof a peasant, "Shut up! That's enough!
What's the point of crying when he's already dead? When he's dead, he don't
needto worry nomore! Whatthehellhave you beencursing about? Doyou want
to harm me as well? Let them bury him!"

Chuong then ordered, "You there! Andyou there as well! Give us a hand to
cany Sanh tothemeeting house for cleaning and changing ofclothes before the
burial."

Thegroup moved away like a procession, in heavy silence.
We lay still in our sickbeds, angry for thelossof a friend. Ftnally, oneman
broke theheavy silence, "Sanhusedto be sofit. Who could have thought thathe
would die so soon. On the other hand, a weak fellow like me lasts so long."
Another voice from the comer cut in, "He died because he ate some

poisonous root! Hehimself told me that day when we moved here that hehad
stomach pains after eating some unknown root. Hewas unwell ever since then."
The conversation turned to the promiscuous eating habits of some inmates.
Then we heard the soundsof hammersbanging away and a voicesaying, "Good,
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that's quick!Thecoffin is nowreadyI" Aftera whileheavy footsteps wereheard
approaching and then somebody said clearly, "Lift it onto your shoul
der .. . slow down . . . careful! You'll stumble!"

Then Sanh's wife was heard, "Oh, my husband! I can't stand it! I hoped I
would be here in time to look after you. Who could have thought . .
Sanh's brother pleaded, "Now, stop it! You can cry if you want, but don't
keep nagging like this!"
Their voices grew fainter and fainter as they moved off.
Dr. Khue came to see me the next day. "You are now on the mend," he said,
"and you can go back to your place to convalesce.It's not that I wantto throw you
out; it's the bodofs orders. They want five of you out today to make room for
others who are very sick and whose relatives are due to visit them soon."
"I can see that! I don't want to stay here any longer anyway; it's depressing
in here! I'll be glad to be back with friends over there."
Khue fetched some hands to carry me back on a stretcher. On the way one of
them remarked, "You are not as heavy as Sanh; I helped carry him yesterday."
Another wondered, "Why are dead people always heavier than live ones?"
All my dark thoughts gradually died awayas I spent more time with healthier
people. It took me another month to be able to get up on my own, but I was still
weak and in need of help to go to the latrine. The proved to be an unselfish
friend, and he cared for me like a close relative,from cookingfor me to helping
me to relieve myself.
As we got further into the rainy season, the skies seemed to open without
warning. The inmates toiling in the open were not allowed to take shelter in the
jungle for fear of escape; besides, they themselves did not want to shelter under
the trees that were teeming with jungle leeches.
As soon as I was up on my feet, the study monitors gaveme the job of putting
up bamboo wattles for "other new buildings for inmates." Friends told me those
buildings were now near completion in a glade about two hundred meters from
camp. This compound was to be called "subcamp C" to distinguish it from the
one surrounded by the thick wall of bamboo that was called "subcamp B."
My friends advised me against doing any work. "You're still not strong
enough; you should continue to rest; otherwise your spine may snap again!"
I argued that light work would help get my back in shape. Finally,we agreed
that others would put up the wattles and I would fasten them onto the frames.
One day while at work, I heard the rumble of engines nearing the camp.
Later, The told me that a convoy brought in a group of men. "I guess they have
just been arrested," he said. "They were beaten and shouted at by the guards as
they were taken to subcamp B." From then on, the study monitors made it a
habit of coming to our quarters every evening to call the roll and remind us to
keep away from the newcomers.
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One morning Chuong came to see me and said, "Mr. Vu, you have been
selected to instruct the newcomers on how to organize themselvesfor the new
life. You will have to show them how to attend to details like tidying up their

sleeping berths, putting away their belongings, writing appropriate slogans to
putupat theirsleeping places, keeping watch, how toreport to theguards when
relieving themselves at night, in short, you willshow them how to observe the
rulesandregulations of this camp. Nowyougowiththesebodoi to subcamp B.
Remember, don't socialize with them!"

Although surprised at theseorders, I just said, "Yes," andfollowed thefour
submachine-gun-toting guards to the new camp. As we entered, I saw men
hanging around everywhere, some standing, some sitting on the ground, all
looking indifferently at us. A guard shouted, "Where's your group leader?
Assemble yourselves!"
Someone answered back defiantly, "All right! We'll assemble, there's no
need to shout!"

The bodoi flushed with anger. Another barked, "Hurry! We don't have all
day! Assemble!"

They then raisedtheir guns and strodeforward threateningly as if they were
about to hit someone. As they made their way inside the big building, they
shouted, "Roll up yourmosquito nets! You're not allowed to hangthemduring

daytime!" "You there, hurry on! Move out to assemble yourselves!"
The new inmates deliberately dragged out their actions. Their group leader,
an amicable-looking fellow, nervously went about assembling his men, then
reported, "We are ready now."
A bodoi introduced me. "This inmate has been appointed to help you

organize yourselves forthenew lifehere. Hewillalsoinform you oftherules and
regulations. If you have any question just ask him."
He then turned to me, "It's your turn now. Step forward."
I knew I was still too weak to shout like the bodoi, so I said, "I am still

convalescing, andI don't have thestrength to talkto them likethis. Letmetalk
to their team leaders first, and they can relay the instructions. Besides, in this

way I can show them how to arrange their baggage while talking to them."
"All right! It's up to you to teach them as many of the rules as possible."
We were then dismissed. I stepped to the entrance of the building followed

by the group leader and the eager crowd. The bodoi looked on from outside.
I said, "Let me talk to the group leader and team leaders."
An inmate retorted, "What the hell are 'team leaders'? We only have an
elected group leader."

SeeingthatI was surrounded, thebodoishouted, "Moveback! Howcan you
do anything in all this noise?"

I pleaded in a low voice, "Please follow their orders; if they think the
situation is getting out of control, they won't let us do anything. If youscatter
about, it will help us watch themand we can talk more privately."
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"Did you hear that?" said the group leader. "Why are you still crowding up
like this? Leave me alone to get informationfrom this guy!"
The majority scattered out, although the younger fellows still hngered as if
waiting to ask me something. I stepped forward and said aloud, "Hrst, I will
show you how to put away your belongings and tidy up your sleeping berths."
I stepped up to the raised bamboo floor, saying in a low voice, "We have to
pretend that we are actually carrying out their orders by talking and doing some
work at the same time."

The new inmates hurriedly went about tidying up their places. The bodoi
looked on and began to relax. I quickly asked, "Where do you come from? I've
heard that you have just been arrested."
"We come from all walks of life," replied the group leader. "Some have
been arrested recently, some were transferred from other camps, some were
arrested as members of the resistance movement. But the majority are noncom
missioned officers of the previous government's army. Are you officers? What
rank are you?"
A young man put in, "When we got here, your commander boasted that you
guys were 'progressive elements' who had received an award for outstanding
performance. Is that true? What kind of officers are you? How can you be so
subservient?"

I was taken aback by this sudden insult. But it roused in me the shame that
lay at the back of my mind, and the contemptuous remark kept ringing in my
ears.

The group leader defended me. "You cheeky boy, get lost! Why didn't you
ask him something useful? Leave him alone, will you?"
"I must admit there is an element of subservience in us," I sighed. "The
majorityof us hold the rank of lieutenant. From the day we first registered, we
have been enduring all hardships and humiliation in the hope that we would
soon be released."

"Pooh! Has any one of you been released? You will certainly be released
when you are about to die! Don't be so naive!"
"Shut up! Didn't I tell you to go away? Why are you so ridiculous? He used
to be an officer unlike you, you worthless idiot! This young man was arrested
after a fight with a local bodoi.'"
I just smiled. "They have cleverly tricked us into believing that all of us
would eventually be released! Since we came to this camp, eighty-seven inmates
have been released, leaving a little more than a thousand now. About a dozen
have escaped in the last several weeks."
"Did they really make it?" they cut me short in surprise. "Were there any
captures? What direction did they head for?"
Realizing I had touched the right chord, I said deliberately, "Now that I have
set up one place as an example, it's your turn. When you have finished, I will
answer your questions."
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Now it was the cheeky boy who responded enthusiastically. "Friends, come
on! Let's tidy up!"
The guards looked at all this activity with contentment. They sat on the
ground, chatting away. I walked back and forth, helping the men speed up the
process, and it was not long before the pieces of baggage were neatly stowed
beside "beds," gangways were cleared, and the whole place looked quite tidy. I
then asked them all to gather on one side of the huge room, and I proceeded to
recite the rules and regulations. They also asked questions, and we were able to
intersperse our talk with murmured exchanges such as, "When you were moved
here, did you notice anything unusual on the way?"
"No, we didn't see anything as our trucks were completely covered with
tarpaulin."
"Well, unlike many other camps, our camp is situated near the village of
Minh Hung. Some village children used to come here to sell their wares. I've
heard that the successful escapees usually made their moves while at work in the

jungle where they would hide and wait for nightfall. They would then head for
far-offvillages to try to avoiddetection. However, there havebeen fewerescapes
in the last few days because security has been increased."
I told them about the situation in the main camp, the geography of the area,
and I tried to pass on some survival tips. From these men I learned of the hatred
that the general public held for the new regime. There wasopen criticism of the
govemment, and there were many outbreaks of revolt that appeared unrelated
and spontaneous in spite of extensive deployment of troops and police. In the
vast area surrounding the city of Bien Hoa, in which there were settlements of
Roman Catholics who emigrated from the North in 1954, the number of bodoi
and policemen assassinated and beaten was so high that they no longer patroled
in small detachments. In some particularly hostile settlements, the bodoi
withdrew to their barracks as soon as darkness fell.

A few weeks later we heard that the inmates of subcamp B were staging a
hunger strike to protest the severe regime of hard labor and insufficient food.
While I was busily mending bamboo wattles on partitions at the command
center, Thinh angrily came in and barked out orders for all his bodoi to assemble
immediately. Facing his troops, he ordered, "Comrades, each of you get some
lengths of rope to tie those reactionaries. It's about time we showed them how to
observe discipline!"
They all set out for subcamp B, and after a while I saw them coming back
escorting a group of about fifty inmates whose arms were tied behind their
backs. They were pushed forward and forced to kneel down in the sun-baked
yard in front of the command center. Some resisted being forced into that
humiliating position only to be severely beaten. Tht bodoi expertly hit them
with the butts of their guns, trying to force them down. There was a loud chorus
of protests.
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"What have I done to deserve this?"

"Go on, beat me! Beat me to death if you can!"
The bodoi went on beating them relentlessly without saying a word. The
battered and now subdued prisoners prostrate on the ground were then raised up
and forced to kneel down in rows. Thinh dismissed his bodoi. "Two of you will
stay here to keep an eye on them; the rest can go back to your quarters. I am going
to phone the regimental commander for instructions. You have to be firm with
these reactionaries."

Thinh looked annoyed when he saw me and another inmate standing nearby
mending the bamboo partitions, and he said, as though trying to defend his
action, "These guys were so insolent to us! When I visited their camp, they
didn't bother to get up to pay attention. When I asked them who gave them
permission to lie down in their mosquito nets during the day, they answered back
rudely, 'We lie down because we are sick and hungry' These reactionaries come
from the Roman Catholic settlements in Ho Nai, Bien Hoa. You can go now.
Have your lunch break."
As we went out, the tied-up, kneeling men out there in the burning sun
looked up, contempt in their eyes. I felt my face flush, and we hurried past them
with our heads down. Never had I felt such shame before. Although beaten and
forced to kneel, they looked so brave!This was the first time that I witnessed this
kind of incident, where the bodoi beat prisoners, not out of anger but because
they were ordered to do it.
In the afternoon, when we got back to the command center to resume work,
the "reactionaries" had gone. We were told they had been brought to regimental
headquarters. We never heard of them again. I once had the opportunity to go
past their camp. Some saw me and shook their heads. One young fellowopenly
laughed at me and jeered, "You have feet of clay!"
Since that fateful day, many of us became introspective and moody. We
thought more about what we had been doing. We had submitted to all our
hardship and suffering in the hope that this would bring about early release,
which now seemed out of our grasp. In contrast, the new inmates had always
been rebellious, as if they knew their fates were sealed. But what really made
them stand apart from us was the fact that most of them had been arrested
because they had had the guts to rebel.
Their presence in this camp also carried with it an ominous implication.
Why had these "ultra-reactionaries" been brought here to stay with us? Was this
a confirmation that we, former officers of the previous regime, were also
considered '' ultra-reactionaries'' ?

Our worries were temporarily interrupted by the arrival of a convoy bringing
in a group of some three hundred prisoners wearing odd-looking clothing. It was
made of unusual material, normally used to make sandbags for military
fortifications. The men were escorted to subcamp C. We later learned that they
had been officers with the rank of major in the former army and that these
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middle-aged people only looked so old because of their gray hair and their
unusual clothes. They were living evidence of the kind of treatment the new
rulers meted out to their former enemies, and their appearance made our hearts
sink.

All hands were now mobilized to help sow more rice seeds before the rainy
season came to an end. The fields that had been planted earlier were now all
green with flourishing seedlings.
One night, when the sowing was completed, we were all awakened by the
ear-shattering noise of loudhailers directed at us. Startled, thinking there was
some emergency, we got up, but the voices ordered us to lie still and await the
bodoi. They came right up to our beds, pointing their electric torches at those
whose names were on lists they carried. Those inmates were made to gather their
belongings immediately, then were escorted out to the brightly lit yard full of
armed bodoi. Wejust lay there, helplessly listening to the names of friends being
called out, watching them being led away, one after another. The full number,
once assembled, was then marched away into the darkness, their footsteps
fading.
It was not until dawn that we were able to find out who had been snatched

away: a former teacher of the famous Chu Van An school; Le Dinh Dieu, a
former official of the Ministry of Communications; and former security agents,
military policemen, and persons who had worked in the propaganda apparatus
of the former regime—altogether, about forty men. When the morning roll was
called and assignments were given out, the study monitors remarked, "You
should be glad that you were not among those taken away earlier!"
What was happening now began to confuse me. On the one hand, if we were
regarded as being of the same ilk as the new inmates, we would be "ultrareactionaries"; on the other, compared with those taken away that night we, the
remaining men in this camp, were "progressive elements."
Visitors kept turning up regularly. I managed to keep in touch with my wife
and was able to receive some food from her. The most frequent visitor was
Chieu's wife; she managed to come at least severaltimes a month. When she was
prevented by the regulations, she would ask someone to bring her husband
supplies on her behalf. She acted as my courier, helping bring in things for me
many times. My wife kept repeating in her letters that "you will soon be free,"
but what I mainly wanted to know was how my loved ones were coping with the
harsh realities of life. As for hopeful news concerning my fate, maybe she had
been cheated in her efforts to secure my release or she was deliberately cooking
up news to boost my morale, I thought.
It rained more and more. In some places bushy rice plants grew as high as
thirty centimeters. But many of their leaves turned yellowish, an indication of
insect infestation.
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At the end of Augustpreparations weremadeto celebrate the declaration in

1945 ofthe establishment ofthe Democratic Republic ofVietnam on September
2.The festivities lasted two days. Athousand plus inmates were given two pigs
and additional rice, and we were given thegreen light to entertain ourselves as

we wished in the evening. Together with the former singer from the Da Nang
Broadcasting Authority, we sang melodies from the good old days. Among us
satmany bodoi, who clearly enjoyed thesentimental songs. We were allowed to
stayup late, and with the festive mood of the guards and the rest of thebodoi,

some inmates of subcamp B managed to sneak in. They were surprised at the
bodoi's, easygoing attitude toward inmates inthe main camp. They told usitwas
normal forthebodoi andpolicemen atcamps inBien Hoa, Long TTianh, and Thu
Due to beat up the inmates and insult them at the slightest provocation. The
atmosphere at thosecampswasquitetense, they said, because the inmates there
were not as obedient as we were.

One of them then asked, "Why are you so obedient?"
"Our only wish is to be home with our families and to contribute to the

rebuilding of our country," someone replied. "The war is now over. Every
Vietnamese has a desire torebuild his war-torn country and toenjoy peace. We
allwant to finish ourreeducation assoon aspossible sothatwe canbeback with
ourfamilies. We are tiredof fighting and killing each other."
"Good Lord!" exclaimed a man from subcamp B, shaking his head. "I
never thought you could have been sobrainwashed! Doyou think they will leave
you alone once you have been released? Even if you areout, who canguarantee
that you will be left alone to go about your business? Doyou think we are so
dumb that we would have thrown away a good life inexchange for imprisonment
here byrebelling? No! They wouldn't leave us, and they won't leave you alone.
They tried their best to make our lives miserable. They discriminated not only
against us butalsoourwives, ourchidren, ourparents, ourbrothers andsisters.
Those who were involved with the former regime are now being shunned like
lepers! Once their files have been marked 'elements of the former regime,' it
becomes impossible for them to find a job, to enroll their chidren in higher
schools, to move elsewhere, or even to sell their own houses. At first we tried to

endure, hoping for the best. Now we are left with no choice buttorevolt! Many
have been arrested. Insome places they didallow ourchildren toenroll inhigher
schools, but most of them failed in the examinations."

Someone else pickedup the theme. "As faras weareconcerned, lifeoutside

isnot much different from that inthis camp! There were policemen everywhere.
We were forced to adopt their ways oflife. Some people had to move tojungle
areastobuildNew Economic Zones, which wethinkareessentially reeducation
camps. They give usnofuture! That's why we rebelled and why we will keep on
rebelling as longas we are alive! Especially in this campof ours where we've
been kept on a starvation dietand have to do hard labor for long stretches at a
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time. We're betteroffdeadthan with thislot. You areonly deceiving yourselves

believing obedience will bring about your release. You'll find out the truth. Our
only choice is to fight back."

Seeing that the talk was getting into dangerous territory, some hurriedly
slipped away, and someone else said aloud, "We are supposed to entertain
ourselves tonight, so let's sing some more songs. Try to make the best ofour
time as this is our last nightof celebration."

There was loud applause. "Go on! Let's sing'Intimate Feelings,' 'Farewell,'
and 'Waning Night at BenNgu.'"
The men from subcamp Bstood upthen and leftinhaste asifannoyed atour

festive mood, although there was nothing offensive inthose previously popular
songs. The artificial joy lasted for a while; then the crowd dispersed.
Back under my mosquito net, I listened to the distant sounds of music
intermingled with the general din ofcelebration. Itwas not long before Isaw Hie
coming back.

"There you are!" he said. "I wondered where you were. I've had enough of
allthisentertainment. Allthose sentimental songs only made meremember the

good old days when I used to slip away to Saigon toenjoy myself whenever my
wallet was full. I used togoto nightclubs tolisten tomusic. Now, hearing these
songs again, all I feel is sadness."

All this depressing groaning was getting me down, so I interruped, "Did
you listen to those fellows from subcamp Btalking about life outside?"
The looked surprised, "Did they manage toget here? Security over there is
quite tight; maybe the guards took it easy today. What did they talk about?"
"They told us about the discrimination suffered by families ofthose who
used towork for the former government, about the unbearable life, about revolts
here and there."

"I thought I might hear something different! We've heard stories like that
from the visitors many times before. Yes, we are cornered with our backs tothe
wall. It's bad enough here in thiscamp, but it won't be anybetter once we get
out! It drives me mad to think of that. Sooner or later, we shall have to do

something; we can'tjustsithere waiting for some miracle to happen!"
"What else can we do?"

"I must do something instead ofwaiting! People like you must have thought

about our predicament; perhaps you could come up with something. One
moment of freedom is worth a thousand days in prison! What doyou think? Can
you tell me? Or are you afraid that I'll sell you out?"
"No, I'm not! Well, it's true. I have spent a lotoftime thinking, butI don't
know what to do. I haven't seen any way out. Thosechaps at subcamp B have

come up with a simple philosophy. Their only altemative to living a life
condemned to be nonpersons is to revolt, no matter what happens, even death.

This viewpoint is simplistic, but quite correct in our case as we really have
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become nonpersons in the eyes ofthe communist government. What's the point
ofputting upwithinsults, hardlabor, beatings, oreven outright executions when
it doesn't do us any good?"

"That's enough! It's no good thinking like this," The said. "By now I'm
tiredofthinking. It nearly drove memadonce! I usedto askmyself, 'What's the
point of living like this?' My only regret is that I wasn't killed in the many
battles thatI fought. Or maybe I'm destined to die in prison. Butwhy should
millions of people have the same destiny? And why should they endure
everything in silence?"

Outdoor labor now consisted of two activities: weeding the rice fields and
preparing thelandfortheforthcoming sweet potato crop. Oneday, while hoeing
the ground preparing potato beds, I was called to the command center to do

repairs. Rainwater had blown into the bodoVs huge meeting hall through the
windows, and we were told to cover them with shutters made of bamboo wattle.

Thatdone, wethenmounted at thefront of thehalltwohuge"blackboards" that
wemadefrom wooden planks. No sooner wasthiswork completed thananother
inmate andI were instructed to builda bamboo "triumphal arch" in front of the
hall. This puzzled usastheimportant anniversaries for which anarchway might
have beenbuiltwerenowover. Askingour young guardwhatthe authorities had
in mind, I got a vague answerthat a meeting of Party members in the area was
forthcoming. As we cut some bamboo, it beganto rain, so we ran backto the
hall while the guards headed forthecommand center in theopposite direction.
We saw someone in the distance carrying a bulky pack and heading for the
command center. As he came nearer, we were able to make out a rain-soaked

bodoi carrying a bicycle, all wrapped up, reminding us of a wounded and
bandaged person. As he came closer, we recognized none other than Com
mander Thinh.

"Ah, I see!" said myteammate knowingly. "He mustbe backfromSaigon,
having assembled hisbicycle. Were you with those carrying thebodoi'sluggagt
when we moved to this site?"

"No, I wasn't. I was among those doing the cooking."
"Well, then you didn't havethe fun of witnessing the sight of Thinh's bed
beingaccidentally dropped andthescattering of bicycle partsallovertheplace.
It took several of us to retrieve them. There were enough gears, pedals, spokes,
chains, ballbearings, etc., to assemble severalbicycles! God knows how much
Thinh has collected! He musthave beento Saigon to exchange or sell theparts
for the frame, wheels, and handlebars. Do you know where those parts come
from? They are bribes from the visitors! Do youknow why peoplelike Quach
Dong always got light work assignments? Ask his relatives. I've heard that his
Chinese relatives evengaveThinh's family a house in Cholon. No wonderhe has
been released."
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"I don't see any point in bribing Thinh. He alone had no powerto let Dong
out."

"You're right. Buying off Thinh and his studymonitors wouldonlyensure
safety here. Butif theycouldafford to giveThinha house, thensurelythey could
buyoffhis superiors as well, at a steeperprice, of course. If youevertakea close
look at the study monitors' beds, you will find that they all have hidden
compartments to hold bicycle parts. Those are their favorites."
Having changed clothes and put on a raincoat. Thinh came to see us. He
smiled and told us he had been to Saigon, and he gave us each a Vam Co

cigarette. "Taking advantage of a government trip to Saigon, I managed to
assemble that bicycle," Thinh said with pride. "I had to do it now becausethe
price of bicycles has been doubling since the beginning of this year. Those
bloody merchants are greedy! It took me a hell of a longtime to find the right
foreign frame."

Wejust smiled and feigned admiration at his cleverness.
Thinh then took a long look around the hall. "Bloody hell!" he exclaimed.
"I've told those stupid study monitors to have it done urgently, and now they
forgot it!" We looked at each other.
"We wereonlytoldto put up these shutters;they're allin place. Thearch will
be finished within the day. What else is there to be done?"
"What about the altar?"

"Altar?" We looked at each other in amazement. "There was no mention of
an altar."

"Shit! As soon as you're finished with that arch, put up the altar imme
diately, understand? Hold on, I must fetch somemore hands to speedit up. By
the way, all bodoi will have to study tomorrow; therefore, you two will haveto
come to the kitchen to give a hand, just in case. There won't be much to do,
however. Now, get on with your work! Just bring the bamboo in as it's still
raining outside."

As soon as the rain stopped, weran out to put up the arch, whichdid not take
long. Then we were taken to an open space near our quarters to build the altar.
The choice of its location puzzled me almost as much as the altar itself.
The next day as we got to the command center, we foundout that ourjob was
to run errands for the bodoi who would soon attend an important meeting. We
just sat there in the open-sided kitchen while the bodoi cooks busily went about
cooking rice, soup, and vegetables. They were all neatly dressed in uniforms,
complemented by red badges on their collars.
Suddenly one of them pointed and said, "There he comes!"
A bodoi was approaching the gateway on a bicycle. As he drew near, there
were loud greetings, "Hello, Commander! How are you?"
The commander cheerfully wavedback. Apart from its rider, the bicycle was
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laden with rolls of red and white cloth on the handlebars and on the rear seat.

Therealso was a carefully wrapped bundlehanging besidethe saddlebag.
A cook jokingly told us, "He's our sorcerer."
We looked at him, "Why did you call him a sorcerer? There're no such
things as sacrifices or making offerings to gods in our socialist society."
"There are still such activities—the socialist way. The altar is there. The

offerings arePartyflags, nationalflags, slogans, picturesof UncleHo.Onlyjoss
sticks and food are missing! Ha! ha! No, that's only a joke. Don't tell anyone,
will you? Otherwise I will be reprimanded."
The newly arrived bodoi leaned his bicycle against the wall of the command
center. Thinh rushed out to meet him, eagerly helping unfasten the various

items. The carefullywrapped bundle turned out to containa framed pictureof
Ho Chi Minh, which was then entrusted to political cadre Tu. The cook said
drily, "Only political cadres have the privilege of handling pictures of Uncle
Ho."

The walls of the meetinghall were decorated with flags and slogans except
for the one with the two huge blackboards. We watched as a group of bodoi
carried the newly arrived items into the hall in single file; in the lead was the
newcomer,next came Tu who clung to the precious picture of Ho Chi Minh, and
he was followedby CommanderThinh, who had two flags in his hands, one the
hammerand sickle flag of the Soviet Union and the other the red flag with the
gold star of communist Vietnam. The study monitorscarried sloganspainted on
large sheets of cloth. They all wore an air of importance. They carried the
bannersto the triumphalarch and hung them up, one overthe other. Thetop one
read "Long live the Party!" and the other, "We proudly await the award for
having achievedan outstanding rice harvest." So that was it! In addition to the
meeting, there was going to be a ceremony to accept the coveted award for that
harvest!

Two cooks hurried off in the direction of the stream. After a while, we saw

them coming back proudly showing off several plucked and cleaned chickens.
Obviously this was a big occasion for them.
The cutting up of the chickens and discussion about what dishes to prepare
went on in earnest. There was to be chicken soup, boiled chicken, chicken with
ginger . . .
Suddenly we were aware of the presence of Study Monitor Chuong, who
asked curtly, "What are these two doing in here?"
"They have been assigned here by comrade Thinh," replied a cook,
"though they haven't yet received any instruction."
Chuong went back to the command center but soon returned to bark at us,
"Fetch some brooms to sweep the floorof the hall. Once you have finished, take
your lunch break and then come back for further orders."
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Thehall wasnow fully decorated, ready forthe greatoccasion. At its front,
facing the audience, were hung theflags of theSoviet Union and Vietnam and
between them thepicture of HoChiMinh. Ontheblackboard on therightwas a
listofthenames ofParty members headed byLeVan TuandNguyen Van Thinh,
followed by the names of the study monitors. Theblackboard to the leftborea
"List of Membersof the CommunistYouth League"; this list wasquitelong and

was followed by another list of thosestill trying to become members. Thelatter
names were crammed into the remaining space, which indicated the low status
of their owners.

Wefinished cleaning the floor of the meeting hall and reportedto Chuong,
who told us to take our break. "Don't forget to come back early! When you get
back, just wait in the kitchen."

Backin our quarters, we were surrounded by inmates whose health spared
them work in the fields. They all were eager for news. We told them about the
forthcoming meeting of Party members and the award ceremony, and one man
remarked, "We may receive some meat to celebrate these very important
occasions."Wehada quicklunchofboiledmanioc roots anda longrest. Rnally
we walked slowly back to the command center.
"I onlyfearthatwhen wegetthere, they willstillbe having theirmeal," said
my partner, "and we would be looking on . . . it's ridiculous."
"Ridiculous? It's humiliating for us to look on while they are having a
feast!"

"Walk as slowly as possible. If they are still feasting, maybe we can slip
away."

Fortunately, lunchwasoverwhenwearrived. Weheaded forthekitchen, and
immediately a bodoicalled out, "There you are! Come here." Stripped to the
waist, he wasspreading ashesuponthered-hot embers tokeepthemalive. "Take
this bag of washing powder. There are some dirty bowls and dishes by the
stream. Wash them up and bring them back here for me," he said.
On the way to the stream my partner groaned, "I tried to avoid the
humiliationof watchingthemfeast only to havethe humiliationof washing their
dishes."

"F . . . them! Even mywife didn't ask me to do the washingup, and now we
have to do it for them. What an insult!"

My friend ran to the stream ahead of me. He called back, "We're lucky!
There are only a few dishes and bowls here. Leave them to me!"
"No, we have to share everything, happiness or humiliation."
It wasstandard practice foreachof thebodoi to keepa pairofchopsticks and

a bowl as private possessions. They always washed these themselves so they
could use the same bowl for drinking tea after each meal. This crockery here

apparently was the property of the State.
My friend said, "I wouldn't accept these crude pieces even if they were
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given to me! They must have been made in the North; ugly crockery like this
would never sell here."

"They defeated us partly because they used ugly, simple utensils like this
bloody crockery! Remember, people in the North were used to only the bare
necessities of life so their communist government could pour all its resources
into the war effort. This would not be possible in a democratic country like ours
used to be. Just do some simple arithmetic. It didn't cost much to feed a bodoi;
therefore, they could afford to send lots of them here during the war."
It took us only a few minutes to finish the job. When we got back to the
kitchen the bodoi cook said, "When the water in this pot boils, put some tea in it
and bring it to the command center; put it next to the entrance. Don't forget to
extinguish the fire."
A military voice was heard bellowing, "Hurry, assemble!"
We watched from the kitchen doorway. When all the bodoi had assembled in
the hall, somebody barked, "Attention!" and they all stood up facing the flags
and sang their national anthem. A bodoi stepped forward to read from some list,
but we were too far away to hear properly. There was loud applause and slogans
were shouted now and then as the bodoi read on. The "commander" who had

arrived earlier that morning then addressed the assembly. As the long speech
dragged on, the bodoi in the back rows yawned, talked to each other, or cracked
jokes. Some just stared out the window at the distant jungle.
It seemed an eternity before two bodoi cooks emerged. They headed for the
kitchen, taking off their shirts as they walked. One picked up a long knife from
the wall and said, "You two, follow me." We headed for the pigsty.
Four pigs were inside, two big ones of about sixty kilograms each and two

smallerones weighingabout ten kiloseach. Theyrushedforward, eager fortheir
meal. "We've got to kill the biggest for the feast today," said one bodoi. "The
second biggest will be for the inmates tomorrow. The two remaining ones are
also big enough to be slaughtered for meat. They eat too much rice and refuse to
touch anything else. If I force them to give up rice, they will certainly lose weight
quickly. My only choice is to get rid of the whole lot now, but it won't sit well
with the logistics fellows, who insist that these two pigs be kept until the New
Year. But it costs more to feed them than they're worth."
His comrade smiled, "There are many ways to talk them into killing these
two."

"Try it if you think you can persuade them. I tried once before only to be told
that I still had a bourgeois tendency to want fancy foods."
"That's ridiculous! Why can't you explain to them that it is too costly to feed
pigs on rice when even humans don't have enough of it."
"I did explain to them, but they wouldn't accept it. If you think you can, try
it."

"I won't have to do any talking! I've got a little trick that will do the job."
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"Ah, you want to beat them to death, don't you? That won't work, I tell you!
The bruises will show when you shave off the hair."
"I won't have to resort to that crude method. I've got a nice little trick that
won't leave any telltale signs. Do you want me to try it?"
"I do! Quite agreed! You two keep your mouths shut, will you? You can only
have your shares if the whole lot is slaughtered at once."
"Of course we will. Let's see your little trick," we said.
The bodoi fetched a length of bamboo about two feet long. Using the big
knife,he split one end of the stick, leavingthe knife stuck there.Thenhe told me
to follow him. We got to a heap of logs that had been lying there for some time,
and taking a few steps back, he ordered, "Push back this log for me!"
We rolled it back, revealing nothing special. I thought he was looking for
poisonousmushrooms. As we rolled back the third log, the bodoi nimblyrushed
to a spot and pointed the bamboo stick down at a black scorpion as big as a
thumb. He twisted the knife to enlarge the gap at the split end of the stick, put the
scorpionbetween the split ends, and pulled out the knife,clamping the scorpion
tight. He ran back to the pigsty and planted the stick firmly in the ground. The
big insect struggled violently but was held fast by the bamboo. The cook went
back to the kitchen and returned with rice for the pigs.
The animals happily rushed forward, pushing each other to get at their meal.
As they greedily dug their snouts into the rice, the bodoi pulled up the deadly
stick, went to the pigs, and placed the scorpion's tail at the ear of one of the
smaller pigs. The poisonous sting plunged deep into the poor animal's flesh. It
squealed shrilly in pain but kept on eating. Beforelong, the pig slumped down,
groaning. The second small pig met the same fate. The sight of them groaning in
great pain was unbearable. The two cooks then jumped into the pigsty and
tackled the bigger animal, expertly trussing up its hind legs first, then pinning
its head down and tying up the front legs. We passed a bamboo pole through the
tied legs and carried the pig to the stream for cleaning. Wewere told to stayaway
while it was being slaughtered.
When we came back to the kitchen, the pig's carcass was lying on the floor,
having been soaked in boiling water that had now accumulated in a pool nearby.
We were told to carry the carcass to the stream to help shaveand disembowel it.
This was the first time I had to do this kind of work. The bodoi kept a close
watch, directing us how to go about the job. It was relatively easy to cut up the
carcass, but quite tricky to prepare the entrails and variousorgans as they had to
be properly cleaned and salted. It took us the whole afternoonto finishthe job.
When we brought the cut-up meat back to the kitchen, we were each given a
piece of intestine.
My friend asked the cook, "Could I have some rice to cook the intestines
with? These would be best cooked with rice to make a porridge."
The cook hesitated, then seeing that there was still plenty of rice left in the
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pot, he scooped up a bowlful for the man, who hurriedly took off his shirt and
used it to wrap up the rice. Seeing me standing off a bit, the cook asked, "You
there,don't you wantsomerice too?" I also tookoff myshirt to hold the rice as I
had no bag or bowl.
That night we had our first rice porridgewith intestines. However, it tasted
awful without the necessary spices, and we were very disappointed.

The next day we were ordered to assemble in the yard in front of the
command center. By nowI realized whythe altarhad beenerectedin the open:
We all were going to gather before it. The detainees were assembled in three
separate groups; we were in the middle between subcamps A and B. We were
told to stand up facing the flag and keep quiet. When all was ready, a study
monitor turned to the "commander" who had arrived the previousday and said
"Permission to report. Commander. Assembling of all inmates completed."
The "commander" stepped forward, heading forthe altar. "Tell them to sit
down."

The study monitor shouted, "All inmates, sit down."
We sat on our sandals or just squatted. Thinh, smartly dressed in a crisp
uniform and wearing red badges on his collar, stepped forward. He produced a
text, cleared his throat, and started reading. He praised us as progressive
elements who were so conscientious that "they stayed up late at night to plan
work for tomorrow," so dedicated that "they kept on working in spite of their
illnesses," so dedicated that "they put forward brilliant ideas for increasing
productivity."

Allthistookus bysurprise; wedidnotexpect thisrapidchange ofheartfrom
Thinh. Atonepoint, helosthisvoice from having readsoloud. Even thevisiting
commander could not hold back his chuckles, although he quickly covered this

up by applauding. The spectacle was so amusing to the inmates that many of
themcouldnot helpbursting into laughter, thenloudapplause. Determined not
to be less enthusiastic than the inmates in showing appreciation for Thinh, the

bodoi provided even louder applause. It went onfor a while until Thinh realized
that we were making fun of the whole affair. He sternly barked, "Stop! That's
quite enough."

He wenton to praiseour exceptional performance in achieving the highest
yieldofricein thewhole province, leading to today's award. Then heurged us to
shout slogans glorifying the Party. Theless thanenthusiastic response from the
bored inmates infuriated the bodoi, who shouted "Louder, louder!"

At the end of the ceremony, a study monitor handed the visiting "com
mander" a smallembroidered flag, andhe in turnpassedit toThinh, whoplaced
it on the altar next to the picture of Ho Chi Minh.
The "commander" then urged us to keep on strivingfor more outstanding
achievements to ensure our early release, adding, "Many of those who have
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been released early, as a result of our government's lenient policy are now
showing their gratitude by exposing enemy agents planted by the American
imperialists and by moving to the New Economic Zones to till iht land to make
our country rich. I know that quite a few of you will soon be released."
Unlike earlier times, the now-experienced inmates refused to applaudat the
mention of imminent release. The only good news so far was the announcement
that we would be spared labor in the afternoon to celebrate the award and the
Party meeting. I wasthen "mobilized" to help with the preparationof lunch for
the bodoi.As predictedby thatresourceful cook, all fourpigs wereslaughtered.
As I wasshavingthe carcass of thebig one, thecooktold methat his bossthought
the twosmaller pigs were sick "because theymissedtheir biggercompanions,"
and he roared with laughter.
As the pig had to feed more than a thousand inmates, we ended up having
only a tiny morseleach. Still, the distribution was doneby drawing lots again,
and no one complained about his share. Some inmates collected individual
shares and converted them into a "big prize" to be wonby drawing lots again,
this waymaking it more worthwhile to cook the pork. Each of us also received a
bowlof rice and somedried bambooshootsthatweourselves had gatheredat Bu
Gia Map. We had a nice dinner that day,partly because of the extra food received
and partly becauseof food brought in by our visitors or bought from the young
vendors.

Early one moming a few days after the celebration of our award, we were
rolling up our mosquito nets and were about to go out to the latrines when four

bodoistrodein andordered, "Go backto yourplaces, anddon't put yourfeeton
the floor!"

They approached us and started reading our name tags stuck on the walls
above our beds, comparing them to a list one of them carried. I was first on the
list. A bodoi pointed at me, "You there, hand me your bags."
Althoughstunned, my firstthought was that they weresearchingfor hidden
cash. He briskly went through mybags, then left. I was the only person searched
in our house.Thereweresurprisedlooksall around, and Thewhispered, "That's
strange! Why did they search only you?"
As soon as the bodoi were out of sight, we rushed out to check with others.
About twelve inmates had been searched like me. I was sure that some mole had

reported on me, although I could not think what I had done wrong. Back from
work that evening, we learned from the inmate cooks that all inmates of
subcamp B had been thoroughly searched during the day.
"The bodoi not only went through their luggage," said one man, "but also
their beds and around their huts; they even searched the surrounding bamboo
forest." But we heard nothing more.

The next day I worked hard—I was back in the fields again—and after the
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evening meal I went outto thelatrines. As I was urinating, I suddenly feltdizzy
andcriedout forhelp. Othersnearbyrushedtoward me andhelpedmegetinside
to my bed. Some saidI wasstruck by a "harmful wind." Thewas going through
his bags for an ointment, a popular and readily available treatment for chills,
fainting spells, and other ailments.

Suddenly The exclaimed, "My God! Where's all this blood coming from?
Are you injured?"

Although half-conscious, I could hear him clearly. I touched my body and
felt it was wet. My friends gathered around me trying to find the source of the
blood. Then inmate doctorTran NgocKhue arrived. He quicklydiscovered that
I was passing blood, not water. He toldme to try to urinate into a jar, and as I
stood to try to do so, I felt so dizzy that I could not stand up any more.
"Stop!Take it easy." Khue ordered. "Thisis really fresh blood. You must be
hemorrhaging."

I feltbetterafterlyingdownfora while, andKhueaskedmewhatI haddone
during theday—what I hadeaten, whether I had fallen, stumbled, whether I had
been beaten. The answerto all these questionswas no, so Khuejust advised me
to lie stilland said, "I can't tell whyyouarebleeding; I don't have theequipment

to examine you. And I don't have any of the right drugs here, so my only
treatment is pressing a bottle of cold water on your back, against the kidneys,
and thenwaitto see whathappens. If youwant to urinate, just lie down andask
somebody to holda tin foryou, just as you did when you hurtyour back. If you
need me, ask somebody to fetch me. I'll be sleeping in the clinic."
The menhungaround fora while, thenThelowered my mosquito netforme,
and everyone went off to bed.

I woke up early the nextmorning feeling an urge to urinate. I asked Theto
hold the tin; the dizziness seemed to be gone. Dr. Khue examined the fresh

specimen andsaidthere was stillsome blood in my urine, "but it's notasmuch
as in last night's specimen, which was really bad," he added.
I was spared work that day. At noon The came back from the forge. He
whispered, "Do you know whyyou weresearched the otherday? Do you know

why they concentrated theirefforts at subcamp B, what they were looking for?
That little flag on the altar, the one given to the bodoi as an award, has been
stolen! That's why there was such a frantic search. You were among the many
suspects! Hungalsotold methatsomeone even daredsmear UncleHo's picture
with excrement!"

I could not help laughing at this, although I was frightened by The's
disclosure. "Why should they suspect me?" I asked. "I'm not the reckless
type."

"Hung told me that the bodoireally had thoseguys at subcamp B in mind.
But the guards saidthat they had seensomeshadows moving from our quarters
to the command center; in other words, someone must have passed the altar. The
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bodoiall claimedthatnoneof themwentto ourquarters thatnightandthatnone
of themhad any inmatecometo themfor anyreason. Therefore, they suspected
some of us, including you."
Later I got up to go to the latrine. As I passed the clinic. Dr. Khue ran out to

ask, "Where are yougoing?Tothe latrines?Why not use the patients' latrines;
they are not as smelly."

The main purpose of separate latrines for the patients was to help contain
contagious diseases, and they were located on a spot not far from the clinic. I
took a good look at them since I had never been allowed to use them before.
Theselatrineswereactually individual boothsseparated by bamboowattles and
were situated on top of a long pit. There was a heap of ash next to themused to
coverup the excrement right afterthe user had finished. As expected, the place
wasrelatively clean. As I wasaboutto sit down,a brightredcolordown the hole
caughtmyeye. I jumped and rushedout, instinctively thinking it wassomekind

of poisonous snake. I wentbackfor a closer look and my heartskipped a beat.
Downthere in the pit was the missing flag that had prompted all the searches!
My first thought was to run away immediately to avoid any possible risk of
"being caughtred-handed throwing down the flag." However, I thought better
of it as this might amount to an acknowledgment of the crime on my part. I
scooped up someash and threw it down the pit, trying to cover the flag. Aftera
few attempts, thedamned thing was stillclearly visible; it hadsomehow clung to
the wall of the pit midwaydown. It was too far for me to reach, so I threw more
and more ash on the flag, but it was still partly visible. I finally sat down to do
whatI had come there for. Dr. Khue then appeared, asking why it took me so
long, whether I was constipated.
I changed thesubject. "Thankyou very much fortreating me. What a simple
and yet effective remedy. I feel much better now."
"It's a sham treatment," Khue laughed. "It should have been ice instead of

water. Besides it wasn't enough. It was just an emergency treatment. Your
condition may have been prompted by strain at work, kidney stones, or
something else. I just can't tell exactly as I don't have the facilities or X-ray
equipment to find out. Although yoursymptoms are clearing up on theirown, I
still don't understand it. That's why I was waiting for you, to ask about the
condition of yourstools;you weregone so long. ThenI forgot because I wasso
busy looking after other patients."

Themore hetalked, themore worried I became. I mustfind a way tostophim
wondering about this. What would happento me if the flag is found?
Finally I decidedto confide in him. "Do youknowwhyI stayed so long at
the latrines? I'll tell youthe truth because I trust youare a conscientiousman, not
one of those disgusting informers."
I told him the whole story, from the moment The disclosed the loss of that
flag—even the part about Ho Chi Minh's picture being smeared with excre-
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ment—to the momentI sawthe flagdownin the hole and tried to coverit up with
ash. The more Khue heard, the paler he became. At last he said hesitantly, "Do
you know that I was also searched this morning?Even the clinic was searched.
You know they hate me very much, partly because I am so popular with the
inmates. Ican'thelp that becauselamadoctor, Ihave to treatpatients. However,
the main reason is that I was once reported by Bui Quoc Khanh as intending to

escape. Evenwhen we moved to Bu Gia Map, the bastard didn't stopreporting
on me!Therefore, out of the many doctorsregistered, I am nowthe onlyone left
here. Andevery timetheinmates aresuspected ofsomething, they automatically
think of me first. What can I do? Forget about this! Don't ever mention it to
anyone else. Let time take its course."

Hethenhurried off,apparently forgetting totellmehowto lookaftermyself.
Aftera few moredaysof rest, I askedforsomelightwork. I wasincluded in
thegroup weeding thefields nearest to thecamp. Oneday my teamwas toldto go
to a field "where the rice crop is not very healthy," in the words of the study
monitor. Asweapproached it, wesaw swarms ofbrown insects clustering onthe
rice plants, bending them down with their weight. Our team leader, a former
agricultural specialist, told us, "Theseare brown beetles. Many fields outside
are being ravaged by them."

"Why are they here? Weare so far from the infested fields!"
"Well, they used to be contained in the forests in small numbers because
theirfood supply was scarce. As rice fields areplanted nearer andnearer to the
jungle, weprovide a moreaccessible food supply, andthebeetles multiply fast. I
was toldby my relatives when they last visited methatthere were outbreaks of
brown beetleplague in nearby areas as a result of careless destruction offorests
plus the mindless cultivation of food crops near thejungle without any use of
insecticides. Burning down a forest and then growing a rice crop on the land
withoutusinginsecticides is likelaying down a redcarpetforthedamned insects
into the rice fields."

Wewere amazed. I asked why the authorities had not taken any precautions
in the first place.

"Maybe someone knew about this but didn't dare to make it known," the
teamleader replied, "for fear of reprimands or evendenunciation as a reaction
ary. The Party and the Revolution always have been known to be infallible!"
As I had felt weakersince the day I urinated blood, I askedfor permissionto
have my family visitand bringme some medicine. Thepermission was granted
since my wife had not visited since we moved here.
A few daysafterI wroteto mywife, a bodoi wasstopped onthe way to Minh
Hung and robbed of his brand new bicycle that had been given to him by
relatives in Saigon. A bicyclewas a prizedpossession fora bodoi, andhemadea
greatfuss at the camp, having runall the way backaftertherobbery. Luckily for
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him, a truck was about to depart for Saigon, and it was immediately requisi
tioned by a group of bodoi, armed to the teeth, who set out to catch the thieves.
The local people knew very well where robberies were most likely to take
place, and with their help it did not take the bodoi long to catch up with the
fleeing culprits. They turned out to be none other than those "progressive"
Voluntary Youths from Thai Binh in the North. The incident reinforced our
worriesthat these young men might havebeen responsiblefor earlier robberies
involving our visitors.
Tendayslater,I came back fromworkand wastoldthat mywifehad arrived.

I was granted two hours visiting time. After making sure that I was neatly
dressed, the guardallowed me out. There shewas in the visitors' room together
with several other women. She could not help crying at the sight of me, and I
couldnot hold back a steadyflow of questions abouther and our daughter, who
stayed at home this time. My wife and the other women had come in a large
groupwith two hired escorts. They had stayed overnightin PhuocBinh and then
taken a local bus to Minh Hung. From there they had walked for miles to our
camp, and my wife's feet were swollen and sore.

Whenshe finally got over her initial emotion, mywifegave me news of our

family. My brother was worse off than before. He had a hard time feeding his
largefamily, and they hadmade several aborted attempts to escape thecountry
byboat. Fortunately, they hadnever beencaught; theplans had fallen through for
other reasons. As for her efforts to get back my freedom, she insisted she had
contacted the right persons, claimed by my brother and others to be influential.

She kept on saying that I would soon be free. Faced withher optimism, I held
back the bad news that I was among those "blacklisted"; this was evident from

the two hours of visiting timeI was given compared to a whole day forothers.
My wife confirmedeverything I had learned from others about life outside,

with one exception. "It seems to me everyone is planning escape from the
country nowadays!" she said. "Some have made it to other countries, some

never heardfromagain. Butthey keep fleeing in spiteofcaptures. Somefamilies
have been detained for months; as soon as they are released, they try to escape
again! Some have been captured several times. It seems unstoppable."
As darkness fell, a study monitor came and ordered those of us with two

hours visiting timeto go back to our quarters.I took the twolargebundles that
my wife had brought for me, said good-bye to her, and hurried off. Looking
around, I did not seeanyone else leaving. I hadto stopseveral times onthe way
backto catchmybreath; even these bundles proved toomuch formy weak body.
At the entrance to my barracks, I was stopped and the bundles searched beforeI
was allowed to go in. Fortunately, the search was not very thorough.
I gotup earlythenextmorning, having sleptlittle.It mademe angryto think

of all those female visitors staying together in a cramped room just to protect
themselves from molesting bodoi. I ran to the visitors' quarters without asking
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permission as the study monitors were still asleep. WhenI got there, my wife's
companions wereaboutto leave in a bus waiting nearby. I askedherto leave with
them for her own safety.

At first I had thought of telling her of my plans for her to manage her own
life, separating herselffrom my fate. But I did not do it. Whether I would have
done so had I been given more visiting time, I do not know.
Now as they calledoutto eachother, preparing to leave, I hurriedly toldher,
"Take care. Look after our little daughter. Don't hesitate if an opportunity
comes along! I can take care of myself."
She held my hand tightly. "Don't do anything foolish! I am sure we can
manage to get you out soon. There's no need to try to escape."
"Comeon!" the other womencalled out as theyboarded the bus. "You'llsee

him again next month, right?" I helped herget on the bus and then ran back
toward our quarters as I could not bear the sad parting.
The meeting with my wife only made me more acutely aware of my
helplessness. Mymorale sankasthedays passed. In thepacks shebrought were
about five kilosof assorted drugs, vitamin tablets, tonics, and food. As usual,

the perishable items were handed out to friends. Thanks to a daily intake of
additional nourishment and vitamins, I gradually got stronger. But my mental

statedidnotfare anybetter; I became more andmore worried as instinct toldme
that what was about to happen to me would not be good.

As if things were notbad enough, I began having some sortof fever. One
night shortly after my wife left, I slept only fitfully, andas dawn neared, I felt
someone shaking me and I heard my name. Then the beam of an elecric torch
pointed directly at my face and a voice ordered, "Mr. Tran Tri Vu, getup and
carry your baggage to the command center right away!"
"Now, this is it!" I said to myself. My throatwas dry. The order—when it
came—was withoutwarning. I triedto staycool, but I couldnotstoptrembling.
The and someothersalso gotup.I hurriedly rolledup mymosquito net and went
about collecting various items.

Thepleaded with thebodoi, "This manis illnow. Please let mehelp himso
that you won't have to wait so long."
"All right. Hurry up! Leave all bulky items behind. Our orders clearly say
that each inmate may carry only one piece of luggage."

The whispered to me, "Put on all your clothes. Only carry medicine and
food."

"No, I want to leave behind all the food so that I can carry more clothes.
What if they move me to the North?"
"I think you'd bettercarryall the food youcan withyouandput on as many

warm clothes as possible. You'll need the food more than the clothes on your
journey."
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"Shut up! You haveonly fivemore minutesto pack!" the bodoishouted. "If
you drag on, you will have to leave empty-handed."

I hurriedly searched for mysandals. As I followed the bodoito the doorway,
voices called after me, "Good-bye!" "All the best!" "Take care!" "Good
luck!"

I felta lumpin mythroat. It wassad having to part fromthosewhohadbeen
sharing hardship and suffering with me up to now.
I regained my self-control and briskly followed the bodoi to the command
center. There in the meeting hall about ten worried inmates stood beside their
bags.
Thinh barked, "How many more are there to come?"
"About twenty," a bodoi answered.
It took them a whileto assemble the designatednumber. Whendawnbroke,

Thinh ordered us out to the main yard. Then he said, "According to our
superiors' orders, you are going to be transferred to another camp. First we are
going toexamine your bags to make surethey donotcontain prohibited items of
metal and glass. Now, hand them over."

By now, I noted that the majority of us had at least two bagseach. As the
search progressed. The rushed toward me from nowhere and handed mea bag
full of instant noodles.

Thinh shouted angrily, "The! Who gave you permission to come here?"
"Commander, I am willing to accept all responsibility forthis action. ButI
have to help Mr. Vu; he's ill! These noodles belong to him, but he left them
behind by mistake."

"All right! Leave them here! Getback to your quarters right away; you will
have tostartwork soon. There will beplenty offood for these people attheir new
camp."

The hesitated, looking sadly at me. "All the best. Probably we shall never
meet again."

I just shook hishandwithout saying a word. Then weparted. Hehadbecome
my best friend, this peasant boy from Central Vietnam.

Suddenly, there was a shout. "I've already told you! All metal articles are
prohibited!"

A middle-aged inmate pleaded. "Please let me keep it. This is my rice
bowl."

Thinh snatched the aluminum bowl, raised it up, and threw it away. The
inmate ran to pick it up. Thinh ranafter him, caught up with him, and angrily
raised his hand to hit him, but the man ducked. Thinh then snatched the bowl

from him, threw it down, and quickly crushed it with his heel.
"Oh, my God!" cried the man.

I knew thatthebowl was hischerished souvenir, onethathehadmeticulously
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beateninto the shape of a bowlfrom a piece of aluminum that he hadfound at
Xuan Log.

The other inmates consoled him. "Forget it! We've left behind more
valuable belongings than this bowl! Why are you being so ridiculous?"
Thegray-haired manjust stoodtherecrying. Thecup,it wasclear to all, had

far greater meaning than its value would suggest. The atmosphere turned very
tense.

Thinh angrily raised his voice. "Don't ask me why you are being trans
ferred! I am sureyou all know why! Just askyourselves and think of what you
have been doing so far. Before you leave, someone from Logistics will settle
pending matters with you."
A bodoi then stepped forward. "Some of you have entrusted some cash to
us," he said. "Now I am going to hand it over to the escort, who will in turn

hand it overto theauthority at your new camp. Now, wein thiscamp nolonger
have anything to do with you. Do you have anything to ask?"
Faced withsullensilence, he hastened to conclude, "Well, in thatcase, sign
here."

We set out in the direction of regimental headquarters, escorted by a group
of armedbodoi. Looking back, we sawa large crowdof inmates on the hillside
staring at us, some waving. We walked silently on, without looking at them
again or even waving back.
Fivetrucks werewaiting whenwe got to the headquarters. Somewerefilled
with men, probably inmates transferred from other camps. We were made to
boardin some prearranged order. Thenthe trucks were covered withtarpaulin;
in each one the inmates were accompanied by two guards sitting at the back
facing us.

We worriedabout our fate, but momentarily we were more annoyed by the
tarpaulin that prevented us fromlooking out. Beyond anydoubt, bad thingswere
awaiting us, for we knew this transfer was a punishment.

Chapter 7

Camp Six: Ham Tan

It was Still raining hard when our truck, rocking from side to side, came
slowly to a stop. A neonlightfiltering in meantthatthe bodoi planneda rest stop
in an inhabited area. The two bodoi sitting at the rear of the truck took their time

raising the tarpaulin. As they jumped down from the vehicle, a voice outside
said, "Detainees are requested to remain seated in the trucks. Is that under
stood?"

Sitting near the rear of the vehicle, I was able to raise a comer of the
tarpaulin slightly to risk a furtive lookoutside. I saw a camp surrounded by a
barbed-wire fence, behind which was another fence made of small logs about

two meters high. The perimeterwas brightlylighted by neon lights. Suddenly
therewasthe soundof peoplesplashing through the water. A bodoi, wrapped in
a plastic sheet,madehis way toward us followed by five mencladindarkgray ba
fea.i He gave us his instructions.
"Everyone, listen carefully. Hand your belongings down to these trat tu
vien,^ who will bring them into the camp for you. Then get down and follow
them. You must absolutely obey the trat tu vien. Is that clear?"
The rain-soaked trat tu vien silently took our bags and carried them through

a fairly large gate. Weclimbed down and followed them into the camp, noting
that it containedhouses as large as the barracks we had built at Bu Gia Map and
Bu Loicamps,buttallerand withsecuredoors madeof wattle. Wewerebrought
to a meetinghall. In a lowvoice, I askedthe trat tu vienaheadof me,"Could you
tell me where I can relieve myself?"
The man stopped short, stared stemly at me, then loudly retorted, "Who

gaveyou permission to talk to me? Haveyouasked the cadre? Cadre, this man
tried to talk to me without permission."
I wasastounded. This person who I had assumedwasa patheticprisonerlike
me, who had to walk rain-soaked on bare feet, who took orders from the bodoi
like a servant, turned out to be an arrogant inmate, who did not hesitate to report

on us. This signaled a completelydifferent way of life ahead.
The cadre said loudly, "I repeat for the last time. In this camp every inmate
•A suit of pajamaliketrousers and jacket wornby both sexes in the South.
^Detainees appointed by the bodoi to maintaindiscipline;equivalentto trustees.
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must get permission to do anything. No one can do anything without permis
sion, including talking or asking questions of each other. Is that clear?"
"Quite clear!"

Whenweall gotinsidethehall, the trat tu vienpositioned themselves around
as if guarding us. A bodoi in a yellowish uniform said, "You new inmates,
collectyour luggage and forma line on the left. The trat tu vienwill show you
yoursleepingplatforms forthe night. You willbe assigned to a grouptomorrow.
Remember that discipline must be adhered to. All infractions of rules will be
dealt with severely. Is that clear?"
"Quite clear!"
Looking around, I saw stunned disbelief on the faces of the "new inmates";
our eyes told each other that life here would be unbearable!
A trat tu vien stepped up and said, "Follow me; bring your luggage."
The rain was abating as we were led to a large room half-filled with people

about to sleep with their mosquito nets already hung up. As in the previous
camp, there were sleeping platforms along either side of the aisle. But here an
upper deck of bunks had been added, making the room more crowded. It could
accommodate about two hundred inmates. The occupants sat quietly inside their
mosquito nets staring curiously at us. I was assigned a place on a lowerplatform
at the end of the room. The bed assignments completed, the trat tu vien
introduced a man standing next to him.
"This is Ngu, your room leader, the only person here you can talk to. Ngu,
show these newcomers where to relieve themselves! They are here only
temporarily. They will be assigned to groups tomorrow."
The trat tu vien walked out the only door of the room, closed it, and bolted it
from outside. In the bright light of an electric bulb, we saw a big blackboard near
the door. Across the top, written in big clear letters were the words, "Rules of
Thu Due Detention Center." The rest of the board was covered with the "rules

the prisoners should comply with." So, we definitely were in a prison! But Thu
Due prison? I wondered if we were near Saigon. I indicated the blackboard to
the man next to me; he nodded his head as if to say, "We are now true prisoners
in a real prison!"
A loud voice was heard. "My name is Ngu. I welcome you on behalf of all
of us in this room. I would like to emphasize that the toilet in the next room must
be kept absolutely hygienic! Those who foul it must clean it. It's the duty of
those sleeping near the toilet to keep an eye on those using it. Any unsanitary
condition must be reported to the authorities right awayto find out who fouled it.
Decency requires you to ensure that those who sleep near the toilet do not
suffer."

Having put my belongings away at the head of my bunk, I climbed down to
go to the toilet, joining a queue of the new inmates. I thought how even
something so ordinary as carrying out bodily functions had been deliberately
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raised to a ridiculous level of importance. Standing near the end of the queue, I
looked inside the room, searching for a familiar face among those silently
observing us from under their mosquito nets. So far they had offered no
greeting. I whisperedto the man in front of me, "These guys sure knowhow to
follow the rules."

He turned to me. "What a horrible place!" he said.

Suddenly someone spoke from under a mosquito net. "You are talking to
each other while waiting to pee!"
We were startled as if caught red-handed in a serious crime. From the
mosquito net a head emerged, followed by a hand that gaveus a mock salute. A
youngface broke into a broad smile. "Only joking," he said. "Go on talking."
Not knowing what to reply, we kept our moutiisshut. Fresh from the initial
shock of being reported on by the trat tu vien, I was not going to take chances
with someone I knew nothing about.
The toilet was unlike anything I had seen before. The urinal was a concrete
trough with drainage holes at the bottom, and the stool—of primitive Western
design—was a wooden container with a precariously small seat.
Having prepared my bunk, I was about to open my bag to get some noodles
when the door opened and a trat tu vien walked in, followed by two inmates
carrying a steaming basketful of something covered by a sheet of plastic. The
trat tu vien called out, "This is dinner for the newly arrived inmates. Come get
it, starting with those near the doorway."
Tins and bowls of all sizes were proffered by the eager inmates. Weeach got
a bowl of cooked grain called bobo (sorghum), which I had never seen before,
and a tinful of boiled water. I devoured the bobo in a few minutes and then

softened the dried noodles in the hot water and ate them. In spite of the mood this
place put me in, I felt somewhat consoled by a full stomach.
The brightly lit room seemed unusually quiet for a place occupied by some
two hundred people. The aroma of good coffee waftedin from somewhere. I sat
on mybunk lookingaround. On the oppositeside of the roomsilent figures were
gathered inside a mosquito net, apparently eating something together. They
proceeded without saying a word. Several other groups were doing the same.
Suddenly, they all quietly went to their sleeping places and laid down as if on
cue. I followed suit. Footsteps were heard outside, lightly at first, then very
clearly. I lay quietly until sleep came.

I awoke feeling better, my fever gone. Crowing cocks greeting the sunrise
were heard from outside. The other occupants of the room were already up,

holdingtins and toothbrushes, waiting to be let out. One of themaskedme with
a friendly smile, "Where did you come from? Why did you arrive so late?"
One of the newcomers responded, "Are we allowed to communicate with
you? Didn't you make fun of us newcomers?"
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"It doesn't do any harm to joke once in a while, does it?" the other fellow
repliedwitha smile. "So longaswekeepquietin front of thetrot tu vien. In this
camp they are as powerful as ourfathers. The cadres areourgrandfathers! Just
pay carefiil attention to them and you'll be safe."

Then the conversation stopped short, as did the talking among the other
inmates. Themoming atmosphere was heavy withtheunnatural silence. At the
soundof a gongoutside, the old inmatesput theirfeeton the floor in unison. We
new ones looked on in amazement. Then came theclicking sound of padlocks

and the door was opened. Early moming sunlight flooded in.The electric lights
went out,onebyone, leaving theroom in near darkness incontrast to the bright
doorway. We gave way to the "oldinmates" asthey filed out. Outside, everyone
quickly formed into lines and squatted onthe ground awaiting moming roll call.
Chatter suddenly stopped as the men saw the approaching figures, a cadre in
yellowish uniform and a trat tu vien. The cadre took a position facing us,
counted us, then consulted a notebook several times before asking the room
leaderin puzzlement, "Why are there so many people?"
"Sir, some were brought in from another camp last night."
The cadre instructed us to form into two groups of old and newly arrived
inmates. Hethen recounted usarid entered the numbers inhis notebook. Atlong
last he barked, "Now exercise!"

The room leaderstood asideandstartedtheexercises, shouting, "One,two,
three, four. One, two, three, four."

The cadre looked on critically for a while, then headed for another group.
When hewas outof sight,theroom leadershouted, "Everybody!" Towhich the
"old" inmates joyfully replied, "Strong!"
Then they all raced off in the same direction. Curious, I followed and found

them scrambling to get thebestplace in linefor thetoilet! Two irunates brought
out the wooden container full of excrement. The stench was unbearable.

Moments later an empty container was brought in.

After my tum at the toilet, I ran back to the room just in time to get my
breakfast of boiled grain and hot water. A trat tu vien then came to assembleus

in the main yard, andas we were led to it wediscovered thatto therightof the
mainentranceto ourcompound wasan areaforfemale prisoners. Women were
filing outof thecamp, followed by a couple of female cadres wearing thesame
yellowish uniforms.

Thecampwasgenerally laidout in rowsof bungalows parallel to eachother,
the whole place surrounded by white sand lending an air of cleanliness. Each
bungalow was enclosed by a fence made of small treetrunks topped with three
strands of barbed wire. The compound reminded me of a giant chessboard.
Footpaths were bounded by barbed wire, forming an intricate mazelike pattern.
I later learned that this elaborate construction was to prevent occupants from
communicating between buildings.
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We were now ledingroups of fifty intothemeeting hall where we registered
and got paper and pens toagain record ourpersonal histories. We were sent back
outside, and I sat by the fence writing; it was very hot in the sun. An inmate
sweeping theyard drifted toward me. When hewas quite close, hesaid in a low
voice, "You are going to be thoroughly searched. If you have any cash, hide it
now."

He then hurried off. QuicklyI fished out my banknotes, cast a furtive look
around, saw no one watching, and stuck the precious bundle into a hollow

bamboo stem thatwas partof thefence. I was confident thatthisopen spotwould
never be suspected as a hiding place. I tried to warn others of an imminent
search,but it wastoolate,forit wasnowour group'sturnto submitthe personal
histories.

Wewereordered to getour luggage andform intolineswitheachman'sbags
placed neatlytohisright. When theformation was satisfactory to thetrat tuvien,
he went off and returned in a moment with a cadre of apparently high rank.
"Attention!" he barked. "Cadre, all inmates now assembled."

The cadre wore a neat, starched uniform, a rarity among the bodoi. His

complexion was unusually darkfor a Vietnamese. Hestepped forward and said,
"Welcome to this camp. From now on you are under the jurisdiction of the
police."

Now I realized that the unusual yellowishuniformwas that of the police,not

the army. The cadre began to explain that the police way of doing things was
"always to maintain discipline andto follow instructions unquestioningly, notin
the easygoing way of some military." He ended his lecture, saying, "As you
may have noticed, the buildings here are spacious and weatherproof to protect
your health. The infirmary provides all sorts of medicine. Here, there is no
torture room, no beatings of inmates. The trat tu vien will assign you to your
groups, but first your luggage must be searched. Items you arenotpermitted to
keepmustbe entrusted to the camp authority, particularly gold rings, watches,
and so on. These will be returned to you when youare discharged. Is that clear?
When the search and registration of money is completed, you will continue
writing your personal accounts."

From ourexperience in other camps, wewere puzzled by thisprocedure of
search first, then registering of goods. The trat tu vien perfunctorily went
through our bags. At the declaration of possessions, no attempt was made to
force us to list everything in detail.
Ourfearswereallayed by thisapparentrelaxation, and wefeltquiterelieved
as we were taken to our new barracks. But once there, the trat tu vien and

policemen swooped down for a second and entirely different type of search.
They proved to be experts at theirtaskas they checked thehems of clothes and
the steel bands on metal suitcases. They turned up banknotes, gold rings.
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watches,razor blades, papers, letters. Everythingwas packedinto a bundle and
handed to the chief cadre. We got no receipts.
An anxious inmate asked what would becomeof his property, and the cadre
replied calmly, "You were told to declare everything. These items do not exist
since they do not appear in your declarations, do they? They are now confis
cated!"

Werestrained our protests, realizing we had been cleverly tricked. My team
went to its assigned room. Most of its occupants, including the room leader,
were outside working. Those in the room were the sick; they lay on their bunks
staring at us. We were simply told to await further instructions from the room
leader when he returned and to continue writing our histories. Wedid not talk to
the others in the room, and theycontinued to regard us with distrust. The click of
the door lock reminded us of our imprisonment; we were now in the pit of
existence, treated as dangerous criminals.
The gong rang, announcing the noon meal, and the room's remaining
inmates returned. They greeted us silently with nods and forced smiles. No one
showed any curiosity or tried to ask us anything. We put it down to the iron
discipline of the prison. Soon the sullen silence was broken by a shout from
outside, "House No. 5, send somebody to get the lunch."
Four inmates were sent by the room leader, and in a short time they returned,
stopping outside the door. Two carried a bucket of boiled water on a bamboo
pole, one a steaming basin of cooked grain on his head, and the fourth a smaller
basin of rice soup for the sick. We were told to move outdoors and put our food
containers in straight rows on the ground to make it easier for the room leader
and his aides to distribute the food. When completed, the room leader asked,
"Do you have any question about the distribution?"
When no one answered, he shouted, "All right! Take your share. Don't rush,
or you will kick dust and sand into other people's food."
As we squatted in the yard and ate, the gong sounded three times. Inmates
hurriedly headed back to the room, taking their food with them. The room leader
explained that it was the signal for a mandatory siesta. All inmates were to stay
indoors and keep quiet. Later, the gong rang again, and inmates hurried to the
central courtyard. Excused were the sick and we newcomers, who were locked
in to continue writing our accounts. At five o'clock a trat tu vien came to collect
the personal histories. As he was leaving, he said, "I'm leaving the door open
since the rest will soon be back from work. However, no one is to go out until the
gong sounds. Understand?"
No one bothered to reply. About twenty minutes later the others came back
dripping wet. I guessed that they had taken a bath in a nearby stream and that
their worksite was near the camp.
Four inmates went to the kitchen to bring back the dinner of boiled grain and
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water. Two less luckyonesexchanged the excrement containerforan emptyone.
I noticed that inmates were allowedto stay outdoorslonger than during the lunch
break. They stood around forhalf an hourbefore thegong sounded. I picked out

a quiet comer andsatdown. About a meter from me sata gloomy looking man.
He forced a smile, then shook his head sadly without saying a word. There was a
buzz of conversationin the backgroundas if this werethe onlytime the inmates

could vent their feelings. I tried to strike up a conversation with the fellow but
could not think how to start. I thought of asking him his name but decided that
was too personal. I ventured, "What did you do before?"
Heimmediately gave mea hardlook. Hisface went red. "WhatthehelldidI
do?" he retorted. "If only I had done something worthwhile to deserve this! I
didn't do anything. I wishI'd killedsomecommies so I wouldn't regretending
up here! All I did waseam a living. I did nothing important enough to deserve
four years in this prison!"

Hespokelouder andlouderasthough arguing withme. Ikeptmy mouth shut
forfearof attractingattention. Whenthe gongsoundedthreetimesI startedback
to the bungalow, but seeing the "old" inmatesforming into lines in the yard, I
followed suit. Our flockof emaciated prisoners gloomily squatted on the ground
awaiting the arrival of the police for the final roll call. As our bungalow was
situated at the end of the row, we waitedquite a while beforea policemanarrived
and counted us, using his eyes.
He said, "New inmates in Group 5 will start work tomorrow. The group

leader will assigneach to a team and to his positionin the groupformation. Now,
back to your bungalow!"
We slowly filed in, row by row. The door was slammed shut and locked.
Those near me quietly went about preparing their "beds." I did not begin a
conversationsince no one had spoken to me. Once they had completed their bed
preparations, they went over to their pals and were soon chatting openly,
unconcerned aboutthe possiblepresenceof a mole.Theroomwasdimlylit by a
single fluorescent light in the center. I lay on my "bed" thinking. The sweet
music of a guitar was coming from a nearby building. Suddenly, it was
interrupted by a woman's loud scream. We all went quiet.
"Kill me if you can! Do you feel superior by beating a woman?Go on, beat
me to death! You're only a lackey of that God-damn bunch! You scoundrel! Oh
God!"

The air in the room suddenly became heavy because of the painful cries. The
two fellows next to me came back to their beds. One stared at me and remarked,

"You're going to bed early, aren't you?"
This wasthe openingI had been waitingfor! I quicklyreplied, "No, I am not
ready for sleep. How can I sleep with all that screaming and crying!"
"That must be a female prisoner being beaten up by that bastard Ba on
orders from the female cadres!"
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They told me about this prison. One said, "Did Mai Lientell youwhenyou
registered that this camp is called Z30-D? Z30 indicates a prison in Binh Tuy
Province; D means it's in the Ham Tan area. There are fourprison camps—A,
B, C, and D—in this area, all under thejurisdictionof thepolice. It seemsto me
this is the main detention area since new buidings are being put up, all in
concrete. On the way to work, you will see the buildingsite of the headquarters
of the whole Z30 network. A huge complex is being built by a big Saigon
contractor. Several hundred bricklayers are working on the project."
"By the way," I interrupted, "you mentioned someone called Mai Lien.
Who's he? I only noticed a dark-skinned cadre who addressed us when we first
registered."
That's Comrade Vong! We guess he has some Cambodian blood, so we call
him Mai Lien!^ He's the political commissar here. Did he boast that he has been

to the Soviet Union? Did he say that there was no torture in this prison?"
I realized that inmates of this camp seemed more inquisitive than those I had
known in camps under the military administration.
"Is Vong the one who always formally receives new inmates?" I asked.
"Yes, he is."

"Did he lie about the torture? If not, why are there beatings and screaming
like I've just heard?"
"Well, not really! It's true that the policethemselves don't beat youup here
but only because they don't want to get their hands dirty! The work is usually
given to that bastard Ba, a common criminal convicted of manslaughter. With
the 'prestige' of beinga trat tu vien,heis so energetic andloyal to thepolice that
he beats up any inmate on orders. The screams we've heard must havebeen from

a female prisoner being beaten upbyBa in themeeting hall. When hepunishes a
male prisoner, he comes straight to the offender's room, calls him out, forcesthe
poor man to account for his faults, then throws a hail of punches—all in front of

the laughing policemen. He stops only when the poor fellow collapses. The
police use Ba's service when someone annoys them. Inmates who commit
seriousoffenses aresentto the 'disciplinaiycell' whereonelegis shackled to the
wall. I've never seen anyone let out in less than one month! The sculptor who
madethe famous 'The Mourner' statueat the MilitaryCemetery has been in the
disciplinary cell for fivemonths, for making fun of the Revolution. Thoselet out
are usually skeletons, with not enough strength left to work."
He told of ether acts of cruelty by the police and concluded, "They

deliberately pick monsters for trat tu vien, mostly common criminals serving
long sentences, but some werepolicemen in the former regime. Mosthave been
3Aplayon words. Because of his dark skin, Vong wasbelieved to be a mien lai (Cambodian half-

breed). This was inverted, and mien lai became MaiLien, which is poetic (lit., wild cherry and
lotus).
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indoctrinated with'class straggle' attitudes andjumpat every opportunity to get
even with us 'intellectuals.'"

"Police of all regimes always tend to oppress the ordinary citizen,"

remarked another fellow who had uijtil then remained silent. "These communist
police consider this a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to revenge themselves on
their enemies.

"By theway," hesaid, "what'syour name? Which camp areyou from? My
name is Tm. I used to be at Blood Stream camp near Bien Hoa. I've been here
for about a month."

I toldhim mynameand thatI wasfromBu Loi campin SongBeProvince. I
told him that life there under the military administration was not as restrictive as
here where we were locked up most of the time. Tam said the most horrible

conditions he hadexperienced were in a Saigon prison. It was a former hotel in
Lang Cha Ca district, once used by the Americans. Twenty-five inmates had
been crammed into a single room. Since there was not enough floor space,
detainees had to taketurnslyingdown,and they gotonlya few hourssleepa day.
All doorsand windows werekept shut. It wasso hot and stuffythateveryone was
soaked with sweat, and the tiled floorwas literally a pool of it. Everyone used a

piece of clothing to wipe himself off, but soon the cloth was soaked as well.
Several thousand people were kept in that place.
Here, in a well-ventilated room with a thatched roof, Tam felt he was
fortunate!

Soon they fellasleep, butI stayed deepinthought. Sleepdidnotcome easily
in the lighted room. Suddenly I saw a swarm of tiny insects climbing up my
mosquito net. I started to swipe at them butthen saw they were ontheoutside of
the net. However, it wasnotlong beforesome managedto get in. I picked one up,
crashing it with my fingernail, its fat belly burst and out came evil-smelling
blood. It was a bedbug. Soonthey were allover. It tookquite a while to getridof
them, and then my whole body itched so that I could hardly sleep.
The next morningI told myneighborsaboutthe bugs, but theyjust laughed.
Onepulled uphis shirtto show mehistorso covered with redspots. "These are
bite marks from bedbugs. In thisplace wedon't get enough to eat to feed these
blood-sucking insects!"

I suddenly felt terribly itchy. I pulledoff myshirt andthere were the same
sortof red spots allover me. Carefully inspecting my shirt, I found theculprits
in the seams, their bellies filled with my blood. Having suffered in our jungle

camps from mosquitoes and leeches, I was hoping my torment by insects had
ended. But the words of a philosophical prisoner rang in my ears, "A prison
would not be what it's meant to be without bedbugs!"

Police organization of inmates for work was different from what I had
experienced with thebodoi. After a monotonous breakfast of cereal andboiled
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water, inmates assembled in the central courtyard at the sounding of the gong.
On average, there were about two hundred inmates availablefor work from each
barracks. The seriously ill were spared labor. Inmates were then divided into two
groups, half from each side of the barracks. In practice, each group had exactly
die same number of workers depending on how many were available that day.
Assignments were made by a team of clerks headed by Ba, who was, I
learned, a communist soldier who had defected to the nationalist side. He

cheerfullybriefed group leaders on the details of the workto be done.The latter
then led their members away, each stopping at the checkpoint at the main
entrance to give the sentries the name of his group, the number of inmates, and
so on. Only then was the group put under the supervision of a study monitor,
assistedby armedescorts whosenumber varieddependingon the locationof the
worksite. Usually, two policemen armed with AK submachine guns made up the
escort if the work was near the prison perimeter and four if the site was farther
out, near the forest. I was told by "old hands" that work was usually confined to
a specific area to prevent escapes.

For a study monitor, an escape meant a delay in joining the Party. This also
applied to police of junior rank. The road to promotionand privilege invariably
started with membership in the Youth League and then the coveted Party
membership. However, there were shortcuts for children of high-ranking Party
members. I also learned from the "old" inmates that the police, unlike most
bodoi, exploitedthe poor inmates and their families. I wasto witness this often
during my time here.
My group was charged with preparing the land for sweet potatoes. Quotas
were less stringent than at Bu Loi, and the pace of work not as urgent. There was
no one like Commander Thinh here to push us to achieveexceptionalyields so he
could get an award.
We were allowed a fifteen-minute break one hour after starting. Food was
quickly prepared and as quickly consumed. We then worked for another two

hours before a longer break during which the hitherto tired inmates suddenly
turned energetic as they prepared extra food, their sourceof energy for the day.
The place bustled with activity. Then came more work, which progressed at a
snail's pace as everyone was tired from workinghours in theburning tropical sun
with only partially filled stomachs. We rushed to assemblefor the walkhome at
the first sound of the gong. On the wayback we were allowedto stop briefly at a
stream for a quick bath or to washour clothes, all under the watchfuleyesof the
study monitors and guards and with each group confined to its own stretch of the
stream. The river was swollen by heavy rains and was as wide as ten meters in
some places. My new friends advised me to take only a quick dip, then wash my
clothes. Returningto camp, we stoppedat the entrancewherethe studymonitors
reported to the sentries, who counted us and then signed us in. Only then were
the study monitors and the escort guards allowed to take their own lunch break.
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Wehad a quick mealof the familiarcereal and then rested. Fewnappedas it
only made them more tired. In the afternoonwe sufferedthe scorchingsun at its
worst. Ham Tan was a coastal area. The earth was a mixture of soil and white

sand, which relentlessly reflected the heat of the sun. Our bodies quickly
became dehydrated and I dived into the stream at the earliest opportunity.
One night, after immersing myself in cold watertoo long while mybodywas
still hot and dehydrated, myfeverreturned. Thegroup leader agreedto summon
a medic and, since the doors were locked, he called out to the occupants of the
next barracks, asking them to relay a message to those in the barracks beyond.
Thus, the call was relayed from house to house until it reached the infirmary.
Thedooropenedafter abouthalf an hour to admit a policeman,a trat tu vien,
and the inmate doctor, Pham Van Hat. He was an old man of about sixty, whom I
later learned had been a senator in the Republic of Vietnam and the president of
the South Vietnamese Red Cross. He was now in charge of the infirmary.
After diagnosing my illness, Dr. Hat gave me some tablets from a carton.
The trat tu vien just stood there keeping an eyeon us. When the door once again
slammed shut, inmate chatting resumed.
I was excused from work the next day. I was weak from hunger as I had eaten
only thin rice soup. Tam came to see me during the lunch break.
"How could yousurrender to this Ham Tanclimate so easily?" he teased. "I
think it's because you stayedtoo long in the water yesterday. Next time just wet
your faceeventhough you are hot. The air, the water, and the soil here are more
unhealthy than in a jungle."
When the inmates returned in the evening, a study monitor came to see me
and demanded, "What did Tam say to you during the break?"
I hesitated, and the group leader interrupted: "Cadre, this man does not
know Tam since he has been here only two days."
The study monitor ordered a trat tu vien to take T^'s belongings away as

they left. We were again locked in after evening roll call. I asked the fellow
sittingnextto me, "Do youknowwhereTam is? Whywerehis belongings taken
away?"

"Didn't you hear the gun shots?" he replied. "That signaled an escape! I
knew someone wasmissing when the count was made at the stream. It tumed out
to be Tam, who was assigned to return the hoes to the storehouse. Obviouslyhe
took advantage of the fact that no guard was watchinghim and slipped away. I
don't know how he managed it! Thebathing tookonlyten minutes, countingand
checking another fifteen. By the time the alarm was sounded, T^ had been

gonea half hour. The police then rushedto the highway to try to intercept him,
and evennow theyare combingthe wholearea for him. I wonder if he madeit!
Usually two out of three escapees are recaptured. You are fortunate you knew
Tam for only two days; otherwise, you would be summoned to the command
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center 'to help the police in their investigation' and would be asked questions
like 'why didn't you inform the authorities when you saw signs of Tam
preparing to escape?'"
"What will happen to T&n's other neighbor?"
"Although he hasn't been here long, they certainly will transfer him to
another group."
Next morning we remained in camp while other groups were escorted to
work. Once everyone else was out of sight, the police and trat tu vien went
through our luggage, and we were moved to different barracks. I was transferred
to barracks 3 located near the central courtyard—and nearer the police and trat
tu vien than before!

I now was assigned to the carpentry team because of my previous work
experience. The work was similar to what I had done at the other camps,
although we did not have to get lumber from the jungle but had it supplied by a
contractor. Forests in this area consisted mainly of shrubs.
We were assigned to build houses along the national highway. Traffic could
clearly be seen when we were thatching the roofs. Our escort guards relaxed
under trees some distance away, confident since there were plenty of sentry
boxes around. But we were free to talk, and I learned many things from my work
mates who confirmed that all of us were here for a fairly long stay. Some had
been sentenced to five to ten years by kangaroo courts. The majority had been
transferred from other reeducation camps. A tiny minority were young men
recently arrested for defiance of the communist regime. One man disclosed that
a few days earlier a group had been brought in consisting of an engineer named
Truong of the famous Phu Tho Institute of Technologywho, together with about
twenty of his students, had been arrested for allegedly plotting a revolt.
I had a pleasant surprise at the stream one day when I was reunited with
friends who had been with me at Xuan Loc camp. I first caught sight of Thach,
the award-winning body-builder, who still stood out from the rest of the
emaciated group in the stream, although he was much thinner. Seeing my
hesitancy, a work mate said that since the moles had yet to learn all the
newcomers' names, I should go ahead and greet my friends. Thach said that after
my group moved to Bu Gia Map, the remainder at Xuan Loc were transferred to
a camp at Long Giao, the inmates there having been sent to another camp. In
effect, all inmates were rotated from camp to camp continuously—hence no
camp was abandoned as previously assumed. This unusual policy of the
communist government must have been very costly due to the large number of
vehicles required to move people around over long distances.
A few weeks later I experienced the psychological sadism of the police.
Usually we were allowed to stay in camp on Sunday and were free to gather in an
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enclosed area near the toilets to cook food brought in by visitors. Those for
whom visitors were due eagerly awaitedthem, but first we had to see whether or
not the police were going to indulge in their usual tactics.
"It dependson the whim of the police," explainedan old hand, whenI first
asked what it was all about. "Every Sunday morning everyone anxiously looks
to headquarters forsigns of the assembly of policeor trat tu vien. A meeting of
the former signals a search of our rooms and luggage, followed by transfers of
inmates to other groups and a general rearrangement of accommodations. This
is done primarily to discourage inmates from hiding cash in their rooms. An
assembly of trat tu vien, on the other hand, only means reshuffles for a few
groups. Every time searches are carried out, someone is bound to lose
something—usuallymoney, letters, textbooks,crucifixes,combs, chess pieces,
etc. However, when only one trat tu vien heads for the cooking area, keys in
hand, everyone is over the moon; it means we really will have a free Sunday."
"Natural worriers suffer most on Sundays as anyone may be searched
anytime on a tip from an informer," interrupted another inmate. "Once started,
a search lasts for hours until something is found. Even if nothing worthwhile is
found, the 'earmarked' man is certain to be transferred to a special group with
plenty of moles or whose group leader is a wicked mole himself, ready to hurt
his members to gain a favor, such as extended visiting time with his wife. In
these groups discipline is strictly maintained, usually enforced by a vicious
study monitor. These groups are normally housedjust off the central courtyard
near the command center."

I was also told by one inmate that some men havethe misfortune of a sudden
transfer to a "disciplinary cell" without explanation. The victim later is forced
to confess some crime, usually dreamed up by a mole. "This happens to some
prisoners simply because a crazy study monitor does not like their looks," the
man said. He added, "They try their best to crush prisoners' spirit so the poor
men dare not look them in the eyes! One study monitor is known to hate inmates
who wear glasses. He regards them as self-proclaimed intellectuals."
As we were talking, a man carrying a bunch of keys passed by, and everyone
rushed to get his food, pot, and fuel ready. It took only a few minutes to line up
facing the gate, the only opening in the fence surrounding our barracks. The
same eager scene went on at other barracks. Each man knew he would haveto be
quick to grab a space in the crowded cooking area shared by over a thousand
inmates.

After opening the gate to the cooking area, the trat tu vien went to each
barracks to let the inmates out onto the footpath.Every time a door was flung

open, the men rushed out, fightingeach other to get ahead. The ferocitywas no
less intense than in the morning when we were queuing up for the toilet. I was
one of the fastest in the morning race for the toilet, but I ended up nearly last in
the cooking line. I had no need to hurry as I had nothing left to cook.
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Onlookers like me were quite numerous in the cooking area. Some were out
of touch with their relatives. Others had families who were too hard-pressed to

make regular visits. We gathered in a separate comer enviously watching our
fellowprisoners cook their food. Compared to the restrictionsin this prison, my
situationat Bu Gia Map and Bu Loi had been quite tolerable. ThemoreI thought
of those times, the more sorrow I felt.

A week after joining Group 3,1 and someothers were suddenly searched and
transferred to Group 22, one of the groups housed around the perimeter of the
camp. I took great care not to talk unnecessarily to mynewbarracksmates. I did
not know them, and I believed I was under surveillance, a fact confirmed by
several transfers in less than a month. Our group leader was Dao Trong Ky, a
former diplomat at a South Vietnamese embassy and later an official in the
Ministry of Communications. He had been a protege of Hoang Due Nha
(nephew and close aide of formerPresident NguyenVanThieu). Ky wasjovial,
and members of his group seemed reasonable. They flocked around me when I
had settled down in my new spot, asking me about life in other camps. In the
ensuing talk I realized that labor here was not as severe as in reeducation camps
in the jungle highlands. This was primarily due to the poor health of inmates
who had been exhausted by hard labor in other camps. So we were not
actually much better off here as far as work was concerned. In addition, our
minds were constantly tormented by the many brutal aspects of prison life.
Most of my new group mates held discussions almost every night about
American policies in Vietnam and Americans in general, since they had been
closely involved with the Americans. More often than not these discussions
were acrimonious. One evening as the younger inmates were gathered around a
fellow with a guitar, a middle-aged man approached and startled me with a
question I remember well, "Would you like to join in our discussion of
erroneous American policies in Vietnam?"
I stared at him and his fnends, trying to ascertain whether this was an
informer trap. All I saw were sincere looks, but I dallied, "I think before we
criticize someone else, we should first criticize ourselves."

"That we've already done," replied the man, "many times. We always
concluded that our downfall was due to wrong policies of the Americans."
Another fellow impatiently put in, "That's right. To reduce boredom we've
come up with this game of analyzing the policies that resulted in our humiliating
imprisonment here. We've spent many nights talking about our mistakes and
wrongdoings; we always come to the conclusion that the collapse of South
Vietnam was due as much to the Americans as to the Soviets and Chinese! It was

they who made us fight their way, their wasteful ineffective way."
Seeing that they were on the edge of a taboo subject, I interrupted, "Are you
not afraid of moles?"
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"Our mole is that fellow playing the guitar and singing 'golden songs/ the
kind banned by the authorities," replied a gray-haired inmate with a melancholy
look. "We havediscussionsevery evening.No one bothersto report on us. Even
that informerdisregardsthe rules sometimes. Our bodies maybe imprisonedbut
not our minds. Don't worry about taking part in our discussions. At the least, we
must find out why we haveended up in this wretchedprison. The majorityof us
here were involved with the Americans and therefore can see their many
mistakes, such as their economic aid which often led to unjust distribution of
wealth. As a result, some lived in luxury in the city while the peasants suffered
the effects of war. Corruption, prostitution, and other vices were stimulated by
artificial prosperity brought about by the infusion of dollars. Their initial
mistakes were killing President Ngo Dinh Diem, who had originally been
supportedby them, and their clumsy choice of a Diem successor. Thosecorrupt
and incompetent military men installed by the Americans actually contributed
to the downfall of South Vietnam. The mindless installation of useless leaders

was as futile as changing the roof of a house while a storm is raging. The
conduct of the war was poorly executed. Our combat consisted mostly of
uncoordinated defensive efforts. The American advisers were ignorant of
communist 'people's wars' which can last a century. Having expected quick
victory through the use of masses of soldiers armed with sophisticated
weapons, they began to lose their will to fight after easy victory failed to
materialize. We Vietnamese were like a reluctant audience watching a play in
which somethinggoeswrong, and the actorsand actressesflee, leavingthe poor
audience to shoulder the blame!"

"Was there no way to avoid American intervention?" I asked in bewilder
ment. "I mean, there was talk of nonalignment."
"No, that wouldn't have been possible. Since the communists received
plenty of modem weapons from the Soviet Union, we had to tum to someone
equally powerful for modem weapons and diplomatic support. If they shot at us
with their Soviet-made AK-47 submachine guns, we should be able to shoot
back with M-16s. It was a shame that those who fought for freedom couldn't find
decent allies. They ended up in humiliating defeat, abandoned by their so-called
allies."

The attentive audience joined in as if to give vent to long-repressed bitter
feelings. Theycriticized Americans' disregard for the localpopulation's feelings
and sovereignty of the nation by delegating formulation of strategy to such
organizations as the CIA, which only tmsted people who could speak English or
shared the CIA employees' carefree way of life, shunning public-spirited and
tmly patriotic Vietnamese as anachronisms. That was why those shallow CIA
men, because of their shortsightedness, failed to see the long-term value of a
just cause!
I remember well what one young fellow said at that moment. "Now that we
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know why we weredefeated, I wonder if thereis any way to fightcommunism
withoutrelyingon the Americans. If there is one, why hasn't anyone tried it? I
hate to be called an American mercenary—I was fightingfor freedom."
"F . . . them!" swore another. "That's right! We suffered the hardships
simply to live in freedom, and some call us mercenaries!"

Thegray-haired inmateshookhis head, "In today's world, it's impossible to
find a country not under American or Soviet influence. We could not be
nonaligned to dispense with the Americans or the Russians. The fact is the
politicalinfluenceof the two superpowers is all pervasiveand irresistible. There
is no such thing as true nonalignment. Thoseproclaiming to be neutralcourt the
Soviets and the Americans in order to survive. As for our country, from the

beginning Ho Chi Minh and his comrades wholeheartedly adopted Soviet
communism in the struggle against the French colonists. The term 'the non-

alignedRepublic of South Vietnam' as used by the communists initially after
their takeover of the South, was only designed to make their brutal annexation
of the South more palatableto the rest of the world.All said it wasinevitablefor
us to rely on the Americanseventhoughin the end theycouldn't help us wardoff
communism."

Until now I had never heard anyone dare, quite so openly, to analyze our
defeator criticizethe communists. ThemoreI listened, the widermyeyes were
opened. I had spent time pondering the debacle of South Vietnam, despairing
over the humiliating haste with which South Vietnam defenses had collapsed,
but I had not gone into the causes of our downfall.
The discussion was cut short by the gong signaling bedtime. The guitar
music and singing abruptly stopped, and everyone went back to his place to
prepare for bed. My neighbor, who had been in the discussion, asked me, "Do
you also have difficulty sleeping?"
"I used to get to sleep very easily," I replied. "However,I havethe habit of
stayingawakeall night if my mind is troubled." Questionswerechurningin my
head now after the discussion!

"I have the same problem," he smiled. "I've been troubledby something I
can't make sense of. Let me tell you my story. I was stationedat Phu Bai airport
outsideHue whenthe North Vietnamese armyattacked. I didn't witnessany big
fighting, but thesituation waspaintedpessimistically by theintelligence people.
Even when the American consulate was closed, the war situation wasn't as

hopelessas rumoredby a panickypublic. Whenthe communists overranQuang
Tri, I thought fighting would become even more fierce than during Tet 1968.
Then all of a sudden, our defenses crumbled. Do you know why? It wasn't
becauseof heavycommunist pressure. This part of the country had seen fiercer
fightingbefore. As we weregetting ready for thebig assault, mycommanderwas
flown out. We were a headless snake. I soon learned that the same type of
'evacuation' had taken place everywhere. Then the whole defense crumbled
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before the communists intensified their offensive. We all believed the Americans
had made a deal with the communists behind our backs and thus had abandoned

ourcountry. Doyou believe that hypothesis? You know that guy with protruding

eyes who sat in front of you at the discussion? He's Son Ngoc Due, nephew of
Son Ngoc Thanh, a leader of the Khmer Krom movement.'^ Due is certain the
Americans changed their strategy and actually paved the way for the takeover of
South Vietnam by the communists. The proof is the evacuation of our com
manders fi-om tactical outposts, hesays. The more hehas reasoned this way, the
more confused I havebecome,eventhough someof his explanationis nonsense.

Do you think whathe saysis true?"
"Well, I've had enough discussion," I said, trying to put an end to his

questioning. "We will getnosleep if we go onlike this. In my opinion, what
Due says sounds like something out of a Chinese novel like the Three
Kingdoms. I am certain the Americans didn't want us tolose the war. The fact is
there are many political parties in the United States, and in their elections
candidatesvie with one anotherand court votersby makingpromisestheylater

have tokeep. They abandoned us because their leaders lacked the will tofight for
noble ideals, notbecause of some strategy. Letmegive you anexample of their
vacillation. One day their advisers exhort usto fight thecommunists toourlast

drop of blood. The next day they pull out, criticizing our leaders for being
corrupt and depraved. They forget that corruption was encouraged bytheir easy
dollars. Having made usdependent ontheir weapons, they cutoffmilitary aidat
a critical point inthe war while the communists were still getting generous aid
from both China and the Soviet Union. Our defeat should not have come as a

surprise to anyone. I used todiscuss this with friends inprevious camps. When
we came to this point, inevitably they came to the conclusion that I found so
painfully true: 'We need noenemies aslong aswe have Americans asallies.' On
the whole, the Americans caused us the greater damage. Moscow and Hanoi

were not strong enough to lick us; Washington brought about our shameful
downfall. Now, let's stop. The more we continue, the more outraged I feel!"
"Why areyou afraid of facing the truth?" my neighbor said. "Ourbodies
areimprisoned, but ourminds arefree! When I stay upthinking alone, Ifeel free.

Why not see this asthe only pleasure inthis wretched place? I prefer spending
thewhole night inthought sothat I getuptired and unable todomuch work for
thecommunists, notsleep likea logonly to end up working likehell forthem.
However, as you don't want a long conversation, I will stop now. Good night."
"^Khmer Krom (lit., lowland Khmer), termdesignating ethnic Khmer whose ancestors came from

Mekong Delta inwhat was then Cambodia, many ofwhom remained after the area was absorbed by
theVietnamese inabout themid-eighteenth century. During theVietnam War, some members ofthis

traditional cultural group were formed into anticommunist guerrilla units, operating inCambodia on
their own and in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam as paramilitary units sponsored by the South
Vietnamese government.
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I was annoyed by his mocking, contemptuous tone. I laystill, myeyes open,
thinking hard. Why didtheAmericans give upwhile they still hadmeans tohelp
us defend ourselves? I posed the question and tried to answer it. Hundreds of
reasons to justify my condenuiation of the Americans flooded my mind.
I woke up witha terribleheadache, surprised to find otherparticipants of the
night'smind-boggling discussion relaxed andcheerful. LaterI realized thatthey
had got used to both the stringent life of prison and to the discussions held
almost nightly in theroom. They starteda dayinthisrepressive placecomposed,
their minds free. This truly earned my respect—this strength of will under the
most difficult conditions.

When I praised my neighborfor this, he replied, "The more theyrestrict us
physically, the more fiercely we have to fight mentally! Even if we die in this
hole, it will be knowing we found out why we lost the war, why we ended up
here. We should be proud of discoveringthe tme causes of our defeat. It would
be a shame to die still ignorant."
His stubborn optimism caught me by surprise. After all, life here is not so
terrible, I thought.
I was fortunate to be transferred to Group 22 where there was this
atmosphere of openness. The group leader was not an informer,and he had even
managed to win favor from some of the police and trot tu vien. The informer,

whom we all knew, was quite easygoing as if reluctant to play his role,
indispensable as it was in a prison full of political prisoners. There were no
common criminals in our group. It was trusted by the authorites and was
assigned the delicate task of harvesting and drying the green bean crop.
Toprevent theft,ourescorts,study monitors, andpolice madeus stripto the
waist after shelling the beans or drying them on large, flat bamboo mats. I felt
relieved because the work was light.
That night, as I lay awake, the aroma of beans being cooked wafted to us
although the doors and windows were shut. My neighbor disclosed that some
beans had found their way back into the room despite all the police efforts. I
wondered how this waspossible. It did nottakelongto cookthebeanssincethey
were fresh and soft. They were cooked in condensed milk tins placed on a
makeshift stove made from larger tins. One night shortly afterward as we
preparedfor bed, the doorsuddenly burst openand in cameprisonsupervisors,
some police, and a bunch of trat tu vien including the monsters Ba and Thach. A
policeman barked, "Everybody sit still. Don't move!"
We were all caught off guard. Ba and Thach strode to the comer near the
toilet where two inmates were caught cooking beans. We were ordered into the
yard, where we formed into lines and squatted on the damp earth facing the
menacing gunsof theguards. Thetrat tu vien began searching ourroom. Group
leader Ky and some others were called in a little while later. From outside we
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heard grunting and swearing. Then the trat tu vien emerged carrying bags of
confiscated items. At long last we were locked in again, and everyone rushed
about trying to assess his losses. It turned out that the onlythings confiscated
were the green beans hidden aroundin sleeping berths.
The next moming we were taken to a separate location instead of being
escorted to the worksite. Female prisoners were assembling nearby. Some
knowledgeable inmatessaid wewouldbe subjected to "disciplinarymeasures."
When the formation was assembled, a policeman stepped forward and read

an "Order for Disciplinary Actions." Everyone gotquietto catchthe names of
the offenders and their "crimes." The main "culprit" turned out to be Dao

Trong Ky, the Group22 leader, whowascharged withthetheftof sixkilograms
of beans. The rest of his group were revealed to have stolen some eleven
kilograms of beans. The policeman then announced Ky's sentence—two
months in a "disciplinarycell." As he finished, two trat tu vienrushed forward
and took Ky to the infamous cell not far away. He wasnot seen for the next two
months.

I kept wondering how Ky and the others had managed to steal that many
beans under such close police surveillance. Each of us woreonly shortswhile at
workto preventus from removing the pods. I could not hold back mylaughter
wheneventually I learnedtheirtechnique. Kyand theothersworeoldarmy boots
to the worksite, then took them ofi after a few hours as though their feet were
uncomfortable. Whenan opportunitycame,theyfurtively filledthe bootsankledeep with the beans. At the end of the day, each tied up his boots, slung them
over his shoulder, and carried them right past the guards. On average,each had
stolen300 to 500 grams of green beans a day. This had goneon for sometime
until they grew careless and forgot to watch for the trat tu vien who patrolled
around the barracks at night.
After our group leader was sentenced to solitary confinement, we were
assigned thepunishing job of cleaning thenewly builttoilets usedby thepolice.
These were lavatories with undergroundreceptaclesconnectedto wastedisposal
pipesthatwentby thepicturesque nameof hoxi (lit., "shit-hole").Thepolicein

charge instructed us, "Twoof youareresponsible forthecleaning of onetoilet.
You will haveto removeeverythingthat blocks the pipe. Whenit is cleared, wash
out the toilet, then wash the whole place clean. Finally, put on a new layer of
paint as important visitors will be here soon to inspectthe camp."
We were shocked when we opened the door. Before us was a revoltinghuge

heap of stinking excrement on the floor and on jack-tree leaves strewn all
around. There was no sign that toilet paper had been used. The walls were

smeared, and fingerprints were clearin the filth on the painted walls. Knowing
we would never be able to do this sickening job with our bare hands, I asked the

policeman in charge if we couldborrow a spade and a wheelbarrow from the
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storehouse to shovel out the waste. He waved to the two AK-toting guards and
ordered, "One of you take them to the storehouse and tell comrade Sau they
need tools to clean up the toilets."
We were taken to Sau, an old cadre of captain's rank well known for his bad
temper. He spoke with the peculiar accent of a Quang Nam Province native,
which was barely understandable, and in a drawling voice like a drunkard's.
He growled, "What can these useless inmates do? They will only make a
mess. Let me fetch Vinh, who can show them how to do the job. Why do they
need spades to clean up a toilet anyway?" He led us to the inmates' latrine area
and called out, "Vmh, come out! I want you to do something for me!" Wewaited
while someone went to fetch him, and soon he came running from the direction
of the main entrance.

"Take these chaps to our toilets and show them how to do the cleanup!"
ordered the cadre. "Take these wheelbarrows and spades with you, and show
them how to clear the choked pipes, and make sure they wash the whole place
clean and put on a new layerof paint. When they are finished, lock up the toilets!
I won't let anyone go in unless they know how to use them!"
"That's all right!" \finh said with a smile. "With me as their leader,
everything will be fine!"
Vmh was a jovial chap, but no one liked him because of his maimer. "Who
would have imagined," he said, "that a downtrodden coolie like me would one

day lead a bunch of intellectualsto clean up toilets for the commies." He kept
laughing as if enjoying our suffering. We walked on in sullen silence. Vinh was
alongside me and my friend when we finally got to the site. Looking at the
revolting mess, he spat in disgust and mocked, "Aren't you afraid of excre
ment?"

"Who isn't?" I shook my head. "Especially when it has been here for some
time. We can only hope for some advice from you, the expert!"
The guards just looked on in disgust from a distance. "That's all right!" said
Vmh, seeing our friendliness. "As you seem to be reasonable, I am willing to
help you, but I'll let you have a go at removing the crap to learn what life is all
about. All you have to do is fetch some water, plenty of it!"
Vinh then made the teams scoop up the excrement and remove the leaves that
blocked the pipes with their bare hands, while my teammate and I went to get
water from the pump near the police kitchen. Vinh then plunged his hands into
the choked drainpipe full of foul-smelling excrementand pulled out the jacktree leaves, swearing all the time,
"F . . . the Viet Cong! Do you know they don't know how to use this kind
of toilet. They wipe their asses with leavesin the jungles and can't seem to drop
the habit! That's why the toilets got choked after only a few weeks of use. Some

of them go to the forest near the stream to relieve themselves!"
We could not help laughing while pouring water through the pipes. I
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whispered to my teammate, "This guy is so kind. We should compensate him
with something, shouldn't we?"
The man nodded his head and pointed to his pocket. We had finished early
thanks to Vinh. My teammate handedhim a cigarette, whichhad been carefully
wrapped in plastic. Vinh smilingly accepted it and tucked it behind his ear. He
pointed at me, "Is this guy a newcomer? I've never seen him before."
"My name is Vu. I've been here for only a fortnight."
"It's a shameyouwere transferredto Group 22 just as the goodgroupleader
went to the disciplinarycell. Your new leader is Driver Dien. I heard about his
appointment this morningfrom Sau, who orderedDien to be tough toward you
'self-proclaimed intellectuals.'"
We were all well behaved that evening, having heard about our new leader.
Everyone quietly settled in his place as soon as we were locked in. Dien
wandered about trying to strike up a conversation but he received only curt
answers from reluctant mates, who volunteered nothing.

Members of Group 22 were again searched on Sunday, and I was then
transferred to Group7. Fortunately, I wasgivenpermission to write to mywife
and asked her to pay me a visit.
My new group was quite heterogeneous. Few were political prisoners, and
the majority had been arrested recently. My "neighbor" was a young man of
abouttwenty. He introduced himself as Sangand saidthathe had beencharged
with an "offense against public morals," althoughhe did not explain whatthat
meant exactly. My other "neighbor" was Pham Nam Long, brotherof lawyer
Pham Nam Sach, a well-known member of the opposition to President Thieu.
(Sachhad been in Chi Hoa prisonuntil the finaldaysof Thieu's government and
had had the goodfortuneto escape abroadjust beforethe fallof SouthVietnam).
It was normal to hear swearing by younger members of the group all day

long. And there werefights. I was later toldthat therewere several moles in the
group. The trot tu vienoccasionally carriedout searchesandneverfailedto come
up with something—banned literature, English textbooks, or even firewood,
which inmates were prohibited from having.
One night, a few days after I was moved, most of us were asleep, some
loudlysnoring, when suddenly the lights went out. The silenceof the night was
pierced by shrill cries for help.
"Cadres, please help me. They are killing me! Oh, my God! Oh . . .
Oh . . . they are hitting me! Trat tu vien, cadres, help!"
This went on for about ten minutes. Then all was quiet. I lay still, not
knowingwhathad happened. Abouttwentyminuteslater,a crowdof trat tu vien
and policearrived. The yardoutsidelit up brightly. Suddenly the doorwasflung
open and flashlight beams were pointed at us. Someone asked, "Where's the
group leader? Why are the lights out? Who called for help?"
"They hit me," someone groaned. "They hit me, all of them together,
cadre!"
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"What's all this? What? . , . Who threw the waste bucket here?"

I realized then that the new group leader and some informers had been beaten
up and their places fouled by excrement.
We were ordered into the yard. The stench was unbearable inside the room. I
was lucky to be far from the foul stuff. Under the bright yard lights, the new
group leader's face appeared bruised and his clothes soaked and filthy. He stood
to one side. A trat tu vien sniffed our hands, trying to identify the cuprits, but no
one was found. Another hour was spent waiting for the room to be cleaned up.
Only then was the poor group leader allowed to wash himself. I stayed awake
most of the night.
We were all searched the next morning, and the young inmates suspected of
the night's incident were transferred to other groups. Even my neighbor Sang
was among them, although I was certain he was innocent since he had been near
me while the beating took place.
When I asked about Sang's crime of "offense against public morals," Long
laughed and said, "Sang was simply a naughty schoolboy. His family turned
him over to the police after he arranged for his friends to have a look at his sister
taking a shower. He was accused of having 'sabotaged' traditional familial
morality. However, some idiot took the word 'sabotage' literally and sent him to
this prison with real saboteurs! He's been here for two years. His family is trying
to appeal for his release, but nothing has happened so far."
There were many such stories. One fellow,chatting with his pedicab driver,
said too much and ended up being turned over to the police by the driver. He was
charged with "vilifying the Revolution." Vinh, leader of the cleaning detail,
had been arrested for some vague reason. He told me that previously he had been
an undertaker's helper. When the bodoi overran the South, he volunteered to
help track down employees of the former government. Initially he was rewarded
by the police, but later he was arrested for "having made enemies due to
handling of money," as he put it. Even now, he said, he did not know what the
exact charge was.
After a month with Group 7, I was told that my wife had arrived. It was
Sunday morning, and there were no searches or transfers of inmates. Having put
on my best clothes, I sat in the yard waiting and soon realized that a sad incident
was playing itself out in front of my eyes, the cruel work of the police and that
monster trat tu vien named Thach. As I squatted on the ground watching, Thach
meticulously searched an inmate who was waiting to see his wife; he carefully
fingered the man's clothes, particularly the hems for hidden objects. Finally,
holding an old jute sack to the sun, he slowly plucked out a tiny piece of paper
hidden in a fold. He calmly declared, "Cadre, this inmate has a letter hidden in
the jute sack."
His face expressionless, the policeman in charge said, "Confiscate the letter.
Note his name. Tell Ba to fetch the keys to the disciplinary cell and then take this
man there."
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He then turned to the poor inmate. "Your visit is suspended because you
have committed a breach of camp discipline! You've only yourself to blame!
Disciplinary action will be taken against you!"
The poor man's face turned white. His body shook as if he was about to
collapse. As I sat some distance away, I could not catch his pleading. The
policeman just shook his head. Two trot tu vien, Thach and Ba, regarded by
many as evil genii, came for him. One held the door of the cell while the other
pushed the victim in.
We onlookers were trembling as if we had been victims of the same
treatment. It seemed an eternity before my name was called. I was searched by
Thach, the same meticulous procedure repeated. At last I was cleared. My wife
was holding my daughter and standing with the other visitors near the entrance
to the visitors' room. She wavedto me. I was led to a long table flanked by two
long benches shared by two other inmates. We were told to sit all on one side. A
cadre then called out, "Visitors, come in."

My wife, my daughter, and the others entered and were told to sit on the
opposite bench facing us. The cadre stood at one end of the long table. My
family and I were lucky to be at the other end. I spoke aloud, asking my wife
about her health, and that of our daughter, to show the guard that we were not
engaged in any tricks. An old man and his inmate son who were seated near the
policeman, refused to say anything in his presence. The policeman exploded,
"Say something! Or is it because I am here? Go on, you two. You've got only
fifteen minutes."

At that moment, my daughter crawled across the table and reached for my
hand. The policemanrushed at us shouting, "Who gaveyoupermissionto hold
your daughter? No one can do that sort of thing without permission! Under
stand? Do you think you're free to do whatever you like here?"
My wife hurriedly pulled the little girl back and held her in her lap. She was
near tears. A deep anger seethed inside me. My poor little girl's frightened
glance darted at the menacing policeman, and then she tried to hide herself in
her mother's lap. Everyone in the room stared at us in silence. Embarrassed, the
policeman pretended to consult his watch, finally saying, "Ten more minutes to
go. If you have anything to say, say it now."
My wife said aloud so that everyonecould hear her, "We are all fit and well at
home. Your 'uncle' sends his regards and asks that you visit him when you are
released."

"Let's talk about something else!" I said and shook my head. "I am fed up
with him. How is my brother's family doing? Do you get any letters from your
parents?"
"Why don't you trust Uncle?" said my wife as if annoyed. "He's kind to
you! He cares about you. I have given him our house and I'm staying with
brother Hai's family. Everything is positive!"
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I was stunned. I knew what it meant. How could she be so foolish as to hand

overour houseto a total strangerin the fainthopehe would somehow rescueme
from prison?

"Howcould you be so stupid?"I criedoutinexasperation. "Howcould you
be so foolish at your age?This'illness' is so serious, noonecan cureit. You're
only wasting money!"

"You're too pessimistic!" retorted my wife. "The illness will be cured. I
know another 'good doctor.' They are all good. It's not a question of being
cheated. Don't worry, everything willbejust fine! All youhave to dois takecare
of yourself. I'll see to it that everything at home is fine."
The guard ordered loudly, "Time's up! Visitors, gonext door togetyour gifts
and bring them back here. Don't forget other visitors are waiting outside.
Inmates remain where you are."

My wifeleftourfrightened daughter in theyard while shewent to theroom
nextdoor to collect her bag. Shereturned andemptied bundles of various sizes
on the table. Other visitors did likewise.

"Inmates pickupyour gifts andgobacktocamp. Visitors leave now to make
room for those in the queue!" ordered the policeman.
"Take care. Don't waste time worrying," said my wife in tears, "I'll take
care of everything at home. All signs are positive."

I put the packages back in the sack and hurriedly made for the exit as the
watchful policeman was about to move toward me. As the trat tu vien was
hurrying others out, I turned at theexitto wave to my loved ones. Mywife, my
daughter in her arms, was urging the little girl to wave good-bye.
I felt depressed by so brief a reunion. I walked the sandy footpath like a
robot, myheart sinking withevery step. Wewere stopped at thecampentrance.
A trat tu vien ordered, "Get your bundles readyfor the search!"
We were led to a large room with six tables. Thesoleoccupant was an old
cadrewith longhairfalling overoneeye. He stoodwatching us without uttering
a word.

"Put all your bundles on the tables," ordered the trat tu vien.
I laid out a package of driedsalted meat, a sackof salt, fried sesame, and
sugar, three bags of powdered milk, several bundles of dried bread, about
twenty packs of instantnoodles, and a package of still-warm rice.
The old cadre now movedforward, pausingat a table, saying, "This and that
are not allowed. Nor this."

A trat tu vienbehindhim pickedup each "unacceptable item" and dropped
it into a sack. The inmates silently collected what was left and stepped back.
Whenhe cameto my table,the cadrepointed at the packsof instantnoodles and
dried bread. "What a heap," he exclaimed. "You can't keep all this! Let's
inspect the bags of powdered milk."
Thebig package of driedbread and five packs of noodles disappeared into
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the trot tuvien's sack. Then hegot jb aluminum basin and a pair of chopsticks
andemptied thepowdered milkintothebasin, meticulously stirring it with the
chopsticks looking forhidden objects, finding nothing, he moved onto thenext
table.

Atthecheckpoint, thesentries took down ournames andwaved usthrough.
The trot tu vien headed back to the visitors' room.

"Whatdid they take from you?" askedthefellow walking beside me. "I've
lost a bag of dried ground meatand several packs of noodles!"
When I told him I had lost some dried bread and five packs of instant
noodles, he was surprised at my luck in losing so little.

Oncebacknearour barracks, we weresurrounded by oureagerroommates
hanging around the yard. They asked, "How many packs of noodles did you
lose?"

"How do you know it was noodles?" I said in siuprise.
"The cadre in charge of the search today was Hai 'Noodle.' You auto
matically lose noodles to him!"

My impulse was to ask them why this daylight robbery was tolerated.
However, I thought better of itincase a mole was around. Irecalled searches by
bodoi at previous camps in which gifts were openly examined in front of both
visitors and inmates and the questionable items retumed to the visitors instead

of being stolen behind theirbacks. I laterleamed thatthepresent practice was
philosophically accepted as typical of police behavior.

I spent therestof theday fretting over what I had leamed from nty wife. How
could it be that my wife had tumed over our house to a cadre from the North in

the faint hopethatone day he would lobby for n^ release?
Asfar as I was concemed, my luckhadgone down ever since n^f wife first
announced she wastryingto buy backmyfreedom. My first bit of bad luck was
when I was transferred to the Phuoc Long camps from Xuan Loc. Then came
accidents and denials of leave in the camps. Now, I hadended up in prison.
There hadbeenno sign of success formy wife's efforts. I hadlostmy house to
some vague promise from a communist cadre. I wished I had known and been

ableto write to my wife to dissuade herfrom thefoolish scheme. I keptasking
ntyself how they could have made such a stupid move!

Afterthevisitmydiet improved. Our basicrationwasthegraincalledbobo,
which I found nearly indigestible although it was better than the mildewed

manioc thatI ateat BuLoi.Bobo was a cereal thatI hadnever seen prior to the
communist takeover. Some said that it was an imported grain used to feed
horses. Bobo grains were as large as a green bean and when cooked had an
aroma similar to that of com. It was even tasty. However, once consumed, it
could not be digested. One felt an urge to move his bowels half an hour after
eating the stuff. If this wasdelayed, terriblestomachaches developed until the
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damned grain eventually found itsway out. Even out,thethick outer skin of the
grain remained. "Only horses can eat them," explained an inmate doctor. At
first, I was oneof themostfrequent visitors to thetoilets before wewere locked
in atnight. Then theonly available means of waste disposal was a bucket in the
room, which was often filled to the brim the next morning. However, no one
could afford not to eat bobo as it was our only staple.

I gradually learned from experienced friends how toeatthegrain. Itfirst had
to be ground, then mixed with water; then theskins would surface andcould be
removed. At thispoint themixture could be boiled intoa kindof porridge. This
method was time-consuming, but the alternative was to eat the bobolittle by
little over a period of time, meaning it always hadto be carried around, which
was a nuisance. One also had to slowly chew the kemal into a fine paste, a

method suitable only forthose withenormous patience. Onthewhole, most ofus
practiced this art of survival poorly, and the toilets were always jammed.
I remained anearlyriser, although I hadmastered theart of eating bobo and
had supplemented it with the food brought by my wife. Toilets were the most
deserted and cleanestearly in the morningand less visitedby swarms of flies.
Laterisers wereassaulted by revolting insects thatflew intotheirfaces, finding
their way into noses or mouths. They werenotonly irritating but dangerous as
disease carriers.

My typical day in this prison consisted of meticulous planning to keep
disease at bay. Onceup, myfirst chorewasto raceto the toilet, thenrushto the
bestplace to brush my teeth and wash my face. Then came thecompetition for
cered and boiled water for breakfast and the task of preparing something edible

to carry with me during the day. While at work in the forest, I stayed alert to
gather leaves and roots. On the way home, I would take a quick bath in the
stream,wash myclothes, and fetch somecleanwaterforthenextmorning. I was
watchful all the time for pieces of paper or bits of woodto be used as fuel. At
nightI spenthourscatchingbedbugs. Carefully, I tuckedin mymosquito net so
thebugs would have a hardtimegetting totheir"foodsupply." Even so, I always
awoke with several dozen bite marks. The careless did not fare well, their

neglected bites developing into sores. Mostinmates suffered from scabies, all
sorts of stomach trouble, and hemorrhoids—all due to poor diet, lack of
medicine, their own carelessness, or simply loss of the will to live.

Many people became tight-lipped aftersome timein this prison. I knew an
old manwhorefusedto sayanything apart fromyesand no. His namewas Mo, a
professor of dentistry, who hadbeenin various detention centers. Since henever
conversed with anyone and was even stingy with his yes's and no's, everyone
assumed he wascrazy. For my part, I thought he wasquite normal. Sensing he
was interested in me as a new face, I once tried to strike up a conversation, only
to receive shakes of his head for answers. But he smiled all the while and his

eyes seemed to say a lot.
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Having told him mylife stoiy, to whichhe had listenedattentively, I teased,
"Now that I have told you my story, it's yourturn to tell me yours. It's unfairif
you don't and arrogant to remain silent."
His face brightened but he did not speak.
"You should say something, or I will take you to court, even before Uncle

Ton."51pressedon. "How clever, to listen to mystoiy pretending to be dumb.
It's unjust!"

Hisface redened, andhebit hislip.Hisshoulders shook as if hewere having
difficulty holding back laughter. But he refused to utter a word.

Afterthat, every time he sawme, his facebrightened andhis eyes seemed to
speak. We became friends although he never said a word to me.

The longer I stayed in Ham Tan prison, the more hopeless seemed my
chances of being released. How foolish my initial optimism had been. I did,
however, have many opportunities of meeting knowledgeable people in this
heterogeneous place, men whose ideas helped clarify the many questions that
troubled me. And, I heard many interesting tales, one of which concerned a
rumoraboutthe ghostof an inmate. The morning I wastransferred to the group
with the bad reputation, the groupleader showed me myplace, and said, "Take
your luggage to the spot next to Mr. Ty. It's quiet in that comer!"
Ty had been seriouslyill for some time. I could not see him clearly because
he was laid up all day inside his mosquito net. I was told he had been to the
infirmary manytimes, but his intestinal ailment did not improve. Though I was
his neighbor, he didnottalk to meor ask anything of me. AllI heardwere deep
sighs. WhenI camebackafterlunchand duringthe evening, I wouldtry to catch
a lookat him, but hedid notemerge from his net. Thiswent on forseveral days.
One night I was awakened by him kicking me. I sat up. He wasmotionless, but
his leg was still pressed into my side. I thought he had rolled over to relieve
bedsores. After a while I gently pushedhis leg aside. It was as stiff as a log.
Seeing that he refused to move, I said, "Mr. Ty, moveyour leg. Please. I can't
sleep like this."

There was no reply. I shook his leg. It was stiff. SuddenlyI realized he was
dead.

I called out in fright, "This man may be dead. His limbs are stiff!"
Others sleeping nearby immediately woke up. "Is he dead? . . . Call a
doctor!" . . . "Call the group leader."

A crowd gathered around me. "Let's call the medic," suggested the group
leader.

"No. At this time of the night, theywill onlydump him outsidethe meeting
^Ton Due Thang, president of \^etnam.
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hall and won't bury him until tomorrow. His bodywould be eaten by the rats.
No, we can't let that happen."

"We can't sleep beside a corpse either. It's too horrible!"
"What's so horrible?" retorted someone. "Let's ask the newcomer if he can

stand sleeping beside a corpse. In my opinion, we should leave it here until
tomorrow."

"Leave it," I said. "I don't mind sleeping beside a corpse."
Onemanwentoverandpushedthe bodyintoa normal sleeping position. He
muttered, "Mr. Ty, youhave finally escaped. If youcareaboutus, please leave
us alone. We'll build you a nice coffin tomorrow."
He rolled up the mosquito net and wrapped Ty's body in a blanket. The
crowd lingered for a while, then dispersed. I could not sleep lying next to the
corpse. My body shivered withfear. At the sametime, I felt suchpity for him,
having met an unjust death, neveragain to see his lovedones.
I remained in a semiconscious state until the sound of cocks crowing came
from the distance. I climbed down and headed for the toilet. Some inmates were

up, sitting insidetheirnets saying theirprayers in a lowvoice. Having tidiedup
my place, I sat pressingmy back against a bundleof clothes.
"Now we can inform the authority of the death!" said someone.
Another inmate went to the window and shouted to the occupants of the next

house, "Tell the infirmary there is a death in House 10."

Themessage was relayed house to house. Suddenly there was a shout, "Shut
up! Can't you wait for a few minutes? The gates will soon beopened. There's no
need to report this way."
"That's Mr. Sau," remarked someone. "Now we can relax."

Everyone else in theroom was now up and tidying uphis space. Our mood
was different because of the death, and we sat waiting for the door to open. An

hour passed before thegong signaled thebeginning of a new day. Afew minutes
later, the door opened and in came a policeman and several trat tu vien,
"Where's the dead man?" demanded the policeman. "When did he die?
Does anyone know what he died of?"
Thegroup leader rushed forward andpointed tothecorpse. "Cadre, thedead
manis Ty. We found outabout hisdeath at dawn although wedon'tknow exactly
when he died. Mr. Vu here discovered the death when he tried to push aside the
dead man's leg, which had touched him."
Sau arrived. The old cadre calmly stared at the corpse, then ordered,
"There's no need to call the medic! Trat tu vien, take the corpse to the meeting

hall and put it where bodies are kept before burial. Fetch \finh and tell him to
changethe dead man's clothes and preparea coffin."
Thetwo trat tu vienrewrapped the corpsewitha blanketand carriedit away.
Thejobwas done briskly andexpertly as though they diditoften. Another trat tu
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vienwasinstructed to collectthedead man's belongings and bringthemto "the
office."

Thatevening I was summoned to thecommand centertoreportonthedeath.
I was taken to an office and shown a document, in which Dr. Hatstated thatTy
haddiedof an intestinal ailment andthattherewas nothing suspicious about his
death. I was then required to date and sign the document and include at the

bottom of the statement, "My name is Iran TriVu, Ty's neighbor. Mr. Ty died
while sleeping."

Thedeath wasquickly forgotten. But threedayslater, on theway home after
a hard day's work, I was stopped by Vinh.

"Mr. Vu,I've gotto askyouabout something!" hesaidin a demanding tone.
His urgent tone caught me by surprise. We walked in silence to a deserted

spot. Vinh thensaid, "Answermejust onequestion: Whatdidyoutellthecadres
about Ty's death?"

I was puzzledby the unexpected question and replied, "He died a few days
afterI wastransferred to this group. I knownothing abouthim. No one askedme
anything about his death! I've never talked to a cadre. Why do you ask?"
"It's nothing." Heshook hishead, worry showing onhisface. "I just wanted
to know out of curiosity. Well, er . . . a cadre accused me of theft. He said that
he had been told by Ty's ghost that I had stolen twenty dong hidden in Ty's
shirt."

I burst out laughing. "I thought it was something important. This is
rubbish," I said. "How couldyou believe sucha story? It was onlya cadretrying
to trick you!"

Vinh hurried off without bothering to reply. I was then surrounded by my
roommates asking what we were talking about. I told them the whole story.
Everyone laughed.
One told me, "That guy is a troublemaker. Don't associate with him!"
The next evening back from work, some inmates who had been sick and

stayed indoors toldmethatTy'swife hadarrived andwas tearfully demanding to
see her husband's grave.

"She said she had learned of his death from his ghost," one said in
amazement. "Also she said that the ghost had complainedof being robbed of
twentydong by Vinhwho took the moneyfromhis clothingprior to the burial."
Thestory of thepersistent ghost spread untiloneday a trat tu vien acting on
orders, searched Vinh's bags during his absence and came up with a twentydong banknote.

WhenI met Vinh again sometime later, he said with a smile, "Ty has some
ghost! Even dead he can complain to the authorities and his wife."
"What happened with the twenty dong?" I asked.

"I had to admitthe theft." Vinh grimaced. "I thoughtthemoney wasno use
to a dead man, so I took it. It's been confiscated."
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"Were you punished?"
"There's no point. If they punish me, they must make a report and declare
the money. They could not keep it for themselves. That's why they left me alone."
Vinh then told me he had been unable to put the corpse into the coffin
because the body was too long.
"I prayed, 'Please don't be so stiff, or I will have to be heavy-handed and
break your skeleton, and the corpse immediately relaxed and fell easily into the
coffin with a thud," Vinh claimed.

I laughed at this typical undertaker stoiy, but Vinh became serious. "Don't
laugh. Everything I said is true. As soon as the theft became known, I prayed
beforeburning joss sticks that Tywouldforgiveme. He scaresthe shit out of me.
Even an experienced undertaker like me is frightened by him!"
During my early stay in this prison, I did not make any real friends althoughI
met many notable people. Among the inmates were former members of the
communist-led National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, some of whom had

left the Front a long time ago. Most famous of these was Mai Van So, brother of
Mai Van Bo, the Front representative at the Paris Peace Talks. These people
deliberately kept their distance from the rest of us.
During one transfer to a new group, I was assigned to a place next to an old
Front member named Nam. The former communist, about sixty, was very
reserved although he did not show hostility toward me when I took my place next
to him. I tried to maintain a silence as I knew he did not like talking. He would
mutter a few words when silence was unavoidable, such as when we were

cleaning our sleeping places or catching bedbugs together.
A week passed, and I had not asked him a single question. Perhaps this was
why he became more friendly. Each evening as the others gathered for talk, I
remained sitting in my place thinking. Nam would lie near me, also deep in
thought, eyes fixed on the ceiling.
One evening, he suddenly asked, "Why don't you join the others? They are
having a good time, you know!"
"They seem to be talking about nothing important. Why don't you join
them?"

"They don't like me. They make fun of me for having been a member of the
Front!"

"How long were you in the Front?" I asked, hoping to prolong the
conversation.

"Well, quite long! It began in my underground days against the colonist
French in 1945, 1946 . . ."

"That was a long time ago. Why have you ended up here?"
"They thought I had committed an offense. My stay here is only temporary,
however. People like me are usually kept elsewhere."
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Knowingthat I had to seize the opportunityif I wasto get to knowthis man,
I confided, "I would like to ask you a question if you don't mind. I must ask
someone. My head now is full of disturbing questions. I wonder what will
becomeof me, what should I be doing now. WhenI find even people like you
imprisoned, I am really lost. Let me ask you a frank question: Do you regret
having been in the Front?"
"Since you ask, I will give you a frank answer. I haveno regret whatsoever."
I was taken aback by this unexpected answer.
"That's a cleveranswer! I've heard of communistsso loyalto the Party that
they show no hatred towardformercomrades who want to imprisonthem, even
kill them."

"That's rubbish! By saying T have no regret,' I meant I had no regret for
what I have done. As for being imprisoned, whothe hell wouldn't be angryover
this sort of treatment? However, if one commits an offense, he should show
remorse."

"Are you saying that you havenot conmiitted an offense?Why did you say
you have done something wrong?"
"I didn't say I committed a crime. I said they thought I had committed an
offense. The two are completely different."

Realizing that each utterance by this man was carefully weighed, I paused
for thought, then went on.
"Well, if you are innocent and here only because they think you are guilty,
how can you prove yourinnocence?And why shouldan early followerwith your
seniority be treated like this?"
Old Nam shookhis head sadly and with a smile said, "Youare so ignorantof

the communists. In your years of imprisonment, have they ever given you a
chance to prove your innocence? Have they ever tortured you for a confession?"
"No, and I wonder why. They only made us write our biographies, which I
suspecttheyneverbotheredto read. Does the Partydetain peoplewithouttrial?"
"I hope you're not angry with me for my frankness. Your type is so naive.
You have not learned much from your years in prison. Yourweakness is lack of
reasoning power, lack of mental training."
"It has been nearly three years and a half since I registered on June 25,1975.
During this time I havenot learned much, I admit. I've been hopingagainsthope
for early release. I don't know why it has been delayed for so long, when it's
likely to take place, or what I should do for a living once released. What I hear
from the outside confuses me and fills me with hopelessness. I am so confused I
don't know what to expect. I won't even be angry with you if you call me
stupid."
"Sometimes I want to explain things to your friends, but they won't listen.
They clearly hate me, swear at me, say to me, as you just did, 'You are a
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communistyourself, and eventhoughimprisonedby yourformercomrades you
still defend them and try to spread propaganda on their behalf.'"
"I only want to learn from you," I said. "May I ask what is the point of
detaining us like this? In my opinion this actiononly invites hatred from us and
alienates the public, at least the public in the South."
"Yourreasoning is not objective. It's basedon personal feelings. Don't you
know that every communist move must be based on well-defined doctrine and
must be referred to and compared with similar responses in the Soviet Union?
The reeducation camps in this country are based on a similar systemthat has
existed in the Soviet Union, East European countries, and China. Therefore, the
reeducation camp was inevitable in Vietnam, especially in the South where
buildinga socialiststate is just beginning. Do youknowwhy the firstact of the
new government was to detain all members of the previous government, no
matter how good or how highly specialized they were?"
"I am puzzled by your question. They explained that we had to undergo
reeducation to become 'New Socialist Men,' suitable for a better and brand-new
society."

Old Nam uttered a sarcastic laugh and retorted, "Have you met a 'New
Socialist Man' in the last few years?"
Thethoughtseizedme, butit wasonethathadbeenlurking in thebackof my
mind. Since the day Saigon was overrun by hordes of bodoi, I had been
bombarded with political lessons glorifying the virtues of the "New Socialist
Man," his consuming ideals, his work ethic, his integrity, his lack of selfish
ness, his spirit of sacrifice, his willpower, the purity of his soul, and so on.
However, I had nevermet a bodoi or cadre possessingthose virtues. What was
described was worthy of sainthood, but what they did was evidence of
selfishness and insatiable greed. It was they who profited from charging
cutthroat fees, whoforced us to remove corrugated ironsheets so they couldsell
them, who made us make suitcases and wooden trunks for their use, who forced

us to gather timber, firewood, and bamboo, which they sold for profit. Rankand-file bodoi scrambled to supplement their meager earnings, using their
limited opportunities, while higher-ranking cadres openly took much more
rake-off.

I offeredNam these observations. I said we inmateshad been astonished by
the theftof timberby the Voluntary Youth fromThaiBinh, thenshocked by their
acts of murder and looting, that it was they who had robbed a bodoi of his
bicycle and watch.

"How can the generation that has grown up under socialism in the North
behave in this terrible way?" I asked Nam.
"It's rather late for you to be asking this question," he sighed.
"Why are they keeping us in jail so long?" I persisted.
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"In the first place,detaining you is a necessity. Positions in the government
and other institutions must be made available to the 'revolutionaries' so the

process of buildinga socialistsocietycan be carriedon throughout the country,
the South included. How could a new communist state be possible with key
postsoccupiedby managers, engineers,doctors, and administrators whoknow
theirjobs well, whoare morecompetent, and have betterqualifications thanthe
revolutionaries? Leninpreachedthat a newly formed socialist state couldbe run
by those who had mastered only the three Rs. Employees of the formerregime
must be removed and detained to make room for the revolutionaries."

As I listened, my puzzlement and confusion gradually diminished. A few
well-defined examplesplus logicalreasoninghelped me see the truth, once and
for all. Once the old positions werefilledby the newcomers, there wouldbe no
more obstacles in their way. The newcomers would learn from deposed experts,
who eventually would no longer be needed.
"Now that a new governmentexists and key posts are controlledby the new
state,whyare westillin detention? Andaretherereallyenough trainedpeopleto
fill our former jobs? It's obviousthe countryneeds more specialists—doctors,
engineers, technicians, teachers."
Old Nam waved his hand to dismiss my protest. "You are subjective and
quiteignorant of thecommunists. Whowillemploy you? Haven'tyouheard the
words 'vigilance of the revolutionaries'? It meanstiiattheywill never trust their
former opponents. Your chidren have already been excluded from a normal
existence in society. That's what Marxism-Leninismis all about."
"Good Lord! Does this mean we will all be exterminated?"

"Nonsense. The Revolutionwill not kill you all. But it will see to it that you
and your families will have less responsibility, less influence in society. Your
'dimension' will be severely restricted."
"My God! What willbecome of mydimension then,narrow as it already is?
Whatyou've told me scares me to death. Get to the point. Don't beat aboutthe
bushlikethis. Do theyintendto keepus injail like thisuntilweall die?Don't be
offended by my frankness. You communists love to be progressive and scien
tific, but I think you're old-fashioned and unbearably outmoded! Let me give
you some examples. While inspecting the drying of manioc roots, the com
manderof Bu Loi camp picked up a thin sliceof the root that wasunusuallydry
and declared, 'This has only reached72 percentof the norm.' I nearlyexploded.
Here in this camp the political commissaroncedeclared, 'The residuefrom the
burningof coal is used in the paving of roads in the North. Once the Japanese
offeredto buy it to use in the manufacture of 117 differentitems. Naturallythe
request was turned down. Our government intends to maintain economic
independence at all costs.' Nowyoutalk about the dimension of prisoners and
the newregime'srestrictions. Obviously, you're still infected by the communist
disease—unscientific reasoning!"
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Old Nam remained silent, allowing me to vent my indignation. Then he
calmly replied, "It's true that I had that kind of 'disease,' and to show you the
essence of the communists' policies conceming your fate,I deliberatelyadopted
their way of thinking again. That's why you object to my 'unscientific reason
ing.' A true communist has a limited vocabularyregardless of whether he is a
lowlycadre or Prime Minister Pham VanDong. The Revolution doesn't wantits
followers to use too many words since this might extend the scope of thenthinking. The communists want to ensure that everyone speaks and behaves

exactly as the revolutionaries do. I am used to their way oflinking, and don't
mind if you call it a disease."

"Then what do you mean by saying our dimension will be severely
restricted? Do youmean we will be detainedhere forever or that we will be put
under house arrest in a New Economic Zone when we are released?"

"Ah, at last you have come to the point. According to communism, each
person has a political dimension, a cultural dimension, an economic dimension,

and a social dimension. Members of the formerregime will be deprivedof all
but their economic dimension, which will be limited to the duty of producing
goods. Those supervising inmates in reeducation camps have been briefed on
this policy. So have I, and perhaps I can shedsomelight on this and warnyouto
keepyoureyesopen. Lower-ranking cadreshave notreceived a carefulbriefing.
Theytend to emphasize the lenient policies of the State, the Revolution, and the
Party in answer to all questions. You eventually will be released so you can
participate in production. You will be left alone as long as you accept your
restrictedrole. Of course, theywon't saypubliclythat youare deniedpolitical,
cultural, and social rights, but they will certainly make sure that you do not
engage in those activities. Actual implementation of policies will depend on
location and on regional authorities."
The more I listenedto him, the more Machiavellian the government's policy
sounded. At first, I hoped old Nam was only bragging about his knowledge, but
gradually I became convinced that what he said was true.

"When do you think I shall be released?" I pressed on. "What should I do
for a living once released? Tell me what you think. It doesn't matter whether
you're right or wrong so long as I have some insight into the future."
The gong abruptly sounded, signaling bedtime. Everyone quietly went back
to his place. Old Namshookmyhand and saidin a low voice, "I have explained
everything. The rest is up to you. Le Duan wrote a book called Under the
Glorious Banner of the Party^ Move Forward to AchieveMore Victories. It has
been publishedand distributed to all Party members, but lower-ranking mem
bers only receivean abridged version. You see, evenParty membershavelimited
access to information.Therefore, it's not surprisingthe government has told you
so little about yourfuture. Wehavetalked enough. Let's nottalk tomorrow since
someone will report us. I only fear for you. My fate has already been sealed."
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I persisted. "From what you've told me, should I adopt a wait-and-see
attitude? I mean, I shouldn't expect trial or early release . .

"Since theyhave detainedso manypeople, therecan be no trials. They need
some resolution from the Politburo to decide your future. I was told by a visitor

thattheyhavedecidedto purgeChristians fromthePartywithoutfurtherinquiry.
Whatcan youexpect? It's become a generalprocedure; trialstake placeonlyin
exceptional cases. Let's get to sleep! Theconununists have a logicof theirown
that outsiders like you can't understand."
I laythere, troubling thoughts churningin my head. Whyis it that inhuman
practices invented in Lenin's timeare stillpresenttoday? Whyis an oldpolitical
theory stillrevered as if it wereanirrefutable physical lawthatmustbe imposed
on the rest of the human race? It's unbelievable!"

Old Nam would not talk to me for several days. The mutual silence was once

againmaintained, whichwas unbearable formeasI knew there was stillmuchto
learn from this old revolutionary. I realized that to learn more about commu
nism, I had to make friends with people who had been living long in the
communist ranks, a prospect that had been unthinkable not so long ago. No
sooner had I arrived at this conclusion than I was transferred to another group.

I waslucky to be reunited with old friends in the newgroup. However, all I
found in them was despair. They spent their free time collecting news, which
often turned out to be rumor. Most of these reports originated in casual talk and

took on substance as theypassed from mouthto mouth. Typical wasthe report
that the Americans were having talks with Hanoi on resettlement of political
prisoners in America. Another was thatthecommunists were being criticized by
the rest of the world for their treatment of employeesof the former regimes. The

first rumor was probably based on the fact that some lucky prisoners had
managed to get to the UnitedStatesafter bribing their way out of prison. The
secondrumorwasprobably a statement on the BBCby someinternational figure
about political prisoners in Vietnam. Forthreeyears, nota day passed thatI did
not hear some hopefulreport. It seemedthat mostinmatescould cany on with
their wretched lives only by deceiving themselves with false hopes. It was
beyond our belief thatthe communists wereto be influenced by world opinion.
The only genuine news we got concerned food shortages and all sorts of
outside difficulties. Most inmates who had had visitors everymonth now had to
content themselves with quarterly visits or even fewer. More often, they got
letters promising visits when their families had saved enough money. It was

obvious that our people outsidewere having a hard time. The prison authority
eventually adopedan every-other-month policyas monthlyvisits wereno longer
practical. Thisresulted in additional privation, aseven those fortunate enough to
have visitorsevery twomonths couldnotstretchtheirsupplementary foodsupply
overthe period. Obtaining additional foodon site becameeveryone's objective.
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Themostpopularway to do this wascatchingrats, whichwerenumerous in
the area. The most common trap consisted of a noose fastened to a flexible
branch, oneendof which was flnnly planted intheground neara fence, andthe

other endwith thenoose held down bya catch. Ibe contraption was setinsuch a
w^ that the poor animal's head went into the noose, which would spring the
catch. The bentrodwould then assume itsnormal straight position, andthemore
the animal struggled, the tighter the noose became. Every evening a crowd of
prisoners gathered near the fence to settraps. Locked in, they gathered by the
windows to watch the rewards of their efforts. Soon the night was pierced by
joyful cries, "It's caught!" "That's n^r trap!" "Your trap failed!" Ibis cheap
entertainment lasteduntilthecompulsory bedtime. Theonlysufferers were the
poor rodents dying a slow andpainful death. Their bodies hadlong become stiff
when the doors were opened the next morning. Each successful trapper would
quickly and expertly chopoff the rat's head, thenskin, disembowel, and clean
it. Then hewould take it to the worksite to be cooked during the break.
Such breaches of camp discipline were ignored by the authorities as they
knew we would not survive without the rats. Hie police themselves suffered
from the nationwide food shortages and they raided nearby comfields. One day
mygroupwaspreparing landforsweetpotatoes whena policeman ordered meto

fetch a large empty pail. I followed him to a cornfield with stalks bearing
relatively large ears. The policeman expertly found his way among the stalks;
other inmates were already there stealing com. As we were busily gathering the
ears, the policeman suddenly said in a low voice, "Get down. Somebody is
passing by."

Women's voices were heard. Once they were outof earshot, the policeman
slowly stood up, looked carefully about and said, "Stay where you are. I'llgo out
first. When you hear my signal, come out—with your com of course."
Nobody replied. The policeman hurried off. It was notlong before we heard,
"Come out."

Once we were away, the policeman laughed, "This com belongs to the
province committee. The field was planted by some government employees
under a food-growing campaign. Now, thecrop is ready for harvest, butnoone
has tumed up to claim it. We have eveiy reason to help ourselves. We can't let
the com getold. Besides, those govemment workers don't need it. They grew it
only because they had to."

I filled three large barrels with theyoung, juicycobs andcooked them. One
barrel was divided among the four policemen and therestgiven to us.
One time I saw a policeman shoot a dog that had strayed into camp. Hethen
madeus boil waterand shave off the dog's hair, afterwhich he butchered it. The
police took the meat with them to a watchtower to be cooked later on.

I was assigned one day to the team charged with tidying up the supply
warehouse. It wasa newly builtbrickbuilding withpadlocked doors. Inside, we
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found wheat flour spilled all over the floor, and we usedspades to remove the
flour mixed with rat droppings. We then unloaded a truckfiil of sacks of flour
thathadarrived from Saigon. Eachsackwas labeled "Ble Tendre" inbigletters
with "Don de la France" in smallerletters. This "gift fromFranceto the people
of Vietnam" was to be used by the police. The flour would be made into

dumplings, which were usually steamed. It was apparent that thefood shortage

had ^ome critical ifeven the police had to supplement their rice diet with flour.
The prisoners' mainstapleremained bobo.
These trips tothe warehouse permitted one inmate tocollect enough flour to
contributeto a Christmasdinner. But this plan was spoiled by an unforgettable
argument.

Among theinmates was apriest named Quang (there was also aCatholic nun
among thefemale inmates intheadjacent compound). Itwas Father Quang who
reminded us of the coming of Christmas, and one morning word was passed
among Catholics that confession would beheard before Mass. Both, of course,
would take place clandestinely. Father Quang stood bythefence near thetoilets
as if in line, and the other Catholic inmates stood about nearby. With his
"congregation" gathered. Father Quang saidin a low voice, "Now everyone,

make the signof the cross and pray for atonement for your sins. Then I will
perform the rite of absolution."

Everyone hurriedly said hisprayer. Father Quang repeated hisinLatin. Then
he declared, "I wish you a happy Christmas blessed by God!"
He then hurried off. Some of the men trailed after him, deeply movedby the

ritual,however brief. Theinmate whohadbeenhoarding wheat flour hadmade a
Christmas cake; in place of yeast he had used bicarbonate of soda, donated by
those who regularly used it for stomachache. During thebreak, we setfire to a

pile of wood, let it die down to a heap of embers, and buried the dough,
contained in two clamped aluminum pots, in thered-hot embers. We took care
to stirtheembers every now and then while ensuring that thethin aluminum did
notbumthrough. The cakewas removed from thismakeshift oven after half an
hour, and it wasa success. Thebrownish-yellow cake gave off a nicearomathat
made our mouths water. The baker insisted that we wait until Christmas Eve to
eat it since Christmas was after all the occasion for which the cake had been
baked.

His piousness invited chuckles, and some swearing from his hungry friends.
A guard was attracted to the noisy scene.

"How did you manage to make such a well-risen cake!" he asked ad
miringly.

OnChristmas Eve, wheneveryone wasinsidehis mosquito net, theownerof
the cake summoned his fellow Catholics and close friends, and we gathered in

his bunkunderhismosquito net. We saidourprayers in low voices, andthenthe
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cake was divided into tiny pieces and distributed. It was aromatic and tasty,
although notsweet, of course, duetothescarcity of sugar. Aswe were eating, a
voice from nearby mocked, "Areyou so content in thisplace thatyou celebrate
Christmas? Is Christ's birth such a happy event?"
The joyous mood ended abruptly. We were stunned by the hostility. An
elderly participant among us said, "We are sorry to disturb you. Please excuse
us, but we must celebrate the incarnation of God, who descended from heaven
to redeem us from our sins!"

"Why are you so happy?" retorted the voice. "How can you be cheerful
when you know that this is the birthday of a baby who is to be crucified later
on!"

The remark was so venomous that we almost choked on the cake in our

mouths. We looked at each other in bewilderment, wondering who was
speaking. Thesame elderly Catholic meekly said, "Wearejoyfulforthedescent
of God to earthto teach the human race to love each other. If you can't get to
sleep, please join us and have some cake."
There was no reply. We returned to our celebrating, but in silence. The

mocking voice resumed. "Although God has been tellingus to loveeach other
for 2,000 years, nobody's bothered to listen to Him! If we did, there wouldn't be

revolutions basedon theuse of force. You arecelebrating oursuffering, whichis
outrageous. The sad fact is that Jesus died in vain. So why are youcelebrating?"
We were irritated, but also disturbed by his logic. There were mischievous
chuckles as if the rest of our roommates were enjoying our embarrassing

inability to answer him. Our elderly friend was about to reply, but we
unanimously cut him short. "Let him talk. We will only make a row out of a
trifle if we keep answering."
We finished ourcakeandreturned to ourplaces in silence. I layawake deep
in thought. As he could not sleep either, my neighborbroke the silence.
"That fellowwho hasjust caused you troubleis Hao. He's quite sarcastic and
always has a sullen look on his face as if about to start an argument. You can't
win with him; he seems to havea bagful of spiteful arguments, and he has a real
grudge against society. I was amusedby his remarks on yourcelebration, but I
also found his reasoning logical. God has failed to teach us to love each other.
His revolution, based on human kindness, never materialized. We are now

victims of a revolution based on the use of force. After all, we've only got
ourselvesto blame. When somehuman beings want to build a paradise on earth
by using force, other human beings are bound to suffer as a result."
EveryChristmassince,I have remembered that occasionin prison. It fillsme
with sadness.

Chapter 8
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The year1978 ended in an atmosphere of hardship, despair, and hopeless
ness. Our situation became tense suddenly with the appearance of a leaflet
denouncing communist rule. Word went around that the leaflet was on coarse

paper, the kind used for cement sacks; it bore the words: "Down with the
inhuman communist regime that oppresses the common people!" At first, we
thought the leaflet would only be a nuisance for the authorities, as it only
appeared in thetoilet andwas intended to provoke thepolice intoreprimanding
the trat tu vien and informers for their lack of vigilance.

Therefore, we were surprisedby the explosive reaction of the police. They
immediately wentintoaction to tryto catchtheculpritandprevent more leaflets
from appearing. Group leaders were to inform the authorities whowas likely to
have access to that kind of paper; trat tu vien searched for paper of all kinds
including notepaper. It turned out that almost everyone kept the coarse paper
from cement bags that were always available at the construction site. These
strongbags werepopularbecause the paper couldbe used as a sleeping mat, to
wrapfood, or as toilet paper. Now, of course, it was taboo. As if mocking the
police for theirfailure, a second leaflet appeared, also in the toilet. Unable to
find the culprit, the authorities decided to punish all of us by denying small
"luxuries" such as the freedom to cook our own food on Sundays, by closing all

ventilation openings duringlunch break, and by curtailing the evening outdoor
relaxation period. A trat tu vien was now permanently posted in thetoilet area.
My already restrictive life as a prisoner became moreunbearable as the clamp
tightened. However, moredamnable leaflets appeared, now at the worksite and
then on the fence.

Theangrypolicetoldthe studymonitors to warnus that "ultrareactionaries"
among us would be ferreted out and transferred to "hard-labor camps." What
we thought of as psychological moves eventually turned.out to be real!
As Tet approached, the more risky became the distribution of antiregime
leaflets. We feared that our holiday observance might be suspended by a

vengeful prison authority. Then, oneweek before theNew Year, wewere briefed
on the situation in Cambodia.

One morning, we were instructed to get ready for a political lesson rather
than going to work as usual. Political lessons in this prison usually meant
gathering in the central courtyard undera burning sun to listento a cadrereada
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boring text and then returning to our quarters for a compulsory discussion.
Everyone was gloomy after a political lesson had been announced.
Onceassembled arounda platform with a loudspeaker, a cadreapproached.
He was none otherthan the camp's political commissar, Comrade Vong, alias
Mai Lien. Vong smiled, cleared his throat, and said, "I am sure you have all
heard the good news about ourbeloved country. I know thatyou areallquick at
gathering news."

He caught us by surprise. To the puzzled inmates Vong explained, "The
reactionary regime of Pol Pot in Kampuchea has been hostile to us for some
time. It has raided our territory on the western border ..."
So, the lesson was about the war between Hanoi and communist Kam

puchea! The authorities must have realizedwe would be puzzled by a warwith
our former friends, so they arranged this briefing, I thought.
Vong proceeded furiously to denounce the Pol Pot regime as bloodthirsty,
one that had detainedmillions of people in hard-labor camps.
Atthispointloudapplause eruptedin theranksof inmates, which took Vong
by surprise. Every time the political commissar shouted earnestly into the
loudspeaker to denounce the Pol Pot gang, he was greeted by boisterous
applause andlaughter. When Vong shouted, "Downwiththereactionary PolPot
gang that has beentorturing the Kampuchean people" and "The blood-thirsty
Pol Pot gang is a lackey of the expansionist imperialists!" he got loud and
prolonged applause. When he bellowed, "Down with Pol Pot and his cronies

who have been holding millions of people inhard-labor concentration camps!"
the applause erupted into a roar, interspersed with shouts of "That's correct!
Quiteright!" ThemoreearnestlyVong condemned, the noisierwasthereaction.

I had never witnessed such black humor. Who could have imagined that a
dedicated communist cadre would one day proclaim his Party's policies to the
cheers of inmates in a concentration camp. All those crimes denounced by the
political conunissar were identical to those committed by the Hanoi regime
against Vietnamese political prisoners like us.
At last, Vong smugly concluded, "Therefore, the Party, the State, and our

people, being obliged to fulfill our 'international duty' to the Kampuchean
people, have sent our soldiers to Kampuchea to liberate its people from the
bloodthirsty regime of Pol Pot. Atthis moment, ourinvincible army, marching
beside thebrotherly Kampuchean people, is annihilating thelastrenmants of the
murderous Pol Pot army. We have completed theGreat Revolution initiated by
Chairman Ho!"

Now, the audience went silent. Hanoi's powerful army had marched into
Kampuchea!
Vong then declared, "This New Year thus will be another victorious New

Year, a good start for our people. To celebrate victory, this camp will certainly
enjoy a well-prepared New Year."
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Tliough promised a celebration, theinmates werenotas happy as expected.
There were whispers, "So Kampuchea has been swallowed!"
During the aftemoon, Vong and his study monitors took turnssupervising

thecompulsory discussions onthat day's briefing. Vong justified theinvasion of
Kampuchea: "Wehadto move intoKampuchea ortheChinese would have done
so. How could a thinly populated 'granary' like Kampuchea defend itself
against China? Once theChinese took over, it would beimpossible tokickthem
out. Among Uncle Ho's willis a pledge to protect Kampuchea, you know! The
Party is planning to bring in manpower to help theKampucheans exploit their
rich soil to the fullest. Our international duty is a burden. We also have to take
care of Laos."

At the end of the day, eachgroup hadto draw up a report on the discussion
and submit it to the study monitor in charge. Once the discussion ended, my
group leader set about to note questions from individual teams. He stopped at
myteamand asked, "Does this teamhave any queries?"
One fellow raised his hand. "I have several questions that can only be
answered by a high-ranking cadre. Prepare to note them down. They are . . ."
The group leader stared and sighed. "Comeoff it, Hao," he said. "Have
mercy on me. Don't mess up this discussion. Please don't make my life
miserable."

It was the same fellow who had mocked us at Christmas, I thought.

Haosaid, "I have always behaved rr^self during discussions, haven'tI? Am
I a troublemaker? If you won'ttake down rr^ questions, I amafraid I'll have to
see the study monitor and pose the questions to him."
"All right! What are your bloody questions?"
"No! You take them down!"
"Tell me first!"

Hao's teammates urged, "Tell him first. He can take it down later."

Hao spoke, emphasizing each word. "I have two questions. The first is.
What political doctrine created Pol Pot and his cronies? The second is.Was itthe
CIA that taught the Pol Pot gang to be so bloodthirsty?"
We burstintolaughter andapplauded. The fiightened group leader hurriedly

putanendto ourchorus. "Stopthis bloody noise. I'll becrucified if it attracts
the trat tu vien. Come off it, Hao! If you havea grudge against me, hit me, but

don'taskthatsortof question. I wouldn't dare write itdown inthereport even if
my grandfather rose from the dead and told me to do it. Don't you want to be
reunited with your family?"

"1don'thave afamily anymore. Mywife is remarried toa cadre, herboss. I
don't even know to whom she has given my children. I've no need to get out."
"Well, I won't trouble you anymore. You scaremeevery time you speak."
After that, I paid special attention to this sorrowful character.
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When Tet came, some calves and pigs were slaughtered, and we were
promised rice. However, I was unlucky and came down with a fever. The
standard treatment was quinine, which often did not work. The right treatment
could be arranged if one had connections. I was introduced to a bodoi medic
named Hung, who was addressed as "Doctor." Almost any kind of medicine
was availableif one made a deal with him. I asked a friend to act as go-between
and bring gifts to Hung. Not long after, this diminutive though resourceful
medic came and gave me an injection in the arm. He then said, "Don't eat rice
today. I guarantee you will be better tomorrow when I give you another
injection."
Thus I missed the Tet rice. At noon, we got glutinous rice cooked with green
beans as a New Year'sDay treat. It turned out to be inedible because it contained
grains of sand. We later found out that the rice had been husked in a concrete
mortar, which flaked off cement chips. Using a concrete mortar instead of a
granite one as usual was the idea of some government technician!
Rumor had it that the female prisoners in the adjacent compound were to be
transferred because their presence caused inconvenience for everyone. A few
prisoners had managed to get to know some of the women and disclosed to me
that the highest ranking prisoner was the former commandant of the White
Swallows unit, which had been run by the South Vietnamese intelligence
agency. Female prisoners went out to work in two groups. Their main job was
cultivatinggreen beans and sweet potatoes. When theymet us on their wayback
from harvesting sweet potatoes, they would drop some for us to pick up. Some
had made friends with the men and even managed to send them potatoes or
letters. It was known that romance had blossomed even in these circumstances.

There was a young fellow in my group called Trac who had joined the South
Vietnamese police to avoid the army. He was arrested by the bodoi while
undergoing an officer's training course. When he leamed of the imminent
departure of the women, he was despondent, for his girlfriend was among the
inmates. Out of curiosity, I asked him how he had managed to exchange letters
and develop a romance in spite of all the restrictions and surveillance.
Trac calmly replied, "Romance will exist wherever there are men and
women!"

I thought he was only joking, but his face was serious.
Each evening, Trac played his guitar and sang the same sad song, "Autumn
leaves flutter in the wind . . . she's far away from me . .
One day while we were weeding along the road connecting the camp to

National Highway No. 1, a convoy of five Molotova trucks left camp heading
toward us. They carried the female prisoners and their belongings. The women
sadly wavedat us as they passed. Trac was standing near the road. A voicecalled
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out, "Trac, good-byedearest!" Once the convoywas out of sight, the guarding
policemanbarked, "Come on, get back to work. Whathas their departure gotto
do with you?"
Trac went pale. He was close to tears. He sighed, "That's it. We may never
meet again."
Someonesaid cruelly, "Mothers of four or fivechildren havethe courageto
leavetheirfamiies, to saynothingof a girlfriendone hasyetto holdhandswith."
It was none other than the sarcastic Hao!

Withthe womengone,the entire camp becamedepressedand quiet. My eyes
turned to the empty, soullesswomen'sbarracksto the right of the entranceas we
went home at the end of the day.
After dinner I went out to breathe the cool fresh air. Hao was sitting in a

comer facingthe sky as if daydreaming. I ventured, "Why are you sittinghere
alone? You look sad!"
"I am not sad!"

"Though living this kind of life?" I said in surprise.
"What can we do? We're defeated soldiers, you know!"

"Despite your detention, this hard labor?"
"Well, what do you expect from communists?"
"Even as you deny it, the sadness shows on your face." I tried to provoke
him into speaking more.
"I am disgusted with my face, the face of a defeated soldier who has never
been to the front! The face of one who lost a war without taking part in one."

"I'm sorry. I was only teasing you with silly questions," I said quickly
seeing his mounting irritation.
"You may be joking, but I am not. I am serious."

I changed the subject. "Your remarks on Christmas Eve provoked much
thought. Are you a Catholic?"
"No, I am not. My parents are Buddhists though not very devout. They

visited the pagoda now andthenand made offerings to Buddha andto thegods
every fullmoon. I know nothing of Buddhism. I know a littlebitof Catholicism
as I went to a Catholic school when I was young. I don't believe in Jesus, but I

was sympathetic to his cause. I often regretthatHisrevolution—He who hada
humble beginning and inspired resistance by the poor, the oppressed—some
howwas superseded by otherrevolutions based onAeuseof force. Thepoor and
oppressed remain poor and oppressed though they are now labeled 'Masters.'
Tell me, can you make anything of 'the Partyleads, the State governs and the
People own'? How in hellcanthey becalled 'owners' if they have absolutely no
say intherunning of thefactories, mines, farms, offices, and other enterprises?
By the way, are you a Catholic?"
Mythroatbecame dry. I said, "I ama Catholic, butI don'tthinkI cananswer
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your questions about Jesus and His revolution. You're a deep thinker, you
know."

"I am puzzled by almost everything because I haven't much education. If I
were a Catholic, I would try to find out why the revolution initiated by Jesus
hasn't been carried out but was replaced by a communist revolution. I think
revolutions based on human kindness are better than revolutions based on use of

force! What do you think?"
"In my opinion this thought of yours is shared not only by the rest of us in
this prison but also by all the Vietnamese people though they wouldn't dare
speak."
"I think some day someone will have to speak out. When we reach a
deadlock, we will rethink the issue, don't youthink? Otherwise, all that these socalled revolutions mean is replacing one form of oppression for another. I
wonder which regime—czarist or Leninist—has put more people into con
centration camps."
The talk was cut short by the gong signaling the end of this relaxation
period, when all inmates had to be locked in.
An atmosphereof fear and anger hoveredover the camp the following day. A
search began for those suspected of distributing anticommunist leaflets. Police
came to each barracks and called out certain inmates, who were then escorted

away, taking their belongings with them. I was among them, as were many I
knew.

We were taken to a clearing outside the camp, searched, and our clothing,
mosquito nets, and other belongings examined. The police busily scribbled in
their notebooks.Then, we weredivided into twogroups. I wasput in the smaller
of the two. So, disaster has struck once again, I thought bitterly. We were
escorted back to the camp. My group was led to the center of the compound
while the other was taken to the barracks with the corrugated tin roof that had
housed the women prisoners. (Welater learned that the women had been moved
to the central prison for women offenders in Long Thanh.)
Members of my group were escorted to different brracks to fill in vacancies
left by departed inmates. A trat tu vien told me, "You're lucky. Those in the
corrugated tin roof barracks will be isolated—no communication with other
inmates, no visits, no outdoor work."
The terror lasted the whole day. Talking among ourselves, we figuredout that

the isolated building held among others, former body-builder Thach; old
Nghiem, formerly Government Representative to Central Vietnam; Professor
Phan Thanh Truong of the Phu Tho Institute of Technology; Son Hong Due;
FatherQuang; old Huong Hoi (fatherof General Hieu), and many others whose
names I have forgotten.
The next morning we went to work as usual. At the lunch break we learned
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that more inmates had been sent to the isolated buiding. We lived in fear that the
"purge" had not yet ended. The terror was made worse by the study monitors'
threat that more punishment was awaiting those already in isolation.
So we were both cheered and worried by the continuing appearance of
anticommunist leaflets. The innocence of the isolated men was established, but

now the rest of the inmates had to shoulder the blame. I lived in fear day and
night, as if all eyes were on me.
Wewere searched again on Sunday morning, after which I wastransferred to
a new group of mostly old men. Wewere given only light work. I later learned
my assignment to this lucky group was on account of my poor health record, a
record that existed simply because I had been treated by "Dr. Hung" in return
for my bribes.
While I was queuing for a place at the cooking fire, a commotion broke out
because of the discovery of someone reportedly caught with a leaflet on him. He
was one of the cooks who was housed in a building near us. He was being
manhandled by police trying to take him to the command center. I was puzzled
that it turned out to be a cook, the most trusted and privileged of inmates with
access to a plentiful supply of food.
I was told by an old inmate who had been stayingat "home" most of the time
that the culprit was Pham Viet Thanh, son of South Vietnamesehistorian Pham
Van Son. His father was also a colonel in the Ministry of Defense of the former
regime.
The events leading to Thanh's "discovery" were later related to me by one
of my old group mates. According to him, Thanh was framed. He was well
known for his command of English. The trat tu vien used him as a tutor. They
evengavehim books. Earlier on the fateful day, Thanh wastutoring a trat tu vien
when a policeman and two trat tu vien, Thach and Ba, swooped in to search
Thanh. They produced a book that he acknowledged was his property. In
examining the book they "came across" a leaflet of the type that was being
distributed. After being interrogatedall afternoonat the commandcenter,Thanh
was sent to the "disciplinary cell." His fellow cooks were certain he was not a
reckless person. Further, they insisted, it would havebeen impossible for Thanh
to carry out this sort of activity since he was always in the company of someone
or was too busy.
The old man's detailed knowledge of the case amazed me as few were able to
obtain that much information. He had been a member of the National Liberation

Front, and the story of Thanh came out only after we had gotten to know each
other and I had introduced myself as a friend of his fellow Front member, old
Nam. The old communist's real name was Huu, but he was generally known as
Chin (lit., nine). The South Vietnamese communists tended to address one

another by aliases, often using ordinal numbers, which was a common practice
among Southerners.
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I approached old Chin one day, saying, "I've always wanted to learn more
about communism and the communists. I wonder if you could enlighten me
with your knowledge?"
The old man laughed and stared at me as if weighing my true intentions.
"I'll try if youreally wantto learn," he finally said. "However, I can't offeryou
any useful information as my memory is fading—if that is what you want."
So he thought I might be an informer! "I am not after any particular
information; I just want to kill time by trying to find out from former communists
why theyhad such faith in their eventualvictorythat theycouldendure hardships
for so long."
Old Chin hurriedly corrected me. "I've never been a communist myself. I
didn't join the Party, but I fought alongside the communists. They didn't want
me to join either, as we came from different backgrounds."
"Did you believe your side would eventually win?"
"Once we joined, we were expected to have great faith in the communist
cause and eventual victory. However, some of us gave up as time went on and
left, like old So over there. He left a long time ago and joined the Nationalists."
"I have heard so much propaganda, it's hard for me to believe what they say.
Can you honestly tell me what is it that made you believe in victory?"
Old Chin paused for thought, then replied: "It will take time to explain this;
it's a complicated thing. My belief was based on two main grounds. The first
was entirely theoretical—Marxist-Leninist determinism. I believe you are now
familiar with it. The second was drawn from the practical experience of those
involved in people's warfare, that is, revolutionary warfare. Theoretically, as you
must have heard, the downfall of capitalism can be brought about by intensify
ing the 'three powerful currents of revolution.' Althoughprofound, the logic in
this theory is somewhat farfetched. Our faith in final victory was not based on a
belief that we had more manpower or sophisticated weapons, but on our belief
that the enemy, or more precisely the Americans, would provide us with the
means to defeat them. On the one hand, we had a strong and solid rear, namely,
the North. For variousreasons, the Americans did not seem to intend to occupy
North Vietnam. On the other hand, as the Ameicans poured enormous amounts
of manpower and equipment into Vietnam only to be stalemated, their conduct
of the war vacillated and became wasteful, heavily hampered by politics and
public opinion. The longer the war dragged on, the more uncomfortable the
Americans were. The fundamental mistake made by the Americans in their
military thinking wasto plan the war in terms of manpowerand weaponry, while
leaving strategy to be decided by politics. The Revolution then was able to play
an active role in persuading the world that the Americans were waging a war of
aggression while we were fighting for national liberation, in other words, a just
cause."
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I interrupted in irritation. "We in the South were also fighting for a just
cause—freedom—and the Americans were only supporting us."
Old Mr. Chin cut me short. "Cool down!Wewon't get anywhereif wedon't
keep our heads. I didn't say I was right and you were wrong, as the present
regimeoftendoes. I know that many of youbelievedin the righteousness of your
cause and made the sacrifice of your lives in the fight against the Revolution,
which you called a communist one. But your cause could not be sustained.
Why? Becauseof the Americans! The United States is a nation with a tendency
to intervene in other countries' affairs as if it were the policemanof the world.
Its politicians haveno guiding principle. More correctly, the only principle they
respect is what is called 'pragmatism.' So when they decided to intervene—to
support you, as you put it—they also wanted to make decisions on your behalf.
When we proposed private talks between us and the Americans, they gladly
agreed without even consulting you. That was why they, by their own mistake,
lost their cause—if theyhad any. It was a fundamental mistake in the eyesof the
world. Kissinger was hailed as a genius for havingsucceeded in bringing about
those talks, but that was a myth. If the Revolution was fighting it was only with
the hope that negotiations and diplomatic recognition would follow."
Unable to stand Chin's conceit, I retorted, "From what you say, your side
has always been right."
"No, I didn't say that. But the fact that you are here proves you made
mistakes, doesn't it? I too must have made serious mistakes to end up in this
place. Have the patience to hear me out. Let me show you why the Americans
were beaten or, to put it another way, why you were beaten. You may not agree
with me; what I say is just my own opinion."
"Based on what you say,it seems you never felt any doubt about the outcome,
did you?"
"Of course we did, sometimes! There were times when we thought we
would soon be brought to our knees. Fortunately, the Americans came to our
rescue. As the war dragged on, they showed increasing embarrassment. As for
us, a war of attrition was something we could sustain. Sometimes when we were
drained of strength and resources, we had to make believe outwardly that we
were in top form. The worst was when we were harassed by B-52s. I would say
that throughout the war there were three dark moments when our morale was at
its lowest ebb: when B-52s began their massive bombings, when the combined
American and South Vietnamese forces launched the major offensive that thrust
deep into Kampuchea, and when Hanoi was inundated with bombs from B-52s.
But for reasons unknown, after these three peak offensives the American war
efforts quickly waned. When the flow of troops and materiel to the South was
interrupted by heavy bombing, we were ordered to step up our activities to show
that we hadn't suffered a bit. And the trick worked; the bombings and similar
forms of attack abated; probably they were thought not to have had much effect.
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"Had their offensive against Kampuchea lasted a few more months, the
whole revolutionary strength intheSouth would have suffered a serious shortage
of supplies. However, the Americans, in their conventional way of thinking,
wrongly assumed that their enemy must have been crushed following every
major attack carried outby modem weaponry. In reality, therevolutionaries in
the South never engaged the totality of their forces in any phase of the war,
knowing they just needed the strength to prolong it. Therefore, after each
military operation carried outbythe Americans, they had to devote themselves
to an all-outeffortto maintainthetempoof thewar. Wehadto stageattacks even
though we could ill-afford to do so.

"In 1968,no soonerhad GeneralWestmoreland declared thatthe VietCong
were no longer in a position to mount large-scale attacks than the order was
given to launch a general offensive on every town and city in the South.
Although ourlosses were massive—nearly allourreserves—we succeeded in
staging a diplomatic coup that forced theAmericans to come to the Paris peace
talks. The result of the talks wasclearly in favor of the Revolution, and, what's
more, it wasobtained at a time whenthe whole of North\^etnam wentthrough
hell because of constant air attacks by B-52s. Had the bombing lasted a few
more weeks, we would have had to settle for much less favorable terms, if only
to help lessen the military pressure and play for time. I'll tell you this in all
sincerity; whenever the Americans are directly involved in a war, they are
impatient for a rapid solution. If one canprolong awar, they will beshaken. The
American 01 has not been trained to sustain a prolonged war. The Americans

were ignorant of thenature of various kinds of war; ourwar was a revolutionary
or people's war that could last up to a century. They didn't get anywhere in
Vietnambecause they didn't havethat patience."
Annoyed by oldChin'sone-sided rhetoric, I retorted, "You can only sayso

because your side happens to have won the war. What about the Korean War
where you communists were pushed back bytheAmericans and thewar ended in
their favor?"

"I am notdefending thecommunists as I amnowtheirvictim. In Korea, the
Americans hadajustcause. Besides, theChinese 'army of volunteers' could not
stay there indefinitely likeanoccupation army, andtheNorth Koreans had made
a mess of theirattempt to liberate SouthKorea in thefirst place. When thecease
fire was finally declared, the two Koreas remained divided by the same 38th
parallel as before. So thewarended in a draw. The Americans were clearly not
victors because theyfailed to take over North Korea."

Seeing my unconvinced look, the old man said, "You asked me why I
believed in our final victory, and I told you what I and my comrades have
discussed almost daily andtheconclusions wehave drawn from ourstudies. You

have theright toreject my views. Inshort, thecommunists won notbecause they
were stronger butbecause theAmericans made somany fundamental mistakes.
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Although beaten, the Americans remain as strong militarily as ever. Their
military capability would be bestusedin conventional types of operation, say,
blitzkriegs. They would need enormous amounts of patience andperseverance if
they were to win a people's war."

"It seems to mewehave done enough talking today. I'll have more questions
to ask younext time." I tried to put an end to this troubling talk.
Old Chin smiled. "You will need to come to me more often if youreally
want to learn about communism and the communists. Remember, nothing is
absolute in this world. But the communists' reasoning and behavior seem to
suggest the opposite; they are therefore bound to havefundamental weaknesses.
I'll tell you about this later on."

The regime of work in this group was fairly light as most members were

either oldorconvalescing from some ailment. The oldest among us was Vu Huy
Chan, a man of overeightywhoI wastold was a contemporary of the famous
nationalist, Nguyen Thai Hoc, who was executed by the French colonialists.
OldChanalsowas saidto be oneof thefounders of theNationalist Party. He
was looked afterby his inmate son, who cooked porridge or vegetable soup for
him every day as all his teeth were gone. Too weakto do any kind of work, he
was allowed to stayat home, and every nowand thenhe would get up from his
bedandshuffle across theroom asif exercising. Buthismind was sharp. Every
timeI talkedwithhim, I hadto phrase myquestions so he could mostly answer
with a yes or no, as even talkingput a strain on his fragile body and made him
cough.

Oneday, tellinghimof mytalkwitholdChin, I asked, "Do youthinkthere's
any substance in what he says?"

"I thinkthereis. Butthereareotherconsiderations. It would be good if you
could learn from other people as well."

"May I inviteoldChinandoldSo to have a chatwithyousomeday?It seems
to me you don't want to talk to one another because you all are too proud."
OldChanjust shookhis headand smiled. However, he finally said, "That's a
good idea."

Nowthere beganforme whatprovedto be an exhilarating experience. These
knowledgeable old revolutionaries so far had been living in their respective
"ivorytowers," oblivious of realityas theypursuedtheirprivate thoughts about
the past. They accepted my requestfor them to get together. Only Mai Van So
remained cautious with his remarks most of the time. Old Chin often joked,
"Mr. So still has high hopes of being forgiven by the Revolution."
Theseformer communists had sharp minds whenever it came to discussing
politics, and old Chan, the nationalist, did not prove any less keen. WhenI was
first told that he was a contemporary of Nguyen Thai Hoc, I was skeptical that
Chan was of that calibre. Why had his name not been mentioned before?
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When I put it to him, the oldrevolutionary replied, "My obscurity is thatof
nationalists in general. We failed to establish ourselves as a united and
disciplinedforce. What we lacked was solidarityand discipline. That's why we
were pushed into obscurity."

Both So and Chin agreed that an effective and viable political organization
had to consist of dedicated activists free from family obligations and that its
methods had to be efficient, its activities serving the needs of the common

people. Thenationalist partieslackedall of these. Therefore, manypatriots who
wanted independence and freedom for their countryhad no choicebut to fight
alongside the communists, only to end up staying with them.
On the virtues and weaknesses of the communists, they pointed to the crisis
of faith the Vietnamese communists were now facing.

"You don't haveto go anywhereto findout about this;just listen to different
cadres and you will see how confused they are," said one. "I am sure that you
havehad their explanationsabout the continuing detention of employees of the
formerregime. Each low-rankingcadre comes up with his own reason, trying to
defend his government. Some might say that you havenot made progress in your
reeducation; another that your release would adversely affect the security
situation outside as the country was facing possible attacks from China; still
others might say that the governmenthad yet to find enough accommodationsfor
you and your families to welcome you back. People at the top, like Pham Van
Dong, at one time declared that all political prisoners had been released; at
another they admitted that 'about 50 percent' were still detained, mostly
'ultrareactionaries' who showed no repentance for their crimes. Actually, the
enormous number still in detention are specialists, technicians, or junior civil
servants who were barely involved in politics in the former regime. All these
confusing and conflicting explanations are excuses rather than reasons and
reflect a crisis of faith among the communists."
His remarks confirmed what I had been noticing during the last few years,
although the cadre explanations had been seen by us as efforts to delude us
rather than indications of a crisis of faith.

"A typical cadre is also facing an economic crisis that forces him to forego
his ideals," another said. "He certainly wants a bicycle, a refrigerator, a TV, or a
radio cassette recorder, or even a house in spite of his small salary. If an
investigation were conducted on every cadre, from the lowest ranking to the
highest, illegal sources of income surely would be unearthed. One of the
fundamental strengths of the Party—the integrity of its members—is now a
thing of the past. To you integrity may not mean much, but for a communist
once he lets it die away, he isn't going to be worth a penny. He can't regain it once
he has tasted easy-to-come-by luxuries; how can you make him throw awaywhat
he has obtained, legally or illegally? What they have inherited from the carefree
South is so poisonous!"
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For evidence of this loss of integrity, we had only to look to our own camp.
Training of police cadets was being organized by the prison's police force. As
soonas the newbuildingswerecommissioned,a groupof about300 cadetswere
moved in. They were mere teenagers, their complexions fresh and their bodies
well fed. Some could not help being shy when they had to deal with us; they
reminded me of students from wealthy families. We later learned that these
young men were children of high-ranking Party members whose entry into the
prestigious police forcehad been arranged by their parents, mainlyto savethem
from being conscripted into the army as the war with Cambodia raged on.
After a few weeks of compulsory military training the young cadets received
instruction in police techniques. To enable them to practice what they had
learned, the inmates were made available as "suspects," and every Sunday we
were assembled in the central courtyard for them to practice their skill at
conducting searches. When examining our clothes, they knew how to look for
hidden objects in hems or seams and they even knew to pry open steel frames of
rucksacks to look for hidden money or letters. Any cash they found they
immediately pocketed, knowing we would not protest for fear of making our
breach of camp discipline known to the authorities.
After every such practice session, the cadets' instructors would smilingly
ask them what they had collected. The future policemen would eagerly display
nail clippers, English texts, printed or handwritten "golden songs," poems
written by inmates, etc. None of them showed any moneystolen from the poor
prisoners.
Usually if searched by senior policemenor study monitors, we would lose
five-dong notes or more. Smaller amounts were ignored, but the cadets would
not overlook anything, even rusty nail clippers. We always ended up losing
something after this "on-the-job training" by the young cadets.
One Sunday evening, having heard my account of that blatant looting, one
of my roommates said, "I wonder how much suffering the public will haveto
bear once these guys become actual policemen."
"Don't worry," said old Chin. "The public will certainly be better off with
this kind of police—the very products of the Revolution. Stop to think how
wouldthe public fare if all government cadres strictly adheredto the rules?The
ordinary citizens can bypass government restrictions only if cadres take their
bribes and turn a blind eye to their activities! A nephew of mine who was a
soldierfor the formerregime onceapplied forpermissionto visitme. His request
was immediately turned down until he bribed the cadre involved. A policeman
who takes bribes is a *friend of the people.' How can people in the South get on
without bribery?"
A former communist sighed. "We were strong in the old days because we
were willing to sacrifice for a common cause. Nowadays everyone keeps
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everything to himself. The Revolution grew during the war but may die during
peacetime!"
This talk led to the subject of the communists' bad economic management.

Most obvious was their inability to satisfy the basic needs of the people due to
rigid central planning and control of all aspects of the economy. Even the leader
of all communist countries—the USSR—was known to suffer all sorts of

shortages.
"One day while on an official visit to the Soviet Union," said one of the
formercommunists, "I had a headacheand asked the interpreterto requestsome
medicine. As we were guests of the Soviet government, I got the right thing
without any difficulty. But the interpreter took advantage of the opportunity and
asked me to request some cough medicine as well. He said he would be unable to
buy it due to the acute shortage of drugs as well as food.
"Our leaders praise State enterprises as 'the good housewives of our
society,' yet even the Soviet 'resourceful housewives' fail to feed the people.
They are obviously much less capable than the 'capitalist housewives.' In my
opinion, the people in socialist countries are condemned to economic hardship
by the conservatism and obstinacy of their governments."
One day we were guessing at the number of political prisoners still in
detention. One of my roommates produced an old newspaper, the Tin Sang
{Morning News) whose editor was former Assemblyman Ngo Cong Due. The
daily was rumored to be more popular than those run by the Party.^Hints of the
number of political prisoners as well as conditions in detention centers were
cleverly dropped in an otherwise dull and propagandistic article. It featured a
subdistrict police officer's letter answering a complaint from a theatrical troupe:
"Why is it that a man convicted of a serious offense is allowed to go back to live
in the same place where he had recently committed the offense?" According to
the letter, the Thanh Minh-Thanh Nga troupe had been losing money from the
sale of counterfeit tickets. One day the culprit was caught by members of the
company in the act of selling these tickets and was handed over to the local
police. He was swiftly convicted, but a few days later he was seen walking
around free in his neighborhood. The police officer's letter answered the
complaint this way.
Having been convicted, the defendant was first held overnight in the local police
station. The local policemen then requested the district police to take him, but
they said their prison was filled up. However,theywould see to it that the prisoner
would be held in a reeducation camp under their jurisdiction somewhere in Hau
Giang Province. Again the authorities there refused to take him as all their
facilities were filled up. The defendant was thus retumed to thejurisdiction of his
Unreality, it was also controlled by the Party, although its editorial staff included some of its former
writers. The paper was closed down permanently in 1983 by government decision.
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neighborhood police to be placed under some sort of house arrest. Therefore,
there was no such thing as the release of a convict a few days after his arrest.

One of our old men spoke. "The facts speak for themselves. There are so
many prisoners that all police prisons are full eventhough theyare supplemented
by a network of 'reeducation camps' under the jurisdiction of individual district
authorities. Even these additional 'prisons' have no more room for criminal
offenders unless they are involved in politics.
"Saigon has eleven districts, and each of these has its own network of
reeducationcamps. So, how many political prisonersdo youthink are currently
detained by the authorities in Ho Chi Minh City?"
Everyone suddenly became animated, trying to suggest a number. I said,
"Not long ago, when I was still on the carpentry team, we were instructed to go
and load up some timber supplied by a contractor, which turned out to be no
other than the whole Thuan Hai Party committee. When we arrived, we came
across a group of prisoners who introduced themselves as inmates of a
reeducation camp run by the local authority. So TinSang has done us a service by
confirming the existence of two parallel networks of reeducation camps, one
run by the central government such as this one and the other by local
authorities."

Someone added, "The centrally controlled network is further divided into
two jurisdictions, one run by the police and the other by the army."
As we were congratulating ourselves on our analysis and conclusions, old
Chin remarked, "You have seen only the outward aspect, not the heart of the
problem. The main reason why so many political prisoners havebeen kept for so
long is that they provide a cheap source of labor for the government. This cruel
form of exploitation is even worse than that adopted by the czars in Russia!"
Another elderly man said, "There used to be three detention centers in the
Thu Due area, one for delinquent juveniles, one for prostitutes, and another for
male offenders. These three, in addition to four former army barracks, are now
being used by the present government to hold political prisoners. Apart from
these seven, how many more prisons are there in Thu Due alone? Considering
that there are eleven districts in Ho Chi Minh City whose population is about a
hundred times that of Thu Due's, the number of prisons, large and small, must
be enormous!"

One talk we had on factors responsible for a flagging economy in a
communist country focused on the leadership's obsession with fixed production
quotas and schedules and its attempts to get workers to compete with one
another for higher production figures at the expense of quality. One participant
remarked that once an economic policy failed, it would take time to put it right
because leaders in a communist country wouldrefuse to admit they were capable
of making mistakes.
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He went on, "In a capitalist economy where competition is normal if not
essential, firms that produce goods of poor quality or at unaffordable prices
would certainly lose customers, and if they don't solve their problems, they
would certainly go bankrupt. However, all these incentives for efficiency and
sound management are not taken seriously in the nationalized economy of a
communistcountry where costly mistakes are cushionedby subsidiesand poor
goods continue to be produced for years. In the North most nationalized
enterprises run at a loss and are kept aliveby subsidies. Mostgoods are of poor
quality, for example, bicycle tires that don't fit in the rims because theyvary in
size. How can this be possible in a competitive market?"
Everyone agreed that the best communist government would act as a
watchdog to see to it that all enterprises. State-owned or collectivized, would
respect the law and turn out reasonable goodsfor the public. We concluded that
the ordinary citizen of a communist country was the one who sufferedmost; he
or she got low wages and had to stand in long queues to buy shoddy goods
grudgingly dealt out as if they were favors.
An old inmate added that althoughthe government placeda heavyemphasis
on the "eduation" of government employees, bribe-taking and theft of public
property were still commonplace due to the starvation wages of the employees,
who, out of necessity, had to dispense with honesty.
"I bet nowhere else in the worlddoes an ordinaryemployee receiveso little
forhiswork," he said. "So, weshouldn'tbe surprised at somuch theft, bribery,
and inefficiency. Inefficiency and corruption lead to a deteriorating economy,
which results in higher inflation and more shortages, hence more theft and
bribery and inefficiency; thus the vicious circle starts afresh."
Another interesting view on the causes of poor economic management was
thatthe tactical measures usedeffectively during the warwere still being used,
even though they were not applicable to the present situation. One person
pointed out that many important managers were former armyofficers who had
run their respectiveunits with flexibility and independence. Theytried to do the
same now and came into conflict with the rigidly planned policies of the central
govemment with disastrous results. Amateurs at economic managment, these
men were too proud to admit mistakes and would try to cover up by submitting
exaggerated reports. And, the speaker went on, inaccurate statistics were
usually tolerated by superiors because big numbers made good propaganda.
Another concurred.

"The leadership is imprisoning itself in an economic fallacy created by
grandiosestatisticsand blown-upreports. Realprosperityis nowhere in sight as
long as these fundamental mistakes are tolerated."

"Well," I said skeptically, "if you can see those mistakes of theirs, why
can't the communists themselves?"

"Of course they can, especially the younger generation of specialists
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trained in Eastern Europe. Unfortunately, their suggestions fall on deaf ears.
The old guard in the Party argues that the youngerones 'do nothavea firmgrasp
for the Party's objectives because they were not with the Party throughout the
two wars of resistance.' Some of my friends who have been to the North openly
complain about the conservatism of old leaderssuch as Do Muoi,^the minister
of economic planning, who would oppose any change, beneficial or not!
Fundamental changes that are the key to a better economic performance, the
younger experts believe, will not come about until the old leaders pass away.
Such is the current inertia in socialist countries that mistakes often take

generations to overcome."

While I was allowed to stay in the group of old folks, reshuffles were taking
placein otherteams as the authorities steppedup their screening process. Not a
weekpassedwithout someone beingsentto theisolation building where thediet
could barely sustain life. Usually those who were regularly praised for their
achievements at work received a ration of fifteen kilos of rice or rice equivalent

(eitherboboor sweetpotatoes) a month. Theaverage inmateworkergotthirteen
kilos, and those who could not do much work got 10.5 kilos. Logistics decided
on the kind of basic food to issue to us, and study monitors decided on the
amounteach inmate got. Rationsissued to inmatesheld in isolationweremuch
less. They also were prohibited from cooking their own food and were not
allowed to work outdoors or to receive visitors. Not surprisingly, the result was a
marked increase in the number of sick, as disclosed by the cook responsible for

feeding them. He alsonotedan increasein thenumberof requests forricegruel,
which was getting thinner and thinner everyday. Our sympathy for these men
was made more poignantby the confiscation of their homemade guitars.
In spite of heightened vigilance by the trat tu vien and the policemen,
anticommunist leaflets were still appearing. This made the tense atmosphere
evenmore unbearable. During the outdoorrelaxationperiodsin the evenings,we
no longergatheredtogetherto talk, but waiteduntil wewerelockedin ourrooms
to form into groups of all sizes for casual conversation or serious discussion.
Watchers werepostedat the windows to lookforprowlingtrat tu vienwhohoped
to catch us in some forbidden act. The safest place was under someone's

mosquito net, whicheffectively blockedvisibility. I usuallyjoinedthe oldfolks,
and I was always welcome, probably because I was the only one who seemedto
want to listen to them. The knowledgeable old Mr. Chin was my favorite, and I
often came to him for information and advice. I sensed that I finally was gaining
his confidence.

One night, as we discussed the causes that led to the pitiable defeatof the
Republic of \^etnam. Chin undertook to analyze the errors of "My, Thieu."^
2He is now the prime minister.

^The Americansand the Thieu government; typical VietCong parlance.
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He had concluded that, owing to its well-orchestrated propaganda campaign,
therevolutionary sidehadenjoyed thefullsupport of puWic opinion, especially
of intellectuals in the West. I said that as far as I could see, the intellectuals were

notvery active; onlytheFrench Communist Partygave wholehearted support to
the Vietnamese communists, in fact, they openly displayed the National
Liberation flag during soccer matches."
Chinsmiledandexplained, "WhenI say 'intellectuals,' I meanintellectuals
in general. In fact, the words 'Western intellectuals' meant 'leftists' to us.

Among the mostprominent were Bertrand Russell and Jean-Paul S'artre. They
were profound thinkers, straightforward and fearless in their opinions, but
whenever they spoke, it was onlyforthesakeof speaking. Western intellectuals
were—and are—affected by a chronicdiseasethatconsists of toomuchspeech
but no deeds or only half-hearted deeds. The majority of them are not
intellectuals in the true sense of the word because they never dig deep enough

intotheirthinking. They borrow leftistideas to fillup theirwritings, asa sortof
fashionable ornament, but few know how to explore the possibilities in their
ideas. Withoutthe backingof communistpropaganda agents, theywould have
been unable to achieve anything at all.
"In the case of Vietnam, as you rightly said, if there had been no

intervention by the communists worldwide, there would have been no such
vigorous and far-reaching antiwar campaign. During the bloody repression by
the Soviet Union against the national revolutions in Hungary and Czechoslo
vakia, Russell and Sartre also voiced their strong opposition to the Soviets'

brutality, but to no avail; this was because they were notbacked by conununist
activists. Generally speaking, those intellectuals have no organization of their
own,noregimented followers; theirmasses lacktheknowledge to convert ideas
intodeeds.They arenottrueintellectuals; they'reonlypeoplewhotrytokeepup
with the mood of the day. Among this lot, Russell and Sartre are exceptional
cases. Some intellectuals join the conununist ranks out of frustration. You
peoplehave the habit of 'putting everybody in the same bag.' But for us, there
exists a clear distinction between those who fight for national revolutionon the
one hand and the communists on the other."

At this, I raised a question, which had once been a subject of discussion
among my friends.
"Your words, sir, remind me of the story that Ho Chi Minh had first asked

the Americansfor assistance;only whenhe did not obtaincompletesatisfaction
did he side with the Soviets. The story is supported by the fact that during the
fight against the Japanese invaders, the Americans helped Ho's troops by
dropping arms and ammunition."
With his usual knowing smile. Chin replied, "Those who believe in that
story are ignoramuses. Old Ho was an intemational conununist agent. Ho Chi
Minh had worked for intemational communism for scores of years before being

assigned to the Indochinese theater of operation. In 1920, he took part in the
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creation of thePCF[French Communist Party]. The Americans didnotgive him
their full support because his activities were well known to them. In his various

activities, even in his thinking, Ho always showed complete obedience to the
obligations of international communism. In hiswritingsandbooks.Ho, likethe
other agents trained in the Soviet Union, always kept to a position consistent
with that of an international cadre. That is why you have never seen a book
entitledHo ChiMink's Thoughts. MaoTse Tung wasthe onlyone whodaredto
write books to disseminate his owit ideas and thoughts. Ho Chi Minh was a
faithful agentof international communism just like Le Duanis at present.^ Do
youknow that Lenin was really a tricky and greedy fellow?After the successof
the 1917 Revolution, not only did Lenin not liberate the satellites of the former
czarist regime; he also designed a formula aimed at retaining all the former
Russiancoloniesunder the guise of a worldwideproletarianrevolution. Eastern
University in the Soviet Union specializes in the training of international
communistcadres selected from among variouspeoples and races in the world;
and it is their task to incite those peoples and races to rise up and demand
independence or autonomy. But asfortheformer czaristcolonies, they stillhave
to remain as members of a block of Sovietrepublics, under the leadership of
Moscow."

This was the first time I had come across information of this kind.

"Thenaccording to yourrevelations," I said, "the Soviet Union planned for
worldwide interference long ago?"
"Perfectlyright!" replied Chin. "Therefore, if yourgoalis nationalrevolu
tion, independence, or autonomy you're supposedto haveknown which doorto
try."

"Yet I still think that before you tiy a door, you have to weigh the
consequences, do you not?"

"Youdon't need to resort to hints or allusions. I have already admitted that
the fact we are here today is living proof of our mistakes. I am too old to need to
deny that I have committed grave errors. Of course, a personshould repenthis
mistakes. The fact that I am here, in a way, is a self-imposed penalty."
Seeingthat he appearedto be both sad and angry whenconcedingthat he had
erred, I cut Chin short.

"Let's forget about it. My intentionis not to criticizeyou. Before, we might
have confronted each other and tried to kill each other, but now that we share the
same fate, I only want to listen to your stories. We've heard about the Vietnam

sell out by the Americans many times over, but the reason for your being in
prison, you have yet to tell us. Mr. Chin, did you ever havea presentimentthat
one day you and your comrades would be driven into a comer like this?"

Old Chin remained silent for a long time. I waited without knowing whether
he wouldspeak. Finally, he decidedto relate a series of anecdotes; slowly they
"^Party general secretary until his death in 1986.
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emerged, some of them with unexpected impact. He said that once or twice
there had been signs that the communists in Hanoi did not really want to help
build up the strength of the Revolutionin the South, and although the Southern
revolutionaries were aware of Hanoi's insincerity, they faced innumerable
difficulties and had to accept Hanoi's attitude. According to Chin, the precise
moment when he and his comrades realized they had been betrayed by Hanoi
was immediately after the complete occupation of South Vietnam by the
Northern armies. He and many of his comrades were then still occupied with
minor tasks in the North. All were impatient for a transfer to the South so they
could start the buildup of that dream of theirs called the Nonaligned Republic
of South Vietnam. But the leaders of the North, under the pretext that their scant
means of transport were still needed to bring supplies to the army in the South,
told them to bide their time. His voice rising in anger, old Chin continued.
"You can imagine how impatient we were to return to the South! Especially
when we had not been able to get in touch with our 'brothers' who were there in
order to find out what they had done, were doing, and what they were planning to
do. Meantime, we received a secret report, the substance of which was as
follows: 'Delegations from the socialist countries coming to Hanoi to participate
in the Great Victorycelebration had expressed the wish to meet with representa
tives of the Liberation Front of South \fietnam, but they were told there was
nobody from the Front left in the North; all had already gone to the South.' That
meant that Hanoi considered us a nonentity!
"One day we were invited to join a reception party to welcome comrade
Corvallen, chairman of the Chilean Communist Party, on his visit to Vietnam.
On arrival at the appointed place, we found that we were not supposed to go to
the airport but were to attend a 'working session' between the Chilean
delegation and representativesof the Lao Dong Party.^ When Corvallenspoke,
we saw very clearly the real intent behind the invitation to attend the meeting. In
the course of his talk, the Chilean Party chairman demonstrated that President
Allende had been deposed then killed by his capitalist opponents in collusion
with reactionary elements and the American imperialists due to his inability to
grasp the opportunity when it arose to side with the socialist bloc. The cause of
the downfall of the Chilean revolutionary regime was President Allende's
irresoluton and delay in deciding which position to take. At the close of the
session, we were advised by the Vietnamese Party leaders that the comrades
should learn from the experience of the Chilean Revolution because it was 'a
torch that lights the way for us.' The visit of the Corvallen delegation was given
full coverage in the papers. The reason for all the fuss became clear to us only
later when we realized that the Chilean delegation may have offered advice that
was very much in line with the thinking of the Lao Dong leaders.
"Weeks later, in the face of our insistence, the Hanoi government finally
5VietnameseLabor Party or WorkersParty,predecessorof the CommunistParty of Vetnam (CPV).
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agreed to make arrangements forus to return to the South. In Saigon, we met our
comradesand were informedthat everythinghad gonewrong. Our armedforces
had been disarmed and thinly scattered to the point where contact with units,
considered components of an organized force, was no longer possible; their
leaders had been transferred to serve as low-echelon cadres in the People's
government machinery. Many comrades who voicedstrong oppositionto diese
circumstanceswerearrested. LawyerTrinhDinhThaohad hada harshexchange
of wordswith the represenatativefrom Hanoi, and he demandedto meet with Le
Duan and Pham Van Dong but was turned down. Some of us who were in
contact with the Chinese diplomatic delegation were informed that China had
strongly protested against the betrayal of the South Vietnamese Revolution by
Hanoi."

At this point. Chin paused for a long while. Moved by his sadness, I was
about to leave him to his thoughts when he resumed his account.
"You know, those days and nights when news of the forceful advance of our
armies into Hue, then Da Nang, and finally into Saigon reached us, we in Hanoi
were too excited to sleep. We sat up all night to listen to news broadcasts and

discuss the situation. A bulletin originating from the Party gave us the greatest
hope; it said, 'South Vietnam would be granted complete autonomy for a fiveyear period to prepare for the ultimate reunification of the country' The news
wasreceivedwithjoy by mycomradeswhoenthusiasticallysuggestedthatplans
for building a strong and prosperous South Vietnam should be discussed right
away. It took only a fewdaysfor ourjoy to turn around. So quickly, so blatantly."
Feeling no need to raise any further question at the time, I decided to return
to myplace, my heart heavywith pity for the old man eventhough I still thought
that he and people like him were partly to blame for having helped bring about
the miseries of our present situation.
A few days later, walking along with Chan, I related the stories old Chin had
told. He kept shaking his head. I asked him why he made a gesture of
denial, and he said, "Just bear with me for the moment and I'll tell you. We're
all victims of the situation; that's what we are."

On a Sunday morning a short time later, after the trot tu vienhad opened the
gate leading to the area reserved for inmates to cook their meals on holidays, the
barracks was deserted. I was about to start up a conversation with Chin when
Chan happened to pass by. He stopped, and very slowly sat down between us.
Chin asked him in surprise, "The old gentleman is not averse to sitting near me
today?"
Chan smiled; he spoke with great difficulty. "Mr. Vu here told me that you
too had been betrayedby Hanoi," he said. "I've given much thought to that ever
since."

The reply was forthright. "Frankly, we never thought that we would one day
end up like this."
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After an exchange of banalities, Chan asked, "My dear sir, you must now
concede that our young men in the South were right when they fought against
your kind of revolution, mustn't you? And that freedom is invaluable and worth
fighting for, even at the cost of one's own life?"
"I entirely agree," said Chin in a loud voice. "However, you must have
known that the so-called leaders of the South, fi-om Diem and Nhu to Thieu and

Ky, were not able to bring independenceand sovereignty to the people of the
South. You must have felt sorrow and pain in your heart when the Southern
societybecameonewhereprostitution, depravity, and drugaddiction prevailed.
There's no reasonwhyyou should remainunmoved in the face of the sufferings
of the people because of the war."
Chan nodded in agreement; he remained silent for a long moment as if to
recover his breath, then continued in a low voice that sounded complaining.
"I do not intend to engage in a debate with you. Our sons on both sides have
done much killing already. There'sno point in arguing further. WhatI wouldlike
to sayis that we havenow acquiredthe painful experiencethat is the lot of weak,
smallnations. We, as wellas our sons, wish forour country to be independent,
free, peaceful, and happy. But we have been goaded by twoopposing sidesinto
usingweapons providedby this sideor the otherto mutually kill eachother, and
that in the name of the sameideal and objective. You, dear sir, must agreewith
me on that point, I think?"
Chin hesitated for a time before replying. "Well, I should think that when

you fight for independence and liberty, you ought to choose the right way."
"Then, which is the right way?The way you have chosen or ours? Tell me!
Which way has notturnedthis country into a battlefield? Which hasnotpushed
our people into internecineseas of blood?I've neversaid that the waywechose
was decidedly the right way, nor have I ever said that the way you and your
comrades chose wasentirely wrong. But considering the price we have paid in
humanlivesand suffering onlyto end up at thisjuncture,youmust surelyadmit
that great mistakes have been made. That, I don't think we can deny. I am not
accusingyouof havingcontributedto bringingthis about. Wehavesimplybeen
victims of a juggernaut intent on crushing to death small countries desirous of
achieving independence, freedom, peace, and happiness. Meanwhile, thecoun
tries that supplied us with weapons were trying their best not to harm each
other!"

His tirade was interrupted by a fit of coughing. When it ended, he tried to
standup, breathinglaboriously. I hurriedlyhelpedhim get to his feetandguided
him toward the sunny courtyard. The discussion between the two veteran
freedom fighters was a revelation to me. Never before had I seen the truth in such
a clear light. All mypent-up feelingsof shameand sorrow, worryand doubtnow
appeared to have been rearranged in an orderly manner. We had indeed been

placedunder the influence of an implacable lawdevised by the big powers. For
the first time in mylife, I wasable to findfor myself an explanation as to why
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people who claimed to be "revolutionaries" had been encouraged and given
help to plunge with great enthusiasm into the war,and why we had been affected
in the same manner, though to different degrees, and why a great many of us had
decided to enter the war as a countermeasure against the revolutionaries. The
two sides claimed to be fighting in the name of the same ideal, to serve the
country and people.
When Chan had gone, I remained alone with Chin. He said sadly, "The old
gentleman showed profound thought. Indeed, if we stood up for the cause
advocatedby one side only, we could kill each other to the last man. Neverthe
less, the communists always stand up for their cause; that's why they hurl
themselves so enthusiastically into the fight!"
I suddenly recalled something, so I said, "Mr. Chan was right, you know.
The Soviets and the Americans have installed a 'red' telephone line linking
Moscow and Washington directly to communicate with each other to prevent
misunderstandingor unintentionalconflict. Meanwhile, the two big bosses put
forward everyreason to induce their proteges to 'exterminate without pity' the
'Americans' lackeys' or the 'Russians' henchmen.' Now, I'd like to ask you a
question, and I expect from you a frank answer: If the United States is the
godfather of the exploiting capitalists and the personification of all the blackest
evils in the world, then why has the USSR not undertaken to annihilate it
directly insteadof incitingrevolutionaries in theremotest comersof theworld to
shoulder the task of 'exterminating American imperialism and its servants'?"
Chin shook his head; he remained silent for a long time before launching into
an explanation that sounded like an acknowledgment of guilt.
"I should saythatyoudon't know whathappens in thecommunist world. For

people onthesideof theRevolution, especially among theranks of Communist
Party members, the rule is always to defendyoursuperiors. From the lowest to
the highest ranking cadres, everyone believes that his superiors cannot be
fallible. For that reason, the thought never occurs to them to challenge their
superiors' actions or the reasons they use to justifytheir actions. They see the
USSR as being on the offensive against American imperialism everywhere, all
the time. At every echelon of the Party hierarchy, members and cadres repeat
again and again the trite argument that the answer to the problem, 'Who's the
victor, who's thevanquished,' is inevitably 'Capitalismis in thethroesofdeath.'
One can saythat the furtherdownin the hierarchy youare, the morevulnerable
you are to the argument."

Unable to containmyself, 1retorted, "How could one believe so blindly in
such reasoning? Theory is one thing but reality is another, must not reality be
stronger than empty words?"
"The communists see reality in a different light," replied Chin. ''And they

do make out a goodcase for their point of view. Let me elaborate."
He proceeded to explain that day after day the ordinary citizen in the
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communist world was allowed tolisten tonews of the outside world only when it
was about strikes and demonstrations against capitalists. Commentaries con

sisted of excerpts from communist or procommunist newspapers and maga
zines. Therefore, the public was able tohear and see only what the propaganda
services arranged for them tohear and see. The communists never did anything
without aiming to achieve a political end. Asfor justifications for their actions,
these were always relevant and very clear.
"I don't think that outsiders could ever understand that relevance and

clarity," he added thoughtfully. Chin then spoke emphatically.
"The communists firmly believe that their side will inevitably defeat the
capitalist side. They say the lessons of history show that a revolutionary war
always ends invictory. Itshould begin with the ideological preparation needed to
foment anuprising. Once the uprising has taken place, the countiyside should be
caused to 'go rotten'; to achieve this, an atmosphere of insecurity should be
created by such means asterrorism, assassination, and destruction ofcrops and
propertyto the pointwherecountryfolksare forced to abandon theirlandto seek

refuge inthe towns. The deterioration of the situation inthe countryside marks
the beginning of the encirclement oftowns and cities. Because the surrounding
countryside has gone rotten, the towns and cities will be plagued by unemploy
mentand hunger. Thecrisis brought about by the situation becomes more and

more serious as time passes. Social problems such as injustice, robbery and
theft, prostitution, and soon, become more acute, leading toa deterioration in
public security. This isthe propitious moment for the Revolution torise up and
seize power. The Vietnam War was entirely waged according to this strategy.
Can you see that?

"From that point, the communists undertake to expand their local strategy
into a global strategy by using small, underdeveloped countries to encircle

industrially developed capitalist countries; by fomenting uprisings and sabotag
ing production, the industrialized countries can no longer exploit the small
countries, indeed, because of the uprisings, insecurity, and production stop
pages, the small countries cease to be markets for the goods produced by the
industrialized capitalist countries. The latter, having lost both their sources of
raw materials and theirmarkets, will have to compete with one another for the

few such sources and markets left; their constant bickerings will eventually turn
into open conflict. Their industries, without raw materials and markets, will

give rise to unemployment and social disturbances, inother words, to the very
circumstances thatincline people to listento thecallto revolution. A seizure of
power will then follow as the inevitable outcome. In the face of such an

argument, with news that has been carefully screened and blown out of all
proportion, and amid signs of economic crisis, it's no wonder that low-echelon

cadres and Party members firmly believe in the 'capitalism is in the throes of
death' axiom. Naturally, high-ranking members of the Party have a better
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understanding ofthings than their subordinates. Inany case, the Soviets are still
strenuously pressing on with their undeclared war against the capitalists by
'using Third World countries to encircle capitalist countries.'
"It seems that theWest has not yetassessed this danger at its truevalue. In
small countries, revolutionary organizations arebeing continuously assisted by
the Soviet Union to engage in activities aimed at causing deterioration in the

society and creating more and more crises wherever and whenever possible. The
Arab bloc was caught ina snare when itcreated the oil crisis. The oil-producing
countries undoubtedly reap great benefits from the sale of oil and because of that
their interests are closely linked with those of the capitalist countries. When

fighting capitalism, they are in fact harming themselves. They hoard masses of
American dollars and other Western currencies, only to see those currencies

finally diminish in value. Tbe oil crisis brought about by the Arab countries
particularly contributed to the Americans' decision to 'drop' Thieu and Ky in
South Vietnam."

Listening toChin, I wanted attimes toquestion some of his assertions, but
thought better ofit. Ilistened on inthe belief that the more he disclosed ofwhat
he had learned from the Revolution, the better. And the more I heard, the more

aware I was of the perversity of the Soviets. Finally, he concluded his analysis.
"Indeed, as old Mr. Chan has rightly remarked, for a small nation it's
extremely difficult to get away from the influence of the Soviet revolution.
Marxism-Leninism isthestrategy, theweapon toachieve world domination. The

quarries that cannot escape from the claws of that doctrine are inevitably the
small nations. Karl Marx had to leave Prussia and seek refuge in England in
order to be free to foundhis doctrine. Lenin had the abilityto put it into practice
and thus create the Soviet state whose aim has been to rule over other nations.
Such is the irony of history, so painful, so bitter."
I hastened to ask, "Then you recognize that you and your comrades were
mere instruments used to realize the ends of that doctrine, do you not?"

"I myself regard that as a mistake onmy part," he said. "But do you know
this? Hie avowedcommmunist does not admit that he is the means to an end; he

justifies his action by declaring his duty as a member of the international
proletariat, even taking pride in performing this duty. Frankly speaking, until
now the revolutionary organizations of small countries have been making
sacrifices on behalf of the international proletariat only to benefit the Soviet

Union. Owing tothat, the USSR is now able toplay the role of a big power."
Perhaps, if I had had the patience tostay onlonger and listen toChin, there
would have been plenty to talk about. Butsensing a headache, I stood up.
"My head aches ffom listening to this discourse on communism and the
communists," I said. "I find that the communists are full of contradictions.

When we first began our political studies, we were given lectures about 'the right
tocollective ownership of the working people' and 'identifying patriotism with
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the love of socialism.' Because of our impatience for an early release, we tried to
digest these ideas without raising any queries. But the longer we associate with
them and the more we learn about communism and the communists, the more

convinced we are of the false nature of their logic. Both Marx and Lenin had to
flee their countries in search of freedom of speech and action. But now, in the
name of Marxism-Leninism, the communists are setting up regimes where no
freedom is allowed! Can you see any sense to that? They say they are fighting in
the name of the working class, but now in socialist countries, the workers are the
most heavily exploited. Does that makes sense at all? They talk about collective
ownership, but what exactly do the workers own? I think that the true aim of
socialism is to collect all capital and means of production into the hands of the
State. With its power and its police as a means of repression, the State is free to
stifle the voice of the workers and prevent them from expressing their wishes. In
fact, socialism is a form of state capitalism that is above par in regard to
exploitation of the working class. Anyway, I know that you can justify anything
just like the conununists who explain away everythingbut cannot bring about the
necessary conditions for the people to live in freedom and happiness. The closer
your association with them and the longer their control over you, the less
confidence you havein them. So, what's the point of discussing it any further?"
Chin stood up without saying a word. We separated, each of us lost in his
own thoughts. In me at least there lurked a feeling of utter despair.
Although our situation in the prison had reached a complete deadlock, we
still nurtured vaguehopes of release based on rumors and informationsupplied
by our relatives when they visited. My wife continued to affirm that someone
would intercede for me. But the promise of "an early release" had been made
again and again for four full years now. Adding to the general gloom was the
continued tension that pervaded the whole camp over the effort to locate the
culprit who had produced and circulated the leaflets criticizing the regime.
Suddenly on a Sunday morning, the atmosphere changed. The policemenall
seemed to be occupied with something somewhere else. There were no study
monitors making their usual rounds, no searches, no reshuffling of sleeping
places or team assignments. When the gate to the cooking area reserved for
inmates was opened, the men hurried along with their pots and pans, kindling
wood and food, all looking extraordinarily happy. One of myfriends, seeing that
I still sat with some elderly inmates looking idly around, asked in surprise, "I
say, Vu, are you short of things to cook?"
"I don't feel like cooking today," I replied.
"Come on! Cook something! The whole camp is celebrating today. If you
have something extra, prepare a good dish to celebrate the occasion."
Surprised by his enthusiasm, I got to my feet and, on the pretext that I had to
relieve myself, made my wayto the area where my friends were busy cooking. A
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number of them winked at me as if I too were aware of the secret that had

brought about this festive air in the camp. I approached one of them.
"Why is everyone so happy today?" I asked.
"You're joking! Don't playthe innocentand act as thoughyoudidn't know."
Annoyed, I took an oath. "I swear that if I know what it's all about and
pretend not to, I'll be ..."
"Good heavens! Don't you really know? 'They' are finished! But, is it true,
you don't know?"
"But what is it?" I asked in surprise and impatience. "I havebeen with the
elderly group and no one there was aware of anythingunusual."

"My go^ess! You're really good for nothing! Red China's armies have
launched an attack upon the North. Today, the whole lot of 'them' appear very
gloony, as though someone in the family had died. This morninga trat tu vien,
who had been furtively listeningto a policeman's radio, disclosed that Chinese
troops have crossed the borderin a huge attack against the northern provinces.
Hanoiradio is calling upon the entire population to preparefor war againstthe
Chinese invaders. The trat tu vien also said that just last night he had heard the
news of Pham VanDong's visit to Kampucheato celebratethe victory over the
Khmer Rouge, and by early this morning, the war with China had already
begun. A head-on collision withthatgiantof acommunist country canonlylead

to a complete breakdown. That news has made the rounds of the camp, and
everyone is so pleased with it, except you!"^
I hurried back to my group and came acrossChin, who was returningfrom
the camp kitchen, a tin of hot water in his hand.
"Ah, you've been to the kitchen, haven'tyou?" I asked. "Have you heard
the news?"

Chin was all smiles. "Yes, I have," he said. "Heavy fighting in the North.
This must be China's reaction to what happened in Kampuchea. The Vietnamese

people oncemorehave theopportunity to dieforsocialism. What's funthistime
is that 'socialism' is fighting against 'socialism'!"
"Do you think this is going to bring a change in our situation?" I asked.
Chinhesitated. "I really don't know. Maybe, maybenot. Let's waitand see. I
still have with me a copy of Tap Chi Cong San (Communist Review), fairly
recent—end of 1978,1 think—in which there is an article dealing with 'the duty

to protect our border.' It may have some relationship to the present fighting.
Anyway, I think you had better go and cook something, we have to share
everybody's joy, don't you think?"
I brought my utensils to the cooking area to join the others. They were
speaking to one another in low voices. From time to time, laughterburst out.
^The Vietnamese invaded Kampuchea and overthrew Pol Pot in December 1978; the Chinese
incursionover the border began in January 1979and lasted three weeks.
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Every optimistic hypothesis possible was advanced. It was estimated that
approximately two hours were needed for a rumor to make the rounds of the
camp, which showed, among other things, that the stricter the surveillance, the
quicker a rumor spread.
But as time passed, nothing more happened. During a study sessionheld in
the camp courtyard, we were informed that the "Peking expansionists" had

failed in their attempt; they had been unable to advance on Hanoi as they had
been checkedeverywhere. Despite all their efforts, theyhad only succeeded in
penetrating a few dozen kilometers beyond the border. A few weeks later, there
was news that Hanoi had begun to claim victory. Visitors said that China had
proclaimedtheir objectivein launchingthe attackwasto "give Hanoia lesson,"

that the attack was limited in duration and scope. And at last, the inmates
realized there was no hope that Peking wouldbring downHanoi. Their fate was
to stayon in the camp with no clear perspectiveon release. Theynow scoffedat
China and called it a "paper tiger."
I told Chin about the low opinionthe men had of China, and one night he
askedmetojoin himfora talk. I wentto his bunkandgotunderhis mosquito net
with him. He wanted me to read the article he had mentioned earlier from the

December 1978 issue of TapChi Cong San; it was writtenby a GeneralSong
Hao, as I recall. Chin had underlined various sentences he thought were
important, but to me there was nothing special in the article. Mainly it called
upon the bodoi of all echelons to prepare for the defense of the nation's border,
but Chin saw more significancein it. First, he said, the article showedthat Hanoi
seemed to anticipate an attack across the frontier, and, second, the proposed
strategy was clearly different from that adopted during the war against the
"American imperialists." In the latter case, the strategy was, "If the enemy is
too strong, we shall avoid direct combat, wait for our chance, and counterattack

when theoddsareinourfavor." Butnow, thegeneral wrote, "Thedutytoprotect
our borderconsistsin preventing the enemyfrombreakingthroughthe defensive
line of our soldiers."

"The article," Chin said, "shows that Hanoi's leaders made careful

preparations in anticipation of this eventuality. Nevertheless, Chinese troops
were still able to force their wayacross the border. In light of this, the Chinese
breakthrough was clearly a Hanoi defeat."

He concluded by saying that in the past Peking had conducted military
operations that werelimitedin timeand space—inthe borderwaragainst India
and in the Korean War—so it was possible that they also meant to limit their
attack on Vietnam. Chin seemed to favor Peking.
"Well! You're certainly an ardent Peking supporter, aren't you?" I said.
"Not at all! My remark was based on past experience. But to be honest, I
have to say that Peking supported the revolutionaries of South Vietnam. The
attack by China against 'our side' did not bring any change in our situation
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except to provide the low-ranking cadres with more reasons to say, 'Youcannot
go home yet. It would be a serious mistake to let you go as our people outside
have yet to deal with internal enemies and external foes.'"
A few days later, without warning, "Doc" Hung's belongings were
searched, and he was found to be in possession of a number of necklaces,

wristwatches, and rings that he had gotten as bribes from inmates for his drugs.
It seems that he and some of us whom he had treated had been reported on by
trat tu vien. The result was that I was transferred to anothergroup and no longer
had the privilege of doing only light work. Old Mr. Chan finally was moved to
the prisoninfirmary. Fromtime to time, as I passedby,he waved his handweakly

to greet me. Lool^g at him, all skin and bone with his thin white hair and
unsteady walk, I felt great pity for him. Someone,half in jest, wondered "if he
can survive until full moon this month." But although hanging onto life by a
thread, he managed to live on in this prison.
After the search of Hung's belongings, it was the turn of the trat tu vien who
had been given the task of calling out inmates to meet their relativeson visiting
days. They were searched, bribes were discovered, and the offenders joined
Hung in the disciplinary cell.
Time dragged by. We used to look forward to the official holidays to see if
there wouldbe any releases, but at Ham Tanprison nothinghappened, evenon
such important days as Ho Chi Minh's birthday. One day, at the closeof a study
session—organizedfor form's sake now, because "they" knewfiill wellthat we
no longer had any faith in the Revolution and the lessons would fall on deaf
ears—the prison's political cadre disclosed an item probably intended as a
warning.
"Inmate Tam, who excaped from this prison some months ago, has been
apprehended by the Peopleand handed overto the police. So yousee, he could
not make it and no one can. The 'People's net' is so dense that there's no
possibility for anyone to slip through."
A few days later Tam was brought back to the prison, and to our surprise,
instead of being shut up in the disciplinary cell, was assigned to my group as
there were still many vacant sleeping places in our barracks. That first night he
got under my mosquito net to start up a conversation, for he recognizedme as
one of his former "neighbors." I was somewhat fearful of havingthis reported
by informers, but Tam was unconcerned and smiling as if nothingunusual had
happened since he saw me last. Lookingmuch thinner than before, he said that
before he was handed over to the prison camp police, he had been held at Chi
Hoa penitentiary in Saigon.
"I felt miserable having to stay in a concrete jail," he said. "It was hot and
dirty; I sweatheavilyall the timebut wasnotpermittedto have a bath. NowthatI
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am back here, I feel much more the coolness of a thatched house." He was as

cheerful as if he had just retumed from a trip to some far-off place.
"Haven't you had enough of being caught trying to escape? If you feel
you're 'happier' herethanat ChiHoa,thentryto see to it that..." Tamcut me
short.

"I failed this time, but I intend to try again. And, mind you, I won't fail next
time. I was caught because I was impatient. If I had waiteda fewmore hours, I
would have made my escape across the border."
I asked how he had been caught and whetherhe had been beaten. Tamthen
related in detail the story of his escape. On that day, after retuming his group's
hoes to the storeroom at the end of the work shift, he pretended he had to bathe
and wash his dirty clothes. He jumped into the stream, swollen by the recent
rains, andtakingadvantage of thestrongcurrent,heduckedunderthewaterand
let himself be carried along. To a policeman standing watch on the bank, it
would seem that he was being swept along by the current because he was no
swimmer. When he emerged for breath, he noticedthat no one was paying any
attention to him. Ducking under the water a number of times as he moved with
the stream, he found himself well outside the area of police surveillance. He got
up on the bank and ran fastin thedirectionof theforestwithoutstoppingforrest.
It was a fairly long time before he heard a gun fired three times.
He chose a shaded spot with plenty of leafytrees and brush where he stayed
until midnight. He then moved out to try to get his bearings and find the wayto
the highway. He walkedwithoutstoppinguntilhe cameto a fieldof maizewhere
he picked and ate some com. He then walkedalong the field towardthe prison
until he changeddirectionand wentthroughthe forestto NationalHighway No.
1. He crossed it and hid in the forest on the other side. When morning came, a

number of people appeared and began to cut woodnearby. He showedhimself
and approacheda group of kindly looking elderly people, confessingthat he had
escaped from prison and asking for their help. An old man showedhim a secure
hiding place for the day and an old lady went home to fetch some clothes and
food for him. Thus, the initial stage of his escape was easy.
He decided to follow the national highway at first, traveling by night and
resting during the day. When he came to an inhabited area, he would find
someoneto ask for help. In this way, he eventuallygot as far as Nha Trang on the
South Central Coast. There, some local folks introduced him to the driver of a

bus running between Ninh Hoa and Ban Me Thuot, and thanks to their help, he
got to the Central Highlandswithout a hitch. Whenhe told a Montagnardfamily
about his intention to cross the frontier in order to make his wayto Thailand, they
showed him the way to the Kampuchean border. It took him one month and
eighteen days to get near that border. The day he prepared to cross it, a
Montagnardguided him part of the way, then advisedhim to waituntil nightfall
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before attempting to go farther. If he could not make it, the man said, he could
come back to them, and they would show him another route. At this. Tarnsaid he

realized he hadreached thecritical point,andhe toldhimself to usegood sense.
'*But you can imagine how difficult it would be for me to turn back when I
was so near the border!

"There was a new moon that night. I walkeduntil my back was bathed in
sweat, and then I spotted frontier posts in the distance. I hid in spots along the
edge of the forest and looked for someplacewhere the crossing would be safe.
At longlast, I reached a stretchof landthat seemed secureenough. Therewerea
few scattered houses, and when I drew near, dogs beganto bark. I beata hasty
retreat and went farther on. But there were houses everywhere, and as soon as I
gotnear them, barkingrang out, louderthanever, and I wouldfallbackagain. In
the end, as dawn was approaching, I took the risk of walking quickly towards
some houses with the intention of running across a cassavafield lying between
the buildings and theborder. Of coursethe dogs barkedfuriously, and suddenly
a shot rang out. Voices with a Northern accent called out to each other, "There's
someone on this side, comrades!"

Tam went on, more slowly. "There was still enough time then for me to
escapeby turningback. But I wastoo impatientto let the opportunityslip away,
so I ran straight ahead. Then dogs were set loose and behind me torches flamed
in the darkness. Suddenly, a voice nearby shouted, ^There's someone here, no
doubt! There he is, over there!' I heard the dogs approaching and a gun fired.
Someone shouted, 'Stop, if you don't want to die!'
"In front of meother men withflashlights appearedrunningtoward me, and
I hadto stop. I raisedmyhands and theyrushed forward andbeganto punchand
kick at me. 'Where are the others?' they demanded."
When Tam told them he had escaped alone, they did not believehim. They
tied him and led him to the guard post. Only then did he see bodoi in uniform;all
the men armed with rifles, torches, and flashlights who had surrounded him
were in civilian clothes, some of them naked to the waist. Tam was held at the

post while the men resumed their search of the surrounding area. They
threatened to torture him if he did not reveal the whereabouts of his "accom

plices." Afraidthey would make goodon their threat, he declared immediately
that he had escaped alone from Ham Tan prison. Upon hearing this, the bodoi
looked at each other in astonishment.

"Did you walk all the way from Ham Tan? What bravado! You're a lousy
braggart, you know! You must have accomplices somewhere."
Only after the search failed to turn up anyone and after Tamhad repeatedly
explained how he had gotten this far, did they believe his story. He was later
taken to Ban Me Thuot, then to Saigon.

"In Saigon, I was interrogated several times about my accomplices. I
declared that as I had been posted in the Highlands in the old army, I knew my
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way around and did not need anyone to help me. After I submitted several
written confessions, the investigation ended. While I was in Chi Hoa jail, I
constantly regretted my actions at the border. If I had been calm and patient
enough to turn back, then waitedfor a rainy dayto make the crossing, Fm sure I
would have succeeded. I failed because I chose a night when the air was clear
and still so the dogs could easily pick up both sound and scent.
"Besides, I wasso stupid! I shouldhaverealizedfromthewaytheybuilttheir
houses strung out along the road that the people living in them were in fact
border guards. They live like ordinary farmers, cultivating the land; the houses
are sixty to seventymeters apart from each other, and theykeep a large number
of dogs, apparently shut up in cages placed in open spaces between the houses.
The waythey organize the watch is very thorough. I had walked such a long way
without coming across an uninhabited spot that I took the risk of trying to get
through. Next time I escape, I'll follow another route."
The following day, I was transferred to the carpentry team, so I heard no
more about Tam's unlucky capture. Returning to the barracks during the lunch
break a few days later, I found the camp in a turmoil due to the presence of some
empty buses parked before the main gate. Moments after, although we were
confined in our room, we were able to hear the noise of people being assembled
in the courtyard and the sound of the buses being loaded. Only when two buses
cranuned with inmates drove through the gate, which we could see from our
window, did we learn that some of our fellow prisoners were being moved to
another place. They were escorted by two truckloads of policemen. We
wondered who had been transferred and where. The next day we discovered that
those who had been kept in the isolation area had been moved, including Thanh,
who had been involved in the affair of the subversive leaflets. There was one

exception though; a major of the former intelligence service, whose respon
sibility had been to make contact with members of the resistance to persuade
them to defect, was kept behind and assigned to a team. The reason was that
every month or two he was summoned to Saigon for a "working session" with
cadres who were drawing up lists of members of the resistance who had
clandestine dealings with the nguy administration.
I was also told that Nam and old Chin were among those transferred. We
managed to learn from policemen who had been in the escort party that the
group had been taken to "the labor camp at Tien Phuoc, a place north of Binh
Dinh, situated far from inhabited areas and very difficult of access."
A few days later a general reshuffle took place in the camp, and shortly
afterward a military convoy arrived, in the evening as usual, with a load of
prisoners, who were handed over to the prison warders. The next day when the
men returned with the morning distribution of grub, they said they had been told
that the newcomers were from various camps, a number of them from Suoi Mau
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(BloodStream) in Bien Hoa Province and others from Phuoc Binh in Song Be.
At the mention of Phuoc Binh, my heart leapt in anticipationof a reunion with
formerinmates of that camp. Whenwe gatheredin the courtyardto go to work,
the newcomers were there, waiting to go through the formalities of admission to
the prison. Cadre Vong was giving them the usual instructions, ending with his
oft-repeatedboastthat "he had beeninvitedto visit the USSR" and the platitude
about "the residues from the burning of Hongay coal are capable of being
converted into 117 items of goods."
As I was lookingto see if there was anyoneI knew, a voicecalled out, "Hey
Vu!" immediately followed by the shout of a trat tu vien.
"You there! Who gave you permission to talk?"
I pitied the newcomers; theywereorderedto stand in straightlines by the trat
tu vien, who shouted a string of abuse at them. That evening, after the meal, I
wentto the fenceon the pretextof collectingmyclothes, whichI had hung out to
dry on the wire; on the other side several inmates also were collecting clothes.
This, in fact, had become one of the common ways to make contact with those in
other buildings.
I asked one of the men, "Could you do me a favor by asking if there's
someone from Phuoc Binh camp among the new arrivals. Please saythat I would
like to meet him if that's possible."
In exchange, the fellow across the fence asked me to go and fetch a friend of
his who happened to be a member of my group. When I came back out, there
stood Chan Thinh, the former navy officer who had been with me from our first
days at Trang Lon through to Bu Gia Map and Bu Loi, now transferred to this
prison.
Seeing me, he asked sadly, "Vu, how are you?"

"How is it that you're also moved here?" I asked without answering his
question.

"Perhaps I wassuspected of making preparationsforescape. At present, our
friends at Bu Loi are getting rough treatment. That bastard, Conunander Thinh,
no longer bothers to hide his innate wickedness and brutality. Every time he gets
angry, he throws insults at us, and sometimes, he flogs the men with his rattan
rod. His bodoi take that as a green light to beat us with a vengeance. Dr. Khue
and The, your friend, have escaped. Escapes happen every week although the
surveillance now is very severe. I have been reported as intending to escape;
that's why I was singled out and moved here. There's no hope when you enter this
camp, is there? The way they shut you up, it's very much like a prison!"
I tried to comfort him. "Don't feel too bad. You'll get used to it. The
policemen here are very greedy; if you have anything of value, try to hide it,
especially money. Hide it outside the house, not inside. The trat tu vien are
experts at searching for concealed goods. You'll see, labor here is not as hard as
it was up there. Only surveillance is more strict. But you'll be allowed more
visits, once every two months. So, don't lose courage."
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"I'm afraid I can't help it. You know, after you and the others left, that
bastardThinhhadus assembled to tell us in a menacing tonethatyourgrouphad

been sent toprison and 'once inthere, it would bevery difficult toget out.' He
said that you and the other fellows were 'ultrareactionary elements.'"
I was alarmed by the last words but tried to reassure him as well as myself.
"I've noticed that there areboth categories here, inmates 'guilty' ofboth serious
andminor offenses. The oldtimers say thatthere have been some releases from
time to time, butI haven't seen anyone released since I came here. Inany case,

I'm surprised that you've been moved to this place. Didn't the merit you
acquired for bringing back your ship count at all?"

"In their eyes there's no merit whatsoever. It's clear now that they only trick
us into doing things for them. When I first reported for reeducation with a
certificate of merit for having returned a ship tothe Revolution, I thought that I
would bereleased soon. Now, I suffer in n^ very bones from theeffects of their
treatment!"

While we were still talking, the gong sounded for roll callbefore we were

shut in for the night. I hastened to say, "Try to keep up your spirits! Life here is
bearable; it's not too bad, after all."

Lying in bed that night, Ifelt no desire to talk to anyone. Chan Thanh's words
only added to my despair; if, as he said, they had categorized me as areactionary
atthe last camp and handed me and the other "reactionaries" to the police for
supervision, itmeant that my personal records must have been stamped with the
word "reactionary"!

Afew days later I discovered that Chiem Van Tuong, afellow inmate from
the first Xuan Loc camp, had also been moved to this prison. He told me that
after our departure for the "jungle," the rest of them were transferred to Long
Giao camp. Later, he was moved to Suoi Man in Bien Hoa where the inmates
were atough bunch; he said everyone openly opposed the bodoi without showing
any fear, and "all ofus thought we would stay indefinitely atthe camp." Tuong
also said that among the inmates were sixteen students who had been tried in
courtfor "nationalrestoration" activities andsentenced to five years minimum.

He also reported arumor that an international conference was to be convened to
consider a proposal to condemn Hanoi for having detained a great number of
people without charge or trial. The mention of "rumor" reminded me that
Chiem Van Tuong had been known as the most skillful man atXuan Loc when it
came totracking down news orrumors as well as forming connections with the
bodoi to get them to buy goods for him. Tuong complained that his family had
spent lots ofmoney to have strings pulled for his release but without any result.
"And now," he said, "I am transferred tothis camp tobeshut uplike aprisoner,
no more no less."

All during the dry months in early 1979,1 helped work the land to enlarge the
area the camp management planned tocultivate. We also had tocut buong trees.
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theleaves of which were used for roofing. This work was regarded asthehardest
of allthelabor here, buthaving worked harder intheSong Bejungle, I found this
tobefairly well within n^r strength, unlike many of n^r teammates who quickly
fell ill. Our carpentry team had towork the land since there was no more joinery
work to be done now. We were in the fields constantly until the first rains
heralding the monsoon season began to fall. The rain at Ham Tan had all the

characteristics of rainfall in coastal areas. It started unexpectedly and came
down inbuckets. As the season got under way, the stream near the camp, shallow
andcleara shortwhileago, turnedintoa torrential river. Assoonas rainfell, the
policemen guarding us immediately ordered us to assemble and retum to the

camp; we would run allthe way totrytogetshelter before we were wet through.
In fact, thesepolicemen were veiy lazy; they waited for the chance to take us

back to camp so they could play games or stroll to the populated area of the
town. If the sky was cloudy when we were about toleave for the fields, they took
us to a place near the camp and waited there for the first spattering of rain to
bring usback. The old cadres gmmbled atthis, asking, "There have only been a
few drops of rain! Why didyou bring them back soearly?"
"If we wait until it pours down, they will take advantage of it to flee. Then

who would take the responsibility for ^t?" retorted their young colleagues.

The latter were actually sons or close relatives of high-ranking cadres and
therefore had norespect for the older cadres who they said derisively "had been
fighting until their hair turned gray without being able tomake the grade of field
officer."

At the beginning of therainyseason of 1979, there was the news, orrumor,

that a plane flying from Hanoi to the South had exploded in the sky over Ham
Tan; the storyalso had it that on boardthe planewereseveral VIPs. We learned

of it after a group of young policemen passed our worksite walking in the
direction of the jungle carrying spades. A few hours later, they came back,
spitting as they walked as if they had been exposed to something extremely
disgusting. One of them said loudly, "MyGod! Never in my life have I smelled
such a horrifying stench!"

The next day, ontheway tothefields, we recognized among ourguards one
of the policemen who had been in the group, and one of the inmates asked,
"Cadre, where didyou goyesterday with your spade, and what didyou have to
do that made you complain about a terrible stench? Why not have us do the job,
instead?"

"Because we were afraid you'd escape," the young policeman replied
candidly. "Wehad togodeep inside theforest tofind some dead bodies and bury
them. Some of the corpses were already swollen. Itappeared that their plane had
exploded, so bodies were scattered all around, farapartfrom eachother. In this
area, we found only three; they were so disfigured that it was impossible to
recognize them. We had to bury them right there."
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We didnotpay any more attention totheincident of the plane crash until one
day about a week later when we were confined toour quarters due torain earlier
in the morning. We were not locked in and from the door and window of our
barracks, looking beyond thefence to therows of brick houses comprising the
head office of the camp, we saw a convoy of shiny black American-made
limousines pull up. An inmate claimed he recognized thecar used by former
PresidentThieu to make his tours of inspection. A number of military jeeps

escorted the convoy, andthecamp commander. Police Major Doan Mach, was
running to and fro among the cars, which attested to the high rank of the
passengers. Amoment after, we saw everyone leave their cars and, together with
their escort andthecamp officials, walk in the direction of the spot where the
bodies of the crash victims had been found. A number of our young policemen

accompanied them, handkerchiefs over their mouths and noses and spades on
their shoulders.

Later, weasked theyoung policemen what hadhappened andwere toldthat
"a delegation from Central Government came to examine the remains of the
plane crash victims." Orders had come from "thetop" tolook for the corpse of a
VIP, they said; one even identified Vice-Premier Le Thanh Nghi among the
delegation and said he hadtalked to himin person. Butwhen thecorpses were
exhumed, they were in such a state of decomposition that none of the highranking personalities present dared to come near, thepolicemen said, andthey
were ordered to rebury the bodies.

Later on, an inmatewastold by visitors that one of their relatives had died

when a plane carrying technicians had exploded in midair north of Saigon.
Then, a few months later came news of the death of State Council Vice

Chairman Nguyen Luong Bang, andit was rumored thathehadbeen ontheillfated plane.
"If the victims were mere technicians, why did a delegationfrom Central

Government botherto come to the spot to searchfor theirremains?" we asked.
Suchquestions andthe lack of reliable information to provide answers gave us
food for discussion. One of the men even assumed as a hypothesis that '"they'
were jockeying for position to the pointof trying to eliminate eachother."
As the season movedforward, it rained moreregularly—fora certain period

each day—and the carpentry team was ordered back to the task of building
houses for the camp. Even so, there were times when rain kept us inside for a
morning andsometimes fora whole day. At suchtimes, wesataround talking. I
related what my elderly friends—Mr. Nam and Mr. Chinamong others—had
told me, and a number of others also told what formermembers of the National
Liberation Front (NLF) had revealed to them. We discussed and analyzed

various problems, andit was then thatwerealized wehadnever seriously studied
or given much thought to political problems. An inmate produced a book
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entitledEngeU Youth, originally written in German and translated into Viet
namese, and suggested we use it as a topic for discussion. Someone else asked

for comments onanother book, Marx's Days of Youth. Many of us remarked
that the Communist Party organizational system exactly duplicated the organi
zation of theChristian church. Obviously, Marx, Engels, then Lenin each had
contributed to the setting upof a new church. If inthe old days, people had to
study the Gospel taught by the Church, now th^f had tostudy Marxist ideology
under the guidance of the Party. The Party was now the Church. In the past,
Europeans had toworship God as the Supreme Being; now people were forced
by the Party to accept the Supremacy of Socialism over any other form of
political and social organization. In the past, the Church had the power of hfe
and death over the whole population, and now the control of the Party over its
"subjects" was even more severe.
We often discussed the war and the cause of our defeat. One inmatt^

mentioned theviews of a former high-ranking cadreof theNLFwhomaintained
that the Republicof Vetnam wasdefeated becauseits leaders did notknow how

toorganize the life of the people during wartime, or, in revolutionary parlance,
they did not know how tolead the entire population into participating inthe war
effort. OnHanoi's side, everyone's life was regulated bythe demands of the war.
People of all ages, fromchildrento old men and women, and fromall walks of

life were regimented and had to take part in the war effort. Everything, from
food toclothing, was controlled and rationed according tothe needs of the war.
Children, beginning atsix orseven years of age, were given tasks toperform in
the service of the war. That was what the communist government called
"leading the whole nation into war." To achieve this objective, a firm and
rigorous rulingmachinery was required. Facing this "total war" machine of the

North, the South had only a loose machinery atits disposal. The majority of its
people stayed away from the war; only a minority actually took part. The
nonconunitted majority wielded more power and influence than the minority
who had to do the fighting.
In addition to that, American economic aid introduced into the South a

lifestyle devoted to the enjoyment of luxury, which rapidly brought about
decadent habits and practices. The result was that the minority directly affected
by the war became poorer and poorer; and the majority living inabundance sank
deeper and deeper into decadence. When American troops joined the fighting,
prostitution mushroomed; this was in fact unavoidable. It was not that the

Vietnamese society had not the ethical and cultural standards to prevent the
growth of that social evil, which was in fact a general phenomenon. Even
Europe and countries boasting high moral traditions like Japan were not immune
to the undermining effect of the American dollar, letalone a poor country like
Vetnam. Basically, the determination of the two sides to endure the strains of

the war was obviously in favor of the North, and as the war dragged on.
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prostitution became more andmore pronounced. Attheultimate moment when
that endurance had to be exercised to the utmost, the South suddenly collapsed,

a collapse bom of abandonment and despair. Hanoi took advantage of the
situation and achieved victory without having to do much lighting. Hie war
ended,notso much as theresultof a fierce battle, but owing to theconfusion of
the South, which had given up hope.

Atthis point in the discussion, the men became silent; sadness showed in
every face. I then toldthem what Chan hadsaidto me.
"In the last analysis, the Vietnamese are simply victims caught in the

struggle between the two superpowers contending for worldwide preeminence."
Some of the participants, formerly lawyers and judges, agreed with Chan.
One of them said, "He was right. Hie world today has set up international

organizations to deal with international problems just as the executive and
judiciary bodies of a nation deal with domestic problems. But the difference is
that in dealing with intemational problems, there's bound to be a lack of
objectivity and faimess. And there is no code to effectively safeguard peace."
Hiusthediscussion went onday afterd^; sometimes so many people came

that we had todisperse for fear ofreprisals. One day, Iasked ayoung inmate who
had been closely following the conversation, "Let's see how you would you
answer this basic question inall sincerity. Suppose we go back intime tothe end
of World War II; do you think we should follow Ho Chi Minh onthe road to
communism to recover ourindependence and freedom ordo like the national
ists, that is, seek French and American support and fight thecommunists inthe
process?"

Hie inmates burst into laughter. Someone said, "Hiat's a good idea! Let's
hold a referendum to seewho among usprisoners willfollow HoChiMinh, who

supports Bao Dai, orNgo Dinh Diem, or Nguyen Van Hiieu."
Everyone laughed; nevertheless, they all took the question seriously and
thought before answering. One fellow asked, "Who wants to support Ho Chi
Minh andbecome likethose policemen outthere after thegreat victory? Lethim
raise his hand! Come on! Raise your hand! Hiis is only a game, why take so
much time to reflect?"

Welookedat each other,no one raised his hand. Anotherfinally said, "Who
follows Bao Dai?"

Thelaughter became louder. No hands went up.
"Who supports Ngo Dinh Diem?"
"Who supports Nguyen Van Thieu?"

The man who had putthe questions grumbled. "That won't do! Doallof you
want to abstain? You have to support somebody, right? Is itbecause you're afraid
of being informed against? If you're so chicken hearted, why not vote for Ho
Chi Minh?"

Many of uslaughed and talked toeach other. Suddenly, the youngest inmate
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in the group raised his hand. There was a sudden hush. The questioner said,
"Now friend, whomdo you support by raising your hand like that? It's too late;
you will haveto state whom you want to support."
"It doesn't matter who I support! But definitely not Ho Chi Minh! It's
becauseI am allergic to being classified, categorized, as to whichsocialclass I

belong to. If we could now goback in time, ny only objective would betofight
communism to the last. I'd follow anybody. Our fault was that we were not

determined tostamp outcommunism when itwas still weak. I'd fight till my last
breath. If I have to live in shackles, I'd rather choose death."

The whole group applauded, butthemore cautious among usdissuaded the
restfrom expressing enthusiasm in such a noisy way.

Whether ornot these gatherings todiscuss politics, sometimes humorously,
were the cause of the carpentry team being transferred to another house, we

could not tell. Inany case, due tothe transfer, I was reunited with Ngu, the room
leader who hadbeen thefirst oldtimer I metthenight I arrived at Ham Tan, now
more than one year ago. Ngu had been a lieutenant inthe former Military Police.
He had a gentle nature and was liked by everybody, which was why he was
appointed room leader. He had a pet golden hamster, a ratlike animal with a

glossy yellow coat something like a squirrel's. Ngu looked after his pet very
well. During theday, when hewas outworking, hekept it ina tinbox; when he
came back, he set it free and fed it with a few grains of com, or a piece of
manioc, orpart of abanana some inmate had received from his family and given
away. Sometimes, the hamster climbed onto theroof of the house torunabout,
but at Ngu's summons it immediately came back down. At other times, after

frolicking to its heart's content, it would go into some shirt pocket to sleep.
When it did not reappear, Ngu had to look into the pockets of all the many
tattered shirts that hung here and there around the room. The creature slept like a
log and didn't even stirwhen itwas taken out ofapocket and put back into the tin
box. Many an evening the whole room was awash with laughter as somebody
chased after it in sport; after a moment, when it was nowhere to be seen, we

knew it had got tired of the game and had gone into someone's pocket tosleep.
The carpentry team was housed in thesame building as Ngu's team, which
specialized in cultivating crops. All of a sudden, we were ordered to start

building houses again to complete a new subcamp quickly. We had previously
begun construction of some houses, but for some reason we had to leave them

unfinished. We had put up the frames but had not covered them yet, sonow they
were rotted in places because of their long exposure to the sun and rain. We
started by repairing the frames and then covered them with thatch. The work

progressed smoothly. On the average, it took us about two weeks to put upthe
frame of a house, thatch it, wall itwith bamboo wattle, and provide itwith doors
and windows.
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We felt quite certain now that we would be detained for severalmore years
before we would be released and moved to a New Economic Zone with our
families. Some inmates told us that their wives and children had fled the

country; some others said their wives had remarried.
My housemates seemed to have grown accustomed to this prison life and

resigned to it; each evening, we gathered to sing and listen to guitar playing, the
police having returned the guitars they had confiscated. The two fellows who
usually played them and accompanied the singers were Trac (the young man
whose girlfriend had been transferred to the women's prison at Long Thanh) and
Ha Van Ngan, famous for his talent in composing music and conducting the
singing of revolutionary songs—this had wonthe admirationof eventhe police
and bodoi arts cadres. If there were informers among us, they did not report this
kind of activity, so we were not disturbed as we sang and listenedto sentimental
songs and thought nostalgicallyof the old days. Sincethe carpentryteam wasin
much demand to build more houses, we were no longer transferred as frequently
as before. We spent this period of our lives in relative tranquility.
My wife regularly visited me every two months. Each time I saw my
daughter, she appeared to have grown up a little more. In the course of our
conversation, my wife spoke less and less of her bribery attempts to secure my
release.

At the end of the year as the rainy season was drawing to an end, we were
informedof an escape attempt involving many inmates; the police had fired on
them, killing three and wounding ten. Afterward, a cadre named Loi was
transferred from the back prison to ours. He was said to be verycruel. Each time
he came to call the roll, he shouted at us in a ferocious manner, and we assumed

he had been moved here to deal with the group of young, bullheaded prisoners
accused of "national restoration" activities.

Our circumstances and state of mind may havevaried, but we neverstopped
living in expectation of news, and the ever-presentrumors flourishedas always.
On Nationd Day, September 2, six prisoners were released. This gave rise to a
rumor that a list had been drawn of inmates to be released on holidays to come.
We paid special attention to this kind of rumor because visiting relatives were
reporting that a conference was being held in Geneva to discuss Vietnam.
Although the news was somewhat vague, we clung to the tenuous hope it raised
in our minds. Most of us though agreed with one inmate who said pessi
mistically as we discussed the report, "The world decided to drop us long ago!
Nobody pays any attention any more to what happens in this Vietnam of ours. At
one time, it was rumored that the Americans were negotiating the ransom of
reeducation inmates; at another, we heard that an international conference was

held to find a solution to the problem of reeducation camps. Too many rumors,
but we seemed not to get fed up with them."
When my wife came to visit, I carefully asked her about the variousreports.
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but she could not answer any of my questions as she disliked and avoided
anything to do with politics. From time to time, she gaveme news of our friends
and acquaintances—who had been released and who was still being held.
One evening after the meal, as we stood looking beyond the fence or walked
back and forth as weused to do everyeveningwhilewaitingforthe gongto sound
roll call, we saw a man, carrying his luggage and escorted by two policemen,
walk out from the compound at the back of our own. I got a goodlook at him; he
was thin and of a darkish complexion. As I sat down among the other men to

waitforroll call, I suddenly realizedwho he was. Out of the comer of myeye, I
saw the two policemenand the prisoner walk towardthe prison officein the row
of new, whitewashed houses. TTie trat tu vienlocked us in forthenightandI got
up on an upper bunk as though to start a conversation with its occupant. From
this comer under the window, I could see the gate through the bars made of
bamboo joints. After a moment, I ratherindistinctly saw the prisoner with his
two guards get into a cream-colored limousine—a Peugeot 403—and drive
slowly through the gate of the administrative area and off in the direction of the
national highway, leaving behind a cloudof dust. Afterretuming to mybed, I
lay back, thinking about what I had seen and found that it tallied with the mmors
we had heard. The departingprisonerwasLe QuangUyen, former govemor of

the National Bankof Vietnam whom I hadmetat the "military hospital" camp
at Xuan Loc. For a simple change of camps, such an elegant means of
transportation would never have been used. Rumor had it that at that very
moment a conference was being held in Geneva to discuss the exodus of
refugees from Vietnam by sea in small and fragile boats. We heard that Hanoi
had promised to allow Vietnamese to leave the country officially and to release
more reeducation camp prisoners. According to the information, Hanoi wanted
to impress world opinion by releasing well-known individuals, among them the
engineer Pham Minh Duong, former minister of Communications and Public
Works; General(Dr.) VuNgoc Hoan,former chief of theARVN Medical Corps;
and perhaps the man I saw taken away in a limousine, Le Quang Uyen. At the
approachof Christmas, all of thesematterswerewidelydiscussedin thecamp. I
did notknowwhobesidesmehadseenLe QuangUyentakenaway, but thenews
of "inmate Le QuangUyenfromthe backprison" had quicklymadetherounds.

The study monitor responsible for the carpentry teajn, whose name was

Nam, wasa verygreedy cadre. Ourteamleaderacquired hisfavor byflattery and
bribes. Almostevery day at noon, Nam tookthe team leaderto a localfamily's
home to eat lunch with him, and when they returned, they brought back some
food they had purchased to sell to us. At the moment, the carpentry team was
allowed to have its midday meals at the construction site to savetime in the drive
to complete the new subcamp. We had finished the houses for inmates and were
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now erecting buildings for the cadres and office personnel. Children in the
vicinity, who wereon the lookoutfor opportunities, knewthat a team of inmates
stayed outside of camp at noon, so theybroughtbananas, cigarettes, sugar,and
sweets to sell. To do this, they bribed the policemen on guard duty at the road

junction beyond the gate. More of them were coming in every day, and other
work teams got us to buy things for them.

Several times, when our teani was about to go out the main gate, we were
ordered by the cadres to wait until the other teams had left, and when'they had
gone, the trat tu vien were instructed to search us very thoroughly. Many of us
thus lost a lot of money in their searches, our own as well as that of other inmates
who had given it to us. Monitor Nam was very angry at the treatment we received
because he and our team leader could only go to buy items like meat, sugar, and
powdered milk for us if we brought money when we left camp, to say nothing of
his losing his chance to "eat out" for we inmates pooled our money to pay for
his lunch. After many such unexpected searches, we came up with the idea of
asking Nam to come to see us on the previous evening or early in the morning
before we went to work to collect our money. From then on, we lost no more in
the searches, but open animosity developed between the camp's cadres and the
study monitors.
One day when we returned from work, we were suddenly stopped and
searched. When our go cans were opened, most were found to be full of meat,
sugar, or sweets. Some of the men had a whole bunch of bananas strapped to
their bellies. The cadres responsible for internal regulation enforcement were
very angry but could do nothing about it. I had my own way to conceal money
and had never been caught, but the trat tu vien never failed to find my go can or
cooking pot full of food. They looked at me as though they held a grudge. One
Sunday, no one in the entire camp was searched except me. Cadre Loi, along
with trat tu vien Ba, entered our room and ordered me to bring all mybelongings
out into the courtyard. The long search revealed nothing; my neighbors were
then searched, but nothing was found. From then on, I had the impressionthat I
was about to enter another dark period of my life similar to that at Bu Gia Map
camp when I had been subject to every kind of mental torture. As I had to
prepare for everyeventuality, I wasobliged to ask my friendsto buy things for me
to avoid the risk of being searched without warning. Cadre Nam himself asked
me one day, "How come you have such bad records?"
I was very surprised at the remark; my answer was also a question. "I don't
know. Maybe, at my former camp I was much informed against by a fellow who
was not very fond of me. I don't know what was in the reports. Youwere able to
read my records, weren't you? I would have thought that only high-ranking
cadres would have the right to read the inmates' personal records."
Resenting this poke at his self-esteem, Nam shouted, "I can read records
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whenever I like. Your records contain such remarks as 'Has the intention to

escape from the camp' and 'Reactionary.' That's why you were moved here."
I layawake that nightwondering howand whycadreNamreadmypersonal
records. I wasquitesurethat ordinarily cadres were notcurious enough to read
the personal records of any particular inmate. What was more, after the new
camp administration buildings had been completed, we were summoned to
carry in lockedfiling cabinets(possibly broughtfroma Saigon office). Monitor
Nam could not freely enter the office and rummage among the files for my
personalrecords. Othercadres andcertainlythe office clerksusuallyregardeda
study monitor as a sort of stupid prison warden, and I had observedmyself that
the monitorsappeared to havehad very little schooling. Therefore, the fact that
mypersonalrecords hadbeen takenoutof the files and thatcadreNamhadbeen
given the opportunityto read themmust hold somesignificance forme. Fromthe
moment I heard that my records had been picked out and examined, intuition
told me that somethinguntoward was going to happen to me.
I was on tenterhooks in the days that followed. Whenever a police cadre
looked at me, I had the distinct impression that in his look was something
showinghe alreadyknew whatwasin storeforme and waskeepingan eyeon me.

Many ofmy friend also felt that Iwas under surveillance. Meanwhile, our work
became more urgent as we were told we had to finish constructionof the third
subcamp earlier than targeted in order to accommodate more prisoners who
were to be transferred here. What with my worries and exhaustion, I fell sick, but
I was not alone. The weather had changed—become unusually warm—and the
number of inmates reporting sick in the house where my team was living
suddenly increased. In addition, Ngu, the room leader, lost his pet hamster. He
lookedpitifully sad as if he had lost his own son. The otherinmatesdid notcare
to gather and entertain themselves with music and songs now either.

As the year drew to an end, everyone felt the separation from family more
deeply and could not help being unhappy. It was then that Ha Van Ngan was
asked by a friend to improve on a piece of music the latter had recently
composed to playat Christmas. Ngan played the musicon his guitar. Listening
to it, note after note as clear as crystal, our hearts broke to pieces! I asked Ngan
what it was that sounded so sad. He said it was a piece of church music.
"Le Tan Loc has just composed it; he asked me to make a fewchanges and
arrange it for guitars."

Loc was a formerphilosophyteacher.I knew him whenhe was still a student
of philosophy at the teacherstrainingcollege. He wasthenknownas an atheist,
and most of his teachers were Catholic priests. As he was an outstanding
student, although very obstinate when it came to defending his atheist view

point, a French priest managed to obtain a scholarship for him to continuehis
studies in France. He was said to havepassed with top grades two certificats each
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year, whichwasno meanfeat. Backin Vietnam, he taught philosophy and was
welllikedby his students. Ngantold methatLocdecided by himself to convert
to Catholicism afterseveral years in reeducation camps. Hispresenthobby was
composing songs, and his piece that Ngan was now arranging was entitled
"Rejoicingat the Tidingsof God's Descentto Earth." Theinmates,finding the
storythat led to this song interesting, asked Ngan to sing it. Pluckinghis guitar,
he sang softly, and the whole room became silent. He had an excellentvoice;the
song was very moving, with a strangely plaintive note in the music. When he
finished, everyone had tears in his eyes, but we had nothing but praise for the
artist and the composer, and we asked him to sing the song again.
To be in prison at this time of the waning year with no prospect of release
created a very subdued atmosphere; we had every reason to be sad and
thoughtful. We completed the third subcamp on target, for which we were
granted one day off. After that, we had to start hoeing the ground to prepare for
rice planting. One day we stopped work as usual at noon, had a wash at the
stream, and retumed to the camp for the middaymeal and rest. After getting my
ration of bobo, I took it to the side of the house together with a go can of noodles
I had cooked at the worksite. I was about to sit down to eat when cadre Loi came

and called for the room leader to appear before him. Ngu hurriedly ran out of the
house. He then led cadre Loi back toward me. Seeing him approach, my heart
pounded, and there was suddenly a drununing in my ears, so I could not hear
clearly.
"Vu, report to the cadre," said Ngu.
His voice sounded as if it came from afar, and when I answered, it sounded
as if someone else were speaking.
"Yes, cadre! You want to see me?"

"You're Tran Tri Vu, right? What's your date of birth?"

Standing before the cadre, I tried to maintain my calm, but mywhole body
trembledas though I were havingan attack of malaria. I made a great effort to
concentrate, but I could not tell him what my birthdate was! Seeing the pitiful
way I responded, Loi said, "After the meal, bring all yourbelongings with you
to the gate. I'll waitfor you there. I remind youthat you have to bring all your
clothes and other personalpossessions withoutleaving anything behind, be it a
needle or a bit of thread. Is that clear?"

"Yes, cadre."

Loi turned around and walked away. Ngu and many of my housemates
surrounded me; no one asked me any questions. Theylooked at me withpity in
their eyes. I sat down and tried to start eating, but I couldn't swallow a single
morsel. My roommates, one holding the can of noodles, the other the bowl of
boboy stood around me. One of them tried to reassure me.

"Never mind! Eat your fill. We'll see you later."
I tookthe can of noodles, and tried to eat, but the food stuckin mythroat.
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Usually, instant noodles were much desired and made a nourishing dish, but
today I feltI would throw up if I ateanything. I stood up andwent to dump the
bobo in a pailat theback of thehouse. Then I emptied dienoodles in a friend's
bowl and went into the house to foldup myclothing. WhileI wasbusy packing,
trat tu vien Ba came in.

"Go and reportto the cadreright away," he said. "You can come backfor
yourthings afterward. Gonow! They want to finish withyou before going outfor
lunch. They're waiting for you, you know."
I leftmybelongings lyingin aheaponthebedandfollowed Ba. SeeingthatI
wasoverwrought, Ngusaidencouragingly, "Keep calm!Evendeathis notto be
feared, so why worry over trifles!"
I looked at Ngu with a smile, but I knew it was not at all natural. WhenI got

to the gate, cadre Loi was standingin the guardhouse. A policecadre I had not
seen before came forward.

"You're Tran Tri Vu, aren't you?" he said. "Have you registered any money
for safekeeping with us?"
"Yes, I have."
"How much?"

"It's been a long time; I don't rememberhow much it was."
"Go back and bring me yourreceipt. Be quick about it. I'll be waiting for
you here."

I ran back, but my heart was beating so furiously I had not the strength to
moveveryfast. I couldhardlybreathe. The gonghad soundedforeveryone to get
into the barracks and for the doors to be locked, but because our team was rated a

"good" team, our doorwasleft open. WhenI enteredthe room, mycompanions
who were lying on their beds immediately sat up.
"How did it go?" one of them asked.
"Theyaskedme to comebackto findthe receiptforthemoney I deposited."
"Did they, really?"
The room suddenly became noisy.
"You said 'receipt for money on deposit,' didn't you?"
"Yes."

"Then, that's it! That's it!"

A number of the men got down from their beds, ran toward me, and clapped
me on the shoulder. They spoke without waiting for each other.

"If theygiveyoubackthe money, it meansyourluck is with younow. That's
true, old man!"

"Come on, buddy!Cheer up! You'rereleased, it's as sure as eggs are eggs."
As I was fumbling for the receipt that had been issued to me by the camp
management, the men surrounded me. Everyone wastalkingat once, as though
in a marketplace. One of them said,
"Say,Vu. It's sure as hell you'll be released. Couldyougivemeyourgo can?
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I've mademychoiceand it's yourcan. You see,I've hadto use thisrustedtin for
a long time already. Give the can to me, please!"

I looked for the receipt among n^ clothes. Mybody suddenly felt very warm
and nty face flushed. Myheart was still beating hard, now it was for joyinstead
of the worry and fear of a moment ago. I found the receipt atlastand ran quickly
outof thehouse, pursued byrequests for my personal objects andanexchange of
clothing. At the gate, I gavethe receiptto toe cadre.
He said, "I amgoing to toefinance section to gettoemonqr foryou. Goget
your belongings and have them inspected by toe camp cadres; thengo to toe
office. I'll be waiting for you there."
I turned around and went back, running andwalking at toesame time. My
mind was backtonormal. I toldntyself thattoefellows could berightafterall. K
thiswere a transfer, they would notgivebacktoemoney. Besides, thenew cadre
seemed to be fairly nice to me. When I arrived back at

barracks, toe clothes I

had lefton my bunk to be packed hadundergone a considerable change. Items
thatwere ingood condition haddisappeared andwere replaced byrags. Mywife
had provided me with an adequate supplyof clothes, and I had not had to wear
torn garments. Ngu, toe roomleader, wasstanding besidemybed, and he said
apologetically, "I had to stay here to dissuade toe menfrom exchanging any
moreclothes. And these guys are waiting to ask you something."
I looked around; oneinmate was holding my gocan,another my plastic bowl
in whichI ate bobo each day.
"We've never had visitors and don't have enough of whatwe need. Could
you give me this can, please?"
"And this bowl to me, all right?"
"I'm notsure whether I shall be released or not," I replied.
"It's as sure as fate!"

"One thousand percent sure, believe me!"
Ngu smiled and said, "Well, it's up to you."

I gathered toe rags and tom mosquito net and blanket—my own had also
been replaced bythese—and stuffed them into a bigbag.Shouldering it, I made
mywayto the gate. Once more I feltassailedby doubtsand worries: Whatif this
was not a release after all? When I reached the gate, Loi and Ba were already
there.

"Display all yourbelongingsforinspection," cadre Loiordered. Ba tooktoe
bag andpouredits contentsontotoe ground.At toe sightof toetatteredclothes,
he exclaimed, "Well, look at that! Only rags. Permission to report, cadre: toe

clothes, mosquito net, and blanket arealltom; there's nota single item in good
condition."

CadreLoi approached to have a look. He suddenly raisedhis head, a cruel
look in his eyes.

"Atthisjuncture, you'restillobstinate! Take thesebackandbringyour very
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own things out here. If you can't find them, don't come back out again.
Understand?"

"Yes, I do."

I crammed everything intothebagandranbackto thehouse. Themenagain
sat up, asking, "What happened?"
"Why do you have to come back?"
"Cadre Loi demanded that I produce my real clothing; otherwise I cannot
leave," I replied.

Nguran forward andspokefirmly, "Thoseof youwhohave substituted your
clothing forhis, pleasegiveit backto him. Let himgoin peace. Don't makehim
suffer because of this. Give everything back, will you?"
The men returned to me clothes, mosquito net, and blanket; naturally they
werenot mine, but theywere in better conditionthan the rags theyhad givenme
before. Ngu refused to accept them.
"This won't do! There must at least be one set of clothes in good condition."

One of the chaps gaveme one set that really wasmine. Another reluctantly
brought back my go can.
I said, "It seems to me that they want to confiscate only my clothes,

mosquito net, and blanket. You can keep that can."
TTie fellow ran happily back to his place with the can in his hand. Another
broughtme a battered, blackened can, saying, "Take this one in case they ask
you," he said. "You'll be spared another trip back. It has some holes in it."
I put my clothingin the bag and placedthoseitemsin goodconditionon top.
Shouldering the bag again, I walked slowly toward the door. Only now did my
friends' parting wishes register in my brain.
"Go in peace, mate!"
"No, the word 'go' is not enough. You should say 'return.' Happy return
home, Vu!"

My housemates gatheredaroundto shakemyhand. Manyhad tears in their
eyes. One of them took my hand, seeming to fumble for words.
"Vu, pray God you're released for good. If later you can escape from this
country, try to finda way to tell theworldhowtheydetainpeoplehere. I wasalso
writing articles for Chu Tu's daily, you know."''
I was surprised and a little apprehensive at this allusion to Chu Tu. So he
knew I had been one of Chu Tu's associates, a detail of my past which I had not
disclosedto anyone and thought was long since dead and buried. I didn't expect
it to be revived by this fellow.
"What! YouImew me too?" I said. "How come you didn't speak of this to
me before?"

''Chu Tflwas editor-in-chief of one of Saigon's leading daily newspapers.
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"Never mind. Now, go in peace. Try to flee the coimtiy. Leave this blootfy
land of ours. You'll have to goabroad to be ableto tellthe world thetruth. Do
your best. I'm confidentyou'll succeed."

"You too. I believe you'll be released some day, sooner or later."
The man, still holding try hand, suddenly sobbed. "Look at me, hard! A

sick man like me has no altemative but towait here todie. And what's the good
of going back. I'll only be a burden to my wife andchildren."

I could not hold back my tears. Ngu's voice was heard urging me to go. "Let
him go! CadreLoi's waiting for him."

I tumed to wave good-bye to my companions. Everyone was looking at me,
indefinable expressions on their faces. I ran tothe gate with the bag of clothing
on my shoulder. Trot tu vien Ba took the bag and dumped its contents on the
ground, and cadre Loi stepped forward; with his foot, he pointed to various
articles.

"As you're leaving the camp, you won't need this . . . and this, so leave
them here."

Bahastened tocollect the items tobeleft behind, mostly working clothes in
fairly good condition, and I stuffed into the bag what I was allowed to take
with me.

Cadre Loi said, "Now, you can go to the office."
"Good-bye, cadre Anh® Ba."

Loi curled his lips and gave me anunfnendly look. Basaid, "Yes, off you
go."

For the first time inyears I had the impression of being a free man again; no
policeman escorted me asI walked toward the gate ofthe camp. I passed the row
of thatched houses and entered the area where the newly built brick houses
stood. A policeman came outof thebuilding thatwas theprison office. Hestood
on the verandah and said, "Come on up! Why such a long delay?"
I climbed the stairs and walked into the office.

"Sit down," the cadre said, pointingat a chair.
I put my bag of clothing on the floor, pulled thechair away from thetable,
and satdown. Immediately, I was struck bythe sensation of sitting ona chair, a
real chair. It seems ridiculous, but for a moment my mind was completely
absorbed withhowmuchmorecomfortable agenuine chairwas thana treetrunk
or a bench made of bamboo joints.

The cadre said, "Now, you have two things to do before you leave this
camp."

I noticed thatso far there hadbeen no confirmation of n^ release.
"First, you willhave to do this. Thesooner you finish it, thebetterit willbe
for you."
®Elder brother.
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He handed me a ballpoint pen and a sheet of paper bearing the mim

eographed heading, "Report on the team situation." Looking at me, he said,
"Now, you have to accomplish a feat, achieve some result by reporting
everything you think isstill wrong with your team, inthe camp, oraround you.
Aswe allknow, inevery team, every barracks, atthe worksites, and everywhere
there are always people who have not yet achieved good reeducation, who do not
yet support, orwho even oppose the Revolution. Your duty istodenounce those
people, expose their acts.

"I emphasize the point that you have tomake a sincere declaration, that you
have the obligation tomake declarations. When you have finished, we'll give you
thenecessary papers that will give you permission toretum to your family. The
decision toretum you toyour family isa gesture of utmost clemency onthepart
of the Revolution. So you have to make your declaration in such a way as to

prove yourself worthy of theclemency of theRevolution. I have to tell you that
if you say you have nothing todeclare, that means that you have not had a 'good'
reeducation yet. And because of that, you will have toretum tothe camp tohave
time to think it over. Youknow fiill well that the Revolutionhas enough patience

to wait until you prove yourself to be really sincere. Now, try to write down
everything you know."

Having said that, the cadre retumed to his chair behind the desk. Pen in
hand, I sat there at a loss to know what to do. Who was I going to denounce?
What to denounce? I hadevery reason intheworld to thinkthatif I didnotmake

any denunciation, I would have to goback to that barracks that I thought I had
escaped firom, permanently. If I had totellthetmth, it would bethat everyone in
thiscamp—including myself—equally hates theRevolution. Butto say thatsoand-so was conspiring against the Revolution—in fact, there was no one.
The absolute majority of us wanted to retumto ourfamilies to livea normal
life. When accusing someone, you had to have proof; you could not make
groundless demmciations. Besides, how could I inform on my companions, an
act I loathed and had found to be utterly contemptible ever since I first
encountered it in the camps?

On the other hand, if I could not think of something or somebody to
denounce, I was sure that I would be kept imprisoned for days, weeks, or even

months. Experience told methat thecamp management was perfectly capable of
keeping meon, as at Bu Loicamp when they kepteighty-seven inmates, dueto
be released, until the cadres were satisfied with the cultivation program at the

camp. With the quantity of foodstuffs subtracted from thousands of rations and
stockpiled by Logistics, they could feed me for several years on end.
I bitmy pen, unable to come up with a single idea. Never before hadI hadto
write something that I knew for sure I couldnot write! The gong sounded the
signal toendsiesta and begin the afternoon's work. I was desperate. I must write
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something, denounce somebody;but who? I had prided myself on being a fairly
enterprising person, but now I foundmymind wascompletelyblank. I wantedto
begin to write something down ... I had to, somehow. Write something
quickly so as to leave this place soon. Oh God! I was totally helpless! The cadre
looked up at me, then returned to the book he was reading. I lookedat the sheet
of paper. I assumed informers wrote their reports on sheets of paper like this
one; they were able to find something to write about everyday. Then why wasn't
I? Not knowing what to do, I bent my head and began to pray. I still believed I
was blessed with a miraculous protection whenever I was in danger; it had been
proved on many occasions.
A solution suddenly flashed through my mind. That was it! Why shouldn't I
do that? Help me, oh God! I had been taught by the Revolution; I would be good
for nothing if I didn't know how to do it. Why shouldn't I write a confession?
Why shouldn't I denounce myself according to the very principle of criticism
and self-criticism?

On second thought, I began to feel some apprehension. What if the cadre
thought that "out of eccentricity" I undertook to denouncemyself andthus used
"a trick to mock the Revolution" ? He had orderedme to denounceotherpeople;
would I show obstinacy by denouncing myself; would he be angry? I thought
hard and came up with a better idea, one that wouldbe clearly acceptable. Quite
so! Did I know somebody reprehensible in my team? Of course! And I had
tangible proof.
I bent over my paper and began to write. Seeing this, the cadre stood,
looking pleased, and went to stand behind me to read what I had written.
"I the undersigned, Tran Tri Vu, executing the order given me to declare the
wrongdoing in myteam, sincerelyconfessto the Revolution that I participatedin
the acts I am going to relate and that my participation contributed to their
realization. It all began from the day I was transferred to the carpentry team.
Fromtime to time, the study monitorordered me to use the planks belonging to
the camp to make chairs and boxes. Later, we wereinformed that the objectsmy
teammates and I had made were sold to local people. Recently, we made a fairly
big table, which we then had to carry to the roadside. A Lambro scooter came
and took it away. I now repent of my participation in causing the loss of the
socialist state property.
"Besides, myfamilyhas surreptitiouslysupplied me with somemoneythat I
entrusted to the monitor to buy such things as meat, sugar, milk, etc., for me. I
am aware that by doing so, I have violated the camp regulations. Seeing that
whatI havedone makes me unworthyof the favor grantedme by the Revolution,
I hereby sincerely and forthrightly criticize myself in the hope that the
Revolution, always generous, will pardon me."
As soon as I had finished writing, the policeman shouted, "That's not good
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enough! What you've said is too vague. You must specify how many chairsand
tables youhavemade, who sold them, whatwasthe price . . . and so on, and so
forth."

I was cheered by his demands. Apparently, this cadre agreed with my
denunciation, at least in principle. In fact, what I had denouncedwas known to
the whole camp, an open secret. I added, "I would like to specify that I have
made four chairs and one table; Monitor Nam took them away and sold them. I
have been told that he sold them for 140 dong. Cadre Nam 'rewarded' me with a
pack of Vam Co cigarettes and some sweets."
The cadre took the paper and wentthrough it while I waitedanxiously. When
he had finished, to prove he was versed in administrative procedures, he said,
"This is not quite finishedyet. You haveto write down: 'Done at Thu Due camp.
Ham Tan—the words 'Ham Tan' should be put between brackets—on Decem
ber 23, 1979."

Witha joyful, "Yes, cadre!" I wrotedown whathe had indicated. Thanksbe
to God! He had helped me to write up the first—and I hoped the last—
denunciation in my life. The police cadre slid the sheet of paper into a folder on
his table, then said, "Now, there are some formalities to comply with before
you're released. This is the money you have on deposit. Count it. Here are ten
dong for your bus fare; in addition to that, you're given three dong per day for
meals during the trip, and you're entitled to two days' travel, making it six dong
for food expenses. The total for your travel therefore is sixteen dong. Count it
carefully and sign here. You have to write, 'Received sixteen dong for travel
expenses.'"
I counted the money, which consisted of cmmpled one- and five-dong notes
mixed together, to comply with the formalities, but I paid little attention to the
amount. I wrote and signed the required receipt, taking care that everystroke be
clearly legible lest the cadre blame me for "scribbling in the manner of the
bourgeoisie." Only then did the cadre pull open his drawerand take out a single
piece of paper, which he held out, saying, "This is a paper which represents a
matter of life and death as far as you are concerned. Many, many people live in
the hope of obtaining this kind of paper without being able to get it. Our last
advice to you is this: When you're back home, make sure you abide by the law of
the Revolution. Settle your personal affairs, then bring your family to a New
Economic Zone and earn your livelihood by productive labor. Have a happy
return home. Give our kind regards to your family."
Having finished his farewell speech, he stood up and gave the paper to me.
Then he held out his hand in an awkward gesture, as though he were acting a part
in a "renovated theater" play. I shook his hand, took the paper, and mumbled,
"Thank you very much, cadre." I took a quick look at the paper; its heading
read, "Order of Release." Skimming through the formal language, I came to the
sentence, "Reason for Release: Reeducation satisfactorily completed"; beneath
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it a line bore the words, "Period of Probation: None." The cadre congratu
lated me.

"You're lucky not to have to be on probation after release. That means you
can be granted back yourrights of citizenshipright away. Now go to the national
highway to get a bus; it's getting late already."
I shouldered my bag, walked down the step, and then turned to look at this
forbidding camp for the last time. A wave of emotion came over me, and I had
the impression that thousands of inmates at that moment were standing inside
the camp looking out at me with envy. I did not understand why I now was
overwhelmed with sadness. Was it true that I had been released? It was so

sudden, so unexpected!
I walked out the gate of the administrative area, and in the distance I caught
sight of a few scattered groups of men hoeing the ground. I tried to make out
which team it was—some of the men waved to me with their conical hats but

they were too far away to recognize me. I waved back. All of a sudden, tears
streamed from myeyes. I tried to hold them back, but in vain;I feltI wasgoing to
cry out loud.
How unfortunate it was for those who had to stay on! I looked in their
direction, but the tears blurred my vision. I wiped them with my shirt sleeve,but
they kept welling out. I struggled to regain my self-control by thinking of
something cheerful. Surely my wife and child would be very happy to see me
come home. It was certain that my release was due to my wife's efforts. No
earlier than yesterday, I was racked by worries, terror even, when I thought about
my personal records being stamped "reactionary." But today I was free despite
that harmful rating.
Still I could not chase awaythe sad thoughts. Where did so many tears come
from? I turned around for a final look at the camp; why did the sight of those
thatched houses appear so sad? And what would become of mycompanions who
had to stay? Lost in my thoughts, I suddenly came across a group of inmates who
were weeding at the side of the road. The four policemen standing guard looked
at me in surprise. The men stopped working and leaned on their hoes. From a
grassy ditch below, a voice rose up, "Are you going home? Best wishes to you."
"Farewell ..." I said. But I seemed to have lost my voice. I cleared my
throat, then said loudly, "Best wishes to you too. Keep yourselves in good
health."

I waved to them while tears fell more profusely than before. Someone said,
"Why do you cry, you who are returning home? We who stay don't cry, as you
can see."

They tried to smile, but their smiles were so pitiful. I walked away, thenvoices becoming less and less distinct in my ears. At the road junction, I turned
and waved again, and they all waved back. Although we had been strangers, we
had become like brothers bound by fate; now we had to part in circumstances
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that were far from cheerful. As I tumed into one branch of the fork, they were

lost from sight; I was alone on the dirt road.
I walked until I was bathed in sweat and at last reached the tarred surface of

National Highway No. 1. Tobe able to walk on a smooth, macadamized road
gave my feet a comfortable feeling. Atanopen stretch of thehighway, I satdown
on theright-hand side of theroad to wait for a vehicle going inthedirection of
Saigon. Usually, when roofing buildings inthecamp, I had seen much traffic on
thehighway, butnow, waiting for some vehicle to come along, pick me up, and
bring mehome to my family, there was none. I waited andwaited. Soon thesun
began to lose its brilliance and the shadows of big trees lengthened on the
surface of the road. Suddenly, I heard the soundof an approaching vehicle. It
was going in theright direction, butit was a military truck. I signaled it to stop,
but the bodoijust looked fixedly at me and drove on.
I thought I would have to find some hospitable house in the area where I
could spend thenight, thencome back herein themoming totiy to catch a ride
toward Saigon. I began to walk. Then I heard the rumble of another vehicle
behind me, andI saw ajeepthathadbeen converted intoa track,crammed with
passengers, driving toward me. Two people onthetopof thetrackwere hanging

on to sacks of goo^ strapped to its roof. I fiagged itwhen itwas still a short
distance away, andthemen ontheroof waved theirarms ina gesture of refusal.
Attheinstantthe"track" passed by, I shouted, "I have justbeenreleased from a
reeducation camp. Please let me come with you!" It did not slow, but I heard
someone cry out, "Reeducation detainee . . . reeducation detainee!" The
vehicle pulledto a stop. Withmy bag, I ran happily forward. Thepassengers—
all women—were sitting among bags and sacks full of goods.
The driver grumbled, "There's nomore room. If you women want him tosit
somewhere, arrangea place for him. I give up."
A woman said, "Come on! He's a reeducation detaineejust released from

some camp inthejungle. Dowe have theheart to leave him alone inthemiddle
of the forest? Besides, it's already getting dark. Get up here and sit among us.
You, lady, squeeze over, will you?"

I approached thecar and said with a smile, "Please, let me hitch a ride to
Saigon. I came outfrom thejungle a little after noon, butI haven't met with any
bus or other vehicle yet."

Thetwo women sittingbeside the drivertried to makeroom for me, but as

they were big and fat, they could only leave a narrow edge for me to sit on.
Again, the driver objected.
"You'll be thrown out on the road in a little while. If there's an accident, you

ladies must take responsibility for it."
"Get on up! I'll holdhim if necessary. Hecan't be thrown out. If I holdon
tightto somebody, it's hard for him to get away from me."
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The passengers all burst into laughter. Fortunately, the woman was past
middle age, so there was no impropriety. I got up into the cab of the truck,
handed mybag to someonesitting in the back, and with myfree handsgropedfor
a support to cling to. As the heavily loaded vehicle drove forward at a moderate
speed, one of the passengers said, "Try to stand the discomfort. I'll be getting
off at Xuan Loc very shortly."
The car rumbled on. The passengers asked jokingly, "You've just been
released, right? Tonight your wife will be very happy to see you back."
"How come you're the only one to be released? You must be very clever!"
"Happy and clever, indeed! After a short while, he'll be sent to a New
Economic Zone. That's the same as being sent to prison!"
Worry and fear suddenly flooded back into my consciousness. I told myself
that I'd have to report sick; I'd haveto find some sort of illness that would permit
me to stay in the city for a period of time. They'll haveto believethat I am really
sick.

I looked at my arms, all skin and bone, burned by the sun to a dark color
similar to that of the Montagnards. Mentally, I braced myself to face up to the
difficulties to come. I no longer paid attention to the noisy chatter of the
passengers in the rear of the truck.
I made a rapid calculation. I had reported to the authorities on June 25,1975;
today was December 23, 1979. I had spent 1,632 days at various reeducation
camps. To think I had believed the communique that said the period of
reeducation would be seven days! For me, it was over, but for many of my
friends, it would go on, perhaps for much longer. Was I being too optimistic to
think they all would still be alive when the day of their release arrived at last?
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